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EDITORS' PREFACE.

THERE are now before the public many Commentaries,
written by British and American divines, of a popular or

homiletical character. The Cambridge Bible for Schools,

the Handbooks for Bible Classes and Private Students, The

Speaker's Commentary',
The Popular Commentary (Schaff),

The Expositor's Bible, and other similar series, have their

special place and importance. But they do not enter into

the field of Critical Biblical scholarship occupied by such

series of Commentaries as the Kurzgefasstts cxegetisches

Handbuch zum A. T.j De Wette's KurzgefassUs cxegetisches

Handbuck zum JV. T.; Meyer's lriti$ch-exegetischer Kom~

mentar; Keil and Delitzsch's Biblischer Cotnmentar iiler das

A. T*; Lange's Theologisch-homiletisches Bibelwerkj Nowack's

Hxndkommentar zum A. T>; Holtzmann's Handkommentar

zum N. T. Several of these have been translated, edited,

and in some cases enlarged and adapted, for the English-

speaking public ;
others are in process of translation. But

no corresponding series by British or American divines

has hitherto been produced. The way has been prepared

by special Commentaries by Cheyne, Ellicott, Kalisch,

Lightfoot, Perowne, Westcott, and others ;
and the time has

come, in the judgment of the projectors of this enterprise,

when it is practicable to combine British and American

Scholars in the production of a critical, comprehensive
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Commentary that will be abreast of modern biblical scholar-

ship, and in a measure lead its van.

Messrs. Charles Scribner's Sons of New York, and Messrs.

T. & T. Clark of Edinburgh, propose to publish such a

series of Commentaries on the Old aud New Testaments,

under the editorship of Prof. C. A. BRIOGS, D.I)., in America,

and of Prof. S. R. DRIVER, D.D., for the Old Testament, and

the Rev. ALFRED PLUMMER, D.D., for the New Testament,

in Great Britain.

The Commentaries will be international and inter-con-

fessional, and will be free from polemical and ecclesiastical

bias. They will be based upon a thorough critical study of

i:he original texts of the Bible, and upon critical methods of

interpretation. They are designed chiefly for students and

clergymen, and will be written in a compact style. Each

book will be preceded by an Introduction, stating the results

of criticism upon it, and discussing impartially the questions

still remaining open. The details of criticism will appear

in their proper place in the body of the Commentary. Kadi

section gf the Text will be introduced with a paraphrase,

or summary of contents, Technical details of textual and

iphilological criticism will, as a rule, be kept distinct from

'matter of a more general character
;
and in the Old Testa-

ment the exegetical notes will be arranged, as far as

possible, so as to be serviceable to students nut acquainted

with Hebrew. The History of Interpretation of the Hooks

will be dealt with, when necessary, in the Introductions,

with critical notices of the most important literature of

the subject. Historical and Archaeological questions, us

well as questions of Biblical Theology, are included in the

plan of the Commentaries, but not Practical or Homileticai

Exegesis* The Volumes will constitute a uniform series*



THE following eminent Scholars are engaged upon the

Volumes named below :

THE OLD TESTAMENT.

Genesis The Rev. JOHN SKINNER, D.D., Professor of Old
Testament Language and Literature, College of

Presbyterian Church of England, Cambridge,
England.

Exodus The Rev. A, R, S. KENNEDY, D.D., Professor of

Hebrew, University of Edinburgh.

Leviticus
J. F. STENNING, M. A., Fellow of Wadham Col-

lege, Oxford.

Numbers G. BUCHANAN GRAY, D.D.. Professor of Hebrew*
Mansfield College, Oxford. [Now Ready.

Deuteronomy The Rev. S. R DRIVER, D.D., D.Litt, Regius
Professor of Hebrew, Oxford. [Now Ready.

Joshua The Rev. GKORGE ADAM SMITH, D.D., LL,D.,
Professor of Hebrew, Free Church College,

Glasgow.

Judged The Rev. GKORGE MOORE, P.O., LL.D., Pro-
fessor of Theology, Harvard University, Cam-
bridge, Mass. [Now JReatty.

Samuel The Rov. II. P. SMITH, D.IX, Professor of Biblical

History, Ainherst College, Mass, ^Now Ready.

, Kings The Rev. FRANCIS BROWN, D,D., D.Litt., LL.D.,
Professor of Hebrew and Cognate Languages,
Union Theological Seminary, New York City.

Chronicles The Rev. EDWARD L. CURTIS, D.IX, Professor of

Hebrew, Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

Ezra and The Rev. L. W. BATTKNT, Ph.D., D.D., Rector of

Nehcmiah St. Marks Church, New York City, sometime
Professor of Hebrew, P. E. Divinity School,

Philadelphia.

Psalms The Rev. CHAS. A. BRICGS, D.D., D.Litt, Pro-

fessor of Theological Encyclopaedia and Symbol-
ics, Union Theological Seminary, New York.

\jn Press.

[ VoL I Now foatfy. Fol. // in Press.

Proverbs - The Rev. C II. TOY, D.D., LL.D., Professor of

Hebrew, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

[Now ftetitty.

Job The Rev. S. R. DRIVBR, D.D,, D.Litt., Regius
Professor of Hebrew, Oxford.
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Isaiah Chaps. I-XXXIX. The Rev. G. PIWHANAN
GRAV, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, Mansfield

College, Oxford.

Isaiah Chaps. XL-LXVL The Rev S. R. DRIVER, I). P.,

D.Litt., Regius Professor of Hebrew, Oxford.

Jeremiah The Rev. A. F. KIRKPATRICK, D.D., Master of

Selwyn College, Regius Professor of Hebrew,

Cambridge, England.

Ezekiel By the Rev. G. A. COOKK, M.A., Fellow Mag-
dalen College, and the Rev. CHARLKS K. BURNKV,
M.A., Fellow and Lecturer in Hebrew, St. Johns
College, Oxford.

Daniel The Rev. JOHN P. PETERS, Ph.D., I ).!)., some-
time Professor of Hebrew, P. K. 1 )ivinily School,

Philadelphia, now Rector of St. Michael's Church,
New York City.

Amos and Hosea W. R. HARPER, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the

University of Chicago, Illinois. [A'<*w AVv/</>*.

Micah tp Haggai Prof. JOHN P. SMITH, University of Chicago ;

Prof. CHARLES P. FAGNAW, D.D., Union Theo-
logical Seminary, New York

;
W, UAVKS WARD,

D.D., LL.D., Kditor of The Independent, New
York ; Prof. JULIUS A. HKVEK, Union Theolog-
ical Seminary, New York, and Prof. IL G,
MITCHELL, D,D., Boston University,

Zechariah toJonah Prof. H. G. MITCHELL, D.D.; Prof. JOHN P. SMITH
and Prof. J. A. BEVHR.

Esther The Rev. L. B, PATON, Ph.D., Professor of

Hebrew, Hartford Theological Seminary.

Ecclcsiastcs Prof. GKORGK A. BARTON, Ph.D., Professor of

Biblical Literature, Bryu Mawr College, Pa.

Ruth, Rev. CHARLES A. BRIGGS. D. D., D.Litt, Profo*-

Song of Songs sor of Theological Encyclopedia and Symbolics,
and Lamentations Union Theological Seminary, New York.

THE NEW TESTAMENT.

St. Matthew The Rev, WiLLOUGHnv C. ALLBN, M.A., Fellow
of Exeter College, Oxford.

St. Mark The late Rev. E, P. GOULD, D.1X, sometime Pro-
fessor of New Testament Literature, P. K.Oivmtty
School, Philadelphia, [AW

St. Luke The Rev. ALFRED PLUMMHR, I). IX, sometime
Master of University College, Durham.
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St. John The Very Rev. JOHN HENRY BERNARD, D.D.,
Dean of St. Patrick's and Lecturer in Divinity,
University of Dublin.

Harmony of the The Rev. WILLIAM SANDAY, D.D., LL.D., Lady
Gospels Margaret Professor of Divinity, Oxford, and the

Rev. WILLOUGHBY C. ALLEN, M.A., Fellow of

Exeter College, Oxford.

Acts The Rev. C. H. TURNER, D.D., Fellow of Mag-
dalen College, Oxford, and the Rev. H. N. BATE,
M.A., Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of

London.

Romans The Rev. WILLIAM SANDAY, D.D., LL.D., Lady
Margaret Professor of Divinity and Canon of

Christ Church, Oxford, and the Rev. A. C.

HEADLAM, M.A., D.D., Principal of Kings Col-

lege, London. [Now Ready*

Corinthians The Right Rev. ARCH. ROBERTSON, D.D., LL.D,,
Lord Bishop of Exrtcr, and the Rev. RICHARD J.

KNOWLINO, D.D., Professor of Divinity, Uni-

versity of Durham.
,

Galatians The Rev. ERNEST p. BURTON, D.D., Professor of
New Testament Literature, University of Chicago.

Ephesians and The Rev. T. K. AmjOTT, B.D., D.Litt, sometime
Colossians Professor of Biblical Greek, Trinity College,

1 )ublin, now Librarian of the same. [Now Ready.

Philippians and The Rev. MARVIN R. VINCENT, D.D., Professor
Philemon of Biblical Literature, Union Theological Semi-

nary, New York City. [Now Ready.

Thessalonians The Rev. JAMES E. FRAME, M.A., Professor of

Biblical Theology, Union Theological Seminary,
New York.

The Pastoral The Rev. WALTER LOCK, D.D., Warden of Keble

Epistles College and Professor of Exegesis, Oxford.

Hebrews The Rev. A. NAIRNE, M.A., Professor of Hebrew
in Kings College, London.

St. James The Rev, JAMES H. ROPES, D.D., Bussey Professor

of New Testament Criticism in Harvard Uni-

versity.

Peter and Jude The Rev. CHARLES BIGG, D.D., Regius Professor

of Ecclesiastical History and Canon of Christ

Church, Oxford. [Now Ready.

The Epittties of The Rev. K. A. BROOKE, A.M., Fellow of Kings
St. John College, Cambridge.

Revelation The Rev. ROBKRT II. CHARLES, M.A., D.D.
?
Pro-

fessor of Biblical Greek in the University of

Dublin.
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PREFACE

THIS Commentary is the fruit of forty years of labour. In

1867, when making special studies in Berlin with Dr. Emil

Rodiger, I began a critical Commentary on the Psalms, the Ms.

of which is still in my possession. In 1872 the translation of

Moll's "
Commentary on the Psalms "

in Lange's Bibelwerk was

published in the series edited by Philip Schaff, I translated

and enlarged the Commentary on Pss. 1-41 51-72 with twenty-
five per cent additional matter, and edited the Introduction

with additional notes. In 1874 I began teaching as professor

of Hebrew and cognate languages in Union Theological Semi-

nary, and lectured on the Psalms every year until 1890 when
I became Edward Robinson Professor of Biblical Theology, in

which position I continued to lecture on the Criticism and The-

ology of the Psalter until 1904, when I was transferred to my
present chair. In the plan of the International Critical Com-

mentary I undertook the volumes on the Psalms, and have

been at work upon them ever since. In addition to my work on

the theological terms of the new edition of Robinson's Gesenius'

Hebrew Lexicon y BDB., I have made a complete lexicon to the

Psalter, based on a revised I lebrew text, which I hope ere long
to publish. I have spared no pains upon the text of the Psalter,

not only in the study of the Versions, but also in the detection

and elimination of the glosses in the search for the original texts

as they came from their authors. The Theology of the Psalter

has been carefully investigated ; only the limits of space pre-

vent me from giving it in this volume.

I have made a careful study of the chief commentaries and

have referred to them so far as practicable in the notes, but the

most that could be done was to distribute credit to my predeces-
sors in fair proportions* The amount of literature is so vast

that no other course was possible. The Commentary will show
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that Roman Catholic Commentators have rendered valuable sei

vice which has been too often neglected by modern Protestants ;

and that the older British interpreters are the leal fathers of

much of the material for which modern Germans usually receive

the credit. For more than thirty years 1 have given much atten-

tion to Hebrew poetry. For a long- time J had to battle for it

alone against unreasoning prejudice. L have lived to see a

large proportion of American scholars adopt essentially the views

which I represent. All of the Psalms have been arranged in

this Commentary in measured lines, and the great majority of

them in equal strophes. Their literary character has thereby

been greatly improved and their historical propriety become

more evident The translations are based on the Knglish offi-

cial Versions, but whenever important 1 have not hesitated to

forsake them in order to conform to that original which I have

determined by the principles of textual criticism. I have, not

attempted to give a Version for public or private use, but simply
one to set forth the original text as 1 have determined it.

A public Version, in my opinion, should be less pedantic and

literal than the Revised Version, and not so slavish in its adhe-

rence to the Massoretic text In this respect the older Versions,

especially the Version of the Book of Common Prayer, is to b<:

preferred; for while it is less accurate than the later Versions,

it preserves many readings of the Greek and Vulgate Versions

which later English Versions unwisely rejected, and it is con-

cerned to give the sense of the original in rhythmical devotional

language well suited to the character of a book of prayer ami

praise.

The results which have been reached in Textual Crilidsm,

Higher Criticism, Hebrew Poetry, Historical Criticism, Biblical

Theology, and Interpretation of the Psalter have not been stated

without long and careful consideration. If I could spend more

years in preparation, doubtless I would do much better work,

But there is a limit to all things, and I cannot longer withhold

my Commentary from the press. Whatever is true ami sound
in this work will endure, whatever is mistaken and unsound will

soon be detected and will perish. I would not have it otherwise,.

The Psalms are among the most wonderful products of human
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genius. No other writings but the Gospels can compare with

them in grandeur and importance. The Gospels are greater

because they set forth the life and character of our Lord and

Saviour. The Psalter expresses the religious experience of a

devout people through centuries of communion with God.

I cannot explain either Gospels or Psalms except as Books of

God, as products of human religious experience, inspired and

guided by the Divine Spirit.

I could not have completed these volumes without the help

of my daughter, Emilie Grace Briggs, B.I)., who has laboured

with me on the Hebrew Lexicon and in the preparation of this

Commentary. It is simple justice to add her name to mine on

the title-page. I have dedicated these volumes to John Crosby

.Brown, Esq., and 1). Willis James, Esq., who have for more

than the thirty-three years of my professorship served Union

Seminary on its Board of Directors. Their services to Theolog-

ical Kclucation and especially to the liberty of theological scholar-

ship cannot be too highly estimated.

C. A. BRIGGS.

MAV, 1906.
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V. OTHER SIGNS.

t prefixed indicates all passages

cited,

t prefixed indicates all passages in
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VI. REMARKS.
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42
)*
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In notes numbers in italics (Ps. /3) indicate passages in which the word has
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INTRODUCTION.

1. The Psalter belongs to the third division of the Hebrew

Canon, entitled Hymns or Prayers, from its chief contents* The
Greek Version named it Psalms from the mostfrequent sub-title>

and in this has been followed by other Versions.

The Hebrew OT. consists of three divisions, the Law, the

Prophets, and the Writings, representing three layers of successive

canonical recognition. The Writings were of indefinite extent

until their limits were defined by the Synod of Jamnia. Prior to

that time there were disputes as to several of the Writings, such

as Chronicles, Song of Songs, and Ecclesiastes ; but, so far as we
are able to discover, there never was any dispute as to the canon-

icity of the Psalter as a whole, or as to any one of the Psalms.

In the Greek Septuagint (() these divisions of the Canon were

broken up and the books were rearranged on topical principles.

The Apocrypha were mingled with the books of the Hebrew

Canon, doubtless from a wider and looser view of its character

and extent (Br.
SHS 12*-130

). EV. follow the order of the books

of the Latin Vulgate (F) of the sixteenth century, which was

based on @, but with several important differences. This order

for the three great poetical books is Job, Psalter, Proverbs.

The most ancient order of the Writings, preserved in Literature, is that of

the Baba Bathra of the Talmud (f. 14*), which placed Ruth first, because

of the theory that it gave the genealogy of David, and therefore should

precede the Psalms of David (v. Br.838-^2
). The modern Hebrew Bibles

follow the order of the German codd., which, though of comparatively late

date, doubtless preserve the original order in putting the Psalter (^) first.

The breaking up of the triple division of the Canon in <, followed by other

Vrss. ancient and modern, occasioned various other rearrangements of the

books in accordance with different theories about them. The books which

were supposed to be historical, Ch,, Ezr., Ne., and Est., were arranged with
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the prophetic histories. Ruth was attached to Judges. These all therefore

preceded ^. The three great poetical books, which in the German codd. are

in the natural order, ^, Pr., Jb., were given in 15 in the order Jl>., $, Pr., in

accordance with a mistaken theory as to their historical order of composition.

La. was attached to Je., in accordance with a theory as to date, authorship,

or character of the composition. Thus, of the five rolls which in the Hebrew

Canon belonged together, only EC. and Ct. were left to follow Pr. The most

serious change, however, was the placing of the three greater poetical books

and these two rolls in the middle, between the Historical and the Prophetical

Books.

In the Hebrew Canon the Psalter bears the title Praises, or Book

of Praises, because of the conception that it was essentially a col-

lection of songs of praise, or hymn book, to be used in the worship

of God j or else Prayers, because it was a collection of prayers, a

prayer book. In & it is entitled Psalms, doubtless because the

word "psalm" was in the titles of such a large proportion of the

poems. In early Greek writers it received the name Psalter,

which seems a more appropriate name for a collection of Pss.

for use in public worship.

(A) The Hebrew title was either DiSnn or o^nn ifiD N.II. or pSnn Aramaic

for the proper Hebrew rrtSnn, pi. of nSnn n.f. a song ofpraise, formed by n from

SSn vb. praise in sacred sotig* The nucleus of the Pss. 90-150 is composed
of Hallels, with the title mV?n, originally a collection of songs of praise or

hymns (#. 35). Only Ps, 145 has the title nSnn. This title of ^ appears
in a writing ascribed to Hippolytus (ed. Lagarde, p. 188) as 23^>/>a faXe/jt

(cf. the gloss ffe<t>p d0eXXi/z in Mercati's Un Palimfmto Ambrosiano <jtti

Salmi Esapli, Turin, 1898); in Origen (Euseb. Hist. ticcL VI. 25, ed. Me-

Giffert) S^apfcXXetjw ; and Jerome (Psalterum iuxta Hebraeos, ed. Lagarde,

p. 2) sephar tattim, qtiod interpretatitr volumen hymnorum. So also Philo

always uses the term ft/ow or one of its compounds in his citation of Tss.

(Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek, p. 174), and in the De vita COMtempi. (II.

475), an early writing attributed to Philo (v. Br/118 - 1J!B

), the same usage ap-

pears. Josephus (Antiq, VII. 12) refers to the psalms as songs and hymna
(* 12).

(j5) [SVn] vb. Qal only in mng. be boastful, which also appears in Pi, and

Hiph. make one's boast (v. 3* 56
6 - 11

). Pi. %praise: (i) obj. God 63 69^
U9175

; c. S'j on account of, II9
164

; in summons 148
1 * 1 - 18

; often of public

worship in holy place sa28 - 27 84
6
IO7

82
I46

1 - 2
; || sp^M 35*8 109*; c. a instr.

1498; (2) obj. ay, of God 69^ 74^ 1131-1 1351.1 1452 i48*4 Imv . used of

temple worship 22a4
, cf. v.28- 26

, i^o
2* 2- 8 - 8-* *- G - 6

,
in summons to angels and

all creatures ^S2 - 2- 8' 8-*-*
I5O

1 - 1
; addressed to all nations 117*; to Zion
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I47
12

. Liturgical use: n;Mn 1353,- elsw. as tides of Hallels, at the begin-

ning I061 in 1 II2 1 us1
I35

1
146! 147! 148* 149! 150*; at the end IO4

35

105
t5 io6*8 H3y

11518 ii619
1 172 135-'! 146" 147- i4S

i4
149 150; in other

forms IO219 H5 17
i$o

6
. Pu. be praised: (i) maidens in song 78

GJ
; (2) elsw.

of God, in'ptc. with gerundive force, to be praised, worthy of praise, i84

(= 2 S. 22*) 48^ 96* (= i Ch. i625) I45
3

; of His name 113*. Jnsnn nJ.

(1) praise, adoration, paid to Yahweh, 224 34
2
48
U

5I
17

71^8.
u

JQ^I mio
119^1 14521; as sung 40* lo612

, cf. 33! I4S
14

(?); (2) act of general public

praise 22-6 65'
2 662 - 8 100* 147! 149!, cf, also 22* 33! lo612

; (3) song ofpraise
in title 145!; (4) qualities, deeds, etc., of Yahweh demanding praise 9

15
35^

7S
4
79*

3 I0222 io62 - 47
.

(C) The term mSfln is used in Ps. 72- as a sub-title of the Davidic Psalter

(v. 27). J rnnn n.f. prayer, is used in the titles of Pss. 17, 86, 90, 102, 142,

and also Hb. 3
1

. In all these cases it was original before the Pss. were taken

up into any of the Psalters. nSn is used elsw. in ^ for prayer 35
13 6620 8o5

S8 14 I0218
109*-

7
I4i

5
, c. ? 42

9T
69

14
, ^s

1

? 883 J4i
2
. Phrs. for hearing prayer:

c. poty 4
2
39

13
54

4
65

3
S4

9 IO22 143!; rutfpn 6i 2 6619
; nnwn 17! 55

2 86s
; pp

1
*

610
,

t
'N njD I0218

. The vb. J [^a] is not used in Qal. It prob. had the fun-

damental mng. intervene, interpose, and accordingly the derivatives, arbitrate,

judge, not used in ^ ;
and intercede, pray, Pi. io630 , Hithp. c. ^N 5

s
32

6
, i>'3

72
1G

. The term n^sn was indeed the most appropriate title for J3, as the

great majority of its psalms are prayers. But the term nSnn ultimately pre-

vailed among the Hebrews as among Christians; for prayers when sung in

worship naturally are regarded as hymns. Thus, in place of mssn 72'- of

Hebrew text (55 has v^voi, so U laudes, showing that at the date of the origin

of & the conception of the Psalms as hymns had already, among Hellenistic

Jews, displaced the older conception. Gr. does not hesitate to regard & as

giving the original text. j$ omits the passage as an editorial note. But Aq.,

2, 6, 3, agree with p^, which certainly gives the true reading.

(Z>) In <55, \l/
bore the title i/'aX/xo, pi. ^aX/x6s, SQ Lk. 24

4
*, or Book of

Psalms Lk. 2O4d Acts I
2 '}

; ^aXjuis is the translation of "MOID used in the titles

of fifty-seven Pss. in fg, a n. formed by n from [ICT] vb. denom. ["^CT] n.m.

song or poem, with trimmed, measured words and ornate style, from f IDT vb.

trim, prune. Qal Lv. 25
84

. Niph. Is. 5
6

. f ^I SS- cstt - Is - 25
5 elsw - P1 -

2 S. 23! Is. 2410 Jb. 35
10 Pss. 95

2
II9

5
*. f ^^p\ ^- idem, accompanied with

instrumental music Am. s
23 Pss. Si 3

gS
5

; prob. also, though not mentioned,

Ex. I5
2 Is. I22 5i

a Ps. Ii8w . t["OT] denom. vb. only Pi.: (i) ;?# c. V,

to God 9
12

27
6
30 664 7i

23
751 toi 1

IO4
33

1052 I46
2
Ju. s

8
. ^ Pss. iS60 92

2

1358; c. SN 59^; c. ace. sfs. 3o
18
57" (?) io84 (?) I38

1
;

c. ace. God 6833 147!

Is. 12*; D? Pss. 7
18
9
3 6i 9 662 - 4 685 ; imiai 2i14

j ^^Dtt'D 478; abs. 57
8
98

4 io82 ;

(2) play, musical instruments 332 47
7 - 7 - 7 - 7

7I
22

98
6 H7T

!49
8 cf- T44

9
- ^CTJ?

is a more technical form for -PET, rncr, and indicates a poem with measured

lines and strophes, selected for public worship. It seems probable that all

these oncto were gathered in an early collection for this purpose (v. 31).

The title of this early Psalter subsequently became the title of the whole
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Psalter, The term of < has been followed by most Vrss. In 45A the title

\l/a.\T'tipLw appears; also in Hippolytus, Athanasius, Epiphanius, and other

Fathers. On the whole, this seems to be the most appropriate title. HI). 47

to Aav5 seems to be a title of the Psalter, reflecting the popular usage as

reflected elsw. in NT. and in ancient and modern usage as a popular personi-

fication of the book that bears his name. Here, again, the early Psalter of

David gave the name to the entire collection of the Psalter.

A. THE TEXT OF THE PSALTER.

2. The original text of the Psalter was written in the Hebrew

language, and in letters which were subsequently abandonedfor the

Aramaic script. This latter text has been prescribed in Afss., none,

of which are older than the tenth century ; but they rest upon two

important revisions of that century, those of Ben Asher and Ben

Naftali, which differ chiefly in Massoretic material.

The text of the Psalter, as that of all the OT., was written in

the ancient Hebrew language. The Pss. were written by many
different authors at different periods of time, and also passed

through the hands of many different editors. They therefore show

traces of several stages in the development of the Hebrew language.

The most if not all of the Pss. were written in letters resembling
those of the Samaritan language, preserved elsewhere only in in-

scriptions and on coins. They were subsequently transliterated

into the square Aramaic letters through an intermediate form of

current Aramaic script (Br.
sns<170"173

). In all these processes of

copying, editing, and transliteration, changes occurred, some
of which were intentional, others unintentional, due to mistakes

of various kinds. The Hebrew text has been preserved in a large

number of Mss. The earliest text of the entire OT. is the

St. Petersburg Codex, 1009 A.D. There are a number of codcl. of

the Psalter, but none of an early date. All these rest upon a

revision of the text made by the Rabbi Ben Asher in the early

part of the tenth century, who undoubtedly used material no

longer accessible, and made such excellent use of it that his text

has remained the standard authority for the Massoretic text until

the present day; although the variations in pointing of his co-

temporary, Ben Naftali, representing another tradition, have been

preserved in the Massoretic apparatus which is usually given in

Hebrew Bibles.
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The earliest text of the OT. preserved is the St. Petersburg Codex of the

Prophets, 916 A.D., but this does not contain the Psalter. Ginsburg {Text of
the Heb. Bible, p. 469 sq.) thinks that a Ms. of the British Museum was writ-

ten in 820-850 A. D., but, so far as we know, he has found no one to agree with

him. Most Hebrew codd., that haye been preserved, rest upon a text revised

by Rabbi Ben Asher in the early part of the tenth century, and this is the text

that has been taken as a standard in all printed editions. The recently dis-

covered codd. of St. Petersburg gives an earlier and simpler system of vowel

points and accents, but only slight variations in the unpointed text. The
variations in the most important codd. are given by Baer in his text of ^ from

two codd. Curtisianus, three codd. Erfurtensis, one cod. each Francofurtensis,

Heidenheimianus, Petropolitanus, and Sappiri Parisiensis. The Massora also

contains 13 traditional variations between the Palestinian and Babylonian

tradition, and 299 variations between Ben Asher and Ben Naftali, none of

which are of any serious importance for the interpretation of the ^.

3. The Massora also gives evidences of variations of text,

going back to primitive times, in marginal notes and signs, where

the text remains unchanged. Citations in the Talmud and other

early Jewish writings give little evidence of other variations of
text.

The Massorites devoted themselves to the study of the tra-

ditional text of the OT. When the knowledge of ancient Hebrew

was confined to scholars, they endeavoured to perpetuate and

stereotype the traditional pronunciation, the method of recitation

of the OT. in the synagogue, and the connection of words and

clauses in the sentence, by the use of vowel points, accents, and

other signs. This was necessary because the Hebrew, like other

Semitic languages, was in ancient times written only so far as the

consonants were concerned.

These Massorites were so called as masters of Massora, or tradition. Their

work was based upon the methods of the Syrian schools with reference to

Syriac Literature. The differences between the so-called Babylonian and

Palestinian systems of vocalisation and accentuation show various stages in

their work, which continued for several centuries. The earliest stages have

left no record, but they may be inferred from the simpler forms of Syriac and

Arabic Literature (Br.
srrS- 180-183

). it is important to notice that all these

vowel points and accents are comparatively late in origin, and, although they

rest on tradition going back to primitive times, they were still matters of

opinion, and by no means have the venerable authority of the consonantal

text. The view that they were equally inspired with the consonantal text,
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held commonly in the sixteenth century, has been universally abandoned.

Theie are several Massoretic notes and signs which aie of great importance,

for they indicate variations of text in ancient tradition \\hich the Massorites

felt obliged to record, although they did not ventute to change the tiaditional

text. These are: (i) The variation between the np, that which should be

read, and the 3TO, that which is written. There are seventy of these in
\f>.

(2) The inveited J, parentheses, lof
2 '1 - -* '-* ~(5 - 27 - 2 - <|()

(?>. Ochla rW^/ 1

;

Dikdnke hateaminfi b
; Gemara, Rosch hashana}. (3) The /\isetj t which

calls attention to a peculiarity of text that sometimes needs correction. There

are forty-seven of these in ^ (#. Grimme, Psalmenproblemc, s. 166 S(j.; Ken-

nedy, Note Line 1/1 Biblual Hebrew^ commonly called Pawq or /fcj/V/). This

sign was neglected by the older critics, but has been caiefully considered by

many moderns, and is often found to be a sign of a corrupt text. (4) The

change of the form of letters also probably indicates vanations of text, the

H-I^T 'i 24% nn:n -3 8o lti

,
nrm 7 S4

4
, rviVn ; 8o14

. (5) The superfluous let-

ters: oSyj
'

99 iO4
12

1x6, "i TT 1
"

5 1
4
,

'i TTI> 26- 38
ttl

89-'* 101 144 i^5
H
,

"i TH^ i6 l 2i 2
77

20
ii9

147 - lcl
. These all need attention as suggesting viuia-

tions in the text. (6) The extraordinary points mark letters as doubtful 27
1!l

.

There are large numbers of citations of $ in the Talmud and other early

Jewish writings, but so far as they have been examined and collated they

give no evidence of any important variations besides those indicated in the

Mas., which doubtless took the most, if not all of them, into consideration.

4. The earliest printed edition of the Hebrew Psalter was

published at Bologna in 1477. Independent texts based on Jlfss.

were published at Soncino, in the Cowplutensian Polyglot^
and the

second Rabbinical Bible, All subsequent editions were mixed texts,

until those ofBaer and Ginsburg, which give accurate,forms of the

Massoretic text of Ben Asher.

(i) The earliest edition of the Hebrew text of ^ was printed at Bolognn,

1477. ^e whole Bible was first printed at Suncino, Lombardy, in 1488;

then at Naples, 1491-1493. Another edition was printed at Itrescia in 1494.

This was used by Luther in making his version. The same text is used in

Bomberg's first Rabbinical Bible, 1516-1517, edited by Kelix Pratensis, and in

his manual editions 1517 sq.; and also by Stephens, 1539 s<jv txntl Sebuntian

Munster. (2) The second independent text was issued in tho Complutcnsian

Polyglot, 1514-1517* of Cardinal Ximenes. (3) The third independent, text

was edited by Jacob ben Chayim in the second Rabbinical Bible of Homberg,

1524-1525. This was carefully revised after the Ma-sHora. All the printed
texts from that time until recent times arc mixtures of these three texta.

(4) Baer and DeliUsch undertook a fourth independent text by th use of

the entire Massoretic apparatus accessible. The fjbtr Psalmorwm was pub-
lished in 1880. (5) A fifth independent text was published by Ginsburg,
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1894. It is essentially "based upon the first edition of Jacob ben Chayim's

Massoretic recension." (6) A sixth independent text is in process of publica-

tion by R. Kittel (1905), \\ith critical notes, using ancient Vrss. and con-

jectural emendations. The vol. containing ^ has not yet appeared.

5. The earliest Version of the Psalter was that of the Greek

Septuagint, translated from the Hebrew in the second century JB.C.

at Alexandria, and preserved in ma?iy ancient codices, the earliest

of thefourth century A.D., giving evidence as to an original Hebrew

text, many centuries prior to any Hebrew authorities. The ancient

Latin, Coptic, Gothic, Armenian, and Ethiopic Versions are based

upon the Greek Version.

The OT. was translated for the use of Egyptian and Greek Jews.

The earliest writings translated were the five books of the Law in

the third century. The Psalter was probably translated in the

early second century, for use in public prayer and praise in the

Egyptian synagogues. It was made from the best Mss. accessible

at the time, and gives evidence as to the original Hebrew text of

early second century B.C., three centuries earlier than the text

fixed by the school of Jamnia, and twelve centuries earlier than

the Mass, text as fixed by Ben Asher and preserved in the earliest

Hebrew codd. It is usually called the Septuagint because of the

legend that it was prepared by seventy chosen Hebrew scholars

(Br.
SHS - 1888<1

-). The Septuagint Version of the Psalter, referred to

in the abbr. @, is one of the best translations of the OT. It

shows an excellent knowledge of the original Hebrew, and a good

knowledge of Alexandrine Greek. The translator appreciated

the poetic character of the Psalter, and also the fact that it was

for public use in the worship of the synagogue. He was con-

cerned, therefore, to preserve as far as practicable the metrical

form, and to give the sense of the original in intelligible Greek.

Where a literal rendering interferes with these objects he departs

from the letter and gives the spirit of his original, and so tends

toward the method of the later Targums. He shares in the re-

ligious and theological prejudices of his times. He has an undue

awe of God, and conceives of Him as essentially transcendent.

He shrinks from the anthropomorphisms and anthropopathisms

of the earlier writers.
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The text of < has been preserved in several types enabling us to go back,

on the genealogical principle of textual criticism, to an original earlier than

any of the codices (v Br. SIIS<
23ii'), (i) The earliest codex is one preserved

in the Vatican Library, usually indicated by B. Pss. I05
ti7

-I37 are missing.

This cod. was written in the fourth century A.D. It was the basis of the

Sixtine edition of the Septuagint of 1586(7). It was used in the London

Polyglot, with critical notes making use of the other known codd
;
and so in

many manual editions, especially Van Ess, 1823, 1854, and Tisehondorf, 1850,

1856. B was published by Mai in 1857, and a facsimile edition by Vercel-

lone and Cozza in 1866 sq., a photographic lithographic edition, 1890. The

hands of several later editors may be traced in the text, indicated by 1J"
b

.

(2) About the same time, and under essentially the same influence, the Sina-

itic codex was written. It was discovered by Tischendoif in 1844-1859, in

the convent of S. Catharine, on ML Sinai, and was deposited in the Impeiial

Library at St. Petersburg. It gives $ complete. It is known usually as N,

but by many Germans as S
(?/. Gregory, Prolegomena, pp. 345 sq.). Tischen-

dorf issued a facsimile edition in 1862 {nibliorinm Codex Sunnfie MS Petro-

polttanttSfTom I.-IV.). He also used N in his manual editions of 1800, 1869,

continued after his death by Nestle, 1875, 1880, 1887. The host text of B

has been issued by Swete (3 vols. 1887-1894, 1895-1899), who uses N to sup-

ply the missing Pss. The references to B will be given simply as <S5
U

,
those

to K will appear as <5>
s'

(?/.
Tntr. Swcte's edition). Those two codices give,

what Westcott and Ilort term the Neutral Text, based on a text written on

separate rolls in the early part of the second century A.n. (7'. Ur.^ns. iW).

(3) The Alexandrian codex (<>
A
), now in the Hritish Museum, was written

in the fifth century. Pss. 49
10
-79

10 are missing from its text. This codex nip-

resents an Alexandrian official text, but later than the revisions of Uc.sychius

and Origen. This text was published by Grabe and his associates in 1707-

1720). IIP. also cite the Fsalterium ptirpitreitm Turin*use !5
T
) as Ms. u02.

It has been preserved in the Municipal Library of Zurich. It was published

by Tischendorf in \\hMontimcnfa Sacra z/W/Vfr, IV, It was evidently writ-

ten in the seventh century. According to Swetc its readings are in frequent

agreement with A. The following Pss. are missing: 1-25 jo'^jO
1

*
*ii

rt

-j|j
j|

S8
14
-S9

3
59

' 10
59

lM5o 1
64

ia-7r 92^937 qW-^f. (4) The text of Origen
is represented in the fragments of his TIexapla which have been preserved.
A Syriac translation of the text of the Ilcxapla (Syr. Ilex.) was made by Paul

of Telia in 616 A.o. A Ms. of this text of the eighth century was discovered

by Ceriani in the Ambrosian Library of Milan, and issued in 1874. (5) Liurian

the martyr (311 -(-) made an independent revision of the entire Greek HibU;

at Antioch. Lagarde issued this text for the Historical books of the OT. in

1883, but died before he was able to publish the rest of the OT. This text

rests upon a parent text which is the basis of the old Latin version, is near

the Syriac version, and resembles that used in the citations in jfusephus (?',

Br.Bn. snfr-aw). The Codex Vaticanus 330 (IIP. 108) was recognised by Kield

and Lagarde as giving essentially this text. It was the chief authority for the
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text of the Complutensian Polyglot; hut this cod. does not contain ^. Svvete

regards 144, 147, 185 HP. as Lucian in their characteristics. (6) The Re-

vision of Plesychius is not so easy to determine. Cornill (Ezekiel, 79) and

Swete (Introduction to Old Test, in Greek, 486) think that the Aldine text

gives essentially the text of Hesychius. Four other codices have come into

importance in recent times. (7) The Psalterittni Graeco-Latinum Vero-

neHse, <
E

, generally attributed to the sixth century, is preserved in Verona.

It was published by Bianchini in his Vinaii iae canonicarum scripturaritm, I.,

Rome, 1 740 ;
but was not used in HP. It is highly valued by Tisch., Swete,

and others. Swete says: "A few portions of the Psalms (i
1-^7

65
20-683

68-K3-33 io5
43
-io6-) have been replaced or supplied by a hand of the tenth

century, to which the corrections throughout the Ms. are generally due."

(8) The Fragmenta papyracea Londinensia (@u). These are in the British

Museum. Only two portions of ^ have been preserved: io'2-i86 2O14
-34

6
.

It was published by Tisch. in his Afamtmenta sacra znedita, Nov. Coll., 1855.

Tisch. ascribes it to the sixth or seventh century. "Its readings are often

unique, or agree with the Hebrew or the Vrss. or patristic citations, against

all other known Mss." (Swete, p. xiii). (9) The Leipzig papyrus fragments

of the Psalter contain Pss. so
5-14 - 18-23

si
1
32

18&
-33

9a
33

13
~34

2
34

2
*-35

3
36*-

55
14

. They have been published by Heinnci, in Beitrage zttr Gtschiihte und

Erklarung des N.T., IV., Leipzig, 1903. According to this scholar, these

fragments resemble those of <
u

,
and both represent the common text, used

by Christians and cited by the early Fathers, as described by Jerome and

Origen, before the latter undertook to purify it and establish a correct text

(pp. 9, 13, 25).

Many ancient Vrss. were translated from @. The oldest of

these was the ancient Latin. Many Latin Psalters have been

preserved, but so far as known, none of them give early texts. We
are for the most part dependent on citations in the early Fathers.

Jerome made a revision of the Latin Psalter under the auspices

of Pope Damasus I. in 383. This is the Roman Psalter still used in

St. Peter's at Rome, About 392 Jerome made a second revision

on the basis of the Hexapla. This is known as the Gallican

Psalter, and is still in use in the Vulgate and the Roman Catholic

Breviaries. The Coptic Vrss. were made from @. The Bohairic

Vrs. of the Psalter is of the sixth century (edited by Lagarde,

1873). The Sahidic Vrs. is older, but of uncertain date. The

Psalter has been edited by Bridge, 1898. It seems to represent

a text of @ corresponding closely to (S
u

(v. Brightman, Journal

of TheoL Studies, II., 275). The old Gothic Vrs. of the sixth

and the Slavonic of the ninth century were made from & of
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Lucian. The Armenian and Ethiopia Vrss, in their present form

are based on mixed texts, in which Syriac and Hebraic elements

are mingled with the Greek.

The texts of the Psalter in the several codd. of & arc not always

homogeneous with the texts of other parts of OT., especially in

the early codd. This was due to the fact that the Psalter was

usually on a separate roll, and that the most of these rolls were

prepared for ecclesiastical use. Swete remarks quite truly that

Pss. of ^ "are evidently copied from a Psalter written for ecclesi-

astical use, and it is interesting to notice how constantly A here

appears in company with the later liturgical Psalters, R and T, and

with the seventh century corrections of K known as ^'''V lie also

says : "The first hand of K often agrees with A against P>, and the

combinations K, A, R, T in the Psalms are not uncommon "
(/////*,

to OT. in Greek, p. 490), To this may be added that in foot it

is just these liturgical Psalters which seem to have preserved the

most accurate text of (S, whether that was due to the well-known

conservatism of liturgical texts, or to a more conservative revision

of the ancient faulty texts by Origen and Luckin than has gener-

ally been supposed, limited chiefly to the correction of errors.

The text of (55 where there is a consensus of readings has a value

which has not been estimated by critics as highly as it ought to

be, so far as the Psalter is concerned. In a very large number

of cases this common text is to be preferred to %\. Where the

ancient codd. ffi
B>M

differ from the other codd. they are almost

invariably at fault. It is altogether misleading to take them as

the norms of a correct text of the Psalter.

I have carefully examined all the most important variations, and the result

is the following. I. Where <25
* stands alone: (i) there are nine corruptions

of Greek words, 17" 2f 35'- 37-* 71
1G

74" 76" 84
u

105^. (2) There arc four-

teen omissions of words or clauses of JiJ required by measure or else earlier

lleb. glosses, i<5 64" 65*-
<> 71" 73'* 74* 75? 88w <;o

l(l IO2 1(

ij<)W 143" 145*,

(3) There is one insertion injuring the measure, 7(1*. (4) There is only n

single instance in which the text is correct. That is the omission of a clause

of JQ> 4*
3

j which injures the measure. But this may be merely an accidental

coincidence in which a careless scribe happened to omit a passage which was
a real gloss. It. Where Gx stands alone there are many cases of error, e. tf.

JI08.0.6 rl
cj

n6*' & A I222'- I2Q
4
130" 138*.
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The earliest printed editions of the Psalter of <H rested upon codd. which

have not, so far as I know, been determined: Milan, 1481; Venice, 1486,

1489; Basel, 1516. Justimanus issued in 1516 at Genoa his Octaplum Psal-

terium. The text of the Complutensian Polyglot, 1514-1517, was followed by
four other polyglots : Antwerp, 1569-1572; Heidelberg, 1586-1587; Hamburg,

1596; Paris, 1645 + The Aldine text of 1518, the text of the Complutensian

Polyglot and of the Octaplum, all agree for the most part with 144, 185, 264,

of HP; and although based on late codd., in fact are much nearer the orig-

inal <S than the earliest codd. 4!B - N. In a few instances the Octaplum differs

from the Complutensian text, but in these, so far as the most important read-

ings are concerned, it agrees with 144 HP, which is regarded as Lucian's.

A valuable discussion of texts and versions of < is given by Swete, Intro-

duction to the Study of the OT. in Greek, and by Nestle, Urtext und Ueber-

setzungen, pp. 64-65. A cautious but valuable study of the reading of @ of

Swele's edition is given by F. W. Mozley, The Psalter of the Church, 1905.

There remains much work to be done in the study of these codd.

6. Several other Greek Versions ivere made in the second^

third, and fourth centuries A.D., that of Aquila from the official

Hebrew text of the school ofJamnia, that of Theodotion to improve

& in the direction of that text ; and that of Symmachtts to give a

better Greek style. Other minor Versions, i?idicated as Quinta
and Sexta, were also composed. None of these have been preserved,

except in fragments.

<S) was used in a large proportion of the citations in the NT.

and Christian writings of the second and third centuries. The

Jews of the school of Rabbi Akiba, owing to a literalistic tendency,

threw discredit upon @ among the Jews, and so gradually under-

mined the confidence even of Christians in its accuracy. Accord-

ingly, many attempts were made to make a better Version. The

first of these came from Aquila, a pupil of Akiba, who made a new

translation from the official text established by the school of Jamnia.

This is exceedingly literal and pedantic, and frequently transliter-

ates rather than translates. This Version, indicated by Aq., is

chiefly valuable for its evidence as to the official text which it

translates. Theodotion () undertook a revision of @ to make

it more conformable to the Hebrew text of Jamnia. Its variations

from @ also help to the official Hebrew text of the second century

rather than to an earlier text. Symmachus (S) had a later and a

different purpose ; namely, to improve the style and character of @.
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It is therefore of value in helping to a text of <&. It is difficult to

determine the purpose of Quinta and Sexta, but so far as appears

they do not give evidence of any knowledge of early Hebrew

codd. These efforts did not succeed in producing a text suitable

for universal adoption; they in fact increased the confusion and

corruption among the Greek codd. by mixed texts. This evil was

the chief reason for the masterly work of Origen in his Hcxapla.

Origen's Hexapla was the most important Biblical work in ancient

times. It gave in six parallel columns the original Hebrew text,

the same transliterated, a purified text of
>,
the Versions of Aq.,

3, ,
and also, as a sort of appendix, Quinta, Scxta.

The Ilexapla has been preserved only in pails. The Syiiac translation

was discovered by Ceriani in the Amhrosian I,Unary of Milan, and published

in 1874. Mercati, in the same library, discovered the original llcxaplu of

Ps. 45 and parts of 17, 27-31, 34, 35, 48, 88, of which he gives an account

in Un Falimpsesto Ambrosiano dei Salnn Jistifili, 1898. He has leccntly dis-

covered additional material in the Vatican. The publication of all this mate-

rial is announced for one of the forthcoming paits of AW/ c 7Xv//, Roma,
under the title Psalmorum Iffxafkntm reliquiae c coihtf n\\tt ipto Atnhrosi-

anot etc. The parts of the several Greek Vrss., so far as they were known

to exist at the time, were published by Field, Orients lltxafilorum </it<it'

supersunt, 2 vols., Oxford, 1875. Dr. Schechter discovered sume fragments

of Aq., portions of Pss. 22, 90, 91, in the Geni/ah at Cairo.

7. The Syriac Peshitto Version was madefrow a comparison

of the Hebrew text with <$, and shows the influence of an early

Aramaic Targum. It has maintained its integrity since thefourth

century.

. At an early date, probably in the second or third century, a

translation of the Psalter was made for the use of Syrian Christians

(S). It was based upon a Hebrew text, but kept (S> constantly in

view. It also shows traces of the influence of an oral Aramaic

Targum earlier than the existing Targum (?/. 13). The author

was a good Hebrew scholar, but his purpose was to give a Vrs. for

practical use, rather than an exact verbal rendering. I Ic therefore

takes liberties with the original from a dogmatic as well as a prac-

tical point of view. % passed through a number of revisions, but

has kept its integrity since the fourth century, as Aphraates in his

Homilies uses it essentially in the same form that we now have.
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The first edition of the Psalter of J5 \\as published by Erpenius, Leydei

1625, from two late codd. Gabriel Sionita in the same year issued a Syria

text based on three other codd., with a Latin translation. This edition WE

used in the Paris Polyglot, 1629-1645, and the London Polyglot, 1654-165;
In the latter, Herbert Thorndyke in his critical apparatus used two codd. o

late date. Dathe in 1768 reissued the text of Erpenius, with variations froi

the London Polyglot. The text of the London Polyglot was reissued by Le
in 1823, and was translated into English with critical notes by Andrew Olive

Boston, 1861. The American missionaries, in 1852, published at Urumia, Pei

sia, a Nestorian text of much value. This has been the basis of other texl

for use in the East. The Codex Ambrosianus was published by Cenani, Milai

1876-1883. F. Bathgen, in 1878, made a collation of this codex and thre

later codd. in his Untersttchungen. In 1879, in his Psalten urn Tetraglottan

Nestle reissued the Codex Ambrosianus ; and this edition has been reprinte

by W. E. Barnes, in his Pes/iilta Psalter according to the West Syrian Tex

1904. Barnes, however, corrects it occasionally from early West Syrian codd

and gives a rich critical apparatus derived from a collation of a large numbe

of codd. The best estimate of the text of S is given by Ea. in \htjahrbuche

fur Protestamsche Theologie, 1882. The influence of <> upon j was so gres

that when these agree it is doubtful whether the testimony of & as to th

original text of J is independent. Especially was jo influenced by <S?
L

; bu

on the other hand, it belongs to the same family of texts. Agreement wit

J is of greater importance, and disagreement with J and <J5
L more impoi

tant still. It should also be remembered, as Barnes justly says,
" We have t

deal in the Psalter with a text which was specially transcribed for ecclesiastic?

use, and accordingly we must not be surprised, if we find it coloured by eccle

siastical phraseology" (p. xxxv). On the one side, it may be said that becaus

of its ecclesiastical use it is more difficult to revise the Psalter than any othe

book of the Bible ; on the other side, that the Vrss. often preserve early reac

ings. My study of the text of the Psalter shows that while & tends to a

agreement with <5L, it nevertheless often agrees with | against <g, and som<

times with Jf against < and MT. It not infrequently has independent reac

ings, a fair proportion of which are to be preferred as nearer the original tes

than those of any other Vrss., even of ?g ; cf. 27 - 12 i62 I7
13

278 32* 46
6
74

but especially 4
8
I7

3< *
59

10
69

5 So13 112* I39
16

.

8. Jerome in the early fifth century issued his Latin transla

tion, madefrom the Hebrew text of his times, but with all the othe

ancient Versions and Origen's Hexapla in view.

Jerome, after the completion of the two revisions of the oL

Latin Psalter already mentioned ( 5), undertook c. 389 a transla

tion of the entire OT. from the original Hebrew, which he com

pleted in 390-405 at Bethlehem. This Vrs. took the place o
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the old Latin Vrss. in all the books except the Psalter, and is

known as the Vulgate (5J). This new Vrs. of the Psalter could

not overcome the use of the Galilean Psalter in the usage of the

Church. Accordingly, JJ of the Psalter is the (Jallican Version,

and the Version of Jerome is distinguished from it in reference by
the abbreviation 3. This Vrs. is exceedingly valuable, especially

in the study of the Psalter; for Jerome was not only an able

Hebrew scholar, using the best Hebrew texts accessible to him

in Palestine, at the time when the Rabbinical School at Tiberius

was in its bloom ; but he was also familiar with Origen's fft\va/*hi 9

and the full text of all the ancient Vrss. in earlier Mss. than those

now existing. 3 in the main gives evidence as to the Hebrew text

of the fourth Christian century. Where it differs from %\ and &
its evidence is especially valuable as giving the opinion, of the best

Biblical scholar of ancient times as to the original text, based on

the use of a wealth of critical material vastly greater than that iu

the possession of any other critic, earlier or later.

The text of 3 is best given in Lagardc's Fsalteriitm jttxft? tfchracos Ifif"

ronymi, 1874, and also in Nestlc's Fsalterium Tetniglottitm,

9. The Aramaic Targum of the Psalter /// its present form
dates from the ninth century, I)tit it rests upon an otal Targinn
used in the synagoguefrom the most ancient times.

The Targura on the Psalter (2C) represents a traditional oral

translation, used in the services of the synagogue from the first cen-

tury A.D. The original Hebrew text was constantly kept in view,

for it was the custom to read the original before the Targum was

read. Therefore the Targum gives evidence as to the traditional

Hebrew text, with all the development that that tradition had from

the first till the ninth century, ever restrained, however, by the

original text. The Targum, however, was not simply a translation,

but at the same time an explanation of the original, enlarging upon
it to give the sense by way of paraphrase. It avoids anthropo-

morphism, and entirely disregards the poetic form and style,

$C of V' was first published by Dmnberg, 1517, with Jl>. f Pr,, and the Rolls,

Lagardc's edition /lagiogmpha Chahitiice, 1873, is based on that of Hombcrg.
It was rcpublibhed by Nestle, in bis /W/rz/ Tetr&glottitmi 1879. Bachcr
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(Das Targum zu den Psalmen, Gratz, Monatsschrift, 1872) states that the

3E of ^ and Jb. came from the same hand.

10. The critical use of Hebrew texts and versions leads balk

in several stages from the official text of Ben Asher of the tenth

century, through the text used by Jerome of the fourth century, the

official text of the School of Jamnia of the second century, to

the unofficial codices of the second century B.C., which gave the

Canonical Psalter in its final edition. But it had already passed

through centuries of transmission by the hands of copyists and
editors. We have to distinguish, therefore, behueen the original

text of the Psalter of the Canon and the original text of the psalms
themselves as they camefrom their authors.

The existing Hebrew codd. lead us to the official MT. of the tenth

century as edited by Ben Asher, with Massoretic notes indicating

traditional variations in the text coming down from ancient times.

5 takes us back to a Hebrew text of the fourth century prior to the

work of the Massorites, and therefore to a text composed of con-

sonants only. The Hebrew text of Origen's Hexapla, and &, also

tend in the same direction, although they are to be used with

more reserve, because of modifying influences traceable in these

Vrss. The Greek translations of Aq., , are all important helps

to determine the official Hebrew text of the Synod of Jamnia of the

second Christian century. The text of @ carries us still farther

back, to a Hebrew text of the second century B.C., very soon after

the Psalter had received its final editing. In this way, by the use

of the genealogical principle of Textual Criticism the original He-

brew text of the Psalter may be determined, at the time when it

was finally edited for use in the synagogue and temple, and took

its place in the Canon of the Writings. But it is evident that even

then we are a long distance from the original text of the Pss. as

composed by their authors. The Pss. had passed through the hands

of a multitude of copyists, and of many editors, who had made

changes of various kinds, partly intentional and partly uninten-

tional. The Pss. were changed and adapted for public worship,

just as has ever been the case with hymns, prayers, and other

liturgical forms. The personal, local, and historical features were

gradually effaced, and additions of various kinds were made to
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make them more appropriate for congregational use. The text

of the Psalter is one thing, the text of the original Pss. is another

thing. After we have determined the former as far as possible, we

still have to determine the latter by the use of additional internal

evidence in the Psalter itself, and of external evidence from other

books of OT.

11. There are several Psalms which appear in different texts

in the Psalter itself, or in the Psalter and other Books of the Old

Testament. These give evidence of originals differing In some

respects ftorn the varying texts that ham been preserved.

(i) Pss. 14 and 53 are evidently the same ?s. in different texts. The latter

betrays moie clearly its historical origin, although the original divine name

mrr has been changed to OT^N, as in other Pss. of IE (?'. 32). The former

has been generalised and made smoother and more didactic. They both show

editorial changes as well as errors of copyists. (2) Ps. 1 8 is the same song

as that given in 2 S, 22. The text of the latter is more archaic, although it

has many of the same late glosses as the Ps. The Ps., however, received still

later revision, making it more suitable for public use. (These variations are

given in the Massora of Baer's text, pp. 130-135.) (3) 1 >S - 7 is llw same

essentially as 4O
1!MT

. It was appended to Ps. 40 for liturgical purposes, and

adapted to its context. (4) An early Ps. has been used both by 57
tt
" llJ and

loS1
'^ another by 6o"-w and ioS"~ 11

, these three Pss. being all composite

(v. 14). (5) I Ch. i6H-;l(i

gives a Song of thanksgiving, which is composed
of Pss. 105

L'13 and 96. The former is part of a tetralogy, 104-107 ; the latter

is a part of the royal Vs. broken up into 93, 96-100, The Song of Ch. is

therefore a mosaic of parts of two Pss., to which a doxology was added by a

late editor of Ch., who inserted it as a specimen of the temple 1's.s. of his time.

12. The Psalms were composed In the parallelisms>

and strophical organisations of lyric poetry. When these ham been

determined with reference to any particular Psalm it is not difficult

to see the changes that have been made in the original text.

(A) Hebrew poetry is dominated by the principle of parallelism

of members. The simplest form is seen in the couplet ; but it is

extended to a considerable number of lines. There are three

primary forms of parallelism: (i) the synonymous, (2) the syn-

thetic, and (3) the antithetic; the synonymous having a more

ornate variety which maybe called (4) emblematic; the synthetic:

a more vigorous variety which is (5) stairlikc in character- Au
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important variation appears in what is called (6) introverted paral-

lelism. But within these six varieties there are still a great number

of combinations in accordance with the nature of the parallelism,

whether it extends to entire lines or to the more emphatic words

in them.

Bishop Lowth (JDe sacra Poesi ffeb. 1753 ; cf. Preliminary Dissertation to

Isaiak, 1 778) was the first to establish the principle of parallelism in Hebrew-

poetry, although he based his conclusions on older writers, Rabbi Asarias and

especially Schottgen (Horae Heb. Diss. VI. De Exergasia Sacra). Lovvth's

views were at once accepted and have maintained themselves. Lowth dis-

tinguished three kinds of parallelism, the synonymous, the antithetical, and

the synthetic. Bishop Jebb {Sacred Literature, IV. 1820) called atten-

tion to a fourth kind, which he properly named ** introverted." Lowth had

already recognised it (Prelim. Diss. Isaiah xiv), but did not name it or

emphasize it. Other scholars have noted the stairlike and the emblematic

(y. Br.SH8- 385-414
),

Attention may be called to the following specimens:

(1) Synonymous.

151 YAHWEH, who shall be a guest in Thy tent ?

Who shall dwell on Thy holy mount ?

17
i8-i4o Q RISE, Yahweh, confront him, cast him down

;

deliver me from the wicked, destroy with Thy sword ;

. May they be slain with Thy hand, Yahweh , slam from the world.

7
is-i4

JF not, He whets His sword,

Doth tread His bow and make it ready,

And doth prepare for him deadly weapons;
His arrows He maketh into fiery ones.

67~8 pOR I am weary with my groaning;
1 must complain every night on my bed

;

I make dissolve with my tears my couch.

Wasteth away because of grief mine eye,

Waxeth old because of all mine adversaries.

198-10 '"PHE Law of Yahweh is perfect, refreshing the soul;

The Testimony of Yahweh is trustworthy, making wise the simple;

The Precepts of Yahweh are right, rejoicing the heart ;

The Commandment of Yahweh is pure, enlightening the eyes ;

The Saying of Yahweh is clean, enduring forever;

the Judgments of Yahweh are true, vindicated altogether.

(2) Syntfietie.

I4
2 YAf*WEH looked forth from heaven upon the sons of mankind,

To see whether there was any acting intelligently in seeking after God.

1711-12 'pHEY advance, now they march about, they fix their eyes ;

They purpose to camp in the land, they maltreat as a lion ;

' They are greedy for prey, they are like a young lion lurking in secret

places.
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S3
5"6 HTHOU spreadest before me a table in the presence of mine adversaries.

Hast them anointed my head with oil ; my cup is exhilarating.

Suiely goodness and kindness puisue me all the days of my lite,

And I shall dwell in the house of Yahweh for length of days.

402-4 |
WAITED steadfastly on Yahweh, and He inclined unto me ;

And brought me up fioin the pit of desolation, from the clay of the

mire;

And set my feet upon a rock
;
He established my steps ;

And gave a new song in my mouth, a song of piaise lo my God.

Many see and they fear, and they trust in Yahweh.

(3) Antithetical.

3712-13
HPHE wicked deviseth against the righteous and gnashcth his teeth at him.

The Lord laugheth at him
;

ior He seeth that his day cometh.

jyUfc-ic JET their portion be during life ; their belly fill Thou with Thy stored up

penalty.

May their sons be sated, may they leave their residue lo their children.

But as for me, let me behold Thy lace
;

let me be satisfied with Thy
favour.

I264- Q RESTORE, Yahweh, our prosperity, as streams do in Ihe south country.

They that sow seed in tears, may they lenp with jubilation.

He may go forth weeping, bearing the load of seed ,

Let him come home with jubilation, bearing the load of sheaves.

37-n pOR evil-doeis will be cut off; but those that wait on Yahweh will inherit

the land.

And yet a little while, and the wicked will be no more, and thou wilt

attentively consider his place, and he will be no more ;

But the afflicted will inherit the land, and take delight in abundance
of peace.

3S 18-16 1*HEY also that seek my life lay .snares
;

Of my distress they speak, of ruin
;

And utter deceits all the day.

But I am like a deaf man that hearcth not,

And as a dumb man that openeth net his mouth,
And in, whose mouth arc no arguments.

(4) Emblematic*

37
1"2 pRET not thyself because of evil-doers, and be not envious against them

that do wrong ;

As grass they will speedily wither, and like the fresh grass fade,

124^-8 JgLESSED be Yahweh 1 who hath not given us over as a pre,y to their

teeth.

Lo, we are like a bird, that has escaped out of the trap of the fowler*

Lo, the trap was broken, and we escaped from it,

Our help is in the name of Yahweh, maker of heaven and earth,

them be put to shame, and let them be turned backward, all the

haters of Zion,

Let them become as grass of the housetops, which, before one can

draw the scythe, wituureth.
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Wherewith the reaper does not fill his hand, or he that bindeth sheaves

his bosom.

And they who pass by say not,
" The blessing of Yahweh unto you."

(5) Stairlike.

2486.
c yAHWEH, strong and mighty,

Yahweh, mighty in battle.

3'2-s YAHWEH, how many are mine adversaries!

Many are rising up against me ;

Many are saying of me :

" There is no salvation for him."

251-7 {JNTO Thee, Yahweh, I lift up my soul; O my God, let me not be

ashamed.

In Thee I trust, therefore let not mine enemies exult, even mine.

Yea, let none that wait on Thee be ashamed; let them be ashamed that

deal treacherously without effect.

Thy ways make me know, Yahweh, and Thy thoughts teach me
;

Lead me in Thy faithfulness, and teach me
;
for Thou art the God of

my salvation.

Remember Thy compassion, Yahweh, and Thy kindness, for they are

.of old.

The sins of my youth remember not; according to Thy kindness

remember me.

In the other two Strs. of this Ps. the stairlike parall. is carried out on the

scheme : 2 + 2 + 3, Str. II.; 3+2 + 2, Str. III., as Str. I. In every tristich

the middle line does not have the catchword.

124-5
IVl
AY Yahweh cut off every flattering lip,

And every tongue speaking great words ;

Those who say,
" To our tongues we give might,

Our lip is our own ;
who is lord over us."

(6) Introverted.

30^11 JJNTO Thee I was crying, and unto my God I was making supplication

for favour :

" What profit is there in my blood, when I go down to the Pit?

Will the dust praise Thee, declare Thy faithfulness?

Hear and be gracious, become helper to me."

6&~U )EPART, ye workers of trouble, from me;
For He hath heard the voice of my weeping,
Yahweh hath heard my supplication,

Yahweh accepteth my prayer.

They will turn back, they will be put to shame in a moment.

3416-22 'pHE face of Yahweh is against them that do evil, to cut off their memory
from the land.

The eyes of Yahweh are unto the righteous, and His ears unto their

cry for help ;

They cry and Yahweh heareth, and delivereth them out of all their

distresses.
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Yahweh is nigh unto the brokenhearted, and the crushed m spirit

saveth.

Many are the misfortunes of the righteous, but cut of them all Yah-

weh dehvercth him ;

He keepeth all his bones
;
not one of them is broken.

Misfortune shall slay the wicked, and they that hate the nghtcous shall

suffer punishment.

(B) The Pss., as Philo, Josephus, Origen, Eusebius, and Jerome

tell us, were composed in several kinds of meter. The measures,

however, were not of feet, as in classic Latin and Greek, or of

syllables as in Syriac poetry ;
but of words or word accents, as in

Assyrian, Babylonian, Egyptian, and the most ancient poetry of

other nations. The simplest measure is : (i) the trimeter, meas-

ured by three tonic beats; (2) the tetrameter, which has four

tones, usually with a caesura in the middle; (3) the pentameter,

which has five tones, the caesura usually coming after the third

tone, but sometimes for variety of effect after the second ; (4) the

hexameter, which has six tones, with the caesura usually in the

middle, but sometimes for variety after the second or the fourth

tones, and occasionally with two caesuras dividing the line into

three parts. In the estimation of tones we have to consider that

on the one side monosyllabic words are usually not counted, but

are attached to the following word and not accented ; and on the

other side that words of four or more syllables have a secondary
accent which is counted in the measures. This is true occasionally

of words of three syllables.

The statements of Joscphus (Ant. II. 16 (4); TV. 8 (44); VH. 12

that Hebrew poetry was composed of trimeters and pentameters an<l hexame-

ters are so distinct that they cannot justly be questioned. lie is susUine.d by
Philo (tie Vita Jlfosis, I. 5)* Although it may he said that Origen (on
Ps. n 8, Pitra, Analetta Sacra, II. 341), Kusebius (De //w/. AVw/y. XL 5

Migne, XXI. 852), and Jerome (in libnun Job,, pracj\) depended upon

Josephus, yet they were near enough to the original Hebrew text to have; an

independent judgment in this matter; and their judgment has been confirmed

by modern investigation in the teeth of a stubborn traditional opposition. As

Ley shows (ZATIV. XII. 212), Orige.n distinguishes between the Hebrew-

pentameter and hexameter written in one line and the Grcdf method of

dividing them into two. I. Many efforts have been made to measure syllables

after classic models: (i) Franc. Gomarus (pavitfis lyra^ 1637), followed by

Ileinsius, De Dieu, Hottinger, and the younger liuxtorf. (2) Marc. Maibou
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{Davidis Psalmi X. item VI. 1690). (3) Francis Hare (Psalmorum hbn in

uersiculos metrice divisus, 1736), followed especially by Weisse. The treatises

of Gomarus, Maibon, and Hare were republished in Ugolino, Thesaurus

(XXXI.). Lowth severely criticised Hare's measures. He had no doubt that

Hebrew poetry had measured lines, and he distinguished between long and

short measures, in the former recognizing the " small rest or interval "; but he

thought that it would be impracticable to find more definite measures because

the original pronunciation of the Hebrew language could not be known (#.

Prelim. Diss. to Isaiah, xxv.). (4) William Jones (Poeseos Asiaticas com-

mentariorum, 1776) applied the rules of Arabic meter to Hebrew poetry,

involving the doing away with the Massoretic system of vowels. So, essen-

tially, E. J. Greve. (5) J. J. Bellermann {Versuch uber die Metrik der

flebraer, 1813), applied the system of morae to Hebrew poetry. (6) J. L.

Saalschiitz {Von der Form der Hebraischen Poesie, 1853) rejected the Masso-

retic system and built on the pronunciation of the Polish and German Jews,

after the Aramaic method. II. G. Bickell {Metrices Bibht.ae> 1879 ; Car-

mina Veteris Metrici, 1882; Dichtungen der Hebraer, 1882-1884), followed

by G. Gietmann (de re metrica Hebraeorum, 1880), finds a Hebrew meter in.

the number of syllables after the method of Syriac poetry. There is a con-

stant alternation of rise and fall, so that only iambic and trochaic feet are

possible. The Massoretic system is rejected and the Aramaic virtually put
in its place. The accent is generally, as in Syriac, on the penult. An elaborate

criticism of Bickell's theory is given by Ecker (Porta SUM, 1903, pp. 147 sq.).

Doubtless the original Hebrew pronunciation was different from that of the

Massoretic system, but Hebrew was not a mere dialect of the Aramaic, still

less of so late a form of it as the Syriac. It has recently been shewn that the

earliest Syriac poetry did not measure by number of syllables. III. The

measurement of Hebrew verse by the beat of the accent has been maintained

by a great number of scholars with increasing conviction. This is indepen-

dent of the doctrine of syllables, whether more like the Arabic, Aramaic, or

the Massoretic system. Moreover, it is independent of the theory on what

syllable of the word the accent should fall. In any case, we have just so many
accents in the verse. The earliest writer to make the accent the determin-

ing principle of measurement, so far as I have been able to discover, was

C. G. Anton (conjectura de metro Hebraeorum, 1770, Specimen editionis

Psalmornm, 1780). In this he was followed by Leutwein {Versuck einer

richtigen Theorie von der Biblischen Verskunst, 1775), Ernst Meier {Die Form
der Jlebr. Poesie, 1853), but especially Julius Ley {Die metrischen Formen der

Hebr. Poesie, 1866 ; Grundzuge des Rhythmus des Vers- und Strophenbaues

in der Hebr. Poesie, 1875 ; Leitfaden der Metrik der Hebr. Poesie, 1887, and

other minor writing's). To Ley, more than to any other scholar, is due the

credit of leading to a correct conception of the measures of Hebrew poetry.

I accepted the principle of measurement of Hebrew poetry by accents soon

after I began to teach as Professor of Hebrew and cognate languages in

Union Theological Seminary, in 1874 ; and from that time I have given much
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attention to the subject. My views were published in 1881 (Homiletic Quar-

terly, pp. 398 sq., 555 sq. ;
Biblical Study, first edition, 1883, pp. 262 scj.). The

principles were applied in the study of the Poem oj the kail of JMankind

{Reformed Quarterly Review, i860), Poem of the Creation {Old Testament

Student, 1884), and of all the poetic Messianic passages (A/cuianit Prophecy,

1886). My views weie more fully stated in live articles (Ucbraua, 1886-

1888), and in the tenth edition of Biblical Study, enlarged under the title

General Introduction to the Study of Holy Scripture, 1899. In 1883 I criti-

cised Ley's octamcters and decameters as simply double tetrameters and pen-

tameters, and objected to his theory of substitution and compensation, which

lie has since abandoned. This principle of tonic measures was adopted by

Francis Brown (Measures of Ilcb. Poetry as an Aid to JMcrary Analysis,

JBL. IX. pp. 91-106) and many other Americans. C. II. Toy (Commentary
on Proverbs, 1899) uses the tonic principle, but objects to the terms trimeter

and tetrameter, and uses ternary, quaternary, etc. W. R. Harper uscxl the

method on the basis of my article in Ihbraiui, in the preparation of his Com-

mentary on Amos and Hosea, 1905 (v. Preface, ix.). Chcync employs the

tonic principle (in his commentaries on the Psalms***) Hook of the Prophet

Jsaiah, SBOT. 1899). Most Biblical scholars since Jebb have been reac-

tionary in their views of Hebrew poetry. Buclde (Das Ifebraisthe Klagflitd,

ZATIV* 1882) deserves great credit for his investigation of the pentameter
in the Old Testament j

but the name, Kina verse, that he gave to it, though

adopted by many scholars, has little to justify it, for the earliest Jina uses the

tetrameter measure (2 S. I
17"37

), and the pentameter measure is used for all

kinds of poems, especially for those in praise of the Law, U}*-
15

119, which

are the reverse of Kina's, Budde's long hesitation to accept other measures

is difficult to understand. He says, however (article Hebrew Poetry, OB.),

"The vastly preponderating probability appears to belong to the theory of

Ley, who counts the 'rises' without taking account of the '
falls,'

"
Duhui, in

Ins Commentaries on Isaiah, 1892, and the Psalter, 1899, also uses the Ionic

principle, but without any explanation of his principles or his relation to others.

It is astonishing how exactly his views, as to many passages, correspond with

those given previously in my Rfessinnu Prophecy, 1886. In the meanwhile the

principle of tonic measure was greatly strengthened by the discovery that the

same principle determined the structure of the more ancient Kgyptian, Baby-

lonian, and Assyrian poetry. F. Brown (Religious Poetry of KabyIonia, Pres-

byterian Review, 1888), among other examples, shewed that the epic of the

descent of Istar to Sheol is pentameter. The Ilynm to tluk Nile was recognised
as measured by the tonic accent, by Guieysse (Records of the Past, new ed,, HI.

47-48). Krman also (Life in Ancient Egypt) p. 395) stated that Kgyptian

poetry was measured by the tonic accent. Two recent scholars have endeav-

oured to fortify the tonic principle by a closer study of the syllable. I [. (Irirume

(Abriss dtr ttib. Ihbr. Metrik, ZDMG. 1895; Gritwtoftge der Ittbr. Akwnt
und Vokallchrc, 1896; Pmlmcn Problems, 1902) revives the use of morac,
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has only come into my hands since I completed my Ms. for this Com-

mentary. Our independent work agrees as to the measures of Pas. 1-50,

except in 7, 9-10, u, 17, 19 23, 25, 31, 32, 34, 37, 38. Pss. 25, 34, 37,

hexameters, he interprets as trimeters, dividing the lines at the caesuras.

The other Pss. are full of difficulty, due chiefly to glosses where there is

room for difference in reconstruction. E. Sievers in 1901 published his

Metrische Studien. While building on the tonic principle, he fortifies it

by giving it a foundation in the laws of speech, song, and music, and by
a careful study of the una cented syllables. His principles have been

adopted for the most part in Bathgen's Psabneti^^ 1904. Sievers, in his

double fours and sevens, falls into an error similar to that of Ley. His

double fours of Ex. 15, 2 S. I, Ju. 5 are nothing but tetrameters, and his

sevens limited, so far as $ is concerned, to 4, 9-10, are due to mistaken

interpretation of the measures, which in both cases in the original Pss.

were trimeters, disturbed, however, by many glosses. Those who have

used the principle of tonic measure since Anton, have not failed to rec-

ognise that the stress of the accent alternates with a falling of the voice in

one, two, or three syllables, in varied relation to the tonic syllable ; but they

have not thought it needful to count these syllables as Sievers does. Indeed,

Sievers (p. 77) recognises that Anton instinctively came nearest the truth,

that his theory needs few modifications, and that he only failed in working it

out in detail. But it is just this detail in Sievers' method which is of doubtful

value. It is based on the essential accuracy of the Massoretic system, which,

as is evident from the transliterations in Origen's Hexapla, was artificial ; and,

as many Hebrew scholars since Lowth have recognised, is of doubtful origi-

nality. And in fact Sievers' measures, as those of Grimme, really depend

upon the tonic accents, which alone are of any great importance even

in his system. In the use of the natural laws of speech and music as the

basis of the measures of poetry, Sievers was anticipated by the eminent

American poet, Sydney Lanier (Science of English Verse> 1880), whom I

used at an early date. A most thoroughgoing and invariably hostile criti-

cism of metrical theories of Hebrew poetry is given by Ecker (Porta Sion,

22-181 ; 1903). A more recent, less complete, more sympathetic, yet uncer-

tain criticism is given by W. H. Cobb (Criticism of Systems of Hebrew

Metre, 1905).

The following is the result of my study of the measures of the Psalms :

I. There are eighty-nine trimeter Pss. in the Psalter. This is a favourite

measure for lyrics. These Pss. are 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9-10, 11, 15, 18, I9
2'7

20, 21,

22, 24^ 247-10 26, 27^-12 33, 36^0 38, 44, 47, 49, 5^ 54, S5
2"3* ^

5<5, S?-*

s 7
6.8-12

(=I082-6) 59, 6tf-'- 126-14 608-12 (= IOg8-14) 63, 661-9 6613-tf 67,

69
8-14. 20-29

7I> 73, 75> 76, 77
2-lG

^17-20 fa ^ &,, 8lM 8l 6c-15 g2j 83, 85, 88,

8a>-5. i*-46
90, 91, 92, 93+ 96-100, 94, 951-6 95^-11 io22-i2 103, 104, 105-106, 107,

I09
l-5. 16-18. 21-27

I09
G-15

Jir> II2j j^ II4j II5
l-8 n^ n^ II7j ng, 135,

136, 138, 1391-6.
13-16- 28-24 ^7-12 j39

17-22 ^^ i44
l-2. 7-11 ^ j 47!-*.

7-11. 12-21

148, 149, 150. We may give as a specimen 24
1-6

:
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nnnj "jn

mm inn n'?>p"''D

np oipD3 aipi'iD

PI313

p

in nr

II. There are twenty tetrameters in the Psalter: i, 4, 12, 13, 16, 29, 30, 41,

46, 58, 61, 64, 68, 74, 86, S9
2-!l - fi

-lf)
Sc/

2
140, 141, 144'*-^. Ps. 13 may he

given as a specimen. The caesura is always in the middle when it occurs.

nsj mrn

"n i^non

msjj nitB^N

ITK ihy onf

jjj; noon in

tjty rniNn ninn

^nSD 11 V? ^i

ns BIDK 13

III. There are twenty-five pentameters in the Psalter: 5, 14 (~ 53), 17,

7
w 2g, 32, 35, 352-6 39 40jwa 42,4 ., 4 f S2f ^i^iR.ai^.^ r,5?

6<J8-7.J6-19,
80-88

4Q14-18 (-^ 3^ g^ IOIj Ho> nc)i J ^ I4^ J>s< r<J may
be given as a specimen. The caesura usually conies after the third beat, but

occasionally for variety after the second.

cm ^3ttD ^
n 1

* ;D no

N 1

? mni on
1

?

SvX'ta ^nj nnfi

mm 13 r3n
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131, 132, 133, 134; and 31, 50, 62, 72, I0213-23 - 29
. Pss. 124, 125 illustrate

the varied use of the caesura.

*nDS"> u^ nina nvr> ^*h

j? oipa u 1

? rvw mm ^SV?

OSN nnna w^a D"n *w

nay n^ru

jjtp *pa ujru s<tt> mm -p-ia

nsiD nBL
>Dj nssa wsj (run)

fn:DD) UIO^DJ unjNi lairj nan (njn)

ty? mm Da>a mi?

N frx nna mn->a

n 1

? ano ann o^fr at!"

y ij;i nn^D ID^ a'-ao mn>i

niJi'Sv jrsnn Daa mj^ N 1?"^

V. There are long Pss. of varying measures. Ps. 23 has three Strs. of

three, four, and five tones, increasing with each Str. Ps. 45 is essentially

a tetrameter, but it uses occasional trimeters with striking effect for a more

rapid movement of the thought. In this it resembles the Song of Deborah,

Ju. 5. Some scholars, as Toy and Duhm, recognise dimeters of two tones,

but these are parts of tetrameters or hexameters. The division made by these

scholars are at the caesuras. There are no dimeters except in broken lines

used at times for a metrical pause (e.g. Pss. I 1
- 4 82- 10

). Many of Grimme's

trimeters are really hexameters. Sievers* double threes and double fours are

trimeters and tetrameters.

VI. The Hebrew poets seldom accent a monosyllable. It usually loses

its tone by being attached to the previous or the subsequent word. Two
successive tonic syllables make very bad euphony, especially at the end of 1.

There were various devices for overcoming this difficulty. At the end of L

the accent of the word before the monosj liable was retracted ; e.g. p IBB&

2l
,
13 -toin 212, p San^ ip n^;i 7

15
,

>a van i820, na airvj 24
1

. Two tones

were gained by attaching three short words ; e.g. "ja'nn"^ 5
11

,

ta

ja~-D
< nSa 5

12
,

i^roau^-Sa 49
2

. The insertion of the conj.
j
before a monosyllable makes a

sufficient vocalic utterance to justify giving the word a tone. It is sometimes

used to make it easier to give a long word two tones ; e.g. xSi., 37
31

4i
9
, SNI 252

37
X

^J! 3
9
> in all cases given by <@ but omitted by f.

( C) The Hebrew poets, as poets of other nations, used archaic

words and forms for metrical purposes: (a) The archaic case

endings softened the transition from word to word and made the

language more melodious, (b) The archaic suffixes and modal
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forms were used partly for the same purpose and partly to give the

tone a more melodious position. (^) The archaic prepositions

in

.

were employed in order to get independent words or variation

the tonic syllable (Ley.
tf"'n^' s ' 100 '<1

; Br.SHS wl
).

(<0
1 So

10
79

2
I04

20
ii4

8
.

V I23
1

-

nrC for n_ 3
3
44

27
63** So3

92
le
94

17 I2o l
125*.

(*) ix.' 513 25^41*+-
p 510 ii*- 8 12 35

11 36*+.
ID- sf. 23 - fi ii 7 2i 10 - 1L 13 226 -f ; ^ for DH^ 24

44
4 - J1 49

M
-f .

(r) 1D3 for i II 2
.

IDS for 3 29 58*-
8. 10

636 73i3 90
9
92

8 + .

HJJ
for ip 104^.

^V for ^ 50
5 - 10

92* 94
20

,

MD for fD 44n 45 7S
2
.

>S3 for Sa I9
4
63- 72

7
.

(Z?) The Hebrew poets ornamented their lines by various devices

at the beginning, in the middle, before caesuras, and at the end.

At the beginning the order of the alphabet was followed and acros-

tics were made of various kinds. Certain important words were

repeated in several successive lines. At the ends of lines a kind

of assonance or rhyme was made, especially by the use of identical

suffixes. The same device was also used at times before caesuras.

(a) The Alphabetic Fss. are 9-10, 25, 34, 37, itr, 112, 119, 145. Usually

the letter of the alphabet begins a 1., a couplet, or a Str.; but in 9
M

it is

repeated at the beginning of each of the four 11, of thck

Str., and in 119

throughout the twenty-two alphabetical Strs. it is repealed eight limes (of,

La. 3). (4).Ps. I3
2-* has ru*rip at the beginning of each of the four lines of

the Str. ; and v.4
"6 has ID at the beginning of three of the four 11. Vs. 29 ro-

peats mni Vip eight times and uan thrice. Ps. 62 repeats *JN eight times. Ps. 148

repeats imSSn six times, and Ps. 150 the same nine times, (r) Rhyming with

identical suffixes is used as an ornament, rather than as in modem poetry to

mark the ends of all 11. of the poem. The following examples may suffice.

ID- 23a5 - 4a6 fia6
. v 13 throughout, 27^ 7-8. 0,11-12 223o^a ^o

u,4 ^ ^A I42 ,

V 9
s-8

I5
1 202-0 45

4-~V 45
U

- >- IS
9
"*- n7 ^ 45

tfMO
(6 1.).

The Pss. that use this method usually vary in their use of it. Ps. 6 has

\- for the most part C-rt6 - i}aft-'4ab ' /Jrt ' 7'' ftr ' R<w - i)^.i
<'>, but

r\ v,*-*1
*, i_ v.8*' 11", _

Ps. 31 has v v. 2
-i?, but ^ v .

2 ~al - 2ft
.

- Ps. 35 has \ v.1-*- 11
-", but D7 vM

Ps, 119 has a variation, some Strs. ending in rj, others in V (</) Ps. no
1e ., frf>r roi-cnrii nnr1 at pnfl of I. I. but fl in 11. 2. 3, 4. < : D 1. 6 t s 1. *7 t D 11-
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11. 8, 10 ; n. 1. 9. At the beginning of six 11. of 45
13"16 the words end in m_.

Ps. 143 has in ten 11. the first and last words in '_, before caesuras %

I44
B has assonance in every word of the tetrameter hexastich ; all the words

of 11. I, 3, 5 end in a\-; those of 2, 4, 6 in m. The later scribes and editors

did not care for this ornament of style, and so obscured it and even effaced

it partly by changing the order of words in the sentence, or by glosses of

various kinds.

(E) The Pss. were also arranged in regular strophical organiza-

tion, as was indeed almost necessary for musical rendering in early

lyric forms of song. The reason why this has not been evident is

that the liturgical glosses of later times have obscured or destroyed
them. These strophes are of great variety as coming from so

many different authors and so many different periods of time.

Strophes may be simple or complex, just as in the case of parallel-

ism of lines. The simple strophes are of few lines of one kind of

parallelism. The complex strophes have more lines and two or

more kinds of parallelism. In this case the connection of thought

is usually clear. The strophical divisions may be determined by
a more decided separation in the thought of the poem. Some-

times it is not easy to distinguish between the lesser and greater

separations because of a lack of familiarity of modern scholars with

the delicate shades of parallelism, which constituted the most char-

acteristic feature of Hebrew thought ; and because of the prejudices

due to other rhetorical and logical uses of Western races and mod-

ern times. The simple strophes of one kind of parall. only are not

common. They tend to a monotonous style. The usual method

in the strophe is to combine the several kinds. This puts at the

disposal of the poet a very great variety of combinations. These

will appear in the commentary on the particular Pss. As Lowth

well says :

" A happy mixture of the several sorts gives an agreeable

variety, and they serve mutually to recommend and set off one

another." (Prelim. Diss. to Isaiah^ p. xxvi.) I may, however,

sum up the results of my investigation of the strophical structure

of the Pss. as follows :

The Strs. are arranged on the same principles of parallelism as the 11., in all

its varieties. Poems of single Strs. are uncommon. The most frequent structure

is the pair of Strs, frequently doubled in two pairs, rarely as eight and sixteen

Strs. The triplet of Strs, is also common, less frequent its multiples of six,
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nine, and twenty-four Strs. There are also poems of five, and its multiples,

ten, fifteen, and twenty Strs. Poems of seven Strs. are uncommon. Poems

of eleven and twenty-two Strs. are limited to alphabetical poems. 1 do nol

attempt to separate the glosses in the verses given below. Duplicates are not

counted, (i) Poems of single Strs. are the Pilgiim Pss., 123, 125, isy
1 --

la;
3"5

128, 131, 133, 134. There are only four others: 15, 36^ 117, i44
IiMr

\

which have special reasons. (2) Poems with a pan of Stis. arc fifty in

number: i, 7, 8, II, 13, ig'
2'7

ig
s~15

20, 21, 24'- 24
7-JO

27
1 -6

32, 366- 39,

4QM-W (= 70), 49, 5 2/54, 57
G ' wa (= iS2-"'), 58, 59, 62, 65, 66^ 72, 79,

8i2
"fli

S9
47-r>-

95
]-

95
7"11

101, I0213--9 no, 114, 120, 121, 122, 124, 126, 129,

130* *36, I39
17-22

142, 143, I44
1-2 - 7-u M71"1 ' H77'11

150. Poems with four

Strs. are thirty-one in number: 2, 3, 4, 6, 12, 26, 30, 33, 40
tM ~

41, 44, 48, 51,

56, 6o!{-T - 126~H Go8
- 12" (= io$8-14

) 71, 7717-20 gji.r-i.'j j^ 8Sj OI? ^ I02'-'-'- 107,

II 3> US 1"* uS2-7 - 1(M-
132, 141, 148. Poems of eight Strs. are: 17, 68, ii<>;

of sixteen Strs. SQ
4"5- 18-MJ

. (3) Poems of three Strs. arc thirty-six in. number:

16, 23, 25, 27
7-i2

28, 34, 35 4^-43, 45, 4<5, 5> 55^
-

l)"
55
%"jr" "

J "-''

S?""
5

<>*,

63, 64, 661-9
67, 69^-

M-- aj-aa
76, 82, 84, 87, 88, 115^ ii8 l ''--< 5

135, 137, 138,

I39
7-1-

140, 145, 146, I47
12-21

149. Poems of six Stis. are : 18, 75, to/-'
1 - fi - ir>

90, 94, I09
1"5 - lfi- 18 - 21"27

I39
1-6 - 1;{- l<3 - 2Jl-21

. Poems of nine Strs. : 74 ; of twenty-

four Strs.: 105-106. (4) There are twelve poems of five Strs.: 5, 14 (= 53),

22, 29, 31, 38, 47, 69-13 - 2 --
77

2-1(i

80, 86, ioi/-
15

. There is also one of

ten Strs. : 73 ; one of fifteen Stis. : 93 + 96-100 ;
and one of twenty : 78.

(5) There are three poems of seven Strs.: 37, 103, 104. (6) Alphabetical

poems are two of eleven Strs. : I r I, 112 ; and two of twenty-two : 9-10, r f<).

These Strs. vary in number of 11. and in combinations of parall. Tlu

Refrains are not counted in the Strs. (i) The only apparent monostichs arc

in alphabetical Pss. : 25, 34, in, 112, 145. But these arc not really mono-

stichs, but 11. grouped in several kinds of stichs: 25, 34, 145 hoptastirhs ; n f ?

nay distichs. (2) Distichs arc not common in the Psalter. They aic more

appropriate to sentences of Wisdom. There arc, however, five : 1:4 (- r 53),

62, 66l~a in, 112. (3) Tristichs are not common : 17, 74, 75, 77i
T~-'

87,

116. (4) The tetrastich is the most frequent lyric form. There arts sixty-

two of them : 3, 4, 5, 9-10, 12, 13, 23, 26, 27
7"12

28, 29, 30, 40^ lfl

(:/ 70),

47, 48, 55
s-* "

57
s-6

57-
8-12 (= ro8^}

), 6o;^ - 6oH-^" (> io8K I4
), 6r,

^>3, 65, 73, 78, Si 6''-15
82, 86, 89

a-. o-ir*
89-1^.

i-4o ^ lol ^
IO^ 105-106,

I09
-16

io9i-
5 - io-is. 31-U7

U3j n5 i-H
II7j H siiwr i 2Oj I2 i, i 22

, 123, 124, 125,

126, I27
1-2

i27-6 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 137, i39<-.
i!M<5.a.v24

I39
7"13

I39
17"23

141, I44
1-2 - 7-11

. (5) There arc thirteen pentahtiohs : 6, 31,

32, 36
6-i'>

402-12 4If ss
oft-io. 23-w 64> <5 7> 81^'* 90, no, 143. (0) There are

forty-three hexastichs: r, I9
2-7

r9
B~10

27
1-n

36--
r'
37, 38, 46, 50, 52, 54, 56, 68,

69
2-7. 14-10. JJO-82 69

6-l!$. *)-B9
76, 77^ 79, 80, 84, 85, '^-W

'

92> 03 4. oo-IOO,

951-0 95
7-ll I022-lii I02l-aO II4j nsO-W n g2-7. KM3 ^^ |3f)f j^ ^0> j^UMfc

146, 147^ 1477-11 1471^21 148, 149, 150. (7) There are nine bqitaslichs: 2,

2^, ^?4, 39, 66 l3"2o
71, 72, 91, 145, (8) There are nine oetastichn: 8, n, K>,
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seven decastichs : 7, 15, 22, 33, 35, 51, 142. (u) There are four duodeca-

stichs: 21, 59, 88, 107. (12) There are two fourteen-lined Strs.: 18, 49.

(13) There are several Pss. with varying Strs., 24
1"6

24
7-ltJ

, with responsive

choirs. Ps. 45 has Strs. of increasing length with Rfs. and measures varying
as the Song of Deborah, Ju. 5.

The credit of calling the attention of scholars to the strophical organisation

of Hebrew poetry is usually given to Koster (Das Btuh Hiob und der Prediger
Solontos nach ihrer strophischen Anordnung, 1813 ; Did Psalmen nach ihrer

strophischen Anordnung, 1837 ? an<i especially Die Strophen oder Parallelisms

der Verse der Heb. Poesie^ S. K. 1831). But in fact many older scholars had

recognised the strophe and antistrophe in Hebrew poetry; so especially

Anton. Even Lowth pointed out that there were stanzas of different numbers

of lines (Prelim. Diss to Isaiah}. Koster builds on Lowth 's system of par-

allelism and maintains that groups of verses are arranged on the same princi-

ples of parallelism as the verses themselves, and thus he gets various kinds of

strophic parallelism corresponding with the various kinds of parallels of lines.

He distinguishes (i) word strophes, (2) thought strophes, (a} synonymous,

() antithetical, (c) synthetic, and (d*) identical. In this he is essentially

correct. De Wette, in the fourth edition of his Commentary, 1836, recognises

that about all the Psalms are divided into strophes ;
so Ewald, Olshausen,

Delitzsch, and others in their Commentaries. There were, however, great

differences of opinion as to the principles for determining the strophical

organisation, as these scholars, one and all, made the strophical divisions

dependent upon their opinions of the most important breaks in the thought of

the poems. If they had built on Koster they would have been more success-

ful. D. H. Muller (Die Propheten in ihrer itrsprunghchen Form, 1895, Stro-

phenbau und Responsion^ 1898) classified the strophes under the terms,

responsion, concatenation, and inclusion. As I said in 1899 (
SHS 3

") : "There

is nothing new in his theory but the terminology and some of the illustrations.

Responsion is simply the antithetical parallelism of strophes, concatenation is

the stairlike parallelism of lines used in strophical relations, and inclusion is

the introverted parallelism of strophes. I have taught all this for thirty years

and given the doctrine of the strophe in the writings above referred to."

Muller was hardly justified in objecting to Zenner (Chorgesange im Btiche

der Psalmen^ 1896) as appropriating his ideas, for they were common prop-

erty, the inevitable result of the application, since Koster, of the principles of

parallelism to strophes. Rather Muller himself was to blame for not properly

recognising the work of his predecessors, which would have shown him that

his views were not as original as he supposed.

(J?) There are also Refrains which some poets use in connec-

tion with the various strophes of their poems. These are of sev-

eral kinds : (a) they are often identical in thought and expression ;

(/>) the thought is the same but its expression varies; (c) the
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thought and expression both vary; (d) a number of Pss. were

composed and arranged for singing by responsive choirs; and

(<?)
some for solo voices and choruses.

(a) Ps. 39 has 2 Str. f with identical Rf. i
r
'; Ps. 42-43 has 3 Str. 9

r with

identical Rf. 3
5

. The following also have identical Rfs. : 46, 49, 56,
^9,

62, tSo,

85, 1 1 6, 144
A

. () Ps. 8 has an identical couplet of Rf.; hut it is bcfoic the lubt

Str. and after the second Str., on the principle of inclusion or introverted

parallelism, so 57
B(= ioSA), cf. 58. Ps. 107 has double Rfs (<) P,s. 45 has

3 Str. of increasing length, 2, 6, 18, with a Rf. of one line at the close of each

beginning with an identical term, hut varying in thought and expiession in

other respects. Ps. 66A has two Str. couplets, each introduced by a Rf. varying

only in expression. The following Pss. arc uniform in structure, with varying

Rfs., 50, 84. (</) Pss. 20, 21 were sung by responsive choiis. The Rfs. vary

in expression. They are trimeter couplets following 2 Str. 8 {l in Ps. 20, and

2 Str. 12^ in Ps. 21. Ps. 24
7"10 was also arranged for responsive choirs with Rfs.

in which there is identical expiession in part, and in part variation. Pss. li8A

nSB were also arranged for responsive choirs. (/) Ps. 15 has a couplet of

inquiry, followed by a decalogue of moral requirement and a numostith of

conclusion. Ps, 24^ has a similar variety of inquiry, response, and statement.

The recognition of Refrains and responsive choirs in the Psalter has been quite

general. But there has been a great difference of opinion as to particular

Pss. Zenncr (Cborgt'stinge im Bttche tier Pialnim, 1896) pushes rosponsion to

extraordinary lengths, and includes in his scheme a large number of Pss. that

give no other suggestion of responsive choirs than the principle of re.sponsion,

which is, as we have seen, rather a characteristic of one kind of parallelism of

Strophes as well as lines of Hebrew poetry. At the same time it is quite

possible that the choirs of temple and synagogues made a more extended use

of responsive singing than has ordinarily been supposed. This feature of

responsion of Strophes certainly made such responsive singing easier; cf.

Condamin, Le r.vure d'fsait, 1905, The attempt of Haumann (#/M/(/. 1905*

S. 129 sq.) to discredit the Rf. is based on false conception,*) of the nature of a

Rf., and is made in such a way as to discredit rather the author.

13. Several Pss. give evidence that they were farts of longer

Pss.

(i) Pss. 9 and 10 were originally one alphabetical Ps., as indeed they nre

given in <S, F, and in the uses of the Roman Catholic, Greek, and Syrinc

Churches, making a difference of numbering of one l<?ss Ps, from Pss. 10-113.
Ps. 9 in the order of the alphabet reaches the Str. with 3, Ps. 10 begins with V

and continues the alphabetical structure to the end. However, there ar<j

several Stirs, in which the letter has been lost, partly through mistake, partly
,t_ -'_,.,_.:_, ^i^Hitmn nf rtfW words and sentences by editors,
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(2) Pss. 42 and 43 were originally one. This is evident from the Rf., which

comes twice in 42 and once in 43, and from the fact that the measures,

strophical organisation, and entire character of the Pss. are the same.

(3) Pss. 93, 96-100 were originally parts of a great royal advent Ps. of fifteen

trimeter hexastichs. It \\as broken into six Pss., and these were edited with

many changes for liturgical purposes. Even in J in twelve codd. 93 is part
of 92, in nine codd. 95 of 94, in four codd. 96 of 95, in fourteen codd. 97 of

96, in eight codd, 99 of 98. (4) Pss. 105 and 106 were originally one, each

having twelve trimeter tetrastichs. (5) <! also divides 116 and 147 into two

Pss. each, followed by 3J, so that 117-147 J, EV8
., are numbered differently

from @, U. 148-150 have the same number in all.

14. Many Pss. are composite of two or more original Pss.

or parts of Pss. combined for liturgical purposes. Usually the

original Pss. were of different poetic structure^ and they are com-

bined in various ways by editorial seams.

(i) Ps. 19 is composed of an early trimeter morning hymn in praise

of the sun, v.2
"7

, and a late pentameter in praise of the divine Law, v.8
-35

.

(2) Ps. 24 is composed of an original choral, v.7
-10

, and a later ethical Ps.,

v.1
"

13
. (3) Ps. 40 is composed of an original Ps,, v.2

-12
, of four pentameter pen-

tastichs, to which was appended v.13s<5- = Ps. 70 with editorial modifications.

(4) Ps. 60 is composed of v.8
~12a

, an ancient piece, and v.3
~7 - i2^4

, a more

modern one. Ps. 108 is composed of v.1- = 57
8'12 and v.7

-14 = 6o~~14, not

that this Ps. actually used parts of 57 and 60, but that it used one of the orig-

inals of each of these Pss. (5) Ps. 89 is composed of a paraphrase of the

Davidic covenant in four parts, each of four trimeter tetrastichs, v.4
'5 - 18"46

;

a much later tetrameter poem of six tetrastichs in praise of the fidelity of

Yahweh in the creation and government of the world, v.2
-8 - 6~15

. These were

combined at a still later date, and given a conclusion of two tetrameter hexa-

stichs expressing an intense longing for divine interposition, v.47
"52

. (6) @,

J5, and even Ki. combine 114 with 115 in their 113; but in fact 115 is com-

posed of four trimeter tetrastichs, v>8
, and three trimeter hexastichs, v.9

-16
.

(7) The following Pss. are also composite of two or three earlier Pss. : 27,

36, 55 57 66, 69, 77, 81, 95, 102, 109, 118, 127, 139, 144. 147-

15. Many early Pss. have been adapted by editors of the several

minor and major Psaltersfor later use by glosses of various kinds.

These are usually in different measuresfrom those of the Pss. ; and

frequently the persons and numbers of nouns and verbs differfrom
those of the originalpoems, as if the editors would carefully distin-

guish their additionsfrom the originals.
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These glosses are of several kinds. The simplest and most

natural are liturgical in character, petitions, intercessions, calls to

worship, expressions of praise and the like. Pss. expressive of

piety and protestations of integrity are modified by the insertions

of confessions of bin and pleas for forgiveness. Protestations of

innocence are inserted in Pss. which lament the sufferings of the

people of God from vindictive and cruel enemies. Personal, local,

and earlier national relations are generalised so that earlier Pss.

might with propriety be used in the public worship of late times.

Early Pss. were adapted to the time of the supremacy of Law by

legal glosses, to the times of Hebrew Wisdom by legal glosses, to

the Maccabcan times by lamentations for defeat, imprecations

upon enemies, and other warlike expressions appropriate to a

period of persecution and conflict. Early Pss. wore enriched by
illustrations from earlier literature, or by fuller and expansive

statements. Several Pss. were given a Messianic reference in this

way. Thus the editors of the various Psalters did exactly what

the editors of prayer-books, liturgies, and hymn-books have always

done. They had greater interest in editing the Pss. for public

worship than in preserving their original literary form and mean-

ing. Accordingly, many of the Pss. have lost their original literary

form. They express varied states of mind, differences of experi-

ence, inconsistent situations ; there are sudden and unexpected

changes in tense of verbs, and in person and number of pronouns
and suffixes. All this makes the Pss, richer in the expression of

religious experience, and in this respect more suited to the varied

needs of the congregation, but greatly injures their literary and

historical value.

It will be sufficient to call attention to several Fss. in which editorial work
of various kinds appears.

(i) The alphabetic Vss. show signs of changes of the text. l*s, 9 has the

alphabetical structure preserved with Strs. , 3, \ r, n. But the Strs.
.), n, u,

% D have been modified. Ps. 10 has the alphabetic structure in *?, ji, i, B, n.

But the Strs. c, j, a, 3?,
* are confused. Ps. 25 has an additional line with

i for an original p. Ps. 34 adds two tetrameters. I's. 37 has the Sir. y con-

fused. Ps. 119 shows evidence of a great number of changes in the uses of

terms for divine Law and in their order in the Strs. 1's. 145 lacks the Sir, J.

The alphabetic form of La. has been well preserved, but that of Na. I has

tv^n confused still more than that of Pss. 9-10, (2) Ps. X
8 is a mosaic
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from Je. 1 7
s-8 Ez. 47

12
Jos. I

s
interposed between two antithetical Strs., mak-

ing a metrical arrangement of the present Ps. impracticable. (3) Ps. 18 was

a graphic ode of the time of David, preserved in another edition I S. 22. An
editor prefixed a protestation of love, v.2. Another inserted an assertion of

fidelity to the Deuteronomic Law, v.21
-24

; still another of fidelity to the morals

of Hebrew Wisdom, v.25--8, and there are other expressions indicating a later

attitude of Israel to the nations than that represented in the original ode,

VtC6.45&.46 so, (4) ps> 22 was a graphic plea of suffering Israel. A later editor

appended a liturgical gloss, v.
2^25 -

2?, another v.28
"32

,
to give the sufferings a

world-wide and Messianic significance. (5) Ps. 32, a simple penitential Ps.,

was enlarged by an ethical gloss, v.2 , a gloss of intensification, v.7, a gloss of

warning, v.8
'9

, and a concluding liturgical gloss. (6) Ps. 44, an original Ps.

of it was edited in 35 with a gloss of adaptation, v. 5 - 7
. Maccabean glosses

appear in v.6 - s-9
, the exultation of victory, and in v.10 M, by another hand, the

humiliation of defeat. (7) Ps. 65 is an ancient song of praise hi the temple,

V-2 sa.5 6a. 7. 8a 9^ ^ gloss makes the worship universal, v.36 a ; another makes

the divine wonders in nature an object of fear, v.9a ; another thinks of the

covering over of transgression, v.4 . Later editors add fragments of two har-

vest songs, the one, v.10
-11

, of the grain harvest; the other of the richness of

flocks, v. 1--1
*. (8) Ps. 72

8-12 is a mosaic of citations from Zee. 9
10 Is.

2
Jb. 29

12
.

A large proportion of the Pss. have such glosses as these, adapting early Pss.

to later uses, in the several successive editings of the Psalter.

16. The text of the Psalter shows a large number of errors,

just such as one would expect from its transmission through the

hands of many different editors and copyists. There are essentially

the same kinds of errors and subject to the same rules andprinciples

of classification as those that arefound in all Literature.

The most of the Pss. were composed in the ancient Hebrew

script, resembling the Samaritan letters. They were transliterated

into the Egyptian Aramaic script, and finally into the later square

Aramaic letters. In each of these scripts errors arose from mistakes

as to similar letters both in form and in sound
;
the transposition

of letters in a word or of words in a sentence ;
the wrong attach-

ment of letters to words, or of words to sentences
\

the trans-

position of clauses ; and conjectures in the case of defective or

illegible Mss.

(i) There is a large number of mistakes of letters. A list of these is given

in Gr. {Com. on Pss., Vol. I. 128 sq.); cf. Baumgartner (tude Critique

sur Vetat du texte du livre des Proverbes, 277 sq.). The following speci-

mens of a very large number may suffice: 12 ITD
1

*; <, J5, S, JDK. I4
6 Dno

= 53
6 DND. 16* Dmao:; <gf o^Di. iS11 NT = 28. 2211 *n\ 2
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n2a. 29
2 rmn; & mxn. 30

8 mn; <& mn. 4016 IDE" = 70* m\ 42 DYIN;

@ 0-nw. 4O
5 oom; <D^an. 6S 1(i

jE'a; <&, & f-n. yi
21 aon; (5, 5, &, att>n.

90
5
onDir; @, S, onjnr. 91" Sis'; <S, S, 3, ^m. 9711 jnr; 6, 3, &, mr.

IO910
Vtf-m; <& ian:n. IO9

11
Bfir; <3>, 3f, pa\ IO9

13
-in; <& nrux.

(2) Transposition of letters : io(i

;na N"? fur <&, 5, jn N*?a. II R
DTID; S ^cna.

i818 nay 28. 2213 nya. iS ts ian^i = 28. 2248 inoi, so I44
2

. 25
:i

s^; <5J ^w.

268
pyo; <5 a>'j. 45

10
n^fliN; 0, <S, ION; 3 nxa. 49

12
oaip; 6, 5, <, map.

72
5
IINIII; <!5 T1

"
1 ^'1

'

1 ' I04
ti

^*D3; <> inao.

(3) Letters differently connected: 4 noL
a

1
' maa for <SS nn1

' a^ naa. II 1

nax aann nu, Vrss. max ina in nu. 85^ nSoaS law SNI for n 1
' oaS aty ^Swi.

io67 D^ by for D^JJ.

(4) Verws differently connected: 2281 iNa-> nn 1

?; but (55, U, Nia
1
" ivta

25
1 'n^N : N^'N%

,
but <S <>nsN NBN. 42 M^N VJD, but v.1-

43 T^NI 'JO.

(5) TX/tv-j tf/-d? ;//j/ examples of dittograp/iy : io 10 oncN" O^toSn; lo14

nJnN ta nni; 32
7 \n ^nsn; 44

4 ^3 after n, so v.
20

.

(6) Thefollowing specimens ofhaplography may be given : 38 ''JIN (N)
1|

3S;

42- J>^n (n)?wa; 2S--2 *?N (^N); 45
4 ^ for r|aT> required for assonance.

(7) Displacements : 5
18 rusa displaced from ^D^Sy ^DP, making a confusion

of similes.

(8) Conflation by error: 32 pi NXD for pWD confused with nD ; 44
8

^TJ
n
^?*i

but nnN not in <S, S& ; 27
18 N 1

?!
1

?, (55 only i
1

?.

(9) Compression by omission: 3 mn^ for mni ^, needed for measure;

42 nxa for iS isa, needed for measure ; 7
8

pVo for pifl pN <55, 5, re<juired

for measure ; 14 "\D = JD 53
4 for JD ID, both needed for measure ; 19 DJQ

for

D*?ip <5, 3, 2 j 23 'naun for ^as/i <S, iJ, for ^natt^i 3, S, 5C, ic^uircd by con-

text; 24
10 nwasf mm for mtoy M^N mn% required for measure, so i|6

8 - 13
;

288 in
1

? for iDjjS <S, & ; 39
s niDB'w for nDB'N <5, U ; 45^ n^D'1 for n^i -"ai <S5,

Aq., S, S, 3, required for measure.

17. ^ z/<?/7 /<7^ proportion of the changes in the text of the

Psatms was due to corrections of the scribes and g/0$saf()rs9 whofor
various reasons endeavoured to improve the text to make it more

intelligible and useful.

The scribes corrected the text to make it more intelligible.

The older writers were concise, and left many things to be inferred

by the attentive reader. In the unpointed consonant text the

words were not distinctly separated, and forms were written as

briefly as possible, so that various interpretations were possible.

There were also many abbreviations which might easily have been

misunderstood,

(^) There is a large number of grammatical glosses, (i) The most fre-

quent change was the addition of suffixes to the noun or verb, hi this <55
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and J differ so frequently that it is improbable that they used different texts,

It seems evident that they appended different suffixes to an original text,

which was without them. The article in Hebrew, as in Greek, often expresses

the possessive, and in poetry the article is frequently omitted. (2) The

variations of number in nouns and verbs is due to the failure to distinguish

numbers in the originals and the various interpretations of the scribes. It is

probable that in the most ancient Hebrew texts, as in Syriac, the number

of nouns and verbs was not always distinguished. (3) Tbe same form is

sometimes interpreted as a noun, sometimes as a verb, which was quite pos-

sible when only the consonants of the form were written. It is precisely the

same in unpointed Syriac texts. (4) In | and Vrss. forms are interpreted

differently, as pf., impf., or ptc., all often for an original inf. abs. (5) Prepo-
sitions were often inserted in order to make the relation of nouns and verbs

more definite, especially after the older case distinctions had been lost.

(6) Particles were inserted to make the connection of clauses moie distinct,

especially the relative -UPS and the conjunctions 13 and i. (7) The divine

names were inserted very often in order to make it evident that God was the

subject or object of the verb. (8) Personal and emphatic pronouns are frequent

additions to the text. (9) Other subjects and objects were also inserted in

order to make the meaning of the sentences more clear. In all these cases

even J has been changed from a simpler original. In a very large number

of instances the ancient Vrss., especially and 3, are more correct than

3. Modern scholars have greatly erred in a too exalted estimate of the

correctness of the unpointed Hebrew text in this regard. The measures

make it evident that even Jg, by its numerous additions and changes of

the original, is as truly an interpretation of an older text as and other

ancient Vrss.

(.5) The giossators are responsible for many changes in the text. The earliest

and simplest glosses are those originally put on the margins of Mss., which sub-

sequently crept into the text, (i) These were often explanations of rare and

obsolete words by more familiar ones. In this way doublets arose which are

easily detected, especially when they make the line overfull. These sometimes

extend to phrases, sentences, and even lines. (2) There are many ejacula-

tions of prayer, or praise, or pious exclamation on the part of devout scribes,

which were proper on the margin, but make confusion with measure and

sense in the text itself. Many imprecations may be thus explained. (3) There

are many minor glosses due to the desire of the scribes to make the expres-

sions stronger or clearer, and so they enlarge upon the original, intensify it,

and elaborate it. (4) There are many Qrs. of the divine name in accordance

with the uses of Elohtm and Adonay m different periods for, an original

Yahive/i ; and not infrequently both readings appear as a conflation of the

original text. (5) Citations of older Scriptures were made to illustrate and

strengthen the force of the original. Sometimes these were originally in the

margin and afterward crept into the text. (6) Some of these glosses were

absent from <S> and other Vrss., and sometimes (5 and other Vrss. have similar
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glosses which are not in Jj. The measures and strophical organisation give

great help in the detection of all such glosses.

(C) By far the larger proportion of vacations between J[} and the Vrss.

consists in differences of interpretation of the same forms in the unpointed

text. With these should be associated the variations in the use of the vowel

letters and difference of interpretation as to their place in the fotm. It is

altogether probable that vowel letters were much more spaiingly used in tin*

codd. of the first century B.C. than in |^. 2'' TODI, but <& TIDDJ; f ^N, bul

< ^N; 9
14

run, but Aq., 3, rusn; 9
17

rpij, but (55, A<[., &, 3T, v^)', V*
1

n-|v:,

but 6, <, n-vc; io5 i^rv, but 3, Aq., V?irr, <S, 5, F, i
s
!T; r21J

D^JIDN, bul <

D^ON; I4
7

nj'iB", but 53 myr^; iS-6 -01, but 2 S. 22- -iuj; 22*
ts'nij,

but

<S, 3, enp; 2210<t
mip3C, but <, 5, <S,

snwaD, as 71 j 2/' cn-v, but <55, J, o^;;

29 m^s
1

,
but mSx;' 31

u ^v, but 0, <S, ^r, 2 ^jy; 32* nifs, but (5S, S, S

piep. and it:-, 5 "i' 32* i^P, but (5 rp; j2
r>

^", 6 ^_>; 36- pe\i, (5S ya
f

-

These are a few specimens only of a very great number throughout the

Psalter.

B. HIGHER CRITICISM OF THE PSALTER.

18. Ancient Jewish opinion regarded David as the editor of the.

Psalter and the author of a great portion of the Psalms
^
so that

David and the Psalter were essentially synonymous terms.

In a Jteraitha of the tract JBaba Jttathra of the Talmud, the

Psalter is placed second in the roll of Writings ; and it is said,
" David wrote the Book of Psalms with the aid of the ten ancients,

with the aid of Adam the first, Melchizedck, Abraham, Moses,

Heman, Jeduthun, Asaph, and the three sons of Korah." The

writing of David here is evidently editorship, and the Psalter is

represented as containing Psalms from these ten worthies as well

as from David. This statement comes from the second century

A.D., and is stereotyped in Jewish tradition. But it will not sustain

the test of criticism. Moses' name is in the title of Ps. 90; He-
man's in 88 ;

those of Asaph and the sons of Korah in groups of

Pss.
; Jeduthun's in Pss. 39, 62, 77 ;

but in none of these cases <:an

we think of authorship (v. 28, 29, 34). The names of Adam
and Melchizedek do not appear in the titles, but Melchizedek's

name is in no4
. Adam's name was possibly thought of in con-

nection with the Ps. of creation, 104. But it is impossible to

think of either of them as authors of Pss. Moreover, as will soon

appear, no Ps. can be regarded as earlier than David, and few

belong to his time.
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The apocalypse of Ezra represents that the ancient Psalter was destroyed
with the other Writings and restored by Ezra, but that does not affect the

question of original authoiship. Josephus says that, "David, being fieed

from wars and dangers and enjoying a profound peace, composed songs and

hymns to God of various sorts of meter. Some of those which he made were

trimeters and some pentameters." David here stands essentially for the

Psalter. This statement is not inconsistent with the Jewish tradition already

given that David was aided by others in the composition of Pss., for it is a

general and comprehensive statement.

19. In the New Testament David is used as the equivalent

of the Psalter, and as such personified in the references to particular
Psalms, Questions were not raised as to authorship or editorship.

The Psalter is referred to as the Psalms, Lk. 24**, the Book of

Psalms, Lk. 2O42
, Acts i

20
,
and David, Heb. 4

7
. The latter passage

cites from Ps. 95, which has no title. There are in the NT. many
citations, direct or indirect, from the Psalter. Six are cited under

the name of David, 2, 16, 32, 69, 109, no, and these simply use

the name as a common designation which amounts to nothing

more than " the Psalter
"

itself. Only one of these Pss. could by

any possibility have come from the time of David, and that is

altogether improbable.

Ps. 21'2 is cited in Acts 4
25~2* as by "the mouth of our father David"; but 27

is cited, Acts 13 as
" in the second Ps.," and in Heb. I 5 5

5 as a word of God.

Ps. i6wl is cited in Acts 225-28 as " David saith" ;
but i6106 in Acts is

35 as

"in another (Ps.)." Ps. 32
1-2 is cited in Rom. 47~8 as David's blessing.

Ps. 69'-'
1-24 is cited in Rom. II 9-10 as "David saith" ; but 6g

5 in Jn. is
25 as

"written in their Law"; 69
10a in Jn. 217 as "it was written"; 69

106 in

Rom. I5
3 as "it is written" ; 69-- in Jn. 19-8-20 as "that the scripture might

be accomplished"; 692 in Acts I 2a as "written in the Book of Psalms,"

though doubtless included under the general statement Acts i 16
"
by the

mouth of David." The same is true of 1098 cited in the same passage.

Ps. I lo1 is cited by our Lord as " David himself said in the Holy Spirit,"

Mk. I2IJG
. Cf. Mt. 224!M4

; but Lk. 2O42-43 as "David himself saith in the

Book of Psalms"; and so Acts 2s4
-35

"(David) saith himself"; and in

Heb. I 13 as God's words. Jesus and Peter were arguing with the Pharisees

in the JHalacha method on the basis of received opinion. There were no good

reasons why Jesus and his apostles should depart from these opinions, even if

they did not share them. There was no reason why Jesus as a teacher should

have come to any other opinion on this subject than his contemporaries held.

This was not a matter in which his divine knowledge would have influenced
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his human training. He was doubtless not informed as to mattcis of criticism

which did not confront him in his clay. We cannot, therefore, legard this

single statement of Jesus as decisive of the authorship of J't>. no (v. lir. " llf --'4
;

Gore, Lux Munch^ 360). The other citations (a table of which is given by

Kirk. vol. III. 838 sq.) will be considered in connection with the History of

the Interpretation of the Psalter ; v. 47.

20. TJiere was no consensus of the Fathers, and there was no

decision of the Church, as to questions of the Higher Criticism of

the Psalter, although the common traditional opinion, in the ancient

and medieval Church, was that David was its author.

Jerome (fij>. 140 ad Cyprianuni) held that Moses wrote besides

Ps. 90 also 91-100, on the theory that anonymous Pss. are to he

attributed to the author last named. In this he follows Jewish

opinion that the Psalter was edited as well as written by David.

Augustine (De Civitatc Dei i7
14

) held that the more credible

opinion was that David was the author of the Psalter. Theodore

of Mopsuestia explains seventeen Pss. as referring to the Macca-

bean age, but he seems to suppose that they were written by David

in the spirit of prophecy.

21. Calvin among the Reformers regarded Hera as the editor

of the Psalter, and in this was followed by Du Pin and others ;

but the prevailing opinion until the eighteenth century was that

David wrote the entire Psalter.

Calvin held that Ezra or some one else edited the Psalter, and

made the first Ps. an introduction to the collection, Andrew
Rivetus says :

" This only is to be held as certain, whether Moses

or David or any other composed the Psalms, they themselves were

as pens, but the Holy Spirit wrote through them "
(prolog. to his

Com. on the Psalms). Casaubon says,
" The truth is they are not

all David's Psalms, some having been made before and sonic long
after him, as shall be shown in due place

"
(preface to Com. on

Psalms). Du Pin said,
"
Though the Psalms are commonly called

the Psalms of David, or rather the Book. of the Psalms of David,

yet 'tis certain, as St. Jerome has observed in many places, that

they are not all of 'em his, and that there are some written long
after his death. 'Tis therefore a collection of songs that was made

by Ezra "
(Dissert. Prelim. Bib. des Auteurs cccL 1696, pp. 1-5).

These represent Protestant and Roman Catholic opinions, freely
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expressed without censure, against the still prevailing traditional

opinion that David was the author of all the Psalms (v. Br.
bH;5 - 262

).

22. With the rise of the Higher Criticism, the traditional

opinion as to the Davidic authorship of the Psalter was questioned,

and soon abandoned by all critics. Atfirst editorship by Ezra and
the Davidic authorship of only those Psalms which have David in

their titles was proposed; but subsequently internal evidence showed

this to be impossible, so that critical opinion gradually came to the

result that the final editorship of the Psalter could not have been

earlier than the Maccabean period, and that David wrote few, tf

any, of the Psalms, the most of them being postexilic.

After the Davidic authorship of the entire Psalter had been

generally abandoned, an effort was made to rally about the Davidic

authorship of those Pss. which have ITlb in their title, on the

theory that the 7 is h of ascription to an author. But this position

could not be maintained j for a constantly increasing number of

scholars, such as Eichhorn, Ros., Bauer, Jahn, De W.,al., recognised

many of these Pss. as later than David. Horsley says,
" The mis-

application of the Psalms to the literal David has done more mis-

chief than the misapplication of any other part of the Scriptures,

among those who profess the Christian religion" (Book of Psalms,

Vol. L, Pref. 14). Ewald recognised n Pss. of David, besides a

few fragments taken up into later Pss. ;
Hi. found 14, Schultz

36, De. 44. After De. had abandoned the Davidic authorship of

30 of the 74, and Schultz 38 of them, it was no longer possible to

urge Davidic authorship from the titles, and scholars had to depend
on internal evidence alone. Many recent critics refuse to recog-

nise a single Psalm as written by David ;
so Gr., Ku., Reu., Stade,

Che., Du. ; and the most of them no preexilic Pss. But other

critics, such as Ba., Dr., KSrk., rightly refuse this extreme position,

and still think of preexilic and even Davidic Psalms.

23. The Higher Criticism of the Psalter depends chiefly upon

the internal evidence of the Psalms themselves. The titles are valu-

able for traces of the history of their use ; but their contents, their

i?iterrelation, and their relation to other writings of the OT,, give

the only reliable evidence as to their origin and transmission.

The Higher Criticism of the Psalter has made it evident that

there is no dependence to be placed upon any of the traditional
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theories ;
for it is manifest that they were all conjectural, and rested

upon insufficient evidence. We are thrown back fin>t upon the

titles. These came from the hands of editors, and with the excep-

tion of a few words, were not attached to the original Pss. They
therefore give evidence of the different stages in the editing and

use of the Pss.; and not of the authorship, date, or character of

the originals. For these questions we must depend on a few

external evidences of citation and silence, but for the most part

on internal evidence alone : the poetic form and spirit, the subject

matter in its relation to the development of religion, faith, and

morals, the slight traces of historic circumstances and conditions,

citations from earlier writings, the use of words and phrases in

their relation to the development of the Hebrew language and

literature, and other .like evidences used in the Higher Criticism

of all literature (v. Br.8118
- 88

"*).

The Pss. arc divided into two great classes, those with titles and those

without. The latter arc usually designated as "orphans." The titles eer-

tamly came from the hands of editors. There are a few instances in which

parts of the titles may have been attached to the original Pss., but these are

comparatively unimportant. The titles represent several stages of editing.

This proce&s still continued in <S5 and Jo after the Hebrew text became stereo-

typed. These Viss. do not hesitate to make conjectural additions to the"

titles, and even, in some cases, to make substitutions. The neglect into

which the titles fell, soon after their traditional interpretation was abandoned,

was really discreditable to Criticism ;
for they give the opinion and show the

methods of a number of different editors. They are, as it were, the prints of

their fingers, which give important evidence as to the condition and use of the

Fss., at several different periods. Much work has been given to the subjeet

in more recent times. The views which I shall present are based chiefly

on my own private study during the past forty years. I cannot agree with

my friend Cheyne in his opinion that the titles are chiefly corruptions of

original local and personal references which he restores by purely specu-

lative criticism. Undoubtedly we must resort to speculative criticism when
all other means fail us, but there is no such necessity as regards the titles

of the Pss. All the evidences used in the Higher Criticism come into play
in the investigation of the Pss. There are many citations in the NT. and

other later literature, but there are few citations in the OT. books themselves,

or in the Apocrypha or Pseudepigrapha. So far as those in the Apocrypha
or Pseudepigiapha are concerned, they give no help back of the Maccnhcan

period. The argument from silence lias little part in the study of the Psalter,

because of the special lyric character and the limited extent of the Pss. Vory
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great importance must be attached to the study of words and phrases. These

give evidence of relative position in the development of the Hebrew language
and literature, \Ve have to take account of the archaic character of poetic

composition ; but with due allowance for this feature, great help has been

found in this study. I have made a lexicon of the Psalter, giving every word

and every use of every word, and comparing these with the uses of other OT.

literature. This has cost me an immense labour for some years, but has

amply repaid me by the fresh light cast upon the Pss. The study of Biblical

Theology m its historical development, to which I have given many years of

labour and teaching, has also aided in the Higher Criticism of the Psalter.

There are compaiatively feu historical traces, but these, though often obscure,

have sometimes been found illuminating.

24. The earliest term to appear in the titles was doubtless
"
Song" which) in some cases at least, was attached to the originals.

It Indicated a lyric poem used for singing, especially on joyous occa-

sions ; in later times especially in religious worship of praisey and

by the Lei^itical choirs.

Ps. iS 1

(
= 2 S. 22 1

) has in the title, t HTt^ n.f., a song, espe-

cially an ode, as that of the crossing of the Red Sea, Ex. I5
1

;
the

Song of the Fountain, Nu. 2i 17
;
the Song of Moses, Dt 3 i

19 19 21 22 ' 30

32
44 the Song of the Vineyard, Is, 5

1

;
love songs accompanied by

a lyre, Is. 23. This ancient term, not used after the time of Heze-

kiah, was in all probability attached to this earliest of the Pss.

$ "vs* . m.song
'

(l) ofa lyric character, distinguished from *?ITD I K. 5
12

,

antith. to nrp Am. S 10
, sung on joyous occasions On. 3I

27+; of love songs

Ps, 45
1 n-p-p "PIT, cf. Ct. I 1

title; not suited to sorrow Ps. I37
3

; (2) of a

religiotis type used in worship of God : || nSflP 42 ; usually of praise "pt?a ^n
6931

;
TTD mm 287

, cf. Ne. I24b ; nvr -tr Ps. 137*, cf. 2 Ch. 29
27

; J-PX 'ir

Ps. I37
3

;
enn 'tt> 33

3
40* 96

1
gS

l
I44

9
I49

1
,

cf. Is. 42
10

(indicating a fresh

outburst of song) ; so in titles of Pss. : IT 46
1

; nV?j?Dn 'ir pilgrim songs in

titles of 120-134; ""DTD '& 48
1 661

S3
1 88 1 xoS 1

; -v>ty -moTD 3O
1

65! 67
1 681

751 76
l
87

1
92

l
;
"& S-oirn 45

1 v. supr. sub (i). In all these cases except 3O
1

92
1 loS 1 other terms are added to an original -ptf (v. Br.JBL - XVI11 - 158

).

Ps. 3O
1 has nun rojn n 1 -' song for the dedication of the hoitse or temple ;

Ps. 92
1 nas'n orS *\w song for the Sabbath day. These indicate liturgical

uses, and must have come from editors and not from authors. Ps. 108 is a

late composite Ps., and -va* in the title may have come from the title of the

original, v. B~14 = 6og"14
,
which is an early song of triumph. The character of

83, 88 docs not seem to suit the term, for the former is essentially an impre-

cation upon enemies of the time of Nehemiah, the latter a lament of the early

exile. At the same time these terms seem to be original to the Pss. and
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probably imply a more comprehensive meaning for -v;;., such as is certainly

found in the m?>'Dn -PC', Pss. 120-134, a collection of Pss. of gieat variety,

hymns, prayers, and didactic Pss. ;
a little social song book for pilgrims to the

great feasts (?'. 36). <S also uses ydy for Tff in Pss. 91, oj, 95, 96, for

reasons ditficult to discover, for, while it is appropiiate enough in 93, 95, 96,

it seems not appropiiate to 30, 91.

25. Miktam in the titles of seven Psa/m* indicates that they

were taken from an early collection of choice pieces, made in the

middle Persian period.

Pss. 56-60 have Miktam in their titles, so also Ps. 16. To these

must be added Is. 38'
<WHI

. There were probably other pieces which

have been lost because they were not used by the editors of the

early Psalters. These all bear on their faces evidences of

antiquity. None of them were composed later than the early

Persian period.

The most of the Rabbis rightly interpret oron, as formed by prefix n from

the noun nro <>/</, and thus think ofw/r/<" piece* in accordance with the

ancient custom to name select poems, gems, jewels, choice pieces, and the

like. This indeed indicates their character, for they are artistic in form and

choice in their contents. Pss. 56, 57, 59, 60, are trimeters; 16, 58, are tetram-

eters. Is. 38"-
20 is a pentameter. 56, 57, 58, 59, have refrains, catch wotds,

and other ornaments of style. They all have rare woids, strange combina-

tions, and a vigorous roughness of style, and express stiong emotions. They
resemble in this respect the pvcexilie prophets, and are among the most

ancient of the Pss. Ps. 6oa belongs to the early monarchy; 58, Is. ^K
-* 1

, to

the middle monarchy; 56 to the late monarchy; 16, 57", 59, to the early

Persian period. Five have editorial assignments: 56, 57, $<), 60, to circum-

stances of David's career; Is. 38
ft-20 of Ilexckiah's, The anDD of Is. 38" is

probably an error for aroD. Pss. X6, 56-60, were taken up into ID, tho earliest

Psalter
(r>. 27) ;

Pss. 56-60 were also used in 15 and IDiE (7'. g 36, .57),

but 1 6 was not included in these Psalters. This doubtless explains the sepa-

ration of 16 from the group. <55 interprets 0:02 as (rTyhoypatftla, insrH/*tfan

on a tablet^ iituli inscriptio, *F ; so C as if it were 3 HDD. De. suggests on

this basis, a memorial or cahhword poem* Ps. 60 has also 1E
1

?
1

? after mi^.

This was evidently ancient, and, standing by itself, is meaningless, Tt probably
has the same meaning as in the title of the Lament of David over Jonathan,
2 S. i lrt

, and probably was originally with it and others of the same kind in

the Book of Yashar.

26. MaskiJ, in the titles of thirteen Psalms, indicates a eo?faction

of meditations made in the late Persian period.
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Pss. 32, 42-45 5 2-55; 74, ?8, 88, 89, 142, have Maskil in their

titles. These were separated because of the selections made by
the editors of the several minor and major Psalters. None of

them, in their original forms, were composed later than the Persian

period, and therefore they were probably collected not later than

the late Persian period.

^gtrp was formed by the prefix n from ^air in the Hiph. consider, contem-

plate^ and is, therefore, probably a meditation, meditative poem, so De. "
pious

meditation? cf. Ps. 478 SWD -tar. So essentially <5 <n/^<r0s or ets <ri5*/e<n;>;

U intellect, or #<tf intellectum ; 3 eruditio* Ihis suits the character of these

Pss. essentially ; so Ges , De W., Hi., regard them as poems to enforce piety

and wisdom. JWD is denned by Ew. as a song with cheerful music to be

accompanied with clear-sounding cymbals, and in this is follow ed by many
moderns ; so Kirk. " a cunning Psalm "

; but this does not suit the internal

character of many of these Pss. These Pss. were all comparatively early in

their original forms: 45 middle monarchy; 52, 54, 55, late monarchy; 42-

43> 74, 88, 89, 142, exile; 32, 53, 78, early Persian period; 44 late Persian.

Pss. 32, 52-55, 142, were taken up into
; 42-45 into It; 74, 78, into "E. Of

these, 42-45, 52-55, were also in I33v, and these with 74-78 in 35. Moreover,

these two pseudonyms are Maskilim ; 88 of Heman, which was also in 333&,

and 89'* of Ethan, which was not in any of the minor Psalters. None of

these Pss. are orphans. It is quite probable that there were other Pss. in the

original collection, which have been lost.

27. David in the titles of seventy-four Psalms indicates, not

authorship, but, withfew exceptions, the first of the minor Psalters,

gathered under the name ofDavid in the late Persian period^ from
which these Psalms were taken by later editors of the major Psalters.

T. It is evident from the internal character of these Pss., with

a few possible exceptions, that David could not have written them.

It is improbable that the word David was designed by the early

editors to indicate their opinion that these Psalms were Davidic in

authorship. The b is not the b of authorship, as has generally

been supposed. The earliest collection of Pss. for use in the syna-

gogue was made under the name of David, the traditional father

of religious poetry and of the temple worship. The later editors

left this name in the titles, with the preposition b attached, to

indicate that these Psalms belonged to that collection. This

explains all the facts of the case and the position of these Pss. in

the Psalter, This view is confirmed by Ps. 72
20

,
which states that
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this Ps. was the conclusion of the prayers of David, and implies

that the collection was a prayer-book. This statement is in ac-

cordance with the contents of these Psalms, for they are for the

most part prayers. Some of the Pss. with David in the titles could

not, however, have been in the Davidic Prayer-book. Pss. 86,

103, 108, 122, 124, 131, 133, 145, all belong to the Greek period.

David was for various reasons inserted in the titles by later

editors. Still later editors continued to attach David's name to

other Pss. in <, J5, and SC. All the other Pss. which bear the

name of David were composed, in their original form, with a single

exception, not later than the middle Persian period. Ps. 68 seems

to belong to the late Persian period, to which, therefore, we may

assign the final collection of the Davidic Psalter (3D). Thirteen

of these Pss. have in their titles references to incidents in the life

of David. It seems probable that they were an original collection

by themselves, which the editor of 5D used as his nucleus.

The Pss. with -in
1

? are the following : 3-9, 11-32, 34-41, 51-65, 68-70, S6,

loi, 103, 108-110, 122, 124, 131, 133, 138-145. To those wo must add io
t

whose title does not appear because it was really, as in (55, the conclusion of ().

also gives David in the titles of 33, 43, 67, 71, 91, 93-90, 104, 137, fourteen

others ; but 43 is a part of 42 of I& ; 93, 96-99 are parts of the royal Advent

Ps.; 104 is part of the group 104-107; 137 is a Ps. of the captivity not

suited to a prayer-book, as ID ; 71 is dependent on earlier Pss, of HD ; 33 was

given the title as in the midst of Pss. of 3D. It is improbable that this would

have been omitted in JQ if genuine. 67, 91, 94, 95, have no claim to have been

in 39. These insertions of <E> are all conjectures of later editors, liut .such

conjectures appear also in $?. The four pilgrim Pss. 122, i?.|, 131, 133, could

not have been in 3D. David came into the title of 145 front its connection

with the group 138-144. Ps. 108 is composite of earlier Pss. of 3D ; 86, 103,

received David into the titles because of resemblance and use of Pss. of 3D.

None of these Pss, is earlier than the Greek period. All the other Pss, with

David in the titles in Jty were probably in 3D ; anil it may be that other Pss.

were therein which have been lost, or placed ultimately elsewhere in the ()T.

Ps. 72, in its original form, was at the conclusion of the Davidie prayer-bonk,
as sufficiently indicated by the subscription v.'-

f)
. Ft is also probable that PH. :i

was its introduction, as is most suitable on account of its reference to the

Davidic covenant. If now we remove the duplicate 53 (- 14), there arc

68 Pss. which we may regard as in 3D. These Pss. have been disturbed from

their original order by the selections from them made by later editors, Among
the Mrnnorim appear : 3-6, 8-10, 12-13, *5i 19~24 29-31, 38-41, 51, 62-65,
68, 101, 109-110, 139-141, 143. For 33361 were selected : 4~<>, 8-14,
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3 1 * 36 39-41, 51-52, 54-62, 64-65, 68-70, 109, 139-140. In 3E were selected

51-65, 68-70, 72.

(2) Thirteen Pss. of IB have in their titles references to certain incidents

in the life of David. These statements all depend upon the narratives of

Samuel, and were subsequent to the Deuteronomic redaction of the prophetic
histories : Ps. 3,

" when he fled from Absalom his son," cf. 2 S. 15. Ps. 7,
" which he sang to Yahweh concerning the words of Cush a Benjamite," cf.

2 S. 1 6. Ps. 1 8,
" in the day that Yahweh delivered him from the hand of all

his enemies and from the hand of Saul," cf. 2 S. 221. Ps. 34, "when he

changed his behaviour before Abimelech who drove him away and he

departed," cf. I S. 2i 10b(i. Ps. 51, "when Nathan the prophet came unto

him after he had gone in to Bathshcba," cf. 2 S. 12. Ps. 52,
" when Doeg the

Edomitc came and told Saul, and said unto him, David is come to the house

of Abimelech," cf. i S. 229 **. Ps. 54,
" when the Ziphites came and said to

Saul, Doth not David hide himself with us ?
"

cf. I S. 23
19 si

||
261 *. Ps. 56,

"when the Philistines took him in Gath," cf. I S. 27. Ps. 57, "when he fled

from Saul, in the cave," cf. I S. 22. Ps. 59,
" when Saul sent, and they

watched the house to kill him," cf. i S. 19
s"17

. Ps. 60,
" when he strove with

Aram Naharaim and with Aram-zobah, and Joab returned and smote of Edom

(error for Aram) in the Valley of Salt twelve thousand," cf. 2 S. 813 10.

Ps. 63,
" when he was in the wilderness of Judah," i S. 225 ^i . Ps. 142,

" when
he was in the cave," cf. l S. 24. These thirteen Pss. were all in Ji, but only

52, 54, 142, are Maskilim ; 56, 57, 59, 60, Miktamvn\ 3, 51, 63, Mizmonm.
Therefore the statements can have nothing to do with these collections.

Furthermore 5 uses eight: 51, 52, 54, 56, 57, 59, 60, 63, omitting five ; B3
also uses eight : 18, 51, 52, 54, 56, 57, 59, 60, omitting five ; 3, 7, 34, 142, were

used by neither. Therefore these notices could not have come from these

editors. D is thus the only collection in which all are found, and therefore

either the editor of 19 must have been responsible for them, or these state-

ments must have been in his sources. It is improbable that he would assign

historical occasions to only thirteen out of his collection of sixty-eight. We
must therefore seek them in his sources. But it is evident that they do not

belong to the original Pss., for the only one that comes from the time of

David is the original of Ps. 18, which gets its title from 2 S. 221 . 2 S. 23
1

gives another poem which is attributed to David in the same way. These

titles of the Pss. came from an editor of the same type as the one who inserted

these poems in the book of Samuel. It is probable, therefore, that these thir-

teen Ps>s. constituted a little collection of Davidic Psalms. The editor of IB

used them just as he found them, with these titles as the nucleus of his collec-

tion. They are not, however, in their original order, if designed to illustrate

the life and experience of David. Their order, according to the narratives of

Samuel, would be rather: 59, 57, 63, 52, 54, 142, 56, 34, 60, 51, 3, 7, 18. It

is quite possible that 2 S. 23
1 8<i- was originally at the end, and the lament of

David over Jonathan, 2 S. i*9
-27

, in the middle before 60, making fifteen in

all. One of these, Ps. 6o, was probably in the book of Yashar as well
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as 2 S. ii9
-27

. These Pss. originated in different periods and in different circum-

stances, such as accoid only m some respects with these titles. Ps. 18 in its

original form was probably Davidic, and possibly Pss. 7, Co". Ps. 3 was from

the middle monarchy ; 52, 54, 56, the late monarchy ; 63, 142, from the

exile; 34, 57", 59, the early Persian; and 51 probably fiom the time of

Nehemiah. It is altogether improbable, therefore, that an editor of the

middle Persian period could have thought that his references to experiences

of David were historical. lie made them to illustrate the Pss., ,\s the editor

of 2 S. 22-23 used the Pss. to illustrate the close of David's career (cf. the vise

of Pss. in I Ch. 16). It is notewoithy that not long before the Pseudonyms,

Ps. 72, 88, 89, appeared (71. 34).

(3) We may determine the original order of the Pss. in D only by the most

careful review of all these facts. Ps. 72 was originally the com lading Ps. of

JB (v.
20

). We shall have to suppose, therefore, that 101, tO9-iio, 138- 144,

were removed from their original positions before 72. It is altogether prob-

able that 16 was, in 2D, still connected with the group 56-60. The gioups 51-

65, 68-70, 72, selected by 3E from ID, are not in their original places. The

Pss. with historical references 3, 7, 18, 34, 51, 52, 54, 56, 57, 59, (>o, 63, r,j2,

were, as we have seen, originally in the same group. The key to their order

is doubtless in 18, originally the last of the series. It is probable that DJfc

followed the original order for the most pait, so far as 4-6, 8 -14, 19-22, 31,

36, 39-41, are concerned, but the order of 3E in 51-62, 64-65, 68-70. That

109, 139-140, appear so late must be due to a still later editor. The order

of ffi is also substantially original: 3-6, 8-10, 12-13, r 5 I9~24> 29-31, 38-

41,51,62-65,68, 101, 109-110, 139-141, 143, except as disturbed by later

editors. The Pss. with "\rh alone, 17, 25-28, 34-35, 37, 138, 144, \\hieh, there-

fore, did not appear in the intermediate Psalters, and those used by UK only,

II, 14, 36, and by 3D3& and B only, 61, 69-70, are probably out of their

original order. Inasmuch as 70 was attached to the end of 40, it is probable
that the original order of J9 was 69, 40, 70. The following may therefore be

given as a provisional theory of the original order, 2, 4-6, 8-13, 14 (
.- 53),

16, 17, 59, 63, 52, 57, 54, 142, 56, 34, 60, 51, 3, 7, 18 (30, 55, 58, 61-62, 64-

65), 19-24 (15, 101), 25-28 (35, 37, 138-141, *43 144), 29* 31-32, 3<>, 38, 39

(68, 109, no, 69, 40, 70), 41, 72.

The Pss. of 3D, in their original, may be dated as follows: (i) The curly

monarchy, 7, 13, 18, 23, 24* 6o no. (2) The middle monarchy, beginning
with Jehoshaphat, 3, 20, 21, 27" 58, 61. (3) The late monarchy, beginning
with Josiah, 19" 28, 36" 52, 54, 55, 56, 6o& 62, 72. (4) The exile, 63, 142.

(5) The early Persian period, before Nehemiah's reforms, 4, 6, 9-10, n, 12,

14 (= 53), 16, 17. 22, 25, 3i, 32, 34, 35> 37, 3, 39. V* (= 70), 4*> 57
fl

59,

64, 69^ 101, I09 140* 143, 144". (6) Middle Persian period of internal

and external peace after Nehemiah's reforms, 5, 8, 15, 26, 29, 30, 40^ 51, 57''

65, 69* 138, 130^ 141. (7) Late Persian period of strife and confusion, 68.

It is probable, therefore, that 3D was edited toward the close of the Persian

period, in Palestine, for use in the synagogues. To those Pss. other l>ss.
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and glosses were added by later editors, for practical purposes in public

worship.

28. The term " sons of Korah
"
in the titles of eleven Psalms

indicates a collection of religious poems, made in the early Greek

period,from which these were taken.

Two groups of Pss., 42-49* and 84, #5, 87, 88, have in their

titles
"
belonging to the Sons of Korah." The separation of the two

groups was due to a selection of the former group by an editor,

who united them with 50-83. The other group was appended from

the original collection by the final editor of the Psalter. These
Pss. have common features which are not sufficient to imply the

same author or authors, but yet imply careful selection. These

are (i) a desire to engage in the worship of the sacred places ;

(2) confidence in Yahweh, the king enthroned in Jerusalem, who
watches over the people from thence and saves them

; (3) a highly

artistic finish and symmetrical poetic forms. These Pss. were

selected from a collection of Pss. gathered under the name of the

Sons of Korah, in Palestine, in the early Greek period.

rnp -02 is doubtless the same as DTnpn -02, 2 Ch. 2o19
, a guild of temple

singers distinguished from DTinpn ij3, another guild. According to i Ch.

^iHhq. (33sq.)
y Heman, a Kohathite, Asaph, a descendant of Gershom, and

Ethan, of the sons of Merari, represented the three sons of Levi. According

to i Ch. 2619 the doorkeepers of the temple were Sons of Korah and Merari.

Ezr. 241 Ne. 7** mention only sons of Asaph as singers. According to

i Ch. 67 - 18 8<i- Heman was mp p, a grandson of Kohath, and so both Kohathite

and Korahite. The term " Korahite " seems to have been substituted for " Ko-

hathite," and Heman was the representative of the line, as Asaph was of the

line of Gershom. Both were guilds of temple singers in the temple of the

Restoration. All of these Pss. except 48 and 87 were taken up into JB3&.

These have the title nsjc 1
' at the beginning, but 88 has two titles, and rrcja

1

?

is at the beginning of the second. This singularity makes it probable that

the first title was a later addition, due to the conjecture that, inasmuch as

Ileman mentioned in the second title was the chief of the Korahites, his Ps.

should have that title also. Ps. 88 was simply a Maskil of Heman, as 89 was

a Maskil of Ethan. Ps. 49 differs so much in character from the other Kora-

hite Pss. that it seems probable that it was not originally with that collection,

and that the name came into the title by txt. err. or editorial conjecture,

because the Ps. was attached to the group 42-48, immediately before 50 of

Asaph. It represents an early type of WL. Ps. 43 was originally the third

Str. of 42, as is evident from the common Rf. and from internal characteristics
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which are common. The remaining nine Pss. have been preserved from It.

We are unable to say whether % had more of them, 01 not. The group

42-49 differs from the gioup 84-85, 87-88, by the use of the divine name

Elohim in the foimer and Yahwek in the lattei. This difference \\as not in

5St, but was due to 3E, who changed Yahweh into Elohnn. lit oiiginally used

Yahweh throughout. These Fbs. repiebent different periods of history: 45

from the time of Jehu; 46, 87, time of Jobiah; 42-43, 84, lime of Jchoiachin;

47, middle Persian period after Nehemiah; 44,48,85, late IVisian period;

42-43, 44, 45 were taken from the collection of a^X'D. As none of these Pss.

are later than the Persian period, and so many are late in that peiiod, it is

piobable that the collection was made early in the Greek peiiod. Those Pss.

are highly aitistic in form. Hve of them have Refrains: 42-43, 45, 40, 84,

85; three are trimeters, 44, 47, 85; one tetrameter, 40; four pentameters,

42-43, 48, 84, 87, and one varies between tetrameter and trimeter, 45. They
are all highly poetic in content, and on the whole the choicest collection in

the Psalter from a literary point of view.

29. The term "
Asaph

"
in the titles of twelve Psalms indicates

a collection of religious poems made in Babylonia in the early Greek

period, from which these Psalms were derived.

The group of Pss. 73-83 and the detached 50 have Asaph hi

their titles. The separation of 50 from the group was duo to a

later editor, probably in order to make an appropriate concluding

Ps. to the first division of 50. These Pss. have rommon features :

(i) vivid descriptions of nature
; (2) emphasis of divine providence

in the life of the individual \ (3) use of history with a didactic pur-

pose; (4) exalted spiritual conceptions of (lod
; (5) sublimity of

style. These features are not sufficient to show a common author

or guild of authors, but imply careful selection by an editor with

a plan and purpose to set forth those features. The Pss. were

originally in a collection by themselves, made in the early Greek

period, probably in Babylonia.

HDN ^as a Levite,the son of Berechiah, I Ch. 6ai
(', one of the three chiefs

of the Levitical choir, I Ch. I5
17

; a seer, 2 Ch. 29""; associated with David

Ne. I2 16
. *]Dx iH are mentioned r Ch. 25*"- as set apart to prophesy with

musical instruments. It is evident that this Asaph could not have been the

author of the collection, or, indeed, of any of its Pss., for they HIT all of

a much later date, "Asaph" is used as a name of the collection, just as

"David" and "Sons of Korah " of the other collections. Only live of the

twelve Pss. were used in JB&, but all by IE. The Pss. of & are chiefly

religious poems, in which the didactic element prevails. Those Pss., apart
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from glosses, were composed probably as follows: 74, 77 79, Si 6
82, during

the Exile ; 75, 76, 78, So, 83, m the early Persian period; 50 in the late Per-

sian; and 73 in the early Greek period. We may therefore assign the collec-

tion to the early Greek period. There are additions, 77
6 and Si' 1

, besides

glosses from the later Greek and Maccabean periods. There is nothing in

the originals that is opposed to the dates given above. All of the Pss. of <E

were taken up into U, and were probably used as the basis of that collection.

The divine name DM^S* seems to have been original to &, and is not to be

ascribed to the editor of 3. This was probably due to the fact that the

collection was made in Babylonia, where the use of that divine name pre-

vailed. In this & agrees with P of the Hexateuch, which came from the same

region. Two of the Pss. of 'E, 74, 78, in their original form were taken from

the collection of D^D^B. These Pss. received many glosses, and in these

cases DTI^N seems not to have been oiiginal.

30. The other proper names in the Psalter, Solomon, Ps. 72 ;

Moses, Ps. go; Heman, Ps. 88 ; Ethan, Ps. 89 ; "Ant, Ps. 202}

are pseudonyms.
The name of Solomon is in the title of Ps. 72, the closing Ps.

of the original 39 j doubtless placed there as a pseudonym by the

author, composing from the point of view of Solomon, for it could

not have been written by Solomon himself, even in its original

form. Three pseudonyms are together in the midst of the Psalter,

doubtless by editorial design : 88 ascribed to Heman, 89 to Ethan,

90 to Moses ; all alike with the same purpose, to compose Pss. in

the name and from the point of view of these ancient worthies.

In no case is the name of an author attached to a Ps. 'Ani, Ps.

102, is probably a pseudonym for the suffering pious of Israel. The
Pss. are all, with the exception of these pseudonyms, anonymous,

(a) Solomon's name is attached to 72, but it really belongs only to the

original v.1
-7 J^1?

, two hexameter heptastichs constituting a prayer for a king

on his accession, probably from the time of Josiah, and therefore appropriately

put into the mouth of ^olomon, who might be supposed to have just such

aspirations for his son. It was originally a Yahwistic Ps. Solomon is also in

the title of 127 in f, but not in @. This is a pilgrim Ps., and we must ascribe

the insertion to the conjecture of a late scribe. () Heman, the Ezrahite, is

in the title of 88, originally in the collection of a^DS'C. It is a Ps. of national

lamentation during the extreme distress of the Exile, and could not have been

written either by the sage of Solomon, I K. 5
11

(4
31

), or the singer of David,

I Ch. I5
17< 19

25
6

. It was put into his mouth by the author as a pseudonym.

(V) Ethan, the Ezrahite, is in the title of Ps. 89, He was one of the sages of
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Solomon, I K. 5
n

(4
31

)- The Ps. in its original form (v.
3MG

) is a parapluase

of the Davidic covenant and a lament as to its failure, ft came from one

of the companions of Jehoiachm in his exile. It could not have been written

by Ethan. It was put into his mouth as a pseudonym. (//) Moses, the man

of God, is in the title of the prayer Ps. 90, which imitates purposely Dt. 32, 33,

songs ascribed to Moses, with the view of putting the Us. in his mouth. It

could not have been written by Moses. It is not an early Us., but dates

probably from the later years of the Exile. (/) Ts. 102 has in the title,

irwr "|D;y mm tjfl^i *\yi o 1
J^

L| n^an = Prayer of the afflicted one when ht' was

fainting and before Yahweh pouring out his complaint, vy is probably a

pseudonym. The author writes in the name of aillicted Israel. The, Ps. is

composite: v.2
"1- seems to come from the closing yeats of the Peisian period,

but v.
ia-2ij - 29

is a Maccabean Ps. (/) Some eodd. 6 of 65, 137, so TT, have

Jeremiah in the titles; conjectures of lato bcribcs, based on the similarity of

the chcumstances of the Ps. with those of Je. and La. (#) (55 inserts Hag^ai

and Zechariah in the titles of 146, 147, 148, 149, <SA also Xcchariuh in the

titles of 138, 139, doubtless for similar reasons. Authorship is not to be

thought of in these cases, and not even pseudonyms.

31. Mizmor, in the titles of fifty-seven Psalms, indicates a t'<>l-

lectio?! madefor singing in public worship in the early Greek periody

from which these Psalms were taken,

The term Mismor, like the terms Miktam and Maski!
, implies

a selection or collection of Pss. of this class. They wore nude, as

the name implies, for public worship in song in the synagogue.

As all those whose Tlfitft is genuine were derived from the earlier

Psalters of 30, 3S,
f

lt, with the exception of the exilic pseudonym
88 and two orphan Pss., 66-67, of the early Greek period, it is

probable that the collection was made about that time.

(a) There are 57 Pss. in $, with TIDJB (?/. r) ; of these there were de-

rived from 29, 35 (36) Pss.: 3-6; 8-9 (-f 10), 12-13, 15, 19-24, 3<h-3l, 3-.ji f

51, 62-65, 68, IOI Ic>9 r 10, 139-141, 143 J
from !fc 5 Iks. : 47-48, 8,4-85, 87 ;

from & 9: 50, 73, 75-77, 79-80, 82-83. To these were added 5 orphan I'ss.:

66, 67, 92, 98, 100, the pseudonym 88, the gnomic 49, and the composite 108.

But the term in 92, 98, 100, was doubtless from Inter scribes, 98, 100, being

parts of the royal advent IX, which could not have been written, still less

broken up, in time to be included in the collection
; 92 doubtless rwivwl

this title in connection with its liturgical assignment <>(> is a composite !*.,

but in its earliest form v.llM-, like 67, was probably composed e:trly in the

Greek period, possibly for use in this Psalter by its editor. Thr is no

ground, therefore, on which to go later than this period for this collection

of Pss,
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() ( also attaches ^a\^s to ten other Pss. : 7, II, 14, 25 of 33 ; 43, 44,

46 of $ ;
Si of SI, and 94, 99, orphans, but omits it from 4, 39 of S, using

y8*/i instead. Of these it may be rejected from 99 for the same reasons as from

98, 100, of J. 43 was originally a pait of 42, and doubtless was not sepa-

rated in iJH. In 46 112?;: is a later substitution for "PIT. No good reason can

be assigned for the omission from n, 14, 25, 94 of f or 44 of i& or Si of <&.

HOE was more likely to have been inserted by assimilation to the groups in

which they occur.

(^) In Ps. 7 the use is peculiar, for "112*2 of <5i represents the enigmatical

f-jtr of f. This term is used elsw. only Hb. 3
1
, in pi. rirJS', \\here it is

doubtless an error for mjjj, cf. (g perk ydrjs. It is deiived by Aq., S, 3, ,

from jn-' and rendered error, confusion. Most moderns, as Ew., De., Kirk., al.,

derive from r\yy go astray, reel, and think of the wild, passionate dithyrambs,

with rapid change of rhythm, cf. Lag.-^
a)lf

. But this Ps. does not really

have these characteristics. It is indeed confused by many glosses from differ-

ent periods, but the original Ps. was less passionate and rambling than many
other Pss. The word is doubtless a txt. err., which may have stood for an

original ni:\u, as in Hb. 3 ;
but in this case it could not have belonged to this

Ps., which was not in 333, and must have come in by mistake from the previous

Ps. 6.

(</) The original Mizmorim were probably, therefore, 54(5). Of these

lii& used 34. The original order of these Pss. in that collection was doubtless

different in many instances from their order in the present Psalter.

32. The group of Pss. 42-83, characterised by the use of the

divine name Elohim instead of Yahweh, was originally in a major

Psalter, edited probably in Babylonia in the middle Greek period,

and made up chiefly of selectionsfrom the previous minor Psalters.

This group of 42 Pss. in the midst of the Psalter differs from

the preceding group, Pss. 1-41, and from the following, 84-150,

by the use of the divine name Elohim, which is seldom used in the

other Pss., and by an avoidance of Yahweh, which is used ordinarily

by them. This use was evidently designed, and in the case of the

selections from 30 and 3, was not original, but editorial. These

Pss. therefore constituted a selection of Pss. made by an editor

from the earlier collections. Inasmuch as 3 is given complete so

far as known, Pss. 50, 73-83, 2 was probably the basis of thq

collection. Selections from ifc, 42-48, 49 (?), and from 59, 51-65,

68-70, 72, were prefixed to SI, and three orphan Pss., 66, 67, 71,

were added. The changed order of these last and of 50 is due to

later editors. This collection was probably made in Babylonia, as

that of 31 before it, and for similar reasons.
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It is convenient to give in this connection the use of the divine names in ^.

I. mrp is used c. 6823 t. in OT. mm Qr. = ->riN = 6 irfpto? in <, for an

original mm = Yahwe/i (?'. BDZ>'.). It is the proper name of the (loci of

Israel, first revealed to Moses according to % as "the One ever with Ills

people" Ex. 312-15. It is not used by P until Kx. 63. But } uses it fiotn the

beginning of his narrative, and possibly explains it as meaning "the eveilast-

ing God," On. 2i as. It is used cautiously by K (e. 163 t.), but constantly by

] (c. 449 t.) and by P after Ex. C3 (c. 781 t.). D uses it apait fiom his pluasos

e. 211 t. In the prophetic histoiies it is used spaiingly by li, but constantly by

J, D, R. The Chr. uses it in his sources, but avoids it in his own composition.

It is used throughout the prophetic literature, but in various proportions, and

in some wiiters chieily in combination with other divine names. The book

of Jb. uses it only in the Prologue and Kpilogue (27 t ), the seams (4 t.), and

in a proverbial expression I2y
; but in Pr. it is the characteristic divine name.

In Dn. it is used only in ch. 9 (7 t.) (source), and in Kc. not at all. It is con-

stantly used in $, except in the group 42-83 (E), where it is used *J4 t. (chieily

glosses) .

mm is frequently combined with other divine names. ^pn^kV "> is a phr, of

D (c. 239 t.) used by Chr. 6 t., Is.- 4 t, elsw. seldom
;

Ps. Si * J in citation from

Ex. 20a ; DDT^S* "> is a phr. of D2
(c. 70 t.) and of IE (c. 30 t.), in Jo. 7 t.,

Chr. ix t., elsw. seldom, Ps. 7G
1<J

(the law of vows); irnSw "
is also a phr. of

D- (28 t.) used by Chr. 1 6 t., Je. 18 t., elsw. not uncommon; hi ^ 20* 94-"

^5.8.9.9 IO^7 IO(547 u-jR I22y 123-. Uses of mm with DTI^N and other S!M.

are characteristic of Je. (n t.) and Ch. (26 t.); in ^ TI^N ">
7'--'

1 iS- ^5-*

I04
1
(all dub.) 13* 3O

3 - 18
3$

22
40 109^, nn 1^ -> 33^ 144^ 14^. The com-

binations mm *? n8-7
, mni o^n^N SN 50', are conflations of an original

mm.

fmp
is a poetic contraction of mm, eaiiiest use Ex. 15- (cited Is. 12- Ps.

II814.W) Ex. 17" Is. 38
11 Ct. 8; mm n-. Is. 2<>'

1

(?); w m Ps. <>8& (?);
m 6819

(?); elsw. mrtn IO4
5

IO5
45 io6 1 -'18 ill 1 H2 l i^ 1 -

115'""

m iSSm H5 17
; n> ^nn 150. In other phis. 77

ja
8y'

J
94

7 ' 1- H5 18
IK/-*-

l7 - IH - lu

1 22* 130 I35
4
.

II. jSbj n.m. strong one: (i) angels, D^K ^a 29' 89
7

; (2) gods, nr SK

44
21 Si, -DJ S 8i 1(J Dt. 32

1- Mai. 2"; (3) mighty things in nature, SN n-in

Ps. 36
7
, SN nn So11

; (4) used of God as the most primitive term, c. 217 OT,
as the Strong One. Sn the true God i8ai - ll3-'" 6tf-sii 7715 ^5'^ c f, i s , 42r,

^ w^ 6"^/Pss. i88 222- 2-"
63

2 681JC

89
27 iO2ar' nS 5"

r4O7, cf. I0x. 15* 18.44";
N Ps. 68!{G

; apyi S 146; D^OIPH S 136'^; ^Vo SM 42
10

, cf. 43^;
SN 298; "pi SN 42 (prob.also 42" 84" for -n SN) ; DDK SN 3i

<5

; niopj SK

94
1 ' 1

; *?"J SM 77
14

95
s Dt. 7

21
; oin^ S Ps. 86 1B Kx. 34 (J) Dt. 4R1

; Ntfi'j ?K

Pa- 99
H

J fs) ^ without article, of God: indcf. 5
f
>, elsw. def. 7'- ioll - 1!i H>i

17 192 52
;I - 7

5S
2()

57 682i
73
U - 17

74 7710 737.
8. w. w. w. 4i 82' 83- 8</ 90"

I04
21 ro6 14 - 21

107^ iiS27 I39
17 - a

1490 150^; (6) divine name 50* (gL), as

Gn, 3320 (E) Dt. 32^8 33^; \^ SN Ps, 78^.
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III. J D-n^N n m. real pi. : (i) rulers Ex. 2i 6 227 - 8 - 8 - 27
Jn. 5

8 Pss. 821 - 6
138!;

(2) superhuman beings, including God and angels, Gn. i 27 Ps. 8G (cf. Jb. 3$
7
) ;

(3) angels, a<n^x(n) v,a jb. i< 2l 3$
7 Gn. 6-- (J), cf. C*M '; (4) gods

Pss. S68
J36

2
; a^n >n\x 96

5 Dt. 614 13
s
4-; D'nSv S3 Pss. 95

s
96* 97-

9
1353.

(5) The God of Israel^ pi. intensive, originally with article, the All Strong,

retaining this mng. \\hen the article was omitted in usage, but subsequently

losing its mng. and standing as a common name for the Divine Being,

like 6e6s, deus9 God (v. BDJ?.). It is used with article in ^ only in phrs. :

a-m^Nn jr^s
4

title of 90, a-Ti^n -\*y Sf\ where the article really defines the pre-

vious n. It is used in the cstr. in phr. cmax viSs 47
10

, phr. of J,
S N-C"> TI^M

4i
14

72
18 io648 (benedictions) 59 689

69
7
, phr. of E, Je., Chr.; 2pr Tikx a

poetic phr. 2O2 46s - u
75! 76

7 Si 2 - 6 84
9
94

7
; zw* TI^N with various sfs. i8*7

24
5

25
5
27

9
656 79

9
85

5
; inyityn 'N 5I

1G
; -opss^

' 8S2
; vn* '** 4

2
J ^Dn 'x

59
11 - 18

; inys 'N 43
2
(?); nwas VI^K "

89
9

;
vn^nn 'N icx)

1
;
s^n^Nn '

I36
2

.

DTI^N is used with sfs. frequently in ^, because of the emphasis upon personal

relations with God in lyric poetry. r?\y 3
8
5
3 iS7 - - 30

25^ 3 r
15
35^ 40

18
42

7 &

43
5
59

2
69* 7i

4 - 12 - 22
S3

14
S4

4 - n 862 gi
2 94^ IO4

33 nS28
1 19

115
14310 145! 146^;

TI^N 42
4 - 11 6S29 ; i>n^s' i4610 I47

12
;
vnS

N> 3781 I44
is

; y,^^ jgsa 2O6 4o* 4421

4S29 so
3 66s

92
14

95
7
98

3
II5

3 Ii65 iss
2^ 1 - 7

; an^ 79
10

115-". For other

uses of DTiSx with mrp and tnM, ^. I. IV. o^n^N is used alone for God in 5

c. 1 80 t., elsw. ^ c. 22 t.
;

z>. VII. J r^v is a poetic sg. of a^nSv, used Dt.

32
13 - 1T

,
and on this basis as an archaism in late poetry Pss. iS32 (for ^x 2 S.

2232) 50
22

(gl.) II4
7

(err.) I39
19

(gl.). It is characteristic of Jb. (41 t.).

IV. J ^TN divine name, originating in Judah ; syn. of Baal, used in North

Israel (v. BD.5.) ; always 6 Ktpios in (g. AV., Lord, to be distinguished from

LORD for mrp; also 6 /ctfpios in <. The pointing .-7 was to distinguish the

divine name from vps as applied to men. It is intensive pi. sovereign lord.

In the oldest usage it was : my sovereign Lord, so 24 i62 37^ 59
12 S63 - 4 - 5 - 12 - 15

140^; later a proper name Adonay 55
10

57
1U (= nim ioS4) 7I

5 - lc
89

50 - 5l

I30
2 - 3 - 6

. Its use in ^ elsw. is questionable. It is not certain whether 'rm

5 1 17 was original in either sense or a substitute for mn\ ^JIN is certainly a

substitute for an original mm 4O
18

54
6 682a

9O
1
. Seventeen codd. Kenn. rd.

mn 1
" no5

. 'JIN either precedes or follows mm in conflation of text for earlier

Qr. 6S21 69
7
73

28
IO9

21
I4i

8
. It is a real gl., not in 38

10
;
and though in @

a gl. in 2231 35
17 - 22-

38
1G

398 44
24 6812 - 18 - s3

77'* (<5 DM^S) 77
8 868

. It is part

of a larger gl. in^ 6213 6618 6S20 - -7
73= 78

65
79

12 86 9O
i7

. The tendency
to use it as Qr. for mm in later times, and also its general use for other divine

names is illustrated by these editorial changes.

V. m3S is given 24!.

VI. f j^'j n. m. Highest (i) name of God, Nu. 24
10 Dt. 328 Ps. i814

(= 2 S. 2214
), used as an archaism 9* 2i 8

5O
14 73^ 77

11
78

17
S3

19
9I

1 - 9
92

2

I07
11 Is. I4

1* La. 3
t?5 - 38

;
with other divine names ]rty SN Gn. I4

18 - 19 - 20 - **

Pss.78
35

87
5 (?),p^ mm7is

(?)46
5
(?)47

3
97

9
; p^ a^s<57

3
78

sc
; (2) of

rulers, either monarchs or angel princes : ]vhy *>J3 826.

VII. The group of Elohistic Pss. is composed of selections :
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(a) From 1^42-48, 49 (?). These use D>nStf 36 t.; some doubtless glosses,

a few possibly original in It, but the great majority editorial substitutions for

an original mm. rvuox mm was retained in the Rf. 46
8 - Ja

, but in 48'* it is a

gl. mm in 42 46 47*-
6
48'

2 is either a gl. or a substitution of later editors lor

the ^nSN of 3E. In the Pss. of 3& not in 35, D^K is used: 84*-
1()

(all glosses

or txt. err.), but mm v. 11 - ia> 12 nito* mm v.2 - 4 - 18
. 'y aviSx "> v.

(t> is Ixt. err. for

nito* TiSs ". DTi^n is used 87^, but mm v.2 - G
. D^N is not used in 85 (but

mm v.2 - 8 - 9 - 13
,
^xn v. 9), or in 88 (?), but mm v.2 - 10 - 14 - 10

. There can be no

doubt, therefore, that mm was the divine name of It, and that DTI^N was

substituted for it by the editor of 35.

() From 30 were taken 51-65, 68-70, 72. In these, D^N is used 102 t.

mm is used : 54
8
55

17 -

56
11

58
7
59*-

9
64
u 6S 17

69"-
17 - !lii - 84

70^-
ft

. All these

are glosses, or substitutions of a still later editor. It is evident that QTiSt of

53 has been substituted for mm of 14. In most other cases it was so also ;

for in the other Pss. of 29, DTiS* is used but 15 t. : 38 5
U

7
1() - ll

.
ia

</ ro'
1 - l

I4
i. a. 5

25
22

3 (ja.
8
I44

o . besides 6 t. in 108-- ti - ld - la - llj +, which is a mosaic

of two Elohistic Pss. Ps. 86 uses D-T^N v.- 3() - 3
*, mm v. 1 - " l7

, ^ji

v<8. 4. 6. 8. 9. 12. 15^ This Ps. is also a mosaic of glosses of different date. The

Pss. of 13 in E also use inn 5i
17

54* $$
w

57
10

59
1 - 62 Iil 68W - ' > - !J - IJ7 - :{J{

.

ij-!N "> 6Sai is gl. nwax o^n*1 **
"

59" and nwax "
IJHN 6y

7 are conflations of

late scribes. D^nStf mn^ 72
18 is conflation in the doxology.

(c) All of St that have been preserved were taken up into 35: 50, 73- S>
The separation of 50 from the group was not made in IE, but by a liir editor.

These Pss. used the divine name D\nSn 40 t. mm is used 5O
1

74'" 75 70
Ia

yg*.
ai

yg3 gjii. m g^iT. 10^ jn aij cases either glosses themselves or in larger

glosses. Besides >n is used 732 77
:)* 8

78
nf>

79
1

-; mm ijix 73-
8

. niN33f o^nVw

8o8< 15
, and nixas D^nSw "> 8o5> 20 were originally mto* '\

(/) The orphan Pss. 66, 67, 71, use D^nStf 18 t., mn^ only 71
!

^ a later

substitution for D^nSx used v. 11 - 12< 17< l8 - 19< 19
. ^jix and mm in v. r> - ll1

belong to

different 11. ^JIN is used 6618
. These Pss. in 15 floubllt'ss followed 72. It is

improbable that an editor who kept the Pss. of lit and $ together would not

have done the same with the Pss. of 3D. These were the only Pss. not in

19, It, St. Pss. 66 and 67 were in jftft of the early (rruek period; PR. 71 in

its original form, v.4"- 14~19
, from the Greek period. The Psalter of IE could

not therefore have been earlier, or indeed much later.

33. Fifty-five (57) Psalms have In their titles a reference to the

director or choir master; which indicates that they 7W/V.' taken from
a major Psalter which bore this title. They were collected in the

middle Greek period in Palestine, as a prayer book for the syna-

gogues, selectedfrom the previous minor Psalters.

The Pss. with CfiHttb are scattered through the Psalter, The
term means,

"
Belonging to the Director." These Pss. were taken

r ^ T3,,Uxx u* i.;,v +ka ni*w/>t/ir'u nnnrw* Thirrv-fivc of the
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fifty-four Mizmorim were probably taken as a basis. To these

were added sixteen Pss. from
,
four (5) from 3, and one from 9.

As no Ps. later than the previous minor Psalters was used, it is

probable that the collection was made in the middle Greek period,

not long after fE. As the divine name Yahweh was retained, this

Psalter was doubtless collected in Palestine. The term Director

also suggests the period of the Chronicler, who alone elsewhere uses

the term. The great majority of these Pss. are prayers. The
collection was, therefore, like IB, designed as a prayer-book for

use in the synagogues. Hb. 3 also attaches ffiM7 as part of the

title of the song therein contained. This was originally a part of

the Psalter of the Director (33&) and was subsequently removed

to Hb. The Psalter of 2B3& must therefore have been earlier

than the final editing of Hb. and the close of the Canon of the

Prophets. This also points to the middle Greek period, prior

to Simon II. 219-198 B.C.

mnn 1

? is Pi. ptc. with prep.
s from ns: vb. denom. of nsj, v. g

6
. The vb. is

not used in Qal, but only in Pi., with the exception of a single Niph. ptc.

n r?*3f Je - 85
r enduring (of apostasy), and in Pi. only in Chr. and titles of Pss.,

in the mngs. act as overseer, superintendent, director : (i) in building or repair-

ing the temple, c. ^ 2 Ch. 2l Ezr. 3
8 - 9

, c. ^ 2 Ch. 34
13

, c. ^ inf. 2 Ch. 217, abs.

2 Ch. 34
12

; (2) in the ministry of the temple, c. ^y i Ch. 23*; (3) in the organ-

ised liturgical service, i Ch. I5
21

,
six of them overseeing the basses, rwosyn hy,

leading them with nn:D, and eight over the sopranos, niD^j? ^y, leading them

with harps (v. 34). Heman, Asaph, and Ethan were over them all, leading

with cymbals. This doubtless represents the temple service of the middle

Greek period, and it is altogether probable that rojn^ in the titles of the Pss.

has the same meaning, especially as these and other musical terms are associated

with it in the titles. We may therefore take it as meaning director, or choir

master. The preposition *? has the same meaning here as in other uses in the

titles, and indicates that these Pss. were taken from a Psalter collected under

the name of the Director or choir master. The modern view that ^ indicates

assignment to the care of the choir master is improbable, because, as Ols. says,

this was a matter of course, and would not be specified in titles. And this

would not explain its use in some Pss. rather than in others. < interprets

nsjD
1
? as late form for

rrai^
= els rb r^Xos. This is explained by Eusebius and

Theodoret in an eschatological sense : unto the end (of the world). S renders

wrqtrS to sing in liturgy, taking it as Aram. inf. with the mng. use constantly^

perpetually, thinking of perpetual use in the liturgy. The explanation of De.,
(< for the accomplishment, fulfilment, rendering fully," is improbable. It seems

^*f mvihahfo that <& and 3C agree in thinking of these Pss. as selected for
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perpetual use unto the end, in the liturgy. Another tiaclition is given in A<[.

r$ VLKOTTOIQ, S tiriviKtos, 6 els rb y//cos, J| victore. These follow a conceit of

the school of Rabbi Akiba (clue probably to the Messianic hopes of that

period) that they were the triumphal songs of Israel. I Jut this does not suit

the character of these Pss., which are prayers rather than hymns. The 3T

preserves the older tradition of <!5, which is essentially conect so far as the use

of the collection is concerned, though it misses the exact sense of the term

which is given by the Chronicler.

Fifty-live Pss. have nsir^ in the titles. To these we may add 10 and 43,

which belong to the previous Pss., 9 and 42. Of these llmly-Iive were Mi/,-

morim: 4-6, S-io, 12-13, 19-22, 31, 39-41 of D ; 47, 49 ( ?) <> f 1& ; 5 1
' r>2

>

64,65 of; 66-67 orphans ;
6Sof (?) (fl. 27); 75-77,800!$; 84-85,

SS(?) (?'. 28) of It; 109, 139-140 of D. To these were added sixteen

Pss. from 30 (four Maskihm, 52-55, live Miktamim, 56-1)0; one Shir, i,S,

and six others, II, 14, 36, 61, 69-70) ; moreover live (six) 1'ss. were added

from itj(four (five) Maskilim, 42-45, 88, and the Slur, ,|(>) ; one also from

$t, Si. All of these .Pss. were used in previous Psalters, though they were

adapted by this editor for use in his time. These Pss. are chiefly pnw'is, the

great majority of them, thirty-three, being of this kind, as compared with

eleven hymns and thirteen religious poems. This Psalter was therefore essen-

tially a prayer book, on the basis of the earlier ID ami ffH, for use in the

synagogues of the Greek period. This is confirmed by the fact that nsjS
in the sense of director or choir master, is characteristic of the service of

the temple as described by Chr. I Ch. 15, and belongs to his period. It is

used elsewhere only in lib. 3
10

, as part of the title of that ode which, doubt-

less also originally was in JD3&, but was separated from it and inserted in

Hb. The collection of the Twelve Minor Prophets was closed and fixed in

the Canon in the time of Ren Sira (BS. 4y
l

") tuv.au.sc he mentions Ihr

Twelve by that technical name. Daniel 9- seems to imply that the (\inon

of the Prophets was closed. The Psalter of the Director must therefore have

been made in the middle Greek period.

34. The Director attached to his prayer book instructions to

the choir with reference to the tones, the voices, and the musical

instruments to be used in. the rendering of certain psalms in

public worship.

Twenty-nine of the Pss. of MX, have musical direct ions attached.

Several tones are mentioned to which special Pss. were to be

sung, indicated usually by the initial words of some familiar song.
There are several special references to the kind of voice that

was most appropriate. There are also several kinds of musical

instruments mentioned as suitable for accompanying the singing.

These are, in all cases/ special directions. Where such do not
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appear, it is a reasonable inference that the choirs were left free in

their choice in these respects. This collection of 33& was doubt-

less made for the use of some great synagogue in Jerusalem, where
it was possible to fulfil these directions. There is no reference

to those instruments of music that were especially characteristic

of the feasts and of the more ornate worship in the temple.

Inasmuch as all the musical directions are attached to Pss. of Q3&, it is

reasonable to suppose that they were first attached to this Psalter. They are

of three kinds: (i) designation of tone or melody, (2) of voice, (3) of musi-

cal instrument.

(i) The tones are usually referred to by the use of initial words of some
well-known song, in accordance with an ancient usage which continues until

the present time. The preposition S? precedes these words, with the mng.
in accordance with, after (the tone of). In some cases ^N is used instead

of it, in accordance with a not infrequent misuse of this prep, for ^v
(z'. BjQB.).

{a) nnttn Sx is used in the titles of Pss. 57-59, Miktamim of 13, and 75 of

&, The SN is pointed as negative in MT., and so the two words seem to mean

Destroy not; but the omission of ^v is striking and improbable. It should be

^N for Sy as usual, and the original piece probably began with Destroy, refer-

ring to enemies of the nation. RV. does not translate, but transliterates.

These Pss. have a variety of measures. It is hardly possible that the refer-

ence could have been to a melody. It was doubtless to a tone for cantilation,

as the tones of the early synagogue and early Church, which are capable of

use in pieces of different measure and different strophical length-.

(I)} oiprn oSvS njv ^y is in the title of the Miktarn, Ps. 56. The first line of

the piece referred to was probably, The silent dove of them that are afar off,

as in RV.m . RV. transliterates, but does not translate. forp row Xaou rou

airb rwv bytuv /jLejj.aicpvjj,iJ.vov=for' the people removedfarfrom tfie sanctuary,

is doubtless a paraphrase.

(c) nny ]W\v hy is in the title of Ps. 60, a trimeter Miktam of 5B. a^c-w hy

is in the title of Ps. 45, Maskil of Ifc, and of 69 of IB; nnjr ouw VN is in the

title of So of <&. These all undoubtedly refer to the same piece, a Ps. in

praise of the Law, whose first line was, my testimony is a beautiful anemone.

The view that it referred to an instrument of music shaped like a lily has

nothing in its favour, not even the mng.
"
lily," which cannot be proved in

the usage of this word. The pi. is the pi. of intensity,
"
beautiful anemone."

It is not translated in the text of RV., but RV.m has it essentially as I have

given it. < Mp TWV aKKoLuBTjo-o^vuv or rots d\\oiw^<ro/A^ots for tfiose

who shall be changed, is a misinterpretation.

(<f) D'TID hy in the title of 53, a Maskil of ,
and m:?

1

? nSrra hy in the

title of 88, Maskil of Heman, both in 5B&, are doubtless the same. < fatp

MaeX0 TOV dTroK/H^ycu takes the first word as a proper name and the second

as inf. cstr, njy answer, respond. Aq., 9, 3,
" for the dance," is inappropriate
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to the sadness of these Pss. MT. nSnn n. cstr. before inf. is improbable.

rd. r^nr, Aq. cirl xo/?e/a, so essentially 0, 2, 3, from ^n. It is most prob-

able that we should rd. rS-v: n.f. woztnding, trouble, from L|L)
n; and nuj:

1

? inf.

cstr. nj? jz^r affliction. Two words only of the original are preserved, For

wounding, suffering affliction. It is transliterated in RV.

(e) Ps. 22 has in the title -inirn n^N ^" hind of the dawn. The third word

is missing. We might supply the vb, leaps, thinking of the fresh vigour of

the hind in the early morning ;
but that does not suit the character of the Ps.

It is more appropriate to think of the hind hunted to death in the early morn-

ing. 3T and Midrash regard it as referring to the lamb of the morning sacri-

fice. But it is improbable that the hind would represent the lamb. The hind

was not used for sacrifice in the OT. This Ps. was in 33, fK, 33i&.

(/) <& adds to Ps. 70 the title els rb StD<ra ju.e Ktipiov, save vie, O Lord,

showing that another tone was added at so late a date. For it is improbable

that it was original and was omitted from the text in |g.

() mrun V; is in the title of Ps. 8 of 33, ffi, 81 of &, and 84 of ffc, fft.

<J| and S fnrtp r&v \TJVUIV, so U, 3, pro torcularibus, Jor tJie wine presses,

reading pin:i, refers therefore to a harvest song at the vintage or treading of

grapes. This suits the triumphant, joyous character of these Pss., and is prob-

ably correct. They were to be sung to the tone of some well-known vintage

song. Aq., 9, have in Ps. virkp -H?s yerdLrLdos, but the Syr.-Hex. of Aq. in

Si and 84M roO Xijvou or eirl T&V Xyvuv. This is more probable than a Git-

tite musical instrument. & " the harp which David brought from GaLh," or

a tone of Gath, the march of the Gittite guard (2 S. is
18

), explanation of rsinj

MT., both equally improbable.

(/z) pnw S? in 62 of 53, JH, pruT hy in 77 of &, ffi, pnn^ in 39 of U, ffi,

all doubtless refer to the same thing.
^ in 39 is doubtless err. for hp, and the

variation of and i in the penult is a variation of MT., not of the original

of J. It is probable that Jeduthun, the choir master, is referred to, v. i Ch.

i641 25
3 2 Ch. 5

12
,
or his choir, I Ch. 25

1 - 3 2 Ch. 29
14 Ne. n 17

; but it is im-

probable that this name is in apposition with nx:DS as De., in which case hy

would be err. for ^; rather it refers to a tone of this choir. The reference to

a lily-shaped musical instrument of some Rabbis, though followed by Ges.,

is without justification.

(2) There are two voices referred to, the falsetto and the bass.

(a} mo^ *?j? is in the title of Ps. 46, tetrameter of It. <g interprets it as

forty T&V KpvQluif = TS pro arcanis, deriving from nnSy n.f. in the sense of

secret, hidden. This was interpreted as in a gentle, quiet style. S forty r&v
atuvtav derives as pi. of a^r, ever, in the late sense of ages. Aq. M veavto-

TTrjTwv and JJ pro juvewtutibus follow MT. and derive from nnS> n.f. abst.,

youth. These last are nearer the correct view, for the explanation is found in

I Ch. 152, where it refers to the maidenlike style. Some think of maidens, as

Ps. 6S26
, where they play upon timbrels in the march of Yahweh; but maidens

took no part in the service of song. Bo. thinks of the tenor voice ; but more

probably it was the falsetto male voice. At the end of Ps. 48
16

nioSy seems
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out of place. It probably belongs to 49, from the title of which it has been
detached by error, the k

jr being omitted as supposed dittcg., or fir the oppo-
site reason. It is also probable that p 4

? r.rs %' in the title of Ps. 9 belongs
here. It is usually interpreted on the basis of MT. as a reference to a tone in

accordance with (i); this tone being designated by two words of the first

line,
" Death to the son," or,

*' Death for the son ''; but this is in itself impr jb-

able and has no support in Vrss., which all rd. nis'v. fare? ~&v xpitpitay

TOV woO, Aq. veavLOTTjTos TOV viov, 6 inrep cU/rip TOV viov. These are doubtless

correct as to the form. But then we must follow them in interpreting it in

the same way as in 46, and refer it to the falsetto voice, 'a-* is then the

fuller designation, showing that it was the maidenlike voice of a son, think-

ing of a boy or a youth.

() iWDPn ty is in the titles of Pss. 6, 12, both prayers of fH and Q.
< interprets it as Mp r^y 675617?, on the octave, so F pro octavn. This is

doubtless correct, as it is in accord with i Ch. if1
, which refers to the lower

octave or the bass voice. The opinion of some that it refers to an instrument

of eight strings is a mere conceit, without support in the OT.

(3) There are references to two kinds of musical instruments stringed
instruments and wind instruments.

(<z) nuijj is in the titles of Pss. 4, 6, 54, 55, 67, 76, with a of accompani-

ment, and in 61 (sg.) with S
J7. Of these, 54, 55, were Maskilim ; 4, 6, 67,

76, inM ; 4> 6, 54, 55, in IB ; 76 in 3t ; 4, 6, 54, 55, 6l, are prayers ; 67, a

hymn ; 76, a poem. They are of different measures. <5 has v vpyots in 6,

54, 55, 61, 67, 76, and ev if/aX/jots in 4. The form is pi. f. of n:\j; n.f. stringed

instrument, pj vb. denom. Pi. to play on stringed instruments, ^JJJ playtrs

on stringed instruments, Ps. 6830 . Hb. 3
1 - 19 have in S the same word, doubt-

less in both cases nu^jj, correct for | WJSP. These seven Pss. and Hb. 3

were to be accompanied by stringed instruments, such as the lyre and harp.

(3) rn^Tijn *? is in the title of Ps. 5, a morning prayer of fH and 13. It is

interpreted by < and as irtrtp TTJS K\r}povo^a"rjst T pro ea quae hereditatem

consequitur, Aq., S, ^^pro heredifatibtis, all deriving the form as pi. n.f. from

^ru inherit. The "? is doubtless variation for hy as often. No reasonable

explanation of this term has yet been given. It is probable that it is a n.

formed by j from SL
TI, a variation, of ^Sn the reed pipe, as Hu., or abstr., as

De., Moll.,/0r/& playing, cf. I S. xo5 I K. I
40 Is 3O

29
. It is probable that

instruments of the class of the pipe or simple flute are referred to.

0) It is noteworthy that these references are not only few, but in general

terms, and that no particular musical instrument is referred to. The music

especially characteristic of festivals in the temple worship does not appear.

The music was probably that of a simple orchestra of two or four pieces of the

lighter string and wind instruments, and not the louder music used in the

temple courts. And it is also probable that musical instruments were seldom

used in the synagogues, or we would have had more assignments of this kind.

(d) There is little reference to musical instruments in the earlier minor

Psalters. There is no reference in JB, for 57
9 = io83 = I44

9 were not originally
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the temple with song and music, and even sacred dances and shoutings. Wo
would expect, therefore, that a collection of songs suitable for this purpose

would be made. These songs have a common social and patriotic charact cr.

They are all hexameters composed of one or more hexastichs. They could all

have been sung to the same tone. They were all composed in the (truck

period, except 129, which is Maccabean. It is probable that this last Ps. was

added to the collection, which originally consisted of fourteen Pss. made in

the middle Greek period.

37. A considerable number of Psalms, especially those of the

Greek period, did notfind their way into any of the minor or major

Psalters, but were tised at last by the editor of the present Psalter.

(a) Ps. i, composed in the middle Greek period, is didactic in character.

It was probably used for the first time by the editor of the Psalter as its

introduction.

(<) Ps. 33 was probably from the Maccabean period. It was given its

present position by the final editor of the Psalter.

(<r) The pseudonyms, Pss, 88, 89, 90, 102 (?>. 30), wore given their

present position by the final editor.

(d) Ps. 91 was probably from the early Greek period. It was given its

present position because it was conceived as a counterpart to 90.

(e) Ps. 92 was probably from the later Greek period. It was* originally a

song composed for liturgical use. Its contents justify its present position.

(/") Pss. 94, 95, were probably from the Greek period. They were given
their present position for liturgical reasons.

() Pss. v

93, 96-100, were originally one great advent hymn from the oarly

Greek period. It was broken up into little Pss. for liturgical purposes

o- 13).

(/*) Pss. 86, 103, 145, from the late Greek period, were given their present

position because of resemblances to Pss. of JD, and, for that reason, ID aubsc-

quently crept into the titles.

(z) Ps. 137 from the early exile was not taken up into any of the earlier

Psalters because of its inappropriateness for worship. It was used by the

final editor of the Psalter as an ancient piece which he thought tthould Ixt

preserved. It was inserted after 136 as an appropriate place, on account of

the historical references in both Pss.

38. The editor of the present Psalter used the two major
Psalters as the nvclcits of his work, The Babylonian Rlohistic

Psalter, 42-83, was placed in the middle, and appropriate /to.

84-89 were added thereto. The first part was based on the Pal-

estinian Director's Psalter, in which were inserted chirjly Psalms

from the Davidic Psalter. The third part was arranged about
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the temple Hallels and the Pilgrim Psalter, to which were added
the remaining Psalms of the Director's Psalter and other appro-

priate Psalms, chiefly of late date. This work was accomplished
in the Maccabean period^ after the reorganisation of the worship.
There can be little doubt that the editor of the present Psalter

used 303, the prayer-book of the Greek period in Palestine, as the

basis of his work. He was compelled to do so if he would pro-
duce a collection which would take its place in public use. He
also used IE, because that was the Psalter in familiar use in

Babylonia and among the Jews of the Dispersion all through the

East. It was necessary to combine that collection with the

other if he would secure his book a public use in the Orient,

He must indeed enlarge both collections by the introduction

of Pss. old and new, in order to justify his task. The editor was

probably called to his work by public authority and by an under-

standing between the Jews of the East and the West. It was also

in the plan to combine the Pss. used in synagogue worship with

those used in the worship of the temple. And so the Hallels and

the Pilgrim Psalter were made the nucleus of a much larger col-

lection, suited for this purpose. The editor also added a number

of older Pss. of a national character, even though they had not

previously been used in public worship. It was just because

he thus satisfied all interests in a most comprehensive way, that

his book supplanted all others and at once attained universal

recognition.

A careful examination of the arrangement of the present Psalter on the

basis of what has already been determined as to the several minor and major

Psalters and the Pss. not included in them, enables us to trace, to a great

extent, the methods of the editor of $.

The first part of ^ is 1-41 based on 533&. (a) Ps. I was made the general

introduction to f, followed by 2, the original introduction to 53, followed by 3,

the first prayer of 5D, W. Then came 4-6 of 33&. The enigmatic 7 of IB

was then inserted. () Pss. 8-14 of 13321 are followed by 15 of 53, Jffi,

describing the true citizen of Zion (in antithesis with the wicked fool of 14),

and 16, a Miktam of 39, and 17, a prayer of 53. (0 Ps. 18, the ode of

David, introduces the next group of 533&, 19-22. To these were added the fol-

lowing : the shepherd Ps. 23 of 53, j|E, the choral 24 of 23, &L, and the group

of prayers 25-28 from 53 only, and of hymns 29-30 from 53, fSL (<aQ To 31,

the prayer of 333$, was appended 32, the penitential Maskil of 59 ; and 33,
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an anon, hymn ; 34, an alphabetical hymn of 13 ; and 35, a prayer of ID.

Then follows 36 of iB3fc ; 37, a poem of H ; and 38, a penitential Ps. of

IS, ffi, concluding with 39-41 of J9B. Thus the editor of ^ used 20 Kss.

from B3&, to which he added in appropriate places, 19 of D (including

Ps. 2), and 2, anon. Pss. not used in any previous Psalter.

The second part of ^ was 42-89 based on 15. (a) 42-48 % 49 (it?) con-

cluding with 50 of &, which was transferred to this place for the purpose of

giving an appropriate liturgical close to this group before the penitential 51.

(<5) The group of 30, 51-65, after which 66-67 of JE, IDE, followed by 68-70

of IB, followed by 71, peculiar to 1, and 72, the original conclusion of 3D.

(c) The group of % 73-83. Pss. 42-83 were taken from 35, which was thus

inserted bodily in the middle of V without additions, except in glosses.

(d} $ now appended 84-85 from 1 used by ffi, 5D2&, then 86, a prayer,

later ascribed to 29, but really anon, (see 27, 37), 87 from I&, Hfl, find

the pseudonyms 88, 89, the latter being the conclusion of this second part.

The third part of ^ was 90-150, based on the Hallcls and the Pilgrim

Psalter, (a) Ps. 90, the pseudonym, was prefixed, 91, 92, 94, 95, anon, were

added, then the great advent Ps. 93, 96-100, was broken up for liturgical

reasons, 101 of 59 and Jtfl, and 102, a pseudon. prayer, follow ; then 103 an

anonym., a late hymn kindred to the first group of Ilallels, 104-107, which it

precedes. (>) To the second group of Hallels, 1x1-117, was prefixed 108

of JH, 109 of ID, JK, 5D3&, and no of ID, ffil. To these, the Maccabean

Hodu 118 was added, (c) The group of Pilgrim Psalms, 120-134, was placed

in the midst of the third part, preceded by 119, the alphabetical praise of the

Law. (d) To the Hallels 135-136 were added 137, the anon, exilic Ps. of

vengeance, and 138 of U, 139, 140 of U, jfiK, ID3&, 141 of ID, M, 142 Maskil

of D, 143 of 30, J3K, 144, 145, anon, alphabetical Pss. (the latter ascribed to ID,

& 27 37) 00 The concluding ITallels, 146-150.

39. Liturgical assignments afpcar in several tit?es
9 referring

to days of week, kinds of sacrifice>
andfestivals. These aw stffrw

that they must have been prefixed, not by the final editor^ but by

late scribes.

(a) Assignment to days of the week in the temple service, rwn o^ 1

? rr

for the Sabbath Day, in the title of 92, indicates its assignment for use on the

Sabbath. <S gives several other titles of this kind : in 24, /<V the first tt\iy of
the week; in 38, tkeSMat/i; $>,for the second day of tht wetk ; <)4,f<' the

fourtfi day of the week ; Z>for the day before the Sabbath. \ )oubtlc88 in late

liturgical use each day of the week had its appropriate Ps., but only the ear-

liest assignment, that to the Sabbath, appears in ty* In BiS. 50^ there is

an account of these temple services.

(<*) Assignments to sacrifices in the temple, mm 1

? for the tha,nkt\fferi.H$
is attached to 100. The Ps. was to be used hi connection with that kind of a
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sacrifice. The word might mean for praise, but it would be meaningless in

the midst of a multitude of Pss. which, of their very nature, are hymns of

praise, TOTn 1
-' in the titles of 38, 70, is a Hiph. denom. (Lv. 22+ 6s Nu. 5~

6
)

from marx, the technical term for the offering of the Mincka. It doubtless

means to make the Azkarah. These Pss. were designated for use at that

sacrifice. Doubtless other Pss. were used on sacrificial occasions, but refer-

ences to their use did not make their way into the titles of the Pss.

0) Assignments to festivals, man najn -vp in the title of 30 indicates its

assignment to a festival of the dedication of the temple, probably that of Judas
the Maccabee, B.C. 164, when the temple was rededicated after its desecration

by Antiochus, I Mace. 4
59

Jn. lo'22. < gives in the title of Ps. 29 ^o8lov trKi}-

jtysj T$ in consummatione tabernaculiy referring to its use on the last day of

Tabernacles.

40. There are doxologies at the dose of the five books into

which f^ divides the Psalter. But these were designed to be used

at the conclusion of every psalm in liturgical service.

Although these doxologies are counted in the verses of the Pss.

in MT., so are the titles, and the former are no more parts of the

original than the latter. These doxologies are benedictions, or

ascriptions of blessedness to the God of Israel. A series of such

benedictions has been preserved as the earliest part of the Jewish

Liturgy apart from the Psalter. Such are also of frequent occur-

rence in the citations from the early Rabbis in the Misnayoth and

Beraithoth. Though given usually only at the close of the books,

the doxologies were really used at the conclusion of every Ps. or

part of Ps. sung in the liturgy.

These are the benedictions in ^ :

Ps. 4i
M

IDNI p [ D*?)jjn ijn o'njjnD
|

"?*nt! 'nSK mm
| ^na

72
18-19 roS nwtaj nvy \

S*nc TI^K (D-T^N) mm
j ina

pNi p | purrtr^rw) VTOD sAoii
|
thyh maa OP

j

8968 pro ?DN I

o
1?^ 1

mm
j

njn oSipn-^ |
Wity inS mm

|

"We also find the last of these in I Ch. I686, where it was used as one of the

doxologies of the temple service. It was not cited from this Ps. Rather the

reverse is the case : that the doxology was added to V from the Chronicler ;

for it could not have been used by the editor of ^ in the time of Judas

the Maccabee, the early part of the second century B.C., because it divides

the group of Hallels 104-107, which were designed as a tetralogy to be used
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together. These four doxologies began with ^na Qal pic. pass., Blessed,

which was probably uttered by a solo voice, followed by a metrical pause.

They close with the double Amen ; verily, sung by the choir or by the people

according to the rubric io648
,
"Let all the people say AHUH," The inter-

vening material is a trimeter couplet, as 41
u = io648. These differ only in

the scribal variation 'n jp for 7ifc, the former destroying the measure preserved

by the latter. 89
03 is evidently an abridgment of the same couplet. 72

18>w

gives a double benediction, and therefore a couplet in each v. HVT is a Qr.

for DTI^N at the close of Fs. of E. nx is a prosaic insertion at the expense of

the measure without affecting the sense. There are virtually, therefore, only

two doxologies :

(1) Blessed be
\
YaAwe/i the God ofIsrael \

From everlasting even unto everlasting*

Amen and Amen.

(2) Blessed be
\
Yahweh the God of Israel^ \

Doer ofwonders alone.

Blessed be
\
His glorious namefor ever

\
And may the. w/iolff eartk be filled with

His glory.
Amen and Amen,

The first of these is the ancient benediction, and it was probably used in ^
at the close of the first and second divisions. The third division needed no

such benediction because it ended with a series of Ilallcl doxologies. The

more elaborate benediction of ya
18'*9 and that of io648 were appended subse-

quently when ^ was divided into five books.

41. Selah indicates the abbreviation of a psa/m in liturgical

use, and marks the -place where the closing benediction might be

sung. The word itself means : Lift up (th<; wife in praise) . This

interpretation explains the tradition of (S that it called for an
" interlude" and the Palestinian tradition, which represents it

by the last word of the doxotogy, "former" The term was first

attached to psalms in the Psalter of the, Mismorim. It was used

in the Director's Psalter, and in the Collection of the Mhhist, and
it continued in use at least until the time of the Psalter of Sofamon

and the earliestportions of the Jewish Liturgy*

Selah is used in ft 71 t. in thirty-nine Pss. It is also found

3 t. in Hb. 3. As it is used frequently in 391&, it was probably
attached to Hb. 3 before the removal of that Ps. from 5D3R to its

present position. It is used in all the major Psalters, and in

32, 89, in addition. The latest uses of Selah in the Psalter of

% are in 66* 67 from the early Greek period ; and in 24* 89",

parts of composite Pss. which belong to the later Greek period.
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But Selahs continued to be added in < after the completion of

that translation. They also appear twice in the Psalter of Solo-

mon, and twice in the Jewish Benedictions. This late use makes

it impossible to think that the term was misunderstood either in

the Alexandrian or the Palestinian tradition. The former translates

the word by &a^oX/*a, interlude
',
the latter by forever. Both ren-

derings depend on the same usage, regarded from different points

of view. The former indicates an interlude at which the benedic-

tion should be sung, and the Ps. concluded for that particular

service. The latter gives the last word of the benediction as an

abbreviation for the benediction itself. The word H7D calls for

the lifting tip of the voice in praise. This interpretation satisfies

all the conditions of the problem, and is in accord with the actual

position occupied by Selah in the Psalms.

used : (a) at the dose of a Str. : in Pss. 3
3 - 6- 9

4
3 - 5 f 9

17- 21
24

6 - 10

32* 39
r" 1:J

46*'
8 - 12

47
5
48 50 O^fore Bf.) 16 (<B)

,j2
7
59

6 - 14 (before Kf.) 5^ 6615
'

67
5

76
4 - 10

774.10.10 g 8 () 822 83
9

845 87
s

S9
5 - 38 - 46 - 49 no4 - 6 - 9

(43 t. in

25 Pss.). This is evidently the prevailing use. () At the close of a peri-

cope made without regard to measure : in Pss. 2O4 21** 32
5
4914

52
5
672 84

9
S5

3

8 7
o ggs. 11 (om. <8) I43

o
( I2 t . in II Pss.), Five of these Pss. have also 'D at

close of Str. : 32, 52, 67, 84, 87. It seems unlikely that both uses came from

the same hand. The Selahs at end of Strs. are presumably earlier than the

others. (<:) At the close of a gloss : in Pss. 32
7
449 49

16
54

5
558-

20
57^-

7 6i 6

62- 9 664 - 7 6S'20 75* 8i 8
(16 t in 12 Pss.). In more than half of these Pss. 'D may

have been earlier than the gl., and may have stood originally at the close of

a Str. There can be little doubt that this is the case in 54
s 625 667 75*;

it may well have been so in 32
7 6i 5

. The Selah in 6S20 may also originally

have followed the last 1. of Str. if v. 21 be an independent gl.; but if these vs.

form one gl. 'D is probably the insertion of a later editor. The use of the term

in 55
8
57

4a is difficult to explain, as the gl. is short and the 'D immediately

precedes the last 1. of Str. Was the gl. intended to take the place of the

closing 1.? or are these examples of displacement? <gf gives Selah in 57
3 in

some cocld., showing a fluctuating usage for this Ps. It is possible that these

Selahs also stood originally at close of Str. In any case there are upward of

six Selahs to be added to the list given above under (). There remain

seven Selahs that seem inseparable from the glosses which they follow:

44 49
10

55
20

57
7 62 66* 8i 8

. As these Selahs cannot be earlier than their

gls., the use must be a late one. 49 may be a gl. of fEf or it may come from

a later hand. 8i 8 is a gl. of 8i&
, 57

7 of 57^. These Pss. were probably joined

to their present mates in IE, and these Selahs may all be due to 15. So 55
20 and

62 also preserve late gls. and late uses of 'D. 44
9 66* are gls. later than 33,
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and their Selahs may be later still. The use of 'D in 6S8 - is probably due to

error, v.88 to txt. err, (v. Ps.), and v.8 to err. of transposition, as 'D stands

here in the midst of a citation from Dt. S
4"5

. It may have stood originally at

end of citation, or else of Str., or it may be due to dittog. So many uses of

the term in this Ps. have been preserved in the different Versions, that it is

difficult to form any opinion as to its genuineness in JQ. n^D was used in all

three of the major Psalters, (r) There are 28 (26) of the Selah Pss. in ffi :

3-4, 7 (<&) 9, 20-21, 24, 39, 47-50, 62, 66-68, 75-77, So (<55), 82-85, 87~&S,

140, 143. The term is used in these Pss. : (tf) at dose of Sir. : 3-4, 9, 24, 39,

47-48, 50, 66-67, 76-77, 80, 82-84, %7> I4 ( Z 9 Pss.); and prob. also in 02

667 '682U 75
4 before the insertion of gl. (/;) JKeganfless of measure : 2O1 2i 8

49
14

67
2
84 85" 87 888 - ll

143 (9 Pss.). As this usage could hardly have come

from the same hand, it must be regarded as later than fE. (0 -// flose of

gloss : in 49
1G 62 664

. These gls. are all from time of 35 or later, so that these

Selahs could not have been in fft. The characteristic use of 'D in the Mi

morim is therefore at the close of Str., and the editor of jRH, when he would

shorten a Ps., did so by leaving off one or more Strs. (2) There are 29 of

the Selah Pss. in 3D!E. All of these are found in jflft save : 44, 40, 52, 54, 55,

57> 59 60, 61, 81 (10 Pss.). In this collection 'D stands: (a) at close of Str. :

in 4, 9, 39. 4M7iS S9~6o, 62, 66-68, 75-77, 80 (<), 84, 140 (uS Pss.). Kour

of these Pss. were not in J561: 46, 52, 59, 60, 3D]& scorns therefore to huve

continued the use of 'D begun in jflff. To these may be added Pss. 54
fi

6i'>,

as 'D prob. antedates gl., and stood originally at end of Str. The use in 55"

57
4a is doubtful, as has been seen, and may be rather that of (/) or (/) rc~

gardhss ofmeasure : 20, 21, 49, 52, 67, 84, 85, 88 (8 Pss,). All (if tho-so ure

in ffi save 52 ; but as it seems unreasonable to ascribe a regard for measure

and a disregard of it to the same editor, it is necessary to consider this usage
as later than $Si, and hence as clue to 3D3&. It is true that two of the exam-

ples given in Pss. of j& are lacking in 3D!E, 87 143; but 87 has another Sfluh

at close of Str., so that the use of the term in v.() must in any case; be duo to

a later hand. As to 143", there is no special propriety in the use of 'D here,

and if genuine, it may well be late. A similar use is to bo found in 32, one

of two Selah Pss. outside the major Psalters, (f) At the chw #/$/. .* 44 .|y
w

55
20

57
7 62 66* 8x 8

. All of those Selahs arc in Pss. of 5D& ; but', as has boon

shown, they can hardly be separated from their gls. and must therefore belong
to the time of 85 or later. The Selahs added by D3l seem to have, been pUuvd
with less regard for the strophical organisation of the Ps. than was ghown by
ffi, the musical or liturgical interest being paramount. It is worthy of note

that 3D2& has added musical notes to the titles of many of the Selah Pss.,

including all those wanting in Jffl, excepting 52, 61, and 44 (whose 'D in too

late for D3&). (3) Twenty-four of the Selah Pss. appear in IB i 44, 46- -50, 52,

54-55* S7> 59-62, 66-68, 75-77, 80-83. All of these Pss. are alo in IDE
save 48, 50, 82, 83, which are Pss. of jBfflt and use 'D only at dose of Str,

There seems to be no independent use of 'D in E apart front gin. All the

examples of 'D at end ofgL are in Pss. of 35: 44^ 49 55** 57? 62^W 8i w
.
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These could hardly have been earlier than 15, and may all have been later.

The Selahs in 49^ 5520 ^i fa* gjs are possibly due to . Those in 449 66*

seem to be from a later hand. It is possible that 15 is responsible for some
of the gls. inserted between Selah and the last L of the Str. in Pss. of B&. If

35 added any Selahs to his Psalter, he did so only at the close of gls. Thus of

the three distinct uses of 'D, one is characteristic of each of the major Psalters.

There remain for consideration 2 Pss. excluded from the major Psalters : 32,

89. Both are Maskilim; 32 was in B, and 89 was a pseudonym. In 32*
'D stands at close of Str.

; so also in v.7
,
the gl. being a later insertion. In

v.5 Selah appears in the midst of a Str., though at an appropriate place in

liturgical use. This Selah is doubtless later than the others. The usage of

the Ps. corresponds with that of fH, $3K. It is classed among the Mizmorim
in <&\ 89 is a composite Ps. 89'' is from the time of the Exile, 89 from

the late Greek period. This Ps. and 24 are the only Selah Pss. later

than the major Psalters. All of the Selahs in 89 stand at the close of Strs.

The 'D in 89 and that at the close of 24" imply a continuation of the use of

the term through the Greek period. Additional late uses are furnished by
the Versions. 4 always translates iY?D by SictyaX/xa, interlude (9

17
5:a^dX-

/ACITOS). It omits the term from 3
9
2410 4612 at close of Ps., and would doubt-

less have done so in 9
21

,
if it had not combined 9-10 in one. < also omits

'D from 8811
, but some cod. H and P give it in 8813

. < gives 'D in 57
3 instead

of 54
4

, and in 6i 5a instead of 6i 5ft
. It also inserts the term in 22 34

11
5O

15

684 - 14 8o8
94

15
. Of these, Pss. 2, 34, 94 certainly represent a late Alexan-

drian usage. Other uses are to be found in codd. of H and P, and in Psal-

terium Vetus. The Psalter of Solomon uses 5tt^aX/ia in i;
31 i810 . Many

codd. begin a new Ps. at the latter passage. The use in ly
31

corresponds

with those in the Psalter. It is evident that this editor must have under-

stood the mng. and use of Selah ;
so also the later scribes of <. There are

additional uses of the term in the Jewish Liturgy. The Selahs in the third

and eighteenth benedictions of Shemoneh Esreh or Eighteen Benedictions

stand in the earliest portions of the Liturgy, and are, in all likelihood, genuine

and ancient

n^D is imv. V?o to lift up (the voice in praise), cf. Ps. 6S5 and it indicates

that a benediction might be sung after the pericope thus designated. The

explanations of Ew. "
loud," a strengthening of the voice or instruments,

De. forte, as opposed to piano, Bo. "a playing with full power," do not suit

all the passages where it is used, and imply a use of instrumental music

which ^s not justified by the titles of the Pss., or by their contents. The

explanation of Gcs., after Rosenmuller, deriving it from n^D = rest, be quiet^

and thinking of a pause, is conjectural, and does not explain the problem.

Furst, followed by Ley, derives from n^D = separate, and thinks it indicates

section. None of these theories explain the Jewish traditions. S, 8, usually

follow <$ in the rendering Si^aX/ia. U does not translate, but omits. & usu-

ally abbreviates. <$ tyaX/*a indicates an interlude, but does not imply its

purpose. Aq, deJ followed by Quinta, Sexta, & occasionally, and always by
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5 semper-, iitgiter^ also S and Jewish tradition cannot be explained by any

of the older theories. A hint is, however, given by Jerome in his letter to

Marcella (Ep. 28), where he compares the use of the word with that of Amen

or Shalom to mark the end of a passage and conlirm its contents. So Jacob

of Edessa, as cited by Bar Ifeb. in his Com. on Ps. IO 1 in a passage quoted

but not understood by Ua. (Lagarde's Fraefermissoruin, p. 109). The &d ~

D^iy was an abbreviation of the second line of the couplet of the Benediction

o
1

?!? "ijtt D'TIJJD, used for the benediction itself, which was to be sung at this

place. This inteipretation for Selah agrees with and harmonises the ancient

traditions, the Alexandrian and the Palestinian ; it is in accordance with the

most natural explanation of the Hebrew word, and it accounts for every in-

stance of its use as standing at the close of a pedcope or liturgical selection.

42. The Psalter in the middle of the second century, shortly

before its translation into Greek, was divided into five books
> after

the division of the Pentateuch, and was numbered as 150 psalms,

with variation of numbering to suit the variations needed for the

three years' course of Sabbath readings*

The division of the Psalter into five books was doubtless made to

accord with the five-fold division of the Law, and was in some way
connected with the five great feasts of Judaism. Subsequently the

Five Rolls were arranged in the same way and assigned for read-

ing at these feasts. The second division of the Psalter was divided

into two at 72, and a doxology was inserted. The third division

of the Psalter was also divided at 106 and a doxology added.

The Pss. of Jl? are 150 in number. But, as we have seen, the numbering
in J$ differs from that in 0. This has caused endless confusion in citations,

as Jewish and Protestant Viss. and usage follow Jty; Roman Catholics, I ireeks,

and Orientals <S5. Uut neither $ nor number according to the originals.

The arrangement of the numbering of both was for liturgical purposes. The
differences appear: (i) at Ps. 10 (JtJ), which in Of goes with 9, but in JlJ

is separated. This makes number one less than $J until we come to

(2) 114 (3$), which is combined with 115 to make 113 of 0. Itut this

difference is at once adjusted in (3) n6 of Jt|, which combines 114, 1x5 of

0. The difference of one now continues till (4) 147 of
Jlj, which wmbim-H

146, 147 of 0. The concluding I>ss., *4&-*5o, have the same number. We
then have in four cases variations which make it possible to number the l's,

from 148 to 152. These variations were probably indicated in Mss. which
lie at the basis of $ and 0. They remind us of the 153 leetionK of the

Thorah, the oldest division of sections, made for a three years
7

course of

Sabbath readings. It is probable that the numbering of the Pss, and tint

variations recognised was for the same purpose. Each reading of the Thorah
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had its accompanying Ps. It should be noted that <5 adds Ps. 151, which

evidently is a late composition, probably to give an additional variation

for Sabbath readings, It was originally written in Hebrew, and describes the

anointing of David and his combat with Goliath. It was probably of Macca-
bean origin.

43. The Psalter represents many centuries of growth in the

historical origin both of its Psalms, extending from the time of
David to the Maccabean period, and of the various minor and

major Psalters through which they passed, from the early Persian

to the late Greek period, before the present Psalter was finally

edited and arranged, in the middle of the second century B.C.

We may assign seven Pss. in their original form to the early He-

brew monarchy, before Jehoshaphat : 7, 13, 18, 23, 24* 6oa no;
seven to the middle monarchy : 3, 20, 21, 27 45, 58, 61

; and thir-

teen to the late monarchy : 2, 19" 28, 36 46, 52, 54, 55, 56, 60^ 62,

72, 87 ; thus twenty-seven to the period of the Hebrew monarchy.

During the Exile thirteen were composed: 42-43, 63, 74, 77 79,

8i 6
82, 84, 88, 89* 90, 137, 142. In the early Persian period there

was a great outburst of psalmody. As many as thirty-three Pss.

were composed: 4, 6, 9-10, 11, 12, 14 (=53), 16, 17, 22, 25,

3i, 32, 34, 35 ? 37, 38, 39, 4i, 57* 59, 64, 69 70 (= 40") 75, 7$,

78, 80, 83, roi, 109" 140, 143, 144. This was due to several

influences. The conquest of Babylon by Cyrus, which aroused

the enthusiasm of the exilic Isaiah, called forth lyric songs. The

rebuilding of the altar and temple, with the restoration of the

worship in Jerusalem, as it was accompanied by prophetic voices,

so also by those of lyric poets. The struggles of the pious with

the unfaithful in the community, and with the neighbouring little

nations, whose jealousy and hatred constantly interfered with the

growth and prosperity of the people in Jerusalem, also naturally

expressed itself in song. Toward the close of this period the col-

lection of Miktamim, or golden poems, was made after the example

of the older collection of the book of Yashar. To the middle

Persian period, the times of Nehemiah, we may assign sixteen Pss. :

5, 8, 15, 26, 29, 30, 40* 47, 5i, 57" 65, 66 69" 138, 139 141 \
to

the late Persian period, in which internal and external trouble was

renewed, eleven Pss. : 27" 36* 44, 48, 49, 5> 68
>
8l" 85> 89

a *Q2a .

In this last period the collection of Maskilim, or religious medita-
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Psalter out of all the above material,

books and 150 Psalms.
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tions, was made
;

also 59 was edited as a prayer-book for use in

the synagogues, and soon after 3R, more ornate in character. The

conquest of Alexander introduced the Greek period, which in its

early part was advantageous to the Jews, At the beginning of

this period the great royal advent Ps. was composed, 93, 96-100,

and soon after eight other Pss. : 66" 67, 73, 86, 91, 95, rocS, 145.

The Psalter of 21 was prepared in Babylonia ; and later in Palestine

the Psalter of the Mizmorim, the first of the major Psalters, as a

hymn-book for use in the synagogues. Toward the close of this

period 3D3& was made, using all the earlier Psalters, as a prayer-

book for the synagogues, and directions were given for musical

rendering. The later Greek period was troublous in Palestine,

owing to the constant strife between the kings of ICgypt and Syria,

and to internal dissensions resulting therefrom. Hut in the Kasl

the Jews were less troubled. There in the early part of this period

3E was prepared for synagogue use. To this period we may ascribe

eleven Pss. : i, 19* 24" 71, 77* 89
r

92, 94, 103, 139'' 144'', and the

elaborate praise of the Law, 119. In addition fourteen Pilgrim

Pss., 120-128, 130-134, were composed, and the Pilgrim Psalter

collected in this period. Also sixteen of the Ilallcls, 104-107,

111-117, 135-136, 146, 148, 150, were composed and edited in

a collection. The Maccabean period began with the persecution

of Antiochus and the rise of the Maccabees at the head of the

patriotic party. They gradually triumphed, and organised the

Maccabean dynasty and kingdom. To this period we may ascribe

Pss. 33, to2 ft

i09
6

118, 139* j also 129 of the Pilgrim Psalter, and

147, 149 of the Hallels. After the rededication of the temple the

present Psalter was prepared, combining Pss. appropriate for use

in the synagogue and in the temple, and using all the previous

Psalters, especially 3GD, H3&, 3S, the Hallels, and the Pilgrim Pss,

The collection was divided into three books. Toward the close

of the second century the final editor divided it into five books

and 150 Pss., in accordance with the same divisions of the Law,

allowing for variations in usage.
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C. CANONICITY OF THE PSALTER.

44. The Psalter was thefirst of the Writings to win canonical

recognition, and it has maintained this recognition in the unanimous
consent ofJew and Christian until the present day. The testimony

of representativeJews and Christians in all ages is that the Psalter

is a holy Book, divinely authoritative, the norm and guide of worship
and religious experience.

The Pss. were collected for the purpose of public worship in the

synagogues and in the temple, some being appropriate for the

latter, but the most of them evidently more suitable for the former.

There were several minor Psalters, and then later several major

Psalters, long before the present Psalter was edited. These col-

lections were all made for use in public worship, and it is alto-

gether probable that each one, as it was adopted, gained recognition

as canonical. This gave the Pss. their first place in the Canon of

the Writings, though they did not receive their final form until

a long time after others of the Writings had been composed and

had also been received into the Canon. The division of the

Psalter into rive Books is doubtless based on the same division of

the Pentateuch, and it is probable that the numbering of the Pss.

had a similar motive to the arrangement of the Pentateuch for

a three years' course of Sabbath readings. These liturgical motives

are strong indirect evidences of canonical recognition.

The Psalter was used in the synagogues in the time of Jesus and his apostles

alongside of the Law and the Prophets, and is quoted by him and his apostles

as prophetic and authoritative (Lk. 2Oi2 24** Acts I20), and used hy them in

worship (Mt. 2630 Acts i626 James $ i Cor. I4
26

Eph. 5
19 Col. 3"). The

Jews have always used the Pss. in the worship of the synagogue and still con-

tinue its use (Schiller Szinessy,in Prayer Book Interleaved, p. 255). The

Christian Church in all its branches has used the Pss. as the basis of its ritual

and the common expression of divine worship. It is a tradition of the Church

of Antioch that Ignatius introduced antiphonal singing of the Pss. (Socrates,

Hist. Ecel 68 ). At all events it is certain that the use of the Pss. in the syna-

gogues passed over into the Christian churches in all parts of the world (Tert.

Afol. c. 39 ; Jerome, Ep. Marcella^ xlvi. ), and has continued in unbroken

succession to the present time. In the celebration of the Eucharist, the most

sacred institution of the Christian religion, the use of appropriate Pss. has

continued as an essential part of the liturgy from the most primitive times,
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doubtless based on their use at the Jewish feasts, especially the Passover.

Chrysostom thus describes the use of the Pss. in his clay:
"
If \vc keep vigil in

the church, David comes first, last, and midst. If early in the morning, we

seek for the melody of hymns, first, last, and midst is David again. If we are

occupied with the funeral solemnities of the departed, if virgins sit at homo

and spin, David is first, last, and midst. ... In monasteries, amongst those

holy choirs of angelic armies, David is first, midst, and last. In the convents

of virgins, where are bands of them that imitate Mary; in the deserts, whore

are men crucified to this world and having their conversations with God, first,

midst, and last is he "
(Neale and Littledale, Com, on th& Psalms^ p. X). In

the Ambrosian rite, still used in Milan, the Psalter is recited at the hours of

prayer, once a fortnight ;
in the Roman or Gregorian rite once a week : Pss.

1-109 at Matins, 110-150 at Vespers; and fixed Pss. are assigned for use at

Lauds, Prime, Tierce, Sext, Nones, and Complines. So also the Benedictine

rite prescribes a weekly recitation of the Pss., and this usage has been fol-

lowed by monastic, mendicant, anil other religious orders in the Roman Church.

In the Greek Church the Psalter is recited once a week, except in Lent, when

it is recited twice. Similar uses are in the Coptic, Syrian, Armenian, Abyssin-

ian, and other Churches. Proper Pss., or parts of Pss., are also assigned for

the Mass in all rites; some fixed, others varying with the kind of Mass or the

feasts and fasts of the ecclesiastical year. The Church of Knglnnd, when it

condensed the hours of prayer into two, matins and vespers, arranged the

Pss. for recitation once a month, besides assigning proper Pss. for use daily,

or for the varying sacred days of the ecclesiastical year at Holy Communion,

The Lutheran and Reformed Churches also make the Psalter an essential piut

of their Liturgies. In the Reformed Churches in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, and, in some of them even in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, the Psalter was the only hymn-book apart from a few paraphrases
of Holy Scripture. The multiplication of Christian hymns in the. eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries brought about a gradual disuse of the Psalter in Great

Britain and America in several religious denominations, but toward the close

of the century a reaction began in the form of responsive readings of the

Psalter, for which purpose many arrangements have been prepared,

45. The eanonicity of the Psalter is attested by Its contfnts*

Its religious, doctrinal, and ethical materials give evidence to its

holy character as comingfrom God and leading to God.

The Psalter contains, in the usual numbering, 15 Psalms, of

great variety of form and content
; but all within the limits of a

hymn-book and prayer-book, composed for religious worship,

public in the synagogue and temple, and private in the house-

hold and in the closet. It is therefore by its very nature essentially

religious, and indeed in the lyric form. (A} Its religion is at
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once simple and comprehensive, equally appropriate to all classes

and conditions of mankind in all nations and in all ages. It ex-

presses the child-like yearnings of the simple-minded, and the

loftiest aspirations of the mature man of God. It plays upon all

the chords of the human soul, and evokes from each and all that

which is most appropriate to union and communion of the indi-

vidual or the community with God.

Many of the Pss. in their original form were composed as an expression
of private devotion. These features remained even after they were adapted

by editorial revision for use in the synagogues. Many others were composed
for use in public worship in the synagogues, to express the worship of the

congregation. In the synagogue the ceremonies of religion were reduced

to a minimum, and therefore such ceremonies do not appear in these two

classes of Pss., notwithstanding the fact that the most of them were composed

long after the fully developed ritual of the Priest's code had become fixed in

usage in the temple service. Only a few of the Pss. were composed for or

even adapted to worship in the temple, and these, especially the Hallels, were

songs of praise suited to the ritual of the thank-offerings, votive offerings, or

whole burnt offerings. These offerings are mentioned in appropriate places

in the Psalter. The sin-offerings and the trespass-offerings do not appear,

even in the Penitential Pss., doubtless because these offerings were not accom-

panied with sacred song. Furthermore, local and temporal references were

gradually eliminated by editorial revision from the older Pss., making them

more and more appropriate for worship. Therefore the Psalter became a

hymn-book and prayer-book, having so little of the ceremonial side of reli-

gion that it was lifted above all that was local, temporal, and occasional, and

made appropriate for the worship of all places, all times, and all occasions

and persons.

(#) The doctrines of the Psalter do not appear in a dogmatic

form, demanding acceptance by the intellect and will
; but in a

concrete form, expressing the faith already entertained or estab-

lished. From this point of view, while on the one side the doc-

trines are not so complete in detail and not so clearly defined in

their relations as in the Prophets, yet on the other side they rise

to the loftiest heights in their conception of God, sink to the lowest

depths in searching the soul of man, expand to the greatest breadths

in their comprehension of the union of God and man and the

world in the divine ideals of redemption. For these reasons the

Psalter is the nearest to the NT. of all the writings of the OT.
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Few of the Pss. are didactic, and these are ethical rather than dogmatic.

The Pss. are chiefly lyrics, expiessing religious emotions, experiences, aspiia-

tions. i They are contemplative or intuitive, using the religious imagination

and fancy rather than the logical faculty and the reasoning powers. They

are also with few exceptions quite limited in extent, and doctrines appear in

them in bold, graphic, realistic statement, in detached form, and out of con-

nection with any system of belief. /Fhe Psalter represents in its various Pss.

many different periods of Hebrew Literature^' The temporal characteristics

have to a great extent been obscured by edito'rial revisions; but at the same

time these are in fact, though not on the surface, really embedded in the Pss.,

so that it is quite possible to distinguish the several stages in the development

of doctrine in correspondence with those that appear in the Prophets.

( The doctrine of God is especially rich in the attributes. The kindness,

'goodness, and love of God stand out more distinctly in the Psalter than in

any other part of the OT. ^The vindicatory, saving righteousness of Yahweh

and His discriminating justice are no less prominent. The doctrine of creation

appears in simple, beautiful, poetic conceptions, which might have modified

the rigid dogma of the theologians, based on the early chapteis of Genesis,

if the theologians had been sufficiently comprehensive in their study of the

Bible to take account of it. It is the divine providence in history as well

as the experience of the individual upon which religious poets delight to

dwell.

The doctrine of man is especially prominent in the Psalter from tho very

fact that the Pss. give expression to human experience, whether of the indi-

vidual, or of the nation. This is well expressed by Calviiu " This Hook not

unreasonably am I wont to style an anatomy of all parts of the soul, for no

one will discover in himself a single feeling whereof the image* is not reflected

in this mirror. Nay all griefs, sorrows, doubts, fears, hopes, cares, and anxie-

ties, in short all those tumultuous agitations wherewith the minds of men arc

wont to be tossed, the Holy Ghost hath here represented to the life. The
rest of Scripture contains the commands which God gave to His servants to

be delivered unto us. But here the prophets themselves holding converse with

God, inasmuch as they lay bare all their inmost feelings, invite or impel every
one of us to self-examination, that of all the infirmities to which we are liable

and all the sins of which we are so full none may remain hidden,"

[
The doctrine of redemption is richly unfolded, especially on its experi-

mental side, in the personal deliverance of the individual from .sin and evil.

The Penitential Pss. have always been and still are found to be the most

suitable expression of Christian penitence and the joy of divine forgiveness.

The elegies express the depths of woe that surge up about the reflective soul

in all ages as he contemplates the brevity of' life, the limitations of man, and

the certainty and speedy approach of death. The Pss, of expostulation ex-

press, though often in a daring way, venturing close upon the brink of irrev-

erence and despair, the writhings of the soul under the sense of injustice awl

wrongs that the faithful servants of God have so often to suffer in this life*
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The Pilgrim Pss. are the most suitable expression of social religion that have
ever been composed. The Guest Pss. sound a note of religious joy in the

communion with God that has been attained by no other poets so thoroughly
well.

In the Psalter the Messianic ideal is in some respects richer than in the

Prophets. The royal Messiah, the son of David, appears in most vivid,

dramatic situations in Pss. 2 and no, which find their only realisation in the

resurrection, enthronement, and reign of Jesus Christ. The suffering servant

of Pss. 22, 40, 69, transcends that of Is. 53 in his vivid, lifelike picture of the

suffering Saviour. The royal Pss. have ever been used in the Church as the

most suitable expression of her longing for the second advent of her Lord.

The future life of man in a state of redemption after death is more clearly

depicted in Pss. 16, 49, 73, than anywhere else in the OT. It is not sur-

prising therefore that Jesus and his apostles used the Psalter so much as

reflecting and depicting the Messianic redemption.

() The ethics of the Psalter are relatively not so high as in the

Wisdom Literature, which is essentially ethical. And yet from the

point of view of ethical experience they are rich enough to give

very important complementary material to the Law, the Prophets,

and even Hebrew Wisdom. The ethics of the Law are summed

up in the terse and comprehensive experience depicted in Pss. i,

19, while Ps. 119 presents the Law as a mirror in which the pious

man sees himself and others in such a wondrous variety of ethical

experience that he is overwhelmed with a sense ofa divine presence

and influence. The ethics of the Prophets are summed up in that

chaste and beautiful guest of Yahweh of Ps. 15.

All along the line of religion, doctrines, and morals the contents

of the Pss. have always been found to be just what they are to-

day ;
such unique, exalted, comprehensive, and satisfactory expres-

sions in lyric form of what mankind needs for union and communion

with God, that men in all ages and countries have been convinced

that the Psalter is a divinely inspired Book, a rule of faith and life.

46. The only objections to the canonicity of the Psalter seriously

entertained are based on a number of imprecations upon enemies

andprotestations of righteousness on thepart of suffering servants

of God. These objections are invalid because they fail to appre-

hend that these imprecations andprotestations belong necessarily to

earlier stages of religion and to certain historic situations where

they have their essentialpropriety.
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These objections to the canonicity of the Psalter are quite mod-

ern. They have arisen in the Protestant world in connection with

the stress laid upon the doctrine of justification by faith only,

which makes any form of self-righteousness impossible ;
and by the

growth of individualism, with its liberty of conscience and opinion,

which is necessarily opposed to any kind of persecution or violence,

even toward the enemies of religion.

The protestations of righteousness are in the Pss. which appeal

to God for help from sufferings of body or of mincl in connection

with the experience of injustice and wrong. These protestations

do not imply sinless perfection, or absolute conformity to the

divine ideal of conduct, for they not infrequently are connected

with the confession of sin
; they are rather protestations of fidelity

to God and His religion, which is essentially righteousness (of.

Gn. 15 Hb. 2
4
). Such fidelity demands divine interposition on

its behalf, vindication from enemies and deliverance from sufferings

and trouble. Though these protestations sometimes rise from

plaintive expostulation with God to complaint of injustice and

wrong, which seem in their intensity cf passion to the modern

mind to come close to irreverence, they do not really go so far, for

it is in these very Pss. that are found the most sublime conceptions

of the righteousness and justice of God, and it is to their God that

they appeal in sublime confidence as they plead in intense and

agonising petitions which will not be refused.

It is not without significance that the strongest protestations of this kind

are found in Pss. 22, 40, 69, which arc usually regarded as Messianic, and

which Jesus himself used to express his own feelings in his most trying hours,

and which his apostles regarded as most aptly suited to the situation of the

Passion of their Lord. It is quite true that Jesus Christ was exceptional in

his righteousness; but that does not in any way impair their propriety of

use for others, for Jesus and his apostles used these 1'ss. as familiar to them
from the liturgical use of the synagogue and the home, and thereby gave their

sanction to the legitimacy of this experience for suffering Christians, Not-

withstanding the fact that these protestations of righteousness seem to be

inconsistent with the experience of sin and ill-desert that are felt by many
of the best of men, yet there is no real inconsistency between general fidelity

to God and occasional faults and failures. The Christian Church, in the greater

part of its history and in the greater part of its membership at the pres-
ent time, finds no inconsistency between the experience of merit and the
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experience of sin. Such a sense of inconsistency is a peculiarity of the Protes-

tant world. And even among Protestants it is the common experience, not-

withstanding the recognition of personal sinfulness and that justification is by
faith only, that suffering and trouble are not in accord with demerit, and that

there is injustice and wrong in the sufferings that the God-fearing often have
to endure, and which the wicked often escape. Jesus Christ in the endur-

ance of suffering and wrong taught his disciples how to undergo the sad

experience, but that does not remove from him or from his disciples the

injustice that there is in the sufferings of the righteous and the inconsistency
that there is in the greater welfare of the wicked and their triumph over the

righteous. The pious are justified, as Jesus was, in pleading with God against

it, and it is not self-righteousness to do so.

It is an exaggeration of the doctrine of justification by faith only, which

excludes from Christian experience the consciousness of personal righteous-

ness and merit. Luther misled in his interpretation of Gn. I5
6 and Hb. 24.

The former represents that God accounted Abraham as really righteous be-

cause of his trust in Him. The latter states that the pious live by fidelity,

faithfulness, rmcN, and not by faith only. When Nehemiah prayed to God
to remember his faithfulness and acts of kindness in His behalf and spare
him in the greatness of His kindness, Ne. I3

14 - 23
, he was not self-righteous,

but acting in accordance with the common experience of the OT. His prayer

of penitence (Ne. 9) is among the finest in the Bible. Jesus distinctly taught

the meritoriousness of deeds of love. The only passage that can be adduced

to the contrary in his teaching, Lk. ly
10

, is wrongly interpreted in this regard

(v. Br. Ethical Teaching ofJesus, pp. 218 sq.). St Paul, the apostle of jus-

tification by faith, did not hesitate to say, as his hour of martyrdom drew near,
" I have fought the good fight, I hare finished the course, I have kept the

faith ; henceforth there is laid up for me the crown of righteousness which

the Lord, the righteous judge, will give me at that day: and not only to

me, but also to all them that have loved his appearing," 2 Tim. -*, cf. Acts

2626sq. 231.

The imprecations are not so frequent in the Pss. as in the Law

and the Prophets. Although they have a lyric intensity of passion,

they are not more bitter than those of other parts of the OT.

If imprecations are inconsistent with canonicity, the whole OT. is

excluded, and not the Psalter especially. The imprecations of the

OT. are connected with the sense of the solidarity of the interests

of the individual servant of God with those of the nation of Israel,

and with the religion of God itself; so that all personal and national

considerations are merged in those of the kingdom of God, whose

aggressive, unscrupulous, and deadly foes must be remorselessly

crushed in order that the holy religion may continue to exist and
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accomplish its sacred mission to the world. Whenever and wher-

ever this sense of solidarity of interests has existed, or still exists,

these imprecations express the religious feelings of God's people

toward the enemies of God.

It is the modern discrimination between the religion of the individual and

that of the nation, and between both of these and the ideal religion of man-

kind that makes these imprecations impossible to the experience of many
moderns. These discriminations certainly belong to a later stage in the

development of religion than the indiscriminating sense of solidarity. Hut

individualism, however important, whether we think of the person or the

denomination or the nation, ought not to impair the higher interests of

the organism of the kingdom of God, as the embodiment of the divine religion

of mankind, It is indeed excessive individualism with its lack of appreciation

of organic religion, that sees no place for imprecations against the enemies of

the kingdom of God. Jesus Christ taught the exceeding value of the soul of

the individual and gave an example of self-sacrificing love in dying for his

enemies with the prayer for their forgiveness upon his lips j
but these ene-

mies knew not the wrong they did to him, to the world, and to themselves.

Jesus Christ distinguishes between sins of ignorance and sins of self-will, sins

repented of and sins glossed over by self-righteousness and hypocrisy. He

pronounced woes upon the Pharisees because they were hypocrites, tempters
to sin, and obstructors to the kingdom of (Soil, lie denounced them as blind

guides and serpents, and dooms them to Gehenna (Hr,, Kthieat Teaching of

Jesus, pp. 175 sq., 184 sq.). He announced (\w doom of the traitor Judas. I le

proclaimed the judgment of the cities that rejected him and his apostles, cul-

minating in the destruction of Jerusalem and the world. The Apocalypse
does not misinterpret the spirit of Christ, when it tells of the wrath of the

Lamb and describes him in his second Advent as treading the wine-press of

the wrath of Almighty God; and when it pictures the martyrs underneath

the altar crying aloud :
" How long, O Master, the holy and true, dost thou

not judge and avenge our blood on them that dwell on the earth?
"
(Rev. 6 to

),

The righteousness of God is on the one side vindicatory and saving, on the

other retributive and destructive. The unfolding of vindicatory righteousttwa
into the highest conception of self-sacrificing love is accompanied with the

development of retribution into the most intense hatred and awful wfnth* No
one knows what love is, who cannot truly hate. It is a weak and widely
individualism which shuts its eyes against the wrath of ( Jod, and of the Lamb,
and of the Church, the Bride of the Lamb, against evil and incorrigible Bin.

There is a place, therefore, for imprecation in the highest forms of C'hrw-

tianity, only it is more discriminating than in the OT. religion and much more
refined. In substance, the imprecations of the Psalter are normal and valid ;

in their external form and modes of expression they belong to an age of

religion which has been displaced by Christianity,
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The imprecations of the Psalter belong to four historic situations: (i) The

persecutions of Jeremiah and his associates by those who were pushing the

national religion to destruction, Ps. 52* *i, cf. Je. II 18 "i-
151581- iyis igi9i.

2011 8
i-. (2) The brutal cruelty of Edom and Moab toward the Jews at the

time of the destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylonians, Ps. 137, cf. Ob.10 ^-.

(3) The treachery of Sanballat and Tobiah, Ne. 2-6, which threatened the very
existence of the congregation of the Restoration. The imprecations of Ne.

44-G 6U I3
29 are in accord with those of pSSt 9

2>.2i J015 69
23-29 S3^18. (4) The

persecution of Antiochus, which aimed at the extermination of the worship-

pers of Yahweh. To this period the majority of the imprecations belong,

many of them glosses in older Pss. At that time, if ever, imprecations were

appropriate, cf. Pss. 79
10 - 12

lOQ
-15 - 19-20 - 28~29

. Thus all the imprecations of

the Pss. are upon just such treacherous hypocrites, traitors, and bloodthirsty

enemies of the kingdom of God, as Jesus himself pronounces imprecations

upon, who aim at nothing else than the wilful destruction of the true religion.

It is the form and general character of these imprecations which are most

obnoxious to the modern mind, especially the physical sufferings that are

invoked, the dishonouring of wives and daughters, and the slaughter of babes,

even of the unborn. This is from the point of view of the solidarity of interest

in the family, tribe, and nation
;
and especially from the ancient principle of

the duty of revenge which was inherited by sons and kinsmen ; so that the

only way to avoid future peril of revenge was the extermination of all who
would be likely in the future to undertake it.

D. THE INTERPRETATION OF THE PSALTER.

47. Jesus and his apostles interpreted the Psalter usually in

accordance with the ?nethods of their time, literally or allegorically,

as they had need. But they chiefly used it either for practical ex-

hortation, for dogmatic or ethical instruction, or for prophetic

anticipations of the life and work ofJesus and his Church.

(i) Jesus used the Psalter more than any other part of the OT. He used

it to describe his own state of mind: Ps. 6* in Jn. I227, Ps. 222 in Mt. 27^ =
Mk. 15*, Ps. 3 i in Lk. 23*6, Ps. 35

i9 (= 69
5
) in Jn. x 5 , Ps. 426 in Mt. 26^

= Mk. H84
; his actions, Ps. 69 in Mt. 7

s3 = Lk. I3
27

j and the actions of

others in his time, Ps. 83 in Mt. 2i16
, Ps. 4l

10 in Jn. I3
18

. He also used it for

authoritative teaching, Ps. 37
11 in Mt. 5

5
,
Ps. 48

3 in Mt. 5
s5

, and for historical

reference, Ps. 7S
2* in Jn. 631 . He used Ps. 82 in argument with the Pharisees

after the Halacha method in Jn. xo34, arguing from less to greater. He used

Ps. no1 in Mt. 22** = Mk. 1286 = Lk. 2O*2 - 43
,
in argument with the Phari-

sees, to show that the Messianic son of David must be at the same time his

Lord ; cf. i Cor. is
25

Eph. i20 Col. 3
1 Heb, i3 81 I22 i Pet. j. He also
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applied Ps. iiS22'23 to himself as the headstone of the spiritual temple,

Mt. 2i42 = Mk. I210 - 1! = Lk. 20" (cf. Acts 4
11

i Pel. 2^) f

(2) The Gospels use the Pss. freely, applying them to Jesus and his work:

(a) to his entrance into the world. Ps. 91*1-12 is cited by the devil Mt. 415 =
Lk, 410 - u

j (If) to his experience in life Ps. 69
10 in Jn. 217

,
his teaching Ps. 78-

inMt. 13
s6

, his entrance into Jerusalem Ps. n8-5-2" in Mt. 21'-' 23
;{IJ Mk. ny

Lk. 13^ 1988 Jn. I2 1;{
; (c) to his passion Pss. 228-d <

Jn. 19-', cf. Mt. 27
! 5 - 1W -

-Mk, i53*.
= Lk. 23

if4
-^, Ps. 34-

1 in Jn. i9, Ps. 69'^ in Mt. 27^-^ =
Mk. I5

30 = Lk. 23** = Jn. I9
28

-*', Ps, 109-8 in Mt. 27". The canticles Lk. I

are also chiefly mosaics of the Pss. (3) In ttie book of Atts ; (a) Ps. 89-" is

cited by Paul in Acts I3
2- in historical reference, so Ps. I32

r>

by Stephen
Acts 7

40
; () Ps. 21 - 2 in Acts 4*

5-30 is applied to the persecution of Christ

in his disciples, Ps, 69- 109* in Acts i'JU as fulfilled in Judas; Ps. u7 is

applied in Acts I3
88 to the resurrection of Jesus; so Ps. lO8* 11 in Acts 2~n-' tli

13^, and Ps. no1 in Acfc a"'4
-'15

, Ps, I32
U in Acts 2!W to his reign; (r) in litur-

gical use Ps. 146 in Acts 4^, cf. I4
16

. (4) In the ephtlei oj /V//V/ (a] as

practical exhortation Ps. 34
18-17 in I Pet. 3

1(J- l
~, Ps. 55*

> in i J^tt, 5
7

; :is leal-

ised in Christian experience, Ps. 34 in I Pet, 2 J1

j (/>_)
as authoritative doc-

trine Ps. 90* in 2 Pet. 3
8
.

(5) St. Paul uses the Psalter freely: (a) as practical exhortation I's.
*j

fi in

Eph. 420, Ps. H29 in 2 Cor. 9, Ps. n61() in 2 Cor. 4 111

; (/') as authoritativo

teaching Ps. 24
1 in I Cor. lo20 ^, Ps. 32

1-a in Rom. 4
7"H

, Ps. 51" \i\ Rotn, j',

Ps. 94
11 in I Cor. 3

20
. P s. 5

l io7 H1"8 (= 53
12
-1

) 36* 140'* are cited us descrip-

tive of the utter wickedness of mankind, in Rom. 3
1(>-1H

; (V) Rs. 44^' is cited

Rom. 830 as realised in Christian experience; (^/) Ps. 6Q
10 is cited Rom. 15*

and applied to the humiliation of Christ. Ps. 87 is cited in I < 'or. I5'-
7
Kph. i

lja

and applied to the resurrection and reign of Christ ; so Ps. 6S 1J) in Kph. 4
H

.

Ps. 69
28-24

is cited Rom. 1 1
"10 and applied to the fall of Israel. Pss. itf1" H7 l

are cited Rom. if
8"11 and applied to the conversion of the (tantilrs. PH. i<)

f>

in Rom. io18
is applied to the preaching of the Gospel. (6) The epistle to I he

Hebrews makes great use of the Pss-: (a) as practical exhortation PH. 95
7 ' 11

in Heb. 3
7s(

i-, Ps. Ii811 in Heb. 13; (#) as authoritative teaching Ps, K>4'
( in

Heb. i 7
; Ps. I3S

14 in Ileb. 10^; (c] I's. 27 is applied to the rmimvliou niul

reign of Christ Heb. i5G
j

so Ps. 8r>
-7 in Ileb.fl

- 8
, 1*8,97? * Heb. i

n
Ps.45

7 -H

1022^8 in Heb. i*-, Ps. no* in Heb. 5" 6 7
17 - al

. Ps, i8SJ 22^ ar appHed
to his redemptive work in Heb. gi*- 1 '1

; so Ps. 40
7*9 in TTeb, ro^7

. In I leb. 4 J ^

Ps. 95
7"11 is interpreted at length in an allegorical wuy. ( 7) Jn the Ajwf&lypw /

the Psalter is often used in hymns and incidental allusions. Besides these it

is cited as predictive of the reign of Christ, Ps. 2H- in Rev. zm '^ I2fl

19*.

48. In the ancient Catholic Church the Apostolic Fathers and

Apologists used the Psalter for practicalpurposes. Thr tftkwl <\f

Alexandria emphasized the allegorical method of interpretation, the

School ofAntioch the typical method*
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The Christian writers of the second Christian century followed

the example of the apostles in using the Psalter for practical pur-

poses. Nothing at all resembling a Commentary, so far as we

know, was composed by any of them. The citations of the Pss.

in the Apostolic Fathers, Apologists, and early Fathers, Tertullian,

Irenaeus, Cyprian, and others, are similar to those in the New

Testament, using the same methods of interpretation, with a more

decided tendency to the allegorical method and less restraint from

its exaggeration. The School of Alexandria was established by

Pantaenus, c. 200, and made famous by the great teachers and

theologians, Clement and Origen. Pantaenus is said to have com-

posed the first Commentary (Eusebius, Ecc* Hist. 5
10
). Clement

distinguished between the body and soul of Scripture, and called

attention to its fourfold use. Origen made a Commentary on the

Psalms, using the allegorical method of Philo, which he worked

out in a Christian form and became its father in the Church, He
distinguished a threefold sense, body, soul, and spirit, and used

thirteen of Philo's rules (v. Br. 8118 - 448-449
). The School of Antioch

was established by Lucian and Dorotheus at the close of the third

century. Its fundamental principles of interpretation were :

(1) Every passage has its literal meaning and only one meaning;

(2) alongside of the literal sense is the typical sense which arises

out of the relation of the Old Covenant to the New (Kihn, Theodor

von Mopsuestia, s. 29). The most of the Commentators on the

Pss. in the Greek Church were from writers of this school. Jerome

occupied an intermediate and not altogether consistent position.

He strives for historical and grammatical exposition, yet it is easy

to see that at the bottom he is more inclined to the allegorical

method. Thus there grew up in the ancient Church three exe-

getical tendencies, the literal and traditional, the allegorical and

mystical, the historical and ethical, and these became gradually

interwoven in the writings of the Fathers, and in all sorts of

abnormal forms of exegesis in others (#.

Corderius (Expositio Patrum Graecorum in Psalmos^ 3 Tom. 1643) uses

the following Greek Commentators: Athanasms, Ammonius, Anonymous,

Apollinarius, Asterius, Basilius^ Gennadius, Geo. Alexandrinus, Gregoritts

Nazianzenus, Gregorius Nyssenus, Didymtis^ Dionysius Areopag., Eusebius

Cacsariensis, Hesychius, Theodoretus, Theodorus Antiockemis, Theodoras
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Heracleota, Isidorus, Cyrillus Alexandrinus, Maximus, Pachymera, Chrysosto-

mus, Psellus, Origines. I have italicised those most frequently cited. Jerome

{ep. ad August, cxii.) mentions the following Greek interpreters of the Psalter

up to his time : Origen, Eusebius of Caesarea, Theodore of Heraklea (the Anon-

ymous of Corderius), Astelios of Skythopolis, Apollinaris of Laodicea, Didyinos

of Alexandria. All of these interpretations of the Psalter, so far as preserved,

are given by Migne in his Greek Patrology. For additional information we

may refer to Pitra, Analecta Sacra, Bathgen, ZATW.> 1886, JLietzmann, l)er

PsalmencoHimentar Theodore von Mopsnestia, 1902. The work of the great

Syrian scholar, Gregory Bar Hebraeus (f 1286, given by Lagarde, l>rac~

ternrissoruni, 1879), must be added here as the noblest representation of the

late Syrian School. The work of Jerome on the Pss. is given in his Kpislles,

XX., XXVIII., XXX., XXXIV., LXV., CVI., CXI* (Migne, XXII.), and his

commentary (edited by Morin, Amuiota Maredsolana, III., 1895).

49. In the Latin Church the allegorical method of interpreting

the Psalter prevailed^ chiefly through the influence of Ambrose and

Augustine) although Juniliits and Cassiodonts exerted a modifying

influence in the use of the principles of the Antiochan School.

Ambrose may be regarded as the father of the interpretation

of the Psalter in the Western Church ; but Augustine, his pupil,

was the one who dominated all subsequent times. He distinguishes

four kinds of exegesis, the historical, aetiological, analogical, and

allegorical, and laid down the principle that whatever cannot

be referred to good conduct or truth of faith must be regarded as

figurative, Junilius, and still more Cassiodorus, exerted a whole-

some influence by the introduction into the West of the principles

of the Schools of Antioch and Nisibis. lie urged the comparison
of Scripture with Scriptures, and points out that frequent and

intense meditation is the way to a true understanding of them

(v. Br.
81

Jerome (<?/,
ad August cxii.) mentions the following Latin interpreters of

the Pss, : (i) Hilary of Poitiers, based on Origen an<l Kusehius ; (2) KunubiuH

of Vercelli, who translated the Commentary of Kusebius of OaeHurea ; (3) Am-
brose. Ambrose (t397) is the only one who was independent and oriflfuml.

Ambrose was a practical prelate, possessed of the true Roman Hpirit, and he

gave the allegorical method a Western practical turn, \ \ is Rnarratwnts Imvo

had great influence on the Church. Augustine (f430) built hi Rnarrttfhnes

on those of Ambrose, and became the basal authority for all twbBcquent writers.

The most wholesome commentary of the times is that of CaHKiodorus (t5^)
Other early Western writers on the Psalter were Uippolytus (f235) Arnolnua
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(fc. 406), Asterius (f4io), Gregory of Tours (t 594\ Gregory the Great

(f6o4), Prudentius (eighth century). All of these are given by Migne in

his Latin Patrology.

50. In the Middle Ages the Commentaries were chiefly com-

pilattons of the earlier writers, called Epitomes, Glosses, Postilles,

Chains, which appeared in great numbers, all under the domination

of the allegorical principles of Augustine, often in exaggerated

forms,

The compilers of the Oriental Church were Euthymius Zigabenus (f 1118,

v, Pitra, Analecta, IV.); Nicephorus, thirteenth century (given by Migne).
A host of writers on the Pss. appear in the West: Beda (f 735); Alcuin

(1804); Walafnd Strabo (t^49); Haymo (f853); Rhabatmis Afaurus

(1856); Paschasius Radbertus (f866); Hincmar (f8S2); Remigius (ninth

century); Bruno Herb. (11045); Romualdus (f 1027); Anselm (fiiog);
Bruno Carth. (fnoi); Richard St. Victor (f 1173); Innocentitts IIL
(t 1216) ; Hugo S. Caro, Postillae. (f 1263) (commentaries 1496 attributed

wrongly to Alexander Hales, f 1245); Antonius Patavinus (f 1231, Sermones

in Pss., 1757); Thomas Aquinas (f 1274, In Psalmos Expositio, 1876);
Albertus Magnus (f 1280, Comm. on Pss., Col. 1536); Ayguanus (11396,
Com. on Ps.t 1524+); Nicolaus de Lyra (t 1340, Postillat, Rom. 1471;
Biblia cum glossa ordinaria, 6 v., Basel, 1506); Herenthal (f 140x5, Catena,

Col. 1483) ; Turrecremata (f 1468, Expositio, 1474). Those italicised are found

in Migne's Patrology.

51. In the Middle Ages Jewish Commentators distinguished

themselves as compared with the Christian by a fuller use of the

literal and historical methods of interpretation , although no less

dependent on Rabbinical tradition than Christian scholars were

on Christian tradition.

The earliest important interpreter of the Pss, whose writings have been

preserved was Saadia (f942), author of the Arabic translation of the OT.

His Commentary was published in Cracow in 1660. Raschi's Commentary

(R. Solomon Isaaki, 1 1105) was published in the Rabbinical Bibles, also a

Latin translation by Breithaupt, 1710, Aben Ezra's Commentary (fn67)
was published in the Rabbinical Bibles. His Commentary on the first ten Pss.

was published in Latin and Hebrew by P. Fagius, 1542. David Kimchi's Com-

mentary (t 1235) was published, Naples, 1487; Venice, 1518; Isny, 1541 ;

Amsterdam, 1765 ;
Latin translation by Janvier, 1566. The first book of

Psalms was published according to the text of the Cambridge Ms. Bible with

the larger Commentary of R, David Kimchi, critically edited from nineteen
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Mss. and early editions by Schiller Szinessy, Cambridge, 1883. The most

important of later commentaries was by Obadiah Sforno, teacher of Reuchiin,

Venice, 1586; Amsterdam, 1724.

52. The Reformation involved a great revival of Biblical study,

and especially of the Psalter, the chief book of the OT. The alle-

gorical method was pushed in the background by the Humanists In

the interests of the grammatical sense, and so by Roman Catholics

as well, and Protestants who were influenced by them. 71ie chief

difference was that the Protestants resorted to the JFebrcw text as

the original supreme authority, the Roman Catholics based them-

selves on the Vulgate Version, and interpreted it in submission to

the authority of the Church and the Fathers. The successors of

the Reformers fell back into pedantic and dogmatic methods,

The Humanists revived the study of the ancient languages and the ancient

literatures, and thus the grammatical and literary study of the original texts

was employed over against the allegorical method. Lyra and the Jewish

Commentators were used more than the Christian Commentators of the

Middle Ages. The Protestant Reformers were gioat exegeles. JLuther begun
his academic lectures with an exposition of the Psalter in 1513. These leo-

tures were published by Seidemann in 1876, under the title, /)r. Martin

Luthcr*s erste utid attests Vorlesuugen itber die Psalntcn ttus (/fit Jahmt
/5'/j-/57<5 nach der tigenhandigeti lateinischen Handschnfl J.uthtrs ttuf tfrr

J\b'nigliche)i offentlichen Bibliothek ztt Dresden. Reuchiin published his

Auslegtmg der sieben Psalmi poenitentiales, 1512; Hugenhagen, his /// ///>.

Psalmorum, 1524; Bucer (Aretius), Fsalmarum libri j?t 1526. Calvin's

Commentary on the Psalms^ 1564, was by far the best up to his own time*

Other commentators of the time of the Reformation were IVllicnn, 1532;
Minister, 1534-1535; Musculus, 1550; Castalio, 1551+; Marloratus, 1562.
The Moravian Riidinger also issued a valuable Commentary in 15^0-1581.
The Protestants of the next geneiation fell back from the vital principle of

the Reformers and became dependent on Protestant rules of faith, nnd wore

dogmatic and pedantic in their Commentaries. In the following lists, 1 give,
so far as I know, the first edition ; when there were subsequent editions, it i

indicated by +. The works of Selnecker, 1581; Moller, 1573; Men/.d,

1594; Gesner, 1609; Piscator, 1646+; Quistorp, 1648 ; Amyraldu.s, 1662
;

Bakius, 1664+; Geier, 1668 + ; Carlov, 1672-1., though with valuable and
useful material are reactionary and of no permanent value, The Roman
Catholics vied with the Protestants in the sixteenth century in their work on
the Psalter: Clarius, 1542 -f ; Vatablus, 1545 ; Palisse, 1548; CajeUn,

Campensis, 1533 + ; Flaminius, 1558; Gennebradus, 1577-!-;

1586. In the early seventeenth century R, C excgctca employed better
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methods, and were more able and fruitful than Protestants, as is evident in

Agellius, 16064-; Faber Stapulensis, 1609; Lorinus, 16124-; Bellarmin,

1611 + ; Mariana, 16194-; Torinus, 1632 + ; Muis, 16364-; Corderius,

16434-; Drexelius, 1643; Hulsius, 1650; Heser, 1654 4-.

53. /;/ the middle of the seventeenth century the English Puri-

tans emphasized grammatical and practical exegesis ; Grotius^

Hammond and the Armimans, the historical method; Cocceius

and the Federalists, the allegorical. The dogmatic method stillpre-

vailed to some extent*

Ainsworth is the prince of Puritan Commentators. His Commentary on

the Pss., issued in 1626, is a monument of learning. He was too much influ-

enced by Rabbinical subtilties, but he employed the grammatical method with

great practical skill. Thomas Smith, Thomas Pierson, and especially William

Gouge issued practical commentaries introducing a long and valuable series

in Great Britain. Hugo Grotius in Holland and Henry Hammond in Eng-
land revived the Humanistic spirit and laid stress on the literal and historical

sense. The Commentaries on the Pss. of Grotius, 1645, an(* ^ Hammond,

1653, especially the latter, introduce a new epoch in the interpretation of the

Psalter. Cocceius, the founder of the Federal School of Holland, 1 660,

revived the allegorical method, but with sobriety and practical sense. The
Criticoritm Sacrontm, 1660, sums up the chief material of previous authors,

using Munster, Vatablus, Castalio, Clarius, Drusius, and Grotius. This was

followed by Poole's Synopsis Criticorum, 1669, which uses Muis, Geier, Ains-

worth, Hammond, Rivetus, Cocceius, Genebradus, Calovius. The Biblia

Magna> 1643, and the Biblia Maxima, Paris, 1660, both by John de la Haye,
are a magnificent summing up of R. C. exegesis, embracing a thorough study

of texts and Vrss., and the expositions of Nic. de Lyra, Gagnae, Estii, Me-

nochii, and Tirini. Vol. VI. of the latter contains the Psalter. There was

then a lull in work on the Pss. which continued for a century. We may men-

tion, however, the R. C., Le Blanc, 1682 4- ; Ferrandus, 1683 ; Bossuet, 1691;

Berlhier, 17884-; Calmet, 17914-; Camponi, 1692+; the Protestants,

Bythner, 1664; J. H. Michaelis, 1720; dericus, 1731; Venema, 1762.

54. Jlie study of the Psalter was enriched through the work

of Kennicott upon the text and of Hare and Lowth upon Hebrew

poetry, connected in all these with original work upon the Psalter

which influenced all subsequent scholars.

I have already called attention to the work of Hare, Lowth, and Kenni-

cott on the text and Hebrew Poetry. These scholars carried on the gram-

matical and historical exegesis of Grotius and Hammond. Lowth in his notes
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attached to Merrick's Version, 1768, supported also by an Anonymous, made

contributions which were often original and of great value. Kcnnkolt, in

his notes on the Psalms, 1772, also greatly advanced the study of the Psalter.

All this material was used by Street, 1790, with independent and excellent

judgment, resulting in the best Commentary on the Psalms of the eighteenth

century. Bishop Horsley, 1815 (posthumous), inherited their spirit. Those

scholars are the real fathers of a large number of emendations of the text and

of new interpretations for which later scholars, especially Germans, have re-

ceived the credit. Many practical commentaries of great value appeared in

this period, such sis Hemy, 1710 ; Home, 1771 ; Gill, 1774-1776. The Coin-

mentaries of Dathe, 1787, and especially Rosenmuller, 1798-1804, represented

this period in Germany.

55. The study of the Psalter has been improved in the, fast

century by a more comprehensive and thoroughgoing sfttdy of till the

materially Textual Criticism, Higher Criticism, Historical O///-

cism, and Biblical Theology, with a just estimate of Rvegesis in

its different phases.

De Wette, 18114-, began this most fruitful period, and was followed by

Ewald, 1836+, both with remarkable critical sagacity and profound historical

sense. Hitzig, 1836+, and Olshausen, 1853-!-, opened wide the field of

Textual Criticism; Hupfeld, 1855+, anc* Bo'ttchcr, 1864, grammatical and

lexicographical exegesis. Delitxsch, 1859+, shows a deep spiritual sense

and a thorough understanding of the genius of the ancient Hebrew people.

Hengstenberg, 1842 + , is the father of the reactionaries. On these princes

of modern German exegesis a great number of scholars build. Among these

we may mention on the continent of Europe: Tholuck, 18434- ; Router,

1837; Vaihingcr, 1845; Reuss, 18794-; OrSlz, 1882-1883; Hirsch, 1882;

Moll, 18844-; Schultz, 1888 4-; Baehmann, 1891; Uuthgen, 18924 ;

Wellhausen, 1895; E>uhm, 1899; Valeton, 1903. Among K. C sehoto, wo

may mention AHoli, 1832 4- Aigncr, 1850; Schcgg, 1857''*; (Mier, 1858;

Rohling, 1871; Thalhofer, i889
5

. Migne, Cimm CMnfktttSi 1841, and Cor-

nely, Knabenbauer, and ITammelauer in Cursrts CotHfktus, 1885, give a the-

saurus of interpretation of many scholars, ancient and modern. Many Hritish

and American interpreters of the Pss. have been reactionary in the spirit of

Hengstenberg, such as Phillips, 18465 Nealc, *86oj Wordsworth, 1(867; Me-
ander, 18684-5 Murphy, 18755 Cowles, 1872. The Puritan spirit was inherited

in Spurgeon, 1870, and Barnes, 1871. Perowne, 1864 4 deserves the credit

for the introduction into the English-speaking world of the modern spirit ,

which indeed is only a rebuilding on the work of the older KngJish scholars of

the eighteenth century. The following Commentators deserve mention ; '/'//**

Psalms Chronologically arranged by Four FHmtft, 1867 ; Kay, 1871 ; <!ouk,

1873; Jennings and Low, 1875 ; Burgess, 1879; Aglen, 1884; Cheyne, i8884<;
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Maclaren, 1893-1894 4- ; Montefiore, 1901 ; Kirkpatrick, 1903 ; \V. T. David-

son, 1903 + ; Ehrlich, 1904. Cheyne and Kirkpatrick are preeminent, the

former for his brave investigation of the most difficult problems and his gener-

ous recognition of the work of other scholars, the latter for his sound judg-

ment and excellent exegetical method. These scholars easily outrank all their

predecessors. Their occasional faults and failures are cordially overlooked in

view of their magnificent contributions to Biblical Science.

56. English Versions of the Psalms began with Wycliffe in

1382, The Version of Coverdale of 2535, revisedfor the great
Bible of 1539, has been used since as the Version of the Book of
Common Prayer. The Version of 1611 was made from the He-

brew, with a limited study of other versions. It supplanted all other

English Versions except that of PB V. The Version of i88j was
a revision of that of 1611, in closer conformity to the Massoretic

text The R. C. Version is that ofDouay.

John Wycliffe made the first English translation of the Bible from the Vul-

gate Version, 1382. It was revised by John Purvey in 1388 (v. Forshall and

Madden's text, 4 v., 1850; Skeats, reprint of Purvey's revision in 1879).

Coverdale published a translation of the whole Bible in 1535. His translation

of the Psalter was taken up into Matthew's Bible in 1537, and into the Great

Bible in 1539-1541. Coverdale, in his dedicatory Epistle to the King and

in Prologue, states that he had followed largely five sundry interpreters ; to

judge from internal evidence, the Vulgate, Luther, the ZurichVersion, Pagninus,

and Tyndale, the latter not giving the Psalter. The Zurich Version was com-

pleted in 1529 by Zwingli, Pellican, Leo Juda, and others. Pagninus' version

was a translation of the Psalter into Latin (1527). The Psalter of the PBV. is

from the last revision of the Great Bible of 1540 (v. Westcott, The Paragraph.

Psalter; Earle, The Psalter of 1539 a Landmark in English Literature,

1892 ; Driver, The Parallel Psalter, Int. 19042; Fry, Description ofthe Great

Psalter^ 1865). The Genevan Version of 1560 was translated into Eng-
lish and used by the Puritans from that time onward. The Bishop's Bible

of 1568 was used in the scriptural readings in the Church of England, but

not in the recitations of the Psalter. In 1611 the Authorized Version was

made by a select company of scholars under the authority of the crown. It

displaced all other Vrss. for Protestants in the public and private reading

of the Scripture : but did not succeed in displacing the Vrs. of the Great

Bible in the recitation of the Psalter. The Roman Catholics continued to

adhere to the Douay Version", which was a literal translation of the Vulgate,

whereas the AV. was translated from the Hebrew. The AV. has maintained

its hold on the English Protestant world until the present time. The RV. of

1885, prepared by a joint British and American Committee, under the authority
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of the convocation of Canterbury, has thus far been unable to replace it. The

RV. is a more accurate rendering of the Hebrew text of Ben Ashor
;

but it is

literalistic and pedantic. It was prepared in a period of transition of Hebrew

scholarship and does not satisfy the present conditions of OT. scholarship or

the needs of the Church or people. Furthermore, it does not sufficiently con-

sider the Ancient Vrss., and is not based on a revision of the Hebrew text.

The margin of the RV. gives the most impoilanl part of the work of the

Revisers and is of great value. Several independent versions have been made

in recent times: John De Witt, 1884; T. K. Chcync, 1888; Kurncss, 1898;
S. R. Driver, The Parallel Psalter; 19042 (an important and valuable re-vision

of PBV.). The Jewish Publication Society of America, 1903, gave a new and

excellent translation from the Massoretic te^t. There is no sound reason why
Roman Catholics, Protestants, and Jews should not unite and agree in a Ver-

sion far better than any that has yet been made.

Many metrical versions of the Psalter have been made for use in Christian

worship in the service of song, the chief of which arc those of Sternhold and

Hopkins, and Tate and Brady, used in England; Rouse, used in Scotland ; and

Watts, used by the Nonconformists of England and their children in America.

From a literary point of view the most valuable paraphrase is still that of Mcr-

rick, 1765. The fault of all these versions is that they are based cither upon

English Versions or the Massoretic text. None of them were made with any

knowledge whatever of the measures of Hebrew poetry. It is now quite pos-
sible to reproduce the poetry of the Psalms in essentially the sumo measures

in English poetry. Scholars who have the poetic gift should undertake this

task, which when accomplished will greatly enlarge the use of the Psalter for

English-speaking peoples, and enrich their devotion, public anil private, with

a finer literary flavour,
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A COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF
PSALMS.

PSALM I., 2 STR. 6*.

Ps. i is a didactic Ps. of the Greek period, introductory to the

Psalter. In two antith. Strs. it contrasts the happiness of the

righteous man (v.
1"2

) with the ultimate ruin of the wicked (W
4"6

).

The righteous man avoids the company of wicked men, and dili-

gently studies the Law. An intermediate gloss compares the

righteous to a fruitful tree in a well-watered garden (v.
3
).

J-JAPPY the man!
Who doth not walk in the counsel of wicked men,
And in the way of sinners doth not stand,

And in the session of scomers doth not sit down;
But rather in the Law of Yahweh is his delight,

And in His Law he studies day and night.

JsjOT so the wicked!

But rather they are as the chaff which the wind driveth away;
Therefore wicked men will not rise up in the Judgment,
And sinners (will not enter) into the congregation of righteous men ;

For Yahweh knoweth the way of righteous men,
But the way of wicked men will perish (everlastingly) .

Ps. i is orphan (Intr.S
37

) and therefore was not in any of the Psalters

prior to the last. It was doubtless later than any of them. It was not counted

originally, for 2 codd. DeR. do not number it; and 5 codd. Kenn., 3 DeR.,

some codd. , Justin (Ap. I40), and many fathers (especially Western), and

rabbis, combine it with Ps. 2; according to the ancient saying that the first

Ps. begins and closes with beatitude (Talm. Btrakoth f. 9
b
). In Western

texts and Vrss. of Acts i$
s8

, Ps. 2 is cited as Ps. i ; so Meyer, Tisch., Blass ;

but the great Uncials have fcvrfyif), so Westcott and Hotf, and Wendt. It

was selected as an introduction to $ by the final editor. The date of Ps. I

maybe determined by the following considerations: (i) It is characteristic

of late writings that they make much use of earlier ones. V.8 is based on

Je. IT** and Ez. 47^, and is therefore postexilic. If v.
8 be original, it gives

3
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evidence of date of Ps.; if a gloss, only as to date of the gloss. The argument

of Ba. that the prose writer uses the poet and not the poet the prose, is with-

out force if v.3 is a prosaic gloss. V.-6 is based on Jos. I
8
(D), and is post-

deuteronomic ; for the Ps. substitutes for the external,
"
depart out of thy

mouth," the first clause of Jos. i
8
, the internal "

delight in," indicating a later

and more matured conception. The language of the Ps. is that of the ( Jreek

period : o^Bh nsy v.
lz

*,
D'S

1

? acne v.w, 0* y 1

?!} v.aa . The syntax is also late :

mm v.3*, JTTP v.6 . (2) The o^cn and o^ix are classes in the Jewish com-

munity. The earlier antitheses between wicked rulers and an oppressed peo-

ple, characteristic of preexilic writings; and of righteous Israel and her wicked

foes, characteristic of the long period of foreign domination, do not appear;

the antithesis is between two classes among the Jews, the righteous, the

strict students of the Law, who keep apart from the company of the wicked ;

and the wicked, who scorn the ethical teachings of Wisdom and transgress

the Law. All this implies a fully developed school of Wisdom, as well as an

intense scribal devotion to the Law. There is not that exclusive devotion to

the Law of Pss. ip
8*15

119, or to Wisdom of Pr, 1-9; hut the author blonds

the teachings and practice of these two types. lie lived in peaceful times

before the antagonisms of religious parties, and thus probably in the late

Greek period. A similar situation is in BS 687 I4
ao"ai

, which seem to be basnl

on this Ps. (3) The reference to the Judgment, v.5a, implies a judicial inter-

ference of Yahweh ; not as between Israel and her oppressors, as in the pro-

phetic books, but as between the right ecu? and wicked in Israel itself. As

the result of that Judgment the righteous will rise up, an organized congrega-

tion, v.56, from which the wicked will be excluded. The wicked will u'ot rise*

If the rising here is to be interpreted as a resurrection, then the exclusion of

the wicked implies an earlier date than Dn., which includes wicked Israelites

in the resurrection, Dn. I2a, and is more in accord with Is. 2(>
l4"iy

, where the

wicked oppressors do not rise with God's people. The apocalypse, Is. 24-27,

seems to belong to the time of Alexander the Great. The resemblance in

doctrine between Ps. I and Is. 26 would favour the putting of our Ps. between

that apocalypse and Dn. ; that is, in the Greek period before* the persecutions

of Antiochus. This Ps. was probably the basis of the doctrine of the Two

Ways which plays such an important part in Jewish and early Christian I <itera-

ture (Mt. 7
Jfl-14

. V. Br. Ethical Teaching of Jesus, pp. 82 sq,).

The Ps. has two antith. Strs. of six tetrameter lines each. This has

not been observed by Du. or Siev., both of whom regard v.8 as original to

the Ps. The former says :
" Keine Strophen, wic mir scheint, sonclern nur

unregelmassig gebildete Stichen, die sich auch in Stil utitl Ausdruok dor Prosa

nahern." The latter says :
"
Ps. I entha'It so viel metrisch Ansttissiges oder

Auffalliges, class man nicht uber den Zweifel herauskommt wie viel davon

spaterer Verderbnis oder personlichem Form-ungcschick des Vcrfassera cnt-

stammt." The real difficulty is with both that they did not discern the glow,
and so could not understand the measure, which is really one of the simplest
and finest in the Psalter.
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Str. I. 1. The poet, in view of the description of the righteous

man he is about to give, exclaims : Happy the man 1 He uses a

dimeter, or half line, to allow a metrical pause after the exclama-

tion. He is not thinking of mankind, men, women, and children

but of men only. He has not in mind all men, or all Jews, or all

pious men
; but specifically that kind of a man he is about to

describe, one devoting his whole time, night and day, to the study

of the Law
; that is, the ideal scribe such as Ezra. Jerome tells

us the pious Jews thought of King Josiah as the ideal. The right-

eous man is described first negatively in three syn. tetrameters

which yet gradually became more intense, reaching a climax in

the last line : who doth not walk] cf. Mi. 6 16

Je. 7
24

;
doth not

stand] cease from walking and so remain standing ;
doth not sit

down] continual participation in. in the counsel] while walking,

listening to and receiving counsel or advice, in the way] the moral

conduct, the course of life, in the session] not settling down in the

session, or assembly of the scorners, and so being in entire accord

with them. Wicked men] a class in antithesis to righteous men,
who studied and practised the Law

; sinners] antith. to upright, a

more general term referring to all who fail from or do not conform

to the ethical and religious goal or way of life
; scorners] antith.

to wise men; those who mock at and scorn the discipline of

wisdom. The righteous man abstains from all such conduct and
avoids the company of all such men. 2, The righteous man
is described positively in two syn. lines antith. to the previous
three. In the Law of Yahweh] embracing the entire legislation

compacted in the Pentateuch, and so called the Law as the first

layer of the Canon, in the Greek period when this Ps. was com-

posed (# . Br.slIS liio

) , repeated for emphasis. his delight] the good

pleasure the righteous man took in the Lg.w, \studies day and

nighf\ reading it over and over again in the low, murmuring tone

of one reading to oneself, to impress it upon the mind and com-

mit it to memory, a method characteristic of oriental students,

rather than meditating or musing upon what had been previously

read. This study is habitual not only during the day but also

during the night. The second line is cited from Jos. i
8
(D) .

3. The editor of ^ inserts four lines of illustration before the

antistrophe.
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^ND he is like a tree transplanted beside channels of water,

Which yieldeth his fruit in his season,

Whose leaf withers not ;

So all that he doeth, he carries through successfully.

The happiness of the righteous man is illustrated by the simile

of a tree, which is removed from its native soil and transplanted

to the most favoured soil, in a fertile garden irrigated by many
channels of water, such as Wady Urtas, where were the gardens

of Solomon; Engedi, famed for its fertility (Rob.
Ii477fCfi5BU

) ; the

gardens of Damascus, Egypt, and Babylon, irrigated by canals

drawn from the great rivers ; and it is probable that the story of

the streams of Eden, Gn. 2, was in the mind of the poet ; for he

adapts and combines from Je. 17** the beautiful and fully stated

simile of the man trusting in Yahweh; from Kx, 47
UV'

the descrip-

tion of the living trees on the banks of the river of life in the

future paradise, which bear fruit monthly and whose leaves are

ever green and medicinal (cf. Rev. 22 a

) ;
with the irrigated gar-

dens of his own time, for a condensed simile, suggesting a com-

prehensive ideal to one familiar with the sacred writings. He
then interprets the simile of the last line by an adaptation of

Jos. i
85

. The righteous man has in him such life and vigour from

his study of God's word that he makes everything that he docs to

succeed and be prosperous. This verse is thus a mosaic of three

earlier passages. The lines are irregular and prosaic (5.4* 3.4).

The two middle lines are synonymous but synthetic to the first

line, and the last line is a synthetic explanation of the simile,

Str. II. is an antistrophe to Str. I. V.4
is composed (a) of a

dimeter line, v.
4
*, with metrical pause antithetical to v.u

,
con-

trasting the wicked with the righteous man
; and of a tetrameter

simile, v.
46

, likening the wicked to chaff on the threshing floor.

This, in Palestine, is usually on flat, open places on hilltops, so

that when the ears of grain are thrown up, the heavy grain falls

to the ground, while the wind drives away the light chaff. This

simile is antith. to that in v.
3
, so far as a fruit-bearing tree may be

to chaff of grain ;
but the original antith. was probably of "

driveth

away" to deliberate walking in counsel, v.
16

, 5. Rise up In the

Judgment] is antith. to standing in the way, v.
lc

\ enter Into the con-

gregation\ antith, to the sitting down in the session, v.
7
*. Wicked
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men will not rise up, that is, in the resurrection which takes place
in the Judgment, at the end of the age of the world. Only the

righteous share in that resurrection. So Is. 26 14"19
, the people of

God rise, their wicked oppressors do not. So Jesus speaks of the

resurrection of the just, Lk. i4
14

,
without mentioning that of the

unjust; and St. Paul sets forth the resurrection of Christians

i Cor. 15, those who are not, apparently, being in the back-

ground of his thoughts and so unmentioned (v. Br.MA113fl<1
'). The

resurrection of the wicked appears in OT. only Dn. i22
, and

in NT. explicitly only Jn.^ Rev. 20^ (v. Br.
MG273

). This

interpretation, given by <i, F, 5C, Ba., is more suitable, in view of

the late date of the Ps., than the usual modern interpretation,
" stand in the judgment," that is, God's providential judgment in

the course of human history. The congregation of the righteous

men may be conceived as the congregation of the zealous Jews
from which the wicked would be kept apart by divine judg-
ment

}
but better, oi the congregation after the judgment of the

resurrection, in which there can be no wicked, for they have not

been permitted to rise. 6. The Str. concludes with two antith.

tetrameters summing up the contrast already drawn. There are

two ways. The way of the righteous is a way which Yahweh

knoweth ; not merely theoretically and ideally, but practically and

really by personal acquaintance with and attentive supervision of

it, so that it is Yahweh's way, leading unto true and lasting hap-

piness. The way of wicked men is a way which goeth on to ever-

lasting ruin, cf. 69. The Ps. begins with happiness and concludes

with ruin, cf. Ps. 112. All is comprehended between these two

ends and in these two ways.

1. tn?] cstr- P1 - abstr - "^ or n?? V"1^ EwJ 179
, Lag.

BN14S
, BDB.,

33 t. always exclam., of man (never of God), the happiness, happy is or be,

c. I^K elsw. H2l
; D-IK 32

a
846-

M Pr. 3
18 8s* 28"; ^ Pss. 34

9
40* 94

12
izf;

w 33
ia

; QJ>n 89
lfl

I44
15 - 15

; ptc. 212 32
1
4i

2
84

5 io68 H92 I281 Is. 30^

Dn. I2W ; other words Dt, 3320 I K. io*8(= 2 C. 9
7- 7

) Jb. s
17 Pss. 6s

5 H91

1 28* X37
8-

I46
6 Pr. 882 I4

31 i620 207 29" EC. io17 Is. 32^ 56
s
. nf] reL

pron., usually omitted in fa dub. here; often gloss of prosaic copyists. Y?n,

ID?, 3^>] Pfs. abstr. emphatic presents of characteristic and established state

or condition, Ew.i 185
, Ges.

ms
, usually expressed in Eng. by auxiliary do.

0>yiyn nyy] Jb. IO8 2Ild 2218
. \ nyg counsel, either as (i) advice^ guidance,vfava.

used of God, Pss. 33" 73
s* loe^ioy

11
,
cf. n^ of His Law; or (2) purpose,
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design, plan, of men, /* I3
8
(?) I4

6
(?) 2O5 33

10 io648. t y(H adj.

in
\fr

either (i) guilty of hostility to God or His people, syn, enemies; sg.

I7
18

7I
4
I09

2.6 7
I40

5.9
; COU. 96

17 IO2. G. 4 13.15
55* s gll 94X8 13910- pi. 38 jrW

9
is IX 2. G I29

I7
9 283 3i

18
58* 68s

75
6- 822 4

9*
8

9** 94
a> s

97
1() IO4

85

jjg53.6i.95
110.112 I2Q4 141

io
14^20 1476; or (2) guilty of sin against God or

man, ethically wicked: sg. n 32' 3
2
37

10 12 ' 2L3iJ - 5B "2*, coll 34* 39",

pi. fL4.5.6 2& 36
12

3714.1*.
17. 30. 28. 34 38.40

5O
W

738
12 IO618 II21<>

146'; IJJtth

p(n) 75
9 ioi 8 U9119

. This word is little used in prefix. Lit. and not at all in

sense (2). It is chiefly used in Ez., W. L., and ^, antith. pm. own Tjna]

phr. o.X. t -p
1

! in ^, (i) way, rwi /a///, 212
77

20 So18 89" 107*
^ r

'

IO7,

(2) fig. of course of life or action, undertaking io5 i8tt8

35 37*-
7- ^

91"-

IO224 H937 I28 1
139

s
I46

9
, (3) esp. of moral action and character 5 392 49**

50
28

ii9
5

2o.59.iC8j (4) Of duty (commanded by God) 25
tt- la

32
8

119* I43
8
,

(5) specif, in good sense J6 37
U IOI S>G 1 19^ I39

24
, or (6) in bad sense

ZL6 36
6
io7

17 U929
I39

24
; (7) way of God, His moral administration, i8w

77
u 85

w
I03

7
I3g5 j45

iT
f or His commands iS23 25

4-

27" 37"* 51^ 67" 8lM

8611
95

10
ii93-w.ar.32.33. Jo^wn pi. adj. [wpn]. Sg. only f.

nijpn Am, </;

alw. in ^ in ethical sense, more comprehensive than D^irn, and antith. o^it'%

those who fail or err from the norm of right /* 25^ 26 5i
ir>

IO4
86

; used

both in earliest and latest Lit. D-ofV a^zss] phr. 4.X. t ^^o might be j^/j?,

^^tf ofsitting down, as <85, U, cf. atvin n^ city as dwelling- place loy
4 * 7"18

,
or

Zion as place of enthronement of God I32
18

j but better jr/Vl///^, sfssitirt,

assembly, as IO7
32

, Ain., Kirk. fv!? scorner Pr, i 22 38* 9^ 131 14.0 15^

1926
20 2Q1 2I 11- 24 2210

24
d Is. 29

20
,
a term characteristic of fully dcvcloptul

Wisdom, not used prob. till Greek period. Xoi/udi' is interpret, and docs

not imply a different text. U pestilen^ae, takes the word as abstr. as homines

pestiferi. Aug. "whose word spreadeth as a canker." 2. ON 15]
=; v,4

^w/
1

rather, on the contrary, stronger than 13, out, BL)1). JMakkcph alw. UHcd

after DK except Gn. 15* Nu. 35
88 Nc. 22

(z/. Intr. 12).
"'

n^na] cstr. sg.

J rTjin
n.f. ^/nn^ (i) the Law in its completion, as 19** 78

5- 10
89

ai
94

la
XO5

4*

H91
-f 21 t. (v. txt.); nmn elsw. ^, (2) of instruction of poet 7#

l
, (3) of

divine teaching, in the mind 37
01 40- Lag. Du, rd. nynp, cf. I9

1(
\ on ppround

that the poet would not repeat himself in syn. lines. liut the use of identical

words in syn. lines is not uncommon to emphasize the variation in other

words. J^n] c. a. (i) delight as 16, so usually, but (2) <Sf 0/Xi^a,
U voluntas, will, purpose, as Is. 44^ 4610 48^; elsw. (3) <//wv, hn$in&
Ps. IO7

80
. Jos. x 8 has nSt 1

?) ami 13 nijjni *I^JDD nrn rrnnn IDD I^IDI H 1

?. The

change from "o to inline was necess, because of omission of IUD !n previous

line, otherwise it would have furnished a good tetrameter. n^nij Qal
impf. frequentative Jnjn: (i) growl, groan, moan, not in ^. (i) w/frr

c. ace. rei. 3$
18

, subj. pt^
1

? 35'^ 7112*; nfi 3^) ^^ a|)S ^ n ^7. ^ u^^
indistinct sound as in soliloquy, meditations, c. a, ||niiy 63

r
77

Ift
; so prob.

77
7 as <S for Jg ^PJUJ 143^; so possibly Jos, I 8 and here, (4) Hut better of

the low, murmuring sound of reading aloud to oneself, or the repetition
of study, Ains. ; (5) imagine, devise, c, ace. 21

, as Pr, I5
aa

24*. J 0^]
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= o'n 4- D_ adv. in the daytime, by day, sq. n^S, also 32* 42* 55
U

, possibly

I3
8 4, also 88'2 (for or rd. nor); ||nW? 22s 429 78** gi

5 i2i6.- 3. nvn]
cannot be i consec., for there is no previous impf. upon which it can depend.
The only previous impf. is frequentative. It cannot be consec. to the str.

as a whole, for it introduces a simile, not a consequence. In fact, it is a

simple citation from Je. 178, where it is i consec, in its context. But taken

from its context it can only be i conj. of late style, introducing a new and

independent clause. D^D ^fl Sy "yinr ^3] is the same as Je. if except for

the insertion of uSa. Je. cannot have cited from Ps., for the clause in Je. is

part of a beautiful simile, and necessary both in syntax and idea; whereas it

is loosely attached to Ps., the first clause of a mosaic of three earlier passages,

without measure and disturbing the symmetry of Ps. Sintf Ptc. pass. =
Je. if. Vt^ transplant (not plant} 92^ Ez. 178.10.22.23 I9

i<Jis HO. 9
13
(?).

t [^nw] transplanted shoot Ps. 1 28s . f o^ M^l artificial watercourses used

to irrigate gardens, parks, and arable land; so here Is. 32
3 Pr. 5

16 2I1
, cf.

Ps. 46
s

; fig. of tears from eyes Ps. IIQ
186 La. 3

48
, cf. Jb. 2p

6 of outrun of

oil from vat; ouSfl elsw. of overflow of river Is. 3O
25

, sg. of downfall of rain

Ps. 65!. injn jrn mfi] is generalization of Ez. 4;
120

. f mjtt in his season,

i.e. of ripe fruit Ho. 211 Jb. 5
26

, when food is needed Ps. IO4
27

I45
15

, of rain

Dt. ii 1* 2812
Je. s

24 Ez. 34
s6

, appearance of constellation Jb. 3S
32

, appropriate
time Pr. I5

28 EC. 3
11

. Sim S inSjn] direct citation from Ez. 47
125

. in^jj

archaic poetic sf. J n^y leaf, foliage, only here
\f/, usually of fading Is. I80 34*

64
5

Je. 818 Ez. 47
12

. -S^. Qal impf. fSai (i) sink, drop down, 18** =
2 S. 22, Of exhaustion of Israel's foes Ex. i818 (E) Jb. I4

18
. (2) fall like

leaf or flower, wither, fade Is. I80 24* 281- 4
34* 4O7 8

64
5
Je. 818 Ps. 372, so

here and Ez. 47
12

. S:n] not subj. as AV. after <, which prob. rd. Qal of

Vb.; but obj. after Hiph., so Dr. accord, to Jos. I 8 on which the clause is

based. See v.2i. D^xJ Hiph. impf. {nS* Qal have success 45
5
, Hiph.

carry a thing through to success or victory, of man 37
7 as here; of God nS25

.

4. p"t<S] not so, strong antithesis to v,la. It is repeated in (5. So We.,

Oort, Ba., Che., but by dittog. : exact antith. to v> requires dimeter. fltpiynn]

article, here only in Ps. because of antithesis to t^Nn v.1*. f 705] as chaff,

always as driven by wind, and c. 3 of sim.; of wicked 35
B Ho. I3

8
Jb. 2i18 as

here; of hostile nations Is. I7
1S

29
6
, of Judah's power Is. 41 15

, of passing

time Zp. 2a . -IBN] relative unnecessary prosaic gloss, destroys measure.

Monn] Qal impf. 3 f. with strong sf., GesJ 68^). y^t *TU Qal drive about, here

chaff, but smoke 68s,
man Jb. 32

18
, Niph. be driven, of smoke by wind Ps. 68s,

cf. Pr. 2I<5; various things Lv. 26^ Is. 19? 4i
2
Jb. 1326. , F, PBV add airb

7rp<xr6irov r-^s 7^?, so Bi., Du., in order to get rid of abruptness of first line.

But <S is an explanatory gloss. 5. t T.?"^]
" uPon ground ofsuch conditions,

therefore, introducing, more generally than ^, the statement of *fact, rather

thana^/<*#<>rt"BDB; also iS^o 258 42^ 45
3- 8- 18 46

8 no7
iiQ

104' 127' 128- 129
.

-iDpj]
clef, written Qal impf. 3 pi. rise up, of resurrection, & Awx<rTifr<roTcw,

U resurgunt, <E, 8811 Is. 2614- 19
;

most moderns, because of supposed early

date of Ps,, stand, Mde, c. 3 as 24"; no other mng. of Qal suits .context
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in the judgtnent, the time when God will pronounce His final judg-

ment at His advent, as EC. n 9 I2U = pi Dn. 710.22.20. it is usually inter-

preted by moderns of any historic judgment. Josc'D (i) act ofjudgment,

deciding a case, by God, in historic time 9
8
35

23
76

10
,
of Davidic kings I22r>

;

(2) the process, procedure, litigation, before the judge H25
I43

2
; (3) the

sentence or decision f (if nw is used, otherwise as (i), so possibly original),

J 7
2

J (4) tht execution of'the judgment 9
r> 17 HQ8*

I46
7
149, acts in execution

of IO5 4S
12

97
8
1036 I05

5- 7
. (5) attribute of the onir, justice f of Cod 33

37
s8

99*
4 in 7

, also 36
7
72

1
(J^ pi.), 'Ci pi* bases of divine throne 89 = 97-;

of man 376-30 72^ 94
16 loi 1 io68

; (6) ordinance promulgated by toot', judg-

ment as law I9
10

25 8i 6 H97 + -lt-

I47
20

, (7) decision of the oac; in a case

of law (v. Br.11*5^ 2526
^); pi. of series of decisions; in Covt. code and 1),

collection of pentades in conditional or temporal clauses, c. ^ or DN in D, in

combination 'Di Dipn Dt. 41
-{- in Code of II and after in coinhin. mpn

'Di Lv. 18*+ ,
cf. Ps. i82{t (= 2 S. 22 8

) 89"! I47
19

; (8) that which belongs

to one by justice or law, his right, due, I4O
18

; (9) the time of judgment,

only here $ as above. For other uses than those of ty see HDB.

rnw] cstr. sg. Jrntr congregation, or company, properly assembled by ap-

pointment, V1^- (0 f na^ons 7
B of angels 8s 1

, of evil-doers 22 17
, cf.

io617- 18
,
of bulls, fig. nobles 6881, o^sn; 7 8614

; (2) specif. t>f the congrega-

tion of Israel. <rvwywyjj 74
2 as usual in P, also 62 (<55), in 1

(|| "no), so

here. (S has here 4? jSouXj as v.l& . n^va, by editorial assimilation is error.

This line is trimeter; we should probably supply vb. iNia\ It is improb. that

poet shortened his line to make both lines dependent on iDp\ That looks

more like the work of a prosaic copyist. D"1

^*?
1

*] pi if^i (0 just,

righteous in government, of God, in general II9
187

129*, in discrimination

710.12 jj^ in redemption n66
, in all His ways 145

1T
; (2) righteous, as vindi-

cated and justified by God, (#) his people over against enemies sg. coll, n ittfl

I46 3i
19

55
23

SS
11 - 12

64," 75
11

92*8 94*1 97" 141*, pi 33* 52" 68< 69^ ^
jjgw.20 12^8.3 J4

i4
1428 146^ passing over into, and not always distinguish-

able from, (b) because of zeal for righteousness of Law, sg. coll. 37*^.
W. au 23. w. jw

34
s0'

^j pi- 34
1J

37
17- 29- 30 and here I5-

; (3) just, righteous iix conduct and

character, more ethical than above, as in W. L. sg. coll. 5
18

7*" 72^ I124" w
,

pi. 32
11

. 6. yr""] Qal ptc. In classic usage ptc. would imply continuous

knowledge as disting. fr. impf. frequentative, oft-rcpeatcd action, but
|| impf.

I3n suggests in such a late Ps. the late Ileb. usage of ptc, for verbal action

without distinction of kind or sphere of time, jn*
1

, vb, JQal in ^ has but two

classes of mng., (i) know, learn to know things, of man know, understand

73
10

74 81, know so as to estimate and tell 7 1 15, know by experience 9
at

14*

(= S3
5
) 39*

r
73

32
78

s- 82* 89^ 90U 92
7
139"; be conscious, aware of 35"- M,

recognize, admit, acknowledge 51, anticipate, exptct 35**, know that c, 15 4* 2Q7

411246" 56" 59" S3
19 iob i09

fl7
ii97B-W2 135^ i40

w
; the sun knows his

setting IO4
19

; (2) know a person, be acquainted with him and his affair*,

(<z) subj. man, know God in intelligent worship and obedience 36** 79 87*,

His name 9
U

9i
14

, His ways 67 95
10

, His testimonies 119^^ His judg-
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ments I47
20

; be acquainted with men iS*4 ioi4 ; () subj. God, knew a per-

son, be acquainted with him, personally interested in his actions and affairs,

taking notice of him and regarding him, c. ace., so here as 37
18 44^ 692

94
11

103" I38
6

1392-
4.28, 23

I42
4 ^3, fowls^ c . ,,. nvw;, 3^ c.

S
69^,

abs. 4010
73

11
139!. -an] Qal impf. i.p. for naso, c. Tyt only here, elsw. na

vb. { Qal, (i) perish, vanish away, die 4911 H992
, emphasis on mortality 146*,

the wicked by divine judgment 37^ 683 73
27

92* so here; stronger meaning
be exterminated, of Israel 8o17

, other nations 212 S3
18

, cf. 9*; of inanimate

things, a vessel 3i
13

, heavens and earth IO227 ; (2) fig. the memory 9
7
, name

4i
6
, hope 9

19
, desire ii2w, place of flight I42

5
; (3) ^ /w/, strayed, of sheep,

fig. 119176, A trimeter line at the end is possible, but not probable. The
inf. abs. -QK has probably been lost by copyist error because of identity of

letters with *oMn. This is so appropriate metrically and intensively that it

is altogether probable.

PSALM II., 4 STR. 7
3
.

Ps. 2. was the Messianic introduction to D. It describes the

nations plotting against Yahweh and His Messiah (v.
1"3

) ; and in

antistr. Yahweh Himself laughing at them and telling them of His

installation of His king (v.
4-70

).
The Messiah then cites the word

of Yahweh constituting him Son of God and giving him the nations

as his inheritance (v.
7M>

) ; and in antistr. warns them to serve

Yahweh (v,
1(M2c

). A liturgical addition pronounces all happy who
seek refuge in Him (v.

12

**).

do nations consent together,

And peoples devise plans in vain ?

Kings of earth take their stand,

And princes do consult together,

Against Yahweh and against His anointed :

" Let us tear apart their bands,

And let us cast away from us their cords.'*

QNE throned in heaven laughs (at them),

My sovereign Lord mocks at them :

Then in His anger He speaks unto them,

And in His burning anger terrifies them :

(Declaring) the decree (of Yahweh),
" Now I, I have set My king,

Upon Zion, My sacred mount,"

yAHWEH said unto me:
11 My son art thou,

I, to-day, have begotten thee;

I will give nations for thine inheritance,

And for thy possession the ends of the earth ;
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Thou shalt rule them with an iron sceptre,

As a potter's vessel thou shalt dash them in pieces."
11 NOW therefore act prudently, O kings,

Be admonished, governors of earth,

Serve Yahweh with fear,

And rejoice in Him with trembling.

Kiss sincerely, lest He be angry,

And ye perish from the right way,

For quickly His anger will be kindled."

Pss. 2 and 72 are without 30 in titles in f^. But <& has ^aXjwds r<j3 Aav5 in

title of Ps. 2 in @R Aid. Compl., and in title of Ps. 72 in 42 codcl. IIP. none

earlier than eleventh century. These rest probably on editorial conjecture.

Ps. 72
20 after doxology, and therefore after attachment of doxologies to ^,

ends with a statement which implies that Ps. 72 concluded J9 (?'. Tntr, 27).

Ps. 2 was therefore introductory to 33 and Ps. 72 its conclusion, and being

used for the same purpose by the editor of $t he omits the reference to JD.

The Ps. describes an ideal situation, in the universal dominion of the monarch

and the vain plotting of the nations. Such a situation never emerged in the

history of Israel before the exile, in David and his successor.*? ; or subsequent
to the exile, in the Greek kings of Palestine or the Maccabean princes. The

situation is rather that of the Assyrian and Babylonian world-powers, against

which there was continual vain rebellion, according to the Hebrew prophets,

and the cuneiform monuments of these kings. The same world-wide dominion

was held by Persia and Alexander, but there was not the same situation

of plotting and rebellion. It is probable that the poet idealizes the dynasty
of David into just such a world-power as Assyria or Babylonia, and that he

wrote during the supremacy of one of them. The seat of the dominion is

Mt. Zion, and therefore we cannot think with Hi. of a Greek king, such as

Alexander Jannaeus, or with Du. of Aristobulus I. The king cites a divine

word as his title to his dominion. This is based on the covenant made by
Yahweh with David, 2 S. 7

11-10 ss i Ch. I7
10"u

, adopting the seed of David as

son of God. This is paraphrased Pss. *&** 132^ (Br.
MP * m

i-).

The king, Messiah and Son of God, of this Ps. must be of the dynasty of

David. Therefore we cannot think of Maccabean princes who were not of

the line of David, The Ps. refers to a birthday, a time of the installation

of the king on Zion. We must therefore think of the day of the institution of

the covenant, which is ideally combined with the installation of the dynasty
in Jerusalem. It is probable that the Ps. represents David a1

? himself speaking
for himself and his seed in Strs. III. and IV.; just as in Htr. II. Yahweh speaks,
in Str. I. the nations. It is true that, in fact, David was not installed in Jeru-
salem and on Zion, but at Hebron first by Judah z 8, 2W, and then Home

years after by all the tribes 5
l~3

; after seven years' reign in Hebron he

captured Jerusalem and removed his capitol thither 5^ without any further

installation
; and the covenant established by Yahweh confirmed him in his

dominion there. But the poet combines all these several things in one pie-
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ture and regards them all as the installation of the dynasty on Zion. Under
these circumstances, it is not so important to determine when the Ps. was
written, for in any case the Messianic dynasty is in view. It must, however,
be later than the covenant which thinks only of an everlasting dominion and
not of a world-wide dominion ; and so must be in the period of the supremacy
of the world-powers, when first universal dominion could be conceived in

connection with the universal rule of God. Therefore we cannot think of the
time of David (older scholars even Pe.), or of Solomon (Ew., Bleek, Kirk.),
or of Uzziah (Meier), or the time of the prophecy of Immanuel (De.)- The
earliest time conceivable would be the reign of Hezekiah (Maurer, Gr.); but

many arguments point rather to the reign of Josiah, or the time of Jeremiah.
These are also against the views that it was composed in the pre-Maccabean
times (Che.) or the Maccabean (Ba.). The language does not favour a late

date, unless -itn v.1, ojnn v.9 and -a v.12 be Aramaisms. But they are all

good Heb. words appropriate to the age of Je., to which also the phrase
IDWIDID DN npnj: v,8 points. There is no departure from strict classic style of

syntax. The style, rhythm, and poetic conception are of the best types. There
is no dependence on other Lit.; the Ps. is throughout original in conception.
Ps. 59

9 has essentially the same two lines as 2* quoting our Ps,; Ps. 59 is a

tiron, probably the oldest group in $ (v. Intr. 25). This would prove the

preex. date of the Ps., were it not that Ps. 59
9 is probably a gloss. Ps.no

has the same essential theme. There is a possible connection between the

pn of v. 7flt and the JUT ONJ no1
, nirr jyauu no4

, although the situation of the

king is dissimilar. There is possibly a verbal correspondence between Tfi-iS^

v.7c and imSi Iio8&
. It is difficult to show dependence; but probably 1 10

is earlier ; at least it reflects a more warlike condition of the Davidic mon-

archy. Ps. $9
28 has the same idea of extensive dominion and sonship in nwa

firstborn and pN ^D 1

? frhy. However, with Ps. 132 it laments the failure

to realize the covenant and is probably later than Ps. 2, which is so con-

fident of its realization. The Ps. is composed of four strs. of 7 trimeters each.

There are two parts each of two antith. strs. The two parts are in introverted

parall. or inclusion. Str. IV. is synon. with Str. I. ; these include Str. III. synon,

with Str. II. The parall. of the lines of strs. with the corresponding lines of

synon., or antith. strs. has nothing to surpass it. A number of lines are in

assonance in 'ID v.8a *'** 6> 6a *. The Ps. is Messianic because it presents a

world-wide dominion of the Son of David, such as was not a historical reality

in the time of the poet or in any previous or subsequent time in history, but

remains an ideal at the goal of history. Jesus of Nazareth is represented in

the NT. as the Son of David and heir of this ideal. God at his baptism recog-

nized him,
" Thou art my beloved Son" (that is, Messianic Son) Mk. I11

,
and

at his transfiguration (Mk. 9
s-8

). In his reign from heaven over the world he

is gradually fulfilling it. When he ascended into heaven and sat down on

the right hand of God, he was installed as Son of God in his world-wide

dominion as Messiah. So St. Paul Acts is
88

,
Rom. I*, applies this Ps. to him.

Also Heb, I 5 combines our Ps. with 2 S. 7
1
*, and refers them to the enthroned
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Christ, cf. Heb. 5
5
. Acts 4

25
applies the fruitless rebellion of the nations to

the gathering together of Herod and Pilate, the Gentiles and the people

of Israel against the crown rights of Jesus. The universal dominion of the

Messiah is stated in connection with the enthronement Phil. 2 1() ll
. It is only

gradually realized, for he must reign until he hath put all his enemies under

his feet, I Cor. i^K
. At the Second Advent he is to rule with a rod of iron,

Rev. 227 I25 IQ
15

. The Pb. is a proper Ps. for Kaster.

Str. I. The Ps. conceives of Yahweh as sovereign of all na-

tions ; and of the king anointed by Him, as ruling over the kings

of the earth. His kingdom is world-wide, cf.
89'-*. The nations,

like those subjected by the world-power Babylon, are impatient

of this dominion, and accordingly they secretly plot together to

throw it off. This is graphically described in 4 syn. lines.

1. Why do nations consent together ?] meet in council and come

to a common agreement in their desire of rebellion ; so most

probably from mng. of Heb. stem and context ;

"
rage" AV., RV.,

JPSV,rage furiously" PBV,
"
tumuituously assemble

" RVm
, Kirk.,

and so variously, most moderns, are not sustained by usage or con-

text. peoples devise flans'] to make their rebellion successful all

in vain] for no plan that they can think of, is possible of realisa-

tion. 2. Kings of earth fake their stand"] at the head of their na-

tions, to embolden them and arouse their courage \ finally, princes

do consult together] in order for common action in real rebellion.

They regard themselves as in bondage, bound by hands and tied

by cords, as captives and slaves
;
and with one voice they resolve :

3. Let its tear apart their bands \ And let //.v cast amiy Jnnn us

their cords] This is the outcome of their plotting, the dimux of

their efforts, words and nothing more. They never get so far as

actual rebellion. The reason appears in the antistrophe.

Str. II. describes, in 4 syn, lines, 4-5, One throned in /mawri\
in sublime contrast with the plotting nations. He laughs at thcm\
those nations consenting together. My sovereign Lord] giving
the word its original mng. which is more suited to the context

than the proper name Adonay, of Vrss. mocks at them"] those

peoples devising plans in vain. In His anger lie speaks unto

them} those kings taking their stand
; and finally in Ifis burning

anger terrifies them'] those princes consulting together. Nothing
more is necessary. The nations are ready to revolt, but Yahwch
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is ready for war ; and He terrifies the plotters so that they can do

nothing. Yahweh's words sound forth in antithesis to the words

of the plotters. 6. 7, / ham set My king] he is already installed,

Yahweh's response to v,
3"

upon Zioti, My sacred mount] the sa-

cred capitol, to which the vassal nations and kings are bound, His

response to their resolution, v: J6
. 7 a. Declaring the decree of Yah-

weh] so & }
these are, however, the words of the poet depending

on vJ'j and probably originally immediately following it, the decree

being the words of Yahweh v.
fi

,
the inviolable law binding all vas-

sals to I lis dominion : in antith. to v,
2c

. The transposition of this

line led & to interpret it as words of the king beginning, however,

v., and %} to make the words of the king begin with v.
7

, both at the

expense of the parall. and strs. The Ps. in this decree is thinking of

the covenant which Yahweh made with David through Nathan the

prophet, constituting David and his seed an everlasting dynasty.

That dynasty was set or installed in David, and continued in his

seed forever. This covenanted dominion cannot be thrown off.

Though it be limited in the time of the poet to a small territory

and to a small people, it is, in his ideal, world-wide, universal, over

all the nations and kings of the earth. The ideal will certainly be

realized, for it is a divine decree
;
and though nations and kings

may plot to overthrow the dominion, as they did that of the world-

powers of Assyria and Babylonia, they will not succeed
;

for the

world-power of the king is so identified with Yahweh's dominion

that that very thought will terrify the rebellious into submission.

Zion the sacred mount, consecrated by the thcophanic presence of

Yahweh in I Us temple, is the seat of the dominion, the residence,

of the anointed king, the capitol of the world, to which all nations

and kings are bound, whether by cords of love or bands of iron,

of. Is. 2
LM

;
Mi. 4

1"1 where the mountain of the house of Yahweh

is the resort of all nations for instruction and government, in order

to universal peace.

Str. III. 7Z>. Yahweh said unto me] David himself speaks as the

father and representative of his dynasty, quoting Yahweh's words

to him by Nathan the prophet. These words are in three pro-

gressive couplets, each in syn. paralL within itself. My son art

flmt
||
f

t to-day, have begotten thee] David and his seed were

adopted as Yahweh's Son on the day of the institution of thfc
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Davidic covenant, when first David reigned by right of divine

sonship. The poet ideally combines the installation of David,

2 S. 2 4
,
with the covenant recognition of sonship, 2 S. 7

n' l

; al-

though the former took place some years earlier. This was an

unfolding of the earlier covenant with Israel which constituted

Israel as a people, the firstborn son of God, Ex. 4.-' (J.), a

kingdom of priests, Ex. ip
3"

(E.). Now the Davidic line, by

divine institution, becomes the son and king in a nation, which

remains both son and kingdom in larger relations. 8. The

nations \ the ends of the eartJi\ A universal, world-wide dominion

over them was not contemplated in the covenant with David. The

inheritance \possession of the kingdom of Israel was the holy land,

Gen. I2 1-3
, 49

10 '*
(v. Br.

MP *ffl-

*) ; that of David's seed, the holy

land and holy people. The rule of David extended over Ammon,
Moab, Edom, Syria, Philistia ;

but never reached the extent of the

old empires of Egypt, Babylonia, or the Hittites. Subsequently

the kingdom of David was divided, each section was reduced, and

finally destroyed, the Northern kingdom by Assyria, the Southern

by Babylon. These arose successively as the great world-powers ;

making it evident that if the Davidic kingdom was to be in fact

an everlasting kingdom, it must be a world-power, and have ulti-

mate and universal dominion. This logical result of the Davidic

covenant, in the light of the history of Babylonia, becomes to the

poets of Pss. 2, 89 an essential part of the original covenant, and

is put here ideally in the mouth of David himself. 9. The rule

of the Messiah is to be with an iron sceptre, because he has to do

with rebellious nations, and these will only obey an iron rule
;

even though all their array of kings and nations are as a potters

zw-M/when brought in conflict with the power of the one king
who rules as the son of God.

Str. IV. If we take the last line of the Psalm as original, it is

necessary to think of the poet as speaking the warning ; but then

we are struck by the absence of the Messiah. If, however, we

regard that line as a liturgical addition, it is better to think of

David himself as warning the kings. There are three couplets

of warning, with a concluding line giving the reason for it- The
first and second are syn, couplets, progressive one to the other

;

the third is a synth. couplet progressive to the second* Line by
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line this antistr. corresponds with its str. 10-11. Act prudently,

kings'}. You have to deal with Yahweh's words, v.
7"

||
be admonished,

governors of earth"}. You have to do with Yahweh's son, v.
76

1|
Seme

Yahwch with fear}, as vassals, not in the usual religious sense of

worship and obedience to the Law ;
to serve Yahweh's son is to

serve Him, v.
7r

. rejoice in Him with trembling}. Yahwell has

given the nations for the king's inheritance, v.**, that is a reason

for rejoicing ; but that joy should be accompanied with trembling

lest Me be displeased. 12. Kiss sincerely} the kiss of the hands

in worship, cf. Jb. $r7
. Worship in purity and fidelity, "with a

pure heart
"
JPSV. because He has given the ends of the earth for

the possession of His king, v.
8
*. paraphrases or had a different

text in rendering "lay hold of instruction." EV fl

. "kiss the son,"

the Messiah, cannot be justified by usage or context, and is based

on a misinterpretation due to Syriac and Aramaic influence. If

the rulers do not render sincere homage, they may fear lest He be

angry ||
/<M/ yt perish"}. He rules with an iron sceptre, v.

001

; you
cannot resist it successfully, you will perish if you try, therefore

submit in joy and fear. The reason for this warning is now given,

for quickly Jlis auger will be kindled"}. This is the climax corre-

sponding with the climax of the previous str., v.
06

. A liturgical

editor adds a general statement which does not suit the ideal

situation of the Ps., but which is appropriate to the congregation

when they use it in worship. H&ppy an <*>% seeking refuge in

Him.

1. Jn^] & 42' 43
2
4424< ao

49 6817
74" 79 So H52

; but Jn$
IO1 22* 42 1()

43
2
74

1 88 1*
j no satisfactory explanation of difference has yet

been given (Ges.S >', (Jes.L4.aBiflBB| Ko. x.p.W4;ii.ro.<fl,r<, B/)B.)-

(//) expostulation) for what reason, why, wherefore : c. pf. of God 228
42*

43
U
74

1 &>ia f nations 2J
; impf. of CJod ro1

44'^-
fi5

74
11 881G

;
of man 42*

ss 43
s

; mountains OS 17
. (<5) Deprecating, why should, c. impf. of man 49

79
lu rr, n 5. 1^")3 *^ Qal pf 3 pl- V^^ VM&lly explained as cog. with

tt*i?"\ and so a noisy, tumultuous assmiblingi after TS turbalutntttr ; but in late

ITcb. this mng, is confined to Hithp., and it is doubtful whether the rnng.

tumultunfits e$t of & in early. At all events this mn#. is not suited to the

context in any of the forms from the stem in the Iteb. or Aram, of OT, The

ordinary mng. of the simple form of the stem in Aram, and Syr. is observe,

) so lliph, of late Heb. It is better to build on this. The noun

5S
W TXM3& mean either cvMjpaMyt companionship, or concord; c

C
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( tv 6(Mvol$ in concord, AV. in company ; but 5 cum terrors, RV, 'with the

throng are both unsuited to the intimate fellowship of friendship in syn. line.

The noun [nw.p] ||
^D 64

s = 3 a tumultu, @ dird irXi$0oi/s, AV, insurrec-

tion^ RV. tumult / but none of these is so appropriate as companionship, con-

cord, or possibly conspiracy, for some such mng. seems to be required by the

synonymous TD. It is noteworthy that in our Ps. trjn vb. is synonymous

with nou from ID* denom. mo (see below), and the syn. parall. uigos a

similar mng. such as be in concord, consent together, for consensus is an easy

derivative from sensus, the normal mng. of stem in Aram. This mng. best

suits the context. Such a poet as the author of our Ps. would hardly begin

with an anticlimax. It should also be said that these three uses, the only

ones in Bibl. Heb., are all in D. It may also be said that the Aphel of t?:n

Aram. Dn. 67 - 12< 10 cannot with propriety have the strong mng* of tttmitltiunts

assembling. The Persian officials would hardly come to their king hy "i v,
7 ' I(I

in such a fashion, nor would they be likely in this way to assemble to watch

Daniel at prayer, v.12. The context and the situation would suit better their

coming together in concord or in common consent, with one accord, to watch

Daniel and to influence the king. (5 typtia.%a.v behave arrogantly seems to

be a paraphrase, rather than a translation., Since writing the above T have

noticed that Ehr. takes essentially the same view with me. D^J] pi. 53 t.

in
\jj, always of foreign nations ; sg. coll. of foreign nations 43* 105

IJI- lrt

*47
U<)

;

of Israel 33
12

83^ io66. DiDN
1

?] pi. of Jo^ prop, common, vulgar people

(BOB.); poet. sg. people, both of Israel and Edom Gn. 25-^ (J), clsw. of

Israel Is. 51* ; usually pi. of foreign peoples sl
7" 9 44' l5

47* 57
l

65* ()f>-
6

IO5
4* 108* I4811 149

7
. urn] Qal impf. 3 pi. run (see /*) frequentative of

repeated action, in the discussion and elaboration of devices over against the

emphatic present Eton. The tetrastich begins and closes with pf. r including

the two impfs. The change of tense is awkward in a question, ft is proba-
ble that the question closes with v.1, and that v.a is a statement of fact. pn
and pn] are mixed in MT,, both adj. [pn] vb. Iliph, (i) pour out or t/wvu,

of rain, empty vessels, not in ^- (2) <* acc. draw sword, cither from scabbard

(emptying it) or as using to pour out blood, common in Ess., not in ^, which

uses, however, ||
draw out lance Pss. 35* i8*8 (text err.), pin adj. is not tMW<l

in J5 of ^ either in mng. empty of vessels, or vain, idle, worthless of persons
or things, pin adj. is usually f adverbial pnS in vain, of labour without

benefit or advantage Lv. 2618 - 2I)
(II.) Is. 49* 6$** Jb, 39^, abbreviated pn

Ps. 73*8 Is. 30? Je. si*
8 = lib. 2*. It is prob. that pn in Ps. ^ belongs he?rc

= in vain, and that pn 4
s should be pointed pn win, unprofitable thing

||
a as Pr. 1211=5 2810. If Ps. 21 is to have that mng., it also should be

pointed pn. 2. ^pnj Hithp. impf. of graphic description VC^], Nipb.

Hiph., Hoph, are derived from [aw]. Both Niph. (^m) antl Uithp.

(^3^0 have the same mng., station oneself, take one's stand, t Hithp. abs.

here (a
2
) and I S. I7

W Ming a stand to ftght, elsw, in ^ taking a stand fir
one against the workers of iniquity 94^ j holding one's ground$* j

in a way of

life 36*. J: Niph. take one's stand: c. a ofplace, God to plead 82* ; queen at right
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hand of monarch in ceremony of marriage 45
10

; standfirm, of man 39^ (text

dub.); of Yahweh'.s word 119". J Iliph. (i) set, station 4I
18

j (2) fix, estab-

lish, boundary 74
17

, cf. Dt. 32** ; (3) cause to stand erect, of waters yS
18

.

There is no sufficient reason to substitute here isyni as Lag., We., Oort.

t r?? ^9] &'& ofearth : 22 76 89^ I48
11 Ez. 27

118 La. 4
12

; with Sa prefixed
Pss. I02ltt

138'* i K. ioaa = 2 Ch. 9'
2a - 2!J

; earlier kings of the land Jos. I21 - 7
;

similar fP** 'aotr] Ps. 210 Is, 4O
2JJ

, with So prefixed Ps. I48
11 Pr. 8 16

; also

t r?? n'oSipo
Sb // //^ kingdoms of earth Dt. 28'^ 2 K. I9

15 - 10
(= Is.

37w.o) Ez'r.' i (= 2 C. 36**) Is. 23" Je . 15* 24 25* 29" 34.1- , without Sa

Ps. 6883. Chr. uses rather fn^-jKn lYoSipD (Sj) i Ch. 29
80 2 Ch. I28

I7
10 2O29.

The phrases centre in the time of Jeremiah, f D^i] princes, Qal ptc.

], only pi. ||
O^D here (2

a
) Ju. 5' lib. i Pr. 81

'

6
'

31*; ||o<Qfi0 Is. 40-*.

Niph. pf. emphatic present ID 1

" denom, 110 Ges.8 78
(z/. urji

above), treat about, discuss, consult, 3 tractabunt, 2J ffvcr/c^Trro^Tat, so Ba.,

Bu., I)u,, so o^Din 3I
1*. <$ (of 2-) ffvrtxOytrw seems to have rd. -

I,ag., Oort, ^DIJ. ; Cles., SS., */. derive from noi fix, establish, Niph.
conclave. Jin^] as 3-^v- together : (r) community, in action, consult. 2* 3 1 1

*;

place, // ^wt' //tfrt? 88 18
I33

1
;

in time, at the same time I4i
10

. (2) #// /(?-

^v^r/-, altogether 33
10 4O1C

4 1
8 6210

74
8

98**. (3) .together in the sense of

alikt) the one as well as the other 49'*-
u

. See Ii/?B. Sp] against, repeated

before ^rnu'D, separates him emphatically from mrp. There are two beats

of accent on 'iiwrrSjn. 'Tntfo] n. m. sf. /Sis anointed, sf. referring to Yah-

\veh. -v/ntfD anoint, spec, consecrate to an office, f n^n is used of high

priest of Israel Lv. 4"'
& M 6 lfi ( p > Ps. 84

1

; of Cyrus as commissioned by Yah-

wch Is. 45
1

j
of the prince I)n. p

26 - 28
; of patriarchs Ps. IO5

16 = i Ch. 1 6s2 ;

elsvv. of kings of Israel anointed by divine command i S. I28- fi 16 2O7 247> 7> 1:1

26. n, 10.^ 2S , IM . ie
I9

ai
231 La. 4> lib. 3" Pss. 2o7 28s , and csp. of Davidic

dynasty with Messianic ideals Pss. 2* i861 (= 2 S. 2261 ) 89^-
oa

I32
W (= 2 Ch,

64B )
17

, i S. 2lo ' w.--3. n[jn^] Piel impf. cohort. I pi., expressing resolution,

we will, or exhortation, let us tear apart, t P J?tel /^r />?/', ww/ , c.

ace. nH"it?^D Je. 220 5
G

30" Na. x 18 Ps. ** IO7
1*. ^D^^O] 3 pi. sf., fuller

form for DJV> USC(^ ^ soften, make more euphonious the ending; espec. for

the assonance which continues for six successive lines, t"^] ~ "1DND

( ^/iDtf tie, bind) ; subj. fatttA made strong (those imposed by Assyria)

dsw. obj. made to symboluc those of Habylon Je. 27^ ; 'D nnu loose bonds Ps.

Il6'} Is. 53* Jb. 39
fi

;
cf. I2W

; elsw. 'D pna & 107" Jo. 2ao s
6
30^ Na. I 18.

n^Sii^
1

}]
Waw coord, with Iliph. cohort, x pi, pij] reduplication of p

with strong sf. I pi. 3
s
X03

W
; same as 3 mpl. (but Orientals point i pi, pn

Kaurrh'- w
, O.1-^ 1

)- t^H AwW ^n/, ^/<r.' ^ 118'^ X29*, 4. 3T#i^]

Qal ptc. nominal force : the ordinary mngs., JI/F ^zV </>ww, r/w^-//, do not suit

here, only the t \>t<i|?n. ^<? sitting enthroned: (r) usually of Ciod 9
8
ap

10
55

20

I0218
r32

u
; also inatf |WD j*/ of ltt$ sitting enthroned (heaven) 33** ;

na^ wajon //^ w/> r^//y /^ JiV enthroned u$\ inat^
1

? ^TDH nnn ^
nwunt on whifh He dtsirtd to sit informed 68W ; O'DBb -^ I23

1
; c. *? /tf<r*

9
w

s ^ Sy /^i' D3 Sy 47*; aca /w p^x 9
W

5
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991 ; Stnfe" rrfwin 22*, (2) of Davidic king, before God 6i 8
;

at His right

hand no1
; successive kings NO::

1

? I32
12

; c. ace. nwoa I226. pnirj impf.

Qal i. p. graphic description. ^ 1 pntf /*#& <*/, of God, c. S 37
18
59; of man,

c. ty 52*. As 59
9
depends on J^, it is prob. that vsh followed pnfc*> in original

text. This is sustained by (51 and rhyme of previous and subsequent lines.

Piel sport, play IO4
26

. rnx (pointing i- to disting. from >.., used of

men): originally my sovereign lord i62 868 - 4 - 6
; so here

||
one enthroned

(though, 59 cites as mrp) ; subsequently Adonay, as proper name (/. Intr.

32). ^] Qal impf. 3 p. cited as 2 p. 59 Vt^ w& deride; also So7

and prob. 35
16

(&). Hiph. 228 same mng., prob. also Qal originally.

5. JTN] adv. v. BZ>B. (i) temporal (a} past, */ww, sq. pf. 80
s0

; () future,

sq. impf. 56
lo
(?); (<:) emph. of particular features of description j& 4O

8
(?)

96
i2

; 00 pointing back with emph. to inf. with a I262 - 2
; (2) /<&/

sequence, sq. impf. 19" 51^-21 69^?) II9-
92

. ID^N] full sf. for rhyme,

prob. therefore original close of line : usual prep, with "i:n. ^to] prep. 3 and

sf* J*l: (0 #0j/r# as organ of breathing i89 - 10
, smelling 115; DW ^N

prolonged breathing, longsuffering of God S616
I03

8
1458, based on Ex, 34 (J) ;

elsw. (2) anger, (<z) of man Pss. 37** 55* I24
8
I38

7
; usually (/;) of God x

10* 74
1
768 7g2i.

8i. as. GO
850 90

11 I06* i io6, HN^ ^ 62 7
7 21" 27 30 $6 77

l

9o7
95

11
, i ]nn 69^ 7$

49
85*5 denom. vb. f ^JN is term of I). Qal be angry,

of Yahweh, c. 3 85 I K. 8* (= 2 C. 6J) Is, 12* Ezr. 9
14

,
abs* tts. ^- 6oft

79 Hithp. id. of Yahweh c. a Dt. i
87

4
21

9
8 - 20 i K. n 2 K. X7

18
,

'li'nna] prep, a sf. pin nm. Vt n<
?P
w^ 1N SU^J- IO^* i^an^fr bunt agst.,

but without and so impers., c. S iS8
; term of EJD.chicIly with prcGxilic

writers, not of HP., Je., Ez., Is.2 f Hithp. heat oneself in vexation Ps. 37
li7< H

Pr. 24
19

, % ?nn alw. of God's burning anger, usually in phr. ^x \r\r\ (>$
2I>

78*

85* as Ex. 32
12 Nu. 25* 32^ Jos. 7

20
(all J)+, phr. chiefly prcMic prophets;

1K is omitted only Ex. I5
7
(song) Nc. I3

18 Ez, 7^ (del. Co.)" Ps. S
10

(tlub*

text) 8817 (pi, bursts ofburning anger). It is quite prob. that in 2G originally

the text was "ijj pin which is certainly more rhythmical. ^n^J Piel

impf. full sf. for rhyme. J [v^'*13 ] not ^n Qa^ ^ut Niph. /v tthtwbttt, <//>-

swapw/; terrified W-i-U 30* 48 83" 9O
7
104^ Gn. 45" (E) Kx. IS

IG
(song).

Piel subj, Yahweh, dismay, terrify 1*85. J* 83
10

, clsw, late 2 ('. 32
IH Dn, u44

Jb. 2210
. 6. -j)] i introd. <S, F, Jf, pron. emphatic, solemn proclamation*

t^O?PJ] pf Qal aorist of single historic act. Vb* variously explained:

(i) pour out, of libation and of molten metal, and so anoint king; 30 %
2) *x/>ra (cf. Acts 4'^ fypt<r<w) Ges,, Ew., JPSV. (2) maw a web, after

Is. 25
7
,
so ttiaordwv Aq. Quinta 5. (3) 6 Kareerr<ety*>, >T ortlinatus SUM,

& set, install, cf. As. nas&ktt, whence rtjU' prince, cf. Hcb. t fT^] J <)8

1321 Ez. 32o Mi. 5* Ps. 83* ; so AV,, RV., most moderns, who differ' only as
to whether (3) is derived from (i) as De., Pe., Uu., SS., or whether it was
an independent original stem, BDB. There are but two examples : here (>')

Qal pf. and Pr. S28 Niph. pf. ujijpj;
but <S5 rds. Niph. here also 4yd> tit /c*r<r-

<rTd$-riv pa<rt\tos jJT
*

aiJroO = ^^D ^rooj ^JH1 tfw /, / was installed Ifia kin&
This is preferred by Du. There has been an assimilation by & of PH. j* to
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Pr. S23, which required w-tp for ^thp ofg v66 and subordination of nispM in

ptc. clause. However, IB rds. sanctum tins. f suits context and division

of strophes. Introduction of the king, as speaking in v.6 instead of Yahweh,

destroys parall. with Str. I. and makes v.76 tautological. is
1

??] my king, so

as Yahweh's representative = VPPD v.2 ;
< loSo = IL both interp. of origi-

nal iSon. I^D nm. (i) for kings other than the line of David 33
16

45
14

I05
2o. so (rd.sg.)

"13511-11 = I36i
9
-20; pi. see v.2 } (2) for king of David's line

(either real or ideal of Mess, promise) 2s iS51 20 2i2- 8
45-

6 - 12 - B - 16 6i 7
63**

72
i.i 85

i9
14410 (rd. sg. o_). t (3) of God as the king s

3 io16 24
7- 8 - 9- 1- 10

29
10 446 47

s* 7 - 8
48

3 68*-* 74^ 84* 95
s
98

6
99* 145! 1492. There is no usage in ^

justifying the opinion of some recent scholars that y?a was used for the nation

as the kingdom of God. JTX Sjr] upon Zion, poetic name for the city of

God, where He resides as king and from whence in theophanic presence He
rules. J fi'S usually in $ alone 9^ 16

481
s
51 6s

2 69^ ^ 84
s
872-

6
978 99*

I02i4.i7.22 I26i i29
5
I32

13
I37

1 - 8
I46i I47

12
; rnxs I4

7 (= 53
7
) 20* 50

2 no2

128* I34
3
13521 I49

2
; px in 48

s- 12
74

2
78* 125! Is. 24^ +; '* vyvi 1338.

^irif? in] ;//y ^^ mount; cstr. best translated in Eng. by adj., not mount of

my holiness. <g> Zytov aiJrou is a diff. interp. from J of an original tfipn.

fcnp in as seat of Yahweh's presence 3
5

151 43
s
482 99

9
, elsw. Is. n 9

271*

56
7
57" 65

*-& 6&\ Zp. 311 Jo. 21 Ob Zc. 83 Ez. 20^ Je. 3I
23 Dn. 9*-

2
;

in Ez. 2S84 the reference is to the Oriental Olympus in N.W. Asia ; cnp in p-3t

only Ps. sP Jo. 4
17

, tnp ->3X in Dn. n45
. The sacred mount elsw. fpx in

(see above), mm in 24*, o^n^Kn in 6816, and in(n) defined by context 6817

78
s
*; cf. -p vvvi 871 no3

(?) also 3O
8
(?) 765(?). 7. nisos] Pi. impf.

I sg. cohort* iD; attached by (5 as ptc. clause to previous v.; so Aq., 3J, Du.,

and by S as a final clause impf. 3 sg. As usual in such cases they are varied

interpretations of an original text which in this case would be ISD inf. abs.,

z/. Ges.S 11S
. Str. II. is one line too short, which is improb. in such an artistic

poem. Either it has been omitted by copyist, or is to be found in v.7, which

is too long. v.7a seems more appropriate before v.6, where it gives fine antith.

td v.2" ; so Bi., Che. ; prob. it was transposed by scribal error. This occa-

sioned all the difficulties. pn SK] % pn n. m. somethingprescribed, a statute, or

due, (i) prescribed limit, boundary9 of heavens I48
6
, (2) enactment^ decree,

ordinance, law of festival Si 5
; so here, decree of Yahweh respecting Mess,

king ; covenant with Jacob 1051 ; law in general 9420 99
7
, pi. o^n statutes,

of the Law 5O
16

IO5
45

upS-f-at-cem-trt.) I47i9. n ,pn pi. Of n^n n.f. statutes

of type of Holiness code (see Br.3**- 251
) iS23 Sg

32 n^6
(?). It is prob. that,

with Houb., Bi., Gr., We., Du., Oort, original reading here was mm pn de-

cree of Yahweh, which is favoured by Vrss. ; TO irpoffrayiw. xvptov. xfiptof

elwev , praeceptum eius. dominus dixit T$, dei praeceptum* dominus dixitlb*

pn without article is too indefinite, hx is prob. interp. of p|, as it was not in

text of < and is a late use of SN for h$. The emendation n, Houb., Bi.,

We., is improbable. 3, Aq., 6, 5, 4 codd. De R. have *?{< = God, which may
be, by an error of transposition, for an original *? pn. This, however, gives

bad measure. <S is in all respects the best reading. nriN \JD] is a defec-
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tive line ; add n^n after 2 S. 7
14 (p

1

? h mm Kim) ; the vb. omitted by

prosaic copyist because unnecessary to the sense, the copula often being

implied in pers. pronouns, nnj with pattach in pause, for nn, an early

copyist's mistake to which attention is called by Mas. VJN] emph. as above,

v.60. Ditn] to-day, this day; 2> 95
7
II9

91
. Trn 1

?'] Qal perf. of completed

action in time of speaker for rpn*% which is explained by Ew. 199b from

attraction of antecedent ^; by Ges.S 4^ as possibly derived from i
1

?;; by Hu.

as due to removal of accent (cf. urn 1

?
1

*

Je. I5
10

;
invn1

^ Nu, n 1
-); prob.

copyist's mistake. Jf^ vb. Qal used (i) c. 208 t. for mother bearing child,

so Ps. 48
7
, fig. 7

15
; (2) of father begetting child, in J 1 1 t. (= I C. 1*0 + 5

1)

Dt. 3218 (Song) Nu. 1 1 12 (E both dub.) ; elsw. only Pr. i;
21

23
22 - 24 Dn. ii^ ;

P, and Ch. use Hiph. n^in in this sense, so Ru. 418 + St.
ju. u i 2 K. 2o18 =

Is. 39
7
Je. 16s 296 Ez. iS10 - 14

47
22 EC. 5" & Is. 451. The usage of our Ps.

is either early or very late, not in accord with that of exilic literature. Niph.
be born : Pss. 2232 yS

6
. Pual be born : 87*-

5 * 6 9O3 . 8. 'Ogp *?Nfc']
is prob. a

gloss. It makes line too long, however we may divide vers. ; and str. is com-

plete without it as additional line* It was natural that a gloss of petition

should come on the margin of such a divine promise yet unrealized ; cf. for

similar-gloss no2*1
. njnsi] i introducing apodosis of SNBJ

,
but prob, it came

into text with gloss ; vb. Qal impf. cohort, of jru, corresponding with cohorta-

tive of two previous strophes v.3- 7a
. ^fl?^] inheritance, cf. 1 1 16 ; a term esp.

characteristic of D. and Je., but also used by P. and later writers. % ntnw]

possession, a.X $, but term of P., Ez., Chr. tn~ l|ps?] ends, extreme limits

ofearth. There should be a secondary accent here. The phr. elsw* 2228
59

a*

678 728 (= Zc. 9
10
) 98

s* (= Is. 5210*) Is. 45
22

Je. 16" Dt, 33" i S. 210 Mi. 5

Pr. 30*. 9. ojnn] Qal impf. 2 m. sf. 3 pi. of j?jn break in pieces, so S, {,
Aram, of psi, not used elsw. in ^ j Qal only Jb. 34

24 and other very late pas^

sages of Greek period (see BDB.) Je. n 16
I5

12 Pr. 25
19

. Hithpo. only Is.

2419 (?) pr% j824. But & Rev. 227 TCQI^V^V, D^ 5,U,JJ rule as shepherdking
over them, is more suited to the context of the sceptre, even if it be of iron ;

so 78
7i- 7

2, cf, 2g9 49
i5 8o2 2 S. 5

2
7
7

Je. 3^ Mi. 5
a Ez. 372* Na. 3+.

Spi 133^] phr. a.X. Joatf n. rod. (i) sceptre of monarch ^457* 7 125
s
, of

Wof Yahweh 23* S9
88

; (2) tribe 74
2
7866-67.68 IO5

7 I22*- 4
.- Dvsjn] Piel

impf. sf. VtT^' Q2^ Chatter, vessels Ju. 7
19

, fig. Je, 22M Dn. I27 (possibly

Piel). Piel dash in pieces, c. ace. infants, Ps. 137 agst. rock; nations with

Babylon as a war club Je, 5i
2>+8tv people like jars Je. I3

1* 4812
, so here like

pottery cf. I K. 5
s8

. Pual pass. Is. 27
9 altar stones pulverized. f^ ^*] $t~

ter^s vessel, made by the potter out of clay, and so easily broken 2 S. i7
28

Je. I9
11

.

10. tnnjn] as vf 39
8 H967

, cf. np 74
6
Jniny I26 xy

11 2O7. Jnnyp H32

H518 I2i 8
I25

2
I3I

8
. i^aipn] Hiph. imv. 2 pi. y'f'w (i) consider, regard,

give attention to, c. ace. 64
10 io67, c. ^N pers. 41

s
(?), c. 3 rei JOI2

, abs. 94
8

;

(2) ^z// insight 119" ; (3) act with circumspection, prudence, insight *M 36*,

ptc. SOIPD I4
2 = 53

8 Am. 5
13 Pr. lo6^ 5 *- Pr. Jb. 222 ; (4) later, give insight,

teach Ps. 32
8
; cf. SWD n. in titles (v. Intr.S 26

). i"Din] irnv. Niph. % "(Dt

Qal discipline, subj. God 94 Ho. IO10. f Niph. let oneself be admonished, cor~
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rectcdte. 2 as Pr. 29
19

, chastened by discipline of God Je. 6s 3i
ls Lv. 2623.

Piel (i) discipline, correct the moral nature, with more or less severity ace.

to circumstances, subj. God 94*2 u818 - 18
, subj. man's reins i67

; (2) more

severely, chasten, chastise, subj. God 62 (= 3S
2
) 39*- Je. io24 3O

11
3i

ls 4628

Lv. 2618 - 28
; common in WL. ^N ^aJ] retracted accent on acct. of fol-

lowing monosyl.; so na&sn v. 12a
, iDin v.12*1

: for phr. &. v.2. 11. mrr-r.N TOT]
Qal imv. ^/J 13? (i) the primitive mng. tersu with service, work, is not in ^;
but (2) as vassals of Davidic king iS*4 72

11
,
of Yahweh 2^- IO2"28 ; (3) with

worship, as His people 2231 ioo'2 ; so idols 97" io633 .
!"vX"v3] Jns-v n.f.

(i) /*ar, /frrc?r *** ^c .

Dually (2) /^z>- of God, reverence, piety 5* 34
12

90
11 ni 10 ii 9

38
; so for *nre, the Law as object of reverence I9

10
, cf. 76^.

^V] Qal imv- 1^ vb - Qal ^/ ' abs - r 3
5
5 l10 5 II

n=:r Z4
7 J69 32

11 4S12

53
7
9^
u

97
1 ' 8

; c. a I49
2

; injrwa 9^ 136 212 ; mrva 35
9
;

^ ctra $9
1T

;

a nntr^ ^u 3i
8 iiS24 Ct. i4 Is. 25

9
Jo. 2^ ; aU these with pers. subj., but subj.

a^ Ps. I3
6
, u;a: 35

9
, maa (|| raj) i69, V"^ 9&

11
97

1
; such overwhelming usage

makes it improb. that 211 and Hos. io5 should have the exceptional mng.
tremble (cf. Ar. stems with the mng.^w round or about, be excitedto l&ity, etc.),

although supported by Ges., Ew., Hi., Che. for Ps. 211 and by Ges. and most

moderns for Ho. io6 ; but <, Hu., De., Pe., AV., RV., rejoice for Ps. ^, and

AV., RV. for Ho. io5 (the latter possibly error for Si Ew,, Gr.). }S$ n.

rejoicing: 43* 45
16

65
18

. rds. dya\\iaer6e a$T, which implies 13 iSu.

This completes the line and makes it entirely synonymous with the preceding.

a was omitted by txt. err. because of confusion of 13 with i
1

? in i^u.

t n;p] n.f., c. 3; cf. 55
6

; ||
nns Jb. 4

14
; elsw. Ps. 4$7

, cf. Is, 33^ also Ex. I5
15

.

12. ipiw] Pi. imv. of fp^J Qal ^*w (i) of affection, usually c. *? pers.

Gn. 27
26-27

29
n

5Ql EX. 427 Q) Gn. 4810 Ex. i8T (E) 2 S. I4
88

IS
5
I9

40 so9

i K. I9
30 Pr. 7

13 Ru. I
9 - "

; c. ace. pers. Gn. 33* (JE dub. form) I S. io1 2O41

Ct. i 2 81 ; lips Pr. 2426 ; of divine attributes, abs. Ps, 85
11

; (2) of idolatrous

worship: c. *? I K. I9
18

Jb. 3i
27

(hand to the mouth); c. ace. calves Ho. I3
2

:

>*> Vj? Gn. 41* (dub.). Pi. kiss: (i) of affection; c. "? pers. Gn. 29
18

(J)

3i28 22
1
45

15
(E) ; (2) here only of worship ; Aq. KCLra.(f>i\7io-aTet S irpoa-Kv-

vtfffaTe, 5 adorate. *
Hiph. kiss : c. *? of wings of cherubim gently touching

Ez. 3
18

. But Hu. regards vb. in our Ps. as from other stem piw with sup-

posed mng. lay hold of, handle, which is elsewhere in Heb. only as Qal ptc.

pi. cstr. ntfp ">{5iw equipped with bow I C. I22 2 C. I7
17

(possibly also Ps. 78
9
,

BDB.) ; so here submit yourselves sincerely', "fuget euch aufricfitig" ; and

thus he explains 5paa<r0e, 3J apprehendite ; so Ew., Hi., Reuss. -a] dub.

mng, son (S, AE., Maimonides, Ges., De W., Pe., Ba., and most moderns),

elsw. only Pr. 312.2.2 a passage very late, full of Aramaisms); absence of

article and use of |3 v,7 insuperable objections, and no reference to the king

in this str,, the following as well as preceding context referring to Yahweh.

Rd.f-6 ^.cleanness: of hands Ps. I821- 25 (= 2 S. 2221 - 2fi

) Jb.9
30 2280 ; so Aq.,

S, 3T here worship in purity, possibly reading 133
|J mjna, nm^a; 8pd$aff6e

raiScta*, 1& Njfl^iN iVop rest upon a different text. Ba. thinks the ^ para-

phrases in reference to Law, for it translates in the same way rmn pDt? Is. 3O
9
.
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Possibly -13 of the Law in Ps. I9
9
suggested this reference. Tratdela of (5

might rest upon -IDIQ or be a paraphrase as ST. Lag. rds. IDID as v.3, "ID of IDID

having fallen out after ip of ipcu, so Now. Marti suggests 13 as abbr. mjna
and then ipcrj as variant of i

1

?
1

"; ; so Prince ; but these radical changes are un-

necessary. Dy., Oort, Hu.: to iptf: has little in its favour. fp] /<?,#. final

clause with subj. ]j\ < inserts JLtptos. { j /, always neg. with impf.

sub], .2
12

7
s
I3

4 - 5 25* 38
17

5O
22

59
12

Qi
12

. nahi] i coord, impf. || subjunctive

dependent on ]s. :pn] ace. of reference Ri., Ba., Du., ace. of limitation Hi.,

De., local ace. on the way. < e o8ov $i/caas = njvjs -pi. This might be inter-

pretation, but it makes the line a trimeter, and gives a complete and excel-

lent parall. to ''pin cstr. before prep. Ges.$m W. f non vb. Qal seek refztge

in: c. 3, always in ^ in God**8
5
12

7
2 II 1 I61 i83 - 31 (= 2 S. 228- 81

) 252

312.
20

248-
2a

3740 $j2 6411 y x i XI g8. 9 j^s j^a . 3 to be supplied in thought

at least i;
7

; TWO Ssi 36
8
5;

2
; -pa nnoa 6i5

; vwo nnn 91* (=: Ru. 212);

apart from ^ seldom used : Ss:i Ju. 9
16 Is. 3O

2
;
in Zion Is. I4

82
; in gods

Dt. 32
s7

(poem); in God Is. 57
18 Nu. I7 Pr. 306 14*^ (without 3);

" DF3 Zp.

3
12

. f nI?^P w* ** ^s common in i^ of God as refuge of His people 14 46
2

61* 628 - 9
'

7i
7
73

28
9i

2 - 9
9422 I42

6 Pr. I4
26

Je. I7
17

Jo. 416 ; so rocks for conies

Ps. I04
18

; falsehood as refuge Is. 2815 - 17
; from rain and storm Is. 4

6
25*

Jb.24
8
.

PSALM III., 4STR-4
3
.

Ps. 3 is a morning prayer ; the first in the order of the Davidic

prayer book. The poet exclaims at the number of his adversaries

and their denying salvation to him from God (v.
2"3

) ; asserts that

Yahweh was his shield and had answered him (v.*"
5

). He had

slept without fear sustained by Yahweh (v.
6"7

), Who had smitten

all his enemies, and was his salvation (v.
8"9

).

, how many are mine adversaries 1

Many are rising up against me ;

Many are saying of me,
There is no salvation for him.

jgUT Thou art a shield about me,

My glory and the lifter-up of my head.

Unto Yahweh I called with my voice,

And He answered me from His holy mountain*

J LAID me down and slept;

I awaked, for He kept sustaining me.

I am not afraid of myriads of people,
Which round about were arrayed against me.

"pOR Thou hast smitten all my enemies,

The teeth of the wicked Thou hast broken oi

To Thee Yahweh belongeth my salvation;

And upon Thy people rests Thy blessing.
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The Ps. was in 33 (in
1
* v. Intr. 27) and H (ners tf. Intr. 31). The

title mentions an event in the life of David which in many respects suits the

experience of the poet. His derision as one forsaken by God 2 S. i67~8
,

the danger by night 2 S. ly
1

*, the myriads of people 2 S. I5
13

, I7
U

,
and his

high and honourable position. The Ps. certainly expresses the experience of a

monarch, or some chief of the people, whose blessing was wrapt up in his

salvation v.9 and whose enemies were a myriad, in arms against him v.7 . He
is a Davidic chief far from the holy hill of Zion. Yahweh has answered him
v.5 and smitten his enemies v.8 . The language and style of the Ps. are simple
and of the best type. There is no reference to other scripture unless possibly
to Gen. I5

1
(E) in the imagery of the shield; -but though the word is the

same, the construction is different. The expression
" sacred hill

"
is used in

preex. writings. The -use of rntf v.T in the sense of set in battle array, is

elsewhere Is. 22". The Ps. is one of the earliest, and cannot well be later

than the period of the monarchy, when it was exposed to the attack of the

minor surrounding nations. It would suit well the situation of Jehoshaphat
2 Ch, 20. But, as this is only given in Chr. and not in the parallel of K.., it is

probable that many other historical experiences, such as that in our Ps., are

not recorded in the condensed narratives of the historians. The Ps. gives

individual experience, but this became characteristic for the nation, and so

the Ps. was adapted to common use, although the language was left in its

individual form.

Str. I. 2-3. The poet vividly describes adversaries in four

synth. trimeters as many, as rising up against him, as saying ofhim,

and what they say, There is no salvation for him~\ he does not

possess it, and there is no prospect of his ever having it.

Str. II. 4-5. The antistr., in four synth. trimeters, contrasts

his real experience with the actions and words of the adversaries :

Yahweh a shield about me] antith. v.
2

; my glory and the lifter up

of my head~\, that is, the one in whom I glory, and the one who

has exalted my head in victory over adversaries, antith. v.
26

;

Unto Yahweh I catted~\ in oft-repeated pleading, aloud with my

'voice'] antith. v.
8*

; He answered me] as an historical fact, the

climax, antith. v.
85

. From His holy mountain^ from Zion (v.

2s) ; salvation has come in response to my prayer and I am in

possession of it.

Str. III. 6-7 has two synth. couplets. The poet had not

been in such peril and anxiety as his adversaries supposed. He

had not been wakeful during the night : far otherwise, he says, /

laid me down], calm and undisturbed ;
and slept} \

and when I

had sufficient refreshment, / awaked, for~\, all night long Yahweh
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kept sustaining me}. Under such an experience of the support of

Yahweh, / am not afraid, even of myriads of people. The poet

is a king, these myriads are enemies who have come up against

him in war; they are foreign people in very great numbers.

They are round aboitt~\, so numerous are they, they surround the

king and his army. they were arrayed~\ his adversaries put

these myriads in battle array against him.

8 a. O rise up, Yahweh> Save me, my God~\ appeal to Yahweh

to rise up to activity : a gloss, giving the plea of the people of

Israel in troublous times, when surrounded by myriads of enemies,

and when they were in a less calm and confident frame of mind

than the author of the Ps.

Sir. IV. 8 -9. The antistr. gives the well-grounded reason for

the calm confidence expressed in the previous str. Yahweh had

already given victory and wrought salvation. Thou hast smitten

all mine enemies^ they have been defeated in battle ; that is a

reason why he has had a calm and refreshing sleep v.
6*

; The

teeth of the wicked Thou hast broken off~\, so severely have they

been smitten, that they are no longer able to bite. This is the

reason for the assurance that God kept sustaining him all night

long, v.
66

. To Thee belo?igeth my saluation~\ Yahweh was his pro-

tector, and it was His affair to save him. Therefore he was not

afraid of the myriads of enemies, v.
7
*. Upon Thy people rests

Thy blessing] ; What matters it then if the enemies are arrayed

in arms against them, v.
76

? Yahweh' s blessing not only saves them

from evil, but bestows upon them every good that is needful.

2-3. no] adv. } how exclam. as S2- 10 2i 2
3i

20
36

8 66s $4
2
92^ IO4

2* up97' 10*

I33
1' *

I39
17' 17

, in indirect questions 39
6
, why 42?-

u - M
43

6 - 5
52

s
. i:n] Qal

pf. 3 pi. ^J a:n be many in numbers, of enemies j3
25

19
38

20
69

5
, works of

Yahweh IO4
24

, be much in quantity 48. ns] n. pi. sf. i.p. % "| n. m. sg.

coll., adversaries 4411 7410 78^ 61
107*, pi.j^5 2f~.

12 446. 8 foi* (=io814
) 8l15

89
24. 43

I05
24 I06U II28 II9

189. 157j^ agst. Qod 78
65

97*. CPDj^ DnOK] ptCS.
of continual action Dr.$ 135

. f >V IDN] usually say to n 1 i62 (= I4O
7
) 35*

40
16

(?) 4210
50^ 52

2
54

2 66s 75
s
122*; but also

of, about, concerning^ 41*

7i
10

9I
2
.

lEfflj] j paraphrase for personal pronoun me JPSV. soj3
7
8 II 1

I7
13

269 318 348 35*8.7.12 4I
5 ^6 5?

2,5 622.6 #& ^19 ^18 gg2 gg!5 g^n I0f.
2. 22

104k
86

I09
20 Il67 11925.129.167 I202.6 I30

6.6
j4I

8
I42

5.8
j^ll.

12 ^\ ^ ^w
thee I2i 7

, ic?w he 25
18

105^ 10981, utww w^ 332 I24
7

(v. BD^., Br. JBL.

1897, J 7 sq.). T*?] n. cstr. |* t (r) nothing, naught, seldom, p3 <w nothing
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39
6
73

2
> (2) cstr- or with sfs. frequent in sense of denial of thing, J sq.

^ of

possession^ 34
io^ II9

i65
I4#j ^ BZ>B. rnjrv^] n. f., fuller form n;ne

ancient case ending (Ko.
111 ^3) GesJX2

^, Dr! 1S2
<*-) not used with gram-

matical rang, but euphonic to retract accent before ^, J njjic*
n. f.

(i) salvation from God j3- 5 I4
7 (= 53

7
) 222 358 622 67

s
69

80
70* (=

4017) 7g22 So3
9 ll6 962 982-3 Io64 j ig

W. 155. 166. 174 I4Q
8
J witfc vbs . Of rejoicing

c. 2 9
15

136 35
9
,
w in

1

?* 882 (dub.). ir iw Dt. 32^ ps. 8927, c f. 62^ ", pi.

saving acts 426 - ^
43

6 n613
. (2) victory wrought by God for His people

Ex. is
2 Is. I22 Hb. 38 Pss. 20 2i 2- 6 6820 nS^^-^ 149*, pi. iS51 2S8

44
s

74
1
-. The cognate ?t see i83

, n?iirn 33" BD. a^nSso] is gloss; makes
line too long and is improbable in J9. ev T< Beta ai/rou = V"1 Q^rftio shows

that some codd. inserted the divine name before, others after iS. 4. nnxi]

emphatic is sufficiently definite in reference to Yahweh without need of mm
which is gloss, making line too long. J JJD] shield carried by warrior for

defence 76*; of "> as warrior 352 ; fig. of king S9
19

,
rulers 47, elsw. of

Yahweh's defence of His people^ 7
11 iS3 - S1 - 287 332 59

12
84

10 - us9 - 10 - "

H9114
1442. n?a] <z^7/5/ /w^ J -ijtt always with sfs., here of shield ; 139^ of

light; 72
15

I38
8 on behalf of: other rangs. though more fundamental not in

^ BZ?B. H^T] my gl ry* ^e ne m whom I glory, cf. DTI23 IO620.

n
.^] Hiph. ptc. ant ^ith B^- elsw. zf no7

(v. 9^). 5. ^n] ace. of

closer definition, "with my voice (most) as I42
2- 2 cf. 77

2 - 2
. Hi., Bo., Hu. regard

it as giving vb. double subj., active member coming first. The emph. position

of -^ip is without good reason. The lines rhyme in v an^ it is prob. ^p
originally came last in line. inipN Qal impf. freq. oft repeated calling with

the result expressed by 1 consec. impf. ^iSJ.\ aorist single act. J *np]

(i) usually in
T/', cry, call out for help to God 147$ (ravens), in prayer, abs.

42 2010 223 27
7
34

7
s6

10
69* 8i 8 I028 II62 (?) II9

145 I2O1 I38
3
; c. ace. sf. 176

3iis 50*5 86
5- 7 8810

9i
15 i I9

W6
130! 141! I45

18 - 18
; nin^ I4*(= o'rA 536) 18*- 7

,

n-* Ii85 ; c. \ pers. 57
s
I4I

1
,

*? j5 44 28i 30^ 55*" 6i8 6617 86s 996, in worship

oira "p 79
6 So19 105! n64- 13- 17

, cf. a *tnp 99
6
. (2) call unto c. Sx one to

another 42
s
. (3) z//, summon c. ace. 50!, c. ^

50*, c. bj? IO5
16

. (4) ra//,

w-2/w^ 49
12

S9
27

147*. { nj?] (i) usually God's answer to prayer, abs. 3S
16

c. ace. pers. 13* 2O2 - 7 22s2 6o7(= io87) 69
W- 17 8i 8

99
s Ii821 H926

I43
1
,

1339 ing 69
18 I028 I43

7
, after sip ^ 4? if 2O10 22s 867 9i

15
99 102^ ii85

H9146 I201 1388, other vbs. i842 27
7
34

5
55

3- 20 861
. (2) respond, c. ace.

pers. I886 (?) U942
, ace. rei. 65. 6. yx] emph. antith. nr.Ki v. *.

pf. aorist sq. i consec. impf. result : nar^Ni cohort, for jussive 1st p.

vb. lie down to sleep j6 49, in ease 6814, prostrate in peril 57
s
, in death

41, in the grave 886. tf2"] vb - &> to s*eeP> &e asleep, sleep 49 of i 442*

121*, in death 13* cf. J IF; adj.
"
7S

65
. ^ijftpn] Hiph. pf. aorist f VPP only

Hiph. awa^ from sleep f 732 I39
18

T of death I7
15

,
"> subj. 3s

23 44s
*
59

6
*

<IJ.2
?::?

t|

] Qa1 imPf- frec
l-

oft repeated, sustain during the night Dr.3001"* 336
.

J -jDa Qal (i) trans, lean or y/ hand upon 88s. (2) God upholds, sustains

His people y* 37
17- 24

5 11* 54 H9116
145", pass. ptc. in8

(Yahweh's Law)
II28 the mind. Niph. support oneself fi** 7. N^K N^] Qal impf. present
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Jc. |B afraid of 3? 2j
l
6$

9
gi

5 H27
tig

120
. ma:n] cstr. pi. f na:p n. f.

myriad ^3^ 9i
7

, Gn. 24
60 Nu. lo3* (J) Lv. 268 Dt. 32

30
33

2
(?) Ju.2oW

Is. i87- 8 2112 29
5 Ct. 5

10 Ez. i67-^ Mi. 67
,

cf. denom. Pual Ps. 14413.

<o/& in ip (i) sg. coll. the people of God f I4
47 (=535 ' 7

) i828 2S9

. n
3312 2512 4413 504.

7
ij9

i2 6o5 62o 6ss. 36
72

2 3- 4
73

10
77

16 - 21
78

1 - 20 - 62 - 62 - ft

79
13 80s Si 9 ' 12' 14

S3
4

853.7.9 89
16.20

94
5.14

95
7.10 IOO3 IO5

24. 25.43 jo64.40.48

I07
32 ill 6- 9 U38 Ii614- 18

I25
2
I35

12 - 14
I36

16
I44

15 - 15
148^- 149*, the future

generation 2232 IO219, so people of king no3
;

in no case hostile to king or

God, and therefore it cannot be interpreted in v.7 of that portion of Israel

hostile to David. (2) sg. coll. of foreign nations iS44 - 44
47

10
74

18
94

s
IO5

13

so ay ^p 227 and 3* of hostile foreign people, also I44
2

(^D? for DID?) i848

as 5, Aq., 3, K. (3) sg. of single people 45
n

, prob. also 45
13 1 14

1
[a^i'S DP

74
14

dub.). (4) pi. D>DJ7 always foreign nations 7
9 i848 33

10
45

6 - 18
47*-

10
56

8

67
s 6831- 31

Sg
51

96
6 - 7- 10 - 18

gS
g
IO5

20 io634, often conceived as taking part ulti-

mately in worship of "> 668 87** 99
1 IO223, subj. n-un 9

13 nin 57! 67*-
* 6 - G io84,

jpnn 77
16

I05
1
, a>un Sa 472 49

2
96

8
97

6
99

2
. itrx] is unnecessary and dub.

3"9D] adv. round-about, emph. -j; intr] phr. a.X. Qal real pf. indef. subj\

^<y have arrayed against me, cf. Is. 227
, best given in English as passive.

The context indicates an army composed of myriads set or put in battle array.

8. noip] Qal imv. cohort., urgent entreaty. 'Ojwn] Hiph. imv. sf. I sg.

Vt D?2"] Niph. be saved, placed in freedom (i) from evils by God So4 - 8 - 20

1I9
117 c. p 18*, (2) in battle and so be mctoriotts 33

16
. Hiph. (i) deliver,

save in peril 36
7
72

13 c. h pers. 72
4 n66 from evils i842, of heroic man, frequent

in early Lit. ; usually of God, who saves His people from external evils 28

6986 I068 nS25
, or the pious among them^ 6s 7

2 - 1* I22 I7
7 iS28 34

19
37

40
54

3

55
17

5T
4
692 7i

2 - 3
76

10 862 16 io647 I09
28

119**.
MB

I387 I45 19, the king 2O7-
.

God is saviour IO621 and is with His people to save them 31* ; Israel prays,

O save with Thy right hand, 6o7 = io87 cf. Is. 59
1
. That from which one is

saved c. p 22s2 34
7
448 59

3 io610 IO7
18- 19

IO9
81

; there is no other salvation,

the sword saves not 447 ; (2) save from moral troubles or sin
; not in ^ or OT.

except Ez. 36
s9

37^; (3) give victory, of man 3i
17

44*, God 98
1
. nxjn ->D]

the reason with Hiph. pf. 2, m. action just completed. Vn:)J] Hiph. smite

(i) with a single blow 38, if in
1

? original, as La. 3
80 but it is not found elsw.

in ^, it is not in @ which rds. juarafos = D
^C

|

7. Both are glosses, J to make
the enemies into later religious enemies ; therefore the smiting is the defeat

of enemies as in battle as 78
66

135! I36
17

,
Î

<J

w] Qal ptc. pi. sf. i p. J [3^]

Qal pf. only TI:P Ex. 23^ (E) elsw. ptc. enemy (i) sg. of nation 9
7
74

3 - 10< 18

8928 io6w colh T 3i
9
421 432 55* 6i4 64

2
I43

8
, individual only 55

18
(but cf.

55
4
) w# is always coll. I3

8- 5 i818 4I
12

(possibly all should be pointed v)
Djarjip 3^ 88= 4417 ; (2) pi. preceded by hz 38 611 i8l 2i 9 mn^ U>N 37

20

^on ^^ 45
6
, elsw. simply general 9

4
17 i84 - 88- 41 - 49

252-
19

272-
6
3O

2
3i

16
35

19

3820 4Is.
54

9
56

io
59

2 66s 682. 22. 24 6oAi 71 72
9
78

68 8o7 8i15
83

8
89

1!- 62

92
10 - w I029 io642 no1' 2 H998

127
5
132

18
I38

7
139

22
I43

9 12
. nna^ ->i^] phr.

a.X. cf. 58
7 La. 3

16 also comparison of their teeth with weapons Ps. 57
5 cf. Pr. 3O

14
,

other phr. (fy) o>j^ pnn gnashed tuth upon 35
16

37
12 H210 La. 216 cf, Jb. i6d
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orw1

: *pta 1246. 9. mmS] rd. rw :p to get the missing word of measure

:iD~sj;] i has -joy ^jri which gives us the missing accent for measure.

In both lines run is understood in the sense of present and abiding experi-
ence. tn?"Vi] u. f. (i) blessing of God j

9 2i4 24
6
I29

8
I33

3
,
of the people in

recognition of good men ioo,
lr

; (2) source of blessing, seed of righteous 37
23

,

king2i
7

; (3) blessing, prosperity 47.

PSALM IV., 4 STR. 4
4
.

Ps. 4 is an evening prayer. The poet is confident that the

God of his right has answered his prayer (v.
2"3

).
He tells his

adversaries that Yahweh hath shewn extraordinary kindness to

him, and warns them to tremble and not sin (v.
4"3

). He then

urges his followers to offer the right sacrifices, trust in Yahweh,
and pray for prosperity and the priestly benediction (v.

6"7
); then

affirms his own gladness and peace and goes to sleep in safety

I call, answer me, O God of my right;

In my distress Thou hast made room ;
shew me favour (by hearing) my prayer.

Ye sons of men, how long shall my honour be a reproach,
Will ye love a vain thing, seek after a lie?

RUT know that Yahweh hath shewn extraordinary kindness,

Yahweh heareth when I call unto Him,
Tremfcle and sin not (ye sons of men).

Say (it) in your heart, (lying) upon your bed, and be stfll.

(Y"E sons of mankind) sacrifice right sacrifices,

And trust unto Yahweh, ye many.

Keep saying :
" O that He would shew us prosperity,

Lift tHe light of Thy countenance upon us."

yAHWEH, Thou hast put gladness in my heart

More than that of the season when their corn and new wine were abundant.

In pe ace at once will I lay me down and I will sleep,

For Thou makest me dwell apart, in safety.

Ps. 4 vras originally in J3 as a mate to Ps. 3, an evening prayer following

naturally a morning prayer. It was then taken up into iiE and JB& and assigned

for rendering with the music of stringed instruments nuyja. (See Intr. 39.)

The dates of the Ps. depends upon a variety of considerations : (i) The

high priestly benediction Nu. 624"26 is familiar to the author, for two of its

clauses iraelt together in "pjo TIK noj v.75 ; and m^tra v.90 is suggested by it

This blessing belongs to the sources of P, and was familiar, especially in

priestly c-ircles, long before the Exile. (2) The blessing of Moses Dt. 33 is

familiar *o the author in the phrs. pi* 'nar v.6
~ Dt. 33 ; ovwn Din v.86 ;
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aS v.96 = Dt. 33
28

. These favour an early date. (3) The

language is of best classic type. B^N ^2 v.3 men ofhigh degree in antith. with

OIK w*w 0/70W rf5g^^, elsvv. in Pss. 49
3 6210

; ion nSsn v.4 tdsw. Ps. if =
joSsn Ps. 31-. If nSfln were from y'nSfl a dependence upon Ex. 818

9
4 ii 7 (J)

would appear ; but this derivation is improbable. z&z -HDK v.6 is a phr. of D,

here only in \p. There are two resemblances to previous Ps., cf. v.7a with 3
3
,

and v.9* with 3^ ; but these are not sufficient to establish common author

or date. The language favours a date not earlier than Je. (4) The historical

situation is entirely different from that of Ps. 3, where a monarch was in peril

from hostile peoples. Here a ruler, probably not a king, is sustained by the

people, but oppressed by men of station and influence. By lying, and empty,

baseless misrepresentation, they have changed his position of honour to one

of reproach. This does not suit the e:\perience of David during the rebellion

of Absalom; for the adversaries were not men of rank. These were with

David, but the common people were against him, having been seduced by
Absalom 2 S. I5

1"6
; and David was not in fact in peace and safety 2 S. !7

24-i8.

The experience of the Ps. is that of a reformer. The language of the Ps.

favours a priest such as Amariah 2 C. I9
11

, Jehoiada 2 K. 1 1, Hilkiah 2 K. 22
;

but all of these excepting the last are too early and none of them were prob-

ably sustained by the people over against the princes. The situation is well

given in Ezr. 4, where Zerubbabel and Jeshua were opposed at the court of

Persia by lies and slanders, which had no basis in fact; and their honour was

clouded by such attacks and their work really stayed. This would suit all the

conditions of the Ps.

Str. I. 2. The poet prays that when he calls, Yahweh will answer

him. It is just because Yahweh is the God of my right] the God
who vindicates his cause against his adversaries and establishes

his right, that he can so address Him and pray with confidence

to Him. This is fortified in the syn. line by past experience ;

the God of his right has vindicated his right, when in distress,

and has made room for him. Distress is here a being constrained

into narrow limits; pressed from rightful freedom, and shut in

on every side. The antith. is the removal of such restraint and

pressure, giving room and freedom. The request for answer is

strengthened into shew mefavour (by hearing) my prayer. "The
word suggests the free bestowal of favour rather than the exercise

of forgiving clemency" (Kirk); or pity for sufferers. 3. The
call upon God is followed by antith. remonstrance with his adver-

saries, who refuse his right and have brought him into distress.

They are sons of men] men of rank, of high degree, and so have

had the power to reduce his honour \ right, to reproach, \\
distress,
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They have done this because they are themselves false and dis-

honourable men. Willye love a Tain thing ?~] empty and without

reality, more specific seek after a he]. The reproach that they
have brought upon him is thus branded as false, without founda-

tion, and a lie. The charge is concrete and specific; "false-

hood "
(RV., Dr., JPSV) is too general ; leasing

"
(PBV, AV.) is

obsolete for lie.

Str. II. 4. In the antistr., the poet gives his adversaries to know,
in the first syn. couplet, that Yahweh hath shewn extraordinary

kindness] as if 3I
22
renewing the experience of v.

2
. ^, though

sustained by Vrss. ancient and modem and most critics with the

mng. : hath separated, set apart, or distinguished, for Himself, the

pious, godly man, is not so well suited to context and is not sus-

tained by good usage. Yahweh heareth when / call unto Him"]
constant experience resuming v,

20
. 5. In the second syn. couplet,

he warns them that had brought his honour to reproach, to

tremble and not sin] by taking the steps necessary to realise their

thoughts, make them effective in conduct. Over against their

loving a vain thing and seeking out a lie against him, the poet
warns them ; say (what you have to say) in your heart, to your-

selves, in secret, while lying upon your bed, and be still] give no

expression to your wicked thoughts.

Str. III. The poet now turns to his discouraged people. 6. They
are sons of mankind] men of low degree over against the sons of

men, men of high degree v.
3
; the measure as well as the antith.

requires this insertion. He exhorts them to sacrifice right sacri-

fices'] while he is calling on the God of his right, v.
2a

. These were

the normal sacrifices, in accordance with law and custom (Du.,

Ba.), rather than " of righteousness
"

offered in a right spirit (Pe.,

De., Hu., Kirk) or symb. of righteous acts (Aug, Chrysostom) or

which justify, cf. v.
2
,
Genebr. 7. He reminds his followers that they

are many in numbers, and they should trust unto Yahweh, Who

has made room for him in the past and Who shews favour to him

in his prayer v.
a

. He urges them to keep saying] expressing the

wish, the strong desire, "O that He wouldshew usprosperity "], so

JPSV, antith. to the reproach that has come upon their chiefs, cf.

v.80. This is better suited to the context than the question "Who

will shew us?" of EV8
, They should beg the bestowal of the
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divine benediction, Lift the light of Thy countenance upon us, in

place of the vain thing and the lie, that the adversaries have

sought out against him. The poet is thinking of the blessing of

the high priest, Nu. 624"26
(P), which wishes that the light of Yah-

weh's face may shine upon His people with favour, bestowing

peace and prosperity. This blessing the Psalmist seeks directly

from Yahweh Himself, so 6f, cf. 44
4V6

.

Str. IV. The antistr. asserts the poet's gladness, peace, and

safety, over against the prayers of his people in the previous str.,

in introverted parallel clauses. Yahweh, Thou hastput gladness

in my hearf\ the response to the prayer v.
76

. This joy is greater

than that of those who in harvest season rejoice that their corn

and new wine were abundant^. This is in response to the peti-

tion v.
7a

. He resolves to lay him down and go to sleep at once, in

peace, in the experience of that same trusting unto Yahweh which

he has commended to his followers v.
66

. He enjoys the calm

peace which is imparted in the priestly benediction for which

they had asked. Thou makest me dwell apart in safety] response
to the offering of right sacrifices by his people v.

60
. In calm,

peaceful trust he goes to sleep upon his bed with this evening

prayer upon his lips.

2. ^5:1] Qal inf. cstr. sf. i p., temporal clause ; imv. Qal sf. I p. in apodosis

V2 v ^'"~^i?l? ^g] Phr- .^ God of my right, who rights me, vindicates

my right, cf. yen inS' i8*7 ; -non '* 59"-^. j p^ n .m. : ( x ) what is right,

just,'* iSjjjD right paths 23*, 'x VJ3T 46 5 121 Dt'ss19
; (2) righteousness in

government (a) of rulers 58* 9416, () of laws H97- & 76 - ^- - "* o. 164.
172,

(c) of king 45
5
72

2 Is. n4 - 5
, (d} of God's attitude as sovereign: personified

agent 85"-
M- 14

, foundation of His throne 89
15 = 97

a
, in His government

9
9
65

6 96
18 = 98^, administration of justice 7

18
4811

so
6 = gy

8
, vindication

of His people 9
5
35

21- 28
, >pns ^n^N 4%, it is everlasting ng1*2

. (3) right-

eousness, justice in a cause 35
27 Is. 59*, '3 BAP 7

9
, "D SDJ iS21, '3 awn v.25,

TC ^Dty 171, ^ isin 37
6
; (4) Tightness in speech 52

s
; (5) ethically right

1716 458 je. 22i3 HO. lo*2 W.L. x r\vy II9
121

, 's V^fi 15^; (6) righteous-
ness as vindicated in deliverance 4O10 H9128

; (7) pyf njtf ^z/ ^/" the

God ^dU Il819 ; cf. Is. I26 Je. 3I
28

50^.^1*3] emphatic position; n

temporal c. nx for usual J -re n. in ^ j/raz&, distress yp 6O18 io818 II9
143

,'

alw. elsw. either
\ %* i87 66" IO644 loT

6-"-"-^ = h nx tfu S9
17 IO28,

or ^ i2f o 311 69^ : therefore here also ->S-^3, the transposition of ^ a

copyist's error. Moreover, this construction improves the measure, for the

superfluous tone disappears. narnn] Hiph. pf. 2 sg. hast made room, only
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here in this fig. sense, but cf. IS37. The pf. prob. refers to past experience,
Dr.9. It is tempting with Bo. aw W(g> to think of a precative pf. here;

but, as Dr. 2, there is lack of evidence of such a usage in Heb., v. Ges. M6(SW-

although Ew.S 2236 sustains it. o:n] Qal imv. sf. I p. J Vljn (0 skewfavour,,
be gracious; so usually of God as bestowing redemption from enemies, evils

and sins c. ace. 4* 6s 9
14

2$
16 2611 27

7
30" 3i

10
4i

5 - n
5i

3
562 57

s- 2
59

6 86s- 16
,

all 33; elsw. 6;
2 IO214 iipss.

MS I2^ 3. s. not ^4 in % or 3 exc. abs. 77!;

(2) of God in bestowal of favours in more general sense : ^n ^nnin preg.
with two ace. be gracious to me (in giving) Thy Law no/29

; (3) of man in

dealing with poor, alw. ptc., abs. fyin 37
21<2S 112s, c. "? log

12
. Poel direct

favour toward IO215 as Pr. I4
21

. Hithp. *?N
t|nn

j^A or implore favour of

God so9 I42
2

. J7?ch] makes line too long; is a gloss, being implied in

pregnant clause; cf. up29
. n^sn] v. Intr. I. 3. J^ V?3 pl.cstr.,

vocative, n. of relation c. coll. sg. cn. This phr. in ^ elsw. only antith.

D-IK 23 49s 6210
, where men of high degree are contrasted with men of low

degree : so here, esp. if we insert D"IN \ in v.6. In fact CVK in ^ usually

means man as a self-respecting individual with a certain amount of dignity

62*, having talent IO5
17

, sometimes pious 25
^
34

13
IO9

16 H21* 5
, sometimes an

enemy or wicked 3I
21

37
7
38

15 927
. % an** ^a in ^ alw. mankind u* I22- 9

I4
2 (= 533) 2lH 3l20 33

13
36

8
45

3 665 ggiB^ joyS.
15. SI. 81

1IS
1B

I4S12. In

5T
5
5^

2 ^ must ^ave ^e special sense of ttK -"ja if subj., but this is improb.

It is obj., and so has same mng. as all other passages. J no-n>'] how long

as 74? (?) 79
5
8947 . ""T^;] antith. with noS?, only here ^. ^ua in the mng.

honour^ reputation, character of man is elsewhere only 2 Ch. 2618 Pr. 2O8 2I1

25
27 EC. IO1

; but cf. 7
6

. >] before naSj is preg., implying run become.

J npl?:)]
n. f. in its original sense of insult, not in

\f/t but as reproach ; elsw.

3S
2

k-4
16

69
8 - ^

7I
18

I09
29

; cf. 89
51

. ( ?ws vore papvic&pdioi ZVQLTI=.

no^ 3 1

? na:), though sustained by Houb., Genebr., We., is better explained as

due to a mistake quite common, esp. in Egyptian Aramaic script, of 3 for

3; J incliti mei after Aq. ol ii/So&l jttou -nap = naaj iqfmy honourable men.

But MT followed by S, ^, j5 suits rhythm and context T^nxn] Qal impf.

2 pL 2HK, fuller archaic form to .get full-toned penult before monosyL; obj.

pn. (^ ^2
) : cf. 1 15 52

s*

IO9
17 for loving other forms of evil. :JTD

i^ip^n]

phr. a.X. Vb. Piel impf. 2 pi. cf. jn '3 Ps. I7
11

. J 3TD /z>, falsehood & f 405

58* 626 * 10
, 4. iS -pon *> n^sn] phr. a.X. vb. Hiph. pf. aorist. The line is

too long in fg, either '> or ^ must be a gloss. But it is the latter, bee. we

should rd. f ion K^BD as I7
7
3I

22
, Jyfoo; extraordinary kindness. The mis-

interpretation as TDn occasioned the addition of i
1

?; 37 ccdd. Ken. 28 De Rossi

rd. t^flru Most recent critics, By., Che., Gr., We., Oort, Du. rd. non, but

differ as to 'h non or i
1

? non or *h ion. The use of ion is so important

in ^ that it seems best to give the complete usage here. t("'&n) vb. denom.

only Hithp. shew oneself kind: Ps. iS20 = 2 S. 22s6, Ji^n n.m. (i) of man

kindness (a) toward men in doing favours and benefits I4i
5
, () especially as

extended to the lowly, needy, and miserable log
12- 16

; (2) of God kindness^

lovingkindness, in condescension to the needs of His creatures. He is non

D
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I44
2

; vjon in
1

59
18

;
non ^N 59

11
(so <S,F, Ew., Hup., De., Pe. } Che., Ba.) ;

His is the kindness 6213 j
it is with Him I3O

7
; specifically (#) in redemption

from enemies and troubles : 21* 3 1
17 - *~ (= ^) 32

10
33

22
s6

8
42 44

27
4810

59"
6620 8s

8
90
U
94

i8
lo;

8 - 15 - al - 31
I43

8 - 12
; men should trust in it I3

6
S2

10
; rejoice

in it 3 1
8

; hope in it 33
18

I47
11

. () z preservation of life from death: 65

8613
. (0 i* quickening spiritual life: IO9

2G
119"-

76 88- ^ li9 - 159
. (//) z

redemption from sin: 25
7
5i

3
. (<?) in keeping tfie covenants with David and

his dynasty : iS51 89
29 - 34

. (/) grouped with other divine attributes : HDNI ion

Pss. 25
10

4011-
12

57* 6i 8
8s

11
Sg

15
115! 1382 Gn. 24

27
(J) ; HENI ton an Ex. 346

(J) Ps. 8615 ; H no Pss. 263 1 1 ;
2 Mi. 7

20
; H njiax Pss. 8812 89

s- &
92*; \\

o^rn 77"

98
3

103*; BfltfBi non loi 1
Je. cp; || npix Ps. 36

11
; norn aio 236. () The

kindness of God is (a) abundant: nDh an abundant, plenteous in kindness

Nu. I418
(J) Ne. 9

*7
(Qr.)Jo. a Jon. 4

3 Ps. 865 IO3
s

(cf. Ex. 346 (J) Ps. 86") ;

q-jon
an Ne. I3

22 Pss. 5
8
69

14 io67 (0, U, Aq., & to be preferred to MT.

rynDn); lion ai La. 3
32 Ps. io645 (Kt., @ in both preferable). (^) ^-^^ in

extent: nDn'Srij 1458; great as the heavens 57
11

IO3
11

; cf. 366 io85 ; the

earth is full of it 33
6 ug64

. (c) everlasting: non D
1

?^
1

? Je. 33
11 1 Ch. I68*- 41

2 Ch. 513 78-
6 202i Ezr. 3

11 Pss. ioo5 IO61
107! I iS1 - 2- 4 - 29

1361-20
(26 1.) .

cf> 52
3

I03
17

I38
8

. (^) ^^/ 63* 69
17

I09
21

. (Ji) pi. mereies, deeds of kindness :

the historic displays, mostly late : Pss. 25 892 Is. 63
7
; promised in Davidic

covenant Ps. Sg
50

; in general La. 3
s2 Ps. I7

7
; cf. 3I

22 ^ (sg.) 107^.

% TDn adj. (i) kind: of man i826 = 2 S. 2226 ; of nation Ps. 43
1

; of God, only

I45
17

Je. 3
12

. (2) as n. pious, godly : because kindness, as prominent in the

godly, comes to imply other attributes and be a designation of the godly

character, piety; sg. 4* I22 (?) 326 862
; Thy pious one i610 (Kt. pi.) pi. ffie

piousi godly, those of the people who were faithful, devoted to God's service,

only in ^ and chiefly if not entirely in late Pss. I49
1 - 5

; His pious ones 3O
5
3i

24

37
28 g5

9
97

io XI 6i6 148" 1499 ; Thy pious ones 52" 79
2
892 132 145^ ; My

pious ones 5O
5

\ her (Zion's)piom ones I32
16

. In the Maccabean age o-vvaytoyij

'A<ritia.lt>)v denoted, technically, the party of the pious who opposed the Helleni-

sation of Judaea. See I Mace. 212
7*8 2 Mace. I46 ; so perhaps Pss. Ii616

I49
1- 6 - 9

. 5. u.jn] imv. Qal 2 pi. refers to cn ^ v.3 Jn"i Qal be agitated,

quiver, tremble, of foundations of mountains i88
, depths of sea 77

17
, of the earth

77
19

, peoples 99
1
, so here most suitably. 0, S 6pyL^<rde =Eph. 426, 3, be angry,

AV. is sustained by Is. 2821 of God's anger and Pr. 29
9 of man's. But in these

cases it is rather the quivering and trembling of passion, which is justifiable;

and is regarded by many as Hiph. v. BDB. WBnrrL
'N

1

] two tones, neg.

Qal impf. pi. 2 m. jussive i conj. andwt advers. but, as required by interp. of

0, S. 3 nolite {peccare) might imply la^n and so give us the missing word of

this tetrameter. But <g> has a X^yere. This1

may be an interp. to get an obj. for

HDK or it may rest upon an original -WN = J mute step, going, for mode of life

as I7
6
37

81 4O
8
44

19
73

2
cf. I7

11
. Probably DIN p is the missing word which

must be supplied in thought and might have been omitted by prosaic copyist as

unnecessary. { xtan vb. Qal in ^ alw. miss the goal or path of right and duty,

sin (agst God): abs. 4? 78^, in confession io66 ; c. h 78
17

Jig
11 in con-
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fession 4i
5
5i

6
;

c. 3 of instr. 392 cf. Jb. 210 . Piel in ^ only ^purify from
undeanness 5i

9
; elsw. in this sense Lv. I4

49 - 52 Nu. ig
19

(P). Hiph. bring to

condemnation or punishment Dt, 24* Is. 2921 , possibly Ps. 59
13

(insertion in

text). a??^ -ncK]- f 23*73 ICN phr. a.X. ^, but Dt. 7
17 817

9* iS21 Is. I4
13
47

s

4921 je . 521 1*322 zp . I*2 2i5 cf. Ho. 72 (?), c f. f ^3 nrs Ps. io6.n-i3 14!

(= S3
2
) 35

25
74

8 elsw. Gn. I7
17

(P) 27*1 (JE) i K. I225 Est. 66 EC. 21 - 15

3
i7- is IS . 47

io Ob.8 Zc. I25 cf. Gn. S21 (J) i S. 27*. f 23^3 -izn Ps. 152 3^3 EC.

215 . The use of 33^ is so important in ^ that the entire usage is given below:

J23^ n.m. the inner, middle or central part : usually of men (i) the inner

man in contrast with the outer, 33S INU* 73
2G

; hands 73
18

(La. 3
41

?);

speech 283 78
18

. (2) & ir /# indef. the soul, comprehending mind,
affections and will

; or in connection with certain vbs. having more specif,

reference to some one of them 62 73
26 8611

I39
23

; 33s ^33 8612 in 1
I S. 7

s

I220.24 z K . I4
s 2 K . jo8* 2 Ch. 15" 229

3i
2i

Je . 29^ Jo. 212 ; abbr. from phr.

tfsr^i 'l

?"
l

?33 characteristic of D. '^3 Ps. 84 (?); -h D? 77
7

(rd. c. run as

@) ; ^3 205 I S. I3
U

I4
7

. (3) specif, ref. to mind (characteristic of 33 1

?) ;

(a) knowledge: HD3H ^ QO
12

(cf. Jb. 9*). (3) thinking, reflection : 73
7

(77
7

supra ^). (4) specif, ref. to moral character (charact. of 3aS) :

- 1

? IBV ii9
7
(?) Dt. 9

5
i Ch. 29

17
, cf. 2 Ch. 29** i K. 3

6 2K. io; -^an Ps. 7S
72

ioi2 Gn. 205 - 6
(E) i K. 9* ; 'S ^ Ps. 24*, cf. ^ na 73

1
; as seat of erring

95
10

; as froward ioi 4
; as seat of pride ioi 5

; ^ nerpn 95
8
. (5) =^ man

himself (pmQ charact. of tt'uj); so here (^) and in all uses of phrases with

33S given above, including I5
2

; also 0332*7 in; letyour heart (you yourselves)

live (late) 22s7 69
88

, cf. HQ175
. (6) specif, as seat of the appetites (for which

usually trsj) icq.
15

;
^ ^Q stay the Jieart (with food) IO4

15
(Ju. I9

8
(?)).

(7) specif, as seat of the emotions and passions (for which usually irei) ; of

trouble I3
3
25

17
73

21
IO9

16
. (8) seat of courage (for which usually nn) 3125^

elsw. only Dn. n25
. D^tT"

1

?^] preg. lying upon your bed. JaatfD n.m.

4? 36
5
41* I49

5
.

ian]]
i conj., Qal imv. 2 p.; Jam vb. (i) & /?/, still^

30
13

35
16

(prob.) ; (2) fo jA7/= perish 3I
18

; c. h resigned to 37
7 62* (?). Poal

^ quieted, composed 131?. 6. >H3T -in3?] Qal imv. 2 pL The subj. cannot

be t!" ^J3, but their antithesis. That is elsewhere DI ^a, vA It was

omitted by prosaic copyist in text, making measure at fault. % H3T vb. slaughter

sacrifice, espec. for communion meals ; c. ace. of the kind of sacrifice 4? 2T
6

50
14 - 23

I07
22 n617

, c. 3, 54
s

; all made to God, but of sons and daughters

offered to idols io637 (Qal)
M

(Piel, as usual of such sacrifices). J rnr n.m. sac^

rifice, esp. of the class, peace offerings (<z) for communion meals
|J nViy, nmn

40
7
5i

1-8
; (ti)

covenant 5o
5
,
cf. v.8 ; (^) mm (^nar thank offerings IO7

22 n617
;

(d} njnnn 'nar for festivals 2T
6

; (^) phrs. D < n l7N <

>n3T 5i
19

; pis ^rur r?^/,

normal sacrifices here as Dt. 33
19 Ps. 5i

21
; (/) heathen sacrifices IO628.

t mm W -1TO3.1] Qal imv. 2 p. phr. 2 K. iS22 (= Is. 36
7
) Pss. f 3i

7
56* S63

Pr. 3
5 to God ; to persons Ju. 2O8B j things Je. 7* ; disting. from 3 mS3, . Ps.

^; S^ ren rely upon, v.ji15. This line is also defective. Gr. attaches or*!

in sense of nobles; but these were the S"K ^3, v.30, and that mng. of o>3-\ is

rare and very late. We might, however, take it in the usual sense of the
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many, the common multitude
||
DIN rtt. The displacement was due to the

influence of 3
2 upon copyist. 7. D^px] ptc. pi. verbal force as 3

s
. UK-V **?]

Makkeph should be stricken out ; for there are two tones, not one, if Dun

goes with previous line. The ^D might be question : Who can or will shew

its? expressing discontent and despair; but better as wish, GesJ 151 *1).

| 3ito n.m. (i) welfare, happiness, obj. nsn Jt 34
13 EC. 224 3

13
Jb. f (cf. Je.

29
32

), trpa Ps. I229, cf. 34
U

84
12

8s
13

, iom ana 23
6
, aitaa in prosperity 25

13
,

a^EDD #/fcr from happiness 39
s

; (2) good things, sg. coll. 2i 4
, obj. patr IO4

28
,

cf. I03
5
, N^D 107; (3) 00^, benefit, 119*6.122. (4) moral good in antith. to

jn 34
15

37
27

52
5

>t. 30
15 Is. 5

20 Am. 5
1*- 15

, aw niyy Ps. I4
1 - 8 (= 53

2- 4
) 37

3 - v

EC. 3
12

(?) 7
20

, aiB *pi pursue good Ps. 38
21

.
np:] a.X. Qal imv. cohort.;

incorrect for noJ -^/DDJ denom. DJ banner, standard^ and so waz/<? the same,

S eirio-qtiov irolya-ov, <S ffyjjLeid>8ij, 5J signatum est-=. npj Niph. pf., so

Genebr., cf. oo6
. DD^nn 1

? Hithp. jftal zV away be displayed, of the banner, <

Zduicas fffjfj^Ldfcriv. This suits V>, but not the /z#/ 0/"/Sfe divine countenance.

Moderns after tirapov Aq., 6, /^^z, 3, t, AE., De W., Ges.w), Ew.S 22
^,

Ko.L^ao^ regard it as error for rj io12
, so cod. 245 Kenn., ni?j cod. 30, usu-

ally Ntt> 25
18

, iNtf 247 - 9 8i3
96

8
134.2. It refers to the blessing 9f the high

priest, Nu. 62*-26 (source of P) in the syn. clause q\S i^a "Wy?N vis &&*

Nu. 6^, the two melting together in the phr. -jija
*>

Ntt'J, cf. 67
3

; the prep.

S? is a late inexactness for ^s, cf, also 44* 89
16

. J ^ n.m. (i) light as dif-

fused, created 104* ; (2) /^ of luminaries, stars 148
s
, cf. I36

7
; (3) day-

light 49
20

, cf. I39
11

; (4) /z^ of fire 78
14

; (5) of life 56
14

; (6) of prosperity

97
U II24 ; (7) of instruction 37 H9106

; (8) efface 38", of God's enlightening

face 47 44* 8916, cf. 27! 36
10

43
8
. o-os as used t of God in anthropomorphic

and theophanic sense (a) His face in favour '& TIN 4? 44* 89
16

, 'u IIND

90
s
, 'jb -van 31" 67

2 8o4 - 8 - 20 ng136
, indifference (p) 'B ^nDn io11 132

2226 379 308 44s6 5 111 69" 8815 IO23 IO4
29

I43
7
, in hostility c. a 34"

So17 ; (H) His presence '& ttpa 24
6

278-
8

105*, 'fl nSn H958
, *B Dip 89

16
95

2
,

'a nnx 42s, 'B nrn n 7
I7

15
, 'B nno 3i

21
, in anger 2i 10 La. 416

, 'u S^ in

judgment Ps. 9
20

. -nini] at close of line makes it too long. It should

go with next line to make that a tetrameter; so 5, Che., Du.

8. nnro] fully written Qal pf. 2 m. Vfru. nnov] n.f. joy, gladness ^ i6u

2i7
30^43* 45

16
5I

1" 68* 97
11 loo2 io66 I37

3 - 6! ^a] short form; cf. long
form oaaaS v.5. The difference was due to the carelessness of a copyist.

The long form is unusual in ^, therefore more prob. original here. The a^

as t seat of emotions and passions; of joy in some form of HDP f i69 19 33
21

1058 (= i Ch. i6i) Ex. 41* (J) Pr. 1518-
3<>

I7
22

27
9- EC. a-w> 5 Ct. 3^

Is. 247 Zc. io7 (cf. aa 1

? Dt. 28^ Is. 30^ Je. 15" Ez. 36^), &v Ps. H9"1
, Su

I3
6
, rSj; 287 ; of desire 2i8

37*; of trouble 38
9 - u

5S
5

; other emotions 2216

278 39* 4018 6i8
I07

12
I09

22
143*; of courage 27

1*
76 H982

. nyp] pregn.
= -IB^ n^n nno^D ara; <*f, S add ^Xa^ov = oirnni. This makes line too long,

and is gloss to make statement of harvest more complete, as Ho. 2s* o.

sf. indef., ace. to Ew. f Ol., Ba., as proverbial comparison of the Psalmist's

personal joy in God with the harvest joy of others, cf. Is. 9
2
. MolL, Pe,, think
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of the prosperous harvest of the enemy as contrasted with the joy in God of

the Psalmist. It is better to thmk of the former prosperity in harvest, and
that which they have been urged to pray for = 3H9 v.7a. 9. D1

*?*^] emph.
suggested by DY? *p Dtt" Nu. o^6, the other parts of formula used v.?&

(z/.
sS3).

JinnJ adv. together: (i) of community of action 34* 55
15

yi
10

83
6
(?) IO223 ;

of parts of building 122s ; (2) at once, at one and the same time, joining both

vbs. in action of same persons, only here 4? in this sense, elsewhere (3) emph.
all together 14* (= 53*) 19^ 3526 3788 &\ ^vx\ Qal impf. i p. s. cohort,

resolution / will lie down or lay me down\ p^Ki, because of adv. coordinating
two vbs. must be i coord, and the form should be ~UU">N, as 3

6
. Coordination

may be expressed by repeating the subj. in English. nrjNj emph. pr. 2 m.

referring to mm v.8* (**>, therefore mn>, unnecessary in this line and making it

too long, is a gloss. Y^] adv. apart, in solitariness, Nu. 23
9 Mi. ;

14
(both

with pir), here emphasized by n&aS in security n.m. with S prep., with 3V>

not elsw. $, but Lv. 25
la - 26* Ju. i87 i 1C. 5

5
Je. 32

37
49

31
Zp. 215, c. 23&

Pr. 3
s9

Is. 478 Ez. 2S26 34*.
28

3gs.
11. u

396.
28 zc . 1411 Dt. 33

12 Ps. 16* Je. 236

33
16

; S omitted with 3s Dt. I210 i S. I2U with p;? Dt. 33
s8 Pr. I88. This

passage is prob. based on Dt. 33
s8

, espec. as there it is in a land nvn pn as

v.8. ^P1^] Hiph. impf. 2 m. sf. i s. //gofe iSf ^/^// as in Je. 32
s7

,

PSALM V., 5 STR. 4*.

Ps. 5 is a prayer composed for public worship. The choir, at

morning sacrifice, prays Yahweh to hearken to the cry for help

(v.
2
^) ; for evil and wickedness of speech and action have no place

in His presence and are abhorrent to Him (v.
5"7

). Standing in

the court and worshipping towards the temple, they pray for guid-

ance (v.
8"9

) ; because the adversaries have abundant wickedness

in mind, speech, and act, they plead that God would thrust

them forth from His people (v.
lft"u

) ; and they intercede for bless-

ing upon all who seek refuge in Him (v.
1243

).

Q GIVE ear to my words, Yahweh; consider my murmuring;
hearken to the voice of my crying for help, my King, and my God ;

For unto Thee I pray in the morning, Thou nearest my voice ;

In the morning I set in order (my prayer) for Thee and I keep watch (for Thee).

TTOR Thou art not a God taking delight in wickedness, evil cannot be Thy guest;

Boasters cannot take their stand before Thine eyes ;

Thou dost hate all workers of trouble, speakers of a lie;

Men of blood and deceit Thou abhorrest, Yahweh.

"RUT as for me through the abundance of Thy kindness I enter Thy house;

1 worship with the reverence that is due Thee, towards Thy holy temple.

Yahweh lead me in Thy righteousness because of those lying in wait for me;
Even before me Thy way : (before Thee are my ways).
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JTOR there is no right in their mouth, in their heart is ruin ;

An open grave is their throat, with their tongue they flatter.

Declare them guilty, O (my) God, let them fall from their plans :

In the abundance of their wickedness thrust them out, for they rebelled against

Thee.

gUT let all that seek refuge in Thee, rejoice, forever shout for joy;

And let them exult in Thee, all that love Thy name
;

For Thou on Thy part blessest the righteous, Yahweh,

And Thou coverest them over with a great shield, with favour crownest them.

Ps. 5 was in S3 as the 2d morning prayer, then in JH and also in

as its 1st morning prayer (v. Intr. 27. 31. 33). There seems to be a designed

antithesis between the assignment of Ps. 4, an evening prayer nwjjja 'with

stringed instruments, and Ps. 5 a morning prayer nV^run ? forflute playing

(v. Intr. 39), probably because the former was regarded as more suited

to evening prayer, the preparation for sleep; and the latter to morning

pra, the preparation for work. The antith. between the righteous and

the wicked differs much from that of Ps. I and implies a much earlier date.

The Ps. lacks the personal experience of Pss. 3-4, and is throughout that of

the congregation of righteous worshippers. The wicked are wicked men in

Israel itself. They are chiefly wicked in tongue : expressions are heaped up
for this, boasters, v.6, speakers ofa he, men ofdeceit,v?, no right in their moiith,

an open grave their throat, with their tongue they flatter, v.10. Such do not

appear in Preex. or Exil. Literature ; but in the peaceful times of Persian and
Greek dominion. They are also men, who in their mind plot ruin, v.10, and
have plans against the righteous, v.11, and they are also workers oftrouble, v.G,

men of blood, v.7 ; they rebel against Yahweh, v. 11
. The righteous on the other

hand are those who observe morning prayer and sacrifice in the courts of the

temple, v.4 8
, from which evil is excluded from being a guest, v.5

; they seek

refuge in Yahweh and love His name, v.12. The author may have been one

of the Levitical singers of the 2d temple. If so, his Ps. must have been com-

posed earlier than those Levitical Pss. which appear in It and IE. It must
have been written in times of external peace and internal strife ; after the

second temple had been long built; and sacrifices were habitual in its courts

thus in the middle Persian period,

Str. I. 2. The choir, standing in the court of the temple, v.8
,

prays : O give ear to my words, Yahwe}^, those of this Ps., which

has as its complement, consider my murmuring^ the faint utterance

which accompanies the words, and also has its petition. This

makes better parall. than EV " meditation." 3. The syn. clause

is O hearken to the voice of my crying for help\* The righteous
need help as the next Str. shows

;
and their words are a cry, aloud

with the voice to Yahweh for it The complement of 1. 2 is syn.
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with Yahweh, who is here in the plea, my King and my God}, in

personal special relations to the righteous petitioners, and in the

double relation as King of the kingdom of Israel, and God of His

people. 4. The reason for hearing is given in the syn. couplet,

which is also syn. to the previous couplet. For unto Thee I pray
in the morning}, at the appointed hour of sacrifice, when Yahweh
was accustomed to hear the voice of His worshippers in the litur-

gical morning prayer at the morning sacrifice. I set in order}

arrange, supplying "my prayer" EVg-

JPSV, "my case," Dr.,
"
cause," Kirk, possibly of the parts of prayer with an allusion to

the parts of the sacrifice. and I keep watch}, for God's manifes-

tation of His acceptance of the prayer as it ascends to Him, with

the flame of the sacrifice of the altar.

Str. II. 5-7. The reason for the prayer for help is giverifcn

four syn. lines. Those who occasion the cry for help are de-

scribed as having wickedness and its complement evil, syn. with

which are boasters of the evil which they plan and do, workers of

trouble, with its complement, speakers of a lie ; and men of blood

and deceit. Wickedness and evil of speech are chiefly emphasized
in these boasters, characteristics of wickedness in postex. Israel ;

but wickedness of violent action is also involved in men of blood

and workers of trouble. God's attitude towards these men is graph-

ically stated in the syn. clauses : Thou art not a God taking delight

in}, but the very reverse, as is brought out in the complementary

statement, evil cannot be Thy guest}, be welcome in the house, in

the courts of Yahweh, among His worshippers ; ||
stand before

Thine eyes}, in the choir of worshippers, standing before the

temple building; followed by the positive statement, Thou dost

hate; and the climax, abhor. This attitude of God towards those

against whom the choir of Israel cries for help, gives strong reason

for the assurance that He will give that help.

Str. III. 8. The choir returns to the direct petition of the first

Str. ; stating in a syn. couplet, parall. to the second couplet of the

first Str., the fact : I enter Thy house \Iworship towards Thy holy

temple'}, indicating with sufficient clearness that the choir is in

the precincts of the temple, and prostrating themselves in the

court, looking towards the temple, the throne room of Yahweh's

abode. These clauses are qualified with the recognition of the
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abundance of kindness of Yahweh which permitted this entrance,

and a devout statement of the reverence with which the worship

was accompanied. 9. The second couplet is parallel with the

first couplet of Str. L, only the petition,
"
give ear, consider,

hearken," advances to, lead me, with its syn., even before me, and

the sphere of it, Thy righteousness || Thy way. Guidance in life is

needed because of those lying in waif, the insidious foes described

above in the previous Str. and again in the following. The last

clause omitted by MT., but suggested by Vrss., is the climax, be-

fore Thee are my ways'] complementary of, Even before me Thy

way,~] even them, make them Thy way.]

Str. IV. 10-11 is syn. with the second Str. and is a stronger

representation of the attitude of God towards the wicked. There

ar3 two couplets, making four syn. lines. The emphasis upon
wickedness of speech is still stronger ; There is no right in their

moutK], with its complement in their heart"], that is in their

mind, ruin], the plan in their mind is to engulf the righteous

in ruins ; cf. 52* and so
||
an open grave is their throat, with its

complement, with their tongue they flatter. There is yet in the

last line wickedness of action, in the abundance of their wicked-

ness, with its complement, for they rebelled against Thee. The
attitude of God towards them passes over, from their exclusion

from the temple worship, God's hatred and abhorrence of them,
in Str. II., to the stronger and more aggressive ; declare them

guilty',
with its complement, let them fallfrom their plans'], fail in

them, and the climax, thrust them out.

Str. V. 12-13 is a final intercession which is parall. with

Str. I. and III. j but needs no subsequent Str. parall. with II.

and IV. ; for the wicked have been left behind, thrust out from

the community, as well as excluded from the temple. The choir

accordingly rises, from petition for help, to intercession for the

righteous. This is in two couplets, which again are syn. through-
out. They are described as those that seek refuge in Thee'], in

the temple worship |[ ;
love Thy name], the holy name of Yahweh,

as connected with His holy temple. They are finally designated
as the righteous. These, in the syn. clauses; rejoice, with its

complement, forever shout for joy ; \ exult in Thee; three terms

for the liturgy of temple worship. The climax is reached in the
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more comprehensive bkssest, and its specific double simile of

tender care and loving attention ; coverest them over with a great

shield~\j so guarding from all evil and adversaries; and its com-

plement, with favour crownest them\, as favoured guests rejoicing
at a feast in their honour, cf. 23^ 103*.

2. now] pi. sf. I. p. emph. J "HpK
n.m. (i) utterance, word 19*, of men

esp. in prayer 5
2
141. ->fl ns Dt. 32

1 Ps. ig
15

54* yS
1
138-*, fig. day to day IQ

3
;

of God, SN not* 107". (2) promise of God 77
9
, command 6812. nrmn]

Hiph. imv. cohort. tVtTi?] denom. JTN n.f. *#r, only Hiph. (i) give ear

to, of God's listening to prayer, c. ace. rei 5
2

17! 55^ 866 I4O
7

141\ c. h

rei 39
18

143*, c. S rei 54*; ? pers. ^f, Dt. I45 , abs. Pss. So2 849. (2) per-
ceive by ear, 'hear, abs. I35

17
, listen to; of men, abs. 49

2
, c. ? rei 78

1
.

nj-g] Qal imv. cohort, pa observe, mark, give keed to, c. ace. as Dt 32
7 Pss.

50
22

94
7 - 8

, but only here in connection with prayer. f \pjn] ^ 39* #zy

musing, my murmuring, faint utterance, rather than meditation of EV8
.

<> Kpairyfjs /wv, 3J clamorem meum. The former is too weak, the latter too

strong. 3. n^trpn] Hiph. imv. cohort \ [atrp] Hiph. hearken, Sp
1

? only

here ; but c.
"7 pers. 55

s
, c. Sp2 6619 866

, c. ? 142% c. ace. 17! 6i 2
, abs. with

:prn zo17, dub. OTK gloss), cf. 1302. ^r] Piel inf. cstr. BDB., Ols. 182rf
, so

Du. for ^1D. fV \y^\ only Piel 7^ help, abs. 5
s i842 72

12 H9W7 Jb.

I9
7 2412 29^ 3028 3S

9
s6

is jg. 5g9 La. 3
s
y jon. 38 Hb. i2, so prob. 8S2, c. VK

pers. Pss. i87 222s 282(= 3I
28

) 308 8S1* Jb. 30^ 38*!. Ba. regards it as ni,

for usual ^n^itf i87, cf. Ko.n. i, P. so, _ j ^KI ^a] = 84*, D^K ^3 44^

((S 'nSw). l^p $ God as King of Israel, Dt. 33
5 Pss. io16

29 488 6S25^
I45

1
I49

2
, nwan iSo 247 - 8- 9- 10- 10

, universal king 478-
7- 8

95
s
98 99* Je. io7-

1>.

T 1

?.*?""'? eDapb. beginning a new line. ^?-7] Hiph. impf. I sg. present.

t^Sflnnc. SN pray unto, elsw. 32
6
, c. IM intercede for 72

15
. 4. mn>] is

attached by <S Du. to previous clause, and properly, if original, but it is a

gloss making line too long. i^ip jJDtrn -ipy belongs with previous clause to

complete pentameter. "i3 ace. time in the morning, the hour of prayer, so

59
17 881*

92
s
, the three hours of prayer 55

18
. It belongs with ^sr.N and not

with pDB>n. "pw] shortened form due to Makkeph, which, however, is an

erroneous combination. Separate words are needed for measure. \ TIP

(i) arrange, used Gn. 229 (E) for arranging wood of sacrifice, Ex* 40** **,

(P) of shew bread, so here in fig. sense as most, or as Jb. 32
1*

33
s
37

19

arrange, setforth, words in order; elsw. arrange lamp Ps. I32
17

, table 23
5
78

10
,

setforth in order thoughts 40*, a case 5O
21

. (2) c. h resemble 89
7

(|| HDI).

^S] should be repeated with naxN for the completion of the line. This is

necess. to get two tones after caesura, and gives better euphony. Moreover,

this prep, is required by the vb. ns?N] Piel impf. I p. J nc* Qal watch,

c. h 3T
82

, c. a 66T. Piel c. SN La. 4", c. a' Mi. 7
7
, so c. V Ps. j^. 5. This v. is

too long, a Makkeph should combine SfcTK
1

?, and if original 13 also, nnx if

original, is out of place separated from N 1

?. It is doubtless a prosaic gloss.
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S] n.m. archaic name of God as the Strong one (for use in ^ v. Intr. 36).

I fen] vb. adj. cstr. ace. of God only here, but of man 3413
35

27
, pi. cstr. before

names 35
27 4O15 = ;o

3 with sf. 1 1 1
2

. The vb. itself | used of God, c. with a pers.

IS20 229 4i
u

, rei. I47
1
", c. ace. rei. 37

28 4O7
518.18.21 n ^8 ^^ au jn jj^

delight in,kavepleasure in. For syn. pxi z>. v.13. } pBn] n.m, wickedness (l) in

violence and crime 141* Pr. I23
; (2) of enemies Ps. 1258 (but <& SS.

JHT^);

(3) in ethical sense j5 IO15 458 84" (?), cf. Pr. 87 Jb. 34
8 - 10

35
8 EC. f**&.

(For j?en . Ps. I1 .) :p.r] Qal impf. 3 sg. sf. 2 sg. defective for :pu> poten-

tial mood, Ges. 107 C86
), Dr. 37

. J nu Qal (i) sojourn in land, c. a loci

IO5
12 - 23

, of Israel in Egypt and patriarchs in Canaan, cf. Gn. 26s (J); (2) fig.

fa a guest of Yahweh, c. 3 loci, in His temple Pss. I5
1 6i 6

, c. ace. pers. fig. j5,

cf. I2O5 . f "^ n -m ' only m sense f sojourner, c i loci II9
19

, c. oy pers. 39
13

:

abs.
||
widow and orphan 94 I46

9
. yj] either adj. evil man <S, 3f, Hu., De.,

Ki,, al. as io15
||
a'9?in v.6 ; or n.m. evil

|| ;np,EV8
., Dr. most, in accord with com-

plementary part ofa pentameter. J ;n] adj. : (i) bad, disagreeable, malignant

I44
10

(sword) ; fierce 78
49

(messenger of God). (2) unpleasant H27
Je.

49
s8

* (3) *tti wicked ethically, of pers. jn DIX Ps. I4O2, jn evil man so15 Jb.

2I 80 Pr. II 21 1213, diwag- ^>?a ;nn 1B7 Ps. 5i
6
phr. of D. DL 4s5 +, c. 60 t; of

<afe<ffl& Pss. 55
16 64

6
141*. Jpn n.m.: (i) evil distress, adversity 23*; t jn ID^

496 94^, cf. Am, 6s
; jna in adversity Ps. io6, cf. I2I7

I4O
12

. (2) w*7, injury,

-wrong 7
6
4i

e
S4

7
73

8
IO9

20
J ^"^^ /^ 7̂ ^w 5^

6
Je. f 25? Is. 59

7
. (3) evil, in

ethical sense, Pss. 7
10

34
1*- 17

36
5
52

5
97! 101* 119!, prob. also j$ (others

adj. ez'z/ wa;z) ; pin mo 34
15

37
27 Is. 59

15 Pr. 3
7
I3

19
14 i66 - 1T

Jb. I 1 - 8 2s 2828,

cf. nyi Ps. 2i 12
. 6. I3s:n^] Hithp. impf. 3 pi. potential v. 2*. o^Vin] ptc. pi.

J [^n] vb. Qal be boastful 75*, elsw. only ptc. boasters^ 738 75
6

;

:

Kel same

mng- c. S? io8 (?) and in good sense, c. a 44
9
56

6 - 11
; Hithp. make one's boast

c. 3 in bad sense 497 52* 97
7
, in good sense 34

s
1058, abs. 63

12 6411 io65 . v. Intr.

35 for the use of vb. in the sense ofpraise. f yyy *ujS] before Thine eyes,

locally, in temple worship ; elsw. ideally of God i825, of man 263 36
2 iois

.

nNjfer] Qal pf. 2 sg. emph. present ^J NJIT hate, cf, 1 15 where alone, elsw. in ^ God
hates evil. But the idea is common in Prophets. The vb. is frequently used

of righteous men hating evil 265 3i
7 + io t. $. f ?.!** ^i?"

8
"

17
?]

a^ workers of

trouble, Qal ptc. pi. cstr. nominal force phr. 69 I4*(= 53^ without So) 92
8
94*

loi 8
(without Sa) 288 $&* 598 648 94

16
I2S

5
I4I

4 - 9
, elsw. Ho. 68 Is. 3i

2
Jb. 318

248.22 Pft IO29 2115. Text js wrongly divided here, giving only first part of

pentameter. The second or complementary part is v.7a. 3T3 "la'i. The separa-

tion, or else prosaic view of a copyist, occasioned the insertion of the vb.

T3n, which is inappropriate between MV and ajm. 7. t ara ^3^3=58* Qal
ptc. pi. VC"^] 3Pea& Qal onlv t- and P^. cf. antith. HDN 'i I5

2
, elsw. 28s

3i
w

5i
6
63

13 ioi7 1092; v. f for ara. t Q 1
?? ^] n. of relation coll., cf. 2 S.

i67- 8
,
for usual t^?n ^JN iS50^ ^zV$/ of bloodshed Pss. 26 5S

2*
59

s
I39

19 Pr.

29^, cf. Pss, 9
18 51^ There should be no Makkeph after n, and possibly

we should rd. ->iw as usual. t n
p"Ji?

!

']
is also dependent on tf% cf. Pss. 43

1

55
s
*. Other uses of nrno ofe^zV io7 17

1
24* 34!* 35

20
36* 38

18
50^ $2* 55

12

JO9
2
. aprp] Piel impf, 3 sg. mm subj. is an unnatural change of tense
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though in J, <. But 3 abominab&ris has preserved the original 2??n, the

weak n having been omitted in other texts by txt err. on acct. of the follow-

ing n, which would then very easily be interp. as 3 pers. | [ V-"r ] not *n

Qal, but Piel : abhor (i) in ritual sense, of God, Israel 106*; (2) in ethical

sense, of God f, man H9163
; (3) in physical sense lo;

18
. Hiph. in ethical

sense I41= 53
2 make abominable, cause their evil deeds to be abhorred. 8. >jxi ]

emph. antith. ^ pers. v. 5 . f -ori an] abundance ofkindness as 69
U io67 (<,1

T
,

Aq. K to be preferred to ? i^Dn) Ne. I3
22

, non :n io6i5 (?) La. 3
32

, cf.

fion :n 865 - 1&
1038 based on EC. 346 Nu. 1418 (J.) and later Xe. 9" Jo. 213

Jon. 4
2

. ^J"?]
ace. loci after N-QN Qal impf. I p. sg. present, / enter Thy

hoitse for ordinary worship, so 6613
, cf. entrance of processions 42

5
55

15
122*,

in other phr. see 23
6
, Nia c. ace. loci seldom in ^, elsw. 7i

3
105'-^, more

common with a or ^N (,?#). mnnirx] Hithp. impf. I p. J v'(nn:r) 01%
Hithp. (l) do homage to a king c. *? 45

12
72^ ; (2) (a) bow down in worship

of God c. vsh 22s8 - 3 869 , c. X looking towards ^ i$\ c. s
993.

9
I327;

() in the more general sense of worship, abs. 95
6
, c. *? 29- 66* 96

9
97";

(c) idolatrous worship, c. *? 8i 10 io619 .
rjtriQ ^n] refers to the hall of the

temple into which priests only were admitted to worship with the holy incense,

as the place unto which worship was directed. j* = 1382 Jon. 25* 8 without

prep.; as place defiled by enemy Ps. 79*. "I^OTI trip as source of blessing 65
5
.

v^ip SDTI is used 1 14 Mi. I2 Hb. 220 in more general sense for the heavenly

temple in which God resides. Other uses of | ^n without cnp are (i) palace

of king Ps. 45
16

, fig. of ivory boxes 45
9
, of well-shaped daughters I44

12
; (2) of

the hall of the temple 27* 4810
, of the heavenly temple i8T 29

9 6S30. ^*pj
obj. sf. GesJ 135 ^) reverence due Thee, cf. 34

12 <& m^ 119^, z>. 2**.

9. 'Jni] Qal imv. sf. I p. sq. J nru Qal leads<{. ace. usually, God subj. Ex. I5
13

Ps. 77
21

, fig. j9
27

11
, c. a I39

2i
, man subj. c. t? 6O11 = io8u, Hiph. /^^, ^wz^

7gw.
53. 72

joyso^ esp< in path Of blessing 23
s
31* 6i8

67
5
, 73

24
, cf. 43

3
139^ I43

1(
>.

| nj^ny
n.f. righteousness: (i) in government of king 72*-

3
, of God, as attri-

bute 33
5
36

7
7 1 19 99

4
Je. 9

s8
; (2) righteousness, as ethically right Ps. io63- 31

,

cf. Gn. I5
6
(JE); (3) as vindicated, justification, salvation (a) of God

[|

nsna 24
6
, ion 36

11
IO3

17
. 'sa He guides, delivers, exalts His people j;

9
3i

2
7i

2

89
17

119* I43
1 - u

, cf. 69
s8

(denied to wicked). His saving righteousness 22s2

4dii si
i*

7l
i5.i6.u

9g2 I4S7, -,^T 88is, nj^ mop iii 3 U23- 9
, cf. ng1*2

; (4) pL
the righteous acts (a) of God in vindication of right lo/j

6
; (b} of man's moral

conduct u 7
(si vera} Is. 64* Je. 5i

10
, Jj??

1

?] prep. ^a/Wrf tf/ referring to

enemies, onw j*27u, nmix 83
, a>2-N 6o19. ^"J^] Polel ptc. pL sf. I p. sg.

D prefix elided BDB. Ges. 52
. f V"^ always in same form 5

9 = 27
U

54
7

56
s
59
U

; <& tyOpuv 3 insictiatores, Dr. watchful foes = more strictly Hers in

wait for me, -^n] Kt. i^n Qr. Ges. 70 <3) Hiph. imv. $ V"^ Q31 ^
smooth, straight, right, Piel *Jtaw right H9128

, t Hiph. ^^<? smooth, even only

here, elsw. look straight, only Pr. 4s5. Vrss. differ <5, Bar. Heb. Iv&iribv trou T-J/y

656^ /wu, some codd. tv&Tci&v jttou, few <&<5<$v <rou, Aq. S, %, 5, S agree with f.
It is prob. as the line is defective, that the difference represents two parts of

an original complete line -cm l^flV -p-n^ n^M. This gives us rhyme in
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-kd and -t. 10. -imc] txt. err. for ID^S i7
10 as <S, 3f ; sg. improb. in the midst of

pis. n
^^j] Niph. ptc. fern, y' fiD s>. 7-* wto is right, as Jb. 42?-

8 ^ d\?J0eia

3 rectum. aa-ip] j&> inward part (<5 icapdia interprets, 5 interwra is

literal), as the seat of thought, and so local ace. antith. na 49*2 (?) 626 64? (?)

94
19

I03
1
; seat of 3^ 39* 55

5
log

22
, of nn 5I

12
, a^ a-ipa 36

2
. min] pi. \ njn

n.f. in ^ always pi. of intensity, ruin into which one has fallen and been

engulfed, either as meditated j10
$2*, spoken 38

13
,
or accomplished 55

12
572, all

JB; elsw. of pestilence 9i
3 and of wicked throne 94

20
. Ps. 52

9 inin J error for

"uin <g, *& and most moderns. f rnno nar] There should be no Makkeph,

phr. elsw. Je. 5
16

(of quiver). J nap n. &; 886 - 12
, cf. 49

12
(Vrss. not ??).

pp^m] Hiph. impf. 3 pi. fuller form. $ V P*7 '"1 Qa^ ^ smooth, slippery, of

deceptive words 55
s2

. Hiph.JZaOer with tongue 5^ Pr. 2823
, abs. deal smoothly,

c. "? Ps. 36
8
. 11. DDitfKn] a.X. Hiph. imv. sf. 3 pi. Vir'? Qal (0 commit

an offence,
do a wrong ; (2) be or becomeguilty, not in ty ; but (3) be heldguilty,

bear punishment 34
22 - 23

. Hiph. declare guilty 5
11

. < icpryoy ai5roi>s, Aq. S

KartLKpiPov a^rois, S condemna eos. Din
1

?**] is surprising in a petition of IB,

though sustained by <, 3 al. It is probable that the original was <|ni
l?.

*D -hp] Qal impf. juss. pi. 3 m. either (i) fall from, as , S, DeW.,

Ew.,' Hi., Ba., as BS. I4
2 $ Solomon 416

; or (2) fall, perish, because of

by, as Pe., Che., Dr., Kirk, Du., which suits parall., so 27
2

. n

should have two accents in measure, pi. sf. 3 pi. with prep. p.

n.f. only pi. counsels, plans jU- 8 1 18 Mi. 616 Ho. II6 Je. 7
2* Pr. I81 2220 .'

DH^jD ana] is attached by to previous clause, but that destroys the

measure. 0, 3 /card,juxta = D not so good as a f. j pc
;

p] n.m. trans-

gression against God IO7
17

, personified as evil spirit 36
2
, recognised by sinner

32
6
5 16, God visits it S983, forgives 32

1
,
removes IO3

12
, covers it over 65*,

blots it out 5 18
, remembers it not 25

7
, delivers from it 39

9
; (2) guilt of

transgression^ I9
14

59*. ^Dfrnn] Hiph. imv. with full sounding sf. 3 pi.

forD- above. tVn^ thrust out, banish, here the wicked, but 626 the good
man from his position. Hiph. be thrust out I47

2
. -)a

J

nD"'o] should have

two accents for measure. nS because of following monosyl. @ adds /c/pte

= 3 domine, but this is gloss making line too long. % rno vb. Qal be dis-

obedient, rebellious, c. a Ho. I41 and here, elsw. c. ace. pers., also words of God
Ps. IO5

28 abs. 78
8
. Hiph. shew disobedience, alw. towards God, abs. Io67 **,

c. ace. 78i
7-*o- M I0683 107", prob. also 1392 (ace. 3, S, Aq., not 36).

12. i] adversative to previous Str. irroB">] Qal impf. 3 pi. juss. net? vb.

Qal be glad, rejoice : J in relation to God and sacred things : (a) abs. 5 9
s if

(= 53
T
) 16* 34

s
35

27
48

12
676 684 69

s8 90" 9611 971-
8
I05

3
IO7

42
iigt^ (g) c. a

rei velpers. 31? 3211 33*1 40" (= 706) 63^ 6411 66 85^ 9712 104^ iiS2* 149^;

in other relations v. BDB. "]a iDin] Qal ptc. pi. cstr. with retracted accent,

v. 2&. .un-*] Piel impf. juss. J jn vb. Qal be jubilant, shout for joy:

only 35
2r

, for which 4O
1T = 7O

5 substitute CTBT. But Qal is 8 1 in Is. 2 - 8
. Piel

same mng. more intensive (i) abs. 5 63
8
6j

B
7i

28
9O14 g6& 98

4 - 8
i32

9- 16 - 16

I49
5

; (2) c. a of theme 20 33
1
Sg

18
92*, c. ace. 5i

16
59

17
I45

7
, c. h 95

l
,

c. *?
&f-

8
(?). Hiph. (i) same mng.: abs. 32"-,

c. b 8i2 j (2) cause tojubilate
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65. For nouns v. 77*. Ms^ *iDrn] is out of place, destroying the measure
of this line and making the construction difficult. It is needed in v.136 to

complete the line and give an appropriate vb. to mx. ^pr] Hiph. impf.
2 p. juss. form appropriate to its present context; but it should correspond with

Uiapn v.18 if transferred, and be pointed as indicative. % 750 vb. Qal screen,

cover, c. h I4
8
(?) usually c. hy in other Lit. Hiph. same c. ??, here, V 91*.

isSjp] Qal impf. juss. as syn. verbs, f ?!?> vb. exult c. a 5
12

9
3 I S.' 21, abs.

Ps/25
2 68* Pr. nio 2812 I C i632 (= k? Ps"^*2

), cf. fry 2S7, D 1

?? Jb. 2O
18

, diff.

forms of same word, softened in later usage. :jae? larw] ptc. pi. cstr. nominal

force ana. Phr. elsw. 69
37

iig
132

, cf. 911 6i6
'

8s
17

.' @ has irdvrey, which

represents an original 'w, needed for measure. { Love to God is post Deuter-

onomic 3i
24
97

10 1 161
1452, to house 268

, to salvation 4O17
yo

5
, to law II9

47 + I0t
,

Jerusalem I226. 13. nrjN ^p] causal with emph. pro. There should be no

Makkeph : the two tones are needed for measure. <, 3 attach mn-> to second

clause, f to first; that suits the measure. pnx Y^ri] Piel impf. 2 ms.,

general statement. This phr. is a.X., but cf. II5
18 i

>*n? '3. JJT^ (i) bless

Yahweh i67 2612 34
2
6s

5
IO3

1 - 2- 20- a. 22. 22
IO4

i. 35 z 1518V^i- 2
13519-

20
I4

-2.
10^

DBF ^ 96
2 100* 1451- 21, Elohim 66^ 6S27 ; (2) Piel used of God abs. 109^,

c. ace. the king 45^ the people 29
11

67
2- 7- 8

icy
38 1 1512-

^ is i285 1348 147^,
His -inheritance 289, house of Aaron II5

12
, vegetation 65

U
, provisions I32

16- ^
as well as those given above; (3) used of men, bless nS26

129
s

; (4) con-

gratulation io8(?) 49
19 625, homage 72

15
. For Qal v. i1 . nj] belongs to

10^7 non v. v.12. t nas is the large shield ; |ao 3*, the smaller one, elsw. 35
3
91*.

1 1

1

**?] II
n^ C1 ) of the^^ wz'^> favour of God, elsw. 3O

6- 8
5 12

'3
69 Sg

18

106* Is. 49s ; (2) acceptance of persons offering sacrifice, fmS Ps. I9
15 as

Je. 6
20 Lv. 2221 Is. 56

7
; (3) of God's wz7/ Pss. 4O

9
IO3

21
14310, Of man's desire

145
16 - 19 as 2 C. I5

16
. ^ro] Q811 imPf- 2 m, sf. 3 pi. f [no^]

vb. surround^

elsw. only I S. 23
s6

. This is necessary according to arrangement of J, but if

not connected with rnjf it is better to take it as J [tap] vb. crown Pss. 8^ 6$&

103*, denom. of J rno^
^rtm/w 21*, and point as Piel

-u"gjft.
So 6, S.

PSALM VI., 4 STR. 5
s
.

Ps. 6 is a penitential prayer. The congregation prays

Yahweh not to chasten in anger; but to heal the long-continued

languishing and dismay (v,
2"4

") ; pleads that the peril of death

may cease, for there can be no ritual commemoration of Yahweh

in Sheol (v.
41

-*).
The sufferings are indeed extreme: weariness,

nights of complaining, bursts of tears, and eye wasting because

of the adversaries (v/-*). But Yahweh has heard the prayer, and

the enemies must depart in shame (v.
9"11

).
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VAHWEH, do not in Thine anger rebuke me,

Do not in Thy rage chasten me :

Be gracious to me, for / am languishing ;

Heal me, for dismayed are my bones;

Yea exceedingly dismayed is my soul.

"RUT Thou, Yahweh, how long (shall it continue) ?

return, deliver my life
;

Save me for the sake of Thy kindness ;

For in death there is no commemoration of Tkee;

In Sheol who can give Thee (ritual) praise ?

(pOR) I am weary with my groaning;

1 must complain every night on my bed ;

I make dissolve with my tears my couch.

Wasteth away because of grief mine eye ;

Waxeth old because of all mine adversaries.

TJEPART, ye workers of trouble from me ;

For He hath heard the voice of my weeping,
Yahweh hath heard my supplication,

Yahweh accepteth my prayer ;

They will turn back, they will be put to shame in a moment.

Ps. 6 was in 19, its first penitential prayer. It was taken up into iftfl and

D3& (v. Intr. 27, 31, 33), and appointed to be sung with the bass voice

rp^Dtfrrty to the accompaniment of stringed instruments nuuja (z/. Intr.

39) botk peculiarly appropriate to the musical expression of penitence.

The Ps. was composed for the congregation, and there is no trace in it of the

experience of an individual. It is doubtless the earliest of the seven peni-

tential Pss. 6, 32, 38, 51, 102, 130, 143, and prior to the penitential prayers

Ezr. 9; Ne. 9; Dn. 9. The church appropriately assigns these Pss. to Ash

Wednesday. Ps. 6 is related to several other passages of OT. (i) v.2 differs

from Ps. 38
2
only in that the latter omits V in second clause, and substitutes

the late *pi? for the earlier and simpler *i. Je. io24 has a similar thought,
and possibly was in the mind of the author. (2) v. 66 is similar to Is. 3818

(aroo = DP3D, v. Intr. 25), where we have ^n;n 'J'INU? *? ^ = :]S~vp ^ ^**uz

v.6J ; but the measure shows that we must read ^f\ Is. 38 is pentameter,
Ps. 6, trimeter, therefore changes were necessary. In

|[
line of Ps. 6 TJJ. is

used, and in the other half of line of Is. 38
18

*?Sn. The latter is the simpler and

probably the earlier usage. IST. in the sense of commemoration is only elsw.

Pss. 30
5
97

12 I0218 in*. The thought is more natural and more appropriate
to the context of Is. 38 than to Ps. 6; it was essential there, but not so essen-

tial here. The Ps. is therefore later. (3) v.7* is identical with Je., which

latter is certainly original. (4) v.8a is the same as Ps. 31 106, except that JD

takes the place of 3. We may safely conclude that Ps. 6 was later than Je.

and Is. 38, but earlier than Pss. 31 and 38. The adversaries, who caused so

much grief to the congregation, were not wicked rulers of Israel or hostile

nations, but workers of trouble in Israel itself. They are not represented as a

class over against the D^T* and DH^DH (cf. Ps. i8); but in a simpler and
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more primitive way. They were probably the enemies of the congregation of

the Restoration, who were restoring the ritual worship in Jerusalem, in the

midst of great hostility on the part of their neighbours and also of the lower

grade of people, who did not cordially unite in their reform. The Ps. is one

of the choicest specimens of the use of assonance. The lines require but few

transpositions to have them all end in \_, except in the Str. II. v.56- 6a-6
, which

purposely end in ^ for the expression of formal antithesis, and in the last

lines of Strs. III. and IV. v.86 - u
, where intentionally pi.

_ takes the place
of sing. >-. for the other four lines of these strs. Besides, there is assonance

in n_. in v.76 - c' ** 6
. Several trimeters were injured by later scribes by the

insertion of mrr* for greater clearness of meaning, v.30- 6
(not in @) 5a- 96

, and

by amplification, by Insertion of *?a v.8a and im v.lla. Only one line is too

short in Jg, occasioned by the omission of 13 after ^S.

Str. I. 2. The congregation prays Yahweh in two syn. couplets ;

negatively, do not rebuke \ do not chasten, in thine anger \ in thy

rage; thus recognising that Yahweh had sufficient reason to be

angry with them and to be in rage against them
; and that their

sufferings were due to His rebuke and chastisement. 3. They
have now suffered sufficiently, and so, in a second syn. couplet,

also syn. to the first, they pray positively be gracious to me, more

specifically, heal me, the reason for which is their great need :

/ am languishing ||
/am dismayed. This latter is in the last line

limited to the bones, which does not imply physical injury ; but,

as in other Pss. of penitence and lamentation, the sympathy of

nerves and bones with the emotions and passions; and so the

aching of the bodily frame in accord with the internal emotional

agony, which now is expressed in climax. 4a. yea exceedingly

dismayed is my soul.

Str. II. 4&. The prayer becomes more intense. The first line

expostulates with Yahweh for the long continuance of the chastise-

ment, with its suffering and peril. How longf] shall it yet

continue? This is followed by two syn. couplets, the second

synth. to the first, giving the reason for it. 5. In the first

couplet is the plea, O return] with favour, condensing the

thought of the previous line. The long continuance of suffering

seems to imply divine absence or inattention. Deliver
|[ save]

make the return effective by redemptive interposition. It is the

life of the congregation that is in peril by the continuance of this

chastisement, and the kindness of Yahweh which is strained by
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it. 6. The motive proposed for this deliverance is, that if the

life of the community is destroyed, the commemoration of Yah-

weh I His praise, in the worship of the ritual, will be destroyed ;

and though the congregation may continue their existence in the

realm of Death and the cavern of Sheol, the abode of the dead,

they will be no longer a congregation worshipping Yahweh in the

ritual of the temple, as prescribed by Yahweh in His Law, and so

well pleasing to Him. The Sheol of the Hebrews corresponds

with Hades of the Greeks, the subterranean region whither all

mankind go at death and live in a shadowy state of existence.

Str. III. 7. The congregation now intensifies the plea in five

syn. lines, describing their sad condition, which again subdivides

into an introductory line and two syn. couplets. The groaning
has continued so long, and has become so intense, that they are

weary, worn out.with it. Every night on the bed, ||
the couch,

they must complain, and with such an intensity of grief, that tears

burst from the eyes in a flood, wet the couch, and cause it to

dissolve, as in a stream of rushing water. The figure seems extrav-

agant to Western taste, but not to the Oriental. But it is still

more extravagant in MT. and Vrss. in the previous line :
" make

my bed swim." This, by a change of vocalisation merely, gives

the more suitable mng. "must complain," as we have given it

above. 8. The eye wasteth away by this continual weeping,

because of grief; and it waxeth old, becomes like the weakened,
enfeebled eye of an old man, with little power of vision, because

of all mine adversaries] whose actions cause such grief'and such

bursts of tears.

Str. IV. 9-11. The congregation have not been overwhelmed

by their grief and the divine chastisement ; their prayer receives

its answer while they are making it. They express their confi-

dence in a Str. of introverted parall. wherein the first and last

lines are syn., and find their reason in the intervening syn. triplet

The reason is that Yahweh hath heard (repeated in emphasis) ||

accepteth~\. That which he heard was the voice of my weeping \

my supplication \ my prayer. Therefore the congregation warns

the workers of trouble = adversaries, v.
85

: Departfrom me ; and

expresses the assurance that they will turn back, they will be put
to shame, and that in a moment, instantly without delay. This
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shaming of the enemies in the climax is in striking antith. to the

anxiety they have caused the congregation, v.
05 - 40

. A later editor,

wishing to emphasise this still more, inserts v.
n

.

They shall be shamed, and they shall be dismayed exceedingly',
all

mine enemies.

'

2. <?] with Hiph. juss. vrpyr\ is usually attached to vb., here separated for

assonance in >J so 1.2. Jn^] vb. Hiph. (i) decide, judge 94
rj

; (2) convince,

convict 5O
21

; (3) reprove, chide 5O
8
105

14
; (4) correct, rebuke 6* = 38*

2
I4I

5

Jb. 5
17

I3
10 - 10 Pr. 3

12
. rpDna-^Ki] has two beats. { n?0 n - f- (0 venom, of

serpents 58^5?), as Dt. 32
s*- 33

, of arrows 140*; (2) burning anger, rage, of

man 378 ye
11 - 11

, of God & 38* 59^ yS
38

79* 888 89^ 9O
7 106. nim] is a

gloss in both lines. In 3* it is not in 0. 3. t^ 4*] a.X. adj. = t^rx
Ne. 3

s*
; but better ptc. S^DKD with 2 omitted as frequently in intensives wheR

with shewa. V 1

??"'] Qal imv. J NBI vb. >te/ from peril of death as 3o
s
4i

6

I03
3
I07

2D
, more general mng. I47

3
. 2*?] n.f. bone for bodily suffering as

22i5.t8 3I
ii

32
s
3421 35

io
38* 42"- 5i

10 I024 - 6
log

18
, for skeleton of the dead

53
6
I4i

7
. 4. INC] adv. exceedingly 35 t. in ^. r.s'i] Kt. nrjto Qr <ri) dub.

'
inp~^] ^ws 7r6Tc, abs. A>W /<7?2^ (shall it be). J TD adv. when 41 42

s

948 ioi2 119
s3- 8

*. TID*-!? ?^^'/ when* how long? sq. pf. So5, impf. 74* S22

94s,
abs. 6* 9O

13 94
s
. It is difficult to see with this interp. why fg connects

with previous line. By connecting with subsequent context we get 2 str. of

5 1. each, which is evidently correct. We might read TTOIJ?. n;i Qal impf. i

consec. J nn vb. come Ps. 6832 Dt. 33
21

, c. -tf Mi. 48 and \nb n. I sf. w>/

^?a^ (v. v.6) and render, And so it is come unto my death, I am at the point

of death, which admirably suits the context (Br.
SHS 37

*). 5. nair] Qal.

imv. cohort. :n:r as 7
8 So15

go
3 all of God. mm] is a gloss as v.3^. n*Sn]

Piel imv. cohort. { Vf^11 Q3! draw off, not in
T//

but f Niph. ^ delivered

6o7 = Io87 Pr. II 8- 9 Piel rescue, deliver sq. ITOJ /y& 6s u68
, c. ace. p. iS20

(=2 S. 2220) 348 50^ 8i 8
9ii

6 H9153
1402 (Ps. f dub.). rtya] Jin the

sense of //>, elsw. 'J "?ixn 2221 33
19

56", o aSD 8p
49

116*, 'j me 3$* $$ 7I
23

,

cf. 499, 'j nDi? 2S
20

97
1>

, u tfj 35* 38" 40^ 54^ 63
10

7o
3 861

*; other uses f
3i

14
56

7
59* 69

2
7I

10
72i

8- 14
74

19
78

50
II9

109
124*-

5
. For tfa: with other

mngs. v. 3
8 io8 I610 if 2230 -5DB. Br.^1- 1897' 17 ^-. ^Dn tX?^] = 4427v. ^.

6. n)D2] 3 local, in the place or state of death. .JniD n.m. (i) death

as opp. life 13* 33
19

49
18

56
1* 6821 734 78

60 Ii68* 15
; (2) death by violence

7
14 iS66 2216 55

6 Ii6s, as penalty Ii818
; f (3) state or place of'death (ft 49^

Is. 2815 - 18
38

18 Ho. 13" Hb. & Ct. 8 Pr. 58 f' ||. T
n3 Jb. aS22, -a ^;T?

^w*j of death Pss. 9
14

IO7
18

Jb. 38
17

. f Sl^? n -f- ^ underworld Dt. 32
s2

Is I4
9 Pr. I5

24
; under mts. and sea Jb. 26 Jon. 2s, contrasted with height of

heaven Am. 9
2

Jb. n8 Ps. I39
8 Is. 7

11
. Thither men descend at death

Gn. 3786 () 42
3S

4429-
*i

(J) i S. 26 i K. 26- 9
Jb. 7

9 zi Is. 14"- Ps. 88*,

Korah and his associates by divine judgment Nu. I680 - 88
(J) cf. Ps. 55". It

has a mouth Ps. I4I
7 and is a city with gates Is. 38

10 and has bars Jb. I7
16( ? ',
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It is syn. with mo Pr. 5
5

7
27 Ct. 8s Ps. 89

49
. It is personified Is. 2815- *8

, as

insatiable monster 5
1* Hb. 2s Pr. I 12 272 3O

16
, and has snares Ps. i86

(=28 226), cf. Ii63. It is dark and gloomy and from it there is no return

Jb. lyi
8

(cf. v.i6 7*); earthly distinctions cease there Jb. 3
17~19 2i23~2s.

EC. 9
6 - 6- 10

represent the dead as without work or knowledge or wisdom : but

these gloomy passages of Jb. and EC. are not to be taken too seriously, for

they do not correspond with the ordinary representation of other passages.

In postex. Lit. the condition of the righteous and the wicked is often dis-

tinguished. The wicked, whether nations or individuals, descend to Sheol

Pss. 9
18

3I
18

(cf, Nu. I630 - 83
); death acts as their shepherd, and they waste

away without power or honour Ps, 49
16t 15

. Sheol consumes them as drought-

water Jb. 24
19

. The righteous dread to go thither because there is no ritual

worship there Ps. 66, cf. SS6 Is. jS18 ; deliverance from Sheol is a blessing

Pss. 30* 8618 Pr. 23
U

. In Ez. it is a place of reproach, the abode of uncircum-

cised 3ii6.i6.
IT 22i.27, xne righteous will not be abandoned to Sheol

Ps. i610
, cf. I7

18
, but will be ransomed from it 49^, cf. 7323.25 jSw ^1.2

Jb. I4
18

I7
18

. In latest Lit. there is a distinction in Sheol. It has depths
to which the wicke.d fools descend Pr. 9

18
. It is contrasted with jnaK

Pr. I5
11

. "na, rw when U Vitftf are in the bad sense of a pit or place of the

lost v. 7
16 which prepares the way for local distinction in later Judaism as re-

flected in Lk. i619
*31

. hmv is also used fig. of degradation in sin Is. 57 and of

place of exile for Israel Ho. I3
1*- 14

. rpDt] sf. obj. ( "9J
njn (0 remembrance,

memory of person or people H26 blotted out by their destruction <f 3417 log
15

;

(2) commemoration of Yahweh in the ritual & 3O
6
97

12 IO213 in4
I45

7
;

(3) memorial by which one is remembered I35
8

. *D] who can, implying

neg. answer (v. f). -|V rn^] Hiph. impf. 3 m. HT (z>. Intr. 39). jS

makes the line too long. It is an error of late style for earlier TITH of Is. 3818.

7. ^n? J;] Qal pf. I p., of state or condition Dr. n
J p^ c. a 67 69* Is. 4322

571 Je. 45
8
- T*] n f- sf- J P- t nK$ n -f- sigfang* groaning, in distress,

physical or mental 67 31" 38
10 IO26 . The line lacks a word. Du. rightly

prefixes ^Dt giving reason of foregoing. It was omitted because of previous "j^.

nprs] Hiph. impf. I p. frequentative, Vni
?*f

VD - swim, elsw. Is. 25"
Ez. 475, so here Xov<rw, Jf natarefaciam. This suits subsequent context, but

not the previous, or mention of time, and is indeed an extravagant metaphor.
It is more natural to take it as parallel with the next line. Therefore we
should point it nrppw, Qal impf. cohort, n^tr as 55

18
77* Jb, 23

2
.

nSjS'Sija]
in

every night, phr. a.X. dub., a later intensification by inserting ^3. Rd. t nS^Sa

as 429 77
7 88s 9O11 H955 I2i 6 I36

9
. WE] n.f. sf. my couch J no n.f. a.X. ^

]j } tth^ 67 41* I32
8
. n&ON] Hiph. impf. freq., tr. to beginning of 1. in order to

assonance, of n?N? in >.-. fnDD vb. melt for usual ODD Hiph. causa to melt,

dissolve elsw. of ice I47
18

, cause to vanish 39
12

, fig. 3J?, intimidate Jos. I4
8

.

ODD Hiph. only Dt. I28. It is possible that we should rd. here cohort. HOCNI

II
ni5T9 ^n rder to assonance with

nuranj, n^nv. 8. f n
^?$] v^- Qa^ P^ 3 f-

denom. w n.m, moth, as waster, consumer 39
12

; vb. elsw. 3I
10 - 11

. Jog?]
n.m. vexation, as (i) grief & iou 3i

10 EC. I 18 228 f 1 110 ; (2) as anger of
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Yahweh Ps. S$
5
, cf. Dt. 32

19- i K. 158^ 2I22 2 K. 23^, } njjnj]
vb. Qal pf, sf.

advance in years, grow old, as Jb. 2I 7
. ^T*] Q^ ptc. pi. sf. I p. f *-$ vb.

be an adversary Nu. io9 25
17 - 18

33^ (alfp) Is. II 13 Ps. I29
1 - 2 Est. 3

10 81

9
io. 24 .

ptc . Sg g> Dually singie person, but Ps. f prob. coll. ; pi. of God's

adversaries 83 74*- **, man's Ex. 23
22

(E) Am. 5
12 Pss. ;

7 2$ 31^ 42
11

; c. "?a

io5 692 143
12

; so prob, here except that assonance in ">- is then abandoned.

9. 'D mo] Qal imv. } mo vb. Qal (i) turn aside Ps. up102
, f JTTS 34

15
37

27
Jb.

2828 pr. 3
7

, 3
10 I66. 7, rmU ps< 14

8
je. 5

23 Dt . j- Z 1G ^17
.

(2)^r/> c> p pers>

Ps. & ngm I39
19

; (3) be removed, c. p pers. 101*. Hiph. (i) remove, take

away, c. p iS23 39"W 1 19* Ex. 84 - 27
(J) 23^ (E) Is. 3!; (2) /*/ ^z^, reject,

Ps. 6620, cf. Is. 3i
2
. fw Spfl] v. ^. "?a is gloss, as 2S3 36 59

8
648 125

s

141*-
9
unnecessary amplification. ^cs] should be tr. to the end of the line

for assonance. nini] is a gloss, destroying the measure. "35 ^p yzi?]

phr. a.X. but hy j7Dty i87
55" 642 1 19

149 v. ^-J. J^ n.m. weeping 3O
6 IO210.~

10. ^mnn ^cc'] cf. ^runn ^ip '^ 282- 6
3I

23 H61
. t^:nn n.f. sf. i p. alw. this

form Pss. ss
2 U9170.~ll.

iSn^} r*?a:] Qal impf. t/u coordinate by simple
i with Niph. impf. S-Q as S3

18
. For other uses of Sna ^. v.8 ^. J tria vb. Qal

(i) feel shame 22 25
s - 3

31^ 37^ 8617 97
7
10928 n9

6.46.78.8o
I27

5
j
n.,2X c,^

3I
2 (= 7I

1
)
18

252, cf. 252 ; (2) be ashamed, put to shame 611 7I
13

, sq. oSan

35* $9
7
Je. I4

8 22s2 Is. 4I
11
45"-

" Ez. i652 36^ Ezr. 9
6
, isn Pss. 35** 4^ 70*

7I
24

Je. I5
9 Mi. 3

7
Jb. 620, JD Ps. I29

5
, Snai 6^ 83

18
. Hiph: put to shame 146

II9
81 * 116

, enemies by defeat 448 53
6

. ira^ ia^] impfs. without i coordinate

more emphatic.
"* is given, however, @. 2"3 preceded by air a.X It evi-

dently has the mng. here of turn back in defeat, as 9*-
18

56
10

. JTJV] ip.

J >
%

_n n.m. moment of time 30*, elsw. adv. ace. in a moment 6&9 >Jia 73
19 as

Nu. I621 = I7
10

. inserts <r<j>68pa IXD as above. Du. thinks v.10a a gloss as

variation of v.9*. It suits the measure and assonance better than v.Ua. The

Str. is just one line too long, and one of the lines must be thrown out V.110

is a pentameter and least suitable to the context

PSALM VIL, 2 SIR. io3
.

Ps. 7 is a prayer for deliverance from a personal enemy: (i) a

petition for salvation from his pursuer, with an imprecation of

death upon himself, if he had done the wrong charged against

him (v.
2*6

); (2) expressing confidence that Yahweh was prepar-

ing weapons against his pursuer, and that his mischief and

treachery would receive just retribution (v.
13-17

). Subsequent

editors inserted a plea for the judgment of the nations in an

ultimate world judgment (v.
7"8

),
a judgment between the right-

eous and wicked in Israel (v.
96"12

),
and a liturgical couplet of

praise (v.
18
).
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]\/[Y God, in Thee do I seek refuge;

Save me from him that pursues, and deliver me;

Lest, like a lion, he tear me,

While there be (none) to tear away and none to deliver.

My God, if I have done this,

If there be iniquity in my palms,

If I requited him that was at peace with me with evil ;

Let him pursue me, and let him overtake me,

And let him tread to the earth my life,

And my honour let him lay in the dust.

TF not, He whets His sword,

Doth tread His bow and make it ready.

And doth prepare for him deadly weapons ;

His arrows He maketh into fiery ones.

Lo ! he travaileth with iniquity,

And conceiveth mischief and bringeth (it) forth.

A pit he hath dug and dug out,

And he will fall into the hole he is making.
His mischief will return on his own head,

And upon his own pate his violence come down. .

Ps. 7 was in 3B, but only in its original form. In that form the historical

reference in the title
" which he sang to Yahweh because of the words of

Cush, the Benjamite" has some propriety; although there is no mention

of such a person in the history of the times of David. This fact gives some

force to the correctness of a tradition only preserved here; for we know of

nothing in the Literature upon which it could be based. There is nothing
in the original form of the Ps. that prevents the composition by David under

some such circumstances, when he was pursued by Saul and his Ben-

jamite warriors. The traditional circumstance may, however, have been an

editorial conjecture. This prayer appropriately follows Ps. 6 in IB. It was

not included in 5 or JB3&. Accordingly, no musical assignment was made.

, 3J have "IIDTC, implying its use in JiH (z>. Intr. ^/) instead of ]WW of Jg

which was probably a txt. err. The word has not yet been explained (v. Intr.

34). There is a striking inconsistency between the plea for interposition

against an individual enemy in v.3
-6- 13-17 and the judgment of nations v.7

"-9
*,

and between the righteous and wicked in Israel v.10
-12

(v. Bi., Che.). This

can only be explained by the insertion of these latter as glosses, to give the

Ps. a more general reference for congregational use under later circumstances.

Moreover v.2
"6- 13-17 are trimeters: v.7

'12 in the main at least pentameters.
Che, is mistaken in regarding v.7

"12 as homogeneous. There is a difference

between Yahweh's judgment of the nations v.7
~8 and Elohim's judgment of

the wicked in Israel v.10
*12

. The original Ps. is very early, possibly as early
as David; the Yahwistic gloss belongs to the Persian period, the Elohistic

gloss to the Greek period. Other minor glosses harmonized in a measure the

differences, and a liturgical addition made the Ps. more appropriate for use,
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Str. I. is composed of a trimeter tetrastich followed by two

trimeter tristichs. 2-3. The tetrastich has a synth. couplet stat-

ing, My God, in Thee do I seek refuge~\ followed by the petition,

save me from him that pursues me and deliver me\. The poet
was pursued by a personal enemy, an individual ; and has sought

refuge in Yahweh for deliverance, possibly at the sanctuary itself.

A synth. couplet gives the reason for the plea, lest, like a lion, he

tear me\. The pursuer will tear him, as a lion his prey, unless his

God saves him. There is none (other) to tear him away, from

this lion, and none (else) to deliver him. The pursuer seems to

have some pretext for this pursuit : he charges the poet with viola-

tion of covenant and personal injury. This the poet repudiates

before his God, in a syn. tristich of conditional clauses, followed

by a syn. tristich of imprecation upon himself if the condition

which he denies be true. 4-5 a. If I have done
this"] the

specific thing charged against him by his pursuer; if there be ini-

quity in my palms'] a phr. usually referring to the acceptance
of bribes : it can hardly be physical injury by the hands, for there

could be no dispute about that. if I requited him that was at

peace with me with evil} that is, one in a covenant of peace, a

friend who had a right to look for good treatment, involving there-

fore treacherous breach of friendship and covenant, justly exciting

the penalty of pursuit and death. He recognises the rightfulness

of the pursuit if his statement be false. 6. Lethim pursue me~\ as

he is doing, v
25

, and furthermore, let him overtake me] t do not save

me from him, v.26
,
and let him tread to the earth my life\ trample

me under foot and kill me as v.
8
", and my honour], phr. for living

soul, life, let him lay in the dust], throw down prostrate in the dust

of death, cf. v.
3
*. A later editor, adapting the Str. for congrega-

tional use, makes the pursuer pi. : "all that pursue me" v.
a

, inserts

"enemy" v,
6
*, and makes a premature renouncement of treachery*

Nay, I used to rescue them that were my adversaries to no purpose (v.
a
).

7-12 constitute a series of glosses separating the two Strs. of the

original Ps. They take a wider outlook than the rescue of an

individual from his personal enemy ; they contemplate the judg-

ment of the nations, and of the wicked adversaries of the righteous

in Israel. There were probably three separate stages in these
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glosses v.
7"8

,
v.

9
*, and v.

95"12
. 7-8 were probably three pentameters

in the original text. They are syn. lines of beauty and power
written by a real poet.

O arise, Yahweh, in Thine anger ;
lift Thyself up in outbursts of rage ;

O rouse Thyself, Yahweh my God, to the judgment Thou hast commanded,
While the congregation of peoples assemble around Thee, on high O sit enthroned.

Yahweh is urged in a pressing appeal : O arise, Yahweh
t \ lift

Thyself up ||
O rouse Thyself9 Yahweh my God \ on high O sit

enthroned^ These were probably the original readings. (For
variations see textual notes.) It is an invocation of the congre-

gation of Israel to their national God to intervene on their behalf;

to sit on His throne of judgment and convoke all parties to His

judgment seat. It is assumed that the decision will be in favour

of His people, in anger \
outbursts of rage} manifested in striking

ways. It is also affirmed that such a judgment has been already

commanded. The people of God were sure that it would eventually

take place, they are in such straits that they urge that it shall be

at once. While the congregation of peoples assemble around

Thee}. It is a judgment of nations, gathered from all parts about

the divine throne for that purpose. This reflects an entirely

different situation from that of the original Ps., and a state of mind

represented in Pss. 96-100, cf. Jo. 3.

9a, a trimeter line, Yahweh judgeth the peoples'], is entirely

apart from previous or subsequent context, stating a fact in the

midst of earnest entreaties for judgment. It is a marginal gloss.

9Z>-12 is a series of pentameters of a different type from the

original Ps. and also from v.
7"8

.

JUDGE me, Yahweh, according to my righteousness, according to the integrity

that is upon me.

O let the evil of the wicked come to an end, and establish the righteous.

A trier of hearts and reins is the righteous God.

My shield is upon God, a Saviour of the upright in mind.

God is a righteous judge, an 'El taking vengeance every day.

The antith. is now, not between the individual and his pursuer,

nor between Yahweh and the nations, but between the righteous

and the wicked in Israel itself; and so is of a much later date.

The judgment is not an ultimate one, but a daily testing and tak-

ing vengeance ; and the divine name is Elohim and not Yahweh.
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This gloss is not earlier than the Greek period (cf. Ps. i). The
author represents the righteous in Israel. The key word of the

five lines is righteousness, according to my righteousness v.
96

, the

righteous v.
10a

, the righteous God v.
106

,
the upright in mind v.

116
,

righteous judge v.
12

; cf. the syn. terms for judgment: judge me
v.

96
,
establish v.

10
,

in the sense of vindicate, cf. 99* ; trier v.
lu6

,

Saviour v.
11

, judge v.
12

. In the other parts of the lines according
to the integrity that is upon me v.

95 has as its antith., O let the evil

of the wicked come to an end v.
10

\ trier of hearts and reins has

as its antith. taking vengeance every day. My shield over me is

God], protecting me from all enemies as 3*. f^
"
upon God "

makes God the shield bearer of His people, a conception which

all EV.8 shrink from, in their varied modes of paraphrase. Tt is

possible that the text of @ v.
15*

is correct : strong andpatient; if

so, the pentameter line is complete without " El taking vengeance

every day," and that must be regarded as a minor gloss. But it

is better suited to the context than the additional words of &, and

gives a better climax. Rather is a gloss.

Str. II. 13 sq. is an antistr. The condition of the imprecation

in the previous Str. is taken for granted as false, in the abrupt

if not] without vb. in the original, (" if it is not so, and it is not "
;

explained by gloss, if he, the pursuer, turn not). Yahweh be-

comes the pursuer of the poet's pursuer. This is expressed in

four syn. trimeters in antith. with v.
2"3

, so ancient Vrss. EV.1 and

most comm., but many moderns Che., Ba., Du., Ehr. make the

enemies of Str. I. the actor here also. 13-14. He whets His

sworoT\ in behalf of the one who has sought refuge in Him v.
2a

;

He doth tread His bow and make it ready], to save from the pur-

suer v.
26

; He doth preparefor him deadly weapons"]^ to kill the lion

ready to tear his prey v.
3
*; His arrows He maketh into fiery

ones], in response to the apparent abandonment of v.
35

. This

tetrastich is followed by two trimeter tristichs v,
15"100

v.
165"17

, bringing

out the true character of the pursuer and his ultimate ruin. 15-

16a. Lo! he travaileth with iniquity], over against the false

charge against the poet v.
te

;
and conceiveth mischief and bringeth

itfortK], in antith. with v.
4
*. A gloss gives an object "falsehood

"

to the third vb., but that makes the line too long and mars the

effect of the single word, mischief, syn. with iniquity. The pursuer
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is compared to a woman in childbirth : mischief is the babe which

is born. A fit he hath dug and dug out~\, passing over from the

metaphor of childbirth to the metaphor of making a pit to ensnare

animals, common in ^. This is antith. to v.
5a

; instead of the

poet being the treacherous violator of covenant and friend-

ship, the man, who pursues him with false charges, has tried to

take him like an animal in the covered pit. 16&-17. The final

tristich is in antith. with the imprecation v.
6

; the imprecation falls

on the pursuer and not on the pursued. He willfall into the hole

he is making] antith. with v.
6
*; his mischief will return on his own

head] antith. with v.
65

; and upon his own pate will his violence

come down} over against v.
66

. And so, seeking refuge in God, the

poet sees God pursuing his pursuer, and bringing upon him the

retribution which he demanded for the wrong which he himself

had done.

18. A later editor added a liturgical gloss as a suitable close

of the Ps. in its final form after it had been generalised and

adapted for public worship.

I will praise Yahweh according to His righteousness

And I will make melody to the name of Elyon.

This liturgical couplet is a trimeter like the original Ps. It is syn.

I willpraise"] in public praise ||
I will make melody. Yahweh is

the object of the first line, Elyon, the Most High, of the second

line. The second Yahweh has been inserted as gloss. The name]
of the second lipe is syn. with according to His righteousness of

the first.

2. fVH TO\J 7* 4 13* i8 308
?

352* 408 104! 10926 Nu. 22" (JE) Dt. 4*

I816 261* JoS. I4
8. 9 2 S . 24

2 I K. f $' ^ (= 2 Ch. 2s) 8^ (= 2 Ch. 6) I7- 21

Je. 3i
18 Hb. i12, thus phn of D; elsw. Postex. i Ch. 2i 17 227 Ezr. 7

s8
9
5 Is. 25!

Dn. 9*-
2

Jon. 27 Zc. II* 13* I4
6

. The line is too long both here and in v.4,

therefore mm is a gloss; so also Pss. I829 35^ IO4
1
. hsv] Su is intensifica-

tion, only 'D is original. "fiTt] Qal ptc. pi. sf. is.; pL later interpretation for

an original sg. J V^ITJ vb- Qal: (i) pursue enemy in war iS88 3i
16

3$
8 ' 6

7i
u

S3
16

; so here, for v.8g 6 favour reference to pursuit of warrior. (2) perse-

cute 6927 rex?
16

11984.86.167.161 I42
7

1438. (3) follow after, in good sense

3416 38
21

, in bad sense II9
150

. (4) follow after in order to benefit 23
6
.

Pi. pursue ardently, possibly v.6, but prob. = I43
8
. ITTV is a Massoretic

conceit prob. giving choice of *p*^ Qal or ^YV Pi., GesJ 8
^, KS.1-^6^

"\ coord. Hiph. imv. sf. I p. [Vt^] not used in Qal, but Hiph.:
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(i) snatch away words from mouth iig*
s
; (2) deliver from enemies and

troubles, c. ace. >f 22* 25 3i
3
40** 7O

2
7i

2
ya

13 io643 IO9
21

, c. p i8ls - *9 2221

34
5 ' 18p *

35
10
54 59

2 ' 3
^9

15
9*

3
lo;

6
I2o2i42

7
143* 144", 113 3110 82* 971''' 144^

<PO IS1 (=2 S. 221
), abs. SsD J'K 7

3
50^ yjU Jg. $29 4

'

222 Ho. 5
14 Ml 5

T
J

(3) deliver from, c. p death 33^ 56
14

, Sheol S613 ; (4) deliver from sin and

guilt 39
9

5i
16

799 119170, Niph. pass, be delivered, abs. 33
16

, c. p 69
15

.

3. *ptpn fi] negative final clause, &tf. J SITJ /^r, r^, of wild beasts Gn. 37^
4428 (J) Ex. 2212 (E), elsw. only in metaphor in Pss. f \^ 22" of men com-

pared to lions, and Ps. 50
22 of God. J .T-IN] hon f io9 I7

12 221*- 22
, cf. ^x

2217(?). 'raj] OT* (&. jS). pnij] Qal ptc. Jp-B: (i) tear away from*
deliver, c. p I36

24 La. 5
8
, so here if after @, jj.% Svros \vrpovfjLtvov, we read

,-nb p; so 5, Gr., We., Du., al.; but ?g interpreted as (2) &ar in pieces, in

same sense as Pi. i K ip
11

. 4.
r.nr;f39] is Qal pf. i s. protasis conditional

clause continued in v.46 - 50 with apod, v.6 in juss. of imprecation, r-m] is

neuter, this tiling, with PIS?, phr. a.X. ^, but Gn. 3
14

(J) 2O5 - 6
45^ (E).

^.r2] conditional, implying neg. answer. J r^ originally n. but in usage
subst. vb. if, are, -was, etc., "not as a mere copula, but implying existence

with emphasis
"
BZ>B.; elsw. (i) affirmative, r; i 58

12
, f en p 1351" (pleon-

astic). (2) interrogative tfvj 142 = 53
3 without n 73

U
. $ ^.ir] n.m. injustice

antith. np-is 7^ 53
2 82s. 5. ^r^?a] Qal pf. i p. s. J v^ C 1) c - ^ ^^

bountifully with 136 n6T H917
I42

8
, so prob. 57

2 as @. (2) c. ace. pers. et rei

requite ^ l821 ; elsw. c. *? pers. 1378 Dt. 32
6
, ?; Ps. 103* Jo. 4* 2 Ch. 20".

(3) wean a child, only ptc. Ps. I3I
2- 2 Is. n8

, jnVsj elsw. Pr. 3I
12

, cf.

jnn a^n Ps. 54
7
. -^Sitr] Qal ptc. oSir denom. a^Sr peace, the >tf in

covenant ofpeace with, me; but prob. error for ^tf obj. sf. as ^DiSr r>N 4i
10

VDS 55
21

, D^D^r eo/23. ^nxjj Pi. impf. cohort. I s., c. i consec. VrSn

(v. 6s). i consec. after three syn. lines with ON and before three syn. lines

of apodosis, suspicious, esp. as sense of vb, rescue is antith. to the protasis and

must be of the nature of a parenthesis. But such a parenthesis would not be

expressed by i consec., and has more of the nature of a gloss than the thought

of the poet, who seems to balance the three lines of apodosis over against the

three of protasis. Such a parenthesis would use i coord, and perfect for

single act, or imperfect for frequentative; but then why cohort form? Ges.,

De., Ba. thmk of a derivative mng. spoil, despoiled not known to Heb. elsw. exc.

in n. wSn plunder 2 S. 221 Ju. I4
19

; but found in Aram. S, 3D, Houb., Dy., Gr.,

Che., Du., rd. n|nS^, ^rh oppress Pss. 562 io642. But this is not in accord with

other lines of protasis, where the one supposed to be injured is a friend and ally,

and not an adversary, still less an adversary who has not succeeded in accom-

plishing anything. The line is not consistent with the context. It is really an

antith. gloss which anticipates the apodosis. The glossator means to say, he has

done the very reverse of injury to his friend : he has delivered habitually his

adversaries, while they have vainly and without result striven against him.

J aij-n]
adv. in vain, without accomplishing anything, v. Ps. 25

s 2 S. I22 Is. 55".

6. 3^] is a gloss, v.s8. ^JDJ] me, as v.8 j#n] t coord, with Hiph.

juss. 35. % [Jfrj] vb., not found in QaL Hiph. overtake, c. ace. after *p-t in
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Ex. I5
9
, often J Pss. f i838, fig. of battle 4O

13
69

25
. DOTI] 1 coord. Qal

juss. J DD-I, elsw. 9i
13 to?<z</ ?W<??- foot. px^] dfcww /<? the earth 74

7
89*, the

life I43
3

|| -ID;-'-' 44s6 . ^n] n. pi. sf. i m. /y //_/. J an only, n.m. pi. abst.

life : (i) physical f 17" 21* 26 31" 34
13

63* 642 669 88* 103*, 'n w ^ 23 27*

I285
, na during life 4919

63
5
IO4

33
1462 j (2) as welfare, happiness 3O

6
1338,

j;n
*? 42

9
(so also by emendation 42

3 84s), 'n nyo 27!, 'n -vpD 36
10 Pr. ro11

I3
U

I4'
27 I623, 'n n-ix Ps. i6n Pr. 5

6
I5

24
. "H"^-] /H^ honour, Jof seat of

honour. H tfflj; as i69 io82
|| aS cf. 3<D

18 c. IDT, 57
9 c. rnij?. ip] down to

the dust) of death, as 2230
3O

10
, cf. Is. 2619

;
or possibly of humiliation, as 4426

U37 H925
,
as Is. 47

1 Mi. 7
17

. 7. nsip] Qal imv. cohort, v. j8 so rnip v. 7<?
,

naitr v.8* NU'jn] Niph. imv. cohort. Ktw J Niph. of God, #/? oneself, elsw.

94
2

; of gates personified 24
7
. nnara] pi. cstr. obj. against adversaries.

J rna? overflow, usually of anger and only such in ^, and of divine anger,

rage, fury 78
49

85* go
9 - 11

; pi. outbursts of rage here, cf. Jb. 2I 80
, contr.

rjsN rmaji? Jb. 4O11 . rni?] Qal imv. cohort. J iv] vb. Qal rouse oneself to

action: of God 7
7 44

2*
59

5
; of man 57

9
, as Ju. 5

12
; harp and lyre Ps. 57

7 - 9

= ioS3
; rage Ps. 78

s8
. Polel, rouse, incite to activity, subj. Yahweh So8.

Hiph. as Qal 35
23

, prob. also 732. iSs*] usually interpreted as prep. SN

3 sf. i ad me, for me, but /ctf/ue 6 0e6s juou = V?x mni as in v.2a<3a. inSw "i

gives us needed word for pentameter and prob. occasioned the viSx "
v.2a-^

where mni was not needed. 8. ^pron] Polel impf., might be juss., relating

to mm, ||
imvs. ; but is prob. circumstantial clause, while they assemble, v.

i?H. l

7
<|Vl

?] over, above it, sf., refers to the congregation, prob. gloss of interp.

Jor^] n.m. height; poetic (i) on high, elevated place 75
6
, cf. Jb. 39

18
;

(2) elsw. $ height of heaven io5 i817 (= I44
7
) 6819

7i
19

738 93* IO220 148!,

so here ; (3) without prep., The One on High, pred. of mm 56^ 92
9

.
-
na-itf]

Qal imv. cohort., of God, implies His absence from His heavenly throne of

judgment. So fg, Vrss. and most, but this seems not to suit context.

Rd. with Ra., Dy., Oort, Gr., al. nar, vb. sit enthroned, which suits context

better, as 9
5
, and was prob* in original. 9. ow fT ">]

is a gloss from

96
10

. The original Ps. thought of a controversy between friends. This

is generalized into a conflict of Israel with the nations, f fi vb. Qal :

(i) act as judge, minister judgment, iny 50* i35
14 = Dt. 32

86
, D^DJ; Pss. ^

96, o^DN
1

? 9
9
, so the king 72

2
; (2) execute judgment, vindicate in battle,

. of God 54
8
, the king no8

. This vb. is syn. with the more comprehensive

$8fl&: (i) act as lawgiver, governor, and judge, in the most comprehensive

sense, of early date before Jehoshaphat established DUODP, only of men
in ^, p 'tafli? 2 I48

11
; (2) decide controversies, discriminating betw. per-

sons, of God 7
12

9
fi 82l

. There is no reference to judgment by men in ^.

(3) execttte judgment; (a) discriminating, of man only 58
2 82s ; (b) vindi-

cating, of God, c. ace, pers. io18 261
43! 58

12
. p^p j* 352*, of man, c. ace.

72* 823 ; {c} condemning, punishing, of man IO9
81

I4I
6
(?), of God 51;

,(d) esp. of God's theophanic advent to judge 5O
6
758 94

s
. Vb. c. ace. San 9

9

96
18

9
9
, p 828 9618

98
9
, O^DJ? 67*, on>n 75

a
. Niph. be judged 9

20
37

s8
IO9

7
.

For >IS>D v. J5. A series of pentameters begins here, all of which are glosses.
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Vp] cf. iS21 - 25
I7

3 < ?> 35
27

3T
6 and v. 4?. ^? w:] phr. a.X. Jar n.m.

integrity ?
9
25-* 41

13
. t c. fri Ps. 261 - 11 Pr. lo9

"

19* 2O7 28*. t 22
1

? sr Pss.

78 ioi 2 Gn. 2o5 - 6
(E) I K. 9

4
. 10. wr-rc^l Qal impf. juss. with particle.

J N j particle of entreaty or exhortation: (i) attached to imv. So15 iiS-5 - 25

H9108
, ironically 5o

22
, cf. Is. 4;

12
Jb. 4O10 ; (2) to impf. new Ipray Thee Pss.

# Ii82 - 3-* H976 122s I24
1 =I291

; (3) with particles 1152 n614 - ls
.

t
"iDjf

vb. Qal: (i) come to an end, be no more ?
10 12* 77; (2) bring to an

end) complete 57
3
(?) 138

s
. It is a late word. In Xew Heb., Aram., and

Syriac, complete. o^cn jn] phr. a.X. For ;n z*. j-
5
, a^ch /*. ""Jp '~"-

t

? I?a]

is based on Je. 1 1
20

, where, however, the order of nouns is reversed, and a
1

?

is used for rvoS which has been here assimilated in form to r^r. r^zh is

used elsw. only Is. 4418 Ps. 125* and Pr. 4t., and is late. \ rr^r n.f. only pi. :

(i) physical organ, kidneys I39
13

; (2) the reins, as seat of affections and

emotions i67
73

21
Je. I22, and so obj. of divine scrutiny, alw.

jj
zh Pss. ?

10

26* Je. II 20 I7
10 2012. pfj ptc. with nominal force J VDn-] examine,

scrutinise, test: (i) God subj. II 5 262 6610 Si 8
I39

23
Je. 9% eyelids of God

Ps. II*, c. ace. a
1

? I7
2
Je. I23 and ni-^a 7^ Je. ii20

, cf. 20" + ; (2) subj. man,

//, tempt, God Ps. 95
9 Mai. 310. is. ^.p,-^ D,n^s] late style, as v.", cf. Je.

1 120 pns DsviT. J3 did not use D^nVtf in such phrases. 11. B^K ^] cf. 62s

that is resting upon God as shield-bearer. <5 attaches pns to this v., and

renders Sucata. TJ /SoiJ^etd /xov, reading rjfis for
ijj>^.

But as Che. exckims,
"
Yahweh, his servant's shield-bearer !

" ^ is as Ba., Dy., Gr. for ^ expl.

as ty instead of ^j ^z'tfr /^, covering me, cf. 3
4

. ncr] pi. cstr. % -tfj adj.:

(i) straight, of a way IO7
7
Je. 31; (2} just, upright, (a) of God Pss. 25

s
92

16
,

His laws 19 H9137
, 131 33*; () of man 37

37
, -j-n ntf^ 37

1*
(<g 2^) ? ^3 ncr

^ii II2 32
11

36
11 64U 9415 g;

11
, cf. 125*; (3) as noun sg. coll., of men

II7 (dub.), cf. Jos. io13
, elsw. pi. of the upright among the people over

against the wicked, common in WL. and late Pss. 33
1
49

15
IO7

42 in 1 H22- 4

I40
14

; (4) abstr. uprightness i \ I8 , prob. error fg for itr 6, 5, ^, 3, Hi., Ba.

12. E3p
vw ] Qal ptc. nominal force, see v.9 ; 4 adds KO! foxvpbs Kal jia/e/j60u/ios,

PBV. strong and patient, which makes a good pentameter. But this leaves

D^SM O?T S% for which <gf ^ ^7^?^ tirdyuv Ka6' tKaffrw jjfj^pav, which

would need still further enlargement to make another pentameter. *?N, if

negative would require juss. and could not be with ptc. ojr ta o.X., but 7'.

j5 for 'rx. on Qal ptc. nominal force, J DT, vb. fe indignant, only here ^, but

Zc. i^2 Is. 66""
1* Mai. I* +. J DH n.m., indignation, of God 38* 69

2S
78

i9 102".

\ o1

"*1
"1

?^ tf^^rj/ !zizy, as 8810 I45
3
. 13.

aiirj V"DK] is suited to the gloss.

aitfj was inserted as a seam. It is not suited to context of v.2
"6 in the original Ps.,

and it makes the line tetrameter instead of trimeter. N^'DK is protasis antith.

to ox, cf. v.4
-5

, followed by apodosis. cno^. ^-)n] Qal impf. c. S3nn emph.
in position. This phr. is a.X. f vvh vb. Qal : (i) hammer Gn.4

^
; (2) w/&^

sword here, cf. i S. I3
20

, of eyes Jb. i69. Pu. ptc. 52*, sharpened razor, as

sirn. of tongue. ^nn *inB?p] n. emph. 73 *jnn tread the bow, the ancient method

of bending it with the "foot instead of with the arm, 7^ II2 37
14

, cf. Je. 5 Is

La. 2*, 3
12 Zc. 9

18
, cf. also ftjTn 58

8
(?) 64*. fj^^jd

" consec. Polel j
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impf. 3 m. sg. sf. 3 f., continuation of previous action. The pf. with i consec.

impf. instead of impf. of first clause was to emphasize over against the

repeated action of whetting a sword, the immediateness of the single act of

treading ike bow and getting ready to shoot; both are graphic. 14.
'iSi]

emph. *? sf. 3 sg. refers to enemy. nijp^;] a.X., but cf. Den 'D Gn. 496,

inn:?D D Ez. 9
1
. o^-i] Qal ptc. pi. nominal force. $ [p^] burn, hotly pttr-

sue, either mng. suitable here, cf. Ob.18
, of Israel ravaging Edom, Ps. lo2, of

enemies as La. 419
. SfflJ Qa^ impf. freq. as in v.13 of whetting of sword.

15. njn] fa, behold, of graphic description v. B.Z2B. DgT'ttn^
Retracted

accent on acct, of monosyl. that follows, so "p^ v.156 v. 2; both accents are

needed for measure. Vb. Pi. impf. 3 m., graphic description, \ ^r\
f elsw.

Ct. 85 - 5
, denom. San birth pangs, and so writhe in travail. ^fji]

1 consec.

Qal perf. 3 m, carries on Sam. J rnn conceive only here $, but in fig. sense

also Is. 59* Jb. K35
. $ Spj:

n.m. : (i) trouble, of sorrow io14 25
18

;3
5 - 16

9O
10

;

(2) trouble, mischief, as done to others 7
17

94
20

I4O
10

||. pN ?
15 io7 55

11
;

(3) /0z'/, labour, very late WL. Pss. IO5
44

icy
12

. t Tg
f n.m. in pause:

(i) falsehood, in testimony, doing one hurt. 'tt
? ip 27

12 Ex. 2O 16 Dt. I9
18

.

tf -W Pss. 52
6
63

12 Mi. 612 Je. 9
4
4o

16
. f '&> nsfc Pss. 3i

19 I202 Pr. io18

I?
7

, f 'P ^W Ps. II9
69

Jb. 13*; (2) deceit, fraud, 'V wx Pss. 35
19

38
20

, cf, 6g
5

iigTS.
86

j (2) deception, what deceives, disappoints, and betrays 33
17

1 19
29. lo*. us. 128. 163 ^s.ii; (4) /zv, of speech in general, late usage ioi 7

log
2
, as WL. Here iptf in unusual sense makes the line too long, and is

interpretative gloss. 16. J TO] emph. The early mngs. cistern, well,

dungeon are not in ^, but (i) pit, as dug out J
16 4O

3 + ; (2) ffie Pit, in local

sense
[| SIK, not, however, another name for Sheol, but a distinct place in

Sheol, subsequent to Ez., Ez. 32
23 La. 3

53 - 55 Is. I4
15 - 19 Pss. 30* 885 - 7

, ^a ni^

281 I43
7 Is. 38

18 Ez. 2620 3225-
-

w, so also Ez. 2620 3I
1*- 16

32
18 - 2* Pr. I'M

sS17.
inn^n^]

i consec. Qal impf. carrying on the action, still further con-

tinued as result in *?)>i. ^a]] Qal impf. i.p. reL clause, rel. omitted, as

frequent in Poetry. J rw] n.: (i) sink, hole, pit, elsw. 9
16

(?) 35
7
94

18

+ 4t. ; (2) Pit, of Sheol, syn. ma, subsequent to Ezr. i6l
3O

10
49

10
55

24
103*

+ iot. 17. itfN-na aic;] phr., elsw. i K. 283 Ob.16
; Qal impf. of future

expectation, avu in the sense of i requital, c. z, elsw. c. S? 35
18

(?), 13? 94
16

,

S 54
7
(Kt.). t V?lj]

n' /fi^> toP f hea(ij as 6S22. Jocn] n.m. violence,

wrong, || So? 717, an 55
10

, niw 736 interp. of ^n 72
14

, other uses n 5
25

19
a;

12

35
11

SS
8
74

20
. t?n ^ violent man i849 (=D^ODn ^N 2 S. 2249) I4O

12

Pr. 3
$1 I629. DiDcn ^s Ps. I40

2- 6 men of violent deeds. 18. rn^K] Hiph.

impf. || rnoTK] Pi. impf., both cohort, united by i coord. -\DT denom. TDT

w?^ (^. Intr. 31). nvr] is gl., makes line too long, and is not needed

with
ji^(zr.

Intr. 32).
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PSALM VIIL, 2 STR. 83 + RF. 2*.

Ps. 8 is an evening hymn, in two synth. trimeter octastichs,

contrasting the glory of man as creature with the glory of the

Creator. The Strs. are enclosed by identical trimeter couplets,

praising the name of Yahweh as widespread in all the earth

(v.
1^ 10

). An initial prayer that Yahweh would set His splen-

dour above the heavens, is followed by a contemplation of His

strength, in the speech of sucklings, overcoming His enemies;

and of the insignificance of man when compared with moon
and stars (v.

26"5
). Man made lower than the gods is yet sover-

eign of all creatures (v.
6-9

).

,
our Sovereign Lord,

How magnificent is Tky name z all the earth.

C\ SET Thy splendour above the heavens i

Out of the mouth of little children and sucklings

Thou dost establish strength, because of Thine adversaries,

To still the enemy and the avenger.

When I see the work of Thy fingers.

Moon and stars which Thou hast prepared ;

What is man that Thou shouldst be mindful of him?

Or the son of mankind that Thou shouldst visit him?

yyHEN Thou didst make him a little lower than the Elokim,
With glory and honour crowning him,

Making him to have dominion over the works of Thine hands ;

All things Thou didst put under his feet
;

Cattle small and large, all of them,

And also beasts of the field,

Birds, and fish of the sea,

Those that pass through the paths of the sea.

yA&WEH, our Sovereign. Lord,

How magnificent is Thy name in all the earth*

Ps. 8 was originally in JB, and then taken up into f& and 133&

(/. Intr. 27, 31, 33). In the latter it received the assignment "??

rprun, probably to be sung to a well-known vintage song (y. Intr. 39).

The linguistic evidence favours the Persian period ww "> v.2- M
, elsw.

only Ne. lo80 ; the glory of God own <?j? v.2, cf. 57$
M (= loS6) 83

19 +, all

late; Dpjnni a^w v.8 elsw. 4417, njx v. 8
a.X., for jox. The relation of v.6^ to

Gn. I26
-28 is evident, wrhx oSxa Gn. I27 and atnWn v.6 must be interpreted

in the same way as referring to gods, that is God and angels, in accordance

with usage; cf. PSs. 868 gf 1362 ; cf. v.7 with Gn. i28. We can hardly sup-

pose that Gn. I derived its conception from Ps. 8, for it is there part of the
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larger conception, and is therefore original and Ps. 8 derivative. The mode
of creation is, however, different. Moon and stars are not created by com-

mand, but by the fingers of God, v4 . This is more like the mode of creation

in Gn. 21 - 19
; and there seems to be a reference to the superiority of man in

speech of Gn. 219 - 2f)
, in the emphasis upon the speech of sucklings v3. This

free use of both of the poems of creation, originally in separate documents of

the Hexateuch, but first compacted in the age of Ezra, is best explained by
the supposition that, when the Ps. was composed, the Pentateuch had already

been compacted in essentially its present form. The Ps. must therefore be

subsequent to Ezra. The Ps. is an evening hymn ; with no personal or his-

toric references, but entirely general, adapted to the whole congregation of

Israel ; and therefore we may conclude that it was composed for the con-

gregation, and for purposes of public worship. It is admirably suited for

this purpose, being symmetrical in structure, of two equal Strs., having an

introductory and concluding Rf. The Ps. was probably composed in time

of peace and prosperity, for the tone is peaceful and joyous.

Rf. 2 a, "b is a trimeter couplet, the first line however without the

last beat, in order to get a metrical pause before the utterance of

the supreme thought. This is the Rf. which also closes the Ps.

v10 and so encloses it. Our Sovereign Lord ] pi. emph. Heb.,

not sufficiently expressed by "Lord" EVB
. How magnificent]

the majesty of God in its wide extent, amplitude, in all the earth]

throughout its entire extent, cf. ;6
5
93*.

"
Excellent," EV8

., sug-

gests ethical rather than physical extent
;

"
glorious," Dr.,

" ma-

jestic," Kirk, are too general. Thy name] summing up God's

manifestation of Himself as the object of commemoration and

praise.

St. I. is a trimeter octastich, composed of an introductory line of

petition, a synth. tristich, and a tetrastich of two syn. couplets, the

second synthetic to the first. 2c. O set"] so most easily the Heb.

cohort, imv. But a later scribe, wishing to connect with previous

lines, and overlooking their independence as the Rf., inserted the

relative, without venturing to change the form, and so has given

difficulty to interpreters from the most ancient times. Thy splen-

dour] rich and brilliant display of majesty; "glory," EV8

., "maj-

esty," Dr., JPSV. are too general above the heavens] PBV.,

AV., as in all other passages ;

"
upon the heavens "

RV,, Dr.,

JPSV., Kirk., al., though grammatically correct, is not justified by

usage. The heavens are antith. to earth of the Rf. The poet
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would say : "Thy name is widespread in all the earth, magnify it

still more, set it above the heavens in the splendour of its mani-

festations." 3. Out of the mouth of little children] those just

able to speak, and in this respect, notwithstanding their weakness

especially as sucklings> superior to all other creatures, a con-

ception based on the naming of the animals by Adam Gn. 2 19"20
.

Thou dost establish] emph. present.
" Ordain "

PBV., AV. in mod-
ern usage is too strong and specific. Strength] over against the

enemies of God, sufficient to silence them if not destroy them.

The poet may have been thinking of the creative strength of God*s

speech, of Gn. i, and so of the strength that God had established

in human speech even of little children as superior to physical

prowess. It is probable that he was thinking of the divine strength

as recognised and praised by children, in accord with the render-

ing of (. because of thine adversaries] RV., in accord with

Heb.
;
and not "

enemies," PBV., AV., which so translate two dif-

ferent Heb. words. to still] to silence their hostile speech by
the praise of children. 4. When I see the work of Thyfingers]
The poet looks up to the heavens by night, above which he would

have the splendour of Yahweh set, and sees there the work of His

fingers. the moon and stars] sufficiently indicate, in the ab-

sence of the sun, that it is night, and that the author is thinking

of the heavens. A prosaic copyist inserted heavens in the first

line, and so destroyed its measure. Moon and stars were created,

and put in their places in the heavens by the fingers of God.

Gn. 2
7"u seems to underlie this conception of the mode of creation ;

only there man and animals were formed by the hand of God, as

a sculptor carves out images or as a potter moulds them into clay.

Here fingers are used with reference to moon and stars, and

the verb prepared suggests the builder of 24* 6$
7
iiQ

90 Pr. 3
19 S27

,

the most frequent conception of the mode of creation, especially

in later poets; only the builder in this particular reference to

moon and stars is an artist executing the finest kind of work by

the artistic skill of his fingers. The " ordained
" of EV*. is not

suited in modern usage (as it was in old English) to the concep-

tion of the use of the fingers of God. 5. What is man, II The

son of mankind] not any particular man, but the human kind,

man as a race. When compared with moon and stars created by
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God and manifesting His splendour, what does mankind amount

to, that God should take any account of him ? that thou shouldst

be mindful of him. \ that thou shouldst visit him~\. These in

Heb. are final clauses, with subjunctive mood, and not to be

rendered with EV8
. by the indicative mood as statements of

fact.

Str. II. is also a trimeter octastich, composed of an introduc-

tory line as protasis, and an apod, consisting of a syn. distich,

and a synth. pentastich, all in one sentence. 6. When Thou

didst make him}. The Heb. Waw consec. does not admit of the

rendering as an independent clause, "Thou madest" PBV., or

causal, "for Thou hast made" AV., RV., or adv., "and yet"

JPSV. ;
but requires either " and thou hast "

Dr., going back to

the historic act of creation of moon and stars of v4, and carrying it

on into this new act of creation of man ; or else protasis of tem-

poral clause as given above. a little lower than the Elohint]

referring to the creation of man in the image of Elohim Gn. i
27

,

and the consultation of God with other Elohim,
" Let us make "

Gn. i
26

. As the context is strictly monotheistic, and the whole

passage is so late in origin that polytheism is not to be thought of

in the mind of the poet, we must think of the Elohim as com-

prehending God and angels, the latter being in their historic

origin, the ancient polytheistic gods, degraded to ministering ser-

vants of the one God Yahweh. Therefore, they are not merely

"angels" Heb. 2
7
, PBV., AV., or "God" RV., JPSV. and most

moderns, or " divinity," as abstract Heng., Hu., Pe. ; but God and

angels, divine beings, gods. With glory and honour crowning

him}. When man was created in the image of the Elohim> Gn.

i
26"27

, he was crowned with their glory and honour, at his inaugu-

ration as sovereign of the creatures. The splendour of Yahweh
set above the heavens is reflected in His image, man, whom He
has crowned as His representative to rule over the earth. Making
him to have dominion] as crowned king of the animal and vege-
table kingdom man has rule over them. Thou didst put under

hisfeef] a paraphrase of Gn. i
26-28

; two different but syn. verbs

are used with essentially the same meaning. Over the works of
Thine hands \ all things'] on earth antith. moon and stars, the

work of Yahweh's fingers in heaven. These works are described
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by specimens, using syn. words to those of On. i
26"23

. those that

pass through"} doubtless refers to the sea monsters of Gn. i
a

.

2. U\ng rnni] line shortened for metrical pause as I 1
. % piN n.m. lord

(1) master I25 IO5
21

, intensive pi. 123; (2) husband 45
12

, intensive pi.;

(3) king no1
, pi. 136

s
; (4) God IHN II4T, fnn ^ p^ gf Jos. 3*1.18 (J)

Zc. 414 65 Mi. 418
; intensive pi. sovereign lord s^ixn inx Ps. I36

3 = Dt. lo17,
trrw I35

5
I47

5 Ne. 810
, -u-o-w mrn Ps. <?2-i<>Ne. lo30. For ^K z>. Intr. 32.

t "I'*] a^j. *e/2'^ spread, magnificent, majestic, of waters of sea 93* Ex. I5
10

,

of kings Ps. I36
18

, of Yahweh y6
5

93*, His name #?-M; of nobles I63 (f)
(as Ju. 5

13- 25
Je. 14* 258* Is, ic3*), but better vb. TIN. Jr^"

1

???] as

v.10 I9
6
45

7
I05

7
. njn-itrtf] rel. c. Qal imv. cohort, -^jr:, reL

"

defined by
rpin. Bo. interprets as permissive

"
mayst tkou set" Ki., Genebr., aL as infin.

cstr. for usual nn, as rn-i for n-ni Gn. 46
3
,
"

tJit setting of whose splendour"
3 qui posuisti, S, &, S, Hu., De., Pe., Gr., al., RV. This would imply nnrj,

Ammon, Koster, Oort, al., unless as Ba. these Vrss. interpreted thus an inf.

cstr. Sri tir-fipdi) suggested to Ew., Ri., al. n:n = pr, extend, stretch out; but

these vbs. do not exist in Heb., and this mng. does not correspond with <.

Schultens rd. njnn.=praise; Michaelis, njn Qal pf. = sonat, Dy. n3n=Pu.pf.
be praised; cf. Ju. 5

11
, so K6.n- M 595 = quod narratur. Buhl suggests the

familiar naj, but this would be so difficult textually that it would be just as

easy to think of NCM, which corresponds exactly with 4. It is best to suppose
with Che. that ? is gloss of a prosaic copyist who wished to connect with

previous line, not knowing that it was a Rf., and therefore should be as inde-

pendent here as in v.10 . Then the cohort imv. is most appropriate at be-

ginning of the Str. This also corresponds with the usage of D^rrrS;:,

which is alw. over, above the heavens 57
6- 12 = io86 113*, cf. S3

19
.

$ -pn] n.m. vigour, splendour, majesty, (i) of king -nm nn 2I6 45* in 3
;

(2) of God 8s I48
1S

5 i-im Tin 96 104! ; cf. I45
6 3. rnoj PL pf. 2 ms. God

subject, possibly aorist referring to creation of man ; but prob. pf. of general

truth. J no; vb. Qal found, of creation c. ace. earth 24* ; cf. yS
69

$9
12 IO226

IO4
5
, cf. v.8 sq. *?, God's commands ug182

; Pi. establish 8s. JTJ;] n.m.

strength, (i) material and physical 3O
8 628 68s* yi

7 89" no2
150*, rj; STJB 61*

Ju. 9
51 Pr. i810

; (2) personal, social, political, bestowed by Yahweh i S. 210

Pss. 29
11 68s6 846 861G I38

8
, Yahweh the strength of His people 8 1

2
, for de-

fence 287- 8 46s 59
10 * 18 84

6
89

18
, |j npt# iiS1* = Ex. 152 = Is. 122, cf. I4O

8
;

(3) strength of Yahweh as attribute 6212 68s5 93
1
99*, as theme of praise 291

96
7 (0 ri^Jv) 6835(<S 56eav), so & (6 alvov, <ff9 3, &, S, Bar. Heb., Mt. 2i16

)

59
17

, in connection with sacred places 63
s

(|J T'SD), cf. 96, exerted against

enemies Ex. I5
18 Pss. 2i2- 14 66s 6S29 74

18
77

15
7S

26 9O
11

105*, manifested in con-

nection with the Ark 78
61

1328 Aq., S fcpdros 83. HZ wmjr. ajjnpi a:w]

elsw. 4417. 2^ . ^. Dj5ino Hithp. ptc. nominal force, t a
DJ

vb Qal

to^ vengeance, subj. God c. S? 99
s
. Hithp. ptc. & 4417, <zwg* ^^ of

men.~4. n^-;?] Temporal clause apod. vA T9p] is a gloss; it makes

line too long, and is unnecessary for mng. :pnjaw nc'jD] phr. a.X.
nr^D

F
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work of God in creation Pss. lof2
io413

' 24 - 31
139!*, of God's hands 87 19^

IO225 I38
8
. ">'] unnecessary gl., it makes line too long. n

ijW3] fully
written Polel pf. 2 m. i.p. p3. 5. nc] in antithesis to no v.2a

; cf. I44
3
(a?*).

t B"J$ (0 C U. for mankind 85 go
3
I44

3
, antith. o^n'rK 73

6
, cf. I03

15
IO4

15 -

1,

antith. Yahweh and Israel, mere man 9
20 - 21 io18 $6

2 6612
; (2) of individual

man 55
14

, pi. 269 55^ 59
3
;6

6 ng24
I39

19
.

|| D~P] t7 n -m- 0) man~

kind, coll. 17* 227
36

7
49

13 - 21
56^ 5S

12 6o13 6819
73* 76" 7860 82

7
9410-

u
104"- 23

ios
14 io813 115* n86 - 8

ii9
18*

I24
2

1358.15 I40
2

1444, g-wn ^3 116", o-w Sa

396.12 6410, aiso Q^N |3 55 (SSD^N I44
3
) So18 I46

3
, usually D^K ^3 n4 i22 - 9

J4
2 (~ 538) 2I 11

3V20 33
13
36

18 4
T

5

T

3
575 5 g3(?J 665 S9

48 OO3 Iof'
^ 21. 31

j^lO
14512, antith. u^x ij3, elsw. 49

s 6210 to a^x; (2) individual man, only 322

846-
ls

. ^j ^^ introducing final clauses with Qal impf. 2 s, c. sf. 3 m.

"UnsTP, lJ^i?>n in rhyme. "OT vb. remember, recall to wind I. (i) man subj.

(a)' 'past experience 42
5
137!, cf. 77

7
, neg. I37

6
; (b) doings of Yahweh 77"

(Qr. Kt. Hiph. better) 105^ I43
5

, neg. 78
42 io67, obj. clause with o 78

85
,

style of D ; (2) remember persons 1O9
16

; (3) remember Yahweh, keep
Him in mind 427 63

7
77

4
, abs. 2228

,
name of Yahweh ng55

, His laws,

IO3
18 H952

. II. God subj. (i) remember persons with kindness, neg.
886

, c. ace. 9
13

742 io64 II5
12

, mankind 8$, c. S pers. 25
7
I36

28
; (2) re-

member the devotion of His servants, c. ace. 20* I32
1

; (3) His cove-

nant I05
8 I0646 III 5

119*, His mercy 256 9
8
, His word IO5

42
, extenuating

circumstances 78
89

89
48

IO3
14

; (4) sins 25
7
79

8
, reproach 74"'

22
89

51
, the day

of Jerusalem I37
7

. Niph. be remembered, c. S io9
14

; neg. = no longer
exist 83

&
. Hiph. (i) cattse to be remembered, keep in remembrance, c. ace.

rei 45
18

; (2) mention, c. 3 2O8, c. ace. 87*, works of Jahweh 77
12

(?), His

righteousness 7i
16

; (3) make an Azkara, titles of, 38
l
7O

1
. 1^0 vb. Qal

(i) visit graciously 85 6$ 8o15
106*; (2) to search I7

3
, punish 596 8988

.

Hiph. (i) entrust, c. no 3i
6
; (2) appoint over, c. *k? log

6
. 6. irnpnm] i con-

sec. Pi. impf. 2 s. with sf. 3 s., introduces a new Str., and is a change of tense

and cannot carry on previous impfs., protasis of temporal clause with apod.
v71 nnr, the intervening clauses being circumstantial. DTiSNc] <g, 5, {, Heb.
27 AV. angels; Aq., S, 6, 3 God; so most moderns. Hu., Pe. divinity, abst.,

but there is no usage to Justify it. DTi
1

?** n.m. pi., J as real pi.: (i) rulers

Ex. 2i6 227 8 - 8- 27
Ju. 5

8 Pss. 821 - 6
I38

1
; (2) superhuman, divine beings, in-

cluding God and angels. This is the most natural interp. of Gn. i26 - 27 with

I pi. vb., so here, cf. Jb. 38
7
, where the D^g m take part in the creation ;

(3) angels Ps. 97
7 = D^nS(n) ^a Jb. i

6 2! 38
7 Gn. 62 - 4

(J) ; (4) gods Pss. 868

I36
2
, a^Dpn inS* 96

5 Dt. 614 I3
8
, 'N ^3 Pss. 958 g6

4
97^

9
I35

6
. For use of D^X

for God (v. Intr. 32). "nni iw] phr. a.X., cf. mn iin 21 of king.

1 1^3;]
n.m. (i) abundance, riches, 49

17 - 18 Gn. 3I
1
(J) Is. io8 -{-. (2) honour,

splendour, glory : of extern, conditional circumstances, (#) of man, at his crea-

tion as crowned by God with -nni '3 Ps. <^j the king is given '3
(||
-nm ^^n)

2 1
6

; (V) of things: the restored holy land 8^ ; (^) of God's glory in his-

toric and ideal manifestations to the pious mind : Yahweh's name is a name
of glory 72

19
; in the temple His glory is seen 268

638; it is o^Dtf hy 113* ;
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^3 Sp 5T
6 - B = io86 ; in a thunderstorm He is masn ^K 29

3
; His glory

is oSij?
1

? IO4
81

; great I38
5

; the heavens declare Sx '3 ig
2

; with refer, to the

divine reign I45
5 - ^

;
He is Tarn "c 24

7 - 8 - 9 - 10
. He will appear in glory

I0217
; His glory will dwell in the land 85

10
; the earth will be filled with

it 72
19

;
it will be declared among the nations and all will see it gf ;

and

peoples and kings revere it IO216. (3) honour: of position, '22 on II29 ; '3 np
1

?

73
2
*. (4) honour

-, reputation, of character: of man, antith. npj 4
3

(also 2 Ch.

2618 EC. I01 Pr. 203 2I 21
25

27
). (5) my honour: poet, of seat of honour in

the inner man, the noblest part of man, ||
raj 7

tt

; ||
a* i69 108-; called upon

to noi 3O
13

(rd. maa for "1133) ; rni? 57
9
. (6) honour, reverence, glory : as

due or ascribed to one : (a) of man :
|| y^ 62s ; (b} of God: -^s '3 79

9
;

h "3 pj H51
; ir6nn '3 an? 662 ; "7 tjn ':> 3rv 29* 96

7
;

? -cr '3 3rp 29
2
96

8
;

\o& '3 IDT 662 ; 0"ui3 'maa -\SD 96
s

; "piuSs '3 *I^N I45
11

; Yiao i^s 29
9

;

'33 n1^ ^j?/^ w/f/^ (ascription of) glory I49
5

. (7) glory: as object of

honour and reverence : my glory (the one I glorify) 3* ; 3*1133 their glory

IO620 ; for rni33 v. 45
14

. f inn n.m. (i) ornament, c*np n*1^2* priestly robes

as sacred ornaments no8
(but rd. mn mountains, after 0, S), (2) j/^-

dour: majesty conferred on man 8P, king 2i 6
, cf. 45

4 * 5
; but esp. of Yahweh

Himself 29* go16
96

6
IO4

1 in3
I45

5
,
His kingdom I45

12
. (3) honour, glory :

for saints of Yahweh I49
9

. i^^?!1
"

1

] ^- i^P^- 2 m. sf. 3 s. circumstantial.

7. inWon] Hiph. impf. 2 m. sf. 3 s., prob. originally at end of line for rhyme,
and most proper for circumstantial clause. J ^D vb. Qal, rule, have domin-

ion, over: c. 3 of man ig
14

IO5
21 io641 , cf. ptc. ma te IO5

23
; of God 2229

59
1*

Sg
10

I03
19

; abs. 667
. f Hiph. cause to rule, c. ace. pers., 3 rei S7 Jb.

25
2 Dn. ii 89

. *?D] emph. in position; abs. without article elsw. 74* I45
15

comprehending all that context suggests. nnir] fully written Qal pf. 2 m.

rw. 8. t n^] n.m.flock, cf. 33^uar Nu. 32
s*

(JE), variation of JNX small cattle.

fcrfl^] large cattle, oxen, as Dt. 7
18 28*- 18 - 51 Is. 3O

24 Pr. 14*. o^f]
sum-

ming up, "made more independent and emphatic by being placed . . , after

the word which it qualifies," B>B. So Jwith suf&xes 8* 34
20 62* 6T

4 - 6 82*

IO227 IO4
2*- 27

i39
4- 16

147* ; i^ "referring to the mass of things or porsons

meant," BZ>B. 29
9

53* (=Ssn I4
3
). toil] ^^/ a/w ^s 7i

18
7S

21
84^

I4812. ^^ rnnna] Jo. 22a, mtr ninn3 Jo. 'i20, cf. i S. i7
44

. J nrina n.f.

(1) beast, antith! man 36
7

104" 1358, as inferior to man 49
1S ^

73
s2

;

(2) antith. wild beasts I48
10

, associated with field 5*, mountains 50, cf.

I07
88

; (3) seldom wild least I47
9
. 9. o:p^ nsx] phr. aA. takes place of

D^ntfn ^37 Gn. I26 to which it is assimikted. ow is unnecessary here, and

makes line too long. 133?] Qal ptc. -nj? vb. pass over, through : large body
of water, Is. 33

21 of ship; here of water animals. It is a poetic substitute for

nfD\ Gn. i21- 28 ; cf. Lv. n*6
(H) Ps. 69

s5
. o^: ^nn] phr. a.X. Jnn

n.m. ^M.- (i) literal, of sea-animals 89, of sun 19; (2) &g.,path of life, for-

tune 139 142*, -vthp
'

27
U

; (3) fig., w<?flfe o/"life H99
, ways of Yahweh

25
10

, as norm for man 25* 4419 119^, on nnx i6u Pr. 219 5
6

I5
3
*, path of

wickedness Pss, 17* 119101.104.128* cf. Syn. ^n /^*
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PSALMS IX. AND X., 22 ALPHABETICAL STR. 4
s

.

Pss. 9 and 10 were originally one. The congregation thanks

Yahweh in temple worship for His wondrous works of deliverance

from the nations, and that He has become a high refuge to His

oppressed people (p
3-5'

10-u
). They pray that He, who has in the

past lifted them from the gates of death, may be gracious and ter-

rorise the nations now afflicting them fa
1

******). He seems to

stand afar off, while the nations are contending, and ignoring Him;
and with craft are crushing His host with impunity (to

1"11

). They

plead that Yahweh, their everlasting king, will arise, destroy the

nations from the land, and do justice for the oppressed (io
m8

).

Later editors substitute for the original, detailed statements of a

more external and dogmatic kind: that Yahweh had given over

the nations to everlasting destruction (Q
6"7

)? tk** ^e was '

tne ever-

lasting king, ruling in justice (g
8"9

), that the nations were caught

in their own pits and snares (9
16"17

), and that they were doomed to

Sheol (9
18

) ; but that Yahweh's people would not be forgotten (9
19

) ;

and the congregation are invoked to praise their king enthroned in

Zion (9
12-13

).

J
WILL give thanks with all my mind unto Thee.

I will tell all Thy wondrous works,

I will be glad and I will exult in Thee,

I will make melody, 'Elyon unto Thy name,

TQECAUSE mine enemies turned backward,

They stumble and they perish at Thy presence ;

For Thou hast done judgment and right in my favour,

Thou didst sit on Thy throne judging righteously.

A ND so Thou art become a high refuge for the oppressed,

A high refuge for times of dearth
;

And they that know Thee trust in Thee ;

For Thou dost not forsake them that seek Thee.

"PE gracious to me, see my affliction ;

Thou that liftest me up from the gates of death ;

In order that I may tell Thy praise,

In the gates of the daughter of Zion may rejoice.

* These marks indicate that parts of the Ps. have been omitted. . V. Comments
and notes.
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yAHWEH, let not (mere) men prevail;

Let the nations be judged before Thy face.

O appoint Terror for them

That the nations may know that they are (mere) men.

standest Thou in the distance,

Hidest in times of dearth ?

In their pride they hotly pursue the afflicted ;

Let them be caught in that they have planned.
wicked doth contemn Yahweh :

"According to the height of His anger, He will not require,
There is no God," are his devices.

His ways are denied at all times.

QN high are Thine acts of judgment, at a distance from him
;

As for his adversaries, he puffeth at them ;

He saith in his mind,
"

I shall not be moved,"

(He doth swear)
" In all generations (I shall be) without evil."

J-JIS
mouth is full of deceits,

Under his tongue is mischief ;

He sitteth down in the places of ambush of settlements,

In secret places he slayeth the innocent.

J-JIS eyes spy on Thy host,

He lieth in ambush in his secret place as a lion,

In his covert to seize the afflicted,

That he may seize hold of the afflicted, dragging him away.

(J-JE doth hunt) the oppressed with his net, and he sinks down,
And Thy host fells because of his great numbers ;

He doth say in his mind, "'El hath forgotten,

He hath hidden His face, He doth not see."

Q ARISE, lift up Thy hand,

Forget not, 'El, the afflicted.

Wherefore doth the wicked contemn,

Say in his mind,
" Thou dost not require it

"
?

hast seen the trouble and grief,

Thou beholdest to requite with Thy hand;

Upon Thee Thy host leaveth it,

Of the orphan Thou art the helper.

JjREAK the arm of the wicked,

Let his wickedness be sought out, let it not be found;

O King, forever and ever,

Destroy the nations out of the land.

*THE desire of the afflicted Thou hast heard,

Thou settest Thy mind (upon them), Thou harkenest;

To judge the orphan and oppressed,

To terrify (mere) man from the land.

Pss. 9-10 were originally one as in &, F, 3. They were separated for

liturgical purposes as in Jg, and therefore Ps. to was left without title, and in

modern Protestant and Jewish Vrss. the Pss. are numbered one higher than
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in the Oriental, Greek, and Roman Churches from Ps. 10 to Ps. 147 (z>. Intr.

42). The n^D at the close of Ps. 9 is an additional evidence of the original

unity of the two Pss., for it indicates a place where a selection might close

(v. Intr. 41). The Ps. was in JB, then in JH, and subsequently in Q3&

(v. Intr. 27, 31, 33), in which last it was appointed to be sung by male

sopranos, or falsettos (p^ DID1
*;; [

s
;] if. Intr. 34). As Che. says, the Ps.

is
"
partly trimeters, partly tetrameters, indicating either the imperfect skill

of the psalmist in the management of his metre, or the interference of a

second writer with the original poem. The second hypothesis is the more

probable. Originally the poem was, no doubt, a perfect alphabetical psalm,

at least so far as relates to the consistency of the metre and the number of

stanzas." The nine strophes with N, 2, >, n, h, p, i, i>
;

,
n are essentially

in their original form. Six others may be recovered from the present text,

(i) Str. > in the present text is 9^-^; but this is really composed of a trimeter

couplet, v.18, and a tetrameter couplet, v.19, and is a late addition. The

Str. is really v.20
-21

, disguised by the prefixing of nnip prematurely before io12,

in order to make a suitable close for the Ps. (2) Str. j is disguised in |^ in

the last clause of io3, but in < it rightly begins v.*. (3) Str. D is disguised

in the midst of io6, its ono is at beginning of 1. 2 of v.6 . (4) Str. o is also

disguised as second word of io7 . n 1

?** is vb., belonging to previous line.

(5) Str. y is disguised at beginning of 1. 3 of io8
. (6) Str. x lacks the first

word, the first line being defective. It may be restored by conjecture as TO.

Three Strs. have been displaced by others which have been substituted for

them. It is possible to conjecture originals as underlying them ; but only by

entire reconstruction, and even then the form and substance of the thought is

different from the original, (i) The Str. ji is a tetrameter with caesura,

evident in the midst of three of the lines, less evident but probable in the

other. (2) Str. a is also a tetrameter with caesuras. (3) Str. T is a trimeter ;

a call to praise, not suited to the context of the original Ps., but adapted
to later' liturgical use, and using late liturgical terms. The remaining Strs. are

more difficult to find. Many efforts have been made to find them by recon-

struction and conjecture. I have made several such efforts myself, accepting

them provisionally, only to finally abandon them as unsatisfactory, (i) The

Strs. with i and n have disappeared. In place of them is a trimeter tetrastich,

beginning with rnrp in third person. But it uses terms of the royal Pss. gS
9
,

96
10- M

, and these are statements, in liturgical language, of the general truth

of the divine dominion, cognate with the idea of the Ps., but in more objec-

tive and less personal relations. (2) Str, D is missing. Possibly a relic of it

is present in io8, in the clause beginning SSn >:>, but only one trimeter line

and two words of a second line are there; and it is out of place between V

and j. It is therefore more probable that the verse is a prosaic gloss.

(3) Str. D has disappeared entirely. We can only make it by a readjustment
of the lines about where it should come, and at the expense of other Strs. The
order of the Strs. is the usual one of the Heb. alphabet, except that y, is come

together as in La. 2, 3, 4, probably an older order. J and D are transposed.
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This is probably an editorial change and not original. The historical situation

of the Ps. is indicated by internal evidence. The Temple worship was carried

on 9
2~15

, The people suffer from crafty and cruel enemies, who ignore and

contemn Yahweh. These are nations, 9
20-21

, io16 , described by coll. "ir-<

I02.4 w.i^ ,UN 920.2^ JQIS^ wno iuvade the land and imperil its existence.

They are not the great conquering nations, but lesser ones, such as those

w hich troubled Jerusalem before the walls were built by Nehemiah ; Moabites,

Ammonites, Arabs, and Philistines, Ne. 210, f, 61
. The glosses indicate a later

time of calm historical retrospect and confidence in Yahweh, the King en-

throned in Zion; and therefore probably in the Greek period.

Str. K. 2-3. Each line begins with g and closes with kah.

The four lines are syn., using cohortatives, expressing resolutions

or determinations. / 'will give thanks \ tell \
exult \ make

melody], terms indicating in their usage public songs of praise.

Each vb. has syn. obj. unto Thee'}, so i, adding also the divine

name, Yahweh, which f^ substitutes for it, and so destroys rhyme.

|| Thy wondrous works], as context shows, of deliverance from

enemies, cf. Ex. 3
20

(J) Ju. 613
Pss. s67 78" +. li

unto Thy name],
cf. Pss. 6 1

9 664 685
. The qualifying ideas are with all my mind],

better than "
heart," EVS

.,
which in modern usage rather suggests

affections, || att~\ hitensifying wondrous works, ||
/ will be glad]

intensifying
"
exult." *Efyon\ 9 divine name,

" Most High," EV.,

intensifying Thy name.

Str. 2 has two syn. couplets. 4. The enemies are in subse-

quent context, not private but public enemies, nations, Because']

giving a reason for the praise of the previous Str. turned back-

ward], in retreat. The context indicates a historical reference

and not present experience or general truth. It is true stumble

and perish are impfs., but they give graphic description of past

events. They intensify the retreat as disastrous. At Thy pres-

ence^, the presence and power of Yahweh brought about the

retreat; the whole credit of it is due to Him. 5. For], causal

particle with pf., either syn. with v.
4 as second ground of praise,

emphasizing Yahweh's dealing with His people over against His

dealing with their enemies, or else reason of previous couplet,

possibly not distinguished in author's mind. The syn. words

judgment and right intensify the idea. The sf. is objective, and

can only be expressed by paraphrase : in my favour], that is, of
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the congregation speaking in its solidarity as an individual.

Thou hast done judgment \\ judging righteously], executed it on

the enemies. Thou didst sit on Thy throne"], in heaven, as

Pss. ii 4

45
7
47

9
Sp

15

93
2

97*, from which God executes judgment
on earth in favour of His people and against their enemies.

Str. J is a syn. tetrameter tetrastich, substituted for an original

trimeter, giving a more comprehensive and general statement, and

so differing from the personal experience expressed throughout

the original Ps.

Thou hast rebuked the nations. Thou hast destroyed the wicked ;

Their name Thou hast blotted out forever and ever.

As for the enemy, they have come to an end. The ruins are forever.

And cities Thou didst uproot, their memory is perished.

6. Thou hast rebuked the nations']. This was probably in the

original Str., but is now followed by a caesura and a comple-

mentary phrase : Thou hast destroyed the wicked'], of two beats,

instead of one complementary word, as in the original Ps. Both

phrs. are further expositions of vA The term wicked is coll. for

nations, as 9
17 ic3- 3- 4- 13- 15

55* i 39
19

Is. n 4 Hb. $* pi. Pss. g.
18

3
8
7
10

17 + . Their name Thou hast blotted out], so utterly have they

been destroyed that their names are no longer known, save to the

antiquarian. The author was thinking probably of the nations

exterminated by Israel at the Exodus, as it is a phr. of D., Dt. 9"

29
19 2 K. I4

27
. 7. As for the enemy], coll. for nations. The

position of noun and the article are emph., cf. pi. v.
4
. they have

come to an end], so that they exist no longer as nations. The
csesura requires an independent clause. Their ruins are for-

ever], possibly their land, as Je. 7
s4
44^, but more probably cities,

as v.
75 and Je. 49*, cities of Bosra

;
Ez. 2620

,
of Tyre; Is. 61*, of

Judah. There is no sufficient authority in usage for referring these

to enemies. And their
cities'],

the possessive here and above is not

expressed but implied in the context. Thou didst uproot], only

here of cities, but of nations Dt. 2<f Je. I214
+, fig. of tree or

plant. We might think of the use of cities for inhabitants.

Their memory is perished'], syn. v.
66

,
cf. Dt. 12s

Is. 26" Ps. 4i
6
.

8-9. This Str. is a syn. trimeter tetrastich, generalising v.
5
,
as

the previous Str. did v.
4
. It takes the place of Str. ,1 of the original

Ps. The initial n might be gained by reading ron
"
Lo," with Du.
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for the fi&rr at close of previous line ; but this would make the

line too long, unless we reject Yahweh as a gloss. But in any
case we do not overcome the use of 3 sg. for 2 sg. of previous

Strs. and the generalisation and late liturgical phrasing.

Yahweh sitteth enthroned forever,

He hath set up His throne for judgment:
He judgeth the world in righteousness,

He governeth the peoples with equity.

8. He hath set ttp His throne'], phr. here of divine throne, cf. IO3
19

,

but 2 S. 7
13 of David's. He judgeth the world in righteousness]

= 98*; ||
He governeth the peoples with equity] cf. 96; both im-

plying a late comprehensive view of Yahweh, as sovereign of all

nations, and of the entire habitable world.

Str. 1 is a syn. trimeter tetrastich. 10. It has been changed
to 3d pers. and assimilated to previous Str., and Yahweh has been

inserted as gloss j and so most Vrss. and commentators,
" Yahweh

also will be," some ignoring the juss. form, others recognising it,

as Dr. "So may Yahweh be." But Du. after @ reads rightly

1 consec. ; but then better, if connected with original Strs. v.
2"5* 14r15

,

2d pers. : And so Thou art become'] referring to historical experi-

ence, as in previous Strs. A high refuge"], a high place of refuge,

cf. Pss. i83
4<5

8- 12

43
4
S9

10' 17 62^^ I44
2
. for the oppressed^,

colL referring to the congregation, as so oppressed by the

enemies as to be literally crushed, elsw. f io18 74
21 Pr. 2628

,
in this

form, but cog. forms also io10
34

19
5I

19
Is. 57

15
. for times of

dearth~], phr., elsw. io1
,

cf. Je. I4
1

(v. J?DB), the exact mng.
uncertain. 11- They that know Thee, so originally, syn. them

that seek Thee.']
"
Thy name "

has been substituted for sf. at

such an early date as to appear in all Vrss., but it makes the line

too long in its measure, and is in accord with later tendency to

interpose something between God Himself and His people, as

obj. of knowledge, cf. 91" Is. 52
s
Je. 48

17
. Knowing Yahweh

Himself is an earlier idea, cf. Ex. f G) Ho. 2
s2

5* 82 Ps. 79
6
.

Str. 1 is composed of two trimeter couplets, and is a call to the

congregation, to the praise resolved upon in Str. K, It is the

same kind of a generalised explication of previous Str. as we have

seen in v.
6"8

,
and probably came from the same later hand.
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Make melody to Him who is enthroned in Zion,

Declare among the peoples His doings ;

For He that requireth blood doth remember ;

He doth not forget the cry of the afflicted.

12. To Him who is enthroned in Zion], in the Holy of Holies of

temple, the throne room of the king of Israel, cf. Am. i
2 Mi. 4

2

Pss. y6
3 102*' i35

21

I47
12

,
added to the conception of throned in

heaven of v.
8"9

. Declare among thepeoples His doings^ universal

proclamation of the interposition of Yahweh in behalf of His

people. 13. For He that requireth blood~\, as Ez. 33
6
,
from

the enemies of His people as their avenger, based on the primi-

tive conception of relationship of blood, and the obligation to

avenge blood.

Str. H is composed of two couplets, the former synth., the

latter syn. 14. Be gracious to me\^ intensified by see my afflic-

tion^ the past experience of previous Strs. being the basis for

second part of Ps., which now, as Calv., becomes petition for

deliverance in present needs. Thou that liftest me #/], past

experience renewed to enforce the plea. from the gates of

death}, cf. loy
18

Is. 38
10

Jb. 38
17

,
all referring to the abode of the

dead, conceived as a city with gates. The nation had been in peril

of death, and so of going down into Sheol the place of the dead
;

but Yahweh hath lifted the nation up from that awful descent.

15. In order that}, final clause, expressing object of lifting

up to life. In the gates of the daughter of Zion], the gates of

Zion or Jerusalem, over against gates of Sheol. The daughter of

Zion is a personification of the people of Zion, cf. Is. I
s xo32 Mi. i

13

Je. 4
3 Zc. 214

;
cf. daughter of Tyre Ps. 45", daughter of Babylon

i37
8
Is. 47

1
, daughter of Jerusalem Is. 37

s2 Mi. 4
8 La. 2

13 w
. The

conception here is as Ps. 66
Is. 38

18"20 that the public praise of Yah-

weh in His temple, or royal residence in Jerusalem, is something

unique, and of such special acceptance with Him, that it can be

had nowhere else, not in Sheol any more than outside the Holy

Land, or apart from the divine residence in Jerusalem.

Str, 10 is composed of two tetrameter couplets, and is the same

kind of substitution, and doubtless by the same editor, as Str. j.

The nations are sunk down in the pit that they made ;

In the net which they hid is their foot caught.
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Yahweh hath made Himself known, He hath executed judgment ;

In the work of His hands the \\icked are trapped.

16. Ttit nations are sunk down in the pit}. This is probably
from the original Ps., where the pit referred to is the pit of Sheol

as usual subsequent to Ez., Pss. i610
30 49 5 5

24

103*, and so antith.

to the lifting up of the congregation of Israel from Sheol v.14.

But the editor, by the addition of that they made}, refers it to a

pit dug by the nations into which they hoped Israel woul^d fall,

cf. 7
1G

; syn. with in the net which they hid}, cf. io9
3i

5
35

7tS
I4O

6
.

is their foot caught}, the nations snare themselves instead of

Israel and receive retribution in kind. 17. Yahweh hath made

Himself known}, reflex., cf. 48**, expl. hath executedjudgment},
cf. v.

5
, so RV., Pe., Dr., Ba., Kirk., cf. JPSV. as emphatic inde-

pendent classes; better than AV., which explains the second

clause as dependent and so relative :
"
by the judgment which

He executeth," cf. PBV. after @. In the work of His hands},
Yahweh's put forth in judgment, syn. with previous line of the

couplet and not those of the nation, hiding nets and digging pits,

of previous couplet, as EV8
., though sustained by Dr., Che., and

JPSV. are trapped'}, by Yahweh's hands, who lays traps for

them.

18-19. This Str. begins with % but it is not the original Str. %

which we find rather in v.
50"21

. It was inserted by an editor. It is

composed of a trimeter syn. couplet and a tetrameter syn. couplet.

The wicked shall turn back to Sheol,

All the nations that forget God.

For the poor shall not always be forgotten,

Nor the hope of the afflicted perish forever.

18. The wicked'}, pi. for sg., coll. above, v.
17

, but not, however, in-

dividuals, but syn. with allthe nations, turn back to Sheol}, antith.

v.
14

. The wicked nations turn back in defeat and slaughter. So

disastrous will be their fate that they will suffer national death

and so descend as nations to the abode of the dead. There is no

reference in this passage to the future destiny of individuals, cf.

Is. 2614-19 Ez. 37
7-14 Ho. i 3

14
(z>. Br.** * OT

) . That forget

God'}, here of nations, cf. Ps. so
22 of wicked Israelites ; (v, xo4- 11

),

an ignoring of the presence of God and His interest in His
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people. 19. For the poor \
the afflicted shall not be forgqtten},

by God, antith. to their enemies forgetting Him. Perish for-

ever}, the hope of God's people will not perish, but will be realised

in renewed life in the Holy Land when the nations perish in death

and Sheol.

20-21. Str. M is disguised by prefixing O arise to 9
20

in order

to make a suitable close for the Ps. before the Selah; but it

destroys the measure. It is a trimeter tetrastich, having three

lines* syn., the fourth synth. mere men, syn. nations'}, cf. v.
21

lo18 56
s 6612

all referring to enemies conceived, over against

Yahweh and His people, as mere men. The congregation plead

that the nations may know this at last, through the exposure of

their weakness. prevail], be stronger than Israel, cf. 539 89**, to

prevent which let them be judged, cf. v.
5

. before Thy face], the

divine face looking in wrath upon them. O appoint Terror}
Their defeat will be that of a panic-stricken army. Terror is

personified as an angel of vengeance appointed by God to drive

them on to their doom. (, U, &, RC.Vrss. render "
appoint a

lawgiver," with a slightly different text ; so Luther "einen Meister"

which is usually interpreted in a bad sense, as tyrant, Genebr.
;

Antichrist, Aug., Cassiodorus ; but by some in a good sense, as

Christ, Theodoret, Euthymius j as Yahweh Himself, Ba.

Str. h is composed of two trimeter distichs, the first syn., the

second synth. It expostulates with Yahweh for delay in inter-

position, already suggested in previous Str. X. 1. Why standest

Thou], as looking on with indifference, ready, but slow to act.

in the distance], phr. only here, stronger than the usual afar

off. Hides /]. The divine presence, not being manifest when

so greatly needed, seems to imply a deliberate hiding from His

people. in times of dearth], resuming 9*. 2. In pride], eraph.

in position, to lay stress on this as a chief characteristic of the

enemies. hotly pursue}, cf. La. 4
19

, RV., 2?DB., so essentially

Kirk., aL; "persecute," PBV., AV., is too general; "set on fire,"

Dr., Ba., after Vrss., is too strong. Most think of the heat of

anxiety, but some of the heat of affliction. Let them be caught},

the wicked nations, in accordance with the expostulation of

previous context, so EV% JPSV., Ba., al. But @, U render as

indicative,
"
they (the afflicted) are caught, taken," so Pe., Dr. ;
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"a further description of the wrongs of the poor," Kirk. that

they planned]. They planned to catch the afflicted
; but Yahweh

is entreated to catch them in their own crafty schemes*

X. 3. This syn. trimeter distich resembles the sentences of Heb.

Wisdom, as Du. suggests, and is a late gloss. Its original meaning
was obscured by an early copyist who by dittog. of suffix inserted

the conjunction waw, and so divided the sentence after the fourth

tone, making it into a prose sentence, difficult of explanation.

For the wicked doth boast about (his) covetousness,

The robber doth congratulate himself.

3. For the wicked, syn. the rodder] so Pe.
;

"
covetous," EVS

. is

too weak. If a gloss, then it is no longer the nations, but the in-

dividual Jew, of the period of Heb. Wisdom. Doth boast about

his covetousness], in a bad sense, as ii210
, Pr. 2I 23"26

,
cf. Ps. 32

5
,

" desire
" of EV8

. is too general. congratulate himself] as 49,
on his success in gaming what he coveted, cf. 36'^.

Str. J was recognised by ,
which begins with pc, but ob-

scured by f^, which attaches this vb. to previous line with Yahweh,

prob. in order to avoid a blasphemous expression, and get the

thought, "whom Yahweh abhorreth," PBV., AV. It is com-

posed of a trimeter tetrastich, two syn. lines enclosing a syn.

couplet. 4. The wicked~] sg. coll., refers to nations of orig-

inal Ps. as v.
2
. doth contemn Yahwefc] as shown in their

thoughts, words, and deeds, v.
4"21

,
cf. v.

13
,
where the same ex-

pression is resumed in expostulation. According to the height of

His anger"]. It is difficult to think of the wicked man's anger in

such a connection, and therefore most moderns think of loftiness

of nostrils (Hochnasigkeit, Ba.), or "face" ^DB., or "looks"

Dr. ;
as of eyes, ioi 5

, mind, Pr. i65
, disposition, EC. f; but Du.

rightly explains of divine anger; and so as included in the

thoughts of the wicked as well as the phr. : He will not require"].

Yahweh may be very angry, as His people claim ; but however

great or exalted He may be in anger, He will not interpose on

their behalf, He will not require satisfaction from their enemies.

There is no God~\ not a denial of the divine existence, but of

His presence and interposition. The PBV. " careth not for God,"

and AV. "
will not seek after God," supply the object of vb. and
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take the wicked as subj. after most ancients. his devices^ his

evil thoughts, that he is devising, his calculations, what he is

saying to himself, in self-flattery, syn. with his contemning.
5 a. are defiled'] so (, S, 3J

" His thoughts and counsels are un-

clean," Aug.
" He always acts badly," Genebr. This is well suited

to context though resting on a different interp. of the form from J^,

which may be read partitriunt as 3, Aq., or "
strong,"

"
sure," Pe.,

"stable" Dr., "firm" RV., "prosperous" JPSV. after &, "His

plans succeed ;
he is never harassed by the vicissitudes of for-

tune," Kirk.

Str. & is disguised by ^ which puts the first line as second, in

v.
5

;
and also in all texts by letting it follow Str. 3. This order

cannot be original, but is due to editorial transposition, and pos-

sibly the insertion of the gloss v.
3

. It is composed of two trimeter

couplets, the one synth., the other syn. 5&. On high~\ in heaven,

cf. 92, where Yahweh is standing v.
1

,
not yet interposing v.

12
.

at a distance from hini\, cf.-v.
1
. Thine acts ofjudgme7ii\> they

are still with Yahweh, not yet executed on earth against the

wicked. Asfor his adversaries^ emph. in position. He puffeth

at them~], possibly snorting, as gesture of contempt. 6. He saith

in his mind~] 9 so v.
11

,
cf. v.

4
, syn. he doth swear], interp. as perf.

vb. and not as noun,
"
cursing," as beginning of v.

7
,
so disguising

Str. a and destroying its measure. I shall not be moved], phr.

frequently used of the righteous i5
5 i6 8 2i 8 62 ii2 6

; pre-

sumptuous words of the pious when in prosperity 3o
7

;
here

presumptuous words of the wicked enemies of God and His

people. This is intensified in syn. clause, in allgenerations with-

out evil], so &, 3. J^ has another reading with relative, which

is disregarded in PBV., RV., Pe., Kirk., but given in AV. as

causal "
for/' by Dr. "

I who." Both these are interpretations

and were not original.

Str. S, disguised in ancient texts, is composed of a tetrameter

syn. couplet, and a syn. trimeter couplet, the former stating what

seems to be a general truth in a proverbial form ; the latter speci-

fying action of the enemies against innocent Israel. The former

is therefore a substitution of the editor for the original couplet,

which doubtless began with the same word, and set forth the craft

and deceit of the enemy, but hardly in this form and in this gen-
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eral way. 7. -ffir month is full of deceits \ mischief], so in the

original, expressing the craft of the enemy. and oppression

|| trouble] were added by later editor to indicate the actual in-

jury that they had done to the people of God. Under his

tongue], secreted as Aug., and ready to spring forth; and not as

Che., Dr., Kirk, after Jb. 2O12

, as a delicious morsel, which suits

the context of that passage, but not of this. 8. In places of am-

busJi], as Jos. 8 Ju. 9
03 2 Ch. i3

13
, enemies lying in wait to sur-

prise, syn. in secret places'], where they remain in secret until the

time for attack. of settlements], that is near settlements, whether

of tents, Gn. 25
16

(P), or houses, Lv. 25^ referring to the un-

walled villages exposed to sudden attacks of treacherous foes.

slayetJi], his object is murder as well as robbery. the innocent"],

those who have done them no wrong, who were not at war with

them.

Str. $ is disguised by the ancient texts, because its first line is

in the middle of the verse. It follows s as in La. 2, 3, 4, an

older order of the alphabet. It is composed of a trimeter tetra-

stich of stair-like parall. 9. His eyes spy], cf. 56
r
, carrying on

the thought of previous verse. Thy host], as v.
30- 14

, the people
of Yahweh regarded as a host or army, however small, when com-

pared with the enemy. He lieth in ambusJi], vb. for noun of

v.
8
*, in his secret place], sing, for pi. of v.

lS6

,
article for possessive,

thus taking up both previous words of that verse, in order to stair-

like advance in thought. This is made still more definite by un-

necessary insertions of later editor. as a Kon~], frequent simile

for enemies, see f I7
12 2214

, and accordingly, in his covert], cf.

?6
3
Jb. 38*. to seize'], by the paws of the lion. dragging him

away], as a lion does his prey to his den. ^ attaches in his net

to this vb. and is followed by most versions and interpreters, thus

adding the simile of the hunter to that of the lion, and so losing

the force of the stair-like parall., graphically describing the lion's

mode of dealing with his prey. @, U attach it to subsequent v.,

where it is needed for measure.

Str. ! lacks initial word with % in ancient texts. If with <,

"in his net
"
goes with this Str., we may supply the cognate vb. T2

" hunt." The Str. then is composed of two syn. trimeter couplets

resembling v.
5 - 6

. In the first, the simile of the hunter takes the place
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of the lion of the previous Str. 10. The oppressed] as 9* io18
,

the Kt here which is better sustained by usage and context than

vb. of Qr., which is variously rendered " he falleth down "
PBV.,

"
croucheth," AV., RV., (of lion) without justification from usage

of vb.
;
better

"
is crushed," JPSV., Pe., Kirk. But Qal is not used

elsewhere, and so is improbable here. and he sinks down], cf.

35
14
3S

7
io7

39
,
that is overpowered, because of his great numbers],

in accordance with usage referring to great numbers of the enemy,
rather than their strength and prowess,

" his captains," PBV.,
"
his

strong ones," AV., RV., Dr., i.e. ruffians, Kirk.
;
or with reference

to the claws of lion, as Ew., De., Che., Ba., -#DB., as if this carried

on the simile of previous Str. 11. The enemies now say, to them-

selves as in v.
6*-136

,

*El hath forgotten], cf. v.
13- 19

. He hath hidden

His face], cf. the expostulation of v.
1
,
where the congregation

make a similar statement and complaint j
and therefore He doth

not see], cf. 9
14

. And so the enemy afflict His people with im-

punity.

Str. p is preserved in its original form. It is an expostulation

renewing v.
1
,
and taking up the most important terms in the inter-

vening Strs. It is composed of two trimeter syn. couplets.

12. lift up Thy hand], in order to interpose and smite the enemy
with it. Forget not *El], plea over against the word of the

enemies, v.
u

. On account of this exact antith., as well as the

requirement of measure, "El belongs in this line and not in

previous one, though so given in all ancient texts, cf. p
13

.

13. Wherefore doth the wicked contemn?] taking up the state-

ment of the fact v.
4tt

,
and also the words of the wicked to them-

selves, TJiou wilt not require], already given in third person v.*
5
.

Str. 1 is composed of two syn. trimeter couplets. 14. Thou
hast seen, \ Thou beholdest], an appeal to the divine knowledge
over against the words of the wicked, v.

11
the trouble andgrief]

that caused Yahweh's host by the crafty enemies described above.

To requite with Thy hand], antith. with v.
13

. Upon Thee],

emph. in position, implying reliance on their God only. Thy
host] as v.

9-10
, leaveth it], that is in trust that God will attend

to it, strengthened by past experience. Of the orphan], emph. ;

the nation is conceived as fatherless, without a ruler of their own,

dependent upon the caprice of governors appointed by the world-
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power Persia, cf. La. 5
5
. Thou art the Jielper}, cf. 37* 46*

I09
26

.

Str. tt? is composed of a trimeter tetrastich with introverted

parall. 15. Break the arm of the wicked'}, cf. 37
ir

Jb. 38^
make them powerless, smiting them with the hand, cf. v.

12"14
.

Let his wickedness be soughf}, as most ancient Vrss., cf. v.
4 M

, tak-

ing vbs. as Niphal, that is in vain, let it not be found'}, it will no

longer exist ; so complete has been the requital, that further requi-

sition finds nothing more to be requited. But EV. follow $%, 3
and regard the vb. as Qal with juss. force and render "seek

out till Thou find none/
1

AV., RV., or more exactly as Dr.,

"mayest Thou require." "When God ' makes inquisition' and

holds His assize, He will find no crime to punish," Kirk. 16. O
King~}, vocative, in order to give force to the plea, and not
" Yahweh is king," EV8

., for Yahweh is a gloss. The conception
of Yahweh as king is frequent, Pss. 29' 44

s 4f 48* 6825
-f . for-

ever and ever}, antith. to the disappearance of the wicked nations

when called to account. Destroy the nations}, Pi. imv. syn.

"break," v.* as Du., cf. 5
7
9
s 2in

,
not Qal perf., "the nations

are perished," as J^, AV., RV., and most Comm. ; or impf.,
"
will

perish," as @, U, Gr. out of the land}, as v.
18

, the holy land of

Israel.

Str. I"l is composed of a syn. trimeter couplet and an antith.

trimeter couplet. It expresses confidence that the plea has been

accepted by Yahweh. 17. Thou hast heard}, more fully : settest

Thy mind}, as yS
8
, and so preparatory to Thou harkenest}. The

sf.
" their

" with mind (f^) is a mistake of an early copyist, due to

the desire of the afflicted in previous line. It has given trouble to

all interpreters by a phr. not known elsw. and difficult to explain.

18. Tojudge}, execute justice in favour ofas g
5
, the orphan as v.

w
,

and oppressed as 9
10

; to terrify, cf. 9
21

;
mere man, cf. 9

a>'21
; from

the land as v.
16

, summing all these up in the final Str. An early

copyist inserted in the margin a cognate thought in a familiar

phrase
" he shall not do it again," namely the mere man, that is,

what he had done as described in the Ps., because he will no more

be in the land. This was subsequently incorporated in the text,

destroying the measures of the last couplet, and so confusing the

meaning of the clause as to give trouble to all subsequent readers-
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2.
<

o''>~
t

?:a n7itf]
= I3S

1
. nvT> is substitute for an original TJ^

= crot <gf

which should be for rhyme at end of line. PI^N Hiph. impf. cohort, i p.

v.&\\. rnaox Pi. impf. cohort. I p., v. 2?. f^ ?3a] i K. S23 = 2 Ch. 614 Pss. 92

II9
2.10.34.58:~69.145

,^1, pr. 36 Je . 310 247
. m^flj] Niph. ptc. pi. f. ^ fl

vb. denom. J x^o wonder of God's acts of judgment and redemption 77
12

8818
89*, 'fl nerj; 77

15
78

12 SS*1 Ex. 15" Is. 25!, of Law II9
129

. { [!??] vb.

Niph. (i) & difficult to understand I3I
1 Dt. I7

8
; (2) extraordinary, won-

derful, Pss. Ii823 H918 - 27
139". Pt. pi. niN^a; wonderful acts of Yahweh in

redemption and judgment p
2 267 7i

17
75

2
78

32
96

3
IO5

2 io67
107

s - 15 - 21 - 2*- si

in* I45
5 Ex. 3

20 Q) Je. 2i2 ; 'j HIT? Pss. 40^ 72
18

78* 8610
98* IO5

5 io62^ 136*

Ex. 34
10

Jos. 3
5
(J) ; 'j nton Ps. 78

n Mi. 7
15

. Hiph. make wonderful in phr.
h non 'fin Ps. 3I

22
,

cf. 4* iy
7
. 4. -vns* a-iira = 56

10
. Qal inf. cstr. not

protasis temporal clause as AV., RV. but causal. Pe., Dr. turn back in defeat,

so v.18 611 70*, Hiph. 44
11

.
- ^eh^] Niph. impf. 3 pi. apodosis. % Se*j Qal.

(i) stumble sq. ^pj 272, in anxiety and distress IO7
12

, Is. 59
10

; (2) jp/fer of

knees Ps. IO9
24

. ^tro tottering one IO5
37

Jb. 44
; ^ fail of strength, Ps. 3I

11

Ne. 4*. Niph. stiimble sq. nax Ps. ^f cf. Ho. 5
5

Je. 615 . Hiph. cause to

stumble in punishment Ps. 64?. n:i*oi] 1 coord. Qal impf. 3 pi. v. is.

:p.o>?] at Thy presence. { >JQD (i) ^? the face of, because o/peril 6i 4, ma
3
1

57
1

(titles) I39
7
, DIJ 6o6 ( ?) 683, TPDH 17; (2) from tfie presence of,

enemies banished 78^ 8Q
24

; (3) before, at the presence 0/God ^ 682 (3- 9 +) 96
9
,

Je. 42
s Na. I

5 Is. 63
19

, of fire Ps. 6S3 ; (4) by reason of, because o/38
4-*- 6 44"

55* IO211. 5. ^stfp] obj. sf. execute judgment in favour of me, cf. I467

Mi. 7
9

. For tOQtt
:

p v. i5.
|| { t

n] n *m - jttdgmeni, cause q& 76
9
I4O13 . For vbs.

pi and Dtf v. T
9

; pnif ^2 ; atr;
^. 6. fnnn Dir] phr. elsw. Dt. 9

14
29

19

2 K. I4
27

, from remembrance. J nnD vb. Qal blot out, elsw. f sins, by God,

5 1 3> u Is. 43^ 4422. Niph. (i) 3tf wiped out from a book 69
29

, the name

I09
13

, sins I09
1
*, Ne. j*. fvj o^(s)] 96 Ioie 2 i

5
45

7 - 18
48

16
52

10
1046

U944
I45

1 - 2- 21 Ex. I5
18 Mi. 4s Dn. 12s, to emphasize long-continued duration,

cf. chwh iyh 1 1 1 8 148
6

; other uses of J i^ in ^ from Vn
7? advance, pass on and

so advancing, passing time, (i) of future time "y forever, during lifetime

9
19 2 1 7 2227 6 1

9
; (2) of continuous existence ijj^ S3

18
92

8 Is. 26* 65
18

;

(3) of divine attributes ny
1

? Pss. I9
10

37
29

898 in8 - 10 ii23- 9
, also <S of 843,

=1? np I32
12- 14

. t D^? ^ more frequently used : n.m. VC ^]- It: ma7 be the

same as D
1

?^, conceal, as many suppose, and so hidden, mysterious time ; or

possibly zhy, be mature, ripe sexually and so fulness, ripeness of time ; or an

independent stem of unknown meaning. The n. means long duration : (i) of

past time, ancient gates 24
7- 9

, the long dead 1438 La. 3
6
, former acts of God

D^I^D Ps. 256 II9
62

, long silence Is. 4214 57", God's past existence Ps. 93
2
,

years of ancient time 776. (2) (a) indef. futurity, always at ease 73
12

,
of

King 7 sen 6i 8
, of duration of pious a

1

?^
1

? I28 15* 3O
7
37

18 - 27- 28
4i

18
55

2S
73

s6

U26
(long life), sq. w 89^ (as long as I live), 'j?S mm 3O

18 44
9
52" 79

18
,

other emotions and activities during life 5
12

3i
2
7I

1
75

10 8612 11993.98.111.112.

(<5) continuous existence of things 78
69

104^ 148, nations 8i 16
,
families 4912

lo631, Jerusalem 48
9

125! Je. I7
25

, reproach Ps. 78
66

, memory H28
; (c) of
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divine blessing and praise 72
19

I35
13

, of Yahweh Himself $9
53

, His attributes

ion 8g
8

138
s
, non ah* loo5 IO6 1

107* nS1 - 2 - 3 - *
isa

1^25
*, -1125 IO4

C1
,

PEN H72
146

s
, pis H91<t2

, ,117 33^, His reign io16 667
92

9
I46

10 Ex. I5
1S

(E)

Je. ioio Mi. 47
, 7^ as" Ps. 98 2910 102** La. 5, His covenant Pa. IO5

S - 10

in 5 9 2 S. 23
5
, laws Ps. 1 1989.

I**. 152. nn
y promise to David iS51 896.29, other

blessings 133
s
, 7 -pi I39

2i
, God's relations with His people -p 856 IO3

9 145^
2^1? iy 2S9

, Davidic dynasty 45
3- 7 - 18

72
17

Sg
37- ^ no*. (3) indefinite //-

ending future 49
9

phr. 7(rO*i>0) 3lv>(n)r 41
14

90^ IO3
17 IO643, "?p 3s i;r J^<r

above, &Vj "ip T\Ty&from now on andforever H51S 1 21* (as long as one lives),

hope in God 131
s
, God's acts and words 1132 I25

2 Mi. 4
7 Is, 59

21
, s*?^

1

?! T-"

Ps. in 8
I4S

6
. PL fa^aS? abstr. everlastingness> eternity 6i5

77
s
I45

18 I K. 81S

= 2 Ch. 6s Is. 26* 45
17

5 1
9 EC. i 10 Dn. 9

2i
. For completeness here we may

consider Jn$j n.m ^/nw with the conception of preeminence, so that the

noun is time as enduring, perpetuity, 'a r.ws^ perpetual desolations 74
3

, ': -ry

7z/to perpetuity 49
20

Jb. 34
36

, cf. nsi Ps. I3
2 I611 elsw. rw^ forever y- jo11

4424 49
10

52
7 6817

74
1 - 10 - 19

77^ 79* 89^ IO3
9
. None of these terms have in

themselves the conception of never-ending and always-enduring existence.

That mng. can only come from context of the passages. 7. irixn] emph. in

position sg. coll. s>. v.4. J ni:nn] pi. f. ruins IO27 of cities Je. 25
9 as Bosra

49
1S

, Tyre Ez. 2620. There is no evidence for the reference to nations in usage.

Ps. I09
10 ruined dwellings. irn] goes with ^ixn, coll. interpreted as pL It

is not homogeneous with main which requires vb. or copula understood. Du.,

Marti, suggest IST absorbed in similar ion. This is tempting but unnecessary.

n^n] unnecessary gl., supposed by Du. to be relict of Str. n and to stand

for nan, but improb. Besides, it is difficult to explain. It cannot be copula,

and the emphatic definition of sf. is not justified by any example in ^ ; v.

id3. 8. mm] i adver. nvr emphatic in antith. with a^xn. 9. NVI] un-

necessary and improbable. pnio San 02^:] = gS
9
. C'1

'?^^ ttxh ]^~]
=

96
10

(o-?j). J *:? n,f. world <? I&G'IQ* 24! 338 50^ 77^ 89^ 9O
2
93

1 96-

9T
4
98

7 - 9
. J [n*"] n.m. pi. abst., in ^ alw. ethical ; of government qP 5S

3

758 96
10
9S

9
99*, adv. I7

2
. 10. *rm] i coord, juss. Dr., but this is against

context, an abrupt change. Usually juss. form is interpreted as of late style

and without force. Du. points rri after Kol y&/ero. But then if v.6
"9 are

glosses of late editor, it is best to return to 2d pers. of v.2
"5 and rd. 'nni.

mm] is an unnecessary gloss. fa^trc] a-tn. inaccessible place, of refuge in

physical sense Is. 25* 33", of God gfcio i8s (= 2 S. 228) 46?-
13

48* 59
10 ' 17' M

628.7 94
22

1442. f-|T] adj. crushed, oppressed, 9 lo18
74

21 Pr. 2628 ; cf. wan

Ps. 34
19

, nsij 5 119, H3i io20 . rnsa mnpS] = io1, cf. mnxa ^an Je, 14*, but

n*n^ is a.X., Tin? 31 for usual o^ny; and nnsa deartfi, destitution, j5DB. might
be interpreted as prep, a and rnx. Gr. would rd. niata m?^ as 46

a
.

11. intozni] i coSrd. Qal impf. 3 p., , ^. ^ptf 'g^'
1

] Qal ptc. nominal force,

FT* v. A '

Earlier usage, know Yahweh Ex.* 5
2
(J) Ho. 2s2 5* S2 ^ 79

5
; so

shorten here to TFJW to get proper measure. D8^ pT elsw. 9I
14 Is. 52 Je. 48

17
.

T?7"Q Qai ptc. "pi. sf. 2 s. J sni vb C1 ) f**
1^^ to God to consult or in-

quire" of Him 24
6
7S

84
, older mngJ Gn. 2522 (J) Ex. iS15 (E); (2) seek in
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prayer and worship Pss. g
11

14* (= 53*) 2227 34
5 - n

698* 77 105* IIQ
2 - M Am.

5*-
6 Ho. io12 Dt. 4

29
; (3) ask for, demand, require, subj. God Pss. 913

I04. is. is.
(4) see& ^th application, study, late, 38

13
,
cf. Pr. 1 I 27 in bad sense;

Pss. ill 2
119*5.94.155 jn good sense; (5) seek for, care for, 14.2*. 12. nor]

Pi. imv. 3 pi. c. *? for ace. v.3 . rmS^p o^npa rpjn] cf. IO5
1 = Is. 12* = i Ch,

i68 (vnin). px air
1

-] phr. a.X.; cf. 2*- G
. 13. D^pi tt'yi] Qal ptc. c'-n

nominal force, v. v. 11 ; avenger of blood, cf. Gn. 9
5
(P) Ez. 336, cf. Ps. io*' 13

for similar mng. with D^D-I omitted. OP^N] is prosaic gl. % roir] vb. forget.

(i) God subj. : abs. lo11
,
c. ace. His people, their cry or needs gls io12 132

4210 ^25 74
19.23

77
10.

(2) man suty. (3) forget Go(J 4418 50
22 I0621j fl^

name 4421, deeds 78
7 - 11 io613

,
beneHts 1032, laws H91G +

st, abs. 59^;

() forget persons 45
n

, things I025 I37
5- 6

. Niph. be forgotten Q19 3i
13

.

t ni^x] n.f. cry of distress, as Ex. 3
7
(J) 2223 (E). D"J>'] Kt., o^ijg Qr., so

io12 ; the reverse 9
19

, o^itf io17, ^y sg. coll. lo2- 9 - 9
, ^ abst. 9

14
. These vari-

ations illustrate confusion in MT. <g> has 9
18 - 19 io12 - 17

, for the pis. of both

forms, irtvijTes ; elsw. it uses for both pis. without discrimination: n-^wjres 2227

(OMJJJ) 74
19

(a"jy); TTTw^oi 69
33

(D^IJ^) I26 72"
4

(n^jy); irpaets 25
9 - 9

34*

37
11

76
10

I47
6
149* (only for mjy); for sg. uniformly irruxos. It is doubtful

whether the difference in form of pis. is any more than variation of same pi.

from the sg. yp. u>, the supposed sg. of o^iiy, does not exist. Nu. 12s Kt. is

improb. ; v. BD^. However, many think them different (cf. Rahlfs, ijp z/wrf

wy in d. Psalmen, 1892, Dr.DB - "* p
or). Jtjp is usually coll. for Israel

as afflicted by enemies, or the pious in Israel afflicted by the wicked, the

latter later than the former; not alw. easy to determine. The sg. coll. is

usually earlier than pi. The usage of ^ is (a) coll. sg. as above lo2 - 9- 9
I4

6 2226

34
T
3S

:o 6811 I021
(unless n. pr.) Hb. 3

14
, p^Ni vy Pss. 35

10
37

1*
4O18

(=708) 74
21 861

I09
16 - 22

, UPON I4O
18

, JNIDI ^? 6g, ^11 ^ 823, jmi vy 8816
,

^pi Tn'> 25
13

, ||
Sn Is. 266 Zp. 3

12
, cf. nD3i ^ Is. 662, n^jy of Zion Is. 5I

21
5411;

pi. m this sense Pss. 9
13- 19 id, n : 26 2227 25

9 - 9
348 3711 69

s3
74

19
76

10
1476 149*,

cf. Is. I4
82

4i
17

49
13 Zc. i i^.ii; (/J) of the people as subjects, poor and needy

Ps. 72
2- 4 - 12

; 0) Aumtfe, over against proud iS28 (= 2 S. 2228) gl. as Pr. 3
s*

i6u Zc. 9
9

. 14. vnin] Qal imv. sf. error for usual ig ^2 + 17 S KS.W-i- 5 1

BD.5., but z/. GesJ 20
*, Ew.S 2510

. nn] , , &, in accord with 2d pers. of

original Ps. But Aq., 3, Ba., Now., Du,, would rd. pf. -jn and nwn in accord

with immediate context. J ^] n,m. affliction 44
s5 8810 iO7

10- tt
iio^O-SS, obj.

rim 9^ 25^ 3i
8 H9168 Gn. 3i

42
(E) Ex. 3

7
4
8i

(J). -wfrD] prep, p causal.

Qal ptc. pi. sf. i s. i.p. It is an explanatory gl. DID njju-
4

] = io7
18

Jb. 38
17

II
nioSv 'tr, 'JINW 'i? Is. 38

10
. For nio as abode of the dead v. &. 15. rnso ^c

1

?]

final clause Pi. cohort, impf. I p. c. ace. as v.2, obj. TD^'T1^" 1

^] v- IntrJ 1
.

'v is gl* *s often. p*""rn n?t?] phr. a.X., cf. p^ '^ 87
2

. l^s H3 not elsw. in

$, but Is. i8 lo82 Je. 481 Mi. I18 +.
nppittn^ n^] is vb. Qal cohort, impf.

i p., also dependent on
fjnaS, v. 2^-. The line is complete without noun, which

is a gl. 16. J ijnzp]
c. a as 69

s **. The change to 3 p. and tetrameter indi-

cates a gL nnK? is the Pit of Sheol, or 9. pit dug out, v. f
16

',
v,14 suggests the

former, and that was probably the original mng. But when the Str. was
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changed to tetrameter the relative clause with v-? made the latter mng. neces-

sary. The remaining three lines of the Str. were in no part original. i <:]

pron. poetic: (i) demonstrative 12s Hb. I 11
, so here , Aq., 2, PBY.; but

, 3, and most moderns, as (2) rel. as Pss. lo2 17* 3i
5
32

s 621- 6S29 142* 1438

(all B) Ex. I5
13 - 16 Is. 422* 4321. 17. J ;^j] vb. Xiph. pf. reft, as 48* 76*

and not pass, as elsw. of things 74
s
7;

20
7Q

1 '-* SS13
. rsr s

c] phr. a.X. sf.

ref. to Yahweh and not to ;*u'"S sg. coll. jjsna as lO2- 3 - 4 - 10
(^. /i). rpM]

pointing favours Qal ptc. J trp: vb. ^0<r <&w, c. Yah\veh subj. elsw. Pi.

3$
13 109^; so Hu.,

3 De. But rd. with 0, Aq., S, , Ols., Ew., Ba., We,,

Buhl, qju Niph. J vf* vb. be trapped; elsw. Qal lay snares I24
7

I4i
9
.

18.
1311?}]

future ; not return to the place from which they came, but as v.4

56
10 turn back in defeat ; cf. 611

70*. nj-Kirf],
s of late sble with local ace.,

v. #. --re;:'] adj.pl. cstr. elsw. Is. 65", cf. Ps. 50^. J 7^2^] adj. needy,

poor, in Hex. J, E, D, mostly poetic; as adj. loo,
16

, elsw. n. 49
3

; subject to

oppression and abuse 37
14

; to be cared for by the righteous 824 II29, by God

35
10

I07*
1 H37

I32
15

I40
13

, by king 72^
^ ^-^j needing help from God <p

I26 40^ (- 706) 7421 861
10922 (all 11 ^5) 69

s*
10931. go. n->p] imv. cohort,

is a gl. adapted to lo3, destroying measure and the proper beginning of

Str. >. ITIJN] sg. colL of enemy as mere man antith. Yahweh; so v.21 lo18 56^

6612 (v. #5).* T?.?~S:]
"more def. and distinct than :pJQV BZ?B; cf. iS43

Je. 67. 21. nin->] is a gl. rrps] ctr. n^2 txt err. for J N^C n. ^rr^r 76
15

,

so 3, Aq., 9, {, -5DB., Dr., Du. But <, 5, v^^ir^v = n-^r: /w/r, so Ba.

after Luther, "Afeister" But there is no usage to justify the use of teacher in

such a severe sense. ijn;] final clause. n^n] prosaic gl., making 1. too long.

Z. 1. n|^] as 222 4210
'43

2
74! 8815 with "impf. expostulation; cf. n^ -92..

mni] is a gl. PTTVJ] adj. c. a, a.X. possibly txt. err. for pern's , 3, as elsw.

38
12

I39
2
. 2. jrch nisp] ?uh is gL defining subj. vb., but making 1. too

long ; rd. iniNJD. niDTD3] is an explanatory gL } npp n.f. devices, alw. in

bad sense, elsw. 2I 12
, wickedness, in act 37

7
13920. tfn] i.p. Jam vb.Qal

(1) devise, plan, c. ace. alw. evil in ^, elsw. 2I 12 3S
4- 20

36
s
4I

8
52* 140^

5
;

(2) c. S pers. 4O
18

(good ?) ; (3) impute iniquity 32
2
. Niph. be accounted

44
s3 885, imputed io631 . Pi. (i) consider, be mindful of jf 119" 1448;

(2) flfez/w^, c. ? inf. 73
16 Pr. 248. 3. ^n >?] might begin Str. 3, but it has a

different tone and is gnomic in character (^.j
5
). ^tffli nwc] makes a prose

sentence, improb. because of parall. vbs. and gnomic style. Rd. inwn, then

^^flJ is its syn., obj. of T}3 of 1. 2; and 1 before pap is error of interpreta-

tion. 733] syn. SSn, c.
itrpj *&&*, congratulate selffy.j

1
*}. g by attaching

'i yj to this v. as rel. clause mutilated Str. j and made an awkward sentence.

It is possible then that -p3 was originally interpreted in bad sense as curse,

euphemism for ^p, as Gr., to avoid the cursing and contemning of Yahweh

even by the wicked (v. Br.SHS. p.
178). But all these difficulties are due to

err. of f in arrangement of lines. r?] Pi- Pf- t T T
J vb- Qal contemn IO7

11

Je. 33
24 Dt. 32^ Pi. elsw. v.i8 74

10 - ls Nu. 14"-
w I630 (J) Je. 23" +. It begins

Str. J as . 4. ISN n?;:] phr. o.X Jn35 n.m. only here ^ interp. ^DB. of

haughtiness of the wicked; cf. ayy 'J ioi5, vb. 31

? 'j I3I
1
. But /card ri
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-jJs 6pyi]$ atfrou; 5 secunduni altitudinem furoris sni ; so Du., who,

however, thinks < rd. a-o, but this is improbable ;
it rather interprets the

difficult phr. Du. is correct in thinking of the greatness of divine anger, and

these as words of wicked just as in next clause. o^nSj rfiQ !4: = 53
2

> not

a denial of the existence of God, but of His presence and interest in the

matter. vrforc"^] the noun as v.2Zt
; but ""o is a gl., making 1. too long.

<f| kv&tciQV CLVTOV, as 9
20 is prob. interpretation. 5. i^nj a.X. Qal irnpf.

J [
s:n]=be strong; cf>:n strength, so RV., Ols., De., Pe., Che., Ba., Du., Dr.

But t$ partureunt; so Aq., Quinta irnpf. *?in. <SI jSe/ityXotj/rai, so J5 be pro-

faned*^ V?rr. Niph, impf. J
s
!?n. & pnSvo is followed by Gr., Lag., We. in

reading why, but that was probably interpretation. The text of best suits

context. The ways of Yahweh are defiled here, as holy places Ez. 7
24

258,

name of God Is, 4811 Ez. 2O9 - ** 22
, even God Himself Ez. 22- 26

.
13-11] Kt.

err. for v:ni, Qr., <&, as 25^
9
2;

11
37

s4
Si

15 +, term of D for divine laws (v. /*).

t njr^aa] elsw. 34
2 629 io63 H920

.
Q'nip]

n.m. height (v. ?
8
} begins Str.

D. f wrongly attaches this n. to the previous context So] is gl., spoiling

measure. 6. ^p ic] phr. v.11 - 18
I4

1 (= 53
2
) 35

26
74

8
. itfiDN-^a] Niph.

impf. J BID vb. Qal totter9 slip of foot 38
17
9418 , mts. 46s

, kingdom 46
7
, land

60*. Niph. made to totter, be shaken^ overthrown^ usually with neg., earth

IO4
5

, its foundations 825, ^an 93
1
96

10
, the holy city 46, Mt. Zion 125!,

usually of men, espec. the righteous, with neg. ^a, elsw. I5
6 i68 2i 8

30
7 62s - 7

H26
, without neg. I3

5
I4O

11
, fig. of steadfast obedience 17

s
. Hiph. dislodge,

let fall 55* I40
11

. t TN ^1 at close ofl. 33
11 49

12
77 85 I0213

I35
13

I46
10

,

at beginning id$ 79
18

892 io63i
iig

90
,
in the middle 89

5
. Therefore Du, is

not justified in saying "gehort das ill "n 1

? nach stehendem Sprachgebrauch
zuw Vorhergehenden? ^a-^

1

? np'x] is awkward. <S &VW KO.KOV, 3 sine

malo = y~\ Va without rel. is more prob. 7. nks] is vb. swear, syn. -\DN,

and not noun cursing, as J 59
13

, with subsequent clause, which makes an

awkward sentence, gives a line too long, and obscures the Str. JD which began
with ims, fc^n irvfl] phr. a.X. ^ni mD^c] phr. a.X., but cf. nn-jiji ^n 55

12
.

US ^P?] '$**">
elsw' 9

10
Jb - 4

8
5
G Is * Iol cf- ^s - 55

11
' F01'^ 7

15
.

|i z/. 5^. This couplet is tetrameter and gnomic, and if original there must be

a gl. But it takes the place of Str. B, and deceit is suited to the context. The

original was doubtless without -pm and p*n, which were amplifications.

8. t 017$D
t
] n- pi- settlements of tents Gn. 25

16
(P), or houses Lv. 25

81
(H),

so BjL, Du., Dr. juer& 7rXovcrwP, 5J rwaw dvvitibus = on^irja (cf. Is. 53
9
), is

improb. 'CD D">nsn suits the context, but would be prosaic. } onnop] n. pi.

secretplaces for hiding, elsw. I7
13

64
5
, sg. v.9 dub. wv] begins Str. y, which

follows a, as La. 2, 3, 4 ace. to ancient order of Heb. alphabet. MT. neglects

it by appending this 1. to v.8 . '"7^] = r^rta 5 robustos tuos, A.Q. rty

$iroptav o~ov, as 4814
, nDjfri v.u ; cf. o^sa ^n Qr. v.10 ; this last as Gr. dittog.

for D^K of *IDN leaving -jSn. But < c^s rbv TT^TO., so & ^C = rv^n adj.

hapless, 8Efe.\ n;jn Ew.i&(3); n :^n K6.n.(i)iw. But these are the only

possible passages, and the derivation from Vl^ a^er Arabic is dub.

adj. innocent, elsw. 1 5
s
24* 9421 IO688 Dt. 19^ 27

26
. 9. rooa] Kt. a
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c. } nro n. f. thicket, booth, as iS12 3i
21 and Kt 27*, but Qr. ^p, sf. c. J 73

76
3

Je. 25
SS

, Qr. Ps. 27
5

. a^so] repeated 1. 2 at expense of'measure.

*VBry inf. fully written, also ^rr impf. f *pn vb. catch, seize, elsw. Ju. 2i 21
.

otrp] inf. cstr. c. 3 temporal. J-jra vb. (i) drag away; cf. 28 J

, both of

lion; (2) draw out, prolong 36" 85
s
IO9

12
. \T^=] is usually attached to

orr, but the use of a net is not suited to a lion. < attaches it to next Str.

The initial x of Str. is missing. We might supply j -x Qal pf.
ms vb. hunt

as I40
13 La. 3

52
. na-i] Kt. adj. .137, so Aq., S, J, S, Hu.3

, Ba,, coxfractus;
cf. TJ 9

10 io18 ; but Qr. n=T. Qal impf. [n^] = * vb. v//
f elsw. Pi.

4420 5 1
10

; so <t raiceivAffei, F humihabit, Gr.; Xiph. &? crushed 38^ 5I
1&

.

Ew., Ols., De. al. interpret ro^i as i consec. Qalpf. = and he is crushed. Such

a vb. does not suit the use of a net, and does not yield the needed x. It is

prob. that the original reading was run intr-sa -p. The -is fell off owing
to haplog. of x The i is txt. err. for x originally in the Egyptian Aramaic

script. The n added to
*]- was interpretation of form, ircna was transposed,

and thus easily went into previous v. v2ix;?3] 3 of instrument and pi. J 21x7

adj. ace. to usage (i) strong numbers, here as 35
1S Am. 5

12
,
cf. vb. Ps. 38^

406.
13

69
5 1 39

17
; elsw. (2) mighty I35

10
. 11. J VJD -priors] phr. elsw. 13^

2225 27
9
30

s
5,n gpiB gsis IO23 I43

7
; cf. 44s5 IO4'-

29
. nx] is gl., destroys

the measure. 12.
np-^p] Qal cohort, imv. urgent entreaty, v. f. *?x mn-']

makes 1. too long ; the former is a gl., the latter goes into the next line. It is

an early error, for 0, 3 have it. Ntrj] Qal archaic strong imv. for usual

NIT from Ntr:, v. 47
. Lift up tJie hand, to smite, as IO620, usually in prayer

282 63
5
I34

3
. 0J>] Kt. D^?, Qr., ^. pzs, so v.17, 3'1# for an original ^;.

13. J np"'?}'] wherefore, as S9
48

. aTiSs4] is a gl. 14. nr^] Qal pf. 2 m.,

fully written r, defective ^x. nn *? although in , is yet dittog. of nrto.

0^31
LI
D>] phr. a.X., cf. |ii ^2^ v.7 9O

10
. ^-na nrJ] Qal inf. cst. of p;, s

pur-

pose, to requite with the hand, the hand lifted up, as v.12. pj in the sense of

requital 2&- 4 I2O3. The usual rendering, as syn. of taking into the hand, has

no justification in usage. ^>] emph. + a^] n. (m.) orphan: (i) of

individuals 6S6 82^ 946 log
9 - ^'i^9

; (2) of nation id^-^ La. 5
3

. 15.
j^jV]

is a gl., though in <5. It makes 1. too long, is dittog. of ;*rn v.j5
.

s"n*j~]
inter-

preted by ?, 3 as Qal impf.; by AV., Dr., JPSV. as juss., and following vb. as

in final clause; by &, F, Aq., S, 5, 8, Gr., Du. as Niph. impf., so also tfssru

16. "j^p but @ j3ao-tXei5<ret, U regnabit; so Gr. ^3\ nim] is a gl. defining

*|S. nax] Qal. pf., ^. T5. <S axo\ar^e, *B peribitis ; so Gr. na% better as

Du., Pi. imv. ^XIK?] The sf. is an interpretation of the original p-jgn
v. v.18.

17. mrp] is gl., makes the L too long. oa^ pan] Hiph. impf. 2 m. pa j*/

^ mind, give attention to, as yS
8
Jb. nls 2 Ch. I214 . The sf. is a misinter-

pretation. Hi., Du. would rd. 2d pers. rirtj]
is used with a^r, elsw.

only Pr. 22, and is here an unnecessary gl., v. j3 J?
6

, 18. vy Tpi^a] ^ a

marginal gl, which has crept into the text. It disturbs the sentence, and

makes the line too full. P2
1

!] II ^^ Qal inf. cstr. expressing purpose of

Yahweh. J 71? vb. Qal (i) usually intrans., tremble, be in terror Dt. I29 7
21

208
3i Jos. i9 Jb. 3i

w
, but this does not suit context ; (2) trans., cause to
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tremble, terrify Is. 219 - 21 suits this passage and gives intensity to v.164. Niph.

ptc. of }

^7, as terrible, exciting terror, Ps. 89
8

. injtf] as 920-21.

6 pfcn Sy. This is interpretation, and not suited to v.166.

PSALM XL, 2 STR. 83
.

Ps. ii is a guest Ps. The Psalmist has taken refuge in Yah-

weh (v.
15
) ,

and expostulates with those who urge him to flee from

his enemies to the mountains (v.
1<>3

). Yahweh is in His heav-

enly temple (v.
4
), testing the righteous (v.

5
*), hating the wicked

(v.
56

),
and about to destroy them (v.

6

).
A liturgical couplet states

the general truth that Yahweh loveth the righteous, and they
will behold His face (v.

7
).

JN (Thee), Yahweh, have I taken refuge.

How say ye to me :

" Flee to (the) mountain as a bird
;

" For lo they tread the bow,
"
They have prepared their arrow on the string,

" To shoot in darkness at the rightminded.
" When the foundations are being thrown down,
" The righteous what has he done ?

"

yAHWEH is in His holy temple;
Yahweh is in heaven, His throne ;

His eyes behold (the world) ,

His eyelids try the sons of mankind.

Yahweh trieth the righteous,

But the wicked His soul doth hate;

He will rain upon the wicked coals of fire,

Brimstone and a burning wind will be the portion of their cup.

The Ps. was in H and then subsequently in IB3& (z/. Intr. 27. 33) . It is

a Ps. of refuge, giving the experience of an individual, and stating it objec-

tively. It was generalised by glosses and a concluding couplet, and so

adapted to public worship. The following are the evidences of date :

(i) There is no reference to earlier literature, except possibly to the story

of the destruction of Sodom: Gen. ip
2*

(J), in the original v.6. (2) The

words: mntrn v.
3
, elsw. Is. 2O4 2 S. 10* in a different sense; nifipSr v.6, elsw.

La. 5
10 Ps. H953

; and syntax, napi v.6 showing neglect of juss. characteristic

of Is.2 give evidence of a date not earlier than the Exile. (3) The pn*
v.8 .-

6 ' 7 is one who seeks refuge in Yahweh and is rightminded; there is no

trace of legal or gnomic conceptions. The enemies are not foreign but

domestic, and are men of disorder, (4) (a) The reference to the heavenly

temple and neglect of the earthly, points to a time when the earthly temple
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had little religious influence. () The wide outlook of the divine inspection

of the world implies the world-point of view rather than the provincial.

(<r) The conception of the disciplinary testing of the righteous and the sure

destruction of the violent enemies is post-deuteronomic. On the whole the

Ps. seems to be subsequent to J, D, and Is.2, and to precede the legal attitude

of Ezra and his times. It is best explained as from the circumstances of the

feeble community in Jerusalem shortly after the Restoration.

Str. I. 1. The Psalmist states emphatically, / have taken

refuge^ probably in the original less objectively. in Thee>

Yahwefc], as 3i
2

71*, condensed by a late editor to "in Yahweh,"
cf. Vrss. Therefore he is not dismayed by his perils or the

anxieties of his advisers, but on the contrary expostulates with

them. How say ye to me
/]. The remainder of the Str. is taken

up with their advice, in which the poet describes the perilous

situation. Flee (thou)\ 9 so all ancient Vrss. and Qr,, over

against Kt. "flee ye/' which originated from "your mountain,"

an error of MT., for mountain as of Vrss. as a bird]. This

is thought to be a proverbial popular phrase by Ew., Hu., al.

Birds flee to forests when in peril, and as these in Palestine were

on mountains, naturally to the mountains. The mountains of

Judah were especially places of refuge on account of numerous

caves, steep cliffs, and inaccessible rocks ; therefore from the

earliest to the latest times they have been refuges of the perse-

cuted; so for David i S. 24, 26; for Mattathias i Mac. 22S
.

2. The reason for this advice is they tread the bow
\ they have

prepared their arrow on the string]. The enemies are archers,

they are all ready to shoot, he is in deadly peril. to shoot in

darkness'}* They are not in battle array, they are not face to face

with him; but they are hidden, concealed in the darkness, so

that he cannot tell when they will shoot or from what direction ;

they are secret, treacherous, though deadly enemies. They are

probably not real archers, but they are compared to bowmen in

ambush. at the rightminded"}. They are not only the enemies

of the Psalmist, but of all the rightminded, and for the reason that

they are rightminded. Their purpose is to destroy the righteous.

The poet is in peril just because he is righteous. 3. When
the foundations are being thrown down} : the foundations are the

established institutions, the social and civil order of the com-
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munity. <g, &, U interpret as vb. with rel. :

" For what Thou hast

established they throw down," which thinks of the institutions as

divine. These enemies are not only enemies of the righteous,

but they are pulling down all the institutions and good order of

society. These institutions protect the rightminded righteous :

when they are destroyed the righteous are exposed to violence

of all kinds. The righteous^ ernph. in position, for his right-

eousness is the real issue. That describes the Psalmist in the

statement of his timid advisers. what has he done"], so PBV.,

Kirk, rightly. Experience shows that he has not accomplished

anything under such circumstances ; therefore in such a time,

and in such peril, the best advice is
"

flee," take refuge in the

mountains in striking antith. to the Psalmist's action in taking

refuge in Yahweh. The translations :

" What can the righteous

do?" AV., RV., though sustained by Dr. 19
;

"shall do," JPSV.,

are difficult to reconcile with the Heb. perfect tense. The

eight lines of this Str. are synth. each to the previous in regu-

lar order.

Str. II. The advisers have stated strongly what the enemies

are doing. The Psalmist now in antith. states more strongly what

Yahweh is doing, as a justification of his seeking refuge in Him.

It is therefore an antistr. to the previous one. This Str. is com-

posed of four couplets, three syn. v/4*-*' 40-**' 6
, one antith. v.

5
.

4. Yahweh is in His holy temple^ sometimes Yahweh is con-

ceived as resident in His holy temple in Jerusalem, in the throne

room of that temple, as 5
8

79* is8
2

j but here from the syn.

Yahweh is in heaven, the temple is the heavenly one, as Mi. i
2

Hb. 2
20 Ps. i87

. His throne^ either in apposition with heaven

as a closer definition of heaven itself as the throne, cf. Is. 66l
, or

local accusative on His throne; in either case, seated on His

throne in His heavenly palace. Enthroned there He is not indif-

ferent to what transpires on earth and among men. His eyes

behold*}, the object has fallen out of
fif, but is given in some Vrss.

as the world, which is most appropriate to the context. It is

especially favoured by the syn. His eyelids try the sons of man-

kind^. The eyelids are strained in the severe scrutiny, which

marks closely and accurately all that men do in the world. This

tetrastich is in antith. to v.
1
, the statement of the Psalmist that he
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has taken refuge in Yahweh, and the advice to seek refuge in the

mountains. He has in fact sought refuge in heaven, a place

infinitely higher and more secure than the mountains; and in

Yahweh, the heavenly King, who is investigating just this situation

in which he is involved. 5. Yahweh trieth the righteous]. If,

as his advisers admit, he is righteous v.
56 and rightminded v.

2c
,

Yahweh is scrutinising him, trying him and his case thoroughly.
but the wicked His soul doth hate~\. This exact antith. to the

previous line is weakened by a later editor, at the expense also

of the measure, in his effort to describe the wicked more par-

ticularly by him that loveth violence. They are the archers of v.
2
.

Their treacherous preparations to shoot the righteous are all

observed by Yahweh, and He hates them from His very soul.

The soul is the seat of the passion of anger and hatred, for God
as well as for man. If, therefore, Yahweh is trying the righteous

man, and hating his deadly enemies, the reason given by the

advisers for fleeing to the mountains is not a sound one; it is

rather a reason why he should do what he has done : take refuge

in Yahweh. 6. This couplet is synth. to the previous one and

in antith. to v.
5
. He will rain upon the wicked]. The figure of

rain is suggested by the fact that Yahweh is on His heavenly

throne and is looking down from heaven upon the earthly situa-

tion ; and also by the fact that divine interpositions are ordinarily

conceived as coming from heaven. Coals of firc~\, so after S.

For an image of lightning flashes and thunderbolts in similar

terms, v. Ps. iS1*"15
. J^ snares and fire gives a heterogeneous

combination, and it is difficult to understand what snares have to

do with this storm of judgment. The syn. brimstone reminds of

the destruction of Sodom Gn. 19** (J), and a burning wind of

the Samum or Sirocco of the East. will be the portion of their

cup], not that they were to drink in their cup such a mixture of

brimstone and burning, but the cup is fig., as Ps. i65
, of what one

enjoys at a feast. Yahweh rains from heaven upon these wicked

men, and they drink their portion* Instead of a draught of joy, it

is a draught of burning judgment. In antith. to these wicked men

casting down the foundations of society v.
8
*, is Yahweh raining fire

from heaven upon them ;
and so in response to the final question

of the previous Str.
" What has he done" vJ5*

is the answer
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there is no call for him to do anything. Yahweh has done it for

him. The wicked have their portion already in hand.

7. The Ps. has reached its splendid climax. There was nothing

more to be said. But a later editor, thinking he might give it a

better devotional ending, appends an appropriate couplet.

For the righteous Yahweh loveth ;

The upright will behold His face.

This is a synth. couplet enhancing the privileges of the righteous

of the Ps. TJie righteous \ the upright] are the "
rightminded

"

(v.
26

) . A still later editor, probably on account of the unusual

emph, position of "the righteous," regards it as predicate of

Yahweh, or adjective, and so either "Yahweh is righteous" or
" the righteous Yahweh," and accordingly supplies an object to

the vb. :
"
righteous acts" which may be interpreted either of

righteous acts of the righteous man, as Is. 64*, or of the righteous

acts which Yahweh Himself loves to do. behold His face'] , so

RV., Dr., that is, see the face of Yahweh, as His guest in the

temple, Kirk., cf. 5", or after death, cf. i6u I7
15

. That is the

highest privilege of the one whom Yahweh loves. But it may be

rendered " His face beholdeth the upright," so essentially AV.,

JPSV., which is a rather tame repetition of v.
4c

, and is improbable,

even in a liturgical addition to the Ps.

1. rnrro] emph. ^pn] Qal pf. action completed in present, V. 2&. This

1. is defective. It is probable that the original was TPDn mm *p as 3i
2
7I

1
.

tTSG a<*v- (0 iaterrog. how? in expostulation 137* as Gn. 39
9 44^^

Jos. 9
7
(J), f (i)-ONn tpN how canst tkou (or you) Ps. //* as Ju. i616 Is. I9

11

Je. 2s8 ; (2) exclam. how! in satisfaction Ps, 73
19 Is. 14*-

u
Je. 4889. ^pj^]

to me, v. j3. -ITU] Kt Qal imv. m. pi. originated from sf. D^n which is not

sustained by context nor by Vrss. which rd. -nsx 103 -in. Accordingly n-u Qr.

fe. is correct. % "W vb. Qal move to andfro,flutter as bird //*, elsw. in sympathy

69
21

Jb. 211 42
11

, Hiph. cause to wander aimlessly as fugitives 36
12

59
12 v. txt.

ID:*] is fuller archaic form of prep. D sim. v. 2<f* 2. D^cnn] a class as v.6 - 6

antith. p>i, V. i1, here an unnecessary gl. ntfe fiaTr] Qal impf. 3 pi. full

form in p descriptive, ^. j13. iy^] Polel pf. 3 pi. proper perfect. inr^E]

i.p. without pausal vowel as indicated by Mas. rtf-i
1

^] Qal inf. cstr. c. 7 pur-

pose. % n-v vb. Qal (l) shoot arrows c. ace. p. 64
5
, c. S p. /A Hiph (i) same

c. ace. p. 64
s - 8

prob. also 45
6
(V. txt.). (2) direct, teach "pis 25

8
32

8
, of God

c. ace. p. H9102
; also ace. rei 2;

u 86U H988
, "\-r\i 25

12
. f to}] poetic, archaic

for ^ elsw. Is. 2$ (Qr.) 432 44*
6 -

Jb. 9
80

(Kt.) 16*- B
I9

18
378. Before "JSN
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more euphonic than a. t^ n^] v- 7n 3211 36
11 6411 94

15
97
n

. 3. *::"

conj. wfan. mnzrn] n. pi. emphu frr n.: (i) sittingplace, buttock 2 S 10*

Is. 20*. This does not suit our passage. 3 has /tgvj. 2. 8e<rfu>l9 so usually

foundations, Dr. buttresses (Is. I9
1 'J

Jg is interpreted as same; but <, C
rpncr, so Bu.). <, <S interpret #ri KtvrypTurw here, n article for relative and

verb, rvr.r = w/to 77*<7# /fowl established, i-pir v. S7
. This is tempting but

improb. fD^] Niph. impf. 3 pi. full form, cf. v.2 interprets as Qal.

JD-JTI Qal: (i) throw down 2S5 ; (2) rt?<z flawy teeth 5S
7

. Niph. be thrown

down, so here of walls of city Je. 5<D
15

, cities Ez. 36
s5

. ^>.s*n?] cf. Jb. u s
.

Two tones are needed; there should be no Makkeph, OT y>:^r] phr. a.X.;

n. emph.; vb. Qal impf. 3 pi. of habitual action. The obj. is needed for meas-

ure. (Ji has els rbv irtvTjTa s= naS^ as ios * 10 - u
probably assimilated to that

passage; Syr. Hexapla ^r6 to a/or/*/ is better suited to context z. j^.
4. Jnrn] vb. Qal j^, behold: (i) (0) c. ace. rei 5S

9 - u
, God's face //" j;

15
;

(ti) God subj. His eyes irf i;
2

; (c} c. 2 /o^ on,
"

3;-2 in temple 27*. (2) j^,

perceive c. ace. Yahweh in His temple 63**, in His pro\-idential working 46
s

Is. 2611- u
Jb. 23

9
. J D^.a^Bg] n.m. pi. eyelids n4

132*. 5. \r& p^i* "]. f,
5 make this a complete sentence attaching ychi to next line. followed by
Du. attaches it to previous clause, making two tetrameters. But the testing

is more appropriate to the righteous, and we get a better antith. by contrasting

God's dealings with the righteous and the wicked in the two lines, yam is

the proper antith. to pnx. Then Dzn anto must be a gl. of specification.

Hirea n:r] Qal pf. 3 f. tfflj subj.; but fure? rty favrov ^vx^y (cf.

Pr. S36
) must have rd. NJIT, In ira: is himself; in 5 rs: is the seat

of anger. makes the antith. in the person of the wicked, f with the

previous line, rsj n.f. as % reflexive 49
19
69

11
, for paraphrase of pers. pronouns

77. j*
5
, as seat of emotions and passions v. /o3. 6. nsaJ Qal impf., in form

juss. ; but it has lost its juss. force, as often in later poetry after Is.*
2
.

J ncD vb. denom. rain> Qal, Am. 47. Hiph. in ^ only fig.; manna 78
31

, flesh

7S
27

, cf. bread Ex. i64 (J) and coals of fire Ps. /A o^n?] is scribal error for

Sn2 after S, Ew., Ba., 2?DB., Du. f Dne ^/ Pr. 26"21. ons tr Is. 54
1G

, cf. 44^.

J ns n.m. bird trap, in ^ only fig. of calamities and plots ug110
I24

7
140^ 142*

Je. iS23, trif" 'fl Pss, 9 13, cf. I24
7
141

9 Ho. 9
8
; as source or agent of calamity

Ps. 69
23 Ho. 5

1 Is. 8U Jos. 23
18

; so here if correct, but altogether improbable.

t tft<] n.f. Jire, of conflagration, antith. D^D 6613, as consuming 683 74
7

H812
; subj. mpa S3

15
, TPJO i"^ 4610 8o17

, fi? nun 2i10
; (2) of lightning,

(#) natural 2Q
7
104* IO5

82
I48

8
; (^) theophanic, vx <bn* i813- w

, cf. I4O
11

, so

here if L^N WB. It precedes Yahweh 5O
8
97

s
. (3) The historic theophanies

of the Exodus 78
14

IO5
39

, consuming Korah ITN -^jan IO618
. (4) Fire of anger

nSaK iS9 2i10 78^, ^N3 n^a 79
5=89*7

, cf. 78
21

, of strong emotion r #an 39*.

Jnnw] n.f. brimstone, fig. ofjudgment, with inoan also Gn. I9
2*

(J) Ez. 3S
22

.

fn^Sj] n.f. pi. raging heat, fig. zeal sg. Ps. ng58
, pi. of the wind Samum

zj*9 no need however of nn, which makes 1. too long; of fever of famine La. 5
10

.

J rup] n.f. portion, cstr. n^c. V c ( Ges- 85*
Lag.

wai-^ in good sense,

ofYahweh i66, in bad sense //$ 63^, cf. 68s*. It was contr. for euphony and
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should be connected with QDD by a Makkeph for a single tone. J 012 n.f.

^ in good sense as given by Yahweh 23
5 n6 lr}

, Yahweh Himself i65 ; in

bad sense given the wicked to drink //6>

75 Je. 49
1- La. 421 Is. fi

17 Ez. 23
s3

.

7. anK rnrn ,-ms ->D]
cf. v.50 . The position of pns is unusual. Accordingly

it was regarded by |, <, 5 as an attribute of Yahweh, and a cognate obj. was

supplied in mp-rs righteous acts, of divine acts IO3
5 + 6 1., but if correct here of

human acts as Is. 64
5

Je. 5i
10 + 4 t But it is doubtless a gl. making the

1. too long. 'itrjo un? 105] . w v. ^ here only coll., and therefore doubtful.

<8> interprets as itr% The vb. may be pi. if connected with pnx, coll. as

subj.; if not it may be an interpretation and not original with nc", as sub-

ject, iD'Ofl archaic suffix for TJD, usually pi., but here sg. as Jb. 2O23 27
23

,
vt

Ges. 103 <2)n.3 t This form of suffix gives a more melodious ending to the Ps.

These two lines expressing a general truth are a later gl. for congregation,

not suited to the original Ps.

PSALM XII., 4 STR. 4
4
.

Ps. 12 is a prayer, in which the congregation implores Yahweh
to save them, for the faithful vanish away and liars prevail

(v.
2"3

) j
and to cut off the liars (v.^). Yahweh Himself says that

He will arise, and set the afflicted in safety (V.
6- 7

*). The congre-

gation finally expresses confidence that Yahweh will preserve them

from the wicked round about (v.
8"9

).

Q SAVE, Yahweh, for (kindness) is no more ;

For (faithfulness) is vanished from among the sons of mankind;

Empty lies they speak, each with his neighbour,

With flattering lip, with double mind they speak.

TVfAY Yahweh cut off every flattering lip,

And (every) tongue speaking great words :

Those who say,
" To our tongues we give might,

Our lip is our own ; who is lord over us ?
"

"gECAUSE of the spoiling of the afflicted, because of the sighing of the poor,

Now will I arise," saith Yahweh.
"

I will set (him) in safety, I will (shine forth for) him,

(When thrust down) to the earth he shall be purified seven times."

'pHOU, Yahweh, wilt preserve (his life),

Wilt keep (him) from this generation forever.

(Though) round about the wicked walk,

(When Thou risest up) , (Thou dost lightly esteem) the sons of mankind.

The Ps. was in 30, then in M and J3& (y. Intr. 27, 31, 33). In the

latter it received the assignment n^ptfrrSj;, indicating that it was to be sung
an octave lower, that is, by the bass voice (v. Intr. 34). The Ps. is unusually
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symmetrical in structure, 4x4x4. This is disturbed by the gnomic gl. in

v.7 . The date of the Ps. cannot be too late because of juss. v,
4
, cohort v.-;

but demonst. IT -without article v.8 is not classic. 1-2j v.a as 7
10

77
9 and '33

v.- = IDSN y;
9

; the use of T>an, mis** v.*
2
, 3"j;, o^jvaN v.6 , for the righteous

members of the congregation over against wicked members, all indicate a

time of religious declension, in which the pious were in great suffering and

peril, especially from slander and violence. It was a time of external peace
and internal corruption. The great stress laid upon sins of speech, v.3, cf. 4i

7

144
s Pr. 6-4 I Ch. I233 ; v.* cf. 13 1

1
; indicates the influence of Persian ethics.

V.6 gives a citation from Is. 33
10

, and not the reverse. All this favours the

Persian period, at the time when the people were corrupted by mingling too

freely with the neighbouring nations, subsequent to the building of the second

temple and prior to the reforms of Ezra and Nehemiah.

Str. I. is composed of two tetrameter syn. couplets. The

couplets themselves are antith. 2. O save], cohort, imv., earnest

entreaty to Yahweh. for~] 9 giving the reason. kindness \ faith-

fulness] as suggested by chief ancient Vrss. and best suited to

context, f^ and other Vrss. followed by EVS
. have "

godly
" and

"faithful." is no more], have come to an end as 7
10

77. is

vanished"], has disappeared, ceased, as 77
9
. According to the in-

terpretation adopted, kindness, trustworthiness seem no longer

to exist in the community, cf. Ho. 4
1

Je. y
28

. In the other

case the persons themselves who should have these characteristics

are no more, cf. Mi. 7* Is. 57
1
. 3. Empty lies they speak], fre-

quentative, of their custom or habit, cf. 4i
7
I44

8 - 11
. each with

his neighbour]* Unfaithfulness has so spread throughout the con-

gregation that it has become a personal matter of man with man.

With flattering lip], as v.*, cf. Pr. 624
. with double mind],

with two different minds, cf. i Ch. 1 2
s3

Ja. i
8
.

Str. II. has two syn. couplets. 4. May Yahweh cut off"].

The juss. takes place of imv. of previous Str. every flattering

lip || every tongue speaking great words']. These do not refer to the

character of the words as related to the speaker, and so "
proud

things
"
PBV., boastful ; but as related to the hearer, greater than

the reality, and so nattering, deceiving, and misleading. 5. Those

who say], referring to persons who use lip and tongue. To our

tdngue we give might], as &, 3f, Hi., De., Dr., Kirk., that it may

speak these great words. We are mighty, with no one mightier

than we are. who is lord over us?] implying negative answer,
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no one. We are our own lord, our lips are our owti\, in our own

possession and power, and therefore we may make them as mighty
as we please.

" Proud hypocrites are meant, putting confidence

in their speech to deceive men, and not submitting themselves to

God," Aug. The translation " with our tongue will we prevail,"

EVB

., JPSV., after &, though followed by Ba., Du., al., is gram-

matically not so easy and not so well suited to context.

Str. III. is a synth. tetrastich disordered by a gnomic gloss.

6. Because of the spoiling The crafty enemies were also violent.

They had attacked the people unprepared and had taken spoils

from them. sighing], indicating a sad condition as the result of

this grievous wrong. the afflicted || poor], as 35
10
37" 40

18

(= 7o
6
)

74
21 861

lop
16' 22

; the prey of the liars and flatterers among their

neighbours. These are the words of Yahweh Himself, who is re-

solved to interpose on their behalf the reason for which is men-

tioned first for emphasis. Now will I arise, saith Yahweh~\, an

exact quotation from Is. 33
10

. Yahweh rises up, when He would

interpose on behalf of His people or the righteous among them,

cf. lo12
. / will set in safety], phr. only here, an exact response

to the entreaty v.
2a

. / will shine forth for htm"], in theophanic

manifestation as Dt. 33
2
Pss. 5o

2 8o2
94*, in accordance with Vrss.

The three vbs. without conj. give emph. utterance to the purpose
of Yahweh. But ffi gives a vb. that occasions great difficulty,

which is interpreted as a relative clause ;

" from him that puffeth

at him " AV. ;

" at whom they puff" RV., as io5
;

"
at whom they

scoff" JPSV., or, "that he panteth for" RV.m
, Dr., or temporal

w when they pant for him "
Kirk. ; none of which are satisfactory.

7. The words of Yahweh are pure words, silver refined]. This

clause constitutes a gl., interrupting the words of Yahweh and

destroying the structure of the Str., which has its fourth line at

the close of v.
r
. It is a glossator's expression of admiration of

the words of Yahweh uttered in the Str. It is, moreover, a gnomic

sentence, cf. Pr. 30
s
Pss. i831

ip
10

. His words are as pure as re-

fined silver. When thrust down to the earth], referring to the

afflicted among the people, continuing the words of Yahweh,
cf. 74

7
i43

3 La. 2
2
Jb. I615

. The usual interpretation, referring

this clause to the silver, is difficult in every respect. The trans-

lations: "As silver tried in a furnace of earth" AV; or "on
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earth
" RV. ;

" refined in an earthen furnace "
JPSV., are not sus-

tained by etymology or syntax. The Vrss. and interpreters differ

greatly, without in any case finding the sentence appropriate to

the context. he shall be purified], that is the afflicted, by suf-

ferings; cf. Mai. 3
3
. seven times], the holy number of complete

purification.

Str. IV. is composed of a syn. and a synth. couplet. The pious
now express their confidence in Yahweh, who has spoken with so

great promptness and decision. 8. Wilt preserve ||
wilt keep].

The obj. is dub. in text. The suffixes in %fy are 3 pers. This is

better suited to context than i pers. of (H, 3. Probably both are

interpretations, the Heb. vbs. being without suffixes in the original

text. This is confirmed by the absence of one word in the first

line, shortening the measure without reason. We should supply
the usual object in such cases, probably his life. from this gener-

ation], the class of men described above as liars and deceivers,

cf. Dt. 32
5 Ps. 78

8- 8 Pr. 3o
u- 13- 23- :L^ 9. Though], the conjunction

is needed for measure and meaning. round about the wicked

walk], familiar association with the righteous as in v.
3
, close

neighbourly conversation, and also publicity and boldness of their

wicked life. When Thou risest up], going back upon the promise

of Yahweh v.
6
,
after <, which interprets it of Yahweh, though re-

garding the form as noun. It is usually regarded as infin. with

prep, in a temporal clause, referring to the wicked, according to

the interpretation of the subsequent context as " the vilest men "

3, AV. But f^ makes it abstr.
" vileness

"
RV., Kirk.,

" worthless-

ness
" -#DB. Such a word is, however, unknown elsw. in Heb.

It is best therefore to follow &, and to regard it as vb. and refer

it to Yahweh : Thou dost lightly esteem], so Gr., cf. La. i
8
. This

gives an appropriate climax to the Ps.

Hipb. cohort, imv. -^/pan 3s- 6> ffwr&v fie, so Che* is prob. inter.

pretation. iDp;:] causal conj. Qal pf.V^ v. 7^ real pf., subj. TDri] |g, < j|.

D'Tic** f, 3, tE, pi. ptc. pass. Qal, VPN> c^- 3l24 v* J<? >' Dut & P^ * aXiJfctcu

= TSveritates = truths, cf.& S, RV.m. f T? n.m. faifftfuln&ss sg. Dt. 32
20

, pi.

abstr. Pr. I3
17 I45 so

6 Is. 26^. and^ differ also Ps. 3I
24

. Probably <S is cor-

rect in interp. of form, but they were both abstract In this case we should rd.

^on as We, For similar mistake v. 4^. We should remember that in original

Mss. only ion was written, and it might be interpreted either as Tpn or TOn.
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IDS] isprob. error for t D? faM* come to an end as 77 Gn. 47
15 le Is. i64 2920.

<b\Ly66Tt<rav. The pi. of vb. may be as often elsw. an interpretation.

3. J sir] emph. : (i) emptiness, nothingness, vanity, a vain expectation 6o13

(= lo813) SQ
48

II9
37

I27
2
. 'tf >J?an vanities, mere nothings, idols 3l

7
=Jon. 29 ;

JOB?? i* *, Ps. I39
20

, so w>i? I27
1 - 1 Mai. 3

14
; (2) emptiness of speech here

as Pss. 24* 4i
7
I44

8* 11
; (3) of conduct, T *nn worthless men 26* Jb. n 11

.

in Vn ^] *** W2^ another, cf. B^TIK 49
8
, p-w IPS 87

5
. m,"n net?] emph.

= 'n ^nsfr v.4, prob. both should be sg. syn. ptr*?. f [n^n] n.f. : (i) slippery

place 73
18

; (2) smoothness, flattery jz3-* Pr. 624 Is. 3O
10

; (3) smoothness

Gn. 27
16

. 3^1 a!:}]
w^ ftw minds* cf. 5tyvxos Ja. I 8 . 4. rnaj Hiph.

juss. J rna Qal cut or conclude a covenant 5<D
6
$3

G
>9
4
105. Niph. be cut

off, of

wicked 37*-
**- 28 - M - ** Ho. 8* Is. 29

23 Na. 21
. Hiph. rf^ destroy Pss. /** 101^

IO9
13

, ywo 34
17 = lop

15
. jie] as used for evil purposes if. j10

. It should

have *?3 for good measure as in syn. 1. n^ni] adj. f. pi. great, grand words,

< fj.eya\of>^fJLOfa, 3 magniloquam, cf. mtfp rough words, Gn. 42"-
so

, nna J proud
words I S. 2s,

nia)a friendly words Je. 1 2s* 5. noja UiS'V?] a.X. n. is emph.
vb. is Hiph. impf. I pi., and construction difficult. (S r^v y\crcrav ijfjiQv

fieya.\vvov[jv = 3 linguam nostram roboremits, suits context and is followed by

Hi., De., Dr. " our tongue will we make mighty," and most "2C, "through our

tongue are we strong" so Ba., Du. But Ew., Ols. after Dn. 9
27 would supply

rr-u, but this makes 1. too long. J -t:n vb. Qal: (i) be strong, mighty, c.

P 65*; (2) prevail, of divine ion, c. S? IO3
11 H72

. Hiph. here only, c. S

ianK] prep. DN, c. sf. I pi. with us, on our side or in our own possession.

6. ICJ

D], p causal, fntr n. spoiling as Je. 67 2O8 . t n
iJ'S]

^. groaning

79
U I0221 Mai. 218. jrtfo] in j^/>'. t^ft n -m- elsw.: (i) salvation,

J83.86 271 50
28 51" 628 69

1*
85*-

w>
95

1
132^, f"^. ^^N i847 (cf. 2 S. 2247

)

24
6
25

s
27

9
656 798 8s

6 Mi. 7
7 Hb. 3

18 Is. I7
10 I Ch.'i635;"(2) victory-Ps. 2O7.

\h
niflj is usually taken as reL clause, either against whom one puffs, cf. /o5,

RV., Ges., Hi., or that he panteiJi for Ew., De., Bo., Ols., Dr., RV.. Du.

would rd. rrflN. But ^ ra/jijo-tdo-o/wtt as 941 presupposes J?SN, S, S, ^cvi.

Both may be explained as interpretations of an inf. abs. shine forth, in theo-

phanic or ideal manifestation as Dt. 33
3 Pss. 502 So

2
94

1
. S auxilium eorum =

V (n)^r^ is probably a paraphrase. 7. ni-\D] pi. cstr. { rnpfc n.f. tttterance,

speech, ofman in prayer 176, elsw. of God's word is7- 7 i881 105" 1 1911+21
1. ^ga

I47
16

. J rvnntp]
f. pi. *i\-i adj. ethically clean, pure, of the heart 5I

12
,
words

of Yahweh 1 27, Law I9
10

. .Tns] Qal ptc. pass. { 1"1J
v^ : ( J ) smelt, refine, of

silver jr^ 6610
, words ofYahweh i881 iig

140 Pr. 3<D
6

; (2) to/, the mind, Yahweh

subj.Pss.i7
8 262 6610

Je.9
6
Is.48

10
Ze.i3

9
; (3) test,prove Ps. IO5

19
. Si

1

?^] a.X.

dub. E "iW3 interprets as 5 loc. and S^jp n. furnace; but then pto must be

pregnant, Dr., '&&.,flowing down to the earth. Gr. thinks the last \ dittog. and

rds. *hy as Pr. 27
22

. Houb. rds. fnm for fiNS; Dy., Gr. pn?, Oort, Ebr. v^n.
Vrss. had a different text <&, J5 Soiclfuov ry 7; U probatum terrae; 5 ^*

paratum a terra / Aq. xwpovv rg 7^. All seem to depend on ^-o vb. be

divided, separate, not used in Heb. in Qal, but only in N.H. and Aramaic. In

Egyptian Aramaic script i and y were so similar that interchange was easy-
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"We might retain S^zj, but instead of interpreting it as s^;a interpret as

^pa f Polal inf. cstr. f
ss

? with 2, as Jb. i615
, ^rwrf <fcaw,- cf. p*^ ^

Pss. 74
7
89*, t->xs N^ I43Bf fnKs rJ ,n is. 25

12 i^. 2-\ jt womci ^en refer to

the afflicted of v. and introduce the last line of the tetrastich. The interven-

ing six words would then be a gnomic gl. pjji?]
Pu. ptc. f -""p? vb. Qal,

r^*,/rz# Jb. 2S1
3D

27
; Pi. same, Mai. 3

3
; Pa. be refined, only ptc, of metals,

elsw. I Ch, 28^ 29*, of settled wines Is. 25
6

. o;r7ar] i.p. dual form of

%$y& adj. .y^# H91
6*, dual sevenfold, elsw. 79

13
, pL seventy 9O

10
. 8. nris]

emph. anc'irn] Qal impf. 2 m. sf. 3 pi. j|
msn sf. 3 sg.; but @ in both cases

has ^/tas. JJ, Aq., 8 agree with ^, and refer sf. of the first vb. to the divine

words. Probably all are interpretations of originals without any sfs. at all.

The first line lacks a tone. The missing word was prob. TS:, as 25
20

97
10

,

either his life or as poetic paraphrase of pron., i\ j3. IT] without article as

adj., Ges.S 126
^, v.

pitf. < inserts /cal in order to give "in a temporal force.

9. a^s] emph., v. 3*, begins the line too abruptly, stating a fact which is

singular in view of 3 before 2"j; moreover a tone is missing from the line.

Probably an original -c has fallen out by copyist's error. p^n*'] HitllP'

impf. 3 pi. full form in conditional clause with "c though* B*^j inf. cstr.

defectively written with r temporal. fr^t] a.X. -wordlessness. V[^] ^
worthless Je. 1 5

9
, 3 vihssimi filiorum hominum. 0, vb. faro\v&pi}<rast Sexta,

t%ov6tpT)(ra-s. Ba., building on x^A*- of Origen's Hexapla, thinks of 3"c vine-

yard, as Is. 5
T
272 Je. 221 I210, a vineyard lightly esteemed by the wicked.

Gr. rightly rds. r^r, pf. 2 sg. t [
s
^r] Qal, trans. 7X^ flfcrf lightly esteem,

as La. I
8
(Hiph.) for intrans. La. i

u
Je. 15 and trans, lavish, squander Dt. 2I20

PSALM XIII., 2 SIR. 4*.

Ps. 13 is a prayer expostulating with Yahweh for long-con-

tinued neglect (v.
2*3

) ; and petitioning for deliverance from deadly

peril from an enemy (v.
4
^). A liturgical addition rejoices in sal-

vation already enjoyed (v.
6
).

*

J-JOW long, Yahweh, wilt Thou continually forget mef

How long wilt Thou hide Thy face from mef

How long (must) I put (grief) in my soul ?

How long shall mine enemy be exalted over mef

YAHWEH, my God, O look, answer me;
Lest I sleep in death, O lighten mine eye,

Lest mine enemy say,
" / have prevailed over him,"

Lest he rejoice that I am moved even mine adversary.

Ps. 13 was in B then in fK and !B3& (v. Intr. 27, 31, 33). In its

present form, it has three Strs. of 5, 4, 3 lines in J^J ijl the last Sfcf- nas

an additional line. It is tempting therefore to think of gradually decreasing
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strophes as De. "Das Lied wirft gleichsam immer kurzere Wellen, bis es,

zuletzt nur noch freudig bewegt, still wird wie die spiegel-glatte See." But

closer examination shows that the man responsible for the present form of the

Ps. had not such a fine poetic sense for form. The original Ps. was composed
of two tetrameter tetrastichs, rhyming in i, the first Str. also in its four lines

begins with rwij:; the second in three lines with fD. In the Ps. as it now

is, the tetrameter measure is changed to trimeter in v.605, the extra line in v.36

is without njx iy; the assonance of ]s is neglected in v.4 ; fa is omitted alto-

gether in v.55 ;
and rhyme is disregarded in an unnecessary change of order

of words in both Strs., and also in change of sg. sf. to pi. in v.4- 5
. It is

quite easy to restore the Ps. to its original form in these respects. It is true

njN np might be prefixed to v.36 (Br.
SHS s80

), and it is possible with Du. to

make over the trimeter in v.6 to tetrameter; but even then there is a lack

of harmony between v.6 and v.2
-5

, which is best explained by regarding v.6 as

a liturgical gl. In that case the rejection of v.35 as expl. gl. is necessary.

The Ps. in its present form is doubtless a congregational Ps. of prayer closing

with praise. But if v.6 be a gl , the two Strs. are most naturally explained

as the prayer of an individual; and in that case the evidences favour an early

date. The Ps. was not composed for public worship; but was adapted for

the purpose, when it was taken up into JB. There is no evidence of late

date apart from gls. There is no intrinsic evidence against as early a date

as the time of David. The Ps. is brief, terse, simple, and yet symmetrical

and ornate in style and form. The author of 2 S. I19
"27

might have written it.

The use of fa there v.20 is similar to its use in this Ps. vM Hi,, De., Kirk.,

refer it to Saul's persecution of David, and it admirably suits that historic

situation,

Str. I. is a syn. tetrastich. 2. How longf\ emph. repetition

in four lines ; earnest expostulation with Yahweh because of long-

continued neglect of His servant. Wilt Thou forget me ?
\
hide

Thyfacefrom #z<?/], so as not to see, as ion
,
where we have same

parall. terms in mouth of the enemy. Continually^ as i6u

Pr. 2 1
28

,
and not "forever," RV. after Vrss. which is not suited to

the sentence. There is no sufficient reason to break the sentence

in two as AV. or paraphrase by
"
utterly

"
as JPSV. 3. Must

Iput in my soul]* The change from second person, referring

to Yahweh, to the first person of psalmist, before third person of

enemy is striking in these lines of expostulation. We may be sure

this action was not a simple fact feared for in the future, but in-

voluntary action ;
and so the mood of vb. cannot be indicative

as EV8
.,

but must be juss. grief], so by an easy emenda-

tion of many scholars in accordance with context, and also with
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the usual meaning of nephesh. But the conception, of a person

putting grief in his own soul, was so unusual, that an early scribe

by the omission of a letter read "
counsels,"

"
advices," so EV*.

This is thus explained by Pe. :
"
plan after plan suggests itself, is

resolved upon, and then abandoned in despondency as utterly un-

availing." But nephesh is seldom used of mental states, and this

thought is not easy to adjust to the context. It had to be ex-

plained by the gl. : sorrow daily in my mind. Mine enemy\,

personal in the original Ps., but congregational in the present

text. be exalted, over me~], in success, supremacy, and triumph :

elsw. of God or His people; here only of enemy over a pious

man : all the more therefore emphasising the abnormal situation,

the reverse of what it should be.

Str. II. is a tetrameter tetrastich, three syn. lines, synth. to the

first line, and is all petition to Yahweh. 4. My God~\, to empha-
sise personal relation of psalmist to Him. O Look"\ earnest en-

treaty followed by imv. answer me, without conj. expressive of

urgency, antith. to v.
20

. Lest], in three lines antith.
" how long,"

Str. I. O lighten mine eye], cf. ip
9
, to which it has been assimi-

lated by copyist in use of pi. eyes destroying rhyme. The antith.

with " hide Thy face
"

v.
25 indicates that it is here the turning of

Yahweh's face upon the psalmist that lightens his eye as 4
7
3i

17 6f
8o4. s. 20

x l82r
j I9

i#
all on basis of the High-priest's blessing Nu. a

25
.

The use of the phr. i S. I4
27' 29

Pr. 29* Ezr. 9*, as well as context,

favours the enlightenment of the eyes in the sense of the revival

of physical strength and moral energy. But it is due here to the

light of Yahweh's countenance, so that probably lighten is here

pregnant, comprehending both conceptions. I sleep in death].

Death is often conceived as sleep 76* 9O
5

Je. 5I
39- 57

Jb. I4
13

, not

implying that the dead continue in a state of sleep in Sheol, but

that the state of dying is a falling asleep to awake in another

world. The psalmist is in peril of death, unless the favour of God

shine forth from the divine face upon him, with its quickening

power* 5. Mine enemy say], boastfully, antith.
"
grief," which the

poet was obliged to put in his own soul v.
8
*. / have prevaikd

over him], have the ability and power to overcome him, slay him,

as parall. implies. that I am moved], shaken, overthrown, re-

moved from my pkce : the theme of the rejoicing of the adver-
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sary, who looks upon his plans as already accomplished. The

poet is in grave peril of this result, but it has not yet transpired ;

and his urgent plea to Yahweh is that he may be delivered in

good time. Elsw. in
\j/

this vb. is used of man with a neg. in the

assurance that one "will not be moved" io6

i5
5 i68 2i 8

3O
7 623- 7

II26
.

6. An editor, desiring to make the Ps. more appropriate for

public use, adds a trimeter couplet of faith and joy :

But I in Thy kindness trust ;

My heart rejoices in Thy salvation.

A still later editor, with the same purpose, adds a resolution of

public praise :

I will sing to Yahweh, because He hath dealt bountifully with me.

@, 3J give a fourth and still later liturgical line from 7
18

, preserved

in PBV. :

Yea I will praise the name of the Lord Most Highest.

2. J ^""ig] 4 * repeated for assonance at beginning of each L of original

Str.; elsw* 62* Ex. 16 Nu. 14" (J) Jos. 18* (E). n>;j]
I611 Pr. 21 ever,

continually, and not contr. of rrsj
1

? forever, v. Q", the usual term, wh. is not

suited to njsr-^. 3. rniy] c. ^flp, a.X. and difficult. MT. is an erroneous

interp. connected with use of nii*, wh. is not suited to context, or the ordi-

nary use of irflj, often the seat of emotions and passions, seldom of mental

states ; v. BDj9. Although this text is so ancient and universal as to be in

most Vrss., yet it is better after with Dy., Gr., Che., Bu., Du., to rd. maxj?

hurts, griefs (v, i64 I47
3
), or sg. ros? as more suited to USM and context. Then

rd. vb. as juss. t ?^3 n.(m.) grief, sorrow, elsw. 3 1 11 IO7
39 n63 Gn. 42

s8

44
31

(J) Je' 4 *- i3 an earty word ; but also late, Est. Q
22

. It is not, however,

suited to anV, which usually is seat of mental and moral states, seldom of

emotions and passions, and then in careless style. ^a^a] long form; cf.

short form gS v.66 ; hardly from same writer, V. BD.Z?. on'1
'
1

] v. /3, where

followed by n 1

?^, added here <SA, so Ba., Du., Gr., Che., al. We., Lag., Hu.
Now

,

Kirk., al., rd. OT> DI\ We must choose between the two, ace. to Dr. The
whole clause is a gL of emph. repetition, making Str. just this L too long.

4. nipan] Hiph. cohort, imv., sq. imv. emph. coordination. inS.N "] sel-

dom in ^, "V. 7
2
. Rhyme requires that the divine names should begin the L

and \J3J7 close it.
}p] neg. final clause, V. 2, thrice repeated, the last time

omitted by prosaic editor ; properly sq. subjunctive cohort, form, but combi-

nation with is requires shortened form for measure.
nign]

is ace. of state.

6. ivtaj] Qal pf. I sg. with sf. 3 sg. a.X. J^y vb. (i) be able to do a

thing, sq.'hif. i889 36
18 40^ 78

19 - 20
, abs. 2I 12

; able to endure ioi5
, as Is. I 13 ;
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able to reach, c. s Ps. 1396 ; (2) abs. have power over, prevail Gn. 3O
B
(E)

32* (J) Ho. I25, sq.
i Gn. 32^ (J) Ps. 129*; so here, as & vpbs a*r6v, S,

and measure require. Rhyme requires the order \-s^ i
1

-*,
first neglected by

copyist and then by later copyist reduced to sf. ^s] pi. improb., rd. sg. as

a^
%

, and transpose to close of 1. for rhyme. r^r] is improb. without ]s.

Rd. ^jp'js ; pi. due to double error, the omission of 73 and pi. nx. ir^s* *r]

temporal, AV., Kirk. ; causal, Dr. ; or better obj., subject-matter of exulting ;

v. icP. 6. ^wi] emph. of personal determination ; here for congregation,
in liturgical gl. which is trimeter couplet. ^nzi T^ro], pf- state, phr. 52

1}
,

elsw. usually in God Himself. If this were original to Ps., we might with Du.

insert nw, and so get tetrameter. s
r] juss. with modal sense, if parall. with

rrvr Qal cohort., so Dr.; but if parall. with previous line has lost modal
sense as usual in late style. Subj. z* Pr. 24

17 Zc. io7, more properly era:

Ps. 35
9 Is. 6i 10

, -P33 Ps. i69. ^p^wa] might be given either one accent or

two, ace. to good usage and design of poet as to measure ;
v. j3

. ^ fc

*?J"^r]

deal bountifully with, as 116" II9
17

I42
8
, v. T5. "c gives ground or reason of

exultation. This 1. is a tetrameter and is a still later gl. adds a tetrameter

1., teal ^a\Q T$ 6vbjJiaTi KVplov TOV tyLffTov = p^jT nin 1
" otf n"i

rrx', a liturgical

addition from 7
1S

. frS? ni.T> elsw. 47
3
. If this Str. is to be taken as original,

this line is needed to make up tetrastich. But it is difficult to explain its

omission from |g- I* implies public worship of congregation. But if it be

gl., the previous three lines are also gl., because they imply the same situation

and a later date than the previous parts of Ps.

PSALM XIV. = LIIL, 5 SIR. 2
s
.

Ps. 14 describes dramatically the impudent nations, acting

abominably, saying to themselves,
" There is no God to interfere

"

(v.
1
) ; Yahweh from heaven inspecting them (v.

2

), and declaring

that there is not a single well-doer among them (v.
5
) ;

the

devourers of His people, ignoring Him in careless indifference

(v.
4
) ; Yahweh suddenly scattering them, and putting their plan

to shame (v.
M

). At a later date the congregation prays that

salvation may come forth from Zion (v.
7

) ; and still later, sum-

mons to the worship of Yahweh, because of the restoration of

prosperity (v.
75

).

'pHE impudent said to themselves,
" There is no God (here) ."

They corrupted their deeds, they acted abominably, there was no well-doer.

VAHWEH looked forth from heaven upon the sons of mankind,

To see whether there was any acting intelligently in seeking after God.

'"THE whole have turned aside, have drawn back, together are become tainted*

There is no well-doer, there is not even one.
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T-TAVE the workers of trouble no knowledge devourers of my people ?

They eat bread : Yahweh they do not invoke.

'pHERE feared they a fear; for God scattered them ;

Their plan was put to shame : for Yahweh rejected them.

Pss. 14 and 53 both have in1

? and nxjfi
1

?, and so were in IS and 1&3& (v. Intr.

2 7> 33) Possibly the n^iD1

? of 14 was a later assimilation. To 53 is prefixed

V-ofrD, possibly owing to the use of ^WD in v.3, but probably original, indicating

that the Ps. was also in the little collection of Maskelim (v. Intr. 26}. J3&
added a direction for the melody n'jno ty (#. Intr. 34). Ps. 53 was also in 3

(z/. Intr. 32), where wnhx was substituted for an original mm throughout.

Thus the Ps. had several editings before it received its present positions in two

different texts. There are several minor differences: (0) ^ij? 532 = nS^p 14*;

(<5) the insertion of i before wynn 53'-*; 0) "to 53* = Wn I4
3
; (X) JD 53* for

no I4
3

; 0) "?3 before -hya I4
4
; (/) mjytf; 53

7 for njitsn I4
7
. These are such

variations as might readily occur in different texts without changing the sense.

In most cases Ps. 14 seems to be nearer the original. Ps. 53 is different

from I4
5 after the first clause "ins vine otf. This difference is due not to

design, but to different interpretations of a difficult text, for the same con-

sonant letters lie at the basis of both texts (v. v.5 notes). In this v. Ps. 53 is

nearer the original, as it points to an actual event of experience, where Ps. 14

generalises. @B - ** B
, *$, Syr. Hexapla, PBV, have a number of additional

lines, cited in Rom. 3
10-18 from Pss. 5

9 io7 36
1
140* Is. 59

7 * 8
. They came into

<5 at an early date by a marginal reference to Rom. 3
10"18

, and in cod. Kenn.

649 of 3 were translated back into Heb.

Their throat is an open sepulchre;

With their tongues they have used deceit;

The poison of asps is under their lips ;

Whose mouth is full of cursing and bitterness.

Their feet are swift to shed blood;

Destruction and misery are in their ways,
And the way of peace have they not known.

There is no fear of God before their eyes.

It is impossible that these lines should be original, because of the textual

evidence. They are absent from J, other Vrss., Gj** and later codd. <&, and

are rejected'by Origen and Jerome. Moreover, they do not accord with the

thought of the Ps.; they entirely destroy the strophical organisation, and are

of several different measures. The Ps. reflects the same situation essentially

as Pss. 9-10; cf. I4
1 with io4- e - u- 18

. The his here is the same as the ytth

there. It was a time when the congregation of the Restoration was in great

peril from the surrounding nations contemning and treating with contumely
their religion and their God : before the reforms of Nehemiah, The lan-

guage is in general similar to D, Je., Zp., Ez., and Is. One word has no

example in this list, rh** %8
, elsw. Jb. I5

1C
; but this is an Arabism, and may
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well have been of this time rather than later, when Aram, influences pre-
vailed. The divine inspection from heaven v.2 implies the doctrine that

Yahweh is not merely the God of Israel, but the God of the nations, the only
real God; and therefore the triumph of monotheism over polytheism, such as

is evident in Is.2- 3
. The original reference of the Ps. to the nations, which

is evident in 53 because of the more general interpretation of the situation,

became in 14, in the worship of the congregation, adapted to the impudent
contemners and ignorers of God in Israel itself. The Ps. is composed of five

pentameter couplets, but there are three lines of different measure at the end.

These represent two different liturgical additions : the one a petition for sal-

vation from Zion the capital of Yahweh, as in I lo2
;
the other a call to wor-

ship because the salvation had been accomplished. Both imply the temple

worship of the Restoration.

Str. I. A synth. couplet describes the nations in their attitude

to the people of Yahweh. 1. The impudent]. They ignore

God, treating His people with contempt, and acting in a shame-

ful manner towards the religion of Yahweh and Yahweh Himself.

The Nabhal is not a "
fool

" EVS
. in any of the meanings of this

word, but a more aggressive personality, one who, in an earlier

religious stage, represents the scoraer of WL. (v. Ps. i
1

) . He is

not the antith. of the wise, but of the one acting intelligently vA
The word is here sg. coll., and so is followed by pi. vbs. In Ps.

14 there is a generalisation of the earlier historical situation,

referring to impudent nations hostile to Israel and the God of

Israel, which, while not altogether destroying, yet so obscures it

as to make it easy for the congregation in later worship to think

of the impudent in Israel itself, who act contemptuously towards

the pious portion of the congregation and their religion ; and later

still to think of the unbeliever and infidel. Said to themselves^

in their mind, as io6. There is no God (here)], not a denial of

the existence of God, these nations were polytheists and not

infidels, but a denial of the presence of God, to interfere with

their actions, to interpose on behalf of His people, as io*; inter-

preted by "He will not require" io14 and by "God hath for-

gotten, He hath hidden His face, He doth not see" iou.

Accordingly these nations, in a most impudent manner, went to

the utmost length with apparent impunity. They corrupted their

deeds, they acted abominably]. Some, even KirL, think that the

psalmist has in mind the corruption that preceded the deluge
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Gn. 612

(P) ; indeed, he uses the first of these vbs., but in a dif-

ferent phr. The phrasing here is in accord with Zp. 3
7
,
all the

more if we transpose the noun to be the obj. of the first vb.,

although the reference in Zp. is to corrupt Israel, and here to

the nations. The reference to the universal sinfulness of mankind

before the deluge is possible only by a generalisation of the text

of the original even beyond the changes of Ps. 14. The abomi-

nable deeds towards Israel are more fully described in Ps. io7"10
.

There was no well-doer], among these hostile nations; there was

no exception, they were all alike ; they had attained a climax,

the utmost possible limit in their impudent and abominable

actions.

Str. II. A synth. couplet, describes Yahweh's attitude, antith.

to that of the nations, of the first couplet. 2. Yahweh looked

forth from heaven]* He was in heaven, cf. io5
,
at a distance

from the nations. They could not see Him
; they might ignore

Him, and contemn Him, and to themselves deny His presence ;

but in fact He was there. He was intensely interested in what

was going on; so much so that He was looking forth upon the

sons of mankind^ these impudent nations, which yet belong to

the race of mankind and not to the order of divine beings, to see

whether], making a careful, thorough, scrutinising inspection,

there was any acting intelligently], in order, if possible, to single

out one from among these impudent ones that was their real

antith. in seeking after God~]','m prayer and worship, cf. p
11

.

Str. III. A synth. couplet, still further describing the char-

acter of the impudent nations. The result of the divine inspec-

tion corresponds entirely with the psalmist's description (v.
1

).

3. The whole, 14* = all of them, 53*], variations of style merely,

intensified in together, of joint action. They all alike share in

the same characteristic doings. have turned aside i4
3

||
have

drawn back] 53
4

: syn. vbs., both needed for measure, the two

different prosaic editors preferring, one the one term, the other

the other term
; both further explication of v.

11
. Instead of seek-

ing after God and doing good, they have drawn back and away
from God and good. are become tainted'], corrupt, spoiled, alto-

gether bad. This is not, as has been commonly supposed, an
assertion of universal human corruption j but, as the context shows,
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of the total depravity of the impudent oppressors of the people
of Yahweh, described in v.1

- 4
. There is no well-deer], showing

in the climax the exact agreement of Yahweh with the psalmist as

to the character of these nations, intensified, however, by the

additional clause : there is not even one.

Strs. IV. and V. are synth. couplets, giving the psalmist's

description of the final result of the antithetical situation de-

scribed in the previous couplets. 4. He first expostulates with

these nations: have (they) no knowledge /]. Is it possible that

they do not know that Yahweh is inspecting them, and declaring
their character and doom ? How can they go on ignoring God
as they have done ? It seems incredible that they should act

so. The workers of trouole] take the place of " sons of man-

kind "
v.

2 and "-the impudent
"

v.
1
, as a more suitable term to

sum up all that has been said about them. Devourers of my
peopk~\. The bitter enmity and severe attacks made -upon the

people by their enemies to destroy them are compared to eating,

devouring, as Hb. 3** Ps. 2f. This suggests the corresponding

thought resuming that of v.
1
,

that they so ignore God, are so

impudent and contemptuous in their attitude towards Him, that

they eat bread~\, partake of their ordinary food"without regard to

Him, without at all considering Him. Yahweh they do not in-

voke], renewing the thought of v.
2

They have no thought of

seeking after God, or of recognising Him at all, even in the

enjoyment of His benefits. 5. T/iere], pointing to a place and

a historic event known to the original psalmist, but not indicated,

feared they a fear]* This is mentioned abruptly and dra-

matically, as if they were taken by surprise. It is still further

emphasised by the gloss 53
6
,
"where no fear was" that is,

either, when there was no apparent reason for fear, suddenly it

came upon them without warning, or they were seized with a

panic without external cause, due to the sudden realisation in

their minds of the real situation described above. For God

scattered (them)"], so 53
6
, in accordance with the panic of the

previous context. The vb. admirably suits that scattering in all

directions which takes place whenever a sudden panic comes

upon a body of men, cf. 89". But 14*, by error of copyist, has :

"for God is in the generation of the righteous," which gives,
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indeed, a general reason why the nations should fear Yahweh,
and stay their evil deeds against His people, but no reason for

this sudden fear that has come upon them. Ps. 53
s

gives as the

obj. of
"
scatter

"
:
" the bones of Thy besiegers." This conceives

of the nations as besieging the people of Yahweh when the panic

suddenly came upon them. This admirably suits the context and

is tempting as a historical basis of the Ps., but in fact it is due to

a misreading of the original, and destroys the measure. 6. Their

flan was put to shame\. This underlies and best explains both

texts. Their plan was, as the previous context shows, to devour,

utterly destroy, the people of God ;
and their deeds were most

impudent, abominable, and corrupt. Their plan was frustrated

and put to shame, because they were scattered in a disgraceful

panic. Ps. 14 misreads so as to give either a statement of fact :

"Ye put to shame the counsel of the afflicted," or a hypothetical

clause :
" Ye may put to shame "

; but in either case it is difficult

to adjust to the context. It is true that this clause might be

regarded as a reiteration of the impudent conduct of the nations,

but there is no apparent reason for it here, and we still lack,

according to that interpretation, any explanation of the sudden

panic with which the verse began. Ps. 53
6
takes the vb. as abs.

and 2 sg. with God as subject,
" Thou hast put to shame/

7 which

suits the vb. "
scattered," but leaves the obj. to be supplied ; while

the 2 pers. sg. is strikingly out of place in the midst of 3 pers.

sg. in previous and subsequent lines, all pers. alike referring to

God. For Yahweh rejected them~\ 9 so 53
e
,
in accord with its

context; 14*, "is his refuge," is due to the mistake of a single

letter of the original word, though it is quite well suited to the

previous context. The original Ps. came to an end with this

couplet
7. A later editor, probably of 39, a<Jds, as a liturgical prayer, a

tetrameter line.

Oh, that the salvation of Israel might come forth from Zion !

Zion is here conceived as the capital seat of Yahweh's dominion,
from whence therefore salvation comes. This implies a well-

ordered worship in the temple and a strongly defended city, as in

Pss. 46, 47* Here is an entirely different situation from that of
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v.
2
,
where salvation comes from Yahweh in heaven ; cf. i icr for a

similar gloss.

A still later liturgical addition, a tetrameter couplet, was made,

probably in ^, calling upon the congregation in public worship :

In that Yahweh hath restored the prosperity of His people,
Let Jacob rejoice, let Israel be glad.

The juss, form probably has juss, sense, although at this late

date it might be regarded as having lost its distinctive rung., and

so be translated as indicative future, "shall rejoice," "shall be

glad," EV8
. ; the former is more suited to a liturgical gloss, the

latter is tolerable only in the view that it was original to the Ps.,

and then the early date would be against this interpretation of the

jussive. In thaf\. The infinitive cstr. with prep, may be inter-

preted as temporal clause, "when" 3 and most Vrss. and inter-

preters, but better as giving ground or reason for the exhortation,

cf. 9
4
. Yahweh hath restored the prosperity ofHis people~\* This

is to be preferred, especially at this late date, to the more specific

and earlier rendering of the phr.,
"
bring back the captivity,"

which does not suit a late iiturgical addition.

dj.; not 0/>* G* stultus 5, fool EV*,, but impudent^ contu-

si shameless^ as impudens with the double sense of immodest and impu-
dent: (a) towards God 14.1

= 532 74
18 - 22 Dt. 32

21 all of heathen, Dt. 32
6 of

Israel ; () towards men, antith. to an| nobleminded, and so shameless^ base-

minded Is. y&-* 2, S. 3
s8

I3
ia

Je. iy
u Ez. I3

3
(?); coll. of the contumelious

^33 njsnn Ps. 39, cf. Pr. i;
7 - 21

3O
22

Jb. 210 3O
8
. This mng. is confirmed by

nSa: n. f. wanton^ immodest^ intpudettt deedt not in ^, but GIL 34
T
(J) Jvu 19

s8

2 S.' I3
12 +, and the denom. vb. fSaj not in \fr, but Qal be impudent Pr. 30

s2
,

Pi. treat with impudence or contumely : God Dt. 32
16

, father by son Mi. T
6
,

the divine throne Je. I4
2
*, Nineveh by Yahweh Ka. 3

6
. ^n^ntfn] Hiph. pf.

3 pi. action completed in present. J nntf vb. Hiph. (i) destroy yS
88- 45 IO628

and prob. 57, 58, 59, 75 (titles) ; (2) corrupt in moral sense Gn. 612 (P)

Zp. 3
7
, act corruptly Ps. 14* = 532 Dt. 416

3I
29 Is. I4 Je. 6s8. u^nn] Hiphu

pf. pi. 3 m. without conj., emph. coordination, v. f. n^^d ** &* ^ S3
2

has ^jr, v. fa but this is prob. an error of copyist. The conj. i between the

vbs. in 53
2 is prosaic and not original. The resemblance of the passage to

Zp. 3
7 favours the view that the noun is really obj. of both vbs. ^jm^'j? ptt]

= v.36 antith. to DTI^ fK. The phr. = 53
2-

*, cf. 37 Ecc. 7
20

. The ptc. has

nominal force, well-doer* avo, good is seldom in an ethical sense 3415 37
s7

52^,

v. 4*. 4 adds ofa icrrw Iwy tvost assimilated to v.s and not original. 8* nn>]
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emph. antith. ^32 ; the situation is dramatic as Ps. 2. D^s'r] also emph.,

the heavenly residence in antith. with earthly men. *TEV?] Hiph. pf. emph.

present. J ^Qr vb., Niph. look forik from heaven &5
12

, J Hiph. same, elsw.

102*^ La. 3
s0 Dt. 2615 ; cf. sen same, 33

1G So15 IO22 '3
. *?V r:=3 Hiph. ptc.

nominal force, as ac nry, acting with understanding at having insight, antith.

to ^a; ; cf. j?*7. 3. ^n] ufo :*v$0/<? =
T^J 53* //^ a&7& o/"zV. & in both Trdi/-

res. The former as 49
18

IO3
19 ng91

145^ the latter as 2g
9.~iD] Qal pf. 3 m.

TD % <^, of revolt** Dt. H 1G
i;

17
Je. 5^. For this 53* has JD Qal pf. 3 m.

J -JiD Qal backslide, prove recreant, to Yahweh, abs. jj>* Pr. I4
14

, c. fs Ps. So19
.

Niph. (i) reflexive turn oneself back, prove faifliless, c. nna Zp. I 6, "WIN

Is. 5O
5

Je. 3S
23 Pss. 44

19
yS

57
(prep, omitted) ; (2) passive, be turned back,

repulsed by foes, with -nnx 35* 4O
15 (= 7O

3
) 1 29

s
Is. 42IT

Je. 46
5

. This

L lacks a tone. \Ve might think that in the original both vbs. no and JD

stood, as two vbs. v.B ; and that one copyist took one vb., the other the

other. nrr] s>. -^, together, of joint action. in^x:] Niph. pf. 3 pi.

an Arabism, be tainted, corrupt, elsw. ptc. n^w Jb. I5
16

. in* D: ^J*],

not even a single one. DJ in the sense of %even 38
11

78
20

I32
12

, DJI ^. 515
.

4. Ksn] interrog. with neg. expostulation. ijn;] emph. present, v. i6.

|i ^gs"S:;] so (Q of 53
5
, but | omits ^3 there. It is an easy and frequent

insertion, v. 5
6 69, and it makes the 1. too long. *$% ^sx] Qal ptc. pi.

cstr, nominal force. jS^K (i) eat: man subj. I282 ; (a) manna 7S*
24 - 25

, birds

7S
29

, cnS ^N /ta^ a meal 14* (= 53^) 41^ JO2S 1 272 Gn. 3" 3I
54

37
25

43
26- S2

2 K. 48 ; (^) sacrificial meals Pss. 22s7- *> IO628, even of God, in question 5O
13

;

(tf) in mourning, fig. ashes I0210, cf. So6 (Hiph.) ; (2) animals subj. : insects

78
45

IO5
35- 85

, dogs 59
16

, ox IO629 ; (3) enemies, devour, op /^ = 53
5
, Jacob

79
7
, the flesh of the people 27

2
; (4) subj. things, devour, fire i89 2i 10

5O
8

78
08

,
zeal 69

10
. Hiph.^7^<? to eat, God subj. nan 3^ns 8 1

17
, fig. njD*i onj^ So6.

Usage makes it plain what is meant here, a taking of the ordinary meal.

5. Jar] adv. dem. there: (i) simple designation of place after 3U*> 69
s6

I07
36

I37
1
, defining "rx KH17

; "u* relative 122*; (2) pointing to a place at

the end of the clause 48T
87*-

6
; (3) emph. at beginning of sentence, point-

ing to a place where something important had happened or will happen,

especially in description, /^ (= 53
6
) 36

13 where defeat had taken place, 666

rejoicing, 6S28 procession, IO4
25- a movement of animals or ships in the sea ;

other conceptions I32
17

I33
8
137* 139

s - 10
. nor, same with n local, place I225,

emph. 76*5 v. BZ?B,
irjD ^ns] vb. Qal pf. 3 pi. aorist Jins. Vb. dread,

abs. 78
53 Dt. 2866 Je. 36^*^ cog. ace. Pss. i^ = 53

6 Dt 2867 Jb. 3
s5

;

c. \2 Pss. 27
1 H9161

. t "^D ^ elsw ^ (i) dread, before Yahweh IO5
38 up120

,

the enemy 64*, peril at night 9i
5
; (2) obj. of dread -3I

12
362 53

6
. 53

6 adds

ins vn x1

?, an explanatory addition to emphasise either that the calamity

came -when there was no apparent reason for dread, or else that there was no

real reason for it. The great difference between 14 and 53 now appears.
D-aStf v>] 14^ 53 is parallel with mm V) 14^ = D^^S^f VD 53**, both causal

clauses with God subj. It is, however, improbable that D^N was in the orig-

inal Ps. of B. itT'on
145 m$r pnj -j^a] i4

55 - fl for which nninan "jjh mojy "TS
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53
6&- c

. These variations are evidently due to a copyist's error, and not to

intentional change. The texts were written originally thus in g :

14. ran '# rsjr p"*x -na

53. nan -pri nssj? ITS

There is nothing to correspond with p"x in 53, therefore it was an explanatory
addition to "in, which without it is unintelligible, "na might be interpreted
as Aram, -na scatter = -ITB, and it might have been an unconscious substitu-

tion or interpretation of the form of the original J "ITS vb. Xiph., bones are

scattered at the mouth of Sheol i^v. Pi. subj. Yahweh, scatter, disperse,

enemy Sp
11

, hoar frost I47
15

; subj. man, his ways, so to run hither and thither

to other gods Je. 3
13

,
scatter money Ps. H29 Pr. II-4. 115 in the sense of

scattering enemies is most suited to context, and in all probability original

here, onsr, their counsel, plan (v. /*), best explains both readings. In the

one text it was explained as against the
\i^,

the afflicted (?. 0#) ; in the other,

it was rd. as rto? bones (v. 6s), due possibly to I4I
T
. This then had to be

explained, and so the gl. originated either *pn, < apflpwrapArjcwv, 3T qui homi-

nes placet, or *|in thy besieger, Qal ptc. sf. 2 s. Jn:n vb. Qal encamp, of army,
c. ^p 27

3
; *? a^ao metaphor for protection 34

8
; here c. ace. besiege. But sf.

2 pers. and ace., both suspicious, and improbable in original. 14 has ^a^
Hiph. impf. 2 pi. ea (v. &*). 53 has nrfc^an Hiph. pf. 2 m. fully written

form. But neither of these is suited to context, which requires 3 sg. The

Hiph. in the sense of be put to shame is common, as 1 19
31 - U6

Je. 2^ 615 46
24

431.
1.23

50
2- 2

; then ns;r might be subj. and the form have been B^an. The
2 pi. is a later interpretation. The 2 sg. pf. is also an interpretation. insir:]

I4
7 for wh. CDS? 53. Here again the resemblance is so great in form that the

difference must be due to interpretation and not intention. The sfs. are in

both cases later interpretations ; the difference between Dn2 and DNS is slight

in ancient scripts and in some dialects in pronunciation. J npns n.m> ref-uge,

esp. of God, elsw. 46^ 6i4 62s - 9
yi

7
73

2S
gi'

2- 9 94^ I42
8
, rocks for conies IO4

1S
.

This is suited to the context of 14 in part, but not to the original Ps.

J [Os] Qal reject, refuse, c. ace., subj. God 53
8
S9

89
, subj. men 36^ nS22

;

c. a subj. God yS
59- 67

subj. men io624 ; Niph. be rejected 15**. This vb. in perf.

3 m., suits context and the original Ps. 7. TOr^?] expressive of ttnsA = 53
T

55
7

(v. f) and introduces a liturgical addition, as no2
. nptr] sg. cstr. =

53 ntyeh pi cstr., the former salvation, the latter saving acts, the former more

probable, v. 38, ^5*5^! II
3PJ poetic terms for the nation and later for the

religious community, v. BDB. aitfa] inf. cstr. temporal, Hu., Ba., Du.,

Dr., Kirk. ; but this is not so well suited to context as causal, giving reason

of rejoicing ; cf. 9
4
. The phr. f mat? aiir is technical, // (= 53

7
) 8s

2 I261-*

Dt. 30* Je. 291* 30
3-i8

3I
23
33* 48^ 49^ Ho. 6^ Am. 9" Zp. 2T

3
20 Ez. I658

29
W

J 41
Jb- 4210* In most of tnese passages we might render, restore cap-

tivity, bring back captives ; but some of them must have the more general

mng. restore prosperity. If the former here, the liturgical addition must have

been very early, after the restoration of Zion to the centre of the Jewish reli-
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gion; if the latter, it may have been at a much later date. 'Possibly there

are two stages of liturgical addition in this verse. nsir;] v. j1
'2
, \\

S
J;,

v. 2^
both juss,, the latter in form. They should be interpreted as real juss. If,

however, the previous clauses be temporal, it would seem necessary to inter-

pret them as future indicatives, and to regard the juss. form as having lost its

significance.

PSALM XV., STRS. 2s I03 I
s
.

Ps. 15 is a didactic poem, inquiring what sort of a man is

qualified to be a guest of Yahweh (v.
1
) ; describing him in ac-

cordance with a decalogue of duties (v.
2

^) ; and declaring such

a man secure (v.
5c

).

yAHWEff, who shall ie a guest in Thy tent?

Who shall dwell on Thy holy mount?

JJE that walketh perfect in his righteousness ;

He that speaketh truth in his mind ;

Who hath not played the spy upon his neighbour, -

Hath not done harm to his friend,

Hath not taken up a reproach against the one near to him. ^
Despised in his eyes is the reprobate ;

But them that fear Yahweh he honoureth.

He doth swear to (his friend) and changeth not.

His silver he hath not given in usury,

Nor taken a bribe against the innocent

"fflHQSQ doeth these things shall not be moved,

Ps. 15 was in B and &H (#. Intr. 27, 31). It was not taken up into

the earlier major Psalters, because it was neither hymn nor prayer, but simply

didactic in character, and so less suited for public worship. It resembles

Ps. 24s
-8

, which has a similar couplet of inquiry and a similar response; now
a tristich, but probably originally a couplet, with a concluding couplet; and

therefore more artistic than Ps. 15. The measure of Ps. 24 is also trimeter,

the response is simpler and earlier. The language and phrasing are so dif-

ferent that there seems to be no interdependence. The situation is entirely

different with Is. 3314
"16

, where there is a couplet of inquiry, a pentastich of

response and a concluding tristich. These are tetrameters. But the language
and phrasing are so similar to Ps. 15 that there is interdependence; and prob-

ably the briefer ethical conception of Is.
8 is earlier than the more complete

one of the Ps. The question has the same conception of guest "iu; although
in Is. 8 Yahweh is a consuming fire, in the Ps, He has a hospitable tent. The
different situations at the time of composition explain this variation. Three
of the ethical requirements are the same; (i) D>DH fta v.2* = nipi* ^n
Is. 33

15
. . This is all the more the case if we read in v.2* ip-rea cnon -|Sn.
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(2) ncK 12-5 v.a=antfi -en Is. 33
355

. (3) n^ xh inr v.^rs-mtfa -prs VBS ip
Is. 33

15<z
. The conclusion v.5c may be regarded as a summary statement of

Is. 33
16

. The Geniara {Makkotk f. 240) states: "David compresses the

613 commands of the Law in eleven, Isaiah in six, Micah (6
5
) in three;

Amos (5
4
) and Hb. (2

4
) each in one." The comparison is good though the

conception of the author is unhistoric. V.26 shows such a highly developed
sense of mental truthfulness, that it implies the influence of Persian ethics, and

therefore the Persian period. The form of the decalogue implies familiarity

with its use in the earlier Heb. codes, and a legal habit of mind. This dec-

alogue does not include duties to God as the primitive Decalogue; but is

rather like those decalogues of E, D, H, which comprehend duties to man.

V.55 np
1

?-*^ <

p:"'?>' nnr implies *p: " v& " nS ""ntf np^ IPK Dt. 27'^, one

command of a primitive decalogue among the sources of D; cf. also Ex. 23
3
.

V.Sa *]CU3 pyx 1

? isD3 implies "}tr.n r pn s6 fflDrTK Lv. 25
07 out of one of

the groups of laws of H; cf. Ex. 22s*
(z'.

Br. Hex- 2s*
229-239). The codes of D

and H were familiar to our psalmist, but he betrays no knowledge of P. The
Ps. seems to give an appropriate answer to the demand of Samaritans to

participate with the Jews in the rebuilding of the temple, Ezr. 42 sq.

Str. I. is a couplet of inquiry, as 24
3- 8- 10

Is. 33". 1. Who]
not, what person? but as often, what sort of a person? what shall

be his character? shall be a guest in Thy tenf\, #. Ps. 5
5
. The

tent is a poetic term for the temple 27^ 6i5
, based upon the

ancient sacred tent of Yahweh, prior to the building of the temple

yS
60' 67

. The temple was really the house or palace of Yahweh;
sometimes conceived as the place of sacrifice and worship, some-

times as the place of His royal presence, to which He admits His

servants, either as guests or to shelter them from their enemies.

dwell on Thy holy Mount\ parall. with previous line, but not

entirely synonymous. The privilege of access to the sacred tent

as guests is one thing ;
the privilege of a residence on the holy

mountain as citizens is another. The holy mount is here as else-

where Jerusalem or Zion (#. z6).

Str. II. is a decalogue composed of two pentades of ethical

requirements. The first, 2-3, comprehends a couplet and a trip-

let The couplet is more general, requiring: (i) Moral walk or

conduct. In this the guest of Yahweh should be perfect in his

righteousness], complete, faultless, so probably the original, to

rhyme with the other lines of the pentade. These two kindred

words seemed to a later prosaic editor to require each its own

verb, and so he inserted "worketh" before "
righteousness," and

i
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destroyed the measure, (2) Moral speech. He that speaketh

truth]) not merely of external speech to others as i K. 2216
Je. 9*

Zc. 816
, where truth and falsehood are conceived in the preexilic

sense as connected with injury to others ; but, internal speech, to

himself, in his mind"}, the later and much higher conception

of truthfulness, due to Persian influence ; the Persians, from an

earlier date than their contact with Israel, being distinguished

above all other ancient nations for the stress they put upon moral

truthfulness. The more general attitude of this first pair of ethical

requirements passes over into the more specific negative conduct

in the triplet, which is progressive in order of thought. The rela-

tionship becomes constantly closer in the order : his neighbour, his

friend, the one near to him, so also in the actions. play the spy

upon~\. This is the ordinary meaning of the Heb. phr. ; but a

copyist in the omission of a single letter of the original
"
neigh-

bour," substituted a Hebrew word meaning
"
tongue," and so made

an obscure and unexampled phr. and construction, which has been

rendered in various ways. Those most familiar to English readers,

are :
" He that hath used no deceit in his tongue

"
PBV.,

" He that

backbiteth not with his tongue
"

AV.,
" He that slandereth not

with his tongue*' RV.
;
none of which is well sustained. Hath

not done harm to\. The evil disposition, as expressed in spying, has

passed over into an active doing of injuries, and reaches its climax

in : hath not taken up a reproach against the one near to him.

The second pentade, 4-5 &, is also composed of a couplet and

triplet, the couplet general, the triplet specific. The couplet is

antith. The reprobate^, the one rejected by Yahweh (v, 14?
(W7iaedt:rt) =53

6
), antith. them thatfear Yahweh\ His worshippers,

cf. 222*
25

12
34

10 ii2 l us 11- 13 n84 I281- 4
135-. The former are

despised in his eyes], his eyes look upon them with contempt ;
the

latter he honoureth* The triplet is progressive, as the previous one,

in the rejection of degrees of wickedness. He doth swear to his

friend~\, so < "neighbour" PBV. ; which is easier and more suited

to the context than the stronger and tempting, "to his own hurt"

3, AV., RV., JPSV., and most moderns. This rests upon a dif-

ferent interpretation of the same original consonant letters, which

in the unpointed text may be interpreted by two different words.

and changeth not~\, that is, adheres to his oath and does not
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violate it. This probably refers in accordance with the subsequent
context to a promise made to a friend of some benefit or help.

The violation of the oath of promise now passes over to the more

positive usury, and more guilty bribery, in violation of the ancient

codes; the former of Ex. 2224
(E) Lv. 25" (H) Dt. 23

20
, cf.

Ez. iS8- 13- 17 Pr. 288
;
the latter of Ex. 23* (E) Dt. 27* (Deca-

logue) Dt. io17 i6 19
i S. 8s

,
cf. Is. i

23
5* 33

13 Ez. 22* Ps. 26*

Pr. 1 7
s3

.

Str. III. is a monostich, summing up the decalogue in final re-

sponse to Str. I. 5c. Whoso doeth these things shall not be

moved"}. This phr. is often employed to indicate the firm, secure

condition of the people of God, in Zion, v. icf. A later editor

thought that he strengthened it by adding
" forever."

1. nw] unnecessary gl. ^^TrJ. ">??]
the sacred mountain Zion; see &

This couplet rhymes in &z. and is syn. throughout. 2. "j^*] ptc. fully writ-

ten, rel. indefinite, so -121. *]Si of moral, religious walk, course of life ; #.A
} ^sn] adj. ; the physical mngs., whole, entire, sound, are not in &, but

only the ethical mng., sound, innocent, having integrity ; (a) of God's way
iS"51, as Dt. 32*, law Ps. 198; () of man iS3*, his way ioi-- 6

119% cf. iS88,

without i*n, Dwa S412, a^sn ace., of way 75- Pr. 281S
. Other constructions

Pss. iS26 iigw, adj. for noun late ; pi. 3;
ls Pr. 221 aS10

; c. sh f, ssn 9?.

P75 ^3 antith. p SJD, s/. j. This makes a tetrameter with caesura, and

also a double requirement at the beginning; whereas in every other line

there is a single trimeter requirement* ^b is therefore a gl. to separate fn*

and o^sr, which originally belonged together. \Ve should rd. ip^s for rhyme.

For P7.X, /. ^3 . cf. Is. 33
16 mp'W l^n. % rc^] n.f. (i) faithfulness^ reliableness^

(a) of man 45* 5i
8 H9*3

; (3) of God : rssta as the sphere in which man may
walk 26* 8611, cf. 25

s
; (2) attribute of God so

10
3i

6
54

7
yi

22
, associated with

npn 25! 40n- 12
69
U 8615 H5 1

I38
2 Gn. 2427 Q) Is. i65, as messenger of God

Pss. 57* 6i8
8s

11
89

15
, cf. 43

3
; His faithfulness endureth forever 117-, cf. 146^;

it reacheth unto the skies 57
11 io86, is shield and buckler 91*; used with ntr

ill8
, pTS 85

12
, as**rn in 7

; (3) seldom truth, and then not in an abstr. sense,

but ratherfaithfully, truly> no ->3i if I K. 22W Je. 9* Zc. S16
; so the divine

laws are true, reliable, Pss. I9
10

II9
142- 15L 16 Mai. 26 ; (4) adv. in truth, truly,

Ps. 132" Je. io10, HDN2 Ps. I45
1S

, cf. T?$ i, n
T
3ir;K ^. i

a?^?] the long

form for the usual "u^i ; c. ~\3T only here, elsw. c. ^n, v. 4$ \ cf. 2^2 "at

EC. 2i, 2 1

? op EC. I 16,* -i
1

? ^ Gn. 24^ (J), 2
s

? ^ i S. i (?); cf. Is. 33
16

-

3. Sn^V] the ptcs. of previous v. pass over into Qal pf. of general truth,

in negative rel. clause, ntrN omitted as usual in poetry. f?n a.X Qal pf.

denom. SJH foot, v. S7, dub. mng. & ^56Xucrev also for f^rn 36* is prob.

interpretation; so 3 w* tfJ/ facihs in lingua. It is better to render play &u
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spy upon. This is urged by the mng. of Pi, in Gn. 42
9 A6i

(E) Nu. 2I82

Dt. I
3*

Jos. 21 6^- 2s
7-

a
I4

7
(JE) Ju. iS2- 17 I S. 26* 2 S. io3 is

10 i Ch. 198,

#? a^/rf as spy or explorer. 2 S. ig-
8

is usually rendered slander, but it might

just as well have the mng. play the spy, and usage urges it. The only other

use of vb. is Tiph. Ho. n3 teach to walk (dub.). The difficulty with *?:n is

due to 12 1?
1

? *?;?, which is not homogeneous to the vb. The context suggests

vyf ty upon his neighbour, Che. The s of MVh originated from dittog. after

the omission of r. We should probably also rcL ^j? for better measure. It is

possible that some of the Vrss, interpreted 'rjn as Aram. *?Jt lie, deceive.

Jnjn] n.f. (i) evil, distress, 34
22

go
15

gi
10

roy
26- 39

, njn or 2;
5
41* Je. 1717.18

5I
2
,

T

n^n evils Pss. 34
2a
40

13
;i

23 S84 Hi6 Dt. 32
23

, "\ rvp Ps. 37
19

Je. 227- 28
1 1*2

I5
U Am. 5

13
; (2) mY, injury, wrong, Pss. 2I 12 28s 3S

26
5O

19
52

s
lop

5
,

c. ^ ns? //, sm 35
4
4i

8 HO3 Gn. 50* (E) Je. 36
3
48

2
, tfca Pss. 71^.

2*

i S. 241 25^, trni Ps. 38
18

, ran 40
i5 = 7o

3
,
a^cr 3512 3S

2i Gn. 44* (J) Je. i8

5 124
; (3) ^z/zY in ethical sense Pss. g^ IO7

34
. J nsig] n.f. emph. (i) reproach

(a) against man, taunt, scorn, of enemy 69
20 - 21

7i
18

89
61

II9
22

, ns-\n r:

Je. 3 1 19 Ez. 36
15 Mi. 616 all against, so Ps. if

3
(no reason to suppose a special

sense of slander here), 'n Nfrj c. h$ bear reproach for 698 Je. if
15

Zp. 3
18

,

TJ no^n 119^; (&) against God 69
10

74
s22

79
12

; (2) object of reproach 227

39
9
,

/l
? 7i rpn fo^/w^ ^rf of reproach to $i& 79* 89^ zoo26, cf. 44

1*
69
n

yS
66

.
^j]

in the sense of %take up, utter; elsw. mar 8i8
, NirS I39

20
, cf.

24*, names i64, covenant 5O
16

. u^p] the one near to him, of relationship, as

38
12

, cf. Ex. 32
21

neighbour. 1. nni] and DD: Niphs. may be either pfs. or

ptcs. The impf. 155^ does not help. It is itself doubtful. The connection

of v^jn with n?3; and the antith. with
155]

make it most probable that this is

the chief vb., and that there is another antith. between the obj. of DXCJ and

^T.- Jnra vb. despise, regard with contempt, subj. God 22s5 5 1 19 69^ 73
20

I0218 ; ptc. pass. 227 Je. 49
15

; Niph. be despised Pss. x$ II9
U1

Is, 538-
8

Je. 22s8.
'

ifcJi^S}] emph.; but n dub. in measure,
tnj v.j*. "Q3$-

The change of tense was due to change of order of words in sentence and is

of doubtful originality. patrj] Niph. pf. 3m. J yye Niph. (i) of man, swear

a solemn oath, abs. H9106
, nmo

1

? 24*, pnn
1

? 15*; c. a by God 63
12

, by man in

imprecation IO29, mmS I32
2

; (2) of God, abs. no4
, in

1

? 89
4- 50

132
11

, EHpa

89
s6

, *)a 95
U

. jrin^] may be to his hurt, article for sf. and ?n hurt, v. j5;

so IE, Ew., Hu. ; inf. Hiph. ?jn, v. 2227, Aq., 6. 3 ut se affligat; so De.,

BS., as Lv. 5*. T<? trKyo-lov a^rou, J$proximo suo, so 5, Gr., Dathe j
= ^S

as v.8i. This is easier and more suited to the context, though not so noble

a conception as is MT. At the same time it would be difficult to prove
the existence of such an ethical conception at so early a date as this Ps.

*inj Hiph. impf. 3 m, defectively written J-nQ, vb. not used in Qal; but

Hiph. change of earth in earthquake 46
8
(?), c. ace. pSn Mi. 2*, here abs. ;

(2) exchange, Ps. I0620 Ho, 4
7
.
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PSALM XVI., 3 STR. 84
.

Ps. 16 is a psalm of faith. The psalmist has sought refuge

in Yahweh his sovereign Lord, and supreme welfare (v.
1'2

) ; whose

good pleasure is in His saints (v.
3
). The apostates have many

sorrows, and he keeps apart from them and their impious wor-

ship (v.
4

).
Yahweh is his portion and his inheritance in pleasant

places (v.
5-6

) ; he enjoys His counsel (v.
7

) and continual helpful

presence (v.
8

) ;
he is glad and secure (v.

9
),

confident that Yahweh
will not abandon him in Sheol (v.

10

), but will grant him life and

joy forever in His presence (v.
11

).

|EEP me, 'El
;
for I have sought refuge in Thee.

I said to Yahweh :
" Thou art my sovereign Lord,**

For my welfare is not (without) Thee.

To the saints who are in the land,

(Yahweh) makes wonderful all His good pleasure in them.

They shall multiply their sorrows who hurry backwards,

I will not offer their drink offerings, because of bloodshed ;

I will not take up their names upon my lips.

Y^HWEH is my share, (my) portion, and my cup;

(Yahweh Is) the maintainer of my lot (for me).
The lines are fallen for me in pleasant places ;

Yea, mine inheritance is (mighty over) me.

I will bless Yahweh, who hath given me counsel :

Yea, in the dark night my reins admonish me.

I have set Yahweh continually before me :

Since He is on my right hand, I shall not be moved.

fHEREFORE my heart is glad (in Yahweh) ;

(Also) my glory rejoiceth (in Yahweh) ;

Also my flesh dwelleth securely :

For Thou wilt not leave me to Sheol ;

Thou wilt not suffer Thy pious one to see the Pit;

Thou wilt make known to me the path to Life.

Fulness of gladness is in Thy presence ;

Loveliness is on Thy right hand forever.

Ps. 16 was in 31 belonging to the group of DinroD (% Intr. 25, 27).

It was not in JB3&. That is the reason probably why it was separated from

the other Miktamim, 56-60, which have been preserved, all of which were in

B3&. This favours an early date for the Ps. (i) There is a use of Je. 23* 33
16

t- 33^9 nsa 1

? ptt? in v.95 ; (2) a dependence upon Ez. in the conception (a)

of sains, consecrated ones, for faithful Israelites in accordance with the code

ofH v.s, and () ofthe pit in Sheol v.10 ; (3) a much greater dependence upon
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Is. 2 * 3
(a) in the phrase, His gcod pleasure in them v.36, cf. Is. 44

2S
4610 4814

;

(<) apostasy expressed by hurrying backwards v.40, cf. Is. 5O
5

; (c] the drink

offerings v.4* if of blood, correspond with the abominations described in

Is. 57
5flQ- 65

11 663
; and it may be that v.4c finds its best illustration in

Is. 65
15

, as Ba. suggests. The worship there repudiated is that of Palestine

and Syria, not that of Babylonia or Egypt. If the situation is the same, we
must think of the late days of the Exile or the early days of the Restoration.

But it is more probable that these drink offerings \\ere repudiated because

those who made them were guilty of bloodshed, of murder of innocent per-

sons. This favours a time when there was no strong government to repress

such disorders. (4) The reference to a share or portion in the land (v.
5
)

also favours one who has recently returned to the Holy Land. The ex-

pression
*' Saints who are in the land" implies an antith. to those who were

not in the land, those still in exile, such as would be quite natural for one

recently come to the land from among the exiles. (5) The tone of the Ps.

is one of calm trust in Yahweh and the enjoyment of prosperity attributed to

Yahweh. The author calmly separates himself from the apostates ; but there

is no evidence of active hostility, still less of peril or warfare. This does not

favour the times of hardship and poverty described by Hg. and Zc., or the

times of conflict of Ne. and Ezr. The Ps. was composed either between

these times or subsequent thereto. (6) There is a single Aramaism, v.65

^ metf, which is found elsewhere only Dn. This might have been used

at any time in the Persian period; but most likely not at its beginning.

However, it is a copyist's error. has the correct text in a common word

ma:. (7) The calm view of death and the expectation of the presence

of God and blessedness after death imply an advance beyond Is. 57
1"2

; but

prior to the emergence of the doctrine of the resurrection of the righteous

Is. 2619, that is, in the Persian period. The same point of view is in Pss. 1 7
16

4916
7S

23"26
Jb. I9

25-27
. (8) The author was one of the onon v.105, the pious

who distinguished themselves carefully from those who were not faithful to

Yahweh, and kept apart from them. (9) There is no trace of the observance

of P, or of the practice of temple worship, in this profession of piety, probably,

therefore, the date was prior to these. On the whole the composition of the Ps.

is best assigned to the time subsequent to Zerubbabel and prior to Nehemiah.

The Ps. is tetrameter and of three strophes. It is doubtful whether these are

of eight lines or seven. If the text of Str. III. v.9
-11 is the test, it is not diffi-

cult to find glosses in v.3*- 5" with Du. If these are regarded as original, it is

not difficult to reconstruct v.9 into three lines and regard v.9aft as condensed

by a prosaic scribe into one line, leaving a trace of it in having one word too

many. V.*-H* is cited Acts a25"32 from @, and applied by St. Peter to the

resurrection of Christ; so v.106 by St. Paul, Acts I3
86

. The hopes of the

Ps., which apply only to the enjoyment of the presence of God after death, in

view of the subsequent emergence of the doctrine of the resurrection, are

realised in the eternal life of the resurrection, and so first in Christ, the first

fruits of that resurrection.
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Str. I. is a tetrameter octastich \ three synth. lines giving the

psalmist's attitude toward God, two Yahweh's attitude toward

the saints of the land, and three the attitude of both toward the

apostates. 1-2. Keep me~\, a plea for protection based on:

/ have soughf ?'efuge in Thei], cf. 2
12

5
32

y
2 n l +. / said to

Yahweh}, so Vrss., RVV JPSV., Dr., Kirk.
; and not "(O my soul)

thou hast said," MT., PBV., AV., which is not well sustained by
text or context. Thou art my sovereign Lord\ "my Master 51

JPSV.,
"
my Lord " AV. ; pi. intensive, as ^ S1

, and not the

divine name "
Adonay,"

" the Lord " RV.m My welfare"], pros-

perity, is to be preferred to " my goods," possessions, <, F, PBV.,
elsw. only EC. 5

10
; or to "goodness

" AV. "Good " RV. is too

general. is not (without) Thee'}, as 3, is most prob.
"
Nothing

unto Thee "
PBV.,

"
(extendeth) not to Thee "

AV., cannot be

sustained. RV. "
beyond Thee "

is dub. (Dr.) ; though urged by

Ew., RS., Kirk. :
" Not merely is God the source of all his weal,

but everything which he recognizes as a true good, God actually

contains within Himself." The simpler idea that the psalmist is

entirely dependent on Yahweh, the source of all good, for his

welfare, and cannot prosper without divine favour, is much more

probable. 3. To the saints who are in the land], as distin-

guished from those abroad, those of the dispersion. ( Yahweh)
makes wonderful all His goodpleasure in them}, so (&, Y ; prefer-

able to f^, which is so difficult to interpret that there is no

agreement among later Vrss. or commentators. Yahweh takes

good pleasure in these saints, and He magnifies His good pleasure

in them in a wonderful manner. 4. They shall multiply their

sorrows, who hurry backwards}, cf. 44
19

Is. 5O
S
; apostates who

turn away from Yahweh and go backwards in apostasy from Him.

This is better sustained by f^ and Vrss. than "hasten after

another (God)" AV., run after
"
PBV., make suit unto "

JPSV.,

which are not sustained by Hebrew usage; or than "exchange

(the Lord) for another (god)
"
RV., Kirk., so essentially Dr., which

requires unnecessary emendation of text. The psalmist, having

represented that the saints enjoyed the wonderful good pleasure

of Yahweh, now turns to the apostate Israelites who have gone
backwards from Yahweh to the worship of other gods, and repre-

sents that they, in reverse of enjoying Yahweh's good pleasure,
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incur a multitude of sorrows. Iwill not offer their drink offerings

because of bloodshed^ ; that is, participate with them in their drink

offerings to Yahweh, which were abominable because they were

associated with bloodshed, the murder of innocent persons. Ba.

thinks of the offering of children Is. 57
5sq-

65"; Du. of the blood-

guiltiness of such offerings as they make, cf. Is. 66. I will not

take up their names upon my lips'], cf. 5o
ltJ

, in order to speak to

them or about them, not the names of the gods so worshipped,

according to the law, Ex. 23 (E), or their names as the names

these apostates take on their lips, RL, but the names of the

apostates themselves, Ba., as Is. 65
15

. The poet repudiates them

utterly, he will have nothing to do with them, will not even

mention them in conversation. The psalmist was undoubtedly
influenced by Is.

2
. If the Ps. belongs to the Persian period, we

may think of the apostates to idolatry described in antith. with

the pious, the saints, v.
3
.

Str. II. is composed of four syn. couplets. 5. Yahweh is my
share], in assonance with (my) portion and my cup, rather than
" share of my portion

" % though sustained by Vrss. and most

authorities. Yahweh is the maintainer of my lot (for me) ] . This

was probably the original text, according to the context. The

change to the ad person is improbable. It was doubtless due

to supposed editorial improvement of style. The poet here en-

larges upon v.
1

*. Yahweh, the source of welfare, also embodies

in Himself the share which He gives to His people, the portion

assigned them, the cup of pleasure which they enjoy; and all

this He maintains for them against all enemies and perils.

"The language used here reminds us of the Levites who had

no portion or inheritance, but Jehovah, was their portion, Nu. iS20

Dt io9 181
," Kirk. " Let others choose for themselves portions,

earthly and temporal, to enjoy ; the portion of saints is the Lord

eternal. Let others drink of deadly pleasures, the portion of my
cup is the Lord," Aug. 6. The lines'], the measuring lines of

the portion, or share in the land, cf. Ps. 78
s5 Mi. -a5 Am. 7

17
.

are fallen for me in pleasant places'], the lot in the holy land is

a delightful one. Yea, mine inheritance is (mighty over) me"],

the inheritance in Yahweh, Yahweh Himself as the inheritance, ||

share, v.*
1

,
as <, and so similar to iO3

n ny2
, where the mercy of
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God is mighty over His people. The "
goodly heritage

"
of EY S

.

is a paraphrase based on f^ which cannot be sustained. 7. Iwill

bless Yahweh who hath given me counsel~\. The psalmist passes

over from his portion in the land to his more intimate relations

with Yahweh, whom he has sought as his sovereign Lord, \\^ ; He
has counselled him in his life and conduct. My reins admonish

me}. The reins are the seat of the emotions and affections,

cf. Jb. 19* Pr. 23
16

Ps. 73
21

Je. 12*
|| mind, Je. u* i7

10 20u Pss. j
10

26% His own experience corresponds with Yahweh's counsel.

This admonition is in the dark night'}, as 92
3
134*, intensive pi.,

rather than "night seasons," AV., RV. 8. I have set Yahweh

continually before me}, before the mind, keeping Him continually

in mind. since He is on my right hand"}, present, near at hand,

as close as possible to help. This is the reason why, I shall not

be moved~}, the usual expression of confidence in God, Pss. io6

15*

i68 2i8
30

r 62s- 7 ii26
, cf. Pr. lo30 i23

.

Str. III. is composed of a syn. couplet between two syn.

triplets. 9. Therefore], because of confidence in Yahweh's

presence as sovereign Lord and portion. my heart is glad \ my
glory rejoicefli}* In both lines, in Yahweh, was probably in the

original, completing the measures. A prosaic copyist condensed

the two lines into a simple line, too long for the measure of the

Ps. also my flesh"}, the body in antith. with " heart
" and

"
glory," so making up the entire man, body and soul. dwelleth

securely], liveth without anxiety, without fear of enemies, cf. Dt.

33
12

Je. 23* 33
16

. 10. For thou wilt not leave me to Sheol].

Nephesh is here, as often, the person of the man himself. The

poet is not thinking of the soul as distinguished from the flesh,

but of himself as composed of both soul and body. It is true

the flesh does not go to Sheol at death, but only the soul. The

psalmist is here thinking of his entire self and not specifically

of that part of himself which goes to the abode of the dead.

He expects to die and to go to Sheol, but he prays that God
will not abandon him there ; will not leave him in the power
of Sheol ; but will go with him and remain with him there.

Thou wilt not suffer Thy pious one to see the Pit], The Heb.

nntf is not abstract "
corruption," which, though given in @ and

3, and followed by EV8

., has no authority in the usage of OT.
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he Pit is not the tomb, but is syn. with Sheol, usually under-

,ood as another name of Sheol itself as a pit or cavern under

ic earth ; but usage favours the opinion that it is a Pit in Sheol,

s a deeper place than Sheol, syn. Abaddon, the dungeon of Sheol.

The psalmist will see Sheol, but he will not be abandoned there ;

ic will not see the Pit, the dungeon of Sheol, the place of the

vicked. The pious could hardly go there. In antithesis with

:his, the psalmist has hope and confident expectation of the

presence and favour of God after death. 11. Thou wilt make

known to me the path to Life]. This might imply resurrection

if the Ps. were late enough, a path leading up out of Sheol to

eternal Life. But the context does not suggest this; the path

rather leads to the presence of God in the abode of the dead.

The path to life is antith. to the Pit in Sheol. Fulness ofgladness
is in Thy presence~\. The presence of Yahweh, to which the

path to life leads, gives gladness to the full, and complete satis-

faction, leaving nothing more to be desired. It is possible that

the glossator had this in mind as the supreme good or wel-

fare, v.
2
*. Loveliness \ gladness, on Thy right hand^ as the

place of honour, ||
in Thy presence, antith. to Yahweh's being on

his right hand in life, v.
86

. forever]. Such a hope he could not

express for this life; he is thinking of everlasting life in the

presence of Yahweh and on His right hand, after he has departed
this life and gone to Sheol.

1 . ^nsr] Qal imv. sf. I sg. nor, see I38 . The metheg of J interprets

quametz as a, but this is erroneous, and should be corrected to o as Ges. 9 y-

K.5.1- 8 - 101
. ^ poetic for God (v. Intr. 32). 2. rnsN] Qal pf. 3 f. imply-

ing tfaa as subj., so 1&, Rabb., RV,m . But it should be rnctf, defectively

written I pers., as 22 codd. De R., 0, 3J, 5, Houb., Ok, Ges. S Ko.1- 8* 151

Ew., aU cf. Ps. I40
1S

Jb. 42
2

I K. 848 Ez. i669. & dicens also favours this

form. -n] refers to God as distinguished from JIN referring to men. But

it is not necessarily Adonay. The context suggests the original mng. my
s&uereig}i lord^ as predicate of runs v. 2&. J raits] n.f. : (l) welfare, pros-

perity, happiness xb\ as Dt. 23
7
Je. 33^, obj. run Ps. io66 Jb. p

26 EC. 5" 66 ;

(2) bounty, good, as bestowed by God, Pss. 65
13 6811 8617

. nara nnn njn 35
13

38^1 1098 Gn. 44* (J) i S. 25
21

Je. iS20 Pr. ly
18

. v. ai /. This clause is not

in B
, but in ^ Nt A :B

, where nais is interpreted as my goods* "B bonorum, a

mng. very late, EC. 5
10

. J translates bene mihi, S &ya&6v />i, 1&

^ b"] ^s difficult and is variously interpreted : (i) @s'> * B Sri
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thoti hast no need or advantage, in a causal sentence. The on ma/ be an

interpretation or imply >; in the original. The v is interpreted in the sense

vtfor the sake of, as | 45* 79 105
u

. (2) 3 ? Ar, 3 dvev rov, paraphrased by

& "from Thee," is a translation of ^>^3, which Houb , Hi., Da. think was

in the original text. (3) Over, beyond, Ew.
** Thou art my highest gjod

1 "
Dr.

" My welfare is not beyond (?) Thee." B>B. gives in this mng. of exce:s % l$S
2
,

abo've all Thy name (dub.), in the sense of above, beyond Gn. 48^ Ex. i65

Nu. 3
4Q Dt. 25* Jos. 3

15 EC. i ls Dn. i-, in local relations, Lv. if
33 of time.

But none of these have precisely the sense proposed for this passage. (4) The
more usual mng. of s

;r, incumbent on, of duty, or care J 7
11 io14

37
5 4O3 56

13

62s
,

c. T srn 2211
55

123

;i
a is adopted by Ra. But it is then necessary to

make the clause interrog. or get a mng. the reverse of the context. Pe.

avoids this by changing
S3 to sr. (5) The mng. J in addition to 6i 7

6g
28

7 1
1* H514 is adopted by Ri., Moll., but it is improbable. The line is too short

in f. It is better to rd. as the original a real tetrameter "p;*^
W3 \~arj ^.

This explains J. The err. of J is chiefly the omission of L>2 of ^^2 by

haplog. and then the err. of
rj\^

for rp"7. 3. c^tr-:^] is also difficult and is

variously interpreted: (l) h in the sense of as for, as regard's IT
4,, 3, De

W., Ew., Dr.; (2) belonging to, Calv., Hengst., Hu., Pe., Moll; (3) depend-

ing on -ex as a second indirect obj. in antith. rim 1

? Ki., De., RV.m. This is

most suitable to context if the present text be correct. CT'^,7 pi. J iT"1^ adj.

sacred, holy : (i) used of^God, as exalted on theophanic throne 22* Is. 63,

exalted in victory Ps. gg
3- 5 - 9 Is. 5

16 I S. 2-, His name Ps. in 9
, Smr> s^p,

a divine name originating in the Trisagion, Is. 63
, used in Is. i* -*-iot Is.2 3

4I
i4 + i2t

? elsw. Je. so
29

5 15 2 K. IQ
22 Is. 37-

3 Pss. 7I
22

78*1 89^; (2) of

sacred place of temple in Jerusalem 46
5
65; (3) of persons, Aaron, io6w

,

BTip sacred ones, either f c^i?/j 89
5 - 8

Jb. 5
1

I5
15 2c. I4

6 Dn. S13- 1
", or

Israelites Dt. 33? Pss. id3 34
r> Dn. S24. T"1^] 6 & rvj 7^ ai>roO = 1N2 : sf.

is doubtless an interp., as io16 . 5 nc^] /ft^j'/ this fuller, more euphonic

form is alw. in ^, except 38
11 an-sj and 95

10c
a^ 1

, to which an 95
106 has

been assimilated by copyist: (i) emph. tfiey, (a) antith. to other persons

>: I207, urutf 209, nr I0227 loo28, with i adv., <5/ they 55
s2

63* io643, at

close of sentence emph. previous sf. even theirs 9" without justification in

usage, and doubtless txt. err. ; (2) resuming subj. with emphasis at the

beginning of a new sentence 2218 23* 27
2
37 43

8
48* 56

7
59

16 6210 IO7
24

,

stronger orra:i 38
U

; (3) as copula, properly at end of clause, they are or

werf 9
21

(?) 25
6
78 94

n
95

10 H9U1, after "N only id3 ; (4) in circum-

stantial clause nsm 886, ani 95
1
o. ^-nxi] is also difficult. 3 et magnificis \\

o i

'*L:H|i

u
', but the word is too distinct to dispense with the prep., and it is cstr.,

not abs., unless we suppose that 3 had -inx sg. coll. VN (v. 512
) is not used

elsw. in ^ in this sense, though not infrequent in early poetry. Ges.* 17W

allows an occasional cstr. in the sense of abs., but this is not allowed by more

recent grammars. We might, however, regard the cstr. as before a rel.

clause, De W., RV., Dr., and i as introducing an apod. (5 renders as vb.

ir&vra, rk 0eXifyira a#rov= THM 1

*. More than 90 codd. HP., so
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Theodoret, give K&ptos after the vb. This might be regarded as a gl. of inter-

pretation, but it may also be an interpretation of the final
" as an abr., for

mrr. This would, moreover, give us a needed tetrameter and a suitable

couplet :

rcn pto *K?K o

mm

t ["^Kl vb- is used in Niph. ptc. Ex. I5
11 of the majesty of God, cf. v,6 and

Is. 4221 in the Hiph. />/#>&<? glorious, which is appropriate to this passage.

This is the view essentially of Koehler, Schnurer, Bl, HuA 4. cr^g] is

regarded by ST, 9, Quinta, 3, Mich., Ols., Ew., Du. as fpl. for usual J o*3?J

n.(m.) images, idols, v. io636 - 38 H54
I35

15
; but ru-r elsw. pi. t[r3x?] n.f.

hurt) injury 147^ Jb. p
28

, sg. Pr. iolr)

I5
13

, so doubtless here after <, 5, Aq.,

RV., and most, v. \f. The lack of agreement between n.f. and vb. m. still

remains difficult The sf. DT cannot refer to previous context, but to the rel.

clause which follows. The vb. is interpreted by S, lE as Hiph., and so the

neglect of agreement is avoided, and this is to be preferred, though <d, Aq.,

S, 9, 5 take it as Qal. ins%] is variously interpreted: (i) by jf, 6 post

tergztm as -nnw adv. backwards, v. p. This is most prob. (2) <@ /JLCT& ravra

traxwav, *F postea acceleraverttnt in, either having sf. or Vrss. supplying it,

cf. 4918 50" 63. (3) H, Aq. as adj. Aq. refers to one's neighbour. But

most think of another god in accordance with subsequent context. $ -inx

adj. another, properly one coming behind, successors 49
U

, aliens 1098, -IHK Dp

I05
18

, inx ^K Ex. 34
14

(J), nnx Is. 428
, so Ps. i& (J). It is used of time

-\nK in lop
13

Jo. I
3

. v^s] Qal pf, 3 m. i.p.; Jnnc denom. ^nb purchase

price of wife Gn. 34
12

(J) Ex, 2216
(E) I S. iS-5, so vb. acquire by purchase

Ex. 2215 (E.) But there is no evidence of such a generalisation of the rang.

as is necessary if that is to be used here with De., Dr. (2) <, S, 5, 6, 2, 2C

take it as Pi. pf. J [ins] vb. Pi. (a) hasten Gn. iS6 Na. 26 Is. 49
17

. It is not used

in ^ unless here in this sense; but () as auxiliary having adv. force, sq. perf.

io613, elsw. imv. vj$ -n;2 69
18 IO23 I43

7
, so also prob. 798 sq. impf. (3) Aq.

ot fiXXov ticdiccMrev implies msn Hiph. pf. 112 act bitterly towards^ a vb. used

nowhere in ^ unless here. (4) It is possible to think of such a transposition

as the foregoing and then rd. iTsn Hiph. pf. nr?, as IO620. The conception
would be similar if in referred to another god, but the construction would

be different, and so condensed as to be necessarily obscure. This is the view

of Gr., once held by Ba., but subsequently abandoned. (5) Dy., followed by
Du., rds. nn D-nrw; but where is mirr used for worship of other gods ? ?/, 6P

We must choose between (2) and (4). on^Oi^DK Va] Hiph. impf. I p. of

resolution in classic style should have cohortative. J -JD j vb. Qal cog. ace.

pour out libation Ex. 3O
9
(P), pi Ho. 9*, Hiph. same cog. ace. Gn. 35

14
(E)

2 K. I613 Nu. 287 (P), so prob. here, to other gods Je. 7
18

, + 7 1. Je. The
noun J "p^ only here \b. <@f (rvvajdyto ras ffvvaytijyfa afarQv, IB congrcgabo
conventicula atsoj JDX Qal impf. I p. t|D gather together> collect^ cf. 39

7
,

and Niph. ptc. in shortened form, as nsw Is. I3
15

, cf. Gn. 49
s9

I S. I3
U

, inter-
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preted of assemblages in accordance with rvros NH. r and were easily con-

fused in Egyptian Aram, script. -7?]. It is interpreted by RV., Dr. as

p of material, consisting of blood. Ba. compares Is. 5/^65
n

, and thinks of

drink offerings connected with the sacrifice of children. De. thinks of the

guilty hands of the offerer. Moll, and Du. refer to Is. 663 " he that killeth an

ox is as he that slayeth a man." Kirk.,
' their libations are as detestable as

though they were composed of blood." The usage of c^p favours bloodshed

and not drink offerings of blood, which are unknown to OT. The p is never

used of material in connection with blood; it is therefore, in the common

sense, of on account of, because of bloodshed, as Hb. 2s - 1:
. For this mng. of

prep.v.5
u I26 icy

17
. -pu' 7 o^CjrTK Krx ^?i] phr. a.X. N;T

T
in the sense

of utter, v. /j
3
, paraphrased by /i^trflw, 1T memor, so S, C. The sf. may

refer to gods, in accordance with Ex. 23
13

(E), if we interpret ^nx of foreign

gods; but if not, it must refer to the apostates, in accordance with Is. 65
15

.

5. r;a] z/. n6
. It is prob. that in this case it was originally >rn my fortiori,

the three words each with sf. in emph. coordination. J p**n n.m. : (i) portion,

acquiredpossession, of Yahweh as the possession of His people jd5 J3
26 up57

142; (2) chosen portion, in bad sense, 5O
18

; (3) portion, award from God,

punishment ly
14

, as Is. I7
14

Jb. 2O29 2;
18

. l^Tt] is variously explained. It

is pointed as Hiph. impf. 2 sg. after nnx, which is then emph., but without

apparent reason. -j:r is not, however, used in OT., and the Arabic stem does

not sufficiently explain its use here. &i) eT 6 a.woKa.BiffrG>v rty K\i}povofjdcLv

pjov fMl, IS restitutes hereditatem meant mihi, is based on ^ '^v-* "jrn, which

gives the missing tone of the tetrameter line and a form which is known and

suits the context. 3 has possessor sortis meae. J 1-n vb. Qal: (i) hold

fast, c. ace. Am. I 5- 8 as here, c. 2 Ps. i;
5 Is. 33

15
; (2) sustain, subj. God,

c. 2 pers. Pss. 41
13 6f Is. 4i

10 421
. The conjectural emendations of Ols.

*l*Din, of Hi., Bi. -rtpn are not ^ suited to tne context as the above. ^"O
sf. I p. $ Syi] n.m. lot-, (i) as cast over garments to distribute them 2219 ;

(2) as portion assigned by Yahweh i&, espec. the land of the righteous

125*.
A of the original has fallen out by haplog. The change to nn is strik-

ing and out of harmony with context. It prob. was a substitution for an

original mrv. 6. D^J] defective pi. Jc^adj.: (i) delightful 133! 1353

I47
1
, as delightful things or places i&-u, cf. 141* 28. I23 ; (2) lovely,

beautiful Ps. Si8 2 S. 23! Ct. I 15. *i] also,yea," introducing emph. a new-

thought
" BZ?B. rm] ace. to %, &, GesJ 8^, Ki., De., a stronger fern, form

for usual njjra (v. ^)V""But <S, 5, Hu.8, Ew., We., K6.n-a)425, Dr. defectively

written \7^n3. ^r] Qal pf. 3 f. ifiir a.X. in Heb.; in Aram. Dn.^ &t

be agreeable, acceptable, beautiful; cf. f tor n. beauty Gn. 49
21

. But K/XZ-

T^T-IJ ptot = H-T33; cf. IO3
11 ny2

. ^f gives a well-known word, a usual con-

struction and an appropriate meaning. 7. T?3*<] Pi. impf. i p. resolution

would be cohort, form in classic style. Bless Yahweh, common in $, 2613

34
2
63

6
I03l-2.20.21.22.22 I04

1.36
II5

18
I34

1.2
I35

19.20
1452.

10
f 5,-,^ for an

original nin> 668 6S27 ; z'. 5^ for other uses of -pa. ^"] Qal. pf. 3 m. i.p.

sf. i pers. } F\ Vb. Qal advise, counsel, c. ace. pers, /' sq. inf. 62s, abs. with
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P7, secondary sub}. 32
s
. Niph. consult together; TIT 7i

10
S3

6
. Hithp. sq. ^

conspire against 83*.
^ l"n

'z] pi- emph. ?#$/ seasons, better <&r nights, as

pi. abst. intensive; cf. 92
3
I34

1
. W3] Pi. pf. 3 pi. sf. i.p. 1D% f, 2*,

discipline, correct, as 94^ liS18, subj. God. 8. \7Tv3 Pi- pf- I s- t n<>^ vb-

Pi. &>', set 16s H9 30
, /<zj' #/0w 2i 6

89
2:>

a ^/or w<?/k /;/&? iS34
. n;r] in front

of, before, intellectually and morally as 54
5 86W ?

z: J> /o3
. % ^?r] in ^ only

adv. continually 25^40^ 60
s*

71*.
6. u

73
'23 ^ lo^ IOgi3.i 11944.109.117.

T! ^iCO ^ 3
18

50
s

5 l5> in prayer 34
2
;2

15
; -pan rcio 35-? = 4O1T = 7O

5
, a

favourite term of Is.
2
49

16
-f 5 t., seldom els\v. apart from ritual, Je. 67 Ho. I27

Dt. nu + 1 6 t OT., common, however, in P, Ez., Ch. for the perpetual burnt

offering* 9. \^\ therefore "according to such conditions, that being so,"

BZ>B. 200 t. in OT., it? 73
8 - 10

7$
21

II9
119

, v. ^ s- j5. ^ n^r] same phr.

I05
3
,
c. ^ 33

21
. The line has three tones unless we use Makkeph, which

makes rather a long word for one accent, and then add 1-032 Vn to complete

the tetrameter. But then the Str. would be one line less than the others.

Du. reduces them by finding a gl. of one line in each Str. We may easily

complete this 1. after 33
21

by adding o for mma, which fell out by haplog.

of -*2
S

.
s

}] i consec. Qal impf.
s ^

} t
v. 2^. 3 has et here as well as for t\x

of next line, and also renders \^future, ignoring the i consec. It is the only

use of such a i in the Ps., and is, indeed, against its style. Rd., therefore,

Vvn ^s
%

; then the juss. must be abandoned for the indicative. ^7] is here

used for the inner man, as f \ era;, io82
|| aS, 3O

13
subj. -at, $f subj. n-iijr.

We should add also .lino. The two lines have been condensed into one by a

prosaic copyist. J~^3, H-m. flesh (i) of body, (a) of animals 5O
13

, () of

man 272 38*-
8
79

2 iO2fiT
IO9

24
; (2) for the body itself, antith. tt'flj 632 Is. 10^,

Jb. I4
22

, antith. ^ Pss. i& 84^ Pr. I4
30

, subj. trembling Ps. H9120
; (3) as

/rm'/over against God $6
5
78^; (4) nrn ^ allflesh, all mankind 65

3
I36

23

I45
21

Je. I212
25

31 Ez- 2i4* 9> 10 D fc- 5
33

-
'naa'J' pr;] z f

. 4, f phr. Dt. 33
12

Je. 236

33
ld

; cf. Dt. 33
s8 Pr. I 33. 10. >$] my soteL raj is usually interpreted as

$ the innerbemg of man as distinguished from the body, 3i
10

. MBSI itffli, some-

times conceived as resting together with the -ira upon a common substratum,

"S> IJI
2
; cf. 42

s- 7
, and especially in ^ as in need of deliverance from *?wtf

j-^ 30* 49
16 861S 89

49
; but some of these might be interpreted of another

mng. of WM, the paraphrase for the personal pronoun, me, v. j3* Swiy] v. &
Dt1 N;?] Qal impf. 2 m. indie, c. neg. jru in the sense of permit, c. ace.

+ infra. Gn. 2O15

(E) as here, or ace. + S nomen. Ps. 132* Pr. 6*. T^D]
Kt. pi. is scribal interp, of ^;pn, Qr. and Vrss. sg., referring to an individual

pious man, v. 4^ rntr] the Xv in Sheol as distinguished from Sheol itself,

#. 7^, and not another name for Sheol, or the abstract 8ia<t>6opdv (5, corrtip-

tionem, 3, corruption or destrttction, which are interpretations of the name of

the place. 11. D"n mx] thepath to
life. It might imply resurrection, if the

Ps. were late enough, but at its probable date it implied a path leading to the

presence of God, || fwrw; a joyous state, antith. nni?, both yet conceived as

parts of the more comprehensive Swtf. yatr] n.m. fulness I611 Dt. 23
25

Ru. 218, rat-
1

? Ex. 1 6* Lv. 25
19 26* Pr. I3

25 Ps. 7S
25

. n^nctr] pi. nncfr, ^. ^8,
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either joys, or abst. pi. gladness. rpjsTN] 2i7
I4O

14
, pera. rev irpocr&irov

<rov, in association with, communion with the divine face or presence, and not

ante vuttuni titzim 3, a weakened explanation.

PSALM XVII., 8 STR. 3
5
.

Ps. 17 is a prayer for divine interposition in behalf of the

righteous (v.
1-2

).
The psalmist has been tested by God in mind

and conduct, and approved (v.
3-4

*) ;
he has kept the divine ways

and avoided wicked deeds (v.*-
5

),
therefore he invokes God with

confidence (v.
60

).
He prays again that his Saviour may show

kindness and keep him as the pupil of the eye (v.
65"60

); that

he may be sheltered from his greedy and arrogant enemies

(v.
85"10

),
who surround him to prey upon him (v.

11"13

). Again
he prays for the divine interposition and deliverance by the

slaying of the wicked (v.
13"140

) ; that penalty may be visited on

them to the third generation, but that he himself may enjoy

the divine presence (v.
14wa

).

Q HEAR, Yahweh (a righteous man) ; attend to my yell ;

give ear to my prayer, which is without lips of deceit;

Let my judgment come forth from Thy presence, that mine eyes may behold it

TN equity Thou hast proved my mind; Thou hast visited me by night;

Thou hast tested me, and Thou findest no evil purpose in me ; my mouth

transgresseth not.

As to deeds of man, (I intend) according to the word of Thy lips.

|
ON my part have kept from the ways of the violent ;

My steps hold fast to Thy tracks, my footsteps slip not ;

1 invoke Thee : for Thou answerest me, 'El.

INCLINE Thine ear to me, hear my speech ;

Show Thy kind deeds, O Saviour from those who rise up in hostility;

I am seeking refuge on Thy right hand; keep me as the pupil, the daughter
of the eye,

J-JIDE me in the shadow of Thy wings from the wicked,

Those mine enemies that assail me, with greed encompass me.

They shut up their gross heart, with their mouth they speak arrogantly.

(HPHEY advance), now they march about, they fix their eyes;

(They purpose) to camp in the land, (they maltreat) as a lion ;

They are greedy for prey, they are like a young lion lurking in secret places.

Q RISE, Yahweh, confront him, cast him down ;

O deliver me from the wicked, destroy with Thy sword ;

May they be slain with Thy hand, Yahweh ; slain from the world.

heir portion be during life ; their belly fill Thou with Thy stored-up penalty.

May their sons be sated, may they leave their residue to their children :

But as for me, let me behold Thy face ; let me be satisfied with Thy form.
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Ps. 17 was in 13, but not in any of the subsequent collections until ^. It

is rightly termed a nsan, prayer (r. Intr. i). This probably is original,

because the greater portion of Pss. of Q were prayers, and there could have

been no reason why the editor of 33, or any subsequent editor, should have

singled out this Ps. as a prayer, rather than a multitude of others. The Ps.

resembles Ps. 16 in words and phrases : v^ss* v.s = I61 ; communion with God
at night v. 3 = 16"; the use of "N in prayer v.

6 = I61 ; the vb. -pr v.
5 = i65 ;

the reference to the hand of God as protecting and defending vj 14 = i68 ;

the contrasted portions of the poet and the wicked v.14
-15 = I62

"6
; the longing

for the divine presence v.15 = I611 . All this favours a similar situation, if not

the same author. The use of n^n v.1* is the same as that of 49-, cf. Is. 3&
l\

although the phr. of the latter and the conception are different. There is a

reference in the use of B'JD and njisn of God, v. 15 to Nu. 12s
(E). The

visitation of penalty on the third generation v.14 is based on the Ten Words

Ex. so5 = Dt. 5
9

. The conception of righteousness v.4
-5 is that of D, and prior

to P. And yet the conception of truthfulness v.1 and the testing the mind

v.3, show the higher ethical conception of the Persian period. The phr.

ion n^sn v.7 = 4*, I^BJD Sxa v.8 = 36* 57*^ 638, cf. 6i5 pi
4

(all post-exilic

Pss.) Ru. 212
, implies the existence of the temple and probably the cherubic

throne. The pupil of the eye v.8 = Dt. 32
10

. The Ps. must belong to the

Persian period subsequent to the Restoration and prior to the reform of Ezra,

a time of greater peril than that of Ps. 16, and therefore later than Zerub-

babel. The Ps. was originally the prayer of an individual It has been

generalised and made into a congregational prayer.

Part I, has three pentameter tristichs, the first of these a peti-

tion in two syn. lines followed by a synth. line. 1-2. O hear
||

attend
\\ give ear], the usual terms for importunate prayer, v. 4* 5

2- 3
.

(# righteous man) ], so 3 in accordance with v.3
"6

,
more prob-

able than " my righteousness," <, 13, or simply
"
righteousness."

fig, Dr., or inexactly "the right" EV'., "righteous cause" JPSV.

my yeir\t shrill, piercing cry for help, || my prayer, as 6i 2 883.

without lips of deceit^ The lips which utter the prayer are sin-

cere, entirely truthful. My judgment^ either my just cause, or

judgment in my favour. comeforthfrom Thy presence], from the

judgment throne of Yahweh in heaven, cf. g
5
. that mine eyes

may behold #]. He desires a visible manifestation from God that

He has vindicated him. In equity] properly goes with the next

line as qualifying the divine proving. To make it an object of

behold, with f^ and Vrss. destroys the measure of both lines.

3-4a. The second tristich is composed of three lines essentially

syn. ; yet there is synth. in part, in the second line, and in greater
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degree in the third. TJiott hasf proved |j
hast tested"]) v. ^ i2:

.

This has been by a personal visitation. Yahweh has not remained

afar off on His throne in heaven ; but has come down in spiritual

presence to the bed of the psalmist. visited by night], during the

quiet hours, when he was alone by himself, and so most open to

inspection ; and especially so, as the inspection had to do not only

with acts done during the day, the usual time of activity, but still

more searchingly with the mind, which often is most active while

the body is at rest. Thou findest no evil purpose in me], as io4

2610

rig
150

; There was no evil in the mind after the most search-

ing examination. My mouth transgresseth not] . This statement,

intermediate between the purpose of the mind and the deeds of

man, external actions, supplements the previous clause and is still

connected with the test by night. It probably refers to private,

secret utterances, rather than words spoken publicly to other per-

sons. And so, while deeds of men are mentioned, that is ordinary

human actions, yet these are deeds not as done, but as intended,

purposed ; for so we should translate, inserting in the text the vb.

(7 intend}. This insertion removes the difficulty of the verse

and explains the antith. between " deeds of man " and according

to word of Thy lips. The intent of the psalmist was that his

deeds should be according to the word which came forth from

the lips of God. Having set forth the righteousness of his mind,

as attested by divine inspection, he now turns to a justification of

his conduct. 4ZM5a. The third tristich is composed of an anti-

thetical couplet followed by a synth. line returning to v.
la

, the

ground of assurance in prayer having been given. I on my part],

emph. personal asseveration, on the negative side, have kept from
the ways of the violent'], the deeds of those who commit robbery or

murder, or both. On the positive side, My steps hold fast to Thy

tracks'], those prescribed by God in the Deuteronomic laws. My
footsteps slip not~\. The context suggests the complement of the

previous clause; the steps hold fast on the positive side and do

not slip from the divine tracks on the other. Elsewhere the phrase

is used for the firm standing, the security of the righteous under

the divine protection, v. io6. If we follow that meaning here, we

have an expression of confidence in accordance with v.
to

.

Part II. has three pentameter tristichs, setting forth the rela-
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tion of the poet to his enemies, antith. to the previous part,

setting forth his relation to his God. The first tristich is petition

||
v.^2

, an introductory line and a syn. couplet synth. thereto.

6Z>~8a. Show Thy kind deeds}, cf. 4*, literally "make them mar-

vellous," or "wonderful," in accordance with v.
25

;
let them be

visible in acts of vindication of the righteous. Saviour\> title

of Yahweh as one whose character and habit it is to save His

people from their enemies; especially characteristic of Is.
2 /

am seeking refuge]. By an unfortunate transposition of the

original text it has been attached as an object to the ptc., forcing

the rendering with verbal force as ptc. absolute
"
savest," and then

as a general truth applying to all persons seeking refuge, without

specification of the place of refuge. This also destroys the

measure of the two lines and makes their interpretation difficult.

Attaching it to, on TJiy right kand~\, we get the place of refuge,

recover the measures, and find an easy and natural explanation

in accordance with good usage. The right hand of God is often

the instrument of judgment and blessing, but also the place of

safety, as i68 u
. The resemblance of Pss. 16 to 17 in so many

other respects favours the same meaning of right hand of God
here. This also is a proper basis for the closer and affectionate

care indicated in the phr. : Keep me as the pupil of the eye], as

Dt. 32* Pr. y
2

1|
the daughter of the eye, a Hebraism as La. 218

,
ex-

pressing a filial relation, implying affectionate care. The second

tristich has also an introductory line with a synonymous couplet

synthetic to it. 8Z>-10. Hide me in the shadow of Thy wings'],

a favourite conception of poets of the Restoration 36 57
s
63

8
,

cf. 6 1
5

91* Ru. 213
. It is usually referred to the care of the

mother bird for her young ; not, however, the hen, Mt. 23% which

is not used in OT., but rather the eagle, cf. Dt. 32
11

, though the

working out of the simile is different It probably, however,
refers to the cherubic wings of the most Holy Place of the temple
in accord with the frequent conception that the temple itself is

a sure refuge for the people of God, involving the idea that the

protecting cherubic wings extended their influence to the holy

temple and the holy city and its inhabitants. from the wicked^.
These are, as the context shows, not wicked Israelites, but wicked

nations, who oppress and maltreat the Israelites, cf. 9*-
6- 18

.
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Mine enemies that assail me\. They assault, act violently. innth

greed"}, cf. lof. They are not only violent, but greedy for their

prey. encompass me}, surround so as to make escape impossible,

v, v.
11

. They shut up their gross heart"}. They are not only

greedy, but pitiless. They are so greedy that they have become
fat and gross ; their midriff, the seat of feelings, has become ex-

ceedingly insensible.
"
They have closed it against every influence

for good and all sympathy
"
Kirk. It is necessary in accordance

with English usage to substitute heart for midriff. with their

moittJi}, antith. with the mouth of the poet, v.
06

. they speak ar-

rogantly}, v. io2
for the same kind of enemies and a similar situa-

tion. 11-12. The third tristich describes the action of these

enemies in three progressive pentameters (They advance)'}, as

3, resuming the thought of v.
9
. This is much better suited to the

context than " our steps
"
MT., EV3

., which is not well sustained,

and is difficult to construct and understand in this context. The
enemies advance to the attack. now}, graphic description.

they march about}, the people of God, probably the holy city,

as S5
U

. they fix their
eyes'}, watching intently, so that no move-

ment of Israel may escape them, showing their greed v.*. (TJiey

purpose) to camp in the land"} . This is a most difficult clause in

the original, and is variously explained in Vrss. and commentaries.

The difficulty may be removed by finding the verb, missing in this

line, to complete the measure. The infinitive that follows then

becomes intelligible, having the ordinary meaning, "pitch," which

is used without its usual object "tent," syn, with English "en-

camp." We then have the enemy purposing to encamp in the

land, and so besiege the people, cf. Jb. I9
12

,
and a very natural

and appropriate progress in the activity of the enemy. The

various renderings: "turning their eyes down to the ground"

PBV.,
"
bowing down to the earth

"
AV.,

" to cast us down to the

earth" RV., "to spread out in the land" JPSV., all depending

on MT., show how impracticable it is to get a good sense on

that basis. they maltreat as a lion}. This refers to the acts

of violence of a besieging army ravaging for prey, seizing it

with violence and abusing it without pity. They are greedy

for prey}, reiterating v.
9
*. like a young lion lurking in secret

places"}. They lie in ambush and lurk for their prey, to fall
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on it unawares. This situation resembles very much that of

Ps. io^10
.

Part III. has two pentameter tristichs, a petition that Yahweh

may by theophanic interposition destroy the wicked enemies and

let the people see His presence. 13-14a. The first tristich is

syn. Q r/s, Yahweh}, as frequent in such prayers 3
s f 9

20 lo1
*.

confront him}, in hostility, cf. iS6- 19
. cast him down}, over-

throw and prostrate in death, as 18. O deliver me from the

wicked'}, the enemies, cf. v.
9a

. destroy with 27iy sword}. Yah-

weh interposes as a warrior, and so uses His sword, as 7
13

(cf. 35
1-3

for God's use of other warlike weapons). It is necessary, however,

to supply a missing verb to complete the measure of line. This

was probably
"
destroy." The omission lies back of $% and Vrss.,

several of which take " sword
"

as in relative clause,
" who is Thy

sword" PBV., AV. The idea, though a good one after the

analogy of Is. io5, is yet inappropriate to the context, and calls

attention needlessly from the main thought and its ready advance

to a climax. RV., JPSV. rightfully render "
by Thy sword."

May they be slain by Thy hand}. This rendering is in accord with

the context, the use of the sword by Yahweh, and with a strict inter-

pretation of the unpointed Hebrew text, and is favoured by ancient

Vrss. The MT. is pointed so as to give the rendering
"
men,"

both here and in the next clause, "from men of Thy hand

from the men" PBV., "from men which are Thy hand" AV.,
" from men by Thy hand "

RV., JPSV., none of which are satis-

fying. from the world}, away from the world, so as no longer to

live in the world, v. 49^, cf. Is. 38
U

. "O Lord, destroy them

from off the earth, which they inhabit
"
Aug. The usual rendering

"from the evil world" PBV., "men of the world" AV., RV.,

implies an antith. between the world as evil and the righteous

Israelite, which while in accord with the NT., Jn. i5
19

, is not in

accord with the OT. religion and has no justification whatever

in OT. usage. This supposed antith. has occasioned a general

misinterpretation of the subsequent context, as if it contrasted

the earthly joys of the wicked with the heavenly joys of the

righteous; which also is a later Biblical conception, but not

justified at such a date as that of our Ps. The idea can only
be gained by awkward adjustments and renderings. This clos-
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ing tristich is indeed a continuation of the petition for divine

interposition, and contrasts the visitation upon the wicked in

a synth. couplet with the vindication of the righteous in the

closing line, and so is harmonious with the petition with which

the Ps. opens. 146-15. Let their portion be during fife] ; that

is, the portion allotted to them as penalty, as Is. 17" Jb. 2crJ
2^,

and not a good portion enjoyed by them in this life, but no longer

to be theirs. their belly fill Tliou with Jliy stored-up penalty},

as Jb. 2 1
19

;
and not treasures of wealth, in accordance with other

interpretations. This penalty they are to partake of to the full

extent of their capacity. Their belly is to be filled with it, and

yet it will not be exhausted. It passes over to their sons. may
their sons be sated~\, may they also be so filled that they cannot

partake of any more; and still further in the climax may they

leave their residue to their children}. There still remains to the

sons a residue of this penalty that they cannot appropriate. This

they transmit as an inheritance of woe to their children ; and so

the ancient law is fulfilled, in a visiting of the iniquity of the

fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation,

Ex. 2O5 = Dt 5
9
. In antith. with this dreadful punishment of the

enemies, the poet prays for himself let me behold Thy face"]> un-

folding the thought of vA A later editor, doubtless influenced

by v.
1
, inserts

" in righteousness
"

as a qualification ; thereby de-

stroying the measure, making the first half of this line of four

tones instead of three. let me be satisfied with T)iy form\ the

form of God; that is, as seen in the theophanic vindication,

based on the conception of the privilege of Moses, Nu. 12*. The

form of God gratifies and satisfies the psalmist, while the wicked

are sated with the divine penalty. This conception of beholding

the face and form of God, gave difficulty to later editors ; and so

<, U, paraphrase
" when Thy glory appears," thus interpreting it

correctly as theophanic in character. In ?? a scribe inserted

" when I awake " so EV8

., which he probably meant to be inter-

preted, as awakening from the sleep of death, when the vision of

the face and form of God was conceived as possible to the highly

privileged righteous. But the vb. without suffix leaves other in-

terpretations open, such as awakening from the sleep of anxiety

and sorrow, or awakening in the morning from a night of anxiety
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and petition. The insertions of < and f& make the last half of

the line into three tones instead of the needed two, and thus

destroy the measure of the closing part of the Ps. as well as the

return to the conception of the petition with which it began.

1. p7*] as obj. of hearing. v>"V 0, "S is novel and dub., rd. with 3 jttstnm

pnx, v. J5 4*. r^J sf. I pers. J nr^ n.f. : (i) jubilation, antith ^aa $o
6
,

n2i I265- 6
, |i

n-nr, 107-, pn? 105*3, pinr I262, nn Vp 42
5

472 ii8ls
;

(2) >'<?// for help I06*4 iig
169

142% ||
nVsn 77-* 6i 2 SS^. s^a] a.X. ^ unless

possibly io6 ace. 0, jf; but Je. 2213 Is. 55* + in the sense without (Ps. 44^
Nsa is different, N 1

? belonging to oaffE). 2. TJ!T] emph. compound prep,

with sf. 2 m. />wtf before* J^D : (i) a* ///* presence of God 97
6 - 5

ii4
7 - 7

;

(2) away from 5i
13

, cf. use with ma: Je. i617 3I
30

33
1S Is. 4S

19
; (2) /-

ceedingfrom Ps. 77^. ^rc] also emph., my jlist came or judgment in my
favour, v. J5. NX>] juss. continuing petition, as Dr., Ba. The sentence

coming forth from the decision of the judge, cf. Hb. i 4-* for Qal and Ps. 37
6

Je. 5 1 10, Hiph. TJ 1

*] eniph. TT? prob. both interpretations of noun

without sf. 'irrnn] final clause, subjunctive not juss. o^ste] makes the

1. too long and is needed in next 1. If with nrn, it must be adv. rightly, a

mng. elsw. Ct. I4. In $ it is used in the ethical sense of equity in govern-

ment, it. gP. 3. N|so] statement of fact, result of divine inspection as Dr.,

rather than conditional clause without usual particles as Ba., Du. ^nbi]

Qal pf. i m. Ko.^y^^'P- 124 Ges. S 07*6. J=3T vb. devise^ in bad sense as 31"^

37
13

, cf. Je. 4. Ba. regards it as inf. cstr. Ew.238. But , U, Aq., S, 3
and most comm. rd. \nibj or ^nar, better ^ HOT for measure as 5, Grimme.

properly attaches it to KXC as obj. J npr n.f. ^z7 device^ purpose elsw. 2610

119150, cf. nap 704. ^"la?!"
1

?^] the two Makkephs enable one to distribute

the two accents better for euphony. IB is prob. subj. and not obj. This is

not a final clause, as Dr.,.but statement of fact, as Ba., Kirk, nay is then in

the sense of transgress, abs. only here, but c. ace. 148 Nu. I4
41

Jos. 7
n - 1&

Dt. I7
2-K 4. D^K rn

1

?^] the prep.
^ has the force of as for, as regara*s

Dr. This is to be preferred to the temporal force at, Ba., cf, 32
6
, J [n(r?9]

n.f. : (i) work, pi. deeds of men 77-$, of Yahweh 2$5
; (2) wages in punish-

ment log
20

. It is a favourite word of Is.2,
of actions of wicked 6f, of wages

4O10
49* 6 I s 6211 , infrequent elsw. Dy., Du. rd. ons% / keep silent. The 1. is

defective; a word is missing; rd. a^x D^*t, the latter omitted by haplog. DI

is contr. of .15^ Pi. impf. I pers. J npi Qal be like, resemble sq. ? Sg
1 IO27

144*; Pi. /2^, imagine, think c. ace. 48
10

, obj. clause 5O
21

, here intend as

Nu. 33
s6

(J) Ju. 2O6 Is. io7. This gives an appropriate sense. <S by its dif-

ferent division of verses increases the difficulty. nirm] #. 8s. & prefixes

fD. This may be explanatory; and yet it gives us the missing tone, removes

a difficult phrase, and enables us to explain after Jos. 618, cf. Dt. 4
9 take heed,

beware of. t Fn 5J a-m- violent one, robber or murderer elsw. Is. 35
9
Je. 7

U

Ez. 7
s2 i810 Dn. iV*. 5. -p?] Qal inf. abs. -jnn v. i&. 0, U, S, 9, 3, <
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have imv. Tr^Jr] * ?* 5^ 2 m> c ** ^r ' 5
2

in fig. sense of snares of wicked 140% course of life 23*, prescribed by Yahvrtk

i;
5
, those traversed by Him 65

1
-. 6. s:?-jr] vb. imv. Hiph. -::; c. ace,

:x; phr. elsw. of man 45
U 49

5
7S

1
, of God if 3i

3
;i

2 So1 SS : IO23 116-.

7. ^">sn rv?en] t. ^r-J. ^s*'-] should be connected with S'-rrp-
1

;? (with two

tones). 2'o'n] rd. no*n and attach to rivp?. It has been transposed by

txt. err. These two words then belong to the next line in v.8 to make both

lines of normal measure. 8. r"w"N] n.m. diminutive of c**x////r7 of eye, elsw,

Dt. 32
10 Pr. 7-5 midst of night Pr. 7, cf. 2O*V>._- r^r?] syn. term elsw,

La. 218 . **X3] emph. % * n.m. : (i) shadow, shade, protection from sun, fig.

So11, of Yahweh gi
l i2i6, -pew ^ 77$ 36$ 572 63

s
,
cf. 91* Ru. 2^, where njs

alone is used; (2) shadow as symbol of the transitoriness of life 144*, cf.

I0212 IO9'
23

. 9. o^cn ^:as] depends on previous context to complete its

line. IT] rel. as?
2*. ^nr] Qal pf. 3 m. pi. sf. I sg. {"nr: act violently

towards i?B ; lay waste pi
6

137
s
. r:.r] "u 1̂ greed Ba., Dr. '^fi- in this

sense % as seat of appetite: (a) hunger 7$
ls

107^, with some form of 2:r 63**

I07
9 Is. $6

U
Je. 50

19 Ez. 7^, \vith other terms Pss. io615 IO7
1S

; (bt thirst for

God 42- 3
632 143; (*) more general ^r^aT if, cf. IO7

5
, r. 7CK*. ^rjv]

Hiph. impf. 3 pi. t*p: Hiph.: (i) ^ round about a city 4813
; (2) jw-

round, encompass c. w
^ pers. /7

9 8S18
, c. ace. pers. 2217. 10, "t2sn] emph.

J a^n fat (i) of human body, of midriff^ v. RS. Religion of Semites 360; so

here, unreceptive mind; sf. archaic for 37 for better rhythm, also 119 and

prob. 73
7

; (2) of beasts as rich food 63; (3) choicest, best of wheat Si 17

I47
14

, cf, Dt. 32
14 Is. 34

6
. ^s] ne c. archaic sf. emph. z: v.3 J-"i:] n.f.:

(i) swelling of sea Sg
1

'-*; (2) majesty of God 93
1
; (3) pride, haughtiness^

arrogance i 1

?
10

, possibly 74
20

, v. nixa lo2. 11. u^ir]n sf. i pi. so t. t ["*"]
n.f. step, going elsw. Jb. 3i

7
. It is improb. that it is different from "pr

v. 5 ; the pointing here might be either txt. err. or a conceit of the punctua-

tors, but is prob. a relict of tradition that it was Pi. of vb. Vrss. have vb., &
, 3J projicientes me = \riir-o, 3 incedentts, 3. fuucapl^ovr^s pe* so

both mngs. prob. original in sense of 3, as Cap. ^"U3D] Kt. , 0,

3, S 1J133D Qr. The sfs. with both vbs. in all texts and Vrss. are interpreta-

tions and were not original. J 320 vb. Qal turn about, of Jordan Ttns^ back

1148.6. c . inipf. almost auxil. as air 7I
21(?

); (2) march or walk about a

city 481S so here; (3) surround, encompass, fig. c. ace. i86 2218- 17
49

6 8818

iigio.u.ii.12 c> double ace. IO9
3

. Polel: (i) encompass c. ace., subj. divine

-Dn 32
10

, cf. v.7^dub
->; (2) assemble round c, ace. pers. 7

8
; (3) march otgo

about a place 55
U

59
7- 15

,
an altar 268. onirr] emph. construe with ir^

graphic impf., cf. 4$14 6211 (c.
2
_). -px^ nvjjS] belongs to the next v. to

make measures correct. The inf. cstr. HIM with *

is emph. dependent on

some vb. given or understood. nBJ c. fiK3 ^.6, cf. Jb. I5
29 c. fix

1
*. It is

prob. that in both nsj is contr. of SHK na: pitched the tent Gn. I28 2626 35
21

(J) 33
19

(E)' ^ /2'^ ^tf to*4 ^^ *w ẑ<? ^^i suits ^e context and

is especially appropriate after previous vbs. as I have interpreted them.

12. li-iST] n. sf. 3 sg. f [?*="!] a-^ l&encss, so S, ST, Aq., 5, but @
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p-e, IS susceperunt me = \Ji2"t Cap. n2- Pi. think, purpose as v.4. A word is

missing in the line. If now we separate ir from (i) -"!,
we et tn missing

word : then IDT is the principal vb. upon which rc: 1^
depends, coming at close

of clause, as frequent in this Ps. To pitch (their tents) tn the land tJiey in-*

tended or tfiought, z\ vA Then w is Qal pf. 3 pi., prob. for irn Hiph. J njy

vb. Qal oppress 123* Qr., suppress 748 (?). Hiph, oppress, maltreat, as Is. 4926

Je. 223 Ez. IS7. T>D:T] txt. err. for ifiD^ by transposition of i. f '"ps vb. Qal

longfor c. ^ 77^ Jb. I4
15

, Niph. same Ps. 84
3 Gn. 3i

30
, abs. Zp. 21

(?).

% -pga n.m. young lion *?& IO4
21

, ||
S-c 9i

13
, of bloodthirsty enemies 34

11

35
17

58"- 13. ng^c] Pi. imv. cohort. Janp vb. Pi. denom. : (i) meet, con-

front c. ace. i85-*9 /7is ; come to meet as friend 21* 59
11

(?) 798,
" 8814,

face of Yahweh 95
2
, cf. 89

15
; go before, in front of'68

26
; be beforehand i I9

WT
;

anticipate, forestall H914S
. in^ipn] Hiph. imv. cohort, with sf. 3m. J jn^

vb. Qal bow down in worship 2230 72
9
95

6
, of enemies in death 2O9. f Hiph.

cause to bow down in death //# 78^, c. nnn i840 (= 2 S. 2240) Ju.ii
85

(in

grief). naSa] Pi- imv- cohort. J [a^fl] vb. Pi. deliver esp. of Yahweh, c.

ace. pers. 225' 9
31^ 37* 7i

3 82* 9I
1
*, c. tofrom J?*

3 i8- 49
43

1
7iS ptc. c. sfs.

i83 401S 70
6
I44

2
s elsw. in this sense Mi. 614. ^91] me, ^.^

3
. ?cn] coll.

as 9^ o. /^. :i:pn] ace. instrument with sf, 7
13

. S has and from the

sword; but 0, S take it as relative clause, who is Thy sword. The line is

defective; insert ain Qal imv. as Je. so
21- 27 omitted by haplog. 14. 0'nco

&V] emph., so S has a mris manus tuae interp. as prep. p. { [HD] male,

man. ispn VD men of number Gn. 34
30

(J) Dt. 427 Je, 44s8 Ps. IO5
12

,

men, simply y^i*-
14

, sit? ^D 264, Jb. II 11, fw 'D 2215 mD 'D I9
19

. The testi-

mony of S is vitiated by the rendering qui mortui sunt in the second in-

stance; S dir6 veKpQv, so S, Aq, d?rd rfdvyKdrtav, point to Q^nop J^^TW ^
dead. (brd ex^pwv, U inimicis for the first, and for the second oXtywv

^INAB^ ^j paucis. But @B has in the second case &iro\&tav, so Aug. It is

better to read in both instances Hoph. ptc. of vb. D>nmB, as 2 K. 1 1
2 defec-

tively written as DTIDO w^y ^4/y 3tf slain with Thy hand. J ma vb. Qal :

(1) die of natural causes, man 4-I
6
49

11 827 Ii817, np deadman 3i
18

, D^np 886 - w
1 15", zhy ->nD 1438 = La, 3

6
, o\-ip ^naj Ps. loS28

*. (For HID 9
1 4815 v. Intr.ss*.)

Polel kill, put to deaffi, c. ace. 3422 IO9
16

Ju. 9^ i S. if* Je. 2O17. Hiph. kill,

put to deaffi Ps. S7
33

59
1 Ez. I3l

9
, fish Ps. io$%>. Hoph. beput to death would

then be here and 2 K. na + . t^fl] n m ' duration: (i) of life 39^ Sg
48

Jb, II17, cf. Ps. 39
s
; (2) of world Ps. i?U 492, cf. II4 Is. 3811.

i^nri
^/

<?//S5tf

world, removed from it by death. ^rps] aA. Kt n.(m.) treasure^ but Qr,

"]JiflS Qal ptc. pass, treasured, in either case stored-up penalty as Jb. 2i 19 V* lo8.

irrarn] i conseq. pf. Hiph. 3 pi. J nu Qal rest, settle down, sq. hy 125*, cf.

Gn. 8* 2 S. 2I 10 Is. 7
2
. Hiph. : (i) let remain, leave, bequeath i^, cf. EC. 218 ;

(2) abandon c. *? pers. Ps. iigpZ; (3) permit c. ace. pers. IO5
1
*. 15.

->JK]

emph. Pl?i] emph. . y.1. It is a gl. of qualification, making line too long.

T1

!??^] Hiph. inf. cstr. a temporal. fi|j . ^, here sleep of death as Is. 2619

Dn. 12^. It is a gl. of interpretation. <gf has a different gl. lv r$ oQQywt

t n^on] nX : (i) likeness, representation of idols Ex. 20* = Dt. 5
8
,
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(2) form, semblance of Yahweh here, so Aq., 3 as Ku. 12s
, cf. Dt. 4--

::
,
of

apparition at night Jb. 416
. < interprets r^v 56^a? om,

~

gloria i:ia^ oe^ay
crou =

rjr::^ l^i-N, all these due to a shrinking from the thought of * f:rm

of God, Aq., S, J, all regard n;-rn as obj. of ysv and the paraU. demands

it.

PSALM XVIIL, 2 PTS. OF 3 SIRS. i4
3
.

Ps. 1 8, originally an ode of victory of David over his enemies,

was subsequently adapted to public worship. I. David praises

Yahweh as his Saviour from a deadly peril described under the

metaphor of drowning. He heard his cry for help (v."
r

) ; His

anger caused earth and heaven to quake; He descended upon a

cherubic chariot in a storm cloud (v.^
33

). Thunder, lightning,

and earthquake were His weapons, and He delivered David from

his peril and became his stay (v.
14"21

'). II. David praises God

as his lamp and shield, who girded him with strength for war

(v.
29^5

), giving him a broad position on which to pursue his

enemies and exterminate them (v.
117^3

) ; delivered him from the

strivings of his own people, made him head of nations, and

doeth kindness to the anointed seed of David forever^.
44^- 47-*9- 51

).

The ode was generalised for public worship by several changes

in the body of the song; but especially (i) by prefixing an

assertion of love to Yahweh (v.
2
) ; (2) by inserting two glosses,

the first teaching that God rewards according to righteousness

(v.
21"24

) ; the second, that God acts towards men just as they act

towards others, especially in saving the humble and humiliating

the lofty (v.
25--8

) ; (3) a reference to nations cringing, in the

spirit of later times (v.
45*"*6

) ; and (4) a resolution of liturgical

praise (v,
50
).

PART I.

crag and my fortress and my deliverer,

My God, my Rock in whom I seek refuge,

My shield and horn of my salvation, my high tower,

(My Saviour, from violence Thou saves! me).

Worthy to be praised I proclaim Yahweh,
Since from mine enemies I am saved.

The (breakers) of death encompassed me,
And torrents of Belial fell upon me;
Cords of Sheol came round me,
Snares of Death came to meet me ;
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In my distress I called upon Yahweh,

And unto my God cried for help ;

And He heard from His palace my voice,

And my cry for help (came) before Him in His ears,

'J'HEX
the earth stayed and quaked,

And the foundations of (the heavens) trembled,

And tossed to and fro because He burned with anger;

Smoke went up in His nostril,

And fire from His mouth devoured
;

Coals were kindled from Him,

Then He bowed the heavens and came down,

Thick darkness under His feet
;

And He rode upon the cherub and flew,

And swooped down upon \\ings of wind;

And put darkness round about Him,
A covering (of) darkness of waters,

Thick clouds of the skies without brightness;

Before Him passed His thick clouds.

*pHEN Yahweh thundered (from) heaven,

And Elyon gave forth His voice;

And sent forth His arrows and scattered them,

And (flashed) flashes and made them rumble
;

And the channels of the (sea) appeared,

(And) the foundations of the world were laid bare.

He sends from on high, He takes me,

He draws me out of many waters ;

He delivers me from my strong enemy,
And from those hating me ; for they were too strong for me;
Who came to meet me in the day of my calamity.

And so Yahweh became a stay to me,

And led me forth into a wide place,

And rescued me, because He took pleasure in me.

PART II.

pOR Thou art my lamp, Yahweh,

My God who lightens my darkness:

For in Thee I run up to a troop,

And in my God I leap a wall

The 'El whose way is perfect,

A shield is He to the one seeking refuge in Him*

For who is a God (like) Yahweh ?

And who is a Rock (like) our God?
The 'El who girdeth me with strength,

And made my way perfect ;

Who setteth my feet like hinds,

And upon high places made me hold my ground;
Who teacheth my hands for war,

And maketb mine arms bronze.
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HTHOU broadenest my steps under me,

And my limbs do not s.ip ;

I pursue mine enemies and I overtake them
;

And I return not until I have finished them.

(And) I smote them down so that they could not rise,

(And) they fell under my feet.

And Thou girdest me with strength for war,

Thou causeth them that rise up against me to bow down under me ;

And mine enemies Thou madest give the back to me,
And them that hate me I exterminated.

And they cry for help, but there is no saviour,

Unto Yahweh, but He doth not answer them ;

And I beat them small as dust of the earth,

And as clay of the streets pulverised them.

deliverest me from the strivings of (my) people;
Thou settest me to be head of nations ;

A people I knew not serve me,
At the hearing of the ear shew themselves obedient to me.

Liveth and blessed is my Rock,
And the God ofmy salvation is exalted.

The 'El who giveth to me deeds of vengeance,
And who bringeth down peoples under me,
And who bringeth me forth from mine enemies,

And lifteth me up above them that rise up against mef

From the man of violence rescueth me ;

Who magmfieth acts of salvation to His king,

And doeth kindness to His anointed,

To David and to his seed forever.

The Ps. is described in the title as rnw the song> just as other odes of

victory over enemies bear this title, Ex. J5
1

(ode of victory over the

Egyptians); Dt. 31
30

(Moses* ode of the triumph of Yahweh); cf. Ju. 5
1

(Deborah's ode, where vb. *vr is used). The original form of the title is

given in 2 S. 221
,
" And David spake unto Yahweh the words of this song

in the day that Yahweh delivered him from the hand of all his enemies and

from the hand of Saul." This has been adopted by an editor of the Ps., only

changing the second *p to the familiar *p for richness of expression, and

removing the name of David into the principal clause, making the rest a

relative clause and prefixing "WK inS mm ^aj
1

?. This raises the question

whether irA here has the same meaning as in the other titles of Pss, all the

more that the term servant of Yahweh precedes it. The titles both represent

David as the speaker in the ode, and probably also designate him as the

author. It is doubtful, therefore, whether the ode was in JB. It was in B3&,

and was probably taken from 2 S. 22. The text of 2 S. has many variations

from that of the Ps. It lacks its Aramaisms : cm v.1, 15 \
v.35, ;nn v.46, *in v.*8.

It also uses many i consec. impfs. as historical aorist, which in the Ps. are

simply impf., with more general reference to present or future, v.7c- ** *-*.

In other respects the text of 2 S. is more archaic. The ode, in both forms
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of the test, gives many evidences of late date. (l) There are late words

W D; v,28, mtf v.36* (but 2 S. ru?) -DJ -J3 V.436 -^ but these are all in glosses.

(2) The ode is cited (#) Ps. no1-4 in the text of Ps., ma ton v.5, and

TOHK
II ^2nn v,2 ; () Ps. I44

1-7 in the text of 2 S., Tt-n 1442= nnsi 2 S. 2248,

not -aT>i Ps. i84S ; ^ na^as 1442 = 28. 22- = ^as Ps. iS3
; (*) Hb. 3

19 cites v.31,

only changing vbs. mv9 TDjrn into more common ones, DT, -p-nn; (</) Pr. 3o
5

cites v.31, giving an earlier form of text, u c^Din
1

? for u awnn "^ and

mSx mat* for
"
mew; (<?)

Is. 55
5 cites v.44 in two lines in fuller and more

comprehensive style, using also ^u for 03?. The Ps. is, therefore, preexilic.

(3) The ode cites (#) Mi. y
17 in v.46 ; the texts of Ps. and 2 S. vary as to the

vb., both best explained by the vb. of Micah m as the original, but this is a

gloss, (b) 2 S. 7
m6 in v.51 . (*) It is not easy to determine whether v.31 or

Dt. 32* is the original. The evidence of citation favours a preex. date for

the ode. (4) There are many late doctrinal conceptions in the ode :

(ff) The affectionate love of Yahweh, v.
2

,
is post-Deuteronomic ; but it is not

in text of z S., and was a later addition to the ode. (6) The doctrine of the

absoluteness of Yahweh as the only God is stated, v.32, in terms of Is. 2 ; but

this statement is incongruous to the context, which favours the assertion of the

incomparableness of God, as in other early poetry. This couplet has probably

been adapted to later conceptions, (^) The legal righteousness and its

exact retribution of v.21
-24 with the terms owi -IDC* v.22*, 'D "no v.236, charac-

teristic of D.2, vji *u v.215, *a jrtrn v.225, nipn v.23* still later. But this passage

is evidently a gL from its smoothness, calmness, and didactic character, as

compared with the rapid, passionate movement in the ode. This gloss comes

from the period of the reign of Levitical law, and states the doctrine ques-

tioned in the Book of Job. (</) The gnomic couplets, v.25
-28

, are still later,

implying the supremacy of Hebrew wisdom, and are ethical as compared with

the legal character of the previous context They begin with a line similar to

v.aa. (*) The cringing of foreign nations, v.45*"*6, suits the conceptions of

postex. Judaism, and is favoured by Is.2- 3
. This is a gl. also. (/) The

liturgical formula, v.60, is similar to corresponding liturgical additions to other

Pss. This is a gl. (5) On the other hand, (a) the conception of the cherubic

chariot in the storm cloud, v.11, is more primitive than the cherubic chariot

of Ez. i. (3) The theophany to decide battles is a primitive conception in

the ancient odes, Ex. 15, Ju. 5; cf. Jos. lo12*14 ; as with Moses, Joshua,

Deborah, so also with David, (f) The high places as battle fields is also

an expression of the old songs, 2 S. I
19- ^ Dt. 32

18
33

29
. If the ode in its

present form, in text either of 2 S. or of Ps,, is regarded as a unit, one com-

position without interpolation, there can be no escape from the opinion that

it was composed at the earliest in the late Persian period, more probably in

the early Greek period. But if we remove the glosses, which have adapted
an ode of victory of David to later religious uses, the ode stands out in

simple grandeur as fitting appropriately to the historical experience of David,

whether he wrote it or another wrote it for him by historic imagination,

entering into the experience of the heroic king. After removing the glosses
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there is nothing that bars the way to his authorship. The Ps., ^ith the Besses

removed, is divided into two parts, each part of three fourteen-hned tri-

meters; the first part sets forth his deliverance by theophany from per;! of

death, the second part his strengthening for war by his God and his victory

over all his enemies. The two chief glosses, the legal gloss, v.-1"-4
, an-i the

ethical gloss, v.25
-28

, are inserted between the two parts. Remove them, and

the unity and harmony of the ode appear. The other minor glosses are easy

to distinguish. Their removal improves the poetic conception and movement

of the poem. There are very few departures from the trimeter measure, and

these are clearly due to textual errors.

An editor, wishing to adapt the ancient ode to congregational

use, in view of the entire thought which follows, prefixes the

exclamation / love Thee, Yakweh, my strength"]. This line is not

in the text of 2 S., taking the place of its v.
r>c

,
which was inten-

tionally omitted from Ps. The words for love and strength are Ara-

maisms, and the conception of loving Yahweh is post-Deuteronomic.

Pt. I., Str. I. The Str. is composed of six trimeters, followed

by eight. 3. Four syn. lines heap up terms to emphasise David's

God as his Saviour from an enemy in war. my crag and my
fortress, my high tower], a place of refuge inaccessible to an

enemy, too strong for him. My God and my Rock are divine

names, Rock being an ancient term for God, also v.
02* 47 Dt. 32

4* 31- 37
.

My shield']. God is a warrior with a shield covering David's

body. horn of salvation]. God is like a great bull guarding

him with his horns ; cf. Gn. 49
24

. The syn. my deliverer, in whom
I seek refuge, attain their climax in my Saviour, Thou savest me.

One word, from violence, or possibly in the earliest txt. of the

Ps.9from the man of violence, cf, v/49

, is the only indication of the

peril in this part of the Str. A personal enemy who sought to

use violence upon him and put him to death, is the reason of

his seeking refuge in God. This situation aptly suits that of David

when pursued in the wilderness of Judah by the violent Saul.

4. A synth. distich, synthetic to the tetrastich which precedes, in

the first line proclaims Yahweh as the one worthy to be praised^,

a summing up of all the titles given to Him, v.
3

; and in the

second line gives the reason for it Sincefrom mine enemies I
am sewed']. The man of violence was accompanied by a number

of enemies. 5-7. Two tetrastichs, the first, v.*"
6
, describes the
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peril of death, the second, v.
7

, the cry for help and its answer.

The peril of death is graphically described in four syn. lines.

David conceives of himself as in a rushing stream, like the rapids

of the Jordan or the Kishon, which is hurrying him on to death

(cf. Pss. $2
6
42

8
69

2
). These are the agents of Death. Death

has its synonym Belial because of the destruction and ruin in-

volved in it, and Sheol, the ordinary name for the place of the

dead. David is, as it were, in the stream, rushing on to death.

He says, breakers, agitated waves, breaking on me, encompassed

me on every side, torrents fell upon me, attacking me as lines

of an army to destroy me. And under the surface of the stream,

cords came round me, the waters seemed like cords binding my
limbs fast so that I could not move them

;
snares came to meet me,

to ensnare me like an animal, draw me down so that I could not

escape. 7. In this deadly peril he cries for help to Yahweh in

a syn. couplet, and the answer is stated in another syn. couplet.

from His palace~\, in heaven, where Yahweh was enthroned ; some-

times conceived as a heavenly temple, where He is worshipped

by heavenly beings ; but here as a palace because royal help is

given, rather than response to worship.

Str. II. The salvation of David from his peril of death was

through a theophany. 8-9. This is first described in two tri-

meter tristichs, the first of syn. lines picturing the heaven and

earth in agitation. Then the earth swayed and quaked \ and the

foundations of the heavens trembled"]. The heavens share in

the agitation as in subsequent context and in usage in connection

with theophanies; see Is. I3
9-10- 10

Jo. 4
15-16

. So 2 S., but the Ps.

"mountains" limits agitation to earth. Tossed to and fro],
both earth and heaven, because He burned with anger, in behalf

of the one who sought refuge in Him against his enemies. The
second tristich is composed of two syn. and one synth, line, the

former describing the anger ;
He breathed hard and rapidly and

His breath like smoke went up in His nostril, and so hot was it

that it appeared like a flame of fire from His mouth, and (like

a flame), devoured whatever came in its way. The last line in

synthesis represents that coals were kindled~\ ; whatever the fiery

breath of His anger reached became coals, were kindled, and

burned like coals from Him, that is, from the breath that issued
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from Him. 10-13. The tbeophany itself is described in two

tetrastichs
;
in the first as a coming down of God from heaven to

earth. 10. He bowed the heavens and came doivn~\. God, en-

throned above the physical heavens, the blue expanse, bends them

when He would descend in theophany. He comes down on

them. So Ex. 24
10

;
the elders of Israel

k ' saw the God of Israel
;

and there was under His feet, as it were, a work of bright sapphire,

and as it were the very heaven for brightness." The very heaven,

its sapphire-blue expanse, was the base on which the feet of the

theophanic God stood. Here, however, under His feet was thick

darkness, because the theophany was in a storm of wrath ; there

it was in the bright sunshine of favour to establish a covenant with

His people. So Solomon, in the snatch of an ancient poem pre-

served from the book of Yashar (according to ), says,
4f Yahweh

dwelt in thick darkness," i K. 812 = 2 Ch. 61

; cf. Ps. gf and the

cloud of the theophany at Horeb, Ex. 2ois

(E), Dt. 4
11

5-.

11. And rode upon the ckentfr]. The cherub, coll. sg. for usual

pi. cherubim, is conceived as the living chariot upon which God
rides when He descends from heaven to earth. So Ez. i

4"28
9*

10 ii22
, describe four cherubim inseparably attached to the living

chariot of Yahweh
; and i Ch. sS15 connects the cherubic chariot

with the cherubim of the Holy of Holies of the temple. They
were the guards of Eden, Gn. 3

24
(J), and of the tabernacle and

temple, in which two of them with outstretched wings sustained

the base of the divine throne. They always have wings. The

conception of the Ps. is a primitive one, but harmonious with the

other representations. And flew}. The cherubim constitute a

winged chariot. And swooped down upon wings of wind]* The

wings of wind may be conceived as wings which the wind has, in

which case wind and cherub seem to be synonymous, and we may
think of Ps. IO4

54
. But the thick cloud of Ps. I04

3
appears in

iS13 as "thick clouds of the skies," and the cherubim are the

chariot here in a different sense from the thick clouds there.

The conception here is that heaven, thick darkness, cherub, wings

of wind, are all under the feet of God, all constitute the platform on

which He descends to earth. The cherubim are the living beings

of the theophany as in other passages mentioned, and there is no

sufficient reason to identify them with the thick storm cloud.
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The second tetrastich, 12-13, in three syn. lines describes what

was round about God in His descent, as the previous lines what

was under His feet. The texts of Ps. and 2 S. differ greatly here,

and it is difficult to find the original text and interpret it. God

put darkness round about Him'], enveloped Himself in darkness

when He descended
|[
a covering of darkness of waters'], a dark

mass of waters was the covering ; He was bringing with Him a

great storm cloud heavily heaped up with waters, ||
thick clouds

of the skies without brightness']. The Str. concludes with a line

stating what preceded Him before Him passed His thick clouds.

Theophanies in storm for salvation in battle are reported for

Israel under Moses at the crossing of the Red Sea, Ex. i^25

I5
1-18

; Joshua at Bethhoron, Jos. iou ; Barak and Deborah at the

Kishon, Ju. 5
20"21

; and so also for David against the Philistines, for

2 S. 5
20

,

" Yahweh hath broken forth upon mine enemies before

me, like the breaking forth of waters," implies the breaking forth

of a storm ; 5
24

,

" when thou hearest the sound of marching in

the tops of the mulberry trees," the onward march of Yahweh

in a storm manifested first in the tops of the trees.

Str. III. 14-16. The theophany is still further described as a

storm in a syn. tetrastich and a syn. couplet synth. thereto, The

approach of Yahweh in the storm has been described in the previ-

ous Str.: now the storm bursts forth* Yahweh thundered from
heaven (so 2 S. better than " in heaven "

of Ps.) II and Elyon gave

forth His voice], the sound of thunder as Ps. 29*. And sentforth

Hisarrows]* The thunderbolts are compared with arrows shot forth

from a bow
|| flashedflashes'], so I44

6
, citing this passage, prefer-

able to Ps., whose text was corrupted into "
many

"
flashes. The

resulting clause, and scattered them, is usually referred to the

enemy; but the enemy has not been mentioned since v.
4 and

does not appear again till v.
18

, so the reference is here premature.
It is rather the arrows which are scattered, so many are the

thunderbolts in this great storm. made them rumble'}, the long

reverberating rumbling of the thunder which accompanies the

flashes of lightning, all representing a terrible thunder-storm. The
result of this terrific storm is described in the closing syn. couplet.
And the channels of the (sea)'] 2 S. better than the weaker

"waters" ofPs. appeared; \ (and} thefoundations of the world
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were laid bare]. This is a return to the thought of the earth-

quake as preceding the storm, and now renewed during the storm.

A later editor added a gloss corresponding with v.% only stronger :

because of Thy rebuke, Yahweh, because of the breathing of the

breath of Thy nostrils. 17-19. The second section of the Str.

is composed of a couplet and two triplets. The couplet con-

tinues the description of the theophany and gives the result of it.

He sends from on high, He fakes me \ He draws me out of many
waters~\, that is, the waters described in v.

5
. The first triplet of

syn. lines then explains the imagery. He delivers me from my
strong enemy, \ from those hating me ; for they were too strongfor
me

||
who came to meet me in the day of my calamity], the same

as the enemies and man of violence of v.
t<M

. The last triplet is

also 53^1. And so Yahweh became a stay to me"], a firm prop and

support referring back in correspondence of thought to v.^.

and led me forth into a wide place~\, giving breadth and freedom

ofaction without peril, and so antith. to his seeking refuge on a crag
and in a fortress and high tower v:"^

c
. and rescued me, because

He took pleasure in me~\, the climax resuming the thought of v.
36

.

Thus this part of the Ps. reaches a good conclusion, returning on

itself, as is frequent in Hebrew poetry.

21-2. An entirely new conception now appears which is ex-

pressed in four syn. couplets. These set forth the doctrine of the

reward of righteousness, and especially of legal righteousness, a

doctrine which did not originate till after the Deuteronomic Law

and which did not attain its height till after the giving of the

priestly Law. It is doubtless a gloss from the Persian period. It

has nothing in keeping with the previous thought of the Ps. The

original Ps. is hot with passion ; this section is calm and placid.

Yahweh rewards me according to my righteousness,

According to the cleanness of my hands returns to me ;

Because I have kept the ways of Yahweh,
And have not acted wickedly (in departing) from my God.

For all His judgments are before me,

And His statutes I did not depart from them ;

And I was perfect towards Him,
And kept myself from mine iniquity.

21. Yahweh rewards me
\\
returns to me~\, exact retribution,

according to my righteousness || according to the cleanness of my
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hands}, not using the hands for unclean purposes. This seems

to imply not Levitical purity or purity from bribery, which

never are expressed in this way ; but, in accordance with Jb. g
30

2230
,
innocence from unrighteousness and so

|| "righteousness."

22. The ways of Yahweh~\, ways for ways commanded Dt. 8 io12

ii 22

ig
9 26 17 28 30

16

Jos. 225
. 23. For all Hisjudgments}, legal

decisions in law codes
||
and His statutes^ f. pi. usage of code of

H. depart from^ Deuteronomic expression Dt. 9
12 + 7 t

24. And I was perfect towards Him and kept myself from mine

iniquity]. This is given as a single pentameter line. It may be

arranged as two trimeters by separating the preposition from its

noun; but it was probably not so intended by the glossator.

These verses can hardly be earlier than the later Deuteronomic

writers.

25-28. This section constitutes another and still later gloss,

gnomic in character, from the period of Hebrew Wisdom, and so

probably as late as the Greek period. They begin with a couplet

which is essentially the same as v.
21

. The retribution in the fol-

lowing couplets is ethical rather than legal.

And Yahweh returned me according to my righteousness,

According to the cleanness of my hands before His eyes.

With the pious Thou shewest Thyself kind;

With the perfect Thou shewest Thyself perfect ;

With the clean Thou shewest Thyself clean
;

But with the crooked thou shewest Thyself crooked :

For Thou savest humble folk;

But (Thine) eyes are (against) the lofty.

26. With the pious Thou shewest Thyself kind ||
with the perfect

Thou shewest Thyself perfect^ The pious are those who are

devoted to God and His law of kindness ; and who are also com-

plete, entire in their devotion to Him, and are so without blame.

To such God is kind and perfect in His dealings. 27, With the

clean Thou shewest Thyself clean in antith. with but with the

crooked (cf. Pr. 22*) Thou shewest Thyself crooked. %%. For
Thou savest humble folk"]. The antith. compels the meaning

"humble," elsw. only Pr. 3** i619
, possibly also Zc. 9; the earlier

sense, "poor, needy, afflicted," is not appropriate here. But

(Thine) eyes are (against) the lofty}. The texts of this line are
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difficult to explain :
"

lofty eyes Thou humblest "
of Ps. is too

easy and does not explain 2 S. : Thine eyes are upon the lofty that

Thou mayest bring them down. The translation given above best

explains both variations.

Pt. II., Str. I. begins with a personal reference to Yahweh

reminding one of v.
3
. The Str. describes what God had done

for David in war, in two parts of three and four couplets.

29-31. has three syn. couplets advancing one upon another.

For Thou art my lamp, Yahweh], changed in Ps. to "lightest

lamp
"

in order to better parallel, with : My God who lightens

my darkness. Yahweh was the lamp, as in v.
3
*, horn of salvation ;

the lamp to light up a dark path, fig. of a difficult task, so of

prosperous way through it, cf. Ps. I32
17

, probably based on this

passage. For in Thee (through Thy help) I run up to a troop~\,

a hostile marauding band of the enemy, to attack them. and
in my God I leap a wall], to get at them behind the wall.

These expressions seem to refer to some difficult campaign in

which personal courage, strength, and valour were required.

The 'El whose way], providential way of acting, cf. Dt. 32*.

is perfect"], in help and defence, as appears from
||
a shield is He

to the one (made more comprehensive by a later editor by inser-

tion of "all") seeking refuge in Hini\ ;
cf. v.

36
for both expres-

sions. 32-35. The second part of the Str. is composed of four

syn. couplets, setting forth in relative clauses what sort of a God
Yahweh is and what He has done for David. The first couplet

asks, For who is a God like Yahweh ?
||
and who is a Rock like

our God?], implying a negative answer : there is none like Him,
the incomparable One. ('El and Rock are as in v.

3

*.)
So Ex. i5

u
,

cf. i S. 2
2 Dt. 33

20* 29
. A later editor, adapting the Ps. for congre-

gational use, substitutes for the comparison the terminology of

Is.
2
43

11
44

6 - 8
45

21
, asserting that God is the only God; that is,

monotheism, a doctrine without anything to suggest it in the

context, which rather holds up Yahweh as the incomparable One in

what He has done for David. The *El who girdeth me with

strength] . Strength is compared to a girdle wrapt about him by his

God. Who setteth my feet like hinds'], swift to run, as v.
30

1[
And

upon high places'], battlefields, as Dt. 32
13
$3 2 S. i

19- 25
. made

me hold my ground^ stand firm in battle, cf. Am. 215
2 K. io4 .
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Who teacheth mine hands for war]. As a warrior of Yahweh he

has been trained by Yahweh Himself. And maketh mine arms

bromi\. The arms by divine discipline become so strong that

they are like bronze weapons ;
so essentially ancient Vrss. The

"bow" is an ancient interpretation which spoiled the measure

and misled as to the sense, and in f^ led to a change in the form

of the vb., which is followed by AV. " so that a bow of steel is

broken by mine arms " and RV. " mine arms do bend a bow of

brass," neither of which suits the context.

36. These two lines are doubtless a gloss. They are not in

accord with the previous or following context, which describe what

God enabled David to do and not what God was to David.

And Thou gavest me the shield of Thy salvation,

And Thy right hand supported me, and with docility to Thee Thou broughtest me up.

The shield is suited to the previous bronze weapon and the

hands and arms, but then it should be a shield of victory and not

shield ofsalvation. But the glossator was evidently influenced by
the horn of salvation v.

Sc and the shield v.
8lc

. The last two lines

vary in texts and Vrss. 2 S. omits : And Thy right hand supported
me ; and the first word of the next clause is pointed so as to read
"
Thy response," or "

Thy docility," which suits better the vb. than

MT. of Ps. "Thy condescension" or "Thy humility," So also

we may read the vb. "
either made me great

"
or brought me up.

But in either case the conceptions are later than those of the Ps.

as a whole. Two different stages of glosses are represented by
the two texts.

Str. II. describes the triumph of David over his enemies. It is

composed of a couplet followed by a tetrastich in the first section,

and of a tetrastich and two couplets in the second. 37. The
first section begins with a synth. couplet : Thou broadenest my
steps under me], taking up the thought of v.

w
. The step is the

place on which the feet step or stand ; it is broadened so as to

give ample room for standing, cf. v.
206

, plenty of room for exercise

and development. And my limbs do not slip]. They stand firm

on the broad stepping place. This may refer to the enlargement
of the power of David after his final defeat of the Philistines.

38. David now describes his victorious pursuit of his enemies.
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He is no longer on the defence. I pursue mine enemies and I
overtake them'} ;

cf. v.
30 of his running and leaping against them

;

||
and I return not (from the pursuit) until (I have overtaken

them and) I have finished them (destroyed them completely).

39. And I smote them down so that they could not rise \ and they

fell under my feet~\. This, in the original poem, described a

historic experience of David, probably in his wars against Edom
and Moab ; but an editor, wishing to make future triumphs pos-
sible to the thought of the congregation, omits the waws con-

secutive, so that the verbs may be either futures or presents. The
second section opens with a tetrastich : 40-41. And TJwu girdest

me with strength for war], resuming the thought of v.
33

*, then

synth. as result of this warlike strength, Thou causest them that

rise up against me to bow down under me"] ; they rise up only to

bow down under my blows j ||
And mine enemies Thou madest give

the back to me~], turn the back of their necks in flight ; ||
and them

that hate me I exterminated. 42. The pitiful condition of the

helpless enemy is now stated in a couplet : And they cry for help,

but there is no saviour \ unto Yahweh, but He doth not answer

them. 43. The Str. concludes with a couplet bringing to a

climax the final victory : And I beat them small as dust of the

earth*]. An editor substitutes for earth>
'* before the wind,"

thinking of pursuit. And as clay of the streets pulverized them"].

This is probably an indirect reference to captured cities. The

entire Str., describing victories over enemies, may be regarded

as a poetic representation of the wars of David described in

2 S. 8, 10.

Str. III. sums up and generalizes all that has gone before ; but

it is mingled with two glosses, which make it more appropriate

for congregational worship in later times. 44-47. The first sec-

tion is a hexastich as usual. 44-45a. It begins with a single

line : Thou deliverest me from the strivings of (my) people'],

which, if the text of 2 S. is correct, is the only reference in the

ode to civil commotions. This is generalized in the text of Ps.

to "people," but the strivings are more suited in usage to civil

commotion than to external war, cf. Ps. 55
10

. The three lines

that follow are syn., referring to foreign nations. Thou settest

me to be head of nations'] ;
the conquered nations submit to him
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as their head or chief. A people I knew not serve me], unknown

distant foreign peoples, such as the Syrians of Hamath, 2 S. 8;
||
At the hearing of the ear shew themselves obedient to me~\ . This

is followed by a gloss, in the hostile spirit to foreign nations of

later times. 45Z>-46. Foreigners come cringing unto me
\ for-

eigners fade away and come trembling out of their fastnesses] .

These lines are in both texts, but there has been a transposition

of v.
450-6 in the text of 2 S. There is nothing in this part of the

Str. apart from the gloss that transcends the experience of David
;

although naturally in later times it was given a more general

reference, in accordance with the royal Pss., to a world-wide

dominion of the Davidic dynasty. 47. A concluding couplet

ascribes life and blessedness to God. Liveth and blessed is my

Rock~\.
"Yahweh "

has been inserted after
"
liveth," but elsewhere

" Yahweh liveth
"

is the formula of the oath, and here it seems

to balance two clauses with two beats each, making a tetrameter.

It is not expressive of a wish, as one says,
"
May the king live ;"

but is a statement of fact, as to the "Rock," the divine name

of the Song. And the God of my salvation is exalted'] ;
cf. v.

30

and this exclamation of the fact to the couplet of challenge, v.
32

.

48-51. The second section is constructed somewhat as v.
32"35

in

relative clauses. 48-49. The 'El who giveth to me deeds of

vengeance^ such as those described in v.
38"43

. And who bringeth

down peoples under me'] ;
cf. v.

40^1
. An editor of the Ps. sub-

stituted a later Aramaic word "subdueth" for this ptc. From
the man ofviolence rescueth me]. This is the climax, going back upon
v.

3
**,
which is left out of text of Ps., but is preserved in text of

2 S., probably referring to Saul, as indicated in title. It was quite

natural that the first reference in the ode to the peril, and the last,

should refer to him; and as " & man of violence" rather than as

classed with the other enemies. This is followed by a gloss, 50,

which is left in the text as a hexameter, a liturgical addition

suitable for congregational worship at this point. Therefore will

I praise Thee
t Yahweh

9 among the nations
',
and to Thy name will

I make melody^ All the terms are common liturgical terms.

51. The final triplet of the Str. is individual in its reference to

David as the anointed king over against the man of violence.

Who magnifieth acts of salvation to His king, \ And doeth kindness
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to His anointed^. There is a reference here to the covenant

of David, 2 S. 7
15sq

*. "My kindness shall not depart from him,

as I took it from Saul/' cf. also Ps. Sp
29- 84

; and so the climax is

appropriate in the mouth of David, To David and to his seed

forever.

1. TjDnnK] / love thee, Qal impf. I p. sf. 2 m. of } cm, a.X. in Qal ; Pi.

have compassion, frequent f Pss. IO214 ic3
13 - 13 Ii65 and elsw. However, in

As., Ar., Aram., Syr., used in Qal with mng. love. Possibly an early and rare

use in Heb., but prob. a later one, an Aramaism. The idea itself is not earlier

than Hosea, and is only common with srm subsequent to D. This 1. is cited

Ps. H61
; but ipanN is there substituted, or else gives evidence of an original

\-i2HN in poem. This vb. is not found in 2 S. and is doubtless a gl.
1|

(7>n]

my strength ; t pjn a.X. (2 S. 223 <
L has foxfa fJ^v, but this is gl. from Ps.) ;

cf. Ppn Is. 811, inpn 2 Ch. I21 2616 Dn. n2
. t pm is used Ex. I3

3- 14 - 16 Am. 61S

Hg. 222 ; pjn adj. is used of the hand and arm of "> in delivering Israel from

Egypt, especially in D. Cf. Ps. I3&
12 and Is. 4O10

(pjrp as in tfie character

ofa strong one). 3. ^So] my crag; Jj?4) n.m. fig. of " i83 (=28. 222);
also 31* = 7i

8
(both nn wisci 'D); 4210 (^D ^N); fig. of security 4O3 ; in

physical sense 7S
16

IO4
18

I37
9
I4i

6
. frnis?:] n.f. fastness, stronghold, used

in ^ of God i& (= 2 S. 222) 3i
8 - 4 = 71* (all |) ^D), pi

3
([ >cnr), 66

11
1442

(both dub.) ; elsw. common in narrative of I S. 22*- 6
24

23 2 S. 5
7 - 9- 1T (= i Ch.

II 6- 16
) 23

1
*; also in Ez. I213

I3
21

172 Jb. 39
28

. It is therefore an early word,

extremely suitable in the mouth of David. ^jtt] my deliverer, PL ptc. sf.

I (v. I7
13
); elsw. in this ptc. form v.49 (for which 2 S. more correctly wane);

4O18 = 70^, I44
2
, as above, agreeing with z S. in adding ^ which is doubtless

original. But Ba., Du., rd. ^C, as Ps. 55, more in accord, with context.

The Ps. is without doubt a trimeter ; therefore the initial nw must be

a gl., though in both texts. ^N
] my God; inSx of 2 S. is prob. later ; cf.

I^D 'TN 42
10

. -nix] my rock, here as in Dt. 32
87

sq. ">3 non. In that poem
it "is a divine name, given in < there as elsw., v.18 - 80 - 8L 81- 37

, by Befc; so

of 2 S. 23
8 Ps. i832* 47

. This usage and the personal reference favours its

interpretation as a divine name here, although renders poi]66s <S of 2 S.

has 6 6e6s fiov 0i5Xa ^o-rat /xoi, showing that <5 rd. <>nL
N. Jn n.m. rock;

used elsw. (i) in late Pss. for God as refuge of His people I9
15 281

3 13 (=
7i

a
) 62s- 7- 8

73
s6

7S
85

89
27

92
16 94^ 95

1
I44

1
; (2) in physical sense 2T

6 6i8

ygis.ao g i
17

io5
41 H48

; (3) of edge of sword 'oin "$ 89
44

. ^pi pp] phr.

a.X. ^^r of my salvation. \ pr n. horn (i) of animal 2222 92
11

, so fig. of

God here ; (2) of altar nS37
; (3) fig. of exaltation, 'p o^n lift up the horn

is used fig. of men of power and honour, compared with the wild bulls ; so

of wicked 75
6 - 8 - n

; of God's people, with God as subj. 8g
18

I48
14

; intrans.

'p on Sg
26 H29 i S. 21

; so of the king m 1

? 'p rposn I32
17

; cf. in'c*D 'p on;

I S. 210 (Song of Hannah). "^JCTC] my high tower; always fig. of God ex-

cept Is. 25
12

33
16

(efforts). 2 S. adds ^DUDI, but this makes line too long;
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prob. a gl. 2 S. 22s* ^jrtfn DDHD ^ITD is not in Ps. We need it to make up
six lines of Str. It was doubtless original, Ols., Ley, Gr., Bi., Che., Ba., Ecker.

Its place was taken by the first line of Ps. 4. ^ns] Pual ptc. gerundive,

worthy to be praised, always of "
; elsw. 4S

2
Q6

4 (= I Ch. i625) I45
3
, of name

of "
II3

3
. For V?n vb. v. Intr. 35. ia? fpi] is to be preferred to 2 S.

oiND'i on account of rh>thm. 5. >;] of 2 S. is unnecessary; not in Ps.

ij-iflflx] Qal pf. 3 pi. sf. I S. (of past experience) f ]^N surround, encompass :

waters Jon. 2; fig. evils, misfortune nijn Ps. 4O13, rno nair'n 2 S. 225 = 'D ^an

Ps. /<?5 = n63
(where it is cited), ^an of Ps. has come in from next couplet

v.6. It is improbable that the original was so unnecessarily tautological.

t naira] n. pi. cstr. breakers, waves breaking on the shore, gives a beautiful

metaphor, which is found elsw., lit.
D; ^acto 93* ; fig. of oinn 42

8 = Jon. 24 ;

of
n'-nxp

Ps. 888
. 2 S. 225 is prob. the original of all these fig. uses, as oinn

and n^wo refer to mD and SiNtr. ^2*?a ^Jll\\
torrents of Belial. jSm]

n.m. (i) torrent of rushing water, || breakers, so sim. of foes 124*; fig. of ruin

here, of pleasures 36
9
; elsw. in ^ lit. 74

15
78

20
83! no7

, cf. Ju. s
21

; (2) tor-

rent bed, wady, Ps. IO4
10

. J Sg^a worthless-ness : (i) "a nan fow, wicked tiling,

ioi 3
; f(2) rtfz, destruction, Na. a1

; 'a pjjp Na. iu ; and so here destruction

|[
rma and SKCT ;

'a nai Ps. 41 (destructive thing) deadly injury. 2 S. omits

i without reason* w^] Pi- impf. varies from pf. of previous and follow-

ing lines to express the oft-repeated action, f nya vb. Qal not used. Niph. be

terrified \ Ch. 2I30 Est. f Dn. 817 ; not in ^. Pi. (i) fall upon, overwhelm,

assail, i S. i614 - 15
prose, elsw. poetry, Ps. i86 (= 2 S. 225) Jb. 3

6 + 6 1. Jb. Is.2i4 ;

(2) terrify Jb. 7
14

(||nnn). 6. J^n] n.m. jw^zr^ jr& (= 2 S. 226) 69-8

IO686, of plots of wicked 64
6
I4O

6
141 (. 9

17
). 7. ^""ixa] z' the distress

which I had (v. $). %3 Pi- impf. I p. (^-5
3
)- This is original; sofiN

of 2 S. 22^ is error of repetition from previous line. poti"
1

.] impf. (of vivid

description) ; 2 S. has better JJDB, 1 consec. of result. Ps. has two words,

flS, which are not in 2 S,, inserted betw. the two words >njni?i and

2 S. is one word too short. Nian may be explained as a gl. implied

by vjwa ; but VJaS is not a natural gl. and is therefore probably original.

f[njritr] n.f. cry for help; not found abs., but cstr. I S. 5
12

Je. 819, TijnBf

Ps. i& (= 2 S. 227
) 39

13
40

2 I022 La. 3^, nnjner Pss. 34! I45
19 Ex. 22 (jj.

8, tfgJfn] Qal impf. 3 f. c. i consec. of result, f tr^j Qal a.X., Dr. = sway;
but 2 S. Qr. Hithp. vzzw which is found also of waters tossing Je. 5

s22
467,

and of mountains (2 S. heavens) swaying here, v.80 = 28. 22^ so Hithpolel
of waters Je. 46

8
, and of drunken men reeling Je. 25

16
. Pu. Jb. 34

20
, a people

convulsed. There is no sufficient reason to doubt the Qal, which is the more

difficult form. tfjnrn] Qal impf. c. i consec. quaked. J tfjn vb. Qal quake :

of earth i88 689
77

19
, mountains 46* 72

16
(dub.). Hiph. cause to quake, earth

6o4. Dn.n -HDIC-I] 2 S. omits i. In that case it is difficult to explain i consec.

with w?;JP\
i may be taken as circumstantial, or we may think that it has

consec. power notwithstanding the change of order. It certainly would be

more natural to read
.irj-yi, and possibly that was the original. There was a

tendency in later times, when i consec. had lost its force and usage, to change
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order of vbs. in the older poems, troirn nnoia of 2 S. is a.X. and as the more

difficult reading is to be preferred ;
that of Ps. is favoured by the use of

uan rvnoiD v.16 (=28. 2216
), and v~\x over against ann Dt. 32

22
. ^ rnn]

retracted accent (#. 212
). J rnn vb.Qal 3#r;z z# anger : of man P|N subj. 124

s
,

God io64:)
; nx omitted, impersonal i88. Hithp. heat oneself in vexation

37
1- 7 - 8 Pr. 24

19
. 9. 13to

|c^]
smoke in his nostril, because of hard breath-

ing in anger. So I\DD trx fire from his moutfi; the breath of his mouth in

hot anger was a breath of fire. ^a^n at end, instead of with i consec. at

beginning. aiSm] n.m. pi. tr^nj n.f. coal; in ^ only pi. nw o / 5 =
2 S. 229 ; so tr ^m nja 2 S. 2218 = ew ATN -na naj? -pa? Ps. i813 (corrupt

txt), cf. v.14 (gl.) V*$ ^ni also used of cherubim Ez. I 13
; so rd, Ps. I4O

11
;

cf. I2O4 (of coals of broom plant). 10. D;st? EOM] Qal impf. c. i consec.

carrying on result ; so also 2 S., but Ps. I44
5
Hiph., and this is the more

probable pointing. Cf. Ex. 24
10

. -n^] Qal impf. c. i consec., and descended,

as context shows, in theophany. In this sense only here iS10 = I44
5 in ^, but

common in early writers Ex. i 9
u.is () 2*

3
8 II5 - 7 iS31 (J) Nu. ii 17

(JE);

sq. fjjn Ex. 34
5 Nu. 1 125, cf. I25 (all JE) ; pillar of cloud Ex. 33

9 QE); his-

torical" references in later writers Ne. 9
13

; prophetic anticipations of future

theophanies Mi. I3 Is. 31* 63
19

642 Jb. 2213. t
1

^?] n.m. heavy cloud;

I K. 812 = 2 Ch. 61
(poet.), God dwells in it, so Ps.'' gy

2
. It is used of the

cloud in which "> descended in theophany at Sinai Ex. 2O21 (E) Dt. 4U 5
19

,

so to David Ps. i810 (= 2 S. 2210
); of advent in judgment Je. 13^ Zp. I 15

Jo. 22 ; in more general sense of clouds Jb. 2213,
as swaddling bands of sea

Jb. 38
9

; of a stormy day Ez. 34
13

; fig. misery Is. 6o2. 11. 35">:]] and rode,

1 consec. carrying on the thought. J 201 vb. Qal, ride in chariot; so of mon-

arch into battle 45
5

; elsw. in $ of "> in theophany ; in the heavens 6S34
; on

a highway in the nin? 685 ; so here the ana is conceived as His chariot i8u

= 28. 2211 ; cf. use of ai:n in Ps. IO4
3 and of 331 collective of the army of

God in theophany, owi aan 6818. Hiph. caiise to ride 6612
. J ana n.m. only

here in this relation as chariot of " in the clouds ; but Ez. describes four

cherubim as inseparably attached to four wheels of chariot and supporting a

throne platform, Ez. I4
"28

9
3 10 II22 ; so I Ch. 2818 connects this cherubic

chariot with the cherubim of the Holy of Holies of the temple. They are

always conceived as having wings, even when stationary on the slab of gold

constituting the throne of " in the tabernacle of P ; and also in the temple
cherubim. They are also conceived as guards of the tabernacle and temple,

and so woven into the texture of the curtains and carved on the golden planks ;

also in the poem of J, as the guards of Eden Gn. 3
24 They are always theo-

phanic. Elsw. in ^ So2 99^; cf. 2 K. I9
15 = Is. 37 I S. 4* 2 S. o*

3 = I Ch.

136 (refer, to the cherubim of the throne) o^anan av\ ^V*1

]] andflew, subj.

God, flew by means of the wings of the cherubic chariot, which He rode.

J t\\y vb. Qal,^7 in ^ of God only here i8& =28. 2213
; elsw. fig. of arrow

9 1
6
,
of a man as a dove 55

7
,
of men as birds, at end of life 9O

10
. N?VI] = in

2 S. xn^, which latter is an error of transcription, n for i, as old as 0. n*n,

as rare word and suited to context, is to be preferred as original, f PIKI vb.
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Qal, dart ttirough the air; here only in $ ; elsw. Dt. 2849 (of eagle), fig.

Je. 48* 4922. Dr. swoop down, is the most prob. rendering.

12. Ps. = D-'D napn inao vrna^ad rind ICTI nri

2 S. = D-D mpn mad pra^ad -pm new

1 consec. of 2 S. is evidently correct, for the movement of thought goes right

on. vrna^ad in both texts suits the clause. Then nro of Ps. must be either

an addition or out of place. It was prob. a gl. to get a synonym of inrd.

H3D in this sense of booth, of God in storm, only here and Jb. 36
29

, where it is

prob. borrowed from Ps. cf. io9. In Ps. 27
5
(Kt.) 3i

21 Yahweh is booth and

shelter to the psalmist. The idea of a booth on a chariot of cherubs is not

congruous. We might derive nad from the other stem -pD = overshadow,

screen (v. j12
). It is true that from this stem no form nro is known, but only

JDD and nror, both in sense of covering; but there is no reason why n-p cov-

ering, screen, should not be derived from this "po, as well as rrd bootti from

the other "pD. Besides, this explanation would bring into comparison La. 3**,

where of Yahweh it is said, "|S pp 'D Thou hast covered Thyselfwith a cloud;

so of anger La. 3
43

* J inp] n.m. frequent in ^ as hiding-place, ojn 'D hid-

ing-place of thunder 8i 8
; elsw. in sense of shelter in "

2/
G
3i

21 6i 5
pi

1
, cf.

32
7
II9

U4
, secret place of womb I39

16
, secrecy ioi5. It is an easy gl. here;

so airoKpv<f>Tjs has gone into <J of 2 S. rntfn of 2 S. a word unknown elsw.,

and from stem unknown in Heb.; mng, conjectural, collection, mass. As.

asaru, collect, gather; prob. txt. err. for rwn, Hi., Gr., D mistaken for i, all

the more that <S has <r/c6Tos. tnyirn darkness: opposed to light I39
12

; of

theophany only here (i8&), cf. Gn. I5
12

(JE); fig. lack of understanding 82s,

distress Is, S22 5O
10

. "|trn is more common. DUD is an original out of which

both inao of Ps. and n^d 2 S. might be derived ; rd. it, therefore, as cstr. sing.

and connect it with next word, D?Q rotrn nro. Then the covering of darkness

of waters is syn. with He put darkness about Ifim, i.e. He came enveloped in

dark storm clouds, as in subsequent content, a^ntr 'ay goes therefore with

next v. and takes as its complement rujn. "a?] pi. cstr. of J 1% n.m. thick,

dense cloud: (i) rain cloud 77
18

1478 Ju. 5* Is. 5; (2) cloud mass; so char-

iot of "> Is. I9
1 Ps. IO4

3
; connected with theophany /<*2- M. J o^n^] skies,

the region of thin clouds ; this phr. ct.X. ; elsw. in ^ pi. o^pntf np (of the

divine faithfulness reaching) 36 = 57
U = io85

, '^a ^ (God's) 68s5
, V^DD 'iy

78
2S Pr. S28, i? u.nj Vip Ps. 77

18
; sg. sky 89^

88
. fpnty vb. Qal, grind to

powder or dust: of the fine incense of sanctuary Ex. 3O
86

(P), of waters wear-

ing away stones and reducing them to dust Jb. I4
19

, of crushing enemies -I>J?D

Ps. 18 = 28. 2248. 13. rujp] emph. jc, without brightness, referring to

the dense clouds of the sky. If taken as beginning next line, inconsistent

with context and only to be justified in connection with a new conception
of lightning, but that would be premature here. % ryj n.f. brightness; a.\. in

\fr,
but cf. 2 S. 23*; after rain Is. 6o3 62*. fmj vb. Qal, shine, of light Is. 9

1

Jb. i86 2228. Hiphu cause to shine, of moon Is. I3
W

; enlighten Ps. i8& =
2 S. 22*>.
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Ps. = tftf ^njn -na I rap vap HJJ

2 S. = tt'K i^rU npa 11JJ

Ps. gives two lines, 2 S. one line. C*K ^rtn "na is given again in v.14c
,
but

not in 2 S. It is an easy assimilation, nap Ps. = 28. npa, a transposition of

a by txt. err. va? is not appropriate to npa, but is needed with nap and

would be easily suggested by *ap of previous line, "ipa is more appropriate to

tr tSm, if alone without -na, and goes back upon v.90, & 0/_^r* w* kindled

from Him. This reference back to v.90, the closing line of first six lines of

Str., is similar to the reference in previous Str. of v.7a5 back to v.4a&. But the

reference to hailstones and coals of fire here seems premature in connection

with the descent of Yahweh in the storm cloud, and before the storm bursts

in subsequent Str. It is best, therefore, to think that the Ps. has preserved
the original of the first line. The transposition of nap into "\pa has occa-

sioned the insertion of ITN t^ru from v.9", and the omission of yap is by error

of not observing similar letters. 14. a;rw] Hiph. impf. c. i consec. continu-

ing the movement of thought. Japn vb. Qal, thunder: of the sea 96
U

g%
7
.

Hiph. let it thunder, trans, thunder of " i81J> (= 2 S. 2214) 29
3 I S. 210 ; cf.

Sipa i S. 7
10

Jb. 37
4 * 5 40. D'.sira] not so suited to V?ip jni as 2 S. p.

^N ^Ol! *] not "* 2 S., is a gl. 15. ayfi^V] Hiph. impf. c. i consec. J pia

Qal 682, where enemies are scattered by God. Hiph. scatter, only here (iS
16

)

and I44
6
(quoted from this Ps.). Usually sf. is referred to enemies, but these

have not yet appeared in Ps. It is better with Gr., Du., to think of the scattering

wide the arrows (of thunderbolts) ; Ps. 1446 reverses the order of p-o and }*n in

the verse. The i of Ps. is not in 2 S. and not original. 2 S. has Derm pna (Kt.,

am Qr.) for aarvn an a^nai of Ps. 2 S. is one word too short. But Ps. 1446

= Donni qisn n|?^ DS^^I P*]^ P"13 - We may explain text of Ps. 18 as an

attempt to improve pia pna, and the text of 2 S. as resulting from the omis-

sion of one of these. When Ps. I44
6 was written the text must have been

pia pia, so Che., Bu, { pna n.m. flash of lightning iS15 (= I44
6
) 77

19
97*

I35
7
. an] before i consec. impf. is prob. vb. as in parallel line, <S ^r\-/)6vwv,

3 multiplieavit, from aan vb. be many, trans, sense, but not found elsw. It is

usually taken, after Ki., Qal pf. of f aai vb. shoot, cf. Gn. 49
23

; also cf. Je. 5o
29

Jb. i618 . It is taken by Hu., De., al., as ai adv. much, exceedingly, as Ps. I2$
8
,

but it is doubtless a relict of pna, as Ba., Che , al. anrn] Qal impf. c. i con-

sec. J Don trans, make a noise, drive with rumbling noise, as a wagon in

threshing Is. 2828 ; so here, cause thunder to rumble (i8
15 = 28. 2216 =

Ps. I44
6
), necessarily so if we refer sf. to thunderbolts, and the conception is

much more poetic than the usual rendering discomfort, justified by usage,

Ex. I4
2*

(J) 23
27

Jos. io10 (E) Ju. 4
15

I S, 7
10

. 16. wjij Niph. impf. c. i

consec. ; nto J Niph. appear : of God 84
8 IO217, of things i816 9O16, of men

1 ^19 428 Ex. 23
15

(E) 34
20 ^ 24

(J) + ; possibly all originally Qal. D>D ^Jbw]

2 S.
o;,

or BIQI Ecker, is better on account of
||
San. { [p

<|

fl^]
n.m. channel;

elsw. a^D t

>p'fi Ps. 422 Jo. I20 Ct. 5
12

; without defining word Ps. 126*, as

Ez. 3I
12

32
s +. ta;}] Niph. impf. i consec.; this better than iS^ of 2 S.
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J nS; vb. Niph. be uncovered, a.X. in ^. Pi. uncover eyes II9
18

; make known

righteousness of God wjh 98
2
. ^rn?je] =28. rnjm, in accordance with

which :]9K = IBN 2 S. The text of Ps. changes to 2'pers. without sufficient

reason. The line lacks one word. This we may get by reading mm rnp JDI.

fn-jj;j
n.f. rebuke; alw. of God in $t 18 (=28. 2216

) 76? So17
IO4

7
, also

Is. so
2
51^ 6615 Jb. 2611

, of man Pr. is
1 - 8

i;
1* EC. 7* Is. 3o- 17

. nn] in

sense of J breath, of mouth or nostrils (=28. 2216
), elsw. Pss. 33

6
I35

17
; cf.

Ex. 15
s

Jb. 4
9

. 17.
unj'J Qal impf. emph. coordination. Vt'DJ Hiph.

impf. of graphic description, fnffc Qal, */;#/ 0.- of water Ex. 210
; Hiph.

only Ps. jr8*7 = 2 S. 2217
, Ja^o-'D] (=28. 22ir

) elsw. Pss. 29^ 32
6
772

93
4
I07

23
I44

7
. 18. oW] Hiph. impf. of graphic description. TJ? wvi] a.X.

cf- 59
4
j where alone elsw. in

i/f r; adv. is used. 19. JTN] n.m. distress; in

V only in this phr. which is found also Dt. 32
s5

Je, iS17 4621 Jb. 2i 30 Pr. 27
10

.

^l] i consec. in place of previous impfs., emph. change of tense to express

result. f ?jc*?]
n.m. P*P- support (= 2 S. 2219

), elsw. Is. 3
1
, -20. ^N^^iJ

i consec., carrying on previous line. 2 S. has in yi, which gives proper

measure and is doubtless original. f arn^J cf. arnoa 3i
9

; also I iS5 Ho. 416

Hb. i
6
. ^n*1

] Pi. impf. ySn (v. 65), a return to impf. of vivid description.

>3 "pfan \r] reason of previous deliverance, i^sn vb. Qal: (i) of men

(#) take pleasure *, ^/^ zw; c. a IO9
17 II21

II9
85

,
c. ace. 6831 73

26 Is. 58*

EC. 83 ; (^) delight, be pleased to do a thing, Ps. 40^ Dt. 2S
7 - 8

; (2) of God,

delight in, have pleasure in; c. a pers. Jr820 (=28. 2220) 229 41
12

, horse

I47
10

; c. ace. 37
23 4O7

518.18.21 n^'a T^& pr> 2I 1
. 21. ^R^a] =28. ^is;;;

so also same variation v.25
; fn* is the older form (v. ^2

). ^j "n:i^] cleanness

ofmy hands = v.26 (contracted in 2 S. to ^a?)> elsw- 12 ^ Jb. 9
1n

22'* (later

usage); cf. aa*?0)na from -Q adj. 24* 73! (v. 2). a^;] Hiph. impf. in

sense of J return, recompense ; c. ^ here (=28. 2221) v.25 28* 54
7
(Qr.) 79

12

n^12
; c. *?; 94

2 - 28 22. iniDU' >?] causal clause, Qal pf. of action completed
in present, keep, observe : laws of "

(post-Deuteron.), elsw. in this sense "pi

378*, mm U9W.44.6B.M8, nna 78
10

IO3
18

I32
12

, nnp 78
66

99
7

11988.146.10^

">ai 11917.
ST.

101^ n-|DN 11967.153^ niSD gp32 II9
oo

} Q^s-kTD io63 H9 IOG
, D'-pn IO5

45

rig
6 - 8

, ompfl 1 19*.
<ss. 134.

IGS^ in general I9
12

; all late Pss. DW] pi. of

Yahweh's commands; Dt. S6 10^ n 32
19 2617 28 3O

1G
Jos. 225

(D. v. /i).

'D *npeh] pregnant, acted wickedly (in departing) from; vb. denom. $y&~\

a.X. in this phr. ; elsw. a late word, in Qal i K. 847 Dn. 9
16 2 Ch. 687 EC. 7

17

Jb. 9
29 io7- 15

; Hiph. condemn as guilty Pss. 37
s3

94
21

, as Qal 106. For

yen v.fp 23. DIOSU'J?] judgtnents (v. /5), a type of law in form of judicial

cases (introduced by ON or 'a, with protasis and apodosis (v. Br.IIex- PP- 2fi2
-2SS) .

(above); earlier usage in code of E = Ex. 21-23. Kt. of 2 S.

is possible. rflpn] statutes, in fpl. characteristic of the code of $J

(v. Br.Hex. PP.
261-252) t

_,;D TQN] Hiph. impf. frequentative; but 28.=
nipa mow departfrom it, is simpler, except for lack of agreement in number,
which might be explained by an original ^njDn. Departing from laws of God
is an expression of D. in Qal which is prob. original, Dt. 9

12 + 7 t., TptsuitfDD

Ps. H9102
; not elsw. in ^ in this sense. 24.

^nfcn]
= 28. rpnio; shortened
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form is earlier and more suited to i consec. ^D?] =28. iV, the latter better,

more likely D;' assimilated to subsequent context. rnDniri] Hithp. cohort,

impf. c. i consec. net? with two accents. This form of 2 S. is older and better

than the igntfto of Ps. Two accents are needed, unless we separate 'c and

rd. wy ID ; but the rhythm is not so good. J p?] n.m. (i) iniquity i8* (
=

2 S. 2224) I07
17

,
as recognised 7 TOD 38

19
, 7 HDD *6 32

5
; (<z) ofpunishment:

'3 7 npfl 89*
3
, 7 *?? isi 39

13
, rpjjS 7 JIB- go

8
, 73 SDJJ I03

10
, 7 "^ I3<D

3
; (3) <?/

forgiveness or removal: 7
1

? n"?D 25
11

IO3
3 Ex. 34 Nu. I4

19
(J) Je. 3i

3i
33

8

36
s
, 7 MOT Pss. 325 85

3 Ex> 347 Nu. I4 (j) is. 3321 H o. I4
3 ML 7

18
; (# of

covering over : 7 isa Ps. yS
38 Pr. i66 Is. 2214 2;

9 Dn. 9
24

,
c I S. 3

14
Je. i823 ;

(</) 0/ cleansing from : 70 D33 Ps. 51*, 7 nnD v.u ; (f) <?/" imputing, reckon-

ing to one: ? 7 aen 32
2 2 S. I9

20
, (?) 7 TO Ps. 79

s Is. 648 Je. I4
10 Ho. 813

9
9
, 7 W Ps. lop

14
; (/) of ransomingfrom : 7D ms I3O

8
. (2) 2'// of

iniquity (not always easy to distinguish from (i)), 7 KSD Ps. 36
s Gn. 4416

(E),

7 ^3 Ps. 59
5
; as great, increased, 38

5
4O13 49

6
65*; fas a condition 73:

c. ^Sin Ps. 51"; c. ><u Jos. 2220 P; c. mn Je. 318 Ez. 3
18 - 19 iS17 - 18

336- 9.

(3) Consequence of, or punishment for iniquity : 7 *?>' 7 njn Ps. 69
38

, 73
c. various vbs. 31" io648 Gn. I9

15
(J) Lv. 26^ (H) Je. 5I

6 Ez. 4
17 + 3 t.

25. ^pnvp 'h mni 3ir>i] vb. = Hiph. impf. c. t consec. of aiir. This phr.

repeats essentially v.21 ; it begins another and still later gl. of a gnomic type,

coming from the Greek period of \VL. ^ ">5^j reduction to n.3 in 2 S. is

a unique expression and doubtless txt. err. 26. TOnrci] Hithp. impf. 2 m.

ion vb. denom. (v.4
4
). D^cn "DJj =28. oinn TI3J. Neither naj nor noj is

needed ; in all other lines there is a single word. "Oj
is an Aramaism for

13J and not original. ")DJ is an interpretation of a "OJ which has come in by
mistake from the line below. 27. n^i] Niph. ptc. of J 113 vb. purify, and

so Niph. be purified, pure ; a.X. in ptc.; in pf. Is. 52
11 of ceremonial purifica-

tion of those bearing sacred vessels. Hithp. here and Dn. I210 . These three

lines are in exact parallelism, with same preposition D>*, syn. nouns, and syn. vbs.

reflexive of the nouns, iDnnn, DDnn, -nsnn. Snsnn efts D>:] f sip? adj. twisted,

perverted: (i) as adj. Dt. 32
5 Ps. ioi4 ; (2) as noun masc., of persons Ps.

18 = 28. 2227 Pr. 22s, of things Pr. 8s, cstr. Pr. I7
20

I9
1 28s, pi. 215 II30 .

Hithp. of vb. tfp? is not used, so the glossator substituted the kindred Vnsnn

Hithp. of f [^o] twist, a.X in Hithp. and only usage of this vb. in ^. 2 S.

has corrupted it to 'jsnri = shew oneselfperverse, or crooked; elsw. found only

in Niph. Gn. $o
8
(E) of struggling in a circle, Jb. 5

18 of acting falsely ; so

also Pr. 88
(|| ^). 28. nns -o]

= 28. n\ The two readings may best be

explained on the basis of an original ni. The i is intensive and so expressed

by O in the Ps., and the rw is n, as usual in most ancient Hebrew. \3j? D^]

phr. a.X. For 133? v. 9
18

. rYton] =28. D->D% Qal ptc. pi. on (v. 9
14
) for the

lofty, powerful (v. also Jb. 2I22, where Di., Bu., refer to angels) ; of enemies

exalting themselves against, c. h? Ps. 13* 276; c. p Nu. 24
T
(poet.), hy oy^

of 2 S. here is justified by Ps. 32
8

. It is impossible to explain txt. of Ps. from

txt. of 2 S. ; but if we start with the latter, oipi Sjr rpjvp ikine eyes are upon
the lofty, we may regard the txt. of Ps, as a paraphrase, Swn being exegetical
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of ?? and 2 pers. sf. of ^ry, and then mm D>J>> explanation of aw in terms

of \VL. The line is complete without ^sirn ; we may suppose that it came

into the text of 2 S. from text of Ps. The original would then be ;

jroj nto

29. Ps. = wri ny TiStf mm nj Tn nn 13

2 S. = wn mjp mm mm ny rin 13

The vb. Tn in Ps. is unnecessary ; it is doubtless a paraphrase. 'nSs4 is the

usage of the Ps., and is more probable than double mm. JTI lamp; in $
only fig.; of prosperity here and I32

17
(^miro

1

? "U TO-I;), latter prob. based

on this passage ; of the Law as guide H9105
. mxn Hiph. impf. 2 m. TIN vb.

shine (z>. 13*). Hiph. tight a lamp only here, but light wood Is. 27
11

, altar

fire, Mai, I 10 . 30. rp] instrumental, emph. Tru p>s] I run up to a band.

Ba., after Lag., Ki., rds. in:) fix, / break down a walled (town) ; so Lucian

of 2 S. Tretppavfdvos ; Du. favours f2n, but doubts inj. But there is no

usage to justify ITU fjn. There is more to justify f-n vb. Qal, run; in

1 S. I7
22 David runs c. ace. n3"i3?Dn up to the army; although this is not in

hostility, yet there is no reason why ace. should not be used in case of hos-

tility, as well as in case of friendly running; so fig. Pss. I9
6
iig

3
-; run and

prepare (in hostility) 59
5

. t"iru n.m. troop, or band of marauders; this is

suited to early'hostile relations; cf. Gn. 49
19

(poem), also vb. Ps. 94
21

.

-ntf jSi] vb. = Pi. impf. of t^ Qal, /*/, not in ^, I S. 5
5
(<g) Zp. I 9. Pi.

^a/ o.X. in ^ (/5 = 28. 2230); as a stag Is. 35; c. ^ loci Ct. 28. It is

nowhere else connected with -mr, or cstr, with ace. f">ViT n. wa//, rare

word in Heb., but same in Ar. and Aram. = 28. 2230 ; elsw. Gn. 49
22

.

31. "DTI o^on ^xn] cf. Dt. 32* 1^5 O^D^ msn. nony mni nnps
1

] although in

2 S. also, yet an early gl. from Pr. 3O
5
. 13 o^cnnn SbS Nin pn] It might be

that this 1. was taken from the same place. Certainly it has been influenced

by Pr. 30
s

, although ^ is a later expansion, marring the rhythm. But this

section of Ps. is composed of couplets, and v.810 needs its complement, and

that is found in v.31c ; v.315 is a late gnomic utterance, out of harmony with

the Ps., but v.31*5 is suited to it. God as a shield pD is an early idea (v. jfy .

For 3 non v. v.35 ; but the original was prob. sg., as context is I sg. ; rd.

13
t

t?^n
L
'. 32. ^an rr^N ^ ^]. 2 S. has SN, an earlier form of the divine

name, and doubtless correct. M^IT ~"y ^i]- 2 S. repeats H^SD. t ^jta

(composite Si neg. and \7p w^) used in the sense besides, except, elsw.

Jos. 2219 (P) Is. 43
11 44

6 - 8
45

21
. J TSr is more common, 2 S. 7

22 Ho. 13*

Is. 45
s - 21

64
s

. The term is monotheistic like Is.2, and not like o^wa naioa ^D

Ex. I5
11

. It seems prob. that the original was D, and that an editor under

influence of Is.2 adapted it by inserting npSar, which appears in both 11. in

2 S., while the second 1. of Ps. in better style uses T^IT. The 11. are too long
with these words inserted. J ?^.KJ God; used Dt. 32

16 - 17
, and on this basis

as archaism in late poetry Pss. so
22 H47

I39
19

Jb. 3* + 40 t. Jb. Pr. 30* Is. 44
8
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Hb. 3
3 Ne. 9

17
(v. Intr. 32) . 33. 'nwcn] Pi. ptc. of ITN, rel. with art.

2 S. *np3; ITS is sustained by ^iixni v.40* of Ps. and inrm contr. from ir^n

of 2 S. "irx vb. Qal, ^n/, gird on, not in ^ ; but Pi. iS33' W
(c. ace. *?;n) ;

30
ia

(npiDtr); elsw. Is. 45* so
11

. Hithp. Ps. 93! c. ace. ly; cf. Is. S9 - 9
.

o-n jrn ] =28. fo-n inn, but text of latter uncertain and it makes no good
sense, pj in sense of make elsw. v.41 39

6 6gU I35
12

, etc. TH here is the

way for the feet, i consec. expresses result here and below, and so.

34. mS;x] pi. of f n^N nS.hind, doe, i&i (=28. 22) 29
9
(?) Hb. 3

19
Jb. 39!

Gn. 4921 (?) Ct. 27 3
5

; cf. n^N Ps. 221 Pr. 5
19

Je. I4
5

. w?r. '^D? ^Q emPh -

noun first. niD2 for battle-fields, pi. of J Pica n.f. / //<7^r 2 S. I 19 - 25
(poem)

Ps. yS
58

,
of Israel Ps. i&i = 28. 22s4 Dt 32

13
Is. sS

14
, cf. Dt 33^ Hb. 3

19
;

of God Am. 413
, cf. Mi. I3 Jb. 9* Is. I4

14
. w?r] Hiph. only here in

this connection with rung, cause to hold one's ground in battle. Qal is

used in sense of making a stand, holding ons ground, Am. 21S 2 K. 10*

Mai. 3
2
, vsh Ju. 214 et al., fc

c. ^ for one's life Est. 811
9
16

. 35. nj np^D

ntDn^D^] adopted in I44
1 and enlarged : ncnSa^ 'rnjrasw 3ip"' IT> -tD^on.

\np-\T ntfim ntfp. nrrui]. The 1. is too long, nrp is a gU explaining nnru,

copper, bronze, as material of bow, elsw. Jb. 2O24
, from which nt?p may have

come into the text, nnnji = 28. nmi, usually explained after AE. as Pi., the

latter 3 m. sg., c. 1 consec. for 3 f. sg. of Ps. { [*rn] vb. Qal, go down,
descend: to attack Je. 2i 13

,
into Sheol Jb. 2i 13

, fig. in chastisement (hand of

">) Ps. 38
3
; c. 3 descend into, make an impression (of reproof) Pr. ly

10
.

Niph. sq. 3 penetrate Ps. 38
8
(arrows of "). Pi. press down, furrows of land

Ps. 65
u

, so .Z?DB (but with doubt), press down, stretch bronze weapon (bow)
jrS35 = 28. 22*, but bow was not stretched with hands, but with feet, v. 7

13
.

Ki. regards the forms as Niph. of nnn be broken, cf. Je. 5i
66

. < %6ov,

IS posmsti ; so essentially S, JJ, ^T, all suggest nnru, which is most prob.

36. ^ MpiJ i consec. as v. 335
. -p^i] i circumstantial. 'jnnn qrnjjri]

=
2 S.

^5"jn ^ruTi; 4, 6, ^ irai.8ela <rov ; H rf disdplina tita; so 3, Aq.,

^ irpa6TTjs o-ov ; S mansuetudo tua ; Ols., We., rd. -]niTp. The shorter text

of 2 S. is alone sustained by both Vrss. and the unpointed ''jain "jnjjn ; but

this makes too short a line. t ni
TJ".]

n.f. (l) humility, meekness, 45
5

; so 22s5

(Aq., 3); elsw. Pr. I5
38 iS12 224 Zp. a3 ; (2) condescension, usually given

here is without authority, and to be rejected ; the idea itself is a late one.

tjpjj? Qal inf. cstr. c. sf. 2 sg. of n: answer (v. 3
5
) in the sense of response,

in docility to the divine guidance, is sustained by Ho. 217
,
and this is near to

< of 2 S. inra.KQ'f). < of Ps. irai.deta suggests mjj; afflicting, disciplining;

cf. Ps. I32
1

. The sf. would then be objective, ^nn Hiph. impf. 2 m., c. sf.

I sg. of n:n in the sense of editcate, found in Pi. (of the bringing up of chil-

dren) La. 2s3 Ez. I9
2
, but in its application to the training of men it is late;

so that in this case also we get a late conception. The <S of Ps. gives us a

conflation : T\ TraideLa. crov av&p0<a<rv fue efc r^Xos, Kal $ iraiSela <rov cttJriJ /AC

5i6dei. 37. :rrnri] enlarge; Hiph. impf. 2 m. (of graphic description,

#. 42). J 12?] n -in - st P so 2 S. 22s7 for place of stepping, not elsw. in ty.

$ -i>'3f vb. Qal, step Ps. 688 =
Ju. 5

4 of "> stepping in theophany. f [-rrsp]
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n.[m,] step Dn. n43
(at his steps) ; fig. of course of life Ps. 37

s3 Pr. 2O24 .

i4nj3 Tips] phr. a.X. t ["tfc] VD - Qal, A?^r, j/fo/^ / of ankles Ps. j-53? =
2 S.' 2237 Jb. I25 ; subj. anJTN Ps. 37

31
; cf. 261

. Hiph. ttz#j<? #> totter; shake,

Ps. 69
s4 Ez. 29

7
(?). Pu. not in ^, but Pr. 25

10
. *D-ij2 pi. c. sf. I sg. of [>D-\p]

n.f. <z#/&&r (.5DB.) a.X. 38. orn'w n^] Pi. inf.'cstr. c. sf. 3 pi. J rV?3 vb.

complete, at an end, finished. Qal in ^ only: (i) W0J& away, be exhausted,

fail, 3i
u

7i
9
73

26 102* I43
7
; ^'#<?, languish, 69*, cf. HQ"-!**; ^th longing

84
3

II9
81

; (2) come to an end, vanish, perish (by judgment of ") 7i
13

;

hyperb., by severe discipline 37
20 - 20

39
11

go
7
. Pi. (i) put an end to, cause

to cease, 78
33

; (2) came to fail, use up, spend, years 9O
9

; (3) destroy, exter-

minate, subj. man iig
87

; tni
Lo i? = 2 S. 2238, also i S. I5

18
, i K. 2211 =

2 Ch. IS10
; subj. God, abs. Ps. 59

1*- 14
74

11
( ?)- Pual> befinished^ ended, 72

20
.

39. Ps. = oip iS3>

28. =
fioipj

*

of 2 S. has Kal 6\&<rta afc-oiis Kal oik dm<m$<rojrai. D^pNi is a repetition

of nta by error of enlargement and addition to the text ; but i consec. is

possibly expressive of result, and original. V?3j *?]
is also an interpretation

of the modal force of pDip\ osrjDx Hiph. impf. I sg. c. sf. 3 pi. of { fno vb.

Qal, smite through foes ; elsw. in Ps. no6
,
their heads 6S"22 no6 Hb. 3

13
Ju. 5

26
,

loins Dt. 33
11

; cf. Ps. 682i (?). i*?aj in 2 S. more correctly iSsjx; the Ps.

would make it future, for Israel ; 2 S. makes it past, of David's experience.

40. nonVpl? Sn ^ll^m (=28. ^rni) is so near v.33* as to be suspicious;

however, it is in both texts, and it might be a resumption of thought at begin-

ning of new Str, ynsn] Hiph. impf, 2 m., i consec. omitted here and in

2 S. also. J Hiph. of jna cause to bow down in death; in ^ elsw. if1* 78
31

.

^nnri] 2 S. \innn older form. 41. ^eo], i is either emph. or circumstantial.

*p T^J] phr. elsw. Ex. 23
27

(E) 2 Ch. 29
8

; of hand on neck of fleeing

foe Gn, 49
8
, 7 -pri Jos, 7

8
, 7 njs 7

12
(JE); *]S^ n.m. not elsw. in ^.

DH^DXK 'WiTD'f] =28. on^pxj ^HJ^D. The transposition of i is all the more

significant that 2 S. attaches WJD to 1157 ; but that makes the previous line

too long. If 2, S. be correct, it is best to take i as i consec. emph. change of

tense, so making two tones for measure. If Ps. be correct, 1 is probably cir-

cumstantial, but a tone is missing, f [HDS] vb. put an end to, exterminate :

Qal only La. 3
s3

. Niph. only Jb. 617
23

17
. Pi. only Ps. rig

139
. Pilel only

Ps. 8817
(?). Hiph. only in ^ ; of man's extermination of enemies iS& (

=
2 S. 2241), of wicked IOI5 - 8

6g
s

(txt. err.), of God's exterminating 54
7
73

27

94
2s. 28

I4312. <j| has here, both in Ps. and 2 S., ^o>X<#/>eu(ras ; U, 3, disper-

didisti, orpDxn refer, to God, but Aq., ^, S, and K I p. as J. 42. i;w]
they cry for help, Pi. impf. 3 m. pi. (v.j

3
), for which 2 S. has ijrcn impf. of

nyv look about (for help), but this sense elsw. only in Hithp. Is. 4I
10

. Du.

suggests ipttfc as a play upon pi^io ; this is tempting (v. 3
8
). ^y] of Ps. err.

of late style for "?K of 2 S. 43. op.n^Ki] ) coord.; but original was ) consec.

as above. nrn"Sj ifl^]
of Ps. is a later metaphor for the simpler p*< ^0^3
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of 2 S. mxin BIB:)] mud of the streets, always sim. of ignominious defeat ot

treatment ; elsw. Mi. 7
10 Zc. g

3 lo5 ; cf. Ps. 6p
15 of a bog, fig. of distress ;

fiin TO Ps. 403 ; BIO n.m. not elsw. in ^. cp.nx] = 28. ngiyw ap-w. The
second word in 2 S. is gl. of first. < Xeavw, 5J <&/?fo / so Jo, 7, of Ps. give

op, for which Dpix, apnx is a txt. err. pn (v. 35
s
) does not suit a^, but

does = Hiph. impf. I sg. c. sf. 3 pi. of J pp-r. Qal not in ^. Hiph.

pulverise ; isy
1

? 2 K. 23 (of Ashera) ||
2 Ch. 34*-

7
; so of the

2 1C 23
15

; fig. Mi. 413 (313*1 BID?); so here also. 44. -o^an]
= 28.

i consec. original, makes new start as v.28 - ^ **
***. a^ lanp]

2 S. IDJ? is original ; the Ps. generalises, p prep., -o-n pi. cstr. 1 an n.m.

(1) tfryfc/ iya 'i 551; mjtf
1

?
"

3I
21

; (2) a came 352* 43! 74^ 119**;

ID? 151") 2 S. 22** seems to imply civil contention, and so was generalised in

Ps. to refer to foreign peoples. "osw] =28. yiDCto ; the latter presup-

poses David already chief of nations; the former, his being set there by
Yahweh for the first time. The text of Ps. is simpler and more probable.

BMT is also more suited to trioS. t?frn] in sense of cJdef not elsw. in ^, but

in early writers Dt. S3
5 I S.' I5

17
Ju. n 8 Ho. 22 ; cf. Jb. zap*. 45. J -nj]

n.[m.] that which is foreigti: t^5 a (n) ^ i8&'& = 2, S. 22*5 - 46 Ps. I44
7 - U

Ez. 447 Is. 566 6oio 6i5 6a8, nM(n)

T

p Gn. 1712.27 E^ I243(P) Lv. 22f26 (H)
Ez. 44

9- 9 Ne. 9
2 Is. 56

3
, none earlier than Ez.; elsw. in ^, 'j na-r^ 137*, "15:

^s

8 1 10 Dt. 32
12 Mai. 211

. J naj <z foreigner 69*. This phr. implies either an

insertion not earlier than the Persian Period, or else that the whole ^ is so

late. ^"Virn?'*] =28. ^S'lCTDnj. J rna vb. f Qal, ^r^w /^ (of flesh) only

IO9
24

; usually Pi. in early writers deceive, but in ^ only ^rt'j^gg sq. V pers. /^
663 Si 16

. Cf. f Niph. cringe sq. ? pers. only Dt. 3S
29

. f Hithp. only ^ S. 22.
46. i^aJ Qal impf. 3 pi. of S^j (#. /3) jz^, ^r<3/ down exhausted; elsw.

in this sense Ex. i818
(E) Jb. I4

18
. u-\rm] =28. njn^, i coord, f jin vb.

Qal, quake ; Aramaism, a.\. "un of 2 S. ^2>^, gird on, is a common vb., but

gives no sense ; rd. either itry as Mi. 7
1T

, which greatly resembles this pas-

sage (v. ffit or mm tremble, which is often used pregnantly with JD, come

trembling Ho. 1 1^.11 and with other prep. I S. I3
7 16* 2i2 Gn. 4228 (E).

Drprn-uDDD] = 28. onnjDOD has two accents as long word with prep. fr.

t rn^DD n.f. fastness; in this sense elsw. Mi. 7
17

, but in sense of border, rim,

in Historical Books. Cf. \ -UDD dwigeon Is. 24s3, fig. of exile 427 Ps. I428.

47. nint "n] Yahweh liveth, elsw. formula of oath (Ju. 819
+). t in adj. alive,

living: (i) (a) of God, as the living One, fountain of life; so here =
2 S. 2247 ; cf. in ^ Pss. 42s 84

8
(rd. "n both cases, and so 3"n), also Jos. 3

10
(J)

Ho. 2l ; cf. in a^n^ 2 K. 19*-
16 = Is. 37*-

1T
, on '* Dt. s

28 i S. I7
28 - ^

Je. lo10

23
s6

. () Of man, usually pi. on a/z^, living, Ps. 55
16

124
s

; ann(n) f"

land ofthe living Pss. 27
18

52
7
I42

8
, also Is. 38" 53

8
Je. n19 Ez. 2620 32^+5 1

Jb. 281S ; -nn DW-IN Ps. n69
; 'n 150 69

29
; nn ii 56

1*
Jb. 33*. (f) Animals

and man, phr. for either or both, in SD Pss. I43
2
I45

16 Gn. 3
2o 821 (J) Jb. I2

2g2i 30
28. cf, Gn. 619 (P). (^) Vegetation, as thorns, green Ps. 58

10
(dub.).

(2) Lively, active : B"n ia^ Ps. 38
20

(dub.) ; elsw. in this sense only 28. 23
20

(but Qr. preferable). mni comes with following phr. in Ps. I44
1
, which has

M
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nix "> TTO; this, being in a pentameter line, one word must be omitted. If

mm be omitted, we have the citation nis "p-o. mm has prob. been inserted

after -jna in I44
1 and before it in i847. ina Qal ptc. pass, of -p 3 (z>. jJ) :

J -p-u blessed be or M Vahweh 2S6
3I

22
4i

liT
72

18
89^ io648 iig

12
1246 I35

21

I44
1
(but v. above); D^N '3 6623 6S3S ; ^nt* '2 6820 ; cf. jvSp ? '2 Gn. I4

20
;

nix '3 Ps. /&*7 = 28. 2247 (also Ps. I44
1
, v. above) ; vnaa an '3 Ps. 72

19
.

DYVI] = 2 S. ami & awz/fed; of God; elsw. 2i 14 4611 - 11
57

6 - 12 = io86 113*

I38
6

(v. 9
1
*).

">
irn^N] =28. ^r; iis ^K. "w is more primitive and

the term of original Ps. It may, however, have come into text from line

above, as it is tautological. Cf. n ^N v. 3
, T^"1 ?"9 v. 8. 48. mogj] deeds

of vengeance, pi. of J nopa n.f. vengeance : c. |nj Ps. /# = 28. 2248 48 Ez.

35
w.iT

(Of God); Nu. 31* (P) of Israel a "> 'j pj ; elsw. 01 'J Ps. 79
10

;

*j ^N 94
1 -

!; of Israel and its chiefs ': nir; I49
7
. naiy] = 28. inni. Text

of Ps. gives an Aramaic word, Hiph. of -01 subdue, elsw. only 47*. But text

of 2 S., Hiph. of -n% gives a good ancient word in sense of bring down, lay

prostrate, Am. 3
1 Is. io13

63
6 Ps. 56

8
. nmn is favoured by I44

3
, which is

based on this Ps. and reads innn
IDJJ Tj;^;

1 (Aq., 3, &, &, all have pi.).

>nrn] =28. ^nnn as above, v.*. 49. "oSflp]
= 28. ^^siai. This is inten-

tional variation ^90 v.3*, ^joSfln v.440. 2 S. gives better parallel with npcfnn.

^'SD] contracted from u^ |ni needed for third beat as in v.4<J5
.

^Df^ ID]

for 2 S.
ipj^D ; only *IN of Ps. is explanatory of i of 2 S. Den tr^Nc] = 28.

trDDTj T#i5. This makes third 1. of verse and is suspicious. The sg. is usual

I4O
12 Pr. 3

31 I629 ; but pi. I4O
2- 5 man of violent deeds. The pi. is favoured

by mcj^ v.48 , m^-itr^ v.510 (y. f) ; but the sg. by the individual reference of

the original Ps. 51. mjntyj ^JD] phr. a.X. 'TIJD Hiph. ptc. ^njj vb. Qal,

become great 92
6 +, ^ magnified 35

2T
-f. Hiph. (i) make great 4I

10
(?)

Ob.12
; (2) magnify, here as Gn. 19 (J) Is. 42

21 Ps. I38
2
. 2 S. VHJD Kt.,

but S'njp Qr. n.m. ^^4;^, o.X. for
L
'IJD 4813 61*.

PSALM XIX.

Ps. 19 is composed of two originally separate poems: (A) a

morning hymn, praising the glory of "El in the heavens (v.
2"5

*),

and glorious movements of the sun (v.
60'7

) ; (JB) a didactic poem,

describing the excellence of the Law (v.*"
u
),

with a petition for

absolution, restraint from sin, and acceptance in worship (v,
12"15

).

A. V.
2'7

,
2 STR. 6s

.

heavens are telling the glory of 'El,

His handiwork the firmament is declaring;

Day poureth forth speech unto day,

Night maketh known knowledge unto night ;

In all the earth their voice is gone out,

And in the bounds of the world are their words.
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J?OR the sun there is set up his tent

As a bridegroom he is going forth from his canopy.
He rejoiceth as a hero to run his course.

From the bound of the heavens is his going forth,

And unto their bounds is his circuit,

And there is nothing hidden from His sun.

B. V.
8
-^ 2 STR. 65

.

'J'HE Law of Yahweh is perfect, refreshing the soul;

The Testimony of Yahweh is trustworthy, making wise the simple;
The Precepts of Yahweh are right, rejoicing the heart

;

The Commandment of Yahweh is pure, enlightening the eyes ;

The (Saying) of Yahweh is clean, enduring forever ;

The Judgments of Yahweh are true, vindicated altogether.

J^JOREOVER Thy servant is warned by them ;
in keeping them there is much

reward.

Errors who can discern ? Clear me from hidden ones.

Moreover from presumptuous ones restrain Thy servant ; let them not rule

over me.

Then shall I be perfect, and cleared from much transgression.

Let the words of my mouth be for acceptance, and the musing of my mind,
Before Thee continually, Yahweh, my Rock and my Redeemer.

Ps. 19 was in 33, then in jJH and B3& (z'. Intr. 27, 31, 33); but this only

applies to the first half of the Ps. v.2
-7

, for the second half was originally a

separate poem. The first half has the trimeter measure, the second half the

pentameter. The first half is a morning hymn of praise of the glory of 'El as

witnessed by heaven, and especially of the sun. The second half is not a

hymn, but a didactic poem in praise of the Law. These were combined in

order that, in public worship, a synthesis of the two might be made, and that

it might be seen that the glory of Yahweh in the Law transcends His glory in

the heavens. The latter is used as a foil to emphasize the former by its

antithesis. The date of the first half is not difficult to determine. Its con-

ception of the creation v.2, as the work of God's hands, resembles that of

Ps. 8, yet without betraying the influence of the conceptions of creation

either of Gn. I or of Gn. 2. It has a single Aramaism rf?D v.5 ; but that is

found in 2 S. 23-, and cannot therefore be regarded as very late, nnn v.T is

also, as a poetic term for sun, not earlier than Is. 3O
26

, used elsw. Is. 24
s8

,

Jb. 30
28

, Ct. 610 . This is, however, a poetic term which might have been

used first in this Ps., and may be due to the circumstances out of which it

was composed. The author was a true poet ; an enthusiastic admirer of the sun,

which is here personified, as are days and nights, the heavens and the firma-

ment. It may have been written as a protest of a monotheist against the

worship of Shemesh as a deity, described in Ez. 816, and common among the

Jews in the Babylonian period. At the same time it must be admitted that

the sun in the second Str. is not declaring the glory of '/, as are the heavens
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and firmament, days and nights of the first Str., but is himself the object of

admiration; and therefore it is quite possible that in the original the Ps. was a

hymn to the God Shemesh, and was subsequently adapted to the worship of

Yahweh. In either case we must put the composition in the Babylonian

period, when such sun worship was characteristic and prevalent among the

Hebrews and the nations which influenced them. Since writing the above I

have read GunkePs Ausgewahtte Psalmen, s. 24, and find that he has inde-

pendently come to a similar conclusion. The second half of the Ps. v.8
-15 is of

an entirely different character. It is a pentameter in praise of the divine Law,

using six different terms for it. In this respect it resembles Ps. 119, which is

also a pentameter, but uses eight terms. The limitation in Ps. 19 is due to

the number of lines in the Str. D. H, Miiller (Stropfanbau imd Respotision,

s. 60), followed by Che., supplies the other two terms for Law by prefixing

them to the two tetrameter lines that follow, thus making them pentameters.

This is tempting from that point of view. But it would be difficult to explain

their omission from all texts and Vrss.; and, furthermore, as will appear in

textual notes, this couplet is a gloss, making the Str. just so much too long as

compared with the subsequent Str. In other respects these Pss, are so alike

that they must be attributed to the same period, when the legislation of P was

the great central and substantial fact in the Hebrew religion. The term and

conceptions of the priestly legislation are evident : nijuir, sins of ignorance or

inadvertence
|| mirw, over against DHT, m j?cra v.13

- 14
. The use of the sacri-

ficial term ps~\S v.16 is to be noted. The term nn> v.8 is characteristic of P,

and is emphasised by having the second place after mm. amps v.9 is used

elsw. only Pss. Ji9
4+2 <a) L IO3

18 in 7
, and is very late. This part of the Ps.

cannot be put any earlier than the Greek period. V.11 is gnomic in character,

using terms and conceptions characteristic of WL. If original, it implies the

Greek period also. But it is a tetrameter couplet. It makes the Str. just

these two lines too long; it is therefore a gloss. This part of the Ps. was

probably earlier than Ps. 119,

PSALM XIX. A.

Str. I. is composed of three syn. couplets, the first and second

syn. to each other v.
2"3

, the third synth. v.
5
to them. A prosaic

gloss has been inserted between them vA 2-3. The heavens>

thefirmament, day and night, are all personified ; as the heavens

5
6
97> the morning stars Jb. 38

7
,
the hills and trees Is. 55",

and nature in general Ps. i48
2sq -

Jb. I276q\ are telling \ is

declaring^. The participles indicate that this action goes on

continually without interruption. These pass over into imper-

fects, foureth forth \ maketh known}, because it is necessary to

express the oft-repeated action of one day pouring forth unto
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another day, and one night making known to another night ; and

these latter taking up the strain and passing it on to their succes-

sors in an endless chain of praise, which Ros. compares to a ring

of dancers repeating the song in a series, and Home,
"
like two

parts of a choir chanting forth alternately the praises of God."

These are illustrative conceptions from usages of other nations ;

but there is no evidence that the Hebrews had these usages, or

that the poet thought of them. The theme is the glory of*El,

especially as manifested in His handiwork. The firmament, the

expanse of heaven, is conceived as having been spread out by the

hands of God at the creation, as elsewhere the earth Is. 42* 44**

Ps. 136, and so as ever after exhibiting and praising the master

workman's power and honour. This is a different conception of

their creation from that of Gn. i, where they are created by word

of command. It rather resembles Ps. 84. It is tempting under

the circumstances, with Ges., to think of the speech in the more

specific sense of hymn ; but this has no authority in Hebrew

usage, and is too specific for the subsequent as well as the pre-

vious syn. terms. The speech and the knowledge, though unde-

fined by suffix, must, from the context, mean speech about 'El,

and knowledge of 'El. 4. There is no speech and there are no

words, their voice is not heard~\, so most naturally translated, is

rather a tame explanation of the previous lines.
" This seems to be

a kind of correction or explanation of the bold figure which had

ascribed language to the heavens," Pe, It is difficult to see, then,

why Pe. did not draw the reasonable inference with Ols., followed

by Du., that it is a prosaic gloss. This internal reason is fortified

by the external one that these two lines make this Str. just two

lines too long in proportion to its antistr. .The numerous attempts

to get an appropriate meaning out of the verse have all failed to

give satisfaction ; as indeed they are all awkward and entirely out of

place in a Ps. of such wonderful simplicity, terseness, and graphic

power. There is no agreement of EV8
. in their translations.

Safe. In all the earth"\, emph., in antith. to the heavens v.
2
*.

The heavens are telling to the earth, and their message extends

throughout the earth
||
in the bounds of the world~\, that is in the

extreme limits of the inhabited world. their iwice^, in accord-

ance with the parallel, their words~\, but this requires, with most
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modem scholars, after the ancient versions, the correction of the

Hebrew text, which by the change of a single letter reads "
their

line," instead of "their voice." The Hebrew word translated

" their line
"

admits only of the meaning measuring line, which,

while it is suited to the thought of extension to the earth's limits,

and might spring into the mind of a copyist whose attention was

confined, in copying, to this single line, is yet out of harmony with

the thought which is emphasised in each of the other five lines of

the Str. The proposal to render the Hebrew word "
string

"
of a

musical instrument, and so the string, for the sound of it, though

urged by Ew. and others, and possibly in accordance with usage

in other languages, is not justified by Hebrew usage.

Str. II. is progressive throughout, and is an antistr. to the

previous one. As the previous Str. sets forth the glory of 'El, this

Str. describes the glory of the sun. 5c. For the sun is sef\.

The sun is personified, as were heavens and firmament, day and

night, of the previous Str., yet not as praising the creator, but as

the theme of the praise of the poet. The *El of the previous Str.

does not appear at all in this Str., unless we suppose Him to be

the unexpressed subject of the verb "set," and so render " He hath

set." The vb. may, however, be more properly regarded in the

present context as having a general subject expressed in English

by the passive,
"

is set." The sun is emphasised at the beginning
and also at the close of this Str. v.

76
, as the great theme of its

praise. It is therefore really put in parall. with the *El of the

previous Str., while the poet puts himself in parall. with the per-

sonified heavens, firmament, day and night. It seems most

natural, therefore, to identify the sun with *EL Was the Ps.,

then, originally a hymn in praise of the god Shemesh, who was

worshipped in Jerusalem just before the exile, Ez. 8
10
? or is

Shemesh used for the God of Israel, as in Ps. 84
12

? The praise

of God by the sun, so conspicuous in i48
3
, is here conspicuous by

its absence. On the whole, it seems probable that the Ps. was

originally composed in honour of the god Shemssh, and that it

was subsequently adapted by a few changes to the worship of the

God of Israel, by interpreting *El in accordance with Hebrew

usage, and by interpreting the vb. as having *^/as subject, and so

giving the sun a subordinate position. It is probable that the
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preposition b was prefixed by the editor, and was not original.

The original probably read, "Shemesh has set up his tent"

%fy makes a still further modification of the original in order to

connect with the previous Str. by adding
'
in them," which was

not in the original of @, and makes the line too long for the

normal measure. The reference to the heavens, which was doubt-

less designed by this addition, can only be made proper by fol-

lowing f^, and attaching this line to the previous one, and so

destroying the strophical organisation of the Ps. All other ex-

planations give grammatical difficulties. De W. thinks of the

End of the world as the dwelling of the sun. Thus Helios turns

into Thetis ; and Ossian gives the sun a shady cave in which to

pass the night. But all this is in the realm of mythology, and in

so far as these ideas are based on primitive worship of the sun,

rather favours the thought that the Ps. was originally a hymn to

Shemesh = Helios. We may think of the tent of the sun as in

Hb. 3
11

, where sun and moon have their dwelling; or of the

tent of the god Shemesh, in accordance with the constant concep-

tion of the heavenly temple or abode of God. 6. "And he,"

emph. reference to the sun, is unnecessary and difficult to justify

from the context, and it destroys the measure. It is doubtless a

gloss due to the effort to distinguish between *El and the sun.

As a bridegroom'], not implying a marriage of the sun, but setting

forth the freshness, the vigour, and the joy with which the rising

sun appears in the East. He is going forth from his canopy].

During the night he has been in his tent, or abode, and behind

and beneath his canopy; at daybreak he comes forth from the

night's retirement with fresh, youthful, full-grown vigour. He

rejoiceth as a hero to run his course']. The path of the sun in

the heavens is conceived as a racecourse. The ancient warrior or

hero was a runner as well as a fighter, and he enjoyed running as

well as fighting. 7. From the boundof the heavens'], the extreme

East, is his goingforth~\, rising. unto their bounds'], the extreme

limits of the West, is his circuit], the fully rounded course. And
there is nothing hiddeii], all things throughout the earth come

under his inspection during his circuit
; nothing on the earth's

surface escapes from his rays. from His sun], that is God's

sun ; so the Hebrew word is elsewhere always translated, and in
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this sense it gives the most appropriate climax in antith. to the

beginning of the Str. The usual rendering, "from his heat,"

while etymologically possible, has no usage whatever to justify it,

and unduly limits the thought to heat, when the term " hid" would

more naturally suggest light of the sun, which is thought of also

under the more general word "His sun." At the same time it

seems likely that the editor, who adapted the Ps. to the worship

of the God of Israel, was responsible for the addition of the suffix,

and that the original simply used Ha-mak as a parallel word to

Shemesh, both alike referring to the same god. This, then, gives

us the most appropriate climax, that all things earthly are under

the eye of God, in accordance with a conception common to the

OT., that God, enthroned in heaven, sees, knows, and inspects

all things earthly. It is also common to the hymns to the god

Shemesh, that he is the great inspector and judge of all the earth.

PSALM XIX. B.

Str. I. 7-10 has six syn. lines in praise of the Law. There are

six different terms for Law, one for each line of the Str., each

technically expressing some one special type of Law in ancient

usage; but it is doubtful how far those distinctions were felt in

the time when this Ps. was composed. The Law of Yahweh

is the Law conceived as teaching, doctrine, and is especially

characteristic of special laws of priestly origin. The Testimony is

a term characteristic of the priestly legislation, and is the Law
conceived as giving testimony for Yahweh, and so is appropriate

as a mate of " Law." Precepts are types of Law known only to

late psalmists. They are divine prescriptions of Law. This term

is, indeed, a late syn, for Commandment, which is characteristic

of the prophetic commands of the Deuteronomic code. 27ie

Saying], for so we must correct the text, for
" The fear of Yah-

weh," which is unknown elsw. as a term for Law, and was a mistake

for the similar Hebrew word, which is a poetic synonym of"Word "

in the usage of Ps. 119, a characteristic term of the most ancient

type of prophetic Law, and one which least of all could be omitted

from the series. It is, moreover, most appropriate as a mate for

Judgments, which is also an ancient pre-Deuteronomic type of

Law, characteristic of the Code of the Covenant, Ex. 21-22, and
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also of the recently discovered code of the ancient king Hamu-

rabbi. The only terms of Ps. 119 absent are the "Word," the

syn. of
"
Saying," and the "

Statute," an earlier type of the "Judg-

ment "
;
the terms most likely to be omitted by a late Hebrew

poet, if he must make an omission, due to the limitations of his

Str. Each one of the terms for Law has its adjective. These do

not seem specially appropriate to the particular terms. There

seems to be no good reason why they should not be used inter-

changeably here, as in Ps. 119 on a much larger scale, extending

through twenty-two strophes. These adjectives are : perfect,

complete, entire, without defect, v. i831
; trustworthy, firm, re-

liable, to be depended upon ; right, equitable, just ; pure, spotless ;

clean, without impurity or contamination ; true, in their exact

conformity to justice. Each of the legal terms has also its benefi-

cent activity :
"
refreshing the soul" or "

restoring
"

it, RV., impart-

ing refreshment to the inner man, his true soul-food, as Dt. 8s

Mt. 4
4
. The translation "

converting the soul," PBV., AV., while

true enough in itself, and in accordance with other uses of the

term, is too specific here and not in accord with the context.

making wise the simple~\, imparting the divine wisdom contained

in the Law to those who are so open-minded that they are capable

of receiving it. rejoicing the hearf], taking hold of the affections

and imparting gladness as well as instruction. enlightening the

eyes], the eyes of the mind, so that they may see and understand,

cf. U9105- 130
Eph. i

18
. enduring forever], not transient, but per-

manent
;

not changeable, but standing firm and immovable.

vindicated altogether], cf. 5i
6

; so in accordance with all the

previous lines, and not "
righteous

"
as a quality ;

for statements as

to quality are reserved in all the other lines for the first half of the

verse. The Str. has come to an appropriate conclusion. If it

were to be continued, the two missing words for Law would be

used with appropriate adjectives and verbal clauses.

11. These two words are indeed supplied by D. H. Muller, and

Che. at the beginning of the two lines of the following couplet,

but even then these lines would be entirely different in character

from the previous ones.

They are to be desired more than gold, yea than much fine gold ;

They are sweeter than honey, and the droppings of honeycombs.
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A similar thought to v.
u*

is indeed in ng 72 12r
;
but the couplet

resembles more closely Pr. 3
1W5 81(M1 Jb. 2815-19

,
and its thought

may be regarded as characteristic of Hebrew Wisdom rather

than of Hebrew Law. The use of it here was doubtless on the

basis of the uses of Hebrew Wisdom and from a glossator whose

enthusiasm for the Law justified him in ascribing to it the

characteristics also of Wisdom.

Str. II. has six progressive pentameters. 12. Moreover}, em-

phasizing following words. Thy servant], emphatic in position,

whether we think of the individual Israelite as a worshipper of

God, or of the nation as in a special sense the servant of Yahweh,

in accord with the conception of Is.
2

. is warned]. The posi-

tive benefits of the Law, in the previous Str., now pass over into

negative benefits, in relation to transgression, in warning against

it. in keeping them], observing the "Law by obedience. there

is much reward], in consequence of a beneficent kindness.

13. Errors], transgressions of Law, due to ignorance or inadvert-

ence ; characteristic of the distinctions of the priestly legislation.

These committed unconsciously trouble the psalmist; for, who

can discern], either their number or their enormity, and the

extent of their departure from the norm* of duty. Clear me], is

the prayer; acquit, absolve, or possibly, as often, leave me un-

punished. from hidden ones], those errors which are so hidden

from the psalmist that he cannot discern them, and which yet he

knows are not hidden from God, and therefore may imperil his

relations to God. He knows of no other way of deliverance from

them except the divine gracious acquittal. 14. Moreover], in-

creased emphasis, calling attention to another class of transgres-

sions. from presumptuous ones], proud ones; known, clearly

discerned, boldly and wilfully committed, corresponding with "high-

handed" of the code of P, Num. is
30

. restrain Thy servant],
hold him back, for he knows his peril of committing them and the

serious consequences. let them not rule o'ver me]* Such trans-

gressions overpower the man and reduce him to servitude. The

phrase so greatly resembles that of Gn. 4
7 that it is probable the

author had in mind the story of Cain, where sin like a wild beast

couches at the door greedy to take possession of him and rule

him, which it actually did, with terrible consequences. So here
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the presumptuous sins are personified; they strive to dominate

the man, cf. 36
2

Jn. S34
. Then shall I be perfect}, that is, if

cleared from sins of ignorance, and restrained from sins of know-

ledge and intention, he will be free from all sin, and so be com-

plete, entire, faultless. and cleared from much transgression}.

This does not naturally refer to some great extreme transgression

as parallel with the presumptuous ones, but rather to the trans-

gressions hidden and to the errors to which he is so sensitive

that he fears they may be many, and in their sum amount to

much
;

for clear in the passive seems to refer to the same kind of

sins as clear in the active, and to those from which he would be

absolved, rather than to those from which he would be restrained.

15. Let the words of my mouth be for acceptance}, namely,

those of the prayer which accompany the sacrifice made in the

temple, making the sacrifices real earnest sacrifices, and so accept-

able to God; as in Ho. i4
2 the calves (or fruit, v. Br.MP- 177

) of

the lips are thus offered, and Ps. i4i
2

prayer as sacrifice. and
the musing of my mind}, the mind acting in harmony with the

mouth, as the mouth with the hand that presents the sacrifice.

Before Thee~}, all the activities of devotion, of mind, mouth, hand,

tend to the divine presence where alone acceptance can be found.

continually}, so @, as the measure requires, but omitted by |^

and most Vrss. by error. The psalmist is not thinking of one

single sacrifice, but of oft-repeated, continual approaches to God
in sacrifice. All this is fortified and reaches its climax in the plea

which gives assurance of success; my Rock and my Redeemer},
cf. 18* 69

19
. The Rock is the negative refuge; the Redeemer is

the one who grants the positive redemption from the sins so

dreaded in the previous context.

XIX. A.

2. Dnepr?] Pi. ptc. pi. of ->2D; with verbal force, are felling' constantly;

||
-PJI?. J ^i?*}]

TLJ&*firmament^ expanse of physical heaven, elsw. in i/', 150*,

||
3v:tfn. inj nirjns]. Ba. interprets as applying to God's government of the

world, || TDD; but usage (8
7 IO228 I38

8
) favours creation. The measure is

most easy as tetrameter, although first line is pointed as trimeter, i is prob. a

gl. Possibly a^nSx stood in original; it makes better measure. 3. >:n]

Hiph. impf., habitual action for ptc. of continuous action of previous clause.

J >'3J vb. Hiph, pour fort/i as from a spring, bubble ; of speech, in bad sense
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59
s 94

4
J

in good sense y8
2 ng171

I45
7 and here, || ninj

Pi. impf. f [nj vb.

Pi. poetic, tell, declare, make known *

only here in $ (unless we correct 52
11

with Hi., Che., et <?/.); but Jb. I5
17

32
6 - 10 - 17

36
2

. "iuS] Ges. renders &ros

hymn, but really it is saying, speech^ utterance, as v.4
||
onax J ngn] n.f.

knowledge : here = their knowledge of the glory; elsw. in ^ only of knowledge

as possessed by God I39
6

; as taught by God to man 94
10 H966

. These two

lines are most easily tetrameters, but might be taken as trimeters by use of

Makkephs. 4. iu pg ||
on

p
3i pg] are most easily explained as a denial of

the use of speech and words in this praise of the heavens; then >Tir.i ^3 would

assert the same thing more strongly. J ^a neg. adv. with vb. only here in

^; but with n. = without 59
5
632 (v. ^3 ^y 72

7
). Their voice is not heard,

is inaudible, i.e. except for the intelligent, pious mind. But why this qualifi-

cation? It seems in direct antith. to v.3 aild5 and is tame. takes it as a

relative clause : oi5/c cltrlv \a\ial oi>5 \6yoi &v otix.1 &KOTJOVTCLI al (ftaval atirGv.

3 also : non est sermo et non snnt verba, quibus non audiatiir vox eorum.

This seems a roundabout, unpoetic way of asserting that their speech was

intelligible, although it is followed by De., Moll., Now. Ew. attaches to next

v. :
" without talk, without words, without their voice being heard, their sound

becomes loud throughout the whole earth." The measure of the last line can

be only trimeter. This Str. is just the two lines longer than the second Str.,

and, therefore, in all probability they are a gl.; so Ols., Bi., Ba., Du.

5. jnNn ^733
||

"?3n nyps] emph., the first a spreading abroad, the second a

reaching unto the. utmost limits. "pi<n S:o also in 82 - 10
45

7
IO5

7
. 01,7] sf. of

3 pi. J IQ n.m. line, string: (i) measuring line, extending over wide ter-

ritory, as Je. 3 139 Ez. 47
s and elsw. Aq. KCLV&V, so Ra., Ba., and most here.

Hi. = "
line or chain of praise." Others think of (2) string of musical instru-

ment, so Ew. 5 sonus, 4 #067705, S ^xos, but there is no usage to justify

this mng. Cap., Ols., Ge., Bo., Dy., Bi., Gr., Che., Du., SS., .5DB rd. D
T̂ P, but

^ renders this by ^o)^ and 3 by vox, and not by words they actually use

here. { n^] n.[m,] end, bound, extremity: p-inn n^D 6i 8
I35

7
Is, 5

26
43

6

Dt. 2849 ; rwn -p ny Ps. 46l
Je. 25

81 Is. 48^ 496; S3n 73 Ps. 79^; D^DCM nspo

JQ
7
- t n

^'?]
n-f- 6nd, bound, in ^ pi. Brrtxp Sg (of o^otf) ig<, prob., therefore,

only pi. of
nxjj. op^9] II ojft J "!?9 n.f- wr?r^, ^^, utterance: elsw. 139*

2 S. 23
2 Pr. 23 Jb. 34 t This line is trimeter as it stands. etety

1

?] emph.,
iv rf ^X/v . | c^r n. sun: fS

9
72

17
74

16 I2I 6
1368; '? mr rw of sun

50
1
I04

22 H38
; fig. of long duration 'tf D^ 72*, 'Cb 89

57
; personified j(f iO4

19

1488; fig. of God 84^. ana] t Am
f w. a^Diy Hu., Pe., Ba., Kirk., not

indefinite, as De W., Ges., Hi., De. But nn3 not in @, and is prob. a gl.

atfrou with <r/c^w/xa of & is possibly an interpretation, as 65oy atfroO for rn

v.6*; but as most of the lines of the Str. end in \ the original was prob. AHN.

6. Kim] emph., referring to i^Dr personified, masc. usually. There is no need
of it, and it should be stricken out, if verse is trimeter.

fnrw] as a bride-

groom, a.X. ^. HH^IJ]
/%w canopy, a.X. ^; elsw. Jo. 216 (dif bride), Is. 4

5

(of God's protection). CM?;] Qal impf. of J^p, vb. Qal, rejoice: usu. with
a 35

9 40" 68* 70*119*; c.^H9aba
-

^3);] >^w,^uj (i) ad
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mighty : pi3 'J II22 ;
"naj ^N (of the Messiah) Is, 9

5
; attribute of God

fighting for His people Ps. 248-
8
; cf. Dt. io17 Is. lo21 -)-. (2) n.m. strong,

valiant man Pss. /9
s
33

1G
45* 52

s
yS

66
Sg

20 120* 127*; rp nii 1032.

rnw pn] ?-## ^/ew^- a patii; ace. of measure; cf. 'X 13 ^7 <z path Is. 4I
3
;

6 imn, prob. correct. -7. "iwnfi] sf. 3sg. J wsia n.m. (l) act ofgoingforth :

of sunrise /97, so of the place, the East 75?; ifja ^KSID 65
9
; (2) *to wzV&

goes forth, utterance of lips Sg
85

Je. ry
16

; (^ place ofgoing forth, source of

water Ps. lo;
83- 35 2 K. 221 Is. fS

11
. may*] his circuit (v/r

!
1P)> ** ^.

BS. 43
7
(of moon); Ex. 34

s2
(J) 2 Ch. 2423 (of year); I S. I20 (of days of

year). This should for assonance come at end of line. onty
1

? Sg] < Iws

#/r/>oi; row otipavov, cf. 48
11 ps i}*|"> *?, S> late style for *?N. The measure is

difficult with MT., but easy if, after <, we transpose and rd. incipn onwp *?NI.

The rou o^pawO of <H is interpretation. ^HDJ] reL clause as (, 5. ^

usuallyfrom his heat (u* npn ^), but f npn sun Jb. 3O
28 Is. 24^ 3O

26 - Ct.

so also here His sun 'El's sun, but originally non
||

tyca^.

XIX. ^?.

8-10. n-Jn] the Law as instruction, most common and comprehensive

term from earliest time (v. /5). J rvn] n.f., the Law as testimony, charac-

teristic term of P, so 78
5 Si6 119"+ ait (em feet) I22*, and titles oo1 8ol

.

n. pi., the Law as precepts, only pi. cstr. and sfs. elsw. IO3
18 IIIT

(em.txt.)^ j nixs] n.f., the Law as commandment, characteristic

of D.; elsw. in ^ always pi., yS
7
Sg

32 H21 ng6* 21
*-. nsni] the Law as

object of reverence, only here in this sense, but frequently for piety, reverence,

34
12 in10 + (v. 211). Though | is sustained by Vrss., it is improb. A term

for Law is needed. Rd. mat*, as Gr., D. H. Miiller, Kau., Che. anpstfp]

judgments, decisions of rulers in the cases brought before them. A collection

of such judgments is the Covenant Code, Ex. 21-22. They are also scattered

through the Deuteronomic Code (v. /5) , We notice the absence of the most

ancient terms anai -words, and D^pn statutes, given in the Psalm of the Law,
1 19. For uses of these technical terms z>. Br.Hes - 242 **<

9 and BD-5. "iD>Dn]

adj. f. (v. /5
s
), whole, sound, having moral integrity,perfect; of God's way i881.

n^lJA] Niph. ptc. f. J |ON vb. confirm, support: Qal ptc. pass. O^IOK in-

trans. faithful (as firm, stable), fas subst. m. faithful ones I22 (> 0, S, al.

faitfifulness), cf. 2 S. 2O19 ; faithful ones Yahweh keepeth Ps. 3i
24

(but
'

is

here taken by @, Ki., De., Che. as n. abstr., v. JDN). Other mngs? not in \p.

Niph. (i) be verified, confirmed: precepts of God in7
, His testimonies up

93
5
, covenant Be-29 . (2) be reliable, faithful, trusty: persons Sg

88 ioi6 ;

nn, c. n yS
8

(cf. Pr. n 18
); c. a rei Ps. 7S

37
. Other mngs. not in f. Hiph.

^r7s/, believe: abs. Ii610 ; c. ^ rei IO624 ; c. 3 pers. /r^if z", believe in (the

usual construction with God) yS
22

; c. n rei 78
82 I0612 H966

; c. infin. 27
18

,

cf. Jb. I5
22

. ontfj adj. pi. m., right (v. 7
11
). nna] adj. f., pure (v. 212).

rryna] adj. f., <r/<?^w (. I27). HDN] 6? AXT/flwrf, jf wr^r, adj. is required,

but ni2N has frequently force of an adj., and is frequently rendered by adj. in
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<; cf. Dt. I3
15

17* 2220 Je. 42
5

(v. I5
2
). The ptc. clauses, v.8

"10
, constitute

complementary parts of pentameters, with two tones. c*^ riper] Hiph.

ptc. cstr. of air, may be taken with nominal force refresher of, or with verbal

force refreshing. Hiph. in sense of \ restore, recover, elsw. in $, c. ace.

go*. 8. 20.
c> p 25

17
. trpi is here the animal life in the sensuous nature (v. io3 ).

no^nr] Hiph. ptc. cstr. of $ arin = making wise; form only here; why
not nprnzp, Pi., as lof

22 up98
Jb. 35

ll ? Qal not in ^. Pu. ;;;aofe aw* 58,
cf. Pr. 30

2
*. t v"?"] a4J" simple: as subst., open to the instruction of wisdom

or folly Pr. 9
4- 16

, believing every word I4
15

, needing pa Ps. iig
130

, ncan /^
Pr. 2I 11

, lacking npnj:
I
4 85 ig

25
, in good sense o^no "> ice' Ps. Ii66 , but usual

tendency is to bad" sense Pr. I23 I4
18 + 6 t. Pr., Ez. 45

20
. aj? ^nptrc]

Pi. ptc.

cstr. of ntrj' givingjoy to (v. j12
). aw rrvNo] Hiph. ptc, cstr. of TIN /&>&*

/, rw to shine; also #&* /jg#* to, lighten (v. 13*). i^ m?r;] Qal ptc.

of -ID>' standfirm, endure. ip-rc] Qal pf. 3 pi. Change from ptc. is striking

and improbable. <f has SediKaiupfra, 3 justificata, which implies ptc, oyn*.

Hare rds. p7*\ 11. This verse has two tetrameters. These appear in an

awkward change of construction. o^nnin] Niph. ptc. pi. of Jinn with

article, nominal force = the things to be desired, or relative force = tfiey are

tfie tilings to be desired; only here with the article, f Niph. ptc. elsw. =
desirable Gn. 2 3

6
(J) Pr. 2i20

; vb. elsw. in ^ only Qal, desire 6817
(of God),

desired, taken pleasure in 39
12

. f 1 ?] n 'm -j refined, pure gold : of crown of

king 21*, of Law 79" 119127, elsw. La. 4
2
Jb. 28^ Is. I3

12 Ct. 5"- Pr. 819,~
a-i] w?^/i in quantity, also v.14 25

13- H9163
. D^irm] pi. of J pine, adj., sweet:

of honey, as Ju. I4
U

, here ]| o^ipnn; article required as much for the one as

for the other. Du. suggests that it be prefixed. t^fi] n.m.,flowing homy>

from the comb : elsw. Pr. 5
s
24

13
27

T Ct. 4
11

. f a i

>fl] pi. of rps, n.m., honey-
comb : elsw. Pr. i62*. This verse is a gl. from the period of WL. It makes

the previous Str. too long, if attached to it, and mars the uniformity of its

use of legal terms. It is not suited to the second Str. 12. DJ] moreover :

Jas emphasising the following word zqp yi'
22

83
9
I33

1
; as emph. and 37^

icy
5
I37

1
; also 88 14

3
. ^"i\ Thy servant, prob. Israel as nation; cf. Je. 3o10

and Is.2. t"W] n.m. (i) 'slave 105
17

I23
2

; (2) worshipper, via? 34s3 69
87

I35
9.i* (=Dt 32^); ||ID? los

26
; T?.?y 79

2' 10 89" 90
18 - 16 10216.20 II9

i.

^735 11917-1-
12 1

I43
i2.

|| ^ppN-ya 86i6"cf. 2 4 new-IB; Abraham 1050.

Gn."262* (J); Moses Ps. 105*'; David i8i 36
1
78

70
89*-

21-*o
132^ 14410.

(3) in special sense, Levitical singers, mn> nag 113! 134! 135!. (4) Israel

as a people I36'
22

, as Is. 4i
8 - 9

4421 49
3
. (5) addressing God in prayer, some-

times (4), sometimes (2), and sometimes simply honorary address /p*
2- 14

27 3 1
17

35
s7

69
i8

I09
28

I43
2

.
-nji] Niph. ptc. of J inr, f Niph. be instntcted,

warned: elsw. Ez. 3
2i

33*-
6 - 5-6Ec. 4^ 12^. Ja^] n.[m.] consequence.

(T) adv. ace., in consequence of 4O
16 = 70*; (2) reward, gain sp Pr. 224

;

(3) end Ps. H983- 112
. 13. rrtNMir] a.X., doubtless error for mm', 'j of

error, inadvertence, f njTw, n.f., error, characteristic of P. Lv. 4
2 + 16 1. (P) ;

elsw. EC. 5
5 lo6. % MV, vb. Qal err, from Law Ps. U967

. } rutr, vb. Qal err,

from Law 11921. us. Hiph. let err, (torn Law ng10
. pa^tt] exclamation,
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implying negative answer (z>. 4"). miriois] Niph, ptc. pi. with js, from ir.D

here of secret, hidden sins, but hide oneself $$
u

Sg
47

;
be hidvs 38

10
\j]

Pi. imv. sf. of J npj. Pi. (i) 0A/ innocent, or 0^?V here and Jb. p
28 io14,

both c. p; Dr. renders absolve, @ Kaddpio-ov, 3 munda; elsw. (2) leave un-

finished, by God Ex. 34? = Na. 14
18

(J)
= Na. I3

;
c. ace. Ex. ao7 = Dt 5

11

Je. 3O
11 = 46

28
. Niph. be clean, free from guilt, innocent, v s

2J v.14, only

here \; cf. Nu. 5
31

(P) Je. 2s5 ; & /ca^apto-^<ro/tat, 3 mundabor. 14. c;]

begins second couplet, dealing with grosser sins, used as J introducing the

climax here and in 258 41 84^
7

85
13 iiS11 i^- 24

13910.12 (v. v.*2).~
D<l7ll pL f t "Vi a4J' /raft/, presumptuous^ here of men, Ew., Ols., Hup., Che.,

RV., BDB., BSL, Du., but De., Dr., AV. of sins ; elsw. in $ of men S614

ngSi + s t
t ^rn] Qal imv. of { "jtrn, vb. Qal, restrain, hold back, DDD yS

50
.

iS'iVtrs^N] Qal juss. of *?irD (^. S7), involving personification of an? just as

in Gn. 47
, where non is personified as wild beast with same vb. and same

construction, TN, implying a condition (v. 25). aj^x] Qal impf. I sg., fully

written, OPM; aon intrans. Ges.S ^ (3>
(v. 9

7
). ""ntpj] Niph. pf. of np39 free

from, innocent of, Dr. absolved (v. v.13). 3"} >"'?] m?^ transgression

(iniquity), so 21 in ip
11 - 1-

25
11 up162

, yps (^.j
1

^). 15. psn^] the sacri-

ficial term for acceptance by Yahweh of sacrifices Lv. I
3 + ; cf. Ho. 14*

Ps. I4i
2

. J^o na] a/ora&
<?/ zy mouth: elsw, 54* 78

1
I38*Dt. 32

X +.

|TJH] cstr. of f p^n, n.m., meditation, or musing, of prayer, so here; cf. La. 3
62

(in bad sense of plotting) ; elsw. Pss. 9
17

92* (dub., v. Jntr. 34) ; cf. nun

49*. a]?] n.m., inner part, midst: f I. seldom of things, D^ aja 46^.

^3)S 2^3, in the midst of the enemies of Ps. 45
6
. II. Of men: % (i) (#) ^

inner man in contrast with the outer 55^ 64
7
84

3 I026, as within the breast,

2^3 37
15 H911 2 S, iS14, cf. Ps. 4O

U
; (^) tJie inner man, indef. jo?^/, compre-

hending mind, affections, and will, 33
15

, with occas. emphasis of one or the

other by means of certain vbs,, \> ^ 9
2

1192.10.34.68,60.145 I3gi j K. 828

= 2 Ch. 614 Pr. 3
5

Je. 3
10

24
7

; secrets of the heart Ps. 44-. t (2) specif.

reference to mind: (a) knowledge, c. nan 6618 EC. I 16 ; (^) Blinking, reflexion,

Pss. 33
11
49

4
83

6
1408, so here, cf. 45

2
; 1 3s ntf 6211 Pr. 2217 24

32
, c. 7 Ps. 48

14

Ex. 7
23

JE, i S. 4
20 Pr. 27

23
Je. 3I

21
, and c. SN Jb. ;

17
; (c) memory Pss. 31^

37
31

; (ff) spec, refer, to inclinations, resolutions, determinations of the will:

t^ \^r\settkemindonicF>]&2b. I214 jb.ii
18

; f^ ?Wi Ps. 57
8 - 8 (= io82)

7S
37 II27 ; other phrs. 44

19
IO5

25 H28 U936 - 112
I4i

4
. For other uses of 3

1

?

v. 4? icP I23. 7
^.??

s
] Soes ^^ ^ast ^ne ' ^ ^t(* ^ttw^j = TDH or D^jjS,

which is required by measure, so Du., Ba., Che. ^Ss
j] my redeemer, cf. Jb. 1 9

s*.

J SKJ vb. Qal, redeem, act as kinsman : in ^ only redeem with God as sub}.,

implying pers. relationship : (a) indimduab from death Ps. 103* La. 3
s8

Ho. I3
14

, 3Pr ^ao Gn.4816
(Epoem), &j Pss. 69

19
72

14
, ^"?r >3n nan H915*

t

|L> **J ^ Jb I9
25

; (*) Israel^ from Egyptian bondage Ex. 66 (P?) 15" (song)
Fss. 74

2
77

16
7S

35
, 3 <

<

<
> TD io610

; f (J) from exile (chiefly Is.2- 8 the vb., not

in Is.1), Is. 43
1 + 5 t. Is., Mi. 4*, n^D Ps. 1072 Je. 31",

"
is ^3 Is. 41" + 12 1.

Is., and the people 0^*0 Ps. 1072 Is. 35
9
5i
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PSALM XX,, 2 PARTS 83 + RF. 23.

Ps. 20 is a Litany before a battle, in two parts : (i) During the

offering of sacrifice, the leaders of the choir make a petition for

the king that he may be victorious in the day of trouble (v.
2"5

),
and

a chorus sums it up with a vow of exultation and praise (v.
6
) ;

(2) the leaders make a declaration of the certitude of victory,

accomplished by Yahweh's hand rather than by the army (v.
7"9

),

which is enthusiastically reaffirmed by the chorus (v.
10
).

JN the day of trouble may He answer thee,

May the God of Jacob set the* on high ;

May He send from the sanctuary help to thee
%

And from Zion sustain thee;

May He be mindful of all thy grain offerings,

And accept as fat (all) thy whole burnt offering(s) ;

May He give thee according to thy mind,

And fulfil all thy plan.

We will bejubilant in. thy victory,

And in the name ofour God will -we (rejoice).

KTOW (the hand of Yahweh is made known) ;

Yahweh hath given His anointed victory.

He answereth him from His sacred heavens,

, By the mighty deeds of victory of His right hand.

These by chariots and by horses ;

But by Yahweh our God are we strong.

They, on their part, bow down and they fall
;

We, on our part, stand and are established.

Yahweh hath given victory to the king;
'

He answereth us in the day we invoke Him,

Ps. 20 was In 31, then in ffi and 3B3& (v. Intr. 27, 31, 33). It is a prayer
for a king going forth to battle; implying the existence' of the Hebrew

monarchy v.7. It is a prayer at a sacrifice in the temple, with whole burnt

offerings and accompanying grain offerings, and the use of ritual language v.4.

The use of aaS v.6 indicates, in preex. literature, the period prior to Je. The use

of chariots and horses by the enemy v.8 might refer to the Syrians, Assyrians,

or Egyptians, and therefore gives no evidence of date. Theodore of Mop-
suestia, and many since his time, have thought of Hezekiah; but the history

of Hezekiah gives us no such situation as that described in the Ps. The

victory of Jehoshaphat in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem, cf. 2 Ch. 20, gives

us a most appropriate historical situation j
and the promise of victory, given

by the prophet, gives an appropriate explanation of the change from petition

to certitude in the two parts of the Ps.
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Pt. I. is composed of five couplets, sung by the choir. Lead-

ing voices make the petition for the king, in eight trimeter

lines, arranged in four synonymous couplets, all rhyming in Ka,
which in English must be expressed sometimes by the personal

pronoun thee, sometimes by the possessive thy. The reference to

the king is not evident in this petition, but comes out clearly in

the chorus v.
10

. Although we cannot suppose that the Levitical

choruses were organised at so early a date, in accordance with

the usage projected by the .chronicler back even into the time of

David, we may yet suppose that, with the institution of temple

worship, some kind of an official -choir was also instituted among
the priests in Jerusalem, as in the ancient temples of other reli-

gions. 2.' In the day of trouble^ implying a serious situation.

The nation was in straits and in peril, and victory doubtful so far

as their own ability to repel the invaders was concerned; their

only hope was in divine assistance. The God ofJacob~\. The
reference to the God of the ancestor of the nation, often used in

such pleas, enforces the petition, especially as the name of-their

national and ancestral God was the pledge and security for their

national existence and perpetuity. The honour of their God was

necessarily involved in the honour of His people, according to the

conception of the ancient Biblical writers. 'set thee on hig1i\, in

the exaltation of victory. 3. From the sanctuary || from Zion\ 9

the source of divine assistance, according to the conception that it

was God's place of residence among His people, the place of His

theophanic presence, and therefore not only the place of prayer

and sacrifice, but also the^place from which His people may
expect help in answer to prayer. 4. all thy grain offerings^

specific offerings of some kind of grain, which usually, especially

in public sacrifices, accompanied all kinds of sacrifices of animals ;

the kind of grain offering differing, whether the simple grain, or

roasted in the ear, or ground into meal for wafers or cakes or

loaves, all depending upon the kind of sacrifice as discriminated

in a later priestly legislation, not probably applicable at this early

date. all thy whole burnt offerings], special kinds of sacrifice

of animals which differed from all other sacrifices of animals in

that the entire victim, or rather all the parts that were in their

nature clean, or that could be cleansed by washing, were entirely
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consumed on the altar and went up in the flame to God. This

ancient form of sacrifice of animals, with its associated sacrifice of

grain, was appropriate for the expression of worship, in the form

of prayer. The nation were assembled, led by priests and choirs

of singers, to participate in the sacrifice and prayer for the vic-

tory of their king and army. May He be mindful"]. There is

little reason to doubt that this is a sacrificial term as truly as the

|| accept as /#/], for it was characteristic of the grain offerings

that they were offered Azkarah^ to bring the offerer to the remem-

brance of Yahweh. For that service in the later ritual various

Psalms were assigned (38
1
70*, v. Intr. 39). There is no good

reason why we should not think that this conception of the

grain offering was ancient. Such a conception does not by any

means involve the numerous distinctions of the later priestly legis-

lation. So also the phrase,
"
accept as fat," is a sacrificial term,

which indicates the essential thing in the sacrifice of animals,

already recognised in the primitive story of Cain and Abel, Gn. 4*,

that fat ones should be selected in order to find acceptance with

God, implying that sacrifices, without such selection, would be

regarded as niggardly and unacceptable. To accept or recognise

the whole burnt offerings of animals as fat is, therefore, saying, in

ritual terms, that they are entirely acceptable to God. 5. Accord-

ing to thy mind ||
all thy plan\^ the plan devised already in the

mind of the king for conducting the campaign or making the

battle. 6. The chorus now sings as it were a refrain, summing

up the contents of the petition in a vow of jubilation and praise.

That the chorus speaks is evident from the introduction of the

first person plural, now for the first time, into the Psalm
j
as well

as by the change of tone. in thy victory]. The Hebrew word

often means salvation from enemies, and so victory, which alone

is appropriate to the context. The word may, however, be ren-

dered "
salvation/' in general, as Vrss., which was preferred for a

liturgical use of the Ps. will
rejoice']. So some ancient codd. of

@ and many modern scholars, which is more natural than the

unusual word of
fif, which is due to a copyist's mistake of a single

letter. The word of J^ is used elsewhere Ct. 64- 10

;
but here it

can only be interpreted in a different sense, whether as "
set up

our banners," AV., RV., or " wave "
them, Kirk, and most. A later
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editor appended a line,
"
may Yahweh fulfil all thy askings/' which

is only a repetition of v.
55

,
in the use of an unusual word of late

formation and out of harmony with the thought of the couplet.

It might, however, be more appropriate for later congregational

use to resume the tone of prayer, as indeed the editor aims to do

at the close of the Ps. v.
10

.

Pt. II. 7. The leading voices again sing, not a soloist, as a late

editor supposed, who wrote the first singular in place of the first

plural of the chorus in an introductory statement which is prosaic.

This destroys the symmetry of the couplets of the Ps. It is

doubtless a textual error for the original line, which we have ven-

tured to restore by conjecture. Now], as the result of the peti-

tion. The time has come in which certitude takes the place of

anxiety. The hand of Yahweh is made known\* We may think

of certitude born of internal evidence of answer to prayer, or due

to the promises of a prophet intervening between the parts of the

Ps. in accordance with 2 Ch. 2O14~17
, or to some external token of

the acceptance of the sacrifice just offered. This last is most

probable, if the restoration of the line given above is correct.

The hand of Yahweh is displayed in behalf of His people ;
cf. for

the use of the hand Is. 6614
,
of the arm Is. 52, and of both

Ps. 98*. This also makes the tetrastich one of introverted paral-

lelism. Yahweh hath given victory], not that the victory has

actually taken place, but that it has already been given to the

king in answer to the prayers of his people, and will surely take

place. His anointed]^ as anointed, installed on his throne by

Yahweh, in accordance with 2
2
. from His sacred heavens'], the

heavens as the sacred place in which God resides, and from which

He gives victory to His people, especially in theophanic mani-

festations, when He would throw His enemies into a panic, such

as those described in 2 Ch. 20, at the crossing of the Red Sea

Ex. 14-15, at the battle of Bethhoron Jos. lo12'14
,
at the battle of

the Kishon Ju. 5, at the battle of Rephaim 2 S. s
22'25

; cf. also

Ps. 1 8, Hb. 3, Jb. 3S
23

. This turning toward heaven is not incon-

sistent with the previous turning toward the sanctuary as the source

of help, for the conception of theophanic residence in sacred

places on earth did not, from the earliest times of the Hebrew

religion, lead them away from the thought that the real residence
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of Yahweh was in heaven. mighty deeds'}, by acts of God Him-

self putting forth His might. of victory}, gained by those acts of

might and overwhelming strength. His right hand}, theophanic

and anthropomorphic expressions, frequent, especially in poetic

literature, in connection with the divine deliverance of His people

and judgment upon their enemies, from Ex. I5
6 - 12 onward.

8. These by chariots and by horses']. These were the chief reli-

ance of the ancient enemies of Israel in their wars from the

earliest times. Israel, living chiefly in hilly and mountainous

districts, had little use for them. The law of the king (Dt.

i7
16

) forbids them, although Solomon and other luxurious mon-

archs made use of them. The sentiment of the prophets was ever

against their use. But by Yahweh our God}. Yahweh is the

chief, if not the sole, author of victory to His anointed king and

people, cf. 33
16"19

. are we strong"], suited to the context, so (

and many critics, ^followed by "we will remember" PBV.,
AV.

;

" we will make mention "
RV., does not suit the context,

9. They on theirfart}, the enemy, in strong antith. to we on our

part], the worshipping people of God. bow down and they

fall'}, a graphic description of the enemy as the mighty hand of

God lays hold upon them, bending them down to the ground and

prostrating them on the ground ; frequent expressions for humilia-

tion of enemies in defeat, v. 7
16

ly
13 iS40

. stand and are estab-

lished'}, stand firm, upright and immovable. Each verb is in

direct antith. to its mate in the previous line, to set forth the

exaltation of the victorious king and people. 10. The chorus

now bursts forth in a couplet of enthusiasm, the climax of the Ps.

Yahweh hath given victory}, a renewal of the statement of the

leading voices v.
7a

. to the king}, taking the place of "His

anointed," in accordance with the context. A later editor,

whether because of dittog. of a copyist, changing a perfect into

a cohortative imperative, or by intentional alteration to make the

close of the Ps. more appropriate for public worship, as in v.
60

,

changes the certitude as to the victory, which pervades and domi-

nates the entire second half of the Ps. up to this verse, into a

petition for victory, in accordance with the first half of the Ps.

The texts vary in the second line. But f^ is doubtless correct in

the impf. He answereth us, which resumes v.76, and asserts the
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'assuring fact that Yahweh habitually answers His people in their

need. in the day we invoke Hini\ t in the very day, at the very

time, they call upon Him in their distress. The whole Ps. is thus

included between the day of trouble v.
2 and this day of prayer.

2. ^jp] juss. of njj; (y. j5). mm] is a gl. making line too long.

rnx 0113] in the day of trouble, \ rns n.f. strait, distress: sg. 2212 yS
49 1 16s

I38
7
I42

3
, pi. 25

17
7I

20
,
mx ^D 54^ nr SDD 25^ 34

7 - 18
, m*s 143", '* ov

02 50^5 778 867 Gn. 358 (E), 'x n? Ps. 37
39

Is, 332, rnxa Ps. 8i 8
, cf. 3i

8
46

2

9i
16 I2O1, also 9

10 lo1
(?). :pj*p] Pi. juss. of J ajir &? ^5^, inaccessible, in

^ only, Niph. : (i) be exalted in glory I48
13

, cf. Is. I24 ; (2) be inaccessible,

of divine knowledge I39
6
, Pi. make inaccessible to an enemy, unassailable, c.

ace. 20* 69
30

9i
14

, c. ft 59
2
I07

41
. oe-] <z#z,? of God (v. ^} 9 is a gl., as

Hare, making line too long, so v.8 from a late point of view. fW <|HSN]

28. 231 Ps. *o3 468-12 (591* $) 7510 76? 8i2- 5
84

9
94

7 Is. 23 = Mi. 42, cf.

apjp nf'N Ps. H47
, apjp ? I46

5
, npjp ^a i32

2- 5 Gn. 49
24 Is. 49

28 6o16.

3. ^"S?] obj. %Lhelp to tfiee. J nrg n.m. : (i) ^#, succour, from "> 50s

I2I1- 2
1248, cf. 89

20
(?); (2) concrete, ow^ w/^o helps, espec.

" Dt. 33
7
, with

po Pss. 33
20 H59- IO - 11

,D
t
')r 70, -ir?a I46

6 Dt. 33
26

. p>ss] should he written

for measure p^r |DI, cf. 24
8
63

s 6S25. 1"7>D^] juss. strong sf. v. sS36. 4. ir?-]

Qal impf. juss. continued, "D? (^. ^5). This has doubtless a sacrificial mng.,

corresponding with the term maw, which belongs espec. to the nruD in P, and

is expressed in the i^rn in titles of Pss. 38, 70. Tgruo
K
;] the grain offering

accompanying the n^jr, both expressing worship and prayer. The offering

here is a special one for the king, and not a sacrifice which he might make

during his reign. The use of pi. for grain offering and sg. for whole burnt

offering is improbable, the one accompanied the other; rd. either both sg. or

both pi.
S3 is also needed for measure in 2d line. J nnis n.f. : (i) gift,

present 45
13 Gn. 32

14
(E) Is. 39

1 + ; (2) tribute Ps. 72
10

Ju. 3
15 Ho. io6 + ;

(3) offering made to God, of any kind, Ps. 96
s

; (4) grain offering (as || n^-ij?

and accompanying it) 20^ in common use OT., so also 4O
7
I4i

2
; the special

grain offering of P not in ^ unless in I4I
2
. J nS"# n.f. whole burnt offering

20* 407
508 6613, n^ nxn Si

18 - 21
, r^y nSjjn 6615. nur^] cohort, (unusual

form in Heb. in 3 pers.) Ges. S 48* De.; but Hare, Hi., Ba. sf. nj or na. In

this case sf. is a later addition of glossator after the order of the words was

changed. J p'T vb. Qal be fat, grow fat, not in ^. Pi. makefat, pao anoint

23
6

; of offering rich in fat parts and so acceptable 20**. Gr., Che. rd. minj

accept as well pleasing; AE., Ki. make it denom. fpn reduce to ashes. It

may, however, be conflation of two readings, me*! Pi. imv. and tBf-v juss., the

latter alone suited to context. 5. ^a^:?] long form for usual ^, doubt-

less original to this Ps. ^according to thy mind. ^^] counsel, design, pur-

pose (v. i1}, here for war, as Is. 36
s
. These eight lines are in syn. parall.

^ is in each one and also juss. of vb. This gives assonance, and it is probable

that the lines all began or else closed with words ending in TI, most probably

the latter, i pi. now takes the place of 3 sg.; there is prob. a different
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speaker, a chorus. 6. sirpiro]
in thy victory',

/.A the victory given thee (by

i). njneM (77. ^3). Vj-u] Qal impf. I pi. of f [-jn] vb. denom. from ">n

standard (not in ^) only here in Qal = set up standard, in Niph. Ct. 64 - 10
.

Gr., Che., Ehr. rd. ^Jn, after <S
B - b - N A aya\\Laff6fj6at which best suits

parall. <&B fj^yaXuvdija-dfjLeda, 3J magnificabimur, so 5. V-UJ J&*// he be mag-

nified Ecker., Houb., Lowth. Ew., Bi., Du., We. a ?! (Pi.). Ba. objects

that there is no Heb. usage to justify the construction of Pi. with a, but Du.

refers to the use of the syn. ^n 44
9
, cf. v.2* (v. i851). f T?lS

ff>?] askings,

form, elsw. 37*, late. The whole clause is a mere repetition of v.5i . 7. nnj]

= now, temporal (v. 210). This part of Ps. was sung later than the first part,

after the sacrifice. ^nj] I know, present emph. (v, i6}* ^N should be

added to complete the measure. I pers. sg. for I pers. pi. is striking here.

Does it indicate a soloist, or should we read wjn*? This is certainly prosaic

and not at all suited in the parall. of poetry. The original was prob.

njn 1 nirp T, cf. Is. I25 njme, 6614 "> T njnu. rnrp Was, as often in ancient

codd., abbreviated to "; this by haplog. fell out before nj?T. T still later

fell out for a similar reason, ny-p Pu. ptc. f. without c, as often in Pi. and

Pu., was wrongly interpreted as pf. Qal I sg. ; was inserted as often.

jEWri] Hiph. pf. sure anticipation, assured future (y. js
). iiTrc] His

anointed one = king (v. 2$} . injnj impft freq. (^. v.2). icnij wi?] phr.

a.X.
|| D'ipp v.8 ; more suited to the giving of victory on battlefield, as the

sanctuary was more suited to the offering of sacrifices. nniaj?] acts of

might, pi. of J niDJ n.f. in ^ only : (i) strength, might, of horse I47
10

, body
of man po

10
; (2)

*

might, of God 2i 14
54

s 6f 667 ;i
18 So'J

89
U io68

145", pi

mighty deeds 20? yi
16 io62 I45

4- 12
I5O

3 Is. 63
15

. 8. rfN, n^Ki] in antith.

ijmx. But there is too much emphasis for the measure. The second nS

and wrux are glosses of intensification. "VrW] Hiph. impf. I pi. mention,

c. ace. 7I
16

77
12

87*, here only with 3. < has fjLja.\vv6'r]<r6n6a., as in v.66 =
Si^j, so &, Aug., Cassiodorus, Psalt. Rom., Lowth. Now., Ba., Du., Oort,

Che. rd. T3JJ we are strong. All other Vrss. agree with J, even s' c- a
,

and most Greek fathers. 9.
iSjjV) i?v] i coord, with pf., referring to the

defeat of enemy, cf. i840.
"\jtyru}] Hithpol. impf. with i consec. f [ny]

only intensive : Pi. surround H961
, Pol. restore, relieve, c. ace. pers. I46

9

(antith. niy), I47
6
(antith. Vis^n), both ava.\appavu @. Hithpol. ^ restored

209, and so <zr/ established, stand upright, AV., RV., PBV., Dr.; a,j'<ap0d07}[jti>

0, \nropjvoiLev S, tfvrtf sumus 3. 10. njwn] cohort, imv. save, give

victory, but the pf. without n is more prob,, as v.7. n of cohort* is dittog.

"|S^] = ijvrn v.7>
, cf. 22, obj. of vb., as <, F, and most moderns. MT. and

other Vrss. refer 'D to God as king and attach it to -UK?\ However, Jerome

(Com.) says that in the Heb. text of his time it was Domine salvum fac

regem. ujtn] impf. freq., as v.76 . <S has
13,351

imv., so Hare, Bi., Che., Ba,
aL, which is an assimilation to previous imv. and less prob. The uncertainty
of the interpretation of this text in jif and the Vrss. is due probably to an

editorial change, making an original statement of the assurance of victory

into a petition more appropriate for later congregational use.
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PSALM XXI., 2 PARTS I23 + RF. 2
3
. .

Ps. 21 is a Te Deum for the victory won by the king through

divine help ; composed of two parts, each of twelve trimeters, and

a couplet of refrain
;
the former during sacrifice rehearsing the

reasons for thanksgiving (v.
2'7

),
with a chorus asserting the king's

trust in Yahweh (v.
8

) ; the latter after sacrifice, expressing certitude

of future victories of the king (v.
9"13

) with a fresh chorus of praise

(v.
14

)-

YAHWEH, in Thy strength the king is glad,

And in Thy victory he greatly rejoiceth ;

Thou hast given him his heart's desire,

And the request of his lips Thou hast not withheld
;

For Thou earnest to meet him with blessings of good things ;

Thou settest on his head a crown of fine gold.

Life he asked Thee, Thou gavest it him,

Length of days forever and ever.

His glory is great in Thy victory ;

Honour and majesty Thou layest on him ;

For Thou givest him everlasting blessings ;

Thou makest him joyful in Thy presence with gladness.

Yea, the kmg is trusting in Yahweh,

And through the kindness of 'Elyon he cannot be moved.

Thine hand will find all thine enemies,

Thy right hand find all those hating thee;

Thou wilt put them in a furnace of fire,

In the time (of the setting) of thy face (against them).
Yahweh will swallow them up in His anger,

And the fire (of His rage) will devour them ;

Their offspring thou wilt destroy from the earth,

And their seed from among the sons of men.

Though they have extended evil unto thee,

Thought an evil device, they shall not prevail ;

For thou wilt make them turn their shoulder in flight,

With thy bowstrings thou wilt aim against their faces.

Be Thou exalted\ Yahweh, in Thy strength ;

We will sing and we willpraise Thy might.

Ps. 21 was in IB, then in JH and D& (v. Intr. 27, 31, 33). It is a royal

Ps. like the 2oth and its complement : the former a litany before a battle,

the latter a Te Deum after a victory. It was therefore probably composed
for the same occasion. That which was the theme of the petition was after-

ward the theme of the thanksgiving. As Ps. 20 it has two parts : one of

thanksgiving made during sacrifice, one of certitude after the sacrifice; each

with its chorus. Some have thought of a Coronation Ps. because of the
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reference to the crowning v*. But it is not necessary to think of that corona-

tion as connected with the thanksgiving; we may suppose that it was at an

earlier date, as was the request that follows it. It was only natural that the

poet should go back to the coronation, a previous experience of blessing on

the part of the king, as a prelude to the additional blessing of victory now

enjoyed.

Part I. has six couplets, all syn. except v. 5, which is synth.

2. In Thy strength}, God's, exerted against the enemy in defeating

them, and for the king, in giving him the victory, in which he

greatly rejoiceth. The second line has been intensified by the in-

sertion, by a later editor, of the exclamation " how " which was

not in <i, 3, S. 3. His heart's desire
\\
the request of his

lips'],

that specified in 2O5
,
for victory over enemies. 4. For Thou

earnest to meet him~\. This causal clause, with imperfects between

perfects, changes the tense as well as construction, in order to go
back to the inauguration of the king which it vividly describes.

The poet conceives that Yahweh Himself came to that festival

with appropriate gifts. blessings ofgood things'], the general wel-

fare of the monarch in property and government. Thou settest

on his head~], Yahweh Himself was the chief actor, though the

ceremonial was performed by His agents, probably the priests.

The king was Yahweh's king, His son, in accordance with the

covenant of David, making David's seed an everlasting dynasty for

His people. a crown of fine gold"\, the choicest gold for the

royal crown. 5. Life he asked~], not because of previous illness

or peril, but length of days'], a petition for a long reign, undisturbed

by perils of succession, as expressed in the usual address to kings,

not only in Hebrew, cf. 72
15

i S. io24
2 S. i616

i K. i
25

2 K. n 12

Ne. 2
s
, but also among Egyptians, Babylonians, and other ancient

nations. forever and ever], not in the absolute sense of a never-

ending life, and so realised alone in the Messiah, according to later

conceptions ; but in the ordinary concrete sense of a very long
time. 6. His glory ||

honour and majesty], heaping up terms to

represent the exaltation and renown of the king due to Thy victory],

recognising that it was Yahweh's gift to the king and that all this

majesty was put upon him by his God. 7. For Thou givest hint],

returning to the causal clause of v.
4
,
in order to make a more gen-

eral reference to the king's entire career ; now in the climax de-
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parting from the specific reference to the victory. everlasting

blessings], sums up the blessings of good things of v.
4
, and the life,

forever and ever of v.
3
. in Thypresence"} . The king as the son of

God is conceived as not only enjoying the presence of Yahweh at

his coronation and in the hour of victory ; but also as living in the

presence and favour of Yahweh, and so as ever joyful and with

gladness. 8. The chorus, in a couplet of refrain, asserts that the

king is trusting in Yahwefi], the reason for all his experience of

divine favour and blessing. It is through the kindness'] as thus ex-

hibited that he has the confidence that he cannot be moved; he

will be in the future, as in the past, firm and immovable, and not

be shaken by any wars or troubles that may arise in his realm.

*Elyori\, the name of God as the most High, the Exalted, is most

appropriate in the mouth of the chorus, in the exaltation of His

victory.

Part II. is an antistr. to the first part. It seems to have been

sung after the sacrifice had been made. It thus resembles the

second part of Ps. 20. On that account it probably expresses

certitude with reference to the future, and the imperfects should

be conceived as futures; although they might grammatically be

rendered as jussives, expressing wish, as many interpreters would

have them. Where the grammar does not decide, we have to de-

pend upon the context and the circumstances of the Ps. This

Str. has the same number of lines as the previous one, although ^
has abridged one of them ; there are also six couplets, all syn. but

v.
10

,
which is synth. 9. Thine hand \ Thy right hand . . .find'},

in'pursuit in battle, overtaking, laying hold of thine enemies \ those

hating thee. 10. Thou wilt put them in afurnace offire'}, not as

some, fig. of fiery indignation as expressed by the
||
in the time of

the setting of thyface~\. This is the angry countenance, in accord-

ance with the conception of God's wrath as a consuming fire, Is. 3i
6
,

and the fiery furnace of the day ofjudgment, Mai. 3
19

; but inasmuch

as these passages refer to God's anger, and this Ps. to the kings, the

furnace is probably literal, in accordance with the cruel methods

of war of the early Davidic monarchy, as shown in David's treat-

ment of the Ammonites, 2 S. 1 2
81

.
" He put them under saws,

and under harrows of iron, and under axes of iron, and made them

pass through the brick kiln." What David did to the Ammonites
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his successors in the monarchy might be conceived as doing to

other enemies. This interpretation, which is confirmed by v.
11

,

was softened by a later editor into a simile, whether by mistaking

3 in for 3 as, or intentionally, we may not be able to deter-

mine. V.10 in the present text and Vrss. is two pentameters. We
cannot regard it as a gloss because the entire conception of the

verse is primitive, and not such as a glossator would insert. The

loss of this verse would reduce the Str. by four lines, and so destroy

the exact proportion of the two parts of the Ps, The difficulty

originated by the condensations of a prosaic copyist, if not by
mistakes of copying. The verb has fallen out of the clause : In

the time (of the setting) of thyface (against them); and the noun

has fallen out of the clause : and thefire (ofHis rage) will devour

them. The poet emphasizes the angry face of the king by putting

in parall. with it the divine activity : Yahweh will swallow them

up in His anger. 11. Their offspring \\
their sted"] . The cruelty

of ancient warfare, based on the principle of blood vengeance,

which required children to avenge the blood of their parents, and

descendants of a tribe to avenge the blood of their tribe, involved

the apparent necessity of putting to death all male children in war

in order to make such vengeance impossible. The poet simply
shares these ancient conceptions, as expressed in the wars of ex-

termination of the Canaanites at the conquest, Jos. 6 21 lo28"39 n 14
,

and even in Pss. 9 137. 12. Though they have extended unto

thee
|| thought}, completed action in the future, in a hypothetical

clause. evil \ evil
device'}, the plan, the purpose, the attitude of

enemies in the future may be evil. Even if they have planned" a

campaign of injury, they shall not prevail^ they cannot succeed

any more in the future than they have in the past. They will be

defeated with humiliation. 13. For thou wilt make them turn

their shoulder in flight^. The reason for their flight is given in the

parallel clause which otherwise would be inconsistent with it.

With thy bowstrings}. The bow was one of the chief weapons of

Israel in the royal period, especially of the king, 7;. 2 S. i
18* 22

,

Ps. 45
5"6

. thou wilt aim against their faces'}. This deadly peril

to the faces of the enemy, as the king and his army advanced

against them, is, in the climax, in antith. to their backs as seen

in retreat. 14. The chorus appropriately concludes the festival
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by praising the strength \\ might of Yahweh, which has given the

king the victory. They are impelled therefore not only to honour

and magnify their king, but also to recognise that honour is due to

Yahweh, and therefore they sing a glad choral : Be thou exalted,

Yahweh.

2. S^ PID] Kt., ^"na Qr. But nc is not translated by <5F, j$, 3; prob. as

Hare, gl. to strengthen the text : original reading = ixs-^r. 3. rnn]
cstr. of nwn n.f. v. JO17, in ^ usually of physical appetite; but thing desired

in bad sense yS
2
,
here in good sense. u^] < has TT)* fax^s atfrou = Taj

more suitable to usage (z/. 4
s io3). nnru] fully written for rrj so v.5. ^ is

poss. a gl.; no more needed here than in v. 36, but cf. v50
; if original must

have Makkeph iV'nru. f nuns;] n.f. cstr. request a.X. v'enN not *n Heb.,

but cf. As. erteu. t ^s] vbl Qal withhold; usually sq. p 84
12

, sq.
L

.

4. i:D"Ti7n -c] Pi. impf. referring to past between pfs. v. 3 5
, come to meet, c. a

95
2 Dt. 23

5
; double ace. here. Hare thinks the a has fallen off by haplog.

a^B rnana] blessings consisting of welfare, prosperity Ps. 47
23 34

11
39* 85

13
,

or better, good things IO3
5
IO4

28
lo;

9 v. 3 47. rry:r] r;-070;z a.X. ^ for n~w? t

5. D^n] emph. life, long life. :pn] a gl., explanation not needed, im-

pares measure; for an original q
1

?^, 4$ JT-f)<ra.Tb ere. t D
'?T 1nx] ^-)t ' 3o2

Jb. I2*2 Pr. 3
2- 16 La. 5

20 Pss. ^/5 236 91^ 93*. -yj o^jr] ^ /^5 2i 5 45^18

4gis ^2
io

I04
5
II9

44
I4^i.

2.21 x< jt^is ^i. 4
5 Dn. I23/ 6. mrn] impf. de-

scriptive of past victory, cf. id8. 7. inn'?rrnr] cf. v.46 here c. double ace,

in sense of give to,' c. *? pers. 9
21

. ^ ^"p] blessings forever ||
2VJ mro,

therefore blessings given to the king and not " most blessed forever "
AV.,

RV., taking n"a as abst. pi. intensive. The usual sense of n>c:

(8
7
) with

double ace. is, however, to make a thing over into another iS12 2i 13
84

7 889

no1
;
and c. ace. -f 3 2i10

S3
12- 14

. i'"nnn] Pi- impf. 3 f., c. sf. 3 sg. of f mn
vb. Qal rejoice Ex. iS9 (E) Jb. 3

6
(dub.) Pi. make joyful a.X. here.

9t ^n] Qal impf. 3 f. of NSD come or light upon (often unexpectedly) ; so

here c. *?; befall, c. ace. n63
II9

143
, cf. 89

21
. Return to 2d pers., referred to

Yahweh by some, to king by others, the latter better. The repetition of NSD

in this sense is rather tautological* Du. would change to Nia*. (5 has SD

before ^
<1

N3tr, this prob. the correct text. 10. to"^i?ri] Qal impf. 2 m., c. sf.

archaic 3 pi. as v.18. tr turo] a.X. as an oven offire, a improb. rd. a.

-mn furnace, a.X. ^; but not uncommon elsw. r^B n^] at the time of

iky presence, i.e. in anger, from context, cf. La. 416. The line is defective.

Insert nn as Lv. 20s- 6 2617 Ez. 148, DOS jru of angry looks, nint is attached

to previous words to complete the line against J by Ba, but Vrss. and most

scholars attach it to subsequent words. tf
Q^wri] ojto ^wa nin->] as it stands

is of a different measure, also 3d pers. appears for 2d pers. of preceding and

following context. It interrupts either as gl., so Ba., Be., or as another voice,

as above v.8 . Two lines are needed here to make the second half of Ps. equal

with the first half. We have only five words in the text where we need
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six. The second 1. might easily be restored by inserting ma? as Ez. 21w

2231 38. ,*
Dpa* iflN3 rnn-

imap E'N oSaKrn

JjjSa] vb. Qal swallow up, engulf; subj. p io617 as Ex. is
12 Nu. i630,

etc.; of devastation of enemy Ps. 124* Ho. S7 Je. 51-**; of calamity Ps. 69
16

.

Pi. wralfao /, <?## 21 S5
10

subj. '*, 35
s6

sub], enemies. Hithp. be

swallowed up, their wisdom Ps. lo;
37

. 11. ^cns] archaic sf. 3 pi. of n
n.m. fruit. 12. njn IBJ] antith. to iDnnaj : stretch out, extend hand, so >

tend unto in the handVcf. "ton Gn. 39
21

(J), ofe Is. 6612 . J njf)
n.f. : (i) evil,

misery, distress 34? 91 i<>7-; njn 0" 27
5
41* Je. i;

17 - 18
fi

2
; rojnr *&

Pss. 34
20

40*3 7I
2o ggi I41

B
(cf. Dt. 32^); -i nj; Ps. 37* Je. 227 + 3 t. Am. 5

1S

Mi. 2s EC. g
12

; niJi ni Ps. go
15

, cf. Je. 44
17

. (2) J?z7, injury, wrong Pss. */#

28s 35
26

52
3
I09

5
,
"i nip; c. ^ 158 +. Obj. vbs. f 3trn 35* 41^ i4o

3 Gn. so
20
(E)

Je. 36*482 ML 23 ; irpa Ps. yi
13 - 2

*, cf. i S. 24 25^ i K. 2o7 ; trn Ps. 38
13

; ran

40i5 = 708; | D^ 35
i3

3321 Gn. 44
4

(J) Je. iS20 5I
9
*. (3) Evil in ethical

sense : '12 nSt? 5O
19 of speech, 94^ IO7

34
. I^D^"^] relative clause, which

they cannot or could not, e.g. nv^; ^ (v. 13
s
). 13. D3t7 inn^n ">:>]

vb.

with double ace. v. Ges. lir '

, Dr.S 1890^-. The shoulder here for back, cf.

*)$ n Jos. 7
12

Je. 48^ (Hiph.); fp? T^ Ps. iS*1 ; DD^ men i S. io9. irpp]

n, bowstring, a.X. in this sense; elsw. ^/ wrdr, but not in
iff,

cf. igj
n2

.

PSALM XXII., 5 STR. io3.

Ps. 22 is the lamentation of a great sufferer in peril of deadly

enemies. In five strophes, the situation is vividly described :

(1) He is forsaken by God in his extremity (v.
3"3

), notwith-

standing the <- fathers had ever been delivered by Him (v.
4"6

).

(2) He is despised by the nations, as a mere worm, and mocked

for Ms trust in God (v.
7'9

), who has cared for him hitherto

since his birth (v.
1(W1

). (3) He is abandoned to bulls and lions

(v.
12-14

), and is wasting away body and soul in agony (v.
w
).

(4) He is about to die by the cruelty of dogs (v.
ls"17

), who are

greedily gazing on him, anxious for their prey (v.
1^19

). (5) His

life is abandoned to all these enemies, and in despair he prays
for deliverance (v.

2^22

), with the vow to praise Yahweh in the

congregation of the temple (v.
23- 26

). A later editor makes the

deliverance more distinct by stating it as a fact (v.
24-2*- 27

). A
still later editor gives the deliverance a world-wide significance,

with a meaning to subsequent generations (v.
28"32

).
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]y[Y 'El, why dost Thou forsake me?
Far from my salvation is my roaring.

I cry in the daytime, but Thou answerest not
;

And in the night, there is no respite for me.

But, O Thou (Yahweh), Holy One,

Enthioned upon the praises of Israel;

In Thee our fathers trusted,

(In Thee] they trusted, and Thou didst deliver them,
Unto Tkee they cried and they escaped,

In Thee they trusted and were not ashamed.

gUT I am a worm, and no man,
A reproach of mankind, and despised of peoples.

All seeing me deride me;

They let out (words) , they shake their head,

(Saying)
"
Roll on Yahweh, let Him deliver him ;

Let Him rescue him, seeing that He delights in him."

But, O Thou who drewest me forth from the belly,

(My trust) upon the breast of my mother
;

Upon Thee was I cast from the womb.

From the belly of my mother Thou art my 'El.

II.

gE not far from me, for there is distress;

Be near, for there is no helper.

Many bulls encompass me,

Mighty ones of Bashan encircle me.

They open wide upon me their mouth,

As a lion rending and roaring.

As water I am poured out;

Yea, all my bones are parted ;

My heart is become like wax.

It is melted in the midst of mine inwards.

]V/f
Y strength is dried up like a potsherd,

And my tongue is made to cleave to my jaws;

And in the dust of death (they) lay me.

(Many) dogs encompass me,

An assembly of maltreaters enclose me ;

They dig into my hands and my feet.

I count all my bones ;

While they look, they stare upon me.

They divide my garments among them,

And on my clothing they cast lots,

III.

QH Thou, put not afar offmy (hind) ;

Yahweh, O haste to my help ;

O deliver from the sword my life,

From the power of the dog mine only one.
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From the mouth of the lion save me,

From the horns of the yore ox, mine afflicted one.

Then will I declare Thy name to my brethren ;

In the midst of the congregation will I praise Thee.

From Thee will be my praise in the great congregation;

My vows will I pay in Thy presence.

Ps. 22 was in 13; then in ffi and 5B& (*'.
Intr. 27, 31, 33). The latter

designated the melody to which it was to be sung -irwn n 1?^ (v. Intr. 34) :

a hind in the dawn (leaps). This is referred by some Rabbins to the dawn

itself as a hind leaping in fresh vigour; by others to the hind hunted in the

early morning (v. De., Psalmen* s. 225). The former would be a joyous

melody not suited to the Ps.; the latter is most suitable, especially if there he

a connection between the hind in the title and the nW v. 20 . The Ps. is

composed of five trimeter decastichs, each of two sections, hexastich and

tetrastich v.2
-6* 7-n' 12'15 '

lfi~19' 20~23- x
. These are arranged in three parts, each

characterised by the use of prn v.2 ^ 20
. The first two parts consist of Str.

and Antistr., the third of a single Str. It is possible that the third also had an

antistr. whose place has been taken up by the later additions to the Ps. The

Ps. is a simple, graphic, and powerful description of a sufferer, trusting in God,

though apparently forsaken by Him and left in the hands of cruel enemies,

who have already brought him to the point of death. He yet continues his

plaintive cry for deliverance, and concludes with a vow of thanksgiving in the

congregation assembled in temple worship. The description is too varied for

any individual experience. It heaps up similes and situations which are not

always consistent, and which cannot be attached to any real historical event,

either of a heroic sufferer, or of the pious part of the community, or of the

nation itself. It is indeed an ideal situation such as that described in Lam.

with reference to Jerusalem, and that of Is.
2 with reference to Mother Zion

and the servant of Yahweh. In these writings many different situations are

described in wrjich individuals might be conceived as suffering, and are com-

bined with national experiences, and the whole made into a mosaic of afflic-

tion to represent the woes of a pious community, abandoned by God to their

cruel foes. The ideal of the Ps. is so nearly related to the suffering servant

of Is.
2 that there must be dependence of the one upon the other : np v.*,

cf. Is. 46s5 ; njjVin v.7, cf. Is. 41**; a? ^n v.7, cf. Is. 49
7
53

3
; B xSi v.7, cf.

Is.52
14

; DIN nc-in v.
7
,cf. Is. 5 1 7. But the poet is also independent; for his use

of animals, lions, bulls, dogs, for enemies, and probably also of the hind for

himself is characteristic, and while not without example in Pss., is yet beyond
anything else in the OT. The authors cannot be the same. The poets use,

however, the same trimeter measure, and in the main the same ideals; and
the historical situation which occasioned the poems is similar. If the suffer-

ing servant of Is.2 is exilic, that of the Ps. is post-exilic, for, (i) the reference
to the fathers v.5 is in the style of post-ex, writers, (2) the existence of the

temple is implied in the assembly for worship, v.23- 26
; the payment of vows,
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v.26 ; and probably also the cherubic throne idealised in the niSnn of Israel,

v.4, which in itself seems to imply the temple hymns. But we cannot go too

far from the exile because, (i) Ps. 7I
5-6 cites from v.10

-11
. (2) The use of nx

v.23 for the brethren of the bnp, cf. 133!, Pr, 619
, implies a time when the people

were compacted by persecution into a brotherhood. (3) The kingdom or

nation no longer exists. The persecutors are foreign nations, Q^JHD my v.17,

an organised body, over against the Vnp of the people of God. They are

compared to bulls v.13 - 22
, lions V.14- 22

, and yet also to dogs v.17- 21
; thus im-

plying a number of enemies, and enemies of different characteristics. This

is the situation of the infant community of the restoration, when they were

exposed to the cruel and treacherous attacks of the minor nations as described

in many Pss. of the period (v. Pss. 9-10 and Ne.). There is, in the fifth Str.,

the same kind of a distinction between the poet and the sufferer that we find

also in Is. 53. This is due to the fact that the poet is not speaking altogether

for himself, but for the pious community as the servant of God. And so he

speaks of my hind
\\
mine only one \

mine afflicted one, as of my help, my life,

and me, v.20
-22

. The sufferer is thus the ideal community, and the sufferings

are idealised in a mosaic of varied experiences. The Ps: received additions

in order to give it a wider outlook: (i) the fact that the sufferer was heard

and answered, and that the entire seed of Jacob united in the praise of Yah-

weh in sacrificial meals, is stated in v.2*-25* a
. In this section v.^7 in its use of

Di-uy, at the sacrificial meals at the temple, particularly in public praise, and

the use of the phrase OD33
1

? TV for M:M TIP, Is. 55
3
, implies a later period

of composition. The vbs. in v.27 have been changed from original imvs., as

v.24, into 3 pi. in accordance with the subsequent pentameter. This was

made easier by the separation of v.27 from v.24 & by v.26. (2) The world-wide

significance of this deliverance is brought out in a pentameter heptastich.

This addition was probably earlier than the other, and is similar to the com-

bination of the trimeter and pentameter poems in Is.
2

(v. Br.MP339). This

heptastich also has features of resemblance to the last parts of Is.3, especially

in the conversion of the nations and their participation in the worship of

Yahweh in sacrificial meals in Jerusalem, v.2̂ 30
, cf. Is. 6619-23. The concep-

tion of Yahweh as the universal king, v.29, is in accordance with that of the

royal group of Pss. 93, 95-100. For IN;^ -in, -iSu o?, v.31
-82

; cf. inns in,

Niaj DJ?, IO219. All this indicates a period in which the minor persecuting

nations have passed out of view, and the greater and more distant nations,

who are not persecutors, but friendly, have come into the range of thought
as hopeful converts to the God of Israel. This addition gave the earlier Ps.

a wider outlook and made the deliverance of the sufferer of world-wide im-

portance. The Ps. has been regarded by the Church from the most ancient

times as the great Passion Ps., and it is the proper Ps. for Good Friday. This

was due: (i) to the use of v.2 by Jesus Himself when dying on the cross,

Mt. 2T
46 Mk. 1 5

s4
; and the remarkable resemblance in the situation of Jesus

at that time to the situation described in the Ps ; (2) the casting lots for His

garments, v.19
, Mk. I5

24
Jn. 1923-24. (3) the parching thirst, v.16, Jn.
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(4) the agony of the stretched bones on the cross, v.15, and the digging into

the hands and feet by the nailing to the cross, v.17 ; (5) the cruel gazing on

His sufferings, v.18, Mt. 27
30-44

; (6) the mocking of His enemies in the words of

the Ps., v.9, cf. Mt. 27** Lk. 23'*. It seems to the Christian that the psalmist

indeed gives a more vivid description of the sufferings of Christ on the cross

than the authors of the Gospels. Has the psalmist's description of the suffer-

ing servant of Yahweh an accidental coincidence with the sufferings of Christ,

or is the coincidence due to prophetic anticipation ? We cannot think of

direct prophecy. The reference to a historical situation is unmistakable. But

inasmuch as the poet, like the author of the conception of the suffering servant

of Is.-, idealises the sufferings of Israel, and gives his sufferer a mediatorial

relation to the nations, and does this in order to hold up to the pious a com-

forting conception of a divine purpose in their sufferings, we may suppose

that this ideal was designed to prepare the minds of the people of God for

the ultimate realisation of that purpose of redemption in a sufferer who first

summed up in his historical experiences this ideal of suffering. In this sense

the Ps, is Messianic (v.

Pt. I., Str. I. is composed of a trimeter tetrastich antith. to a

trimeter hexastich. In the tetrastich, the experience of the suf-

ferer is described, as the reverse of the experience of the fathers.

2-3. My '-/], the ancient poetic name of God, intensified by

repetition by a later editor, but at the expense of the measure.

why dost Thouforsake me], expostulation with God for a situation

which to the sufferer seems inexplicable, cf. Is. 49". EV8
. con-

tinue the question through the next line, so Dr., Kirk. ; but it

makes a difficult construction in Hebrew. The ancient Vrss.

regard the second line as the beginning of the description of

suffering, and this is easier and more natural. It begins a syn.

tristich as the basis of the expostulation. Far from my salva-

tion]. There is an awful gap and appalling distance between the

agony and the salvation from it. It is this long distance in time,

this prolonged postponement of salvation, which the psalmist can-

not understand. is my roaring], the loud continued outcry of

intense suffering, lengthened by a prosaic copyist at the expense
of the measure, and weakened into " words of my roaring." ||

I cry

in the daytime, which passes over into, and in the night, all day
and all night long. A later editor inserted "O my God," to

emphasize the appeal to God, but at the expense of the measure.

Thou answerest not~\, God is silent in this long interval.
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there is no respite for me']-. His agony continues without inter-

ruption, his cry for help has no pause. 4-6. The expostulation is

strengthened by a reference to the past experience of the fathers

which was so different; an appeal to Yahweh in a syn. couplet,

and a statement of the experience of the fathers in a syn. tetra-

stich. O Thou (YahweJi), Holy <9//<?],'an exclamation, not a state-

ment of fact,
" Thou art holy," which is tame and unpoetical, and

not in accord with the state of mind of the sufferer. The divine

name " Yahweh "
is necessary to the measure ; it was omitted by

an unpoetic copyist. The term "
Holy One "

is characteristic of

Isaiah, and represents God in His majestic aloofness, a concep-

tion peculiarly appropriate here ; rather than in accordance with

later ideas, God as the ethically complete and perfect Being.

Enthroned upon the praises of Israel~\, a poetical spiritualisa-

tion of the more physical idea that He was enthroned upon the

cherubim in the Holy of Holies of the temple, cf. Ps. 8o2
.

Thither the praises of Israel were directed in temple worship;

thither they were conceived as entering, with the clouds of incense

from the altar of incense, which stood in front of this most sacred

place. This incense, whose very idea is to give efficacy to prayer

and praise, sweetens them and makes them acceptable to Yahweh,

goes up and envelopes the cherubic throne so that the throne

of Yahweh is conceived as sustained by them. @, F, 3 give a

simpler text,
" O Thou enthroned in the sanctuary, the praise of

Israel," which is tempting, and followed by Genebr. and R. C.

scholars generally ; but not by modern Protestants, who follow Calv.

in the interpretation given above. Aug., Euthymius, al., interpret

the holy as of holy persons. Horsley follows < except that he

thinks of the abstract
"
holiness

"
instead of holy place. PBV.

" And Thou continuest holy ; O Thou worship of Israel," is an

intermediate rendering, which though advocated by the older

English scholars such as Ham., Jebb,
"

is based on an untenable

construction of the words," Kirk. In T?iee~\, emphatic in posi-

tion, repeated in the second line, though omitted in f^ by a

copyist's mistake at the expense of the measure
;
so also in the

fourth line, with the syn. unto TJiee~\, required by its verb in

the third line. our fathers^ the common subject of the verbs

of the four lines, and so emphasized over against their suffering
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fourth lines, with the intervening cried, of the third line, so plain-

tively expressed, in view of the present situation. The fathers

were not forsaken, as is their son. Thou didst deliver them \

they escaped \ they were not ashamed. This is the climax
; the

shame of his present position was in its being so much the reverse

of theirs.

Str. II. is composed of a hexastich, describing his miserable

situation, and a tetrastich of expostulation, based on his own

previous experience. 7. But I am a worm, and no man], tak-

ing up the sense of shame, expressed in the last vb. of the previous

str. He has lost his manhood and is become a miserable worm.

a reproach of mankind], an object of reproach to mankind in

general. despised of peoples], the nations, by whom he was sur-

rounded. Such is also the description of the servant of Yahweh

in Is.
2

: "thou worm Jacob" 4i
u

,
"whom man despiseth," "de-

spised of person,"
" abhorred of the nation

"
49

7
,

"
the reproach

of men" 5i
7
,
"so disfigured more than man was his appearance

and his form than the sons of men" 52
14

, "despised, and for-

saken of men
;

a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief" 53
3

(v. Br.3VIP349
^57

). 8* All seeing me]. These same nations, looking

upon the affliction of the people of God, have no'compassion, but

deride in word and gesture -, they let out (words), so essentially &,
words that they would not venture to speak to a self-respecting

people able to vindicate themselves ; they do not restrain them-

selves, but give full vent to their maliciousness. This seems more

appropriate to -the use of the Hebrew term, and more in accord-

ance with their words given in v.
9
,
than the usual rendering,

" shoot out the lip
" EVS

., explaining the original as an insulting

gesture, although apparently sustained by similar expressions 3S
21

Jb. i610
. This interpretation was due to the insertion of th'e word

" with the lip
"
in the text, with the same motive, at the expense

of the measure. But this is difficult to reconcile with the other

uses of the Hebrew word, or with any known gesture of that time.

they shake their head]. This is the gesture of derision accom-

panying their words. The same gesture appears in those who
mocked the crucified Jesus. "And they that passed by railed

on him, wagging their heads, and saying" Mt. 2>j. 9. Roll on
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Yahweh^, so ft imv. ; "commit thyself" RV.j "cast thyself"

JPSV. ; which is better than ancient Vrss., which render as pf.,

so " He trusted
"

PBV., AV. The enemies say this in derision.

The burden, to be rolled off on Yahweh, for Him to bear for His

people, was the agony and reproach. Seeing that He delights in

him]. The people were well known to be trusting in Yahweh,
their God, and as therefore presumably acceptable to Him, and

delighted in by Him, cf. Wisd. 216sq\ The derision of suffering

Israel is here, as ever, accompanied with the derision of Yahweh

their God by the hostile nations. 10. But, O Thou], emphatic

repetition of personal address to Yahweh in antithesis to But I
vJ better than the usual interpretation stating a fact,

" Thou art

He." This syn. tetrastich emphasises the previous experience,

that Yahweh had not only taken an active part at the birth and

during the infancy of the nation, but had continued to be their

God without ceasing until the present, cf. Is. 46^. 11. My *l],
at the close of this Str. and at the beginning of the Ps., incloses

the entire first part within this most comprehensive relation.

Pt. II., Str. III. begins with a description of the external

situation in three couplets, and concludes with the effect upon
the person himself in two couplets. 12. Be not farfrom me],

renewing v.
26

, and renewed in v.
20*

]|
Be near], the negative

transformed into a positive, more probable than the present

text, which makes "near," an adj. predicate of distress, at the

expense of the measure and parallelism. for there is distress

\\for there is no (other) helper], the reason for the plaintive

appeal to God. 13. Many bulls], intensified in mighty ones of

Bashan]. Bashan was famed for its rich pastures, fat cattle, and

powerful and fierce bulls. The enemies are compared to them,

cf. Am. 4
1

. They encompass || encircle], enclose and shut in on

every side with their norns, cf. v.
22

, so that there is no escape, no

one within that enclosure to help. 14. Leaving the bulls and

reverting to the enemies : they open wide upon me their mouth"],

in order to devour, swallow up. This statement is appropriate

not to bulls, but to beasts of prey, and so as a lion rending and

roaring], opening the mouth to roar as well as to devour. Cruel

enemies are frequently compared to lions, see v.
22 f io9

17
13

.

15. As water I am poured out], so Jos. f,
" the hearts of the
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people melted and became as water." all my bones are parted],

each one distinct in pain, all aching and seeming as if they had

broken apart ;
both graphic descriptions of feverish anxiety.

The reference to the heart is renewed and enlarged as the prin-

cipal thing. It melts as if it were wax within him, cf. 683
.

Sir. IV. The antistr. is composed of two tristichs and two

couplets. 16. The agony of the previous tetrastich is continued,

the result of the feverish anxiety is still further described. My
strength is dried up\ 9 is sapped; the blood is dried up and the

body is become brittle and breakable, like a potsherd^ a piece of

pottery. My tongue is made to cleave to my jaws']. By intense

thirst, the tongue adheres to the roof of the mouth so that he

cannot use it, cf. Jn. iq
28

. In the dust of deatJi\, a phrase

especially appropriate not only to the previous context, the dry,

brittle potsherd, but also because it involves the idea of the for-

mation of the original man out of dust, as a potter makes his

pottery, Gn. 2
7
, and also the conception of death as a return of

the body to the dust, Gn. 3
19

. This is probably the reason why
the 2 pers. sg. is given in ?^,

" Thou layest me," referring to God
as the primary agent, instead of the simpler and more natural 3 pi.

referring to the enemies, cf. v.
13

. they lay mi]. The enemies

have been active against the sufferer, while his God, through it

all, has remained afar off. 17.- {Many) dogs}, so <, F, PBV.

|| "many bulls" v.
13 more suited to parallel. "For dogs," %

AV., RV. The enemies are now compared to the more ignoble

animals. Dogs in the OT. are the fierce prowlers of the night

and scavengers of the streets, v. 2 K. g
35^6

Pss. 59
7- 15 6S34

Je. i5
3
.

They come in a pack, and so are called an assembly of mal-

treaters\, cf. 8614
, greedy to seize, maul, and in every way maltreat

their victim. They dig into], the dogs with their teeth. my
hands andmyfeet]. The extremities are first gnawed by the dogs.

This is the translation best sustained by the Vrss. and the context

EV8
. "pierce

"
is not justified by the Hebrew word, and was due

to a desire for a specific reference to the crucifixion. %fy
"
as a

lion," used a word for lion not found elsewhere in ^ for the usual

word given above v.
14

, and not suited to the previous mention of

dogs, or of hands and feet. The sufferer here v.
10

is lying in the

dust in extreme peril of death, and his enemies have already
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begun to devour him. 18. I count all my bones'}, renewing v.
15i

.

Each one stands out with its own special ache. While they look

|| they stare'}, a circumstantial clause. While the enemies are

looking with intense eagerness, staring greedily upon him, he is

aching all over from head to foot, in all his framework of bones.

The usual rendering, as an independent and emphatic clause,

makes two lines in this verse, in no proper relation of parallelism,

and justifies in a measure the proposal of some moderns to trans-

fer v.
18* to the beginning of the Str. 19. They divide \ cast lots],

returning from the dogs to the enemies they represent, as above

v.
16c

. They have stripped him of garments \ clothing, and they
divide these as their spoil in the usual way by lots,

Str. V. is composed of a hexastich of petition and a tetrastich

of vows. 20-22. The Str. begins with a plea similar to that of

v.
12

. O 77wu,put notfar off~], as @, required by the object and

to be preferred to ^ " be not far from." Yahweh has been trans-

posed with my hind, because of a misconception of the meaning
of the Hebrew word, which is usually interpreted after & as " my
help

" or "succour/' by EV
8
. and most after 3 as

"
my strength."

But really it is the same word as that in the title translated by
( as "

help," but pointed by $? as
" hind.

1 '

Indeed the suffix, in

accordance with Hebrew usage, which regards the soul as well as

the body as resting on a common substratum, the person himself,

(v. '42*-
7
1 3 1

2

) objectifies the soul as the seat of his suffering. It

is first compared to a hind, hunted until its strength fails and it

pants, ready to perish, cf. 42
2

; just as in the parallel v.
21a

my life,
'

v.
m mine only one (cf. 35

17

)> as his unique priceless possession,

and again in v.
226

after (i, mine afflicted one. Here also later

copyists, not understanding the original usage, interpret it in MT.
as vb. pf. 2 m. " Thou hast answered me," making a very abrupt

conclusion to the petition, by a single word of divine response,

and making it difficult to explain the phrase from the horns of the

yore ox, which occasions great difference of opinion among inter-

preters. In fact the six lines all rhyme in i. Each couplet has

its verb. O haste to my help}, a phrase frequent in Pss. of

lamentation
||
deliver \ save. The four kinds of enemies of the

previous Str. appear also in this climax of petition : the sword, of

the enemies themselves, the dog, the lion, the yore ox. The latter
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is an intensification of the bulls of Bashan, and refers to that large,

fierce bull of ancient times which has now become extinct.

23, 26. The petition is sustained by a vow in four lines : I will

declare Thy name], make it known as a saving name, praise || pay

vows], make votive offerings. The declaration is to be to my

brethren], those associated in the community of God's people.

See Heb. 2
13

,
where these words are put in the mouth of Christ.

the great congregation] assembled for worship in the temple,

in Thy presence"], before the sacred place where Yahweh dwelt, in

the most Holy Place of the temple. The phrase, From Thee] is

probably to be interpreted as the source of the deliverance, and

therefore of the praise for it This last couplet, which is parallel

to the previous couplet, has been separated by the insertion of a

gloss v.
2*"25 which changes the reference to God to the $d pers,,

and so makes awkward changes to and from ad to 3d pers., and

also destroys the organisation of the Str. The original Ps. comes

to an appropriate close here with a vow of public recognition and

thankoffering in the temple for the deliverance, the prayer for

which has been the theme of the Ps.

24-25. This piece is composed of two syn. trimeter triplets.

It is a call upon the congregation to praise Yahweh because of

His deliverance of the afflicted people. It is a generalisation

of the situation by a later editor.

Ye that fear Yahweh praise Him,
All the seed of Jacob glorify Him,
All the seed of Israel stand in awe of Him ;

For He hath not abhorred to answer the afflicted,

And He hath not hid His face,

But when he cried unto Him He heard.

24. Ye that fear Yahweh'], those that have the religion of

Yahweh and are in the habit of doing reverence to Him. All
the seed ofJacob \\

seed of Israet], phrases for the people Is. 45
19- 25

Je. 3 1
36- 87

33^. praise \ glorify \\
stand in awe"], usual phrases

of public worship. 25. For He hath not abhorred']. This strong
and unusual term, in this connection, received a milder variant in

the margin,
" He hath not despised,

1 '

which subsequently came
into the text by conflation and so destroyed the measure. The
uncommon expression is weakened in the following line to the
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usual one, hath not hid His face, and the ordinary one, heard.

to answer the afflicted~\ . This seems to be the best interpretation

of the unpointed text, taking the first word as infin. construct of

the vb. " answer "
after &. But f^ points it as abstract noun from

the stem meaning affliction, which gives us the tautological
"

afflic-

tion of the afflicted," AV., RV., 3 modestiam, so Aq. takes it as

another abstract noun, PBV. "low estate," which gives a better

sense, but is not suited to the context.

27. This tristich resembles in form the previous two, v.
2*"25

,
of

which it was originally a continuation ; but it changes from 2d to

3d pi., and in this respect agrees with subsequent context.

The afflicted will eat and be satisfied
;

Those who seek Him will praise Yahweh,

Saying,
" Let your heart live forever."

The afflicted'}, pi. for the sg. v.
25
". will eat and be satisfied'},

partake of the thankofferings in the temple, as Calv., Ges., De W.,

Hi.
; and not to be understood in a merely spiritual sense, as Ew.,

De., or in the still more general sense of refreshment by divine

blessing Hu., cf. 23
5

. Those who seek Him} are worshippers in

general ; they praise Yahweh. Let your heart live forever] .

Owing to the change of person this can only be words of those

who seek Yahweh, addressed to the afflicted ;
and therefore con-

gratulatory, and wishing perpetual health and prosperity to them,

as an antidote to their previous affliction. The heart stands here

for the man himself, in late usage, confounding sh with tt?B3.

28-32. This is a pentameter heptastich, a later addition to the

Ps., composed of a triplet and two couplets.

All the ends of the earth will remember, and they will turn unto Yahweh,
And all the families of the nations will worship before Him ;

For unto Yahweh belongs the kingdom, and He rules over the nations.

Have all the fat ones of earth eaten and worshipped,
Then will bow down all about to descend to the dust, and he who doth not keep

himself alive.

A seed will serve Him. It will be told to a generation to come
;

And they will declare His righteousness to a people to be born, that He hath

done (it).

28. All the ends of the earth}, as 2
s

67* 72* Is. 45^ 52, to

comprehend the entire earth. all thefamilies of the nations}, cf.
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Ps. g6
7

: all the families or clans into which the nations may be

subdivided, with a probable reference to the patriarchal blessings,

Gn. 12s 28 14
. will remember], call to mind their obligations to

Yahweh, whom they have forgotten in going after other gods, and

so, will turn, in repentance for previous neglect, in entire change

of attitude, unto Yahweh, so that Yahweh will be recognised as

the universal God. and worship before Him], unite in the pre-

scribed worship in His temple. % " before Thee "
is certainly an

error of a copyist. ( has the correct text. 29. For unto Yah-

weh belongs the kingdom]. The reason for the conversion of the

nations is that they all are in His kingdom, subject to His

dominion. He rules over the nations as the universal king.

30. Two classes of worshippers are brought into sharp antithesis :

all the fat ones of earth], the rich, prosperous, powerful nations,

and all about to descend to the dusf\, those decaying, dying, who
are going down to the Pit aS1

3O
4- 10 885

I43
7
,
to Sheol 55

16
, an

expression used frequently of dying nations, Is. 14" Ez. 2620

32
18^. He who doth not keep himself alive], the nation unable

to protect its life against more powerful neighbours seeking to

destroy it. The Vrss. and interpreters have many suggestions

here, but none of them are so simple as J^, which gives an

explanatory complement to the previous clause. This does not

refer to the nations in Sheol after death, in contrast with those

still alive on earth, for this would leave us with only the rich

nations worshipping Yahweh on earth. The context demands

poor, feeble nations, and that is admirably expressed in the terms

above where they are represented as dying. The ptc. represents

rather the process than the result. The rich and prosperous
come first, in a clause which is conditional in form. Have they
eaten and worshipped], taken part in the sacrificial meals of the

temple, and worshipped in connection with these sacrifices;

then will bow down], in the prostration of worship, the other

class also, the poor and perishing nations, and so the worship of

Yahweh will be universal. The universality of worship having
been stated as to its comprehending all nations and classes, it is

now represented in temporal forms. 31. A seed will serve Him],
a seed descending from the nations mentioned above, their next

generation. // will be told to a generation to come], either the
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seed previously mentioned, or more probably a generation to

come after them, a second generation. The measure and paral-

lelism requires the exclusion of "
of the Lord" as a gloss, and the

attachment of "come" to this line with (, rather than to the

next with %fy. 32. And they will declare His righteousness^ His

vindication of His suffering servant, His salvation of His people,

in accordance with the usual meaning of righteousness in
\j/
and

Is.
23

. to a people to be born~], a people in the distant future,

beyond the second generation, after this universal conversion of

the nations; a people not yet born, but ultimately to be born,

probably conceived as summing up all the nations in itself, in

accordance with concept, cf. Ps. 87, where one after another is

bora in Zion and all inscribed as citizens. That He hath done

(//)], the salvation He has wrought; in the full sense of this

universal conversion, and worship of Yahweh in Jerusalem. This

ideal is a Messianic ideal, as connected with a sufferer whose

suffering is mediatorial, and whose salvation mediates universal

salvation.

2-3. ijnaT? ncS ^Sfct ^N], @ has 6 0t6s 6 6e6s fjutv irp6<rxes juoi^S'nuhn ^K ^N,

v. v.20. Che. and Du. think that f has been shortened and rd. ^ n^trpn; but

<t gives the clue to the insertion, if one is thought necessary. Toy thinks <&

rd. second ^K as a prep., My God unto me (attend) ,
so Hare ^K an. This

would make two trimeter lines instead of one in first half of v. ^njnc^fi] Hi.,

Dy., Gr., Ehr. rd. \njntyp. T^tf n:?'}] ^ nas * ^7< r&v vapairrufjidruv

fjjQv
= 'nsutf vrn affairs of my errors, so U, cf. I9

13
.

<IDL>

^] is a gloss. It

certainly does not go with v.8. V.20 is given in NT. in :

Mt.2746
^ ~

' 0ee /iov, Iv a, rl jue c7/cttTeXiires ; (as <

= 6 6e6s /xou [6 9e6s AIOU], e/s r<

HD "ritOD t
1

?^ ^N. Cod. D for Mt. and Mk. rds. : ^Xe \apa fa<f>6avet,

which, according to Resch, implies a Heb. original ^nririp ;
for Aram. p3B.

If Ps. is a trimeter, it is not difficult to explain the glosses, which destroy the

measure. It was natural that J?x should be repeated for greater emphasis.

The pirn is sustained by its use in v.12- 20
; therefore we must regard n:n as

an unnecessary addition, m 1

?** is the usual insertion of the divine name.

Therefore read :

iJfGTp flD7 ^K
pirn
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irpbs <rt of <fl after KKpd%oiJtat is a prosaic addition, 'ir npi is taken by AV.

as
I) inpitt'i and so the force of nc*? is retained. It is better to regard the 1.

as statement of fact upon which the anxious plea is based : so <&, 3, 8, Aq., &,

S, Quinta and Sexta, also Horsley, Ba., al. f v n.f. roaring in agony, of

person Ps. 2& 32
3
, pi. Jb. s

24
; elsw. of lion Is", f* Ez. I9

7 Zc. ii 3 Jb. 410

(^. vb. in v.14). f nw] n.f. silence : elsw, 39
3 62* 652 (all dub.) ; 3 silentium,

(& els &otav = folly. Hatch (Essays in Biblical Greek, p. 174) rds. dve/av

(from wl-tipi, rare word, not in Lex. of Liddell and Scott) ; not silence from

groanings or complaint, but from trouble; no remission of, no respite from,

pain. 4. Brnjj nn*o] shortened 1. in f. But < o-i) 5t tv ayLtp KO.TOI.K& 6

eircuvos rou 'ItrpaoJX; 5J z;z sancto habitas, laus Israel: 3 et tu sancte : habi~

tator, lam Israel, rd. enp and n^nn sg.,
" habitans in loco, nempe tabernaculo,

quae Israelis laus est," Hare; S ^ aylois /caroi/ceis; Du. follows this and

adds after Israel -p, omitted because of qa in next 1. Gr. inserts o-arai after

acr and KTU before niSnn. But this is unnecessary. &'H is a favourite term

for God in Is.1- 2 - 8
(v. /3), cf. Pss. 7I

22
78

41
Sg

19
. Insert'mn^ as Bi. to make

up 1. as in v.20. n^nn] praises regarded as a cloud upon which Yahweh is

enthroned (/. 2^ and Intr. i). 5. inEpj]. qn should be prefixed to v.56

before -intoa as in 5 and 66 to make up measure; in all these cases it is emph.
ran (v. 46 9

11
). iDttSsni] i consec. expressing result; full sf. for D_. For B^fl

v. ly
13

. 6. liaSppi]
i coord., Niph. pf. 3 pi. of t ID^D. Niph. j/z> away, escape

I24
7- 7

, as" often in early Lit. Ju. s
29 J S. I9

10 Am. p
1

; so here, no sufficient

reason for later pass., be delivered (WL. and Dn. I21
). Pi. deliver Ps. 4i

2
,

c. p 10720. MJ to^D j^z/i? /z)fe 89
49 116* i S. I9

11
Je. 48

6 Am. 2i4-i5; i?w

omitted Ps. 33
17

, as Am. 215 . 7. ^JN] emph. antith. nnx v.4 ; full form as

46" so
7 8iu 9i

15
I04

34 141" (^/.
Br.IIcx - 70

). %r\^r\] worm, cf. Is. 4i
14

apj;^ np^in. ts^M"ViJ to make it more emph.: no man as he should be

(antith. with animals), cf. I47
10

. D*IN nsnn] object of reproach by mankind,
cf. 39

9 ^3J 'n, also 'V ncin 3I
13

79
4
S9

42
IO9

26
Je. 610(+ 5 t. Je.), z/. also is

8*

o^"'
1

!!:!] ptc. pass, of PITS c despised, cf. Is. 49
7 tfw n?3, 53

s a^tyiN Sim nraj,

Je. 49
15 0"W3 'iiJ. 8. i

1

? uj^J Hiph. impf., Jj^
1

? mock, deride, cf. ^ 59
8o7 for Qal., not elsw. in ^ but Hiph. Ne. 219 3

s8
-j- ; Qal is early, Hiph. late.

There is no good reason for pointing Hiph. here; ujS; is just as good here as

in Ps. So7
. Hiph. pointing assimilated to next vb. TVIMP Hiph. Impf. of

J nttfl Hiph. separate with tfie lip, open wide with an insulting expression, only
here (22

s
), elsw. Qal. set free from duty 2 Ch. 238, let out waters Pr. 17!*

(* in strife}. < t\d\7i<ra,v ti> xetKetfiv, *B locuti sunt labiis: "
blasphemy

"

Genebr., cf. rip out (an oath), 3 dimittunt labium*
no'^'i

is a gl. without

it the mng. is simply let out.- mo wg] phr. IO9
26 2 K. I9

2i = ls. 37
22

, sq.

Sj; Jb. 16*, of mocking, cf. Mt. 27; form of vb. Hiph. impf. 3 pi. of J jnj.

Hiph. in above phr. and in 59
15

(dub.) cause to stagger along, elsw. Qal stagger,

as a drunkard IQ7
27

,
as a vagabond log

10- 10
, cf. 59

16 Am. 48
. 9. Si] imv. of

SSj vb. roll, so De., Ba., Dr., but <5, %, 5, Mt 27
48

, Ew., Bi., Du., AV., RV.**

Sa pf. 3 m. Rci.8*11*** 2170 inf. abs., jSSj in $ only iig
22

(sq. Sjrc) 37
6
(c.

">
Sy),

and here, SN incorrect for S^. Vb. "ifi^S is implied as often in poetry.
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10* nn"c] begins a new Str., cf. v.4a antith. v.7a, 3 autem, (& ori, so Aq., H.

ini] = ipj 7i
6

(derived from this passage, but prob. error for 'nu). inj

ptc. of nnj draw forth> so <, 3D:
||
ITJ Jb. 3S

8
b^^,rstforth of babe from womb;

propitgnator metis 3, similarly Aq. is after Aram. rang, of rro also transitive.

But K6.L505 regards it as ptc. nu. iraa;:] Hipb. ptc. of nsa (cf. v.5), but

has 7) l\irts pov, 3 fiducia mea = Tiaac, so 3J, , PBV., cf. yi
6
nij?J3 'ira?:: and

that is doubtless correct. J naaD n.[m.] in ^ only, obj. of confidence elsw. 4O5 65

7i
5
. 11. TS

V] emph. as v.5. nn ^x] Du. would rd. OK for ^K, but that

would be an anachronism in biblical theology. The 1. is too long, unless

we connect with Makkeph, nnw^K. 12. na-np n'TjT'g prnn ^x] ; juss. of

pm, cf. v.26. J prn vb. Qal be or become distant, Yahweh subj. 22&'%> 35
s2
38

23

7i
12

, bkssing 109", elsw. IO3
12 up150

. Hiph. : (i) intr. remove 889- 19
103*2;

(2) trans. 55
8
. L. I is too long and 1. 2 too short. Du. inserts rnrn to get

three lines, but 1. 3 still has but four syllables for three tones. Better divide

at mx and rd. nanji imv. of aip; then we have antith. parall. 13. ^nnr]
enclose me : Pi. pf. J [in::] vb. surround, Pi. elsw. Ju. 2O43, of surrounding

enemy. Hiph. Hb. i
4
(as Pi.) Ps. 142

s
(?). jra n^ay] bulls of Bashan.

j"vaK adj. mighty, valiant: (i) a^ vyaw Ps. 76
6 Is. 4612

; (2) of angels

Ps. 78
26

,
cf. I03

20
; (3) of bulls, elsw. for princes 6S31, and so in sacrifice 5o

13
.

J ftra n. pr. country E. of Jordan, esp. between sea of Galilee and Mts. of

Hauran, and from Jabbok north to Hennon, elsw. in ^, 68 16 - 16 - 23
I35

11
I36

20
.

15. ijrosft
D-1

?;] cf. Jos. 7
5
, also La. 219 Ps. 58

8
. The 1. is too short. Pre-

fix 'OJKI as v. 7a or let O:N follow. Tnsnm] i coord Hithp. pf. J i"is divide.

f Hithp. fe divided, separated, parted from each other, elsw. Jb. 4I
9 of scales

of crocodile, Jb. 411 Ps. 92
10 be scattered, dispersed. Jp-?] like wax, alw. sim.

of melting, cf. 683
97

5 Mi. i4 . D:?]] Niph. pf. of J DDE] vb. melt, not used in

Qal except Is. IO18
,
but Niph. melt away 683

97
5 II210, fig. faint, growfearful

2213
, as frequently in D. Hiph. cause to melt, intimidate Dt. I

28
, elsw. Hiph.

formed from HDD (v. 67). % [njn] n.m. only pi. inwards, intestines, usual

mng. not in ^, but, (i) womb 7i
6

; (2) ||
^ inner man, elsw. 40. 16. 'nb] sf.

i pers. J nr, n.m. strength, power: (i) human strength : (a) physical vigour

in general 3I
11

38
11

71 1O224, so here <, 3; but Ols., Ewv Ba., Kau., Oort,

Ehr., JPSV. rd. -on palate, on account of
|| pc?S; /ow<rr opp. to that of God

33
16

> (2) strength ofangels IO3
20

; (3) power of God in creation 65
7

; vtrpo ni

in6
; God is nb an I47

5
, cf. inb an Is. 63

1
Jb. 23

6
, nba ">

Sip Ps. 29* (of

thunder). 'nvt'P] a*^- pi- s^- Vnf l?: y3^'^ as taking, seizing 'food.

n}D "is;?] ^MJ/
<?/" ^<f^, phr. a.X., but cf. nsy nip v. 30

, 7 ^jatf Is. 2619,

7 nciN ys" Dn. I22, a3^ 7^ Jb. 7
21

, c. S? Jb. 2O11 2I26. ^ns^n] Qal

impf. 2 m., c. sf. I sing, of t nsa vb. Qal set, fix, put, lay : here impf. for

present, referring back to God as primary agent, ihou art layingme; this seems

strange in the midst of the description: rather rd. 3 pi. as above; vb. elsw.

Is. 2612 2 K. 4
88 Ez. 24

3 - 8
. 17. J o^i??] ^ogs, as ignoble animals, elsw. in ^,

v.21 59
7- 16 6S24 ; here

||
ana as noble ones v.13*. <t has /ciJves woXXof = D-an n^ab,

so Jer. in Com., Hare, Horsley; this prob. correct,, but then 13 should be striken

out. Q^inp rnjr] fig. passes over into reality, cf. D'rn? 7 8614, pn 7 Jb. I5
34

,
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D'-V-N 7 Ps. 6S3i
(fig. nobles), rn? (P. /J

). B'p? Hiph. ptc. pi. J>>n vb.

Qal & injurious, evil, c. ^ io633. Hiph. : (i) do an injury, hurt, here abs.,

c. *? 105
15 (= c. :: I Ch. 1 6-), c. ace. pers. Ps. 44, c. a 74-*. ;nrr? do something

to ones own hurt 15* (cf. Lv. 5* P), but improb. rd. as (i; (2) do evil

wickedly abs. 37
s
, pi. ptc. 27- 37

1 - 9
92

1J
94

10 HQ115
, "12 Snp 265

,
"ID I'D 648.

*i*c] <w c /w, Rabbins, Hi., Koster, Hu., Ehr., al.; but n is not elsw. ^

only m-tt* as v.14 . Moreover the fig. of lion and bulls has been left for that of

ignoble dogs. < tipvfcv,
*

foderunt= r\*o = ro or ni3 -DB, Bu. ^, so

Compl., Cap., Ham., De., Ba., Oort, al. Others as Pocock, PhiUips, Pe., Moll,

j^Syntar, p. <!8i
? interpret as ptc. pi., either cstr. -nfc- or defective. JJ vinxerunt,

Aq.
2
Mdr)<rav, S ws tftrovvres OT7<reu= riNr ==/,%' bound; so <S and among mod-

erns E\v. Aq.
1
#rxupai, Aram. INS = nj?D //*#' ^?7 ŝ

or marred, so Du., who rds.

nsr. tC has a conflation of noun and vb. showing an uncertainty in early

Jewish opinion. Ols , Bruston, We. regard the 1. as a gl., but without ground,

for it is needed to complete the Str. 18. ISDX] Pi. impf. i sg. The 1. is

II
v.1-15

. The interposition of I sg. between lines of 3 pers. leads some to trans-

pose 1. to the beginning of Str. v.16<z
;
but it is more forceful as it is. nan]

emph. summing up, or better, to indicate circumstantial clause. IB^] impf.

of description |j
IJTP 19. LI

^J I'w] cast lot, cf. i65 lot for portion assigned

by '% also I25
3
s^p^sn ^"m. 20. nnifi] emph. introducing a new section,

cf. v.1 -

"
a

. \^I
S
;K] a-X. <Jf TT)V fio'/ieeidv ^uou, obj. of^ Ata/cpiJ^s. 3 fortitude

mea connecting with TnT?
1

? as f. The word is abstr. in form, but improb.

in itself and difficult to explain, whether from VIN or W. This v. is used in

essentially the same terms :

ninn ->JDD pnnn

4O
14 = yo

2 ncnn imry
1

? nini;

7i
12 nrin ^nnijy? -TIN ^JDD pnin

In 3S
28 'JIN stands for an original mm; therefore the last clause has always

m;r except in yi
12

15, which has changed an original mm in the first clause to

DTI
1

?**. The mm in the original of the first clause here would sufficiently

account for the TI^N in the second. Accordingly Gr. thinks the original here

was npN V?K compressed into >niS*K. It is noteworthy that interprets nW
of title as Mp TTJS dyrtX^ews, the same word that it uses for TH?? here.

This shows that in the original text the two words were regarded as syn., and
that the i of v.20 is fully written i of interpretation. If the original was n^N,
we might in both cases rd. n^x and think of the tfw as the nW in accordance
with 42

2
. In this case it goes with 1. i

|| ^rp of v.216 , and we would have a

rhyme in V for each 1. of this Str. if imi? also is transposed to the end of 1.

mm would then go with mrin im^ as in the other similar passages. We
must then follow < and make the vb. Pi. or Hiph. with hind the obj.

J rnj?] n.f. : (i) help, succour from ", elsw. 38^ 4O14
yo

2
71:

*2
, -isc 6o13 = io818

;

(2) embodied help, one who helps^ of 'i 27
9
35

a 4O18 44
27

462 638 94
17

.

npn ^nnrrS] phr. elsw. 4O
14 = yo

2
71^ with words transposed 38

28
. J tfin vb.

; imv. as above, elsw. sq.
i

1

? yo
8
I4I

1
. Hiph. trans.
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hasten 55. 21. TT'rp] my only one. % TTP adj. j|
c;

fi:, also 35
1T as the one

unique and priceless possession, elsw. in $ solitary, alone 25
16 68" I4I

10
(0).

22. ijjwn] Hiph. imv. (v. j8) should go to the end of 1. for rhyme. 3^1] =
csp tfie yore ox, the gigantic bull of ancient times, cf. 296 92

11 Xu. zf2
24

s
(E)

Dt. 33
17

, <8> [Jt.ovoKp<as, unicorn, so 3. ^7^2] pf- statement of fact: thou

kast heard me, so Aq., {, cf. v.l6c impf. ; r^p Taireivtoffiv fjjou, , 1T,
cf. 3

, cf. m# iS30 (?) a late word. Thrupp, Oort, \Ve., Ba. v;;v
This is doubtless correct and was prub. in text of <.

23. nnsDx] Pi. impf. cohort, expressing resolution (v. v.18fl
), obj. sr of

Yahweh (v. 5
12

), so IO232, iiaa I9
2

96
s
, nw?iu 9

2 267 -K ^n] n.m. :

(r) rzr/ broffier 498 50 6g
9

; (2) friend 35** 122s 2 S. I 20 I K. 9
13 2O^-33

;

(3) member of tJie congregation Pss. ^^ I33
1

; of the unity of the brother-

hood Pr. 619 . This is public worship in the % ?nn n.m. assembly, convocation,

congregation: (l) of evil doers 265
, cf. 2217

; (2) assemblage for worship, so

here, IO7
32

, an Snp v.26 35
18

4O
10 - 11

; (3) of the pious I49
1
; (4) of angels

$9
6

. 24. 'i
i\r\\\

= the god-fearing (v*3?). A change here to 3 pers. from

2pers.j not original. ap yy ^r] phr. a.X., cf. 2p^ ^nr Is. 45
10

Je. 33
26

.

H^tN^r; yy Sr, elsw. 2 K.^720 Is. 45
s3

Je. 3i
37

, without ^ Ne. 9
2

Je. 3I
36

I Ch. i613 ; Post-deuteron. usage shewing influence of Je. and Is.2. i:r^ ITUI]

i coord. Qal imv. $ TIJ vb. Qal stand in awe of, c. jr, elsw. 33
s
, usually be

afraid of, sq. 'jflD Nu. 22s Dt. i
17 I S. iS15

, p Jb. I9
2d

; but Dt. 32^ c. ace.,

therefore rd. here innu in assonance with innaa and imSSn. A later copyist

followed the more common prosaic usage with jo. The measure requires the

change. 25. '"1:3-^ r?]. nn (15*) usually despise, regard with contempt: so

5i!9 69
34

73
20 I0218

, cf. vj. This is either a defective 1. in which m? should

be inserted, or, as Du., an explanatory gl. to next vb. tVP^] vb. denom.

abhor, elsw. Lv. nii.w.w 2O25 Dt> 7
26.28

- n^] a.\. -usually explained as

n.f. affliction; <g Sefaei, ,5, ^ imply another word such as rpjys |j i^itt*. But

npjwt is not easily changed into nuy in any transliteration. We might take it

as mj, inf. cstr. of njj: answer, abhor to answer, paraphrased into the petition

answered. 3 modestiam, prob. rd. rnj? from rnar humility, meekness, so Aq.

^< (v. 9^). Q^D TTDH] subj. ", c. p 5 1 11
, abs. IO11

,
wiifidra-wfrom if 22s5

2y
9
69

18 8815 I023 I43
7
, abs. 3O

8
. UD?] so S, < has dTr' ^y, *ff a me* prob.

both gl. of interp. \rg*] Pi- inf. cstr. sf. 3 m., c. 2 temporal (a. j"
3
). <g, 5J

lyitra, better suited to their interpretation of ryjr. Sfs. in all cases interp.

26. qnr] /row thy presence, of God, cf. IO9
20 nS23

. { n S?P from proximity
with de chez, cf. DJ?G : HND rj 24s, ^r awayfrom, as a gift; nD
Ju. i1* i K. 216 askfrom; PRO -pon Ps. 6620 remove from; nn n>n

comefrom ; source in Yahweh ^^ IO9
20

. This return to the 2 pers. is diffi-

'

cult in the midst of the 3 pers. It seems to go with v,23 ;
if so, the intervening

matter is a gl. an ^nrn] phr. elsw. 35
18

40
- 11

(v. v.25) numerous con-

gregation* Q^>] Pi. impf. -fo^tf vb. ^<? completed, finished. Pi. in ^ only

(i)^dty or perform: c. ace., vows onnj IT ^2^ 6i9 ; c. S of God 5O
1* 6618

II61*- 18
, obj. omitted 76

12
; *? n^Tn IP (to God) 56

18
. (2) requite, recom-

pense, reward: subj. man, c. ^ pers. 4I
11

I37
8
; c. ace. pers. et rei njn 'n
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navj nnr 35
12

,
cf. .5321. c< acc. pers . of God, row ntr? 'tf 3i

2i
; c. "?,

new 6213
. (3) -/?<?/#;'

*&& 37
21

. v. be paid at performed : vow 652.

} -^~:] n.m. auftw offering 22* 50^ 56
1J 6i G - 9

65= 66 13 Ii614- 18
(class of peace

offerings). The
|j requires 2 pers. here: rd. rpjj || Tin**:?. The editor has

assimilated to v.-4 by insertion of vx-y. 27. in"] Qal impf. juss. } HTI vb.

Qal. live: (i) continue in life, antith. die 49
llJ

S9
49 iiS17

; (2) live in divine

favour 1 19*7.77.
lie*. 144.

(3) live prosperously, of king 72
15

,
others ^2

~

69^.

Pi. fi) preserve alive 33
19

4I
3
I3S

7
, Mi 'n 2250 ; (2) quicken, restore to life

30* 7i
2J

; (3) jwzw, by divine favour So19
8s

7
11925.37.10.50.88.93.107.149.151.

15G. 159.175
14311. C33?

s
] full form, 33^ (v. ^) in the sense of selves, syn. ire:,

a late and dub. usage, sf. refer, to the worshippers, participants in the feast,

who are the objects of congratulation and good wishes by all without. < al

tcapdLai avruv, "E corda eorum, is doubtless a correction of the awkward

change of persons, making the L syn. with the previous 1. But it neglects

the juss., and also would require aaaS not so easy to explain as DMS^. The

long form may be due to the sf. This awkwardness is removed by Gr., who

changes all the previous vbs. into imvs., and so makes this triplet harmonious

with the other two. 28. Here begins a series of pentameters, certainly a

later addition to the Ps. wtfji] Qal impf. i coord, may be juss. or predic-

tive. "p**. ^DDK Vr] (v. 2s). iinnmj Hithp. impf. 3 pi. of nntr (v.j
8
)

i coord., possibly preceded by -hw, as v.30, c. vsh, also 869 Dt. 2610 I S. I 19

Is. 6623, here -]^Si^ f, but (5 yoaS U in conspectu eius, so Du. 29. roV?pnJ
= royalty, not elsw. in \fr, but Ob.31 I S. io16- 25 Is. 34

12 +. 30.
iigntf;i tyxf]

eating and so worshipping in the festal sacrifice, as v.27 ; either a predictive

pf., which is difficult here, or pf. of protasis of condition, prob. latter, vjs^

should be attached to vb. in first half of 1., as in v,29 . There is no good
reason to change "tax to iS IK, as Oort, Bruston, Ba., Du., Kau., Kirk., al.

"With this goes the substitution of ich for \JITT in Du., but ijcn is quite appro-

priate; pi. cstr. of f ]cn adj. -=^fat ones, rich, prosperous, flourishing, cf. 92
16

for fat trees, Is. 3O
23 for fat grain. isj ^T^j] P^r- a -x -

II
fa dying, cf.

"iu mv 281
30* 886 I43

7
, ifl^ 1:317 Is. 2619,

mo nap Pr. 2216 . This is explained

by n^n #h ^trw who doth not preserve alive his life, vb. with this rang., revive

So19 85
7 -K cf. 33

19
4i

8
IS^

7
. This does not satisfy many scholars. has

Kal ^ y/vxtf ftov a^*y I"?
= nvi ^ '"C'w, 3 anima eius ipsi vivet, so Quinta,

Sexta ; 0, 5, 17 'FM; S, 6, 5, S irsj; <, Aq., F, S, 6, S, & ^. All the

Vrss. take the vb. as Qal pf. 3 f. "n, so Ba. " aber meine Seek lebt ihm." Du.
retains the neg. and translates "

dessert Seele kein Leben hat." There is

antith. in this couplet two classes, the rich and prosperous, and the poor
and perishing. 31. jnj] indefin., so Jf, S, &, ,

but (@, 0, 19" ijnr, the latter

is explanatory. 'rw^] is striking herej mn> and VN are used in the original

Ps., so mrn v.28.29 in this addition. The word is prob. a gl. -TnV] is diffi-

cult as undefined. <5 adds from next line IK^ and rds. it TJ tpxorfvy, NU%-
so Tdgeneratio ventura, cf. |nn -n IO219, so Hare, Ba., Du., Ehr., al.

||
iSu o?S.

For -in v. 12$. 32. ne>
13] statement of the fact that he hath done it,

<. & add ni!T, so BS. It is not, however, in other Vrss., is explan. and not
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needed for sense or measure. nir> in this emph. sense, of God's accomplish-

ing something, is common in ^, elsw. 37
5
39

10
52

11
jog-

7 in 8
ii5

3 ng126
I35

6

PSALM XXIII., 3 STRS. 4
5
, 4

4
; 4

s
-

Ps. 23 is a guest psalm. It expresses calm confidence in

Yahweh : (i) as shepherd, providing His sheep with plentiful

pasture and water (v.
1"3

*) ; (2) as guide, conducting His com-

panion safely in right paths through a gloomy ravine (v.
3*"4

) ;

(3) as host, anointing His guest for the banquet and granting

him perpetual hospitality (v.
5"6

).

is my shepherd, I have no want
In grassy pastures He maketh me lie doun ;

Unto refreshing waters He leadeth me
;

He restoreth (forever) my soul.

JJE guideth me in right tracks for His name's sake.

Yea, when I walk in a gloomy ravine,

I fear no evil, for Thou art with me ;

Thy rod and Thy staff, they comfort me.

'pHOU spreadest before me a table in the presence of mine adversaries.

Hast Thou anointed my head with oil
; my cup is exhilarating.

Surely goodness and kindness pursue me all the days of my life ;

And I shall dwell in the house of Yahweh for length of days.

Ps. 23 was in Q and fSH (#. Intr. 27, 31). No other statement appears

in the title. Its structure is artistic. The three Strs. are tetrastichs, with

parallel themes : shepherd v.1
-30

, guide v.36
"4

, host v.s
~6

. It is a mistake to

suppose that the theme of the shepherd extends into the 2d Str. While it is

true that the shepherd may conduct his flocks through the gloomy wadys

safely, yet there is nothing in any terms used to suggest a flock. The flock

is conducted into safety in Str. I. Why take the flock back to a gloomy

wady in Str. II.? The new and parallel figure of the guide takes the people
to the same safety as that to which the shepherd had taken his sheep already

in Str. I. We then have three syn. Strs., each with its own simple and

beautiful imagery to set forth the central idea of the Ps* The Strs. have

the unusual feature that the measure changes from a trimeter in the first

Str. to a tetrameter in the second, and a pentameter in the third. This is an

advance towards a climax of joyous faith in Yahweh. The language and

syntax of the Ps. and all its ideals are early. There is not the slightest trace

of anything that is post-deuteronomic. The historical circumstances of the *

poet must have been peaceful and prosperous. We cannot go down so late

as the prosperous times of the Greek period, or the late Persian period.

We cannot think of the Exile, or early Restoration, for the literature of those
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times is full of trial and sorrow. Absence from the temple is indicated by pf,

but that is due to a textual error. The temple was the habitual resort of the

poet. He was a guest there. We cannot, therefore, think of the Exile, or

of the time of David, the traditional author of the Ps. That he was a shep-

herd before he became king affords no evidence, for the conception of Yahweh

as shepherd is as early as the story of Jacob, Gn. 4S
15
49

2i
, is used in Mi. 7"

Zc. 1 1* of the early prophets, Is. 40^ 63", and especially in 3 74
1
7S

53
79

13 &)1
,

and in the royal Pss. gf ioo3, and also in the NT. Lk. i^7
Jn. lo1

'16
. In

-fact, the three figures, shepherd, guide, host, are all simple, natural, and char-

acteristic of the life in Jerusalem and its vicinity at any period in Biblical

history. A short walk from Jerusalem at any time would lead to gloomy

wadys and the pastures of shepherds. We cannot think of the period of

conflict with the Assyrians and Babylonians. We must, therefore, go back

to an earlier and simpler period, the days of the early monarchy, not earlier

than Solomon, or later than Jehoshaphat.

Str. I. is a trimeter tetrastich expressing the confidence and

joy of the sheep in the shepherd. 1. Yahweh is my shepherd],

as frequently in OT., a conception which doubtless originated

in the pastoral life of . the early Israelites, especially that of the

ancestor Jacob, which was also the employment of David when
a youth, and which was ever one of the chief occupations of the

inhabitants of Bethlehem; cf. i S. i6u Lk. 2
s

. Yahweh was con-

ceived as taking the same patient, unwearying care of His people
as the shepherd of his flock. / have no want], because the

shepherd has provided for all wants. The imperf. is not future,

but a present of habitual experience. 2. In grassy pastures],
those where the tender grass, the young herbage, was abundant.

makes me lie down], in the midst of plenty, so that it may
be enjoyed with ease and comfort. Unto refreshing waters],
not "

beside/' "along side of/* AVV RV., thinking of a stream,
which is not easy to find in the grazing lands of Palestine except
in the rainy season; but "unto/' thinking of the wells, or foun-

tains, from which flocks are usually watered, Gn. 29
10"11 Ex. 216

"21

(v. Tristram, Natural History of the Bible, 142). These waters

are not merely drinking water, but choice water
; not only satis-

fying thirst, but giving refreshment, implying the same kind of

rich provision for the sheep as the grassy pastures. He leadeth

me]. The shepherd, in the East, leads his flock, and they follow

him. He does not drive them as in the West, v. Jn. 10^ (Thorn-
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son, The Land and the Book, 202 sq.). 3 a. He restoretk {for-

ever) my soul~^* By the rich provision for eating and drinking,

He revives, strengthens, restores to full activity and enjoyment ;

passing over from the figure of the sheep to the man himself.

The soul is here, as usually in Hebrew, the seat of the appetites

and desires. The original text has but two tones, when three

are needed for measure. It has also an unusual verbal form for

the usual one in this phrase. This was probably due to a copyist's

error in condensing two similar words, the infin. absolute, ex-

pressing temporal intensity, "for ever," after its verb, and the

usual Hiph. imperf. form.

Str. II. is a progressive tetrameter tetrastich with a caesura in

each line. The guide takes the place of the shepherd in a

parallel conception. 3 6. He guideth me], on a journey, in which

it is easy to stray from the right path. A guide was needed.

Yahweh is the guide. in right tracks'], those that lead directly

and safely to the place of destination, as distinguished from wrong
tracks that would lead astray. The moral and religious reference

is involved in the whole figure, and is not to be gained by de-

parting from it in the rendering "righteousness" of EV8

.,
after

the ancient Vrss. For His name's sake]. The divine name,
or honour is involved in guiding rightly. 4. Yea, when I walk

in a gloomy ravine]. The hill country of Judah is broken up

by narrow and precipitous ravines, or wadys, difficult to descend

and ascend, dark, gloomy, and abounding in caves, the abode

of wild beasts and robbers (v. i S. 24). To pass through these

wadys was still more difficult than to find the right path over

the hills. The desire to depart from the figure of speech too

soon is probably responsible for the pointing of f^, so as to get

"death shade," "shadow of death," as if it implied the peril

of death; which interpretation, through the EV6
. and Bunyan's

use of it in his Pilgrim's Progress, has become well nigh universal

in English Literature until recent times. Ifearno evil'}, harm,

or injury of any kind, either from falling or going astray, or from

wild beasts, or robbers, for Thou art with me]. The com-

panionship of his trusty guide removes all fear. Thy rod and

Thy^ staff^. The rod for giving blows in defence, the staff for

support in walking. The reference to the shepherd's crook,
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though justified by an occasional use of the word translated "rod,"

has no usage to justify it hi connection with the word translated

"staff." It involves the continuation of the figure of the shep-

herd throughout this Str., which is improbable. they comfort

me]* The presence of the guide with rod and staff in hand

ready for use in his defence, assures him of safety, of true guid-

ance, and of eventually reaching his destination. Any tendencies

to fear are at once checked, and any agitation or anxiety is

soothed and calmed.

Str. III. is a progressive pentameter tetrastich, in which the

host takes the place of the shepherd and the guide of the previous

Strs. 5. Thou spreadest before me a table~]. The host welcomes

his guest to a feast all prepared for him on the table. in the

presence of mine adversaries]. The psalmist is not without

adversaries, but they are not dangerous. He has guest-right

with Yahweh. He is safe and secure, because, in accordance with

Oriental customs, the host is obliged to protect his guest from

all enemies, at all costs. Hast Tfwu anointed my head with
oil~].

A temporal clause with an apodosis subsequent thereto. It was

the custom in the Orient to honour guests by anointing the head

with oil, or scented grease, before entering the banqueting room ;

cf. Am. 66
, v. also Lk. y

46
. It was also the custom to sprinkle the

guests with perfumes (Lane, Modern Egyptians, p. 203). The
entertainment here conceived is royal. My cup is exhilarating'],

the cup given to me by my host, the wine cup of welcome*

It is conceived here not so much as a cup full to overflowing,

as EVB
. and most moderns, but as one whose wine saturates,

drenches, or soaks the one who drinks it, so excellent its quality

and so ample its quantity, intoxicating, as the ancient Vrss. ; so

Aug., explaining inebrians,
" And Thy cup yielding forgetfulness

of former vain delights."
"
IneMans, irrigans, laetificans, con-

solatione plenus, exuberans, redundans excellentdssimo liquore,"

Genebr.; cf. Ps. 104^ "wine that maketh glad the heart of man.' 1

The Fathers generally find here a mystic reference to the cup
of the Eucharist. 6. Surely goodness and kindness"], of the host

to his guest. pursue me]. These attributes are personified, as

attendants waiting upon the guest, just as other attributes,

43* 8s
11-12- M

; cf. Is. 35
10

. all the days of my life \\for length of
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days']. This one is not a guest who is to be entertained once,

and then depart ;
or one who is permitted occasionally to return ;

but a guest who is to have a permanent and perpetual place at

the table of Yahweh. Kindness is to follow him about, to wait

on him continually throughout his life; and so in the parallel.

/ shall dwell in the house of Yahweh~\. He takes up his con-

tinual residence as guest in Yahweh's house. This which is given

in @, 3 is more suited to the context than % which by another

pointing of the same consonant gives another vb. and construc-

tion, "and I will return." This is difficult to explain gram-

matically, and also is not in accordance with the context which

emphasises presence in the house and not absence from it. The

house of Yahweh is, indeed, the temple, and the feasts are the

sacrificial feasts continually provided in the temple. The con-

ception that Yahweh is the host to those partaking of the sacri-

ficial meals in His temple is not uncommon, v, 5* 15* 27* 6 1
5
84?.

1. tp] Qal ptc. c. sf. i sg. njn (v. s9} ; taken by <, 5F, with verbal force,

TroifMlvcL \i, pascit me, as parall. requires. It is prob. that for rhyme in v it

originally stood last in 1. like the other vbs. of the Str. For Yahweh as

shepherd cf. Gn. 48* 49'* ML 7
1* Ez. 34

11'19 Is. 49-10 Ps So2. 3. rrw] pL
cstr. of J rry n.f. pasture, meadow, mj Zp. 26, mw I2t.; elsw. in Pss. 65

13
74

<2

S3
13

, cf. Je. 9^ 23
10

25
37

. % NB-J] n.m. tender grass, young herbage, as 37
2

Dt, 32-. "13^5^] Hiph. impf. 3 m. c. sf. I sg. of f pi vb. Qal lie down, of

lion 104- Gn. 49, Hiph. cause to lie down, of flock Ps. 23- Je. 33
12 Ez. 34

15
.

^>] f r ^N of late style, unto, as <> &ri, not by, alongside of, or even down to

from above. P'ruc"] pi. abstr., rest, refreshment, cf. Is. 2812
. $ nrnjo n.f.,

elsw. resting place 95
11

I32
8 - 14 Is. n 10

. ^?r] Pi. impf. J "?nj vb. Pi.' lead

<yc guide, of flock here, prob. after Is. 49*, cf. Is, 4O11 ; subj. Yahweh Ps. 31*

Is. 5i
18

. 3. >u'pi] not soul as distinguished from body, but paraphrase for

pers. pron. me (v. j3
), or soul as seat of emotion and passion, v. BD^.

aais*] : Polel impf. of 2iir (v. /<J^) phr. a.X., but cf. tfflj a>t?n Pr. 25
13 Ru. 415

La. I"- 16- w ps. 198. This is a defective 1., rd. prob. aw rc^ (inf. abs. after

the vb., intensifying its temporal idea, forever, cf. Ju. 5
s3

), and put itfw at

end. We have thus far four trimeter lines with rhyme. ^J?P] cstr. pi. of

Srj> track (of waggon or cart), of snares of wicked I4O
6
, course of life Pr. 425

5
21

, here (
-nx *s in physical sense, right as

|| leading to the proper place.

to^ |va^] supplementary; phr. also in 25
11

31* 79 io68 IO9
21

I43
11 Is. 489

Ez. 20**. 4. VD 02] even when, or
if, m yea though (Dr.), 3 sed et, cf. Is. I16

Ho. 810
9^6; v. for other uses of DJ 8& i<p ig

13- U. $ ^2] n.m. valley, wacty,

elsw.^/ only 6O
2
, n^p -j, as 2 S. 813. n^Ss] compound, ^ shadow and

n.)D death,

as pointed ; but this is a rabbinical conceit. It should be pointed
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n.m. dense darkness, elsw.^ 107^ u E^ 2r0c Ko n-i-P.^d) .

n. sf. i.p. Jrr::r: n,f, (Vr>'r) ^^ ^ K-^Z^ <^ rw/j, walking-stick, staff,

not elsw. ^, but Ex. 2i ly Xu. 2i 18 Is 36^ Ez. 2Q
6 Zc. S*. n^n] resuming

subj. with emph., so 27* zf f* (v- /<**)- ^-Cr] K- impf- 3 pi- c. sf. r sg.

} [sn:] vb. Niph.: (i) be sorry, Jiave compassion, c. <?y 9O
13 = ^N Ju. 2i6

;

(2) r/^, r<gr<tf one's doings Pss. IO6*5 no4
Je. 2O1*

3 Ex. I3
17

(E)j (3) com-

fort oneself Ps. 77* Gn. 38^ (J) ; Pi. comfort, console, abs., ft. 69^, c. ace.

pers. 2$ 7 1- 1
Ii9

76>sa
|| nr; 8617

. Hithp. : (i) be sorry, have compassion,

c. ^ i35
K = Dt. 32

s6
; (2) w;/0?-/ oneself ?& H952 Gn. 37^ (J). These

four lines are tetrameters. 5. f ?5
u>sr] n - m< fa&b* mat r piece of leather

spread on ground, elsw. 69'^ yS
19 I2S3. n:c"r] Pi. pf. 2 m., prot. conditional

clause, hast thou made fat, greased, cf. Lk. 7
4l)

. pn (^. ^o-J), here of anoint-

ing with oil for banquet. f n;n] n.f. saturation, elsw. 6613 (?). J nn Qal

^rzw^ /tf 5ar/y<f/j/ 36
9

,
Pi. drench 6^-. <g *ai r6 irorfytoy <rov fJtQfaKov, U z>>

ebrians, so 5. These two lines are pentameters. 6. 3^a IN]. In J, 5, 3

begins v.6
, but in ws KpdTrrov, U quam praeclarus est, are at the end of

v*5. They are needed for measure in v.6 . The phr. "torn 2113 is a*X. For IPB

(#. ^Q, fDn (f. ^). They are personified and so subj. of vb. wn\ "nau'i]

Qal pf. i sg. c. i consec,, aID pregnant return to dwell, Maurer, Baur, Koster,

De.; but ^f TO KCLTOLK^P jue, so S, IT, as 27* 84
6
.

"
n->aa \natf, T coord, inf.

cstr. c. sf. i sg. of zv (v. 2?) my dwelling, so Ros., Geier, De W., Hu.,

Heng., Dr., Kirk. 3 habitabo, so S, C, TOZI, Hare, De Muis, Hi., Oort,

Che., Ba., Ew.S 234 ^, Ges. S 69 ^. ~mn^ n>a], nu ^7tf t for dwelling of God,

temple 36 52
10

65
5
921*

93
6 nS26 I229 ; 'an n9jn dedication of 3O

l
(title),

'a nnxn JI619 1352, 'a p>D 268, 'a nwp 69
10

; of entrance for worship, ace. after

wa 5
8 6613 ; of processions, ace. after -/?n I221

, c. a 55
15

,
'a ^ mi 42,

33 one" I34
1
135

2
; of permanent residence for worship, ace. after aer%^ 27*

84
5
, cf. 84

U
, D*<p^ "]"5 (v. 21$). This verse is a pentameter.

PSALM XXIV.

Ps. 24 combines two Pss., originally independent, in the one

theme, entrance into the holy temple and city. The first is a

didactic choral. A choir within the court of the temple praises

Yahweh as creator and owner of all things (v.
1"2

). A choir at the

gate inquires what sort of a man may enter the holy place (v.
3
) .

The choir within responds, giving both the characteristics of the

man and the benefits he will receive (v.
4
^). The choir without

asserts the claims of Jacob to such a character, and to an entrance

(v.
8
). The second Ps. is a triumphal choral. Yahweh has come

to the holy city after a victory. The choir without the city de-

mands that the gate be raised that the glorious king may enter
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into Jerusalem (v.
7
). The choir within inquires who he is; and

is answered that it is the victorious Yahweh (v.
8

). Entrance is

again demanded (v.
9

), the same inquiry is renewed, and the effec-

tual reply is made that it is Yahweh, God of hosts (v.
10

) .

A. V.
1"6

,
2 STR. 4

3 + 2
3
.

'pO Yahweh belongs the earth and its fulness,

The world and those that dwell therein ;

For He founded it upon the seas,

And upon streams established it.

Who may ascend the hill of Yahweh f

Who may stand in His holy place?

QNE clean, and pure of mind,
Who hath not lifted up his soul to a lie ;

He shall bear away a blessing from Yahweh,
And righteousness from the God of his salvation.

This is a generation which resorts to Him ;

Those who seek Hisface are Jacob.

3. V.
7'10

,
2 STR. 3

3 + I
8 + 2

3
.

J^IFT up, O gates, (your) heads
;

And exalt yourselves, ye ancient doors :

And the King of glory will enter.

Who, t/ten, is the King ofgloryf

Yahweh, strong and mighty,

Yahweh, mighty in battle.

LIFT up, O gates, (your) heads
;

And (exalt yourselves) ye ancient doors :

And the King of glory will enter.

Who, then, is the King ofglory f

Yahweh, (God of) hosts,

He is the King of glory.

Ps. 24 was in J9 and JK (/. Intr. 27, 31). <5 adds to the title an

assignment to the first day of the week, which corresponds with the statement

of the Talm. as to its liturgical use (v Intr. 39). In Christian usage it is

a proper Ps. for Ascension day. The Ps. is composed of two Pss. of entirely

different character, composed at widely different periods. The older of these

is evidently the second, v.7
-10

, which probably alone bore the title.
The^first,

v.1
"6

,
was probably inserted subsequent to the prefixing of the title to the

second. The combination was made in order to make a Ps. appropriate to

some special occasion in the late Greek or the Maccabean period, otherwise

the Ps. would have been taken up into 5 and J9I& (/. Intr. 32, 33). The
second Ps. alone would hardly be suitable for worship either in the temple or

synagogue. The second Ps, in its use of nitox (in
1

?**) mrp, v.10, and its em-
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phasis upon His warlike characteristics, v.8, implies the warlike Yahweh of

David's time. Tbe entrance into the city is that of Yahweh at the head of a

victorious army, which suits the removal of the ark to Jerusalem ; cf. 2 S. 6.

There is no menu 3a in the history of any subsequent going forth of the ark

to war, and it is improbable. From that time on, Jerusalem was the holy city,

the capital of Yahweh the king, from whence He granted victory; cf. Ps. ?o
3

.

But He is not conceived as going forth from the city to make war. Moreover,

the entrance is into the city, and not into the temple, as we would expect

in later times after the temple was built. The my TIPS, v.7
- 9 the ancient

gates, are the gates of the city, which, though a recent conquest of David,

had been a royal city for centuries earlier than his time, and whose gates

might justly be named ancient, reaching back into an antiquity beyond the

memory of man. There is nothing in the Ps. which requires a later date.

It is difficult to see how a Ps. could better fit a historical situation. V.1"6 are

entirely different. It is the temple, not the city, which is to be entered. It

is not Yabweh who enters, but men into His presence. He is enthroned in

the city, and is not at its gates. The mountain is the mountain of Yahweh,

His sacred place, vA His face they seek, v.6 , from Him they are to receive

a blessing, v.5 But not only is the city His ; the earth and all the inhabit-

ants of the world are His, v.1. That implies the later postex. conception that

Yahweh is king of the whole world, and that His temple is the central place

of worship for the world. The conception of creation is that of the erection

of a building, an idea which we find Pss. 89
12

, IO4
5
, Jb. 38* a- Is. 4818

, although
here it is conceived as upon subterranean seas. The characteristics of the

one privileged to enter the sacred place are not external conformity to Law,
but internal, in the mind and soul, v. 4, implying a lofty ethical conception,
not earlier than the late Persian period, and sufficiently late to be influenced

by Heb. Wisdom rather than Law. The emphasis upon Jacob as the name
of the nation is based upon the Is. 2 ; but the implication that he has such

ethical characteristics as are required by Yahweh, is a conception which could

only have originated in peaceful times, when Pss. of lamentation and peni-
tence were no longer written, and when the pious might attend to their

internal, ethical development. On the whole, this Ps. seems to belong to the

Greek period subsequent to J3&, the early time of Heb. Wisdom.

PSALM XXIV. A.

Str. L 1-2 was sung by a choir within the outer court of the

temple, praising Yahweh as creator and owner of all things. It

is a trimeter tetrastich of two syn. couplets, the latter giving the

reason for the former. 1. To Yahweh belongs}. He is the

possessor and owner, cf. 89
12

. the earth and its fulness}, all that
fills it, its contents, its creatures. the world'}, with the special

signification that it is habitable, and accordingly associated with
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it are those that dwell therein], its inhabitants. Thus is asserted

the universal ownership of Yahweh, in accordance with the post-

exilic conception that Yahweh is the universal God and the only

God for the whole earth. His ownership is based upon the fact

that He had created them. The creation is conceived as the erec-

tion of a great building, as in 89 104' Jb. 38
4sq - Pr. 8**q

-. 2. For

He] emphatic, He and no other. founded it
\\
established it].

The single act of creation passes over, as usual in OT., into the

habitual act of God's sustaining providence ; both later and more

comprehensive ideas than those given in the poems, Gn. 1-2,

although the primitive conception of subterranean seas and

streams is still retained, cf. Gn. 7
11 Ex. 20* Ps. i36

6
. For vari-

ous other conceptions of the relations of sea and dry land, cf.

Gn. i
9
Pr. S29

Jb. 267sq\ 3 is a trimeter couplet sung by a choir

outside the gate, inquiring the conditions of entrance. Who

may\> not what person, but what sort of a person, as is
1
.

ascend] go up the hill, which is called the hill of Yahweh, be-

cause His temple or residence was upon it, as Is. 2
3 = Mi. 4

2

Is. 30
29

. may stand], among the accepted worshippers, admitted

to the sacred precincts. in His holy place], as consecrated to

His worship.

Str. II. 4-5 is the response of the choir within, in two syn.

couplets, the first giving the characteristics of the one who might
be admitted to Yahweh's presence. These are two in number.

4. One clean}. An innocent man, as io8 15*. This one^is still

further defined as pure of mind. He is characterized by internal

innocence, cleanness, and purity. This has been weakened in

the ancient texts by the insertion of " hands "
after

"
clean," which

makes it refer to action, giving two characteristics and making the

line into a tetrameter. Who hath not lifted up his soul] in

desire, cf. 25
1 864

I43
8
. to a lie], falsehood, in accordance with

i23
4i

7
i44

8tU
. This is an internal desire, harmonious with the

previous purity of mind. This explanation is favoured not only

by the parallel, of the previous line, but also by the subsequent

line, % and Vrss. and hath not sworn to deceit] This was

doubtless an explanatory gloss ;
but it changes the tetrastich into

a pentastich, and so destroys the symmetry of the Ps. 5. The

second couplet sets forth the benefits to be derived from Yahweh
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in His house. He shall bear away], take with him, when he

departs from the temple. a blessing], suited to the pure in mind,

|i righteousness, suited to the sincere desire. This latter is not in

the sense of alms, as @, a meaning not known to OT.
;

or in the

sense of that which is ethically right, which could hardly be

bestowed upon him
;
but in the meaning urged by the phr. God

of his salvation, saving righteousness, righteousness of vindication,

as usual, Pss. 5
9 22 36

U + and Is.
2

45
s
46 si

a +. 6. The choir

without claims the right of entrance in a couplet responding to the

demand as to character, by stating the privilege belonging by
inheritance to the seed of Jacob. They are not strangers who

seek access to Yahweh, but His own people. This is a genera-

tioti\,
a class of men whose characteristic it is, that they resort to

Him \ seek His face]. The ptcs. express continual resort to the

sacred place for worship. ^ has "Thy face," which gives an

abrupt change of person and makes it difficult to explain the

context. " O Jacob," PBV., is an adaptation to ^ of some texts

of 3 which have "
face of Jacob." But the context makes it evi-

dent that these are not strangers seeking Jacob, but Israel resort-

ing to his God. "Thy face, O God of Jacob," RV., adapts f^ to

1, which gives
" the face of the God of Jacob," but the insertion

of " God "
looks like an interpretation and it leaves the subj. out

of the parall- The subj., syn, with generation, is exceedingly for-

cible in the climax if it is defined as Jacob, with all the historic

rights to the covenanted promises contained in the name. Inas-

much as the suffix
"
they

"
is not in <&, >, F, it is an interpreter's

addition. It is easy to correct the text after the parall. and read
" His face," and to regard the couplet as inclusive,

"
generation

"

beginning and "Jacob
"
closing it.

PSALM XXIV. B.

Str. I. is a trimeter tristich, the first two lines syn., the third

synth. A triumphal army, with Yahweh at its head, is at the

gates of Jerusalem demanding entrance. The choir summons the

gates to open to admit the king. 7. O gates'], personified and
addressed as persons, ||

Ye ancient doors'], as reaching back in

history into hoary antiquity. Jerusalem was a very ancient city
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before David captured it, whose origin is so remote that it is

earlier than all historical accounts of it. lift up your heads \

exaltyourselves]. The reflexive is more in accord with the par-

allelism than the passive
" Be ye lift up," EVS

. It is well explained

by Ewald :

" A new king is about to enter the ancient and venerable

eity, and indeed the highest and mightiest conceivable, Yahweh

Himself, enthroned upon the ark of the Covenant. Such a king

has never entered this city, and the gray gates, although venerable

with age, are too small and mean for Him." And* the King of

glory], a phr. only here ; but Yahweh is frequently conceived as

king, Ex. is
18 Pss. 5* io*

6

29' 44
5
47

3- 7- 8
48

3 6S35
74

12 84
<

95* 98*

99
4

i45
1

I49
2

; and glory is one of the most common attributes of

Yahweh, 29
3
72

19
i45

12
. Here the glory is that of warlike achieve-

ments, such as that ascribed to the king of David's dynasty, 2i6
.

8. The choir within the gates responds to the summons in a

monostich of inquiry. It is not necessary to think of the gates

as speaking. It is the challenge of the sentinels, who must

demand the password officially, even if they know what the

answer will be. It is the poet's art to thus get a reason for the

glorification of Yahweh the king. The choir without respond
in a couplet setting forth who the king is. Yahweh], the God
of Israel, is this king, and not David, God's son, the divine repre-

sentative in kingship. strong and mighty] . These attributes are

those of a warrior, as denned in the stairlike parall. mighty in

battle. The king is a valiant hero, victorious in battle, a great

conqueror. He has returned from, a glorious war
;

cf.
" Yahweh

is a man of war" Ex. is
2- 3

; cf. also Num. lo35
i S. 4^^' for the

warlike character of the Ark, as bearing the divine presence.

Str. II. 9-10. The choir of the army repeats the trimeter trip-

let, renewing the demand for entrance in identical terms.

10. The sentinels make an identical challenge. The choir

respond in terms that cannot be questioned, by giving the divine

name, characteristic of the Davidic dynasty. The longer and more

ancient title, Yahweh (God) ofHosts, is required by the measure.

It was shortened by an early editor at the expense of the measure,

in accordance with the usage of his time, into "Yahweh Sabaoth,"

and so in all Vrss. after @ " Lord of Hosts." The original title

of Yahweh, given as the countersign or military password for
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entrance to the royal city, is used here in accordance with the

original meaning of this divine name as given in i S. i 7**,
" God

of the battle array of Israel." It was especially appropriate if we

suppose that the entire army of Israel was then at the gates of

Jerusalem with king David at their head, conducting the Ark

of Yahweh to the sacred place consecrated for it. Hi\, emphatic,

and no other, is the King ofglory, cf. v.
7 ' 9

.

XXIV. A.

1. mnv]
* of possession, emph. $ nx^si pgn] phr. Dt. 33

16 Is. 34*

Mi. i2 Je. 816
47

3 Ez. ig
7
30^5 cf. -m Van Pss. 50^ 89^, -21 DTI 96

11
pS

7
.

na 'ar*]] retracted accent because of final monosyl. <t inserts Tcyres =
^3; but it is absent in this same phr. 98

7
IO7

34
, and is interp. ^n (v. $?).

arr> (v. 2+). V.1
'2
rhymes in final n_. 3. ci]. i is a prosaic addition im-

pairing the measure. mm ^n] the temple mount, elsw. Is. 2s (= Mi. 4-) 3O
29

;

of Horeb, Nu. lo33 (JE), niKas " in Zc. S3
, cf. Ps. if

1
. 4. 2^5 ^] <**

but ^pa used for innocent person, v. IQ&. o^aa is a gL of interpretation, mak-

ing the 1. tetrameter. a:-ia] cf- ^ na 73
1
, aa

1

? v. ^. IITN] rel. is a

gl. balanced ^ith a^sr, making this 1. also tetrameter. A tetrameter couplet

in the midst of trimeters is altogether improbable. lira: aoir^ tttrj NiL ] Kt.,

0, 3. But Qr. Tr, as if it were a citation from Ex. so7 = Dt. 5
11

. ^aj for

sr, cf. Ps. I39
2\

'

Kir v. /5s. Syn. is ns-isS jarj K^I]. For 3:3 tf v. 75^.

nc"*s . 5". This favours falsehood in the previous 1. rather than the dis-

honouring of the name of God. It is prob. that this 1. is an explanatory gl.,

so Bi., Ba. It makes the only tristich in the Ps. <5 adds the gl. r<J ir\i}<Tloy

ai/roO, E"proximo suo. 5. nij^s].
( has eXeytwo-tiviiv, but this is a late mng.

of npTj not used in OT. Here npix ||
ni-a is

|j ytr% as in Is. 2 (espec.) and

subsequent writers, v.j
9
. ijtfj

<|nV] cf. i847 25
5
27 65

6
79

9
Sf

6
,
and for

other uses of ;t z'. /A <5 <rwr^pos is concrete for abstr. 6.
''tryi] Kt., V^TI

Qr., both ptc. as rel. ckuses, )| 'trpas, @, S, both pi.,
as in 0#. iy-n vb. seek,

consult^ by resorting to a. sacred place, so ace. of "> 78
34 Gn. 25

s2 Q) Ex. i815

(E) -J-. apr^ T.Jfl Ti732]- Jacob is not vocative, the suffix cannot refer to

him. It is not the face of Jacob that is sought, but God's face. It is possible
to make app an independent clause, it is Jacob, but that is harsh. Of has

TOU 0eou 'IcuccfyS, so S, "F, and most moderns, which makes the 1. too long
unless with Hare and Grimme Sipp?. It gives good sense in accordance

with parall. 3 in text of Lag. has faciem tuam Jacob, as f, but in text of

Nestle, faciem Jacob, app "Ufl, cf. PBV. But it is not foreign* peoples seeking
the face of Jacob, as in the conception of second Isaiah and Zechariah, but

faithful Israelites seeking the presence of their God in the temple in Zion.

A simple and natural interpretation would be to regard this 1. as in introverted

parall. with previous 1. :

This is a generation which resorts to Him ;

Those who seek His face are Jacob.
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r\ in "pjB is txt. err., not in , S, rd. rjs
|j
rtf-n. > has been omitted in the

one place, i in the other, and i has been inserted in J^, Jf as interpretation.

7. aypn onsrr wsr] so Aq., 3, 5, <. d, 2 make eriran = oi &PXOVTS

iip&v here and in v.9 the subj., and an^or obj., so U prtnripes; the chiefs are

to lift the gates instead of their spreading themselves open; but the sf. with

CDT-\ is not easy; in this case it ought to be with gates. Prob. both sfs. were

interp. and the original had none. N^; 1
]. The i might be subordinate with

subjunctive, that he may enter : better introducing apod, of imv., and he will

enter, v. Dr.S 132
. 8. npr] enclitic, who teen, so v.10 25^ riTjr] adj. only

here of '-, and Is. 43
17 of army; vb. for "> Ps. 6S29

,
cf. 7:7 p-n Sg

11
,
and rjr as

attributive 6212 63
s 68s5 93! 96

6
, ^s T? 99*. -raj] adj. for might of God

fighting for His people, elsw. Dt. io17 Ne. 9
02 Is. lo21 Je. 32

18
; of valiant

man, v. 79^. ran^s -rai] stairlike parall., for this 1. completes what the

previous 1. began, defining mighty as mighty in battle. 9 = v.7 save that

wtr^n gives place to we*; but this is doubtless txt. err., for there is no obj.

<5 had Niph., so Hare, al. 3 changes to engite from elevamini. But a

change is improb. in this word only. 10. nr Kin ^r]. The inquiry is repeated,

differing only from v.80 by insertion of Kin, but this makes the 1. too long.

Kin is copula and interpretative. <g is same as v.80, so also 5. naar run*]

so <S> and 5, makes a dimeter. This is possible, but it is more likely that it

was a copyist's shortening of the older phr. muss ^K mn^, which gives a

good trimeter, into the phr. used in his own time. $ N2v] n.rn.: (i) army,

organised for war 4410 oo12 6813 io812 ; (2) of attgels ictf
21

I4S
2
; (3) fig. of

heavenly bodies 33
6

; (4) war 6S12
(?), others fig. (i); (5) rnN3* as name of

God of David and dynasty, based on i S. zy
46

, SK-IIT* niai^a
'

*s '% onginally

miosn in^K ", Am. 614 Ho. I26, usually nwa* ^n^K " Ps. 89
9

, reduced to

mas "> ^^ 46
8 - 12 48

9
842

- 4 13
, preceded by ^n 69

7 Is. 3
16

Je. 219 +.
nwax o^n^N Ps. So8 - 15

, preceded by HIPP 596 So5 - 20
84

9
; in all cases D^n'r^ for

an original nin^ and where preceded by mm conflation. iiasn ^D KVT]

emph. conclusion. < has adr6s ^Tti' ofrros= n? Min,

PSALM XXV., 3 STR. 7
6
.

Ps. 25 is a prayer of the congregation in three parts, (i) Peti-

tion, that they that trust in Yahweh may not be shamed, but

rather those dealing treacherously (v.
1'3

) ; that Yahweh will teach

His ways (v.
w

), and remember His compassion rather than sins

of youth (v.
6-7

)- ( 2 ) Confidence, that Yahweh will teach the

afflicted His way (v.
8"9

) ;
that His paths are kindness and faith-

fulness (v.
10

) ;
and that He will instruct and give His intimacy

to those fearing Him (v.
1^14

). (3) Petition, that Yahweh will

bring out of distresses (v.
15*17

) ; that He will see his enemies (v.
19
) ;
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and that He will deliver those that wait on Him (v.
2^21

). Peti-

tions for pardon were inserted by an editor in place of lines which

he threw out (v,
11- 1

*). A. liturgical addition makes a general plea

for the ransom of Israel (v.
22

).

Thee, Yahweh, I lift up my soul; (O my God,) let me not be ashamed.

In Thee I trust, (therefore) let not mine enemies exult; even mine;

Yea, let none that wait on Thee be ashamed; let them be ashamed that deal

treacherously without effect.

Thy ways make me know, Yahweh, (and) Thy paths teach me ;

Lead me in Thy faithfulness and teach me ;
for Thou art the God of my salvation.

Remember Thy compassion, Yahweh, and Thy kindness, for they are of old.

The sins of my youth remember not; according to Thy kindness, remember me.

QOOD and upright is Yah\\eh : therefore will He instruct in the -way:

He will lead the afflicted in (His) judgment, and He will teach the afflicted

His way.

All the paths of Yahweh are kindness and faithfulness to them that keep His

covenant.

*. ...............
Who then is (he) that fcareth Yahweh ? He will instruct him in the way He

chooseth
;

He himself will dwell in prosperity; and his seed will inherit the land.

The intimacy of Yahweh have they that fear (His name), and His covenant,

to make them know it.

J^JINE eyes are continually unto Yahweh, that He may bringforth my feet.

Turn unto me and be gracious unto me; for desolate and afflicted am I.

As for the troubles of my mind, O make room from my distresses
; O bring me

forth.

*,

O see mine enemies ;
for they are many, and they hate me with a hatred of

violence.

O keep me and deliver me ; let me not be ashamed, for I seek refuge in Thee.

Let integrity and uprightness (deliver me) ; for, Yahweh, I wait on Thee.

Ps. 25 was in B (v. Intr. 27). has $a.\rfs; but it is not in J, and
it is improbable that it would have been omitted if original. The Ps. is an

acrostic hexameter ; all the letters of the alphabet appear except i and p.

The i might be found if with we read yitfi for Jg "jnw v.50 ; but then only
three of the six words would be given, and that at the expense of the strophi-
cal organisation of the Ps. These words are more like a gloss of intensifica-

tion. The analogy of Ps. 34 favours the opinion that the omission of i was
intentional With twenty-two letters it was impracticable to get symmetrical
Strs. without such an omission* The p Str. might be restored by substituting

mnp for run, v.18, regarding the repetition of the latter word as due to dit-

* This indicates the omission of an original line. The words italicised indicate
the stairlike parallelism characteristic of this Ps.
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tography. But it is probable that this line was a later substitution for the

original line, as was v. 11 , in order to introduce into the Ps. two petiti ;>ns for

forgiveness of sins. For these two lines are awkward in their relation to their

context, interrupting the movement of the thought; and they lack the catch-

word of the stairlike parallelism (v. Intr. 12 A) characteristic of the Ps. in

every other line: na v.1
- 3

, "C
1

? v.4 - 5
, "o? v.6 - 7

, m v.
8 * 9

, N'-<> v,12
-14

, frr-nn

v.15 - 17
,
and it is probable S'j v.20* 21

, the iv: v.21 being due to a copyist's error

or a stylistic change. It is noteworthy that the catchword is in both lines of

the distichs, but only in first and third lines of the tristichs, v1-3- is-1 't 15~lr
.

V.22, as Ps. 34
s3

, is a liturgical addition. It is improbable that any writer would

omit a letter of the alphabet from his acrostic, and then add a supplementary
line to rectify the omission. Moreover, the use of a^nSx for nin* of the Ps. is

evidence of a later hand, as well as the use of ^siy by way of generalisation of

the petition and confidence of the Ps. The Ps. has three Strs., the first and the

third petitions, separated by the second, expressing trust in Yahweh. It shows

no dependence on earlier writings. It is entirely original as a composition.

The language is not early and not very late. The phrase vn;i nwsn v.7,

cf. Ez. 23
21

Jb, I3
26

, looks back on the youth of the nation. The terms

("P*0 ?'n '

in v'
4' 14

* '""""PIN fr^ v.4, -p-i-tri v.5- 9
,
mr v.8- 12

, all show the influence

of D, There is no evidence of the influence of P save in rmj: v.15, which is

a gloss, rrna n*j v.10 is elsewhere only Dt. 33, and may be regarded as a

poetic synonym of nna nrr. The use of ru
1

? v.17,
as 152 24* 9O

12
IO4

16
,

is

that of the Prophets of the Restoration Zc. 1-8 Hg., Jo. There are phrases

and words peculiar to the Ps. : "> -\^>i 212 v.8, the ethical use of aits for God
elsw. $ 11939-68. T^-Q for alliance or friendship with God v.14, Dsn r.iw v.19,

IE"! an v.21 personified attributes. Other noteworthy words and phrases

are: 31B3 \hr\ v.13, cf. Jb. 2I 18 36" EC. ;
14

;
"* -no v.14, cf. Jb. 2o> Pr. 3^;

ijjm i^x njr V.
1S S616 U9183

; -fni alone, solitary v.16 6S7
;

3 snnn v.17 dubious

meaning, cf. Ps. 42 ; f npwc v.17 ic;
6 - 13- 19 - 28

Jb. I5
3*

Zp. I 15. These tend to

the terminology of Job. The language and style favour the Persian period

prior to Nehemiah.

Str. I. is a hexameter heptastich ofpetition, composed of a tristich

and two distichs, each with its catchword, in stairlike parallelism.

1-3. Unto T}we \ in Thee], both emphatic in position, to indicate

that Yahweh, || my God, was the only person to whom it could be

said, / lift up my soul, in longing desire, ||
/ trust, of confidence

and reliance, ||
wait on Thee, cf. v.

21
, hoping, expecting help. let

me not be ashamed^, by being overcome by enemies : the catch-

word of the tristich, repeated both negatively and positively in

v.
3
. let not mine enemies exulf\, in triumph. These two vbs.,

originally in synonymous clauses in two different lines, were by
a prosaic editor brought together in one line in f^ and so in EV8

.,
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at the expense of the parall., the measure, and the acrostic of the

second line. them that deal treacherously}, they are crafty, in-

triguing, treacherous enemies. without effect], without accomplish-

ing anything, as f, "disappointed of their expectations," Ham.;
" without cause

" of EVS
. is not justified by usage. All this is not

the prayer of an individual, but of a community in peril from crafty

enemies. 4-5. Tny ways \\ Thy paths], terms of the legislation

of D., in which the people were to walk in their course of life.

make me know
||
teach me], the latter the keyword, reappearing

therefore in v.
5

|j
lead me ; all bringing out the divine discipline

of Israel on its positive side of instruction and guidance in the

Law. This is enforced by an appeal to historic experience, in

Thyfaithfulness}, that is, to the promises of the covenants with

the fathers. God ofmy salvation], whose character it is to save,

and from whom salvation comes. A later editor adds, either to

the text or originally on the margin, so that it subsequently came

into the text, on Thee do I wait all the day]. This is parallel in

thought to the previous clause, and a repetition of that of v.
3
, with-

out any proper motive in the Ps. itself, and at the expense of

the measure and strophical organisation. 6-7. Remember]^ the

keyword of the distich, repeated therefore in both negative and

positive form in v.
7
;

cf. v.
3
. Thy compassion^], the sympathetic

attitude of Yahweh towards His people as their Sovereign and

Father; | kindness, as in v.
7
, which is the only measure of the

remembrance. This is more probable than the pi.
"
loving kind-

nesses
" EV% more properly

"
loving deeds "

JPSV., which, though
sustained by $fy and Vrss., is a late and uncommon usage, and is

probably an assimilation to the previous plural, which, however,
is an abstract plural and not, as tbis would be, a plural of number.

The difference is one of interpretation and not of an originally

different text. They are of old"]. These gracious attributes of

Yahweh have characterised Him from the most ancient times in

the historical experience of His people. This suggests in antithe-

sis, The sins of my youth remember not], the sins that the people
had committed in former generations, in the beginning of the

national existence, as in Ez. 23
21

in connection with the abode in

Egypt and my transgressions'] is a gloss of amplification, mak-

ing the line over full.
" Remember not sins

"
is a prophetic term,
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Je. 31
s4 Ez. iS22

33
16

Is. 43^ Ps. 79
s
+, to indicate that Yahweh,

in His sovereign grace, puts them out of rnind, treats them as

if they had never existed. It is parallel to
" not impute

"
Ps. 32

2
,

"not reward according to" io3
10

. It is also syn. with "passing

over, overlooking, ignoring" them, Acts 17^ Rom. 3
s3

. O Thou

for Thy goodness sake]. This is a gloss, introducing an additional

plea, and adding a prosaic short sentence to a line and a Str.

which are already complete.

Str. II. expresses trust and confidence in Yahweh, intervening

between Strs. of petition. It is composed of a distich, v.*"
9
, and

a tristich, v.
12'14

,
with catchwords and stairlike parallelism, and two

intervening lines, v.
10~u

. 8-9. Good and upright is Yahweh].
The ethical character of Yahweh is here emphasised, at the begin-

ning, in order to indicate that His disciplinary guidance is ethical.

Usually God is good, as benignant; here, as ii9
80>G8

, seldom else-

where in OT., ethically good. Therefore^ on the basis of this

character of Yahweh. will He instruct \ lead \ teach], stating

as a fact what was prayed for in v.
4"5

. the way], the keyword
of this distich, therefore, repeated in v.

9
,
which also takes up the

term of v.
4"5

,
the afflicted; pious Israel, as afflicted by enemies, v.

2
;

v. 9
13

. Therefore sinners v.
8

is improbable in the parallelism. It

is a later gloss, making the line over full, and preparatory to the

petition for pardon v.
u 10. All the paths of Yahweh"], not the

paths in which Yahweh goes, but the paths which Yahweh teaches

His people, as v.
4 are kindness andfaithfulness'], as in v.

5' 7
. He

leads in faithfulness, and kindness is the norm of His remembrance

of His people. to them that keep His covenant'], the covenant

between Yahweh and His people, whose substance is the Deutero-

nomic instruction in those ways and paths already spoken of. The

keeping of this covenant is a walking in its ways under the guid-

ance of Yahweh. and His testimonies'], a gloss of amplification

from the point of view of the later priestly legislation, making the

line over full. We should now expect, in accordance with the

method of this psalmist, a synonymous line with the catchword

of this -line repeated, and that covenant would be this word. In

fact the expression of trust and confidence which characterises

this Str. is suddenly abandoned, and petition abruptly appears.

11. For Thy name's sake], an urgent plea, as the basis of the
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petition, thrown before for emphasis, that the good name, the

honour of Yahweh may not suffer in His people, pardon mine

iniquity], lift it up as a burden, and bear it away from me and

from Thee; syn.
"
forgive/

7

as \\
lB.for it is great], not in

intensity, but in amount, cf. 19". All this is well suited to a

worshipping congregation ; but it is not in accord with the con-

text, or the course of thought of the Ps. It doubtless was a

liturgical substitution for the original line, which was parall. with

v.
10 12. Who then is he /] This inquiry is in order to prepare

the mind for the emphatic answer, thatfeareth Yahweh~], the key-

word of this tristich, reappearing therefore in v.
14 He will in-

struct him in the way, as v.
8
, ||

make them know it, as vA He

choosetK], relative clause with Yahweh subj., as 33
12

65
5
. It is

usually interpreted as
" he should choose," with man as subject.

The context favours the former interpretation. 13. He himself]

antith, to his seed, or posterity ; the former will dwell in prosperity,

in accordance with the blessedness and prosperity promised to

those who fear Yahweh and walk in His ways, cf. Dt. 28; the

latter will inherit the land, the promised land of Canaan, as Pss.

37^ 44
4
, in accordance with Gn. is

7 Num. 13* 2I24- 35
Jos, i83

(JE)
Dt. i

8- * * + . 14. The intimacy of Yahweh~\, the intimate, secret

fellowship granted to those admitted to the inner circle of friend-

ship or alliance, cf. Pr. 3
s2

, Jb. 29*; II covenant, which, while refer-

ring to the Deuteronomic covenant, as above v.
10

, has yet in this

connection the more fundamental meaning of an alliance, as Ps.

55
a-~ they that fear (His name)}, as 6i 6 8611 io216

, for so the

text originally read, as the measure requires, instead of "fear

Him "
of 5% followed by EV., which leaves the measure defective

by just one word, which appears, however, in @, although
" His

name" is there expanded into a clause, practically identical in

other respects with the previous one.

Str. in. is composed of a tristich, v.
3^17

, and a distich, v.20
-21

,

with the usual catchwords and intervening lines, v.1*-
19

,
of a differ-

ent character j cf. v.
1<xu

. 15. Mine
eyes'} in antithesis with my

feet. The former look continually unto Yahweh; the latter, Yah-
weh on His part, in response to the pleading look, brings forth

from a place of peril. that He may bring forth'], in accordance
with the petition which is characteristic of the entire Str., as
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distinguished from the calm statement of fact which is charac-

teristic of the previous Str. The EV. and interpreters generally

regard the clause as causal in accordance with previous context,
"
for He shall pluck," a loose but poetic rendering of vb. meaning

"bring forth," which is the keyword of the tristich. from the

net~\ in f^ and Verss. is due to an interpretative gloss after 9
16

;

but it is at the expense of the measure and has nothing to suggest

it in the context, and really is too specific, leading away from the

more general thought of the tristich. from my distresses^ the

parallel of v.
17

, where the vb. is repeated, also syn. with the adj.

desolate, abandoned to enemies, left alone (v. 22a 687

), and

afflicted, suffering from words and deeds of the enemies, as v.
2' 9

;

so also with troubles of my mind, mental distress, anxiety caused

by the treachery of the enemies. 16. Turn unto me and be

gracious unto me]. The turning unto the people on the part

of Yahweh is an appropriate response to their eyes continually

directed unto Him. 17. O make room\, in accordance with the

usage of 4
2

; give breathing-place, breadth of position, in contrast

to the straits, the cramped and narrow position, in which they were

now situated, a mng. entirely appropriate between the verbs "
bring

forth." The rendering of <, 3, EV8

., al.,
" the troubles of my

heart are enlarged," has no usage in Heb. to justify it
; and the

interpretation of the vb. as perfect, while justified by J^, is against

the context, and due to an ancient misreading of the text, attach-

ing the letter Waw to the preceding instead of the following word.

18. O see mine affliction and my travail~\. This line is ren-

dered suspicious at the start by its substitution of a vb. with n, and

indeed the same as that of v. 19, for the expected one with p,

which should appear here in the order of the alphabet An easy

emendation would give us this ; but there remain the same objec-

tions that we have found against v.
u

, namely, the unexpected plea,

and forgive all my sins, and the absence of the catchword of the

distich. It is probable, therefore, that we have a liturgical substi-

tution for the original line syn. with v.
19

. 19, O see mine ene-

mies^ the same as those mentioned v.
2
, only there they were

treacherous, and so dangerous ;
here they are many, numerous,

and so outnumbering the people of Yahweh that they need rein-

forcement. and they hate me~\* This is probably the catchword

Q
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of the distich, and was to be found in the original mate to this

line ; intensified by with a hatred of violence, a hatred that

prompts to deeds of violence. 20-21. O keep me and deliver

me], the latter probably the keyword of the distich, reappearing

in v.
a

in the original text; but an early copyist by the mistake

of a single letter read it
"
preserve me," which really implies a

previous deliverance, and is not so well suited to wait on Ttiee

\\ seek refuge in Thee, which imply that the deliverance has not

yet been granted. Let me not be ashamed] goes back to the

beginning of the Ps. v.
w

,
and implies the continuance of the same

situation. Let integrity and uprightness], personified as messen-

gers of God sent forth to deliver His people, cf. 23* 43*. Yah-

weh'] concludes as well as begins the Ps., according to & ; but J^

omits it, and so loses one tone from the measure. 22. This is

a liturgical addition by a late editor, as 34. O God~] is charac-

teristic of IS and an Elohistic period of composition. Yahweh

was this psalmist's God. ransom out of all his troubles'], cf. 78^

i30
8
. Israel], the name of the people of God, cf. i4

7
. This

final petition was suited for the congregation in worship at all

times ; it generalises the Ps., which was based upon a particular

historical experience.

1-2. q^] emph., so also itfw as the seat of desire; tfsj MSPJ lift up the

soul, in desire, mrp ^K 864 I43
8

; *?N rei 24* Dt. 24** Ho. 48 Pr. ig
18

. The
L is defective, lacking two words to make up the hexameter characteristic

of this alphabetical Ps. One of these is TI^, after <; the other is the

superfluous ntr^K-Sx Of next 1., which a prosaic editor has attached to the

juss. that follows, bringing the two together. Then 1. 2 begins with its letter,

&, also emph., and has its right measure. ir>3 is the keyword of the first

tristich, thrice repeated (v. 611), this poet showing a liking to the stairlike

parallelism (v. Intr. 12 A). virraa] emph. present (v. /). t^. ^J Qal
3 pL neg. juss. *? should be

^N]
as < in order to be a separate word with

tone. also has KCLTayeXatrdruffdv /MV, F irrideant me, irv>% so Che. ->S is

not constructed with the vb., which elsw. is always with 3, but with the noun,
to intensify personal reference. 3. T.1P"

1

?;] vb. Qal ptc. pi. sf. 2m. J nip,

f Qal ptc., those waiting for Yahweh 23* 37^ 6g
7 Is. 4O81 492* La. 326. Pi.

(l) -wait, look eagerly for, c. ace. rei Ps. 398 La. 2^, sq. inf. Ps. 69
21 Is. 5

2 -

*;
c. ace. Yahweh Ps. af-* 40* 1306; at? 52*1 (?); abs. 130*; c. ^ Yahweh
2714.14 37

8i Is< 5I 5. (2) Lie in wait for> c. ace. Ps. 56*, c. ^
pers. 11995.

*

should be attached by Makkeph to DJ and not to following ptc. for better

euphony. wa: aS] Qal. impf. 3 pi. indie., with neg. N 5

? is not suited to cou-
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text. < had juss. with *?x, which is much more probable. The ^x should be

attached by Makkeph to the vb. to make one tone. s^ran] Qalptc.pl.,
article with force of rel. J -02, vb. Qal, act or deal treacherously, ptc. pi.,

2j3 n^iss is< 2i3 2416
33

1
Je. 3

s - 11
9

1 +; nx n^a Ps. 59, abs. 7S
57

, c. ace.

pers., 73
15

, elsw. c. a pers. cjvn], not without cause, for which no usage can

be shown; but without accomplishing anything, as 7
5

; cf. 2 S. I
22 Is. 55

11
.

4. T^"1] emph. Str. -, pi. sf. 2 m. "pi ways for /aov, so v.9 (p. i1), term

of D. TETnx] pi. sf. 2 m., m (z/. 5
5
), paths for /azcv. This word has to

bear two beats in the measure, therefore it should be preceded by i, as @.

^l?b] Pi- imv. sf. I p. -& (v. iS35}, teach, the keyword of the distich, v.4
-5

.

5. This v. is overfull. The three words of the last clause are suspicious. Are

they a gl. or part of the missing Str. i ? If with < we read ^r*i_ we might

begin with i. However tempting it may be to find Str. i here, yet the argu-

ments against it are irresistible. The last clause is a gl. 6. "i::] (v. S'
5
),

the keyword of the distich, v.6
-7

. T^] pi. sf. 2 m. J urn, n.m. only abst,

intensive pi.: compassion, (i) usually of God 77
10

79
s H977- 155

, jj
ion 2^

4O1
'2
103* Ho. 221 Je. i65 ; phr. -prm 2-0 Pss. 5i

3
69

17
; c. ^7 145; (2) of man

io646, T^BD] T^jy <<?*& ofkindness (v. </*) , pi., mostly late 1 7
7 89- w IO7

43 La.

3
22 Is. 63", improb. in view of its use with an attribute here and the use of the sg.

in parall. 1.; rd. rpon. It has been assimilated to T2m. -c] though sustained

by 6rt, is prob. a gL of interpretation. 7. ^i?: nwan] pi. emph., phr.

a.X., but cf. Jb. I3-
5 Ez. 23

21
. J -o>j, n.m., only pi. abst, youth, elsw. IO3

6

I27
4
,':r 7 1 5- 1"

\2ff~*, from youth up, cf.'ja 144^. 75*5] pi. sf. i sg. (s-. 79^).

@ has ayvolas, which is better suited to context; but both are probably

glosses, as are also the words that follow ^, for the 1. is just so much overfull,

nrfct is not in <J|, S. It is an emph. reference to Vahweh in connection with

the imv., due to the insertion of law frsS which is only an emph. reiteration

of "pare. J avj n.m. (i) good things, coll. as given by Yahweh 27
13

65
3
;

(2) abst. prosperity of Jerusalem I2S6
, goodness of taste U966

; (3) goodness
of God, in salvation of His people 2j7 145

7
, cf. Is. 63

7
; stored up for His

saints Ps. 3 120. 8. mn> vp ma] phr., ct.X. J r, adj. (i) good, pleasant

45
2 I 33

1
5 (2) excellent of its kind, oil I33

2
; (3) appropriate, becoming 73

28

92
2
I47

1
; (4) c. p, comp. 3f^r than 37

16
63* 84" ii88 - 9 H972

; (5) a/f//,

prosperous 1 1 2s
; (6) iW, understanding in 10

, as z Ch. n 10 Pr. 3* + ;

(7) benign, of God 86s ; phr. aw ^ 34
9 io6i 107! I iS1 -

1358 I36
1
Je. 33^-f ;

cf. Ps. ioo5 ; c. ^
73

1
I45

9
; attribute of divine Spirit I43

10 = Ne. 9
30

, of divine

name Pss. 52
11

54
8
, of divine kindness 6g17

IO9
31

; (8) good, right, ethically,

(a} of man I25
4
, the way 36

6
; (3) of God 25? ii9

39- e8
. "r; (v. 7^), js-^g

(z/. /5). Dian] (^. j-2) is prob. gl., as the 1. is overfull and the thought
of sinners is not suited to the context, for v.8 begins the second heptastich

of the poem and is closely related not to v.7 but to v.9, and -p-* is the key-
word of the tristich

|| rnx, v, v.4. 9. 1^71] Hiph. juss. form, but improb. that

it has juss. mng , v, vA O'w] v. qi
18

. tos^Dn] in the Law of the type of

judgment; usually in pi. (v. i5}. 10. nr\ 'Dn] phr., Gn. 242" (J) Pss. 4O11- 12

5T
4 6i 8

8s
11 8615

89
15

II5
1
1382 (v. /J

3
). w$ ^] phr., elsw. Dt. 33

9
,
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sually r^z -w Pss. 78^ IO3
1S 132^ } r^s, n.f. (i) /PW#, alliance, league,

f nations against Israel 83* Ho. is2 Ez. J7
13-iy

; (2) alliance offriendship

*s. 55'-
1 I S. i8 J 20s 23

1S
, so with God (.

-ID Ps. s^\ (3) covenant, (a) with

triarchs IO5
8* Gn. I5

1S
(J) I7-

S1
(P) ') with Israel at Horeb Pss.^

wis
50

5.16
;4M(?) 78"-

3T
IO3

18 io6*5 in5 - 9
, ( with David 89

4.29.35.40

I32
12

; cf. 2 S. 7 = I Ch. 17 Je. 33
21

. i'r-t] makes 1. overfull and is a late

jl : a late term characteristic of P, and found only in writers subsequent to

P (it. /9
s
). 11. q=f-ijoV] emph., as 23

3
31* 79

9 io6s
IO9

21
I43

U
- 9?-?

1
]

consec. pf. carrying on juss. implicit in previous clause. $ nSo, vb., pardon

(syn. of Kirj forgive}, Qal, c. ? of sin *j" 103^ Ex. 34
9 NIL 14" (J) Je. si

3*

338 3(>3t y\| p. /##. This 1. was probably a later substitution for an earlier

L that has been thrown out. It lacks the catchword. 12. ni ^c] who, then

(v. 2f) should be connected by Makkeph. c^sn] (v. 4?) is unnecessary.

The L is more euphonic without it. wv* 1

] Hiph. impf. 3 m. strong sf. 3 s.

_ for n_. There is word play here with previous tn\ "ina?3 Qal impf.

i.p. reL clause, without rel. J tro, vb., Qal choose: (i) c. a, divine choice,

Aaron 105**, not Ephraim 78
CT

, espec. David 78
70

, Zion I32
13

; (2) rel. clause,

subj. God 25** 33
12

65
5

; (3) c. ace. and L|
, choose something or some one for,

divine choice 47* 135*; (4) c. ace. divine choice 78
68

, human choice 84
11

no* -

^; (5) ptc. mra, chosen^ of ruler Sg
20

;
cf. ^Niiri mna 78

31 = i S. 262.

la 3^03] inprosperity ]b. 2i18
36
U EC. 7

14
(z/. /) . |^n] vb., Qal future. J pS,

fb., Qal, lodge, dwell 30^ 59
ie ^?)

; c. 3 25^ 55
8

; abs. continue, endure 49
13

.

dwell, abide, c. 3 of man gi\ of eagle Jb. 39
28

. WY*:] Qal impf.

^ vb., Qal, (i) /^r^ possession of as an inheritance, usually Israel subj.,

c. ace. the land of Canaan 25 37
9- n- ** ^ M

44*, cf. IO5
44

; enemies, subj.

g3 ; (2) d&w# ^^ inherit 69**. Hiph., dispossess 448. 14. J TD] n.

(l) council, of a divan, in bad sense 64
s
, good sense Jb. I5

8
ip

19
; assembly,

of angels Ps. 89
8
; (2) counsel, intimate friendship, of men 55

16 in 7
, with

God 35** Pr. 3
s2

Jb. 29*, in bad sense of crafty plotting Ps. 83*. < mot is

misinterpretation. @ has a parall. clause, teal rb 6vo/jLa icvptov TUV (pofiov/jL&cov

afrror, which might be regarded as a variant ; but a word is missing from L,

and it is probable that the clue to it is given in tfj/o/ia = att
;

; then we should

id. >D? ""tn^,
the i in r>T> being dittog. from innai; cf. 6i6 8611 IO216

.

15. v^J C-^K, as I23
2 antith. to ;n. ^] not causal for, as usual, but

final j&z/, as 8^, as the subsequent context requires. ntthn] is doubtless a

gIL, making 1. too long. It is not suggested by the context. 16. rus] Qal
few; J n, vb^ Qal, /wrw, (i) of days of life oo9 ; -\pan nufi

1

? ^/ ^<r turn of the

morning 46* Ex. I4
27

Ju. ic^
8
; (2) /z/r and look, c. S^, man, subj. Ps.4O

&
;

YahwehjSobj. 69
17

; ijim ^ nis, the two imvs. with i coord. 25 8616
II9

182
;

I023* I K. 8^ = 2 Ch. 619. Pi., turn away, put away 8o10
(?).

adj^ solitary^ as 6S7 141^ () (v. 22} ; ijy (&. 0). 17. ji^jj emph.
, -so*), not elsw. connected with ^ as the seat of anxiety and trouble

(. ^). This clause is not the obj. of vb. la^nyi. Hiph. pf. 3 m. indef. subj.,

and so passive, they have enlarged, increased, for the vb. is not elsw. in this

sense, but only in the sense of increase extent, make more room, and so in the
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sense of deliverance from troubles (v. 4*). The i should go with the next

word, and then the form is Hiph. imv.
|j io-jin, and so make room, as Lowth,

Horsley. The previous clause is then ace. abs., as for, as regards the troubles.

'ropixjps], p prep, out o/wiih f nqisr, n.f. straitness, straits 2^
17

1076-
1S- 19-^

Jb. 152* Zp. i 15. 18. nijo] at the beginning of I. where we would expect p

is suspicious, especially as it is repeated v.19. It was either an intentional

change of editor or txt. err. Various suggestions have been made as to the

initial word of Str. p, so stp Du., atrp Che., -sp Houb., Kenn., Horsley; but

the easiest and most suitable is n&np, cohort, imv. J !Op vb., Qal meet:

(l) in hostility 35
s

, (2) in helpfulness 596; so prob. here. Kri] i coord. Qal
imv. Ntrj forgive, syn., rfrD pardon v.u. The 1. lacks the catchword so charac-

teristic of the Ps., and it is probably a later substitution for a L that has been

thrown out. nnan] n.f. in ^ alw. sin against God v.7 32* 38
4- 19

5i
5

59*,

of the mouth 59
13

; ace. after NITJ 32*, nrc Ps. IO9
14 Is. 44s3 Je. iS23, nD3

Ps. 85
3
, with prep, 'n

1

? NCM 2jls, 'n *?jr ~\52 Ps. 79^, 712 -ITO 51*. &tr: is not used

in this sense in D, P, Je., Is.-, La., Ch., and is therefore either before D or else

later than P. 19. D^n nwir] phr. a.X., but J nxrj1

n.f., hatred 25*$ lop
8- 5

I39
22

- 20 "^Sn] Qal pf. I p.s. emph. present, retracted accent because of

following monosyllable (v.2&). 21. ntpi ch] phr. a.X., personified qualities.

Dn (^. 7
s
). J "i?i n.m., straightn-ess, rightness, ngJit, elsw. 32^ ^ir 119" Dt. 9

s

I Ch. 29
17

. ^T>^] Qal impf. 3 pi. sf. juss., is:. But this prob. an err. for

the catchword "O^, txt. err. n for S in Egyptian Aram, script. T-T^'7] Pi- p
I s. sf. 2 m. emph. present (v. v.8). has mm omitted by H, but necessary

to the measure. 22. rns] Qal imv. J n
7l v^'> Q^ ransom from violence

and death, man subj. 498 I S. I4
45

; God subj., from enemies and troubles

Pss. *5* 2611 3i
6
34

23 4421 55
19

69
19

71^ 78^ iigis*, from Sheol 4916, from

iniquities 130*. This is a liturgical appendix. The Ps. has come to an end

with Str. n. Str. \ was omitted by design, and therefore there was no reason

to complete the alphabetical number of lines. Ps. 34 has the same situation.

D'n
1?N is not the divine name of the Ps., but of a later editor.

PSALM XXVI., 4 STR. 4
8

Ps. 26 is a profession of integrity by a Levite, engaged in wor-

shipping Yahweh in the temple choir, (i) He professes integrity

in walk, and unwavering trust in Yahweh, as attested by Yahweh

Himself (v.
1"2

). (2) Ever conscious of the divine kindness and

faithfulness, he abstains from all association with the wicked (v.
3"4

).

(3) He hates the company of the wicked and purifies himself for

sacrifice (v.
5"6

). (4) He loves the temple (v.
8
), and stands in

its choir blessing Yahweh (v.
12
). A later editor by additions

and changes introduces the elements of prayer (v.
1*' 9

"11

)
and wor-

ship (v.
7

).
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T HAVE walked in mine integrity ;

In Yahweh I have trusted without wavering.

Yahweh hath tested me and proved me;

Tried out are my reins and my mind.

VEA, Thy kindness is before mine eyes;

And I walk in Thy faithfulness.

I do not sit down with worthless men ;

And with dissemblers I will not come.

T HATE the assembly of evildoers,

And with the wicked I will not sit down.

I will wash my hands in innocency,

And I ^ill march around Thine altar, Yahweh.

J LOVE the habitation of Thine house,

And the place of the tabernacle of Thy glory.

My foot doth stand in the level place,

And in the choirs I bless Yahweh.

The title has only -*nS as the entire group 25-28. This Ps. was not taken

up into iH, Q&> or 35. It was, in its original form, not appropriate for wor-

ship in the synagogue, for it was a profession of right conduct from an ethical

point of view, as required by Pss. 15, 24^, rather than from the legal of Ps. I,

which in other respects it resembles in v.4
-5

by repudiation of any association

with the wicked. c>th v.5 are not wicked nations, but wicked Israelites

Kitf-VD, D^sSja v.4
; OTTO ^np v.5

,
whom the author is only anxious to avoid.

The D*S2n, aw WN v.9, with their ncT and intf v.10, are of an entirely different

type, who are in deadly hostility. These terms represent a different situation

and come from a later editor. The author of the Ps. is in no other peril than

that of ethical contamination. Therefore he purifies himself by Levitical

purifications for participation in the service of the altar v.6 ,
and worship in

the temple choir v12
. "mrfi v,12 is probably the level place of the court before

the temple where the choir took its stand. The a^npc, elsw. only 6827, might
mean assemblies but more probably choirs. This ethical and religious situa-

tion in times of peace and prosperity is best suited to the middle Persian

period, before Hebrew Wisdom had become the mould for Hebrew ethics.

This profession of integrity is not so inappropriate as many moderns think.

It is not self-righteousness. It is not so much self-conscious, as conscious of

the divine presence and the requirements that invoke it. It is the ethical

answer to the requirements of Pss. 15, 24^, Is. 33
14-16

. It reminds us also of

Dt. 261'11 on the one side and of Jb. 31 on the other. The language of the

Ps. has no other special features than those mentioned above. The Ps. is a

trimeter. The first line has prefixed a petition which makes the line too long,

or, if regarded as an abbreviated line, makes the Str. too long. It is an
editorial change in order to begin with a petition. It is also probable that

original perfects v.2 as implied by the Kt. nans, have been changed by
pointing as imv. for the same reason. V.7 , for similar reasons, introduces

praise, and v.9
-11

urges petition again, all of which make the Ps. more suited

to public worship in the synagogue, and so later in the church; but spoil the
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simplicity and symmetry of the original, \\hich was two pairs of trimeter

tetrastichs.

Str. I, la. Judge me, YahwtK]. This in the present context

must be interpreted in the sense of vindication. But it is difficult

to see in what respect vindication was needed. The context

shows that the psalmist was assured of his integrity, and all that

he really needed was divine recognition and acceptance in wor-

ship. This petition is not in harmony with the context; but it is

an appropriate one in liturgical worship, where various emotions

of the congregation mingle together, and logical consistency is the

last thing that is thought of. It is an editorial gloss. The first

half of the Ps. is composed of two trimeter tetrastichs, as Str. and

Antistr., each composed of two syn. couplets. 1 Z>. / have

walked], the course of life, conduct. This has been in mine in-

tegrity], in entire accord with ethical requirements, complete and

perfect \ not in the absolute sense, but in the plain, popular sense

that, so far as he knew, he was unconscious of any wickedness in

his conduct. This he asserts as a fact, professes it in the presence

of his God. He makes not a profession of faith, but a profession

of morals, as Job 31. The ancient Hebrew was not a philosopher

and had no thought of speculative ethics. The editor is obliged

to introduce this by
"
for

" and make it a reason for the plea for

vindication; but the connection is remote. In Yahweh I have

trusted], inner disposition, as parallel with outward conduct ; the

God-ward attitude of soul, corresponding with the man-ward

attitude of body, faith and works united in one. without waver-

ing], steady, unshaken, uninterrupted was his communion with

Yahweh, in faith, as the counterpart of the integrity, completeness

of conduct. The faith and the works were both alike complete,

entire, unimpeachable. 2. Yahweh hath tested me], with its

complement, proved me, and its parallel, tried out, as by the re-

fining of metals, v. i;
3
. A most searching examination has been

made by Yahweh Himself, and that has been complete, for it has

extended to my reins and my mind] v. 7
10

Je n 20
17* 2O12

,
the

seat of emotions and passions as well as the seat of the intellectual

and moral nature. The profession of faith and morals therefore

rests upon the divine examination and approval. This assertion of

fact did not suit the requirements of a later worship, and therefore
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probably the Ps. was left out of the collection made by B& and

. But by changing the pfs. of the vb. to the imvs.
"

test me

[i prove me |j try out," especially when introduced by "judge me/'

the Ps. was made more suited to the worship of the synagogue and

so also for the Christian congregation.

Str. H. 3. Yea], if our interpretation of the foregoing is correct;

but doubtless the editor interpreted it as "for" in accordance

with v.
15 which it resumes ; so all Vrss. Thy kindness], as usual

parallel with Thyfaithfulness ; the former in accordance with the

trust of v.
le

, although it is before mine eyes; the latter in accordance

with the walk, which is indeed expressed in this clause. This

latter is not a qualification of the psalmist, or of the way in which

he walks, and so to be rendered "Thy truth
"

as EV8
. because this

Hebrew word seldom has the meaning of "
truth," and never when

it is connected with the divine kindness. The "
ikithfulness

"
is

syn. with the "kindness," both of which divine attributes as

present with him, before the eyes of his mind, enable him to walk

in his integrity. 4. / do not sit down with]. In this and the

syn. line, so also in v.
s
, the poet repudiates any association whatever

with the wicked. This reminds us of Ps. i
1

, where walking, standing,

and sitting down with the wicked are repudiated. Here only two

of these actions are mentioned. The action of sitting down with,

is greatly emphasised here because it is repeated in v.
56

, as indeed

it is the climax of the actions in Ps. i
1
. Such a sitting down with

them would imply prolonged association and greater intimacy
and responsibility for companionship, than walking with them or

standing with them. / will not come with], that is, be seen

approaching in company with. The vb. has been intentionally

changed from that of v.
16- 36 and implies a movement the reverse

of going ; therefore it is improbable that it should have the specific

meaning
"
go in

"
ofEV8

. implying entrance to a house or assembly,'
which is awkward without designation of place. worthless men],
men whose speech and conduct is empty, false

; their speech and

professions empty of reality ; with nothing in them that is reliable

and so parallel with dissemblers, those who conceal their thoughts
so that they may appear differently from what they are.

Str. III. The second part of the Ps. is composed of two tri-

meter tetrastichs, Str. and Antistr., contrasting what the psalmist
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loves and hates, the first couplet of each syn., the second couplet

of each synth. 5. / hate], in antithesis with "
I love

" vA The

object of the former is the assembly, or congregation of evildoers

\ wicked, more general and positive terms for those of v.
4

;
the

object of the latter is the assembly of the worshippers of Yahweh

in the temple choir, although that is not brought out distinctly

until the closing line of the Str. 6. / will wash my hands'},

doubtless referring to the ceremonial purifications prescribed by
the Law for those who were to serve in the temple worship ; the

use of pure, running water from the sacred lavers of the temple
courts. This washing was not made symbolical by the use of the

ethical term, in innocency, which recurs to the integrity of v.
15

;

but in order to show that the external ceremonial purification was

only expressive of an internal purity of mind, as indeed the Law
and the Prophets require. And Iwill march around TJiine altar\>

in festal procession, with music and song, while the sacrifice was

being made by the priests. There is no good reason to doubt

this ceremonial among the Hebrews, although the direct evidence

for it is slight. But there are many indirect references, cf. 42*

118^ i S. i6n so
16

; and the usual meaning of the Hebrew word

favours this interpretation, as well as the reference to choirs v.
12

.

There is still less justification, from anything we know of Hebrew
customs at sacrifice, to interpret it of the psalmist's taking his

place in the ring of worshippers around the altar.

7. This v. is a couplet of gloss.

To cause the sound of thanksgiving to be heard

And to tell of all Thy wondrous deeds.

This couplet is attached to v.
6 as an explanation of the march

about the altar, to show that it was accompanied with song and

music. The contents of the song were thanksgiving and praise ;

thanksgiving, sounding forth from human voices and musical in-

struments so as to be heard far and near. The wondrous deeds of

Yahweh, especially in the redemption of His people, are what these

Pss. of praise commonly tell. This addition is quite appropriate

and in accordance with v.
12

;
but it is hung on to v.

6
by an infinitive,

so that it must go with v.
5"6

. It makes the Str. just these lines too

long, as compared with other Strs. ; and it is also overfull in state-
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ment as compared with the simplicity of thought and expression

of the previous context. The motive of the addition was evidently

to introduce the missing element of praise to Yahweh, and so

make the Ps. more appropriate for public worship.

Str. IV. 8. / love the habitation of Thine house], that is, the

divine abode itself in the temple, the Debir or Holy of Holies,

behind the curtain of which Yahweh was conceived as in resi-

dence ; and so syn. with place of the tabernacle of Thy glory\ . The

glory of the divine presence was centred there.

A late editor inserts a hexastich gloss

Gather not my soul with sinners,

Or with men of blood my life ;

In whose hands is an evil device,

And whose right hand is full of bribery.

Since I in mine integrity walk,

Redeem me and be gracious to me, (Yahweh).

This hexastich is composed of a tetrastich of two syn. couplets,

the latter synth. to the first, followed by an antith. synth. couplet.

This is also a gloss introduced for the purpose of making the Ps.

more appropriate for public prayer. 9. Gather nof\, as the

context shows in order to take away the soul in death
|| life,

cf. IO4
29

, antith. v.
m Redeem me, and its complement, be gracious

to me, Yakweh is needed here for the measure, unless we are to

regard v.
u as a pentameter appended still later than v.

9-10
,
without

regard to the measure of the previous or subsequent context.

With sinners \
men of blood'}, violent men who shrink not from

bloodshed, implying a different set of men from the false arid dis-

sembling of v.
4

10. In whose hand~\ emphasised in the parallel

right hand, as stretched out to give an evil device, or plan. In the

hand it is something tangible, defined by full of bribery, a gift of

money, or jewels, or something valuable, to purchase immunity
from crime. These are probably criminals who bribe, and not

judges or rulers accepting bribes. 11. Since I in mine integrity

walk], a repetition of v.
1B

in order to get an antith. with the blood-

thirsty men, as a basis for the final plea for redemption. The
construction is, however, changed from the perfect to the imper-
fect of the habit of life, and the whole is put in a circumstantial

clause.
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12. My foot doth stand in the level place\ This couplet is

closely associated with v.
8 as its complement, although separated

by the intervening gloss. The psalmist is standing on his feet

in the levelled place of the court, where the sacrifices were made

at the divine altar. And in the choirs^ the group of singers,

who unite in the chorus of the benediction. This is more probable
than assembly of worshippers in general, especially as / will bless

Yahweh is not merely an attitude of the soul in worship, but

doubtless refers to the benedictions as sung. These benedictions

were sung in full chorus at the close of every Ps. or liturgical

selection (v. Intr. 40). We may either think of them or of the

entire liturgy as sung by the choir.

1. ">n^n rpna -UK] IJN emph.; vsri also emph. (v. T
9
), V.u has ,

otherwise the clause is the same. The 1. is too long. Du. thinks this v. has

been assimilated to v.u, and therefore rds. \jx~an mn> ycsr. But the

parall. 1. requires iroSi ^cna yK, and therefore o "
ijafitf is the gl. mrra]

emph., antith. MX.
-jj?aN N^] not future of independent clause, but circum-

stantial, without slipping, shaking, wavering. 2. Mri] Pi. imv. J [
n^]

vb. only Pi. test, prove : (a) God subj. 26s Dt. 33
8 Ex. I5

25
4- ; t (*) Israel

tests, tries, God Pss. 78
18-.56 9j> IO6U Ex. i;

2 - 7 No. H22
(J) Dt. #, so

Ahaz Is. 7
12

.
|| nons] Qr. Qal imv. cohort, of *px (z>.

/^ 17*), Kt. nflvw Qal

ptc., prob. implies an original txt. in which previous vbs. were pfs. ^i 1

*r|

"
l
'
|

Vr]

v. 7
10

Je. ii20 i;
10 2012. 3. ^rx? ^rip^nnni]

cf. 25
5 8611

, i coord.;' Hithp.

pf. I p. of ^n, as v.1 . <S fa]p4<rTTj<ra is prob. paraphrase. 4. tnep^s] cf.

Jbp n 11
, men ofemptiness of speech, falsehood; worthless men. o^

u
'3] Niph.

ptc. pi. a.X., those who conceal themselves or their thotights, dissemblers.

**13?] Q&1 future, not go, for which there is no certain usage, but come. The

rendering of EV8
. go in, though possible, is without example apart from desig-

nation of place, and to have force should be emphasised by some such

particle as oj z>. /^. 5. D^sno VHP] phr. a.X., assembly ofevildoers, cf. *r pny

2217; 'C 1^0 64
8

. For ^np .

-

22s3, D^ID Hiph. ptc. of jpn z'. 2217.

6. ^5 |^^a rnn] = 73
18

, of purification before sacrifice, t ^nn Qal ^a^>
elsw. ^ 58

11
(feet with blood in vengeance). Iff

1

^3 n.[m.] innocency,io. $

only in this phr., cf. Gn. 2O6 (RJE). qqaro'nN naabw] march about in

solemn procession, cf. I S. i6u . } n5*? n,m. altar, as place of sacrifice, elsw.

43* 5 1 21 84* ii827. 7. jrciry Hiph. inf. cstr., defectively written for pcvnV
= to cause to be heard, the song of thanksgiving; here gerundive, but then the

Str. must be six lines. Du. proposes to transpose v.7 with v.8, and then

inf. becomes dependent on 'nanj*. This seems necessary because of the

antith. of 2ns* and wr. But it looks like an expansive gl. We would, how-

ever, expect ^ip, as 668
. S'lpa is elsw. connected with Qal, and it may be that

was the original txt. as interpreted by @. 3 interprets as Hiph., and ^pa
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as clara voce. % rr^n] n.f.: (i) &anksgving "* song, T ^ip 2& 4& Jo*1- 210t

[j
-*r Ps. 69

01
,
rrc: 95

J
,
n*T!r 100*, Tjr I47

7
; (2) thankoffering mir i-)mT

107- ii617
,-nir- iooi (title), mir nr 50^-^'' ore 56". T'^rN ">s.^]

contents of mir sung by procession, as qr 73
28

75'
2
. 8. mm] gl., makes I. too

long, due to the insertion or transposition of the previous distich. % p?::]

n.[in.j dwelling, of * in heaven, tnp
-= 6S6 Dt. 2615

Je. 25
a) Zc, 217

;
in the

temple, r^ '2 Ps. -20s ; usually yi
3 go1 91 are interpreted fig. of "> as the

abode of His people, but all dub. 4 evirp^eutv = c;'j, error of transposition

of original j;*-. rp'ar ?rtr] Thy glorious tabernacle, poetic for temple.

} jr-c-r:
n.m. dueling-place, tabernacle, of P, not used in ^; of Shilo 78

60
;

elsw. (a) of temple in a more general sense as dwelling-place of ">; in sg.

:p>32 ': *&, ^r '^ 74
7

, cf. 46
5
; (<5) ph nttr:?, used of tabernacles of Israel

7S
28

S7
2

; of the tomb 49
12

(cf. sg. Is. 22lfi
); of divine residence in Zion

I32
3- 7

; holy mountahi 43
s
; courts of temple 84

2
. 9. D^ ^r^] elsw. 5S

2*

59
s
I39

19 Pr. 29
1<5

, cf. DTT r^s 5
7
. 10. ->r] rel., referring back to ztf <?/"

3/^^, denned by cn-n-o. V.9-10 are a late gl. 11. A repetition of v.la.

^NI] i circumstantial since, or z'# that, seeing that. $*] Qal freq., antith.

to actions of men of blood. ^rp ^^\ both Qal imv. i coord. The 1. is

defective in the midst of trimeters. Supply mm unless it be a gl., and

possibly even then. This 1. may have been added subsequently to v.9
"10

, and

so have been really pentameter. 12. ^n] emph. subj. vb. rnrs] Qal pf.

3 f., c. 2 loci as usual, take onJs stand, cf. rnaa I34
1
I35

2
. } -nW] n.m. :

f (I) a level place 2&* 27
U

I43
ia

, prob. also 687
(for nncria); f (2) abstr.,

-uprightness 45
7
67

5 Is. II4 Mai. 2s ; (3) the prose mng., level country, not in

\j/,
t a^nrr;] n.[m.] pi. 2612 = 6827,

either choirs or assemblies for 'worship.

l?^x] Pi. impf. i sg. -pa (v. 5
ia
). This distich seems to be the comple-

ment of v.8.

PSALM XXVII.

Ps. 27 is composite, (i) A guest Ps. expresses confidence in

Yahweh in time of war (v.
1-3

),
and in the security afforded by

the temple to worshippers (v.*^). (2) An anxious petition urges
Yahweh to answer prayer (v.

7
-*),

not to forsake His servant

(v.
9

), but to give instruction and deliverance (v.
11-12

). (3) Glosses

adapt the Ps. for congregational worship (y.
10 - 126- 13-14

).

A. V.
1

-*, 2 STR. 65.

YAHWEH, my light and my salvation, of whom shall I be afraid ?

Yahweh, the refuge of my life, ofwhom shall I be in dread?
When evildoers drew near against me to eat up my flesh,

Those who were mine adversaries and enemies to me, stumbled and they fell.

Though a camp encamp against me, my heart will not be afraid ;

Though battle rise up against me, I shall be trusting.
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QNE thing I ask from Yahweh, that will I seek after;

To gaze on the loveliness of Yahweh (m the morning) in His temp!e.
For He will conceal me in His covert m the day of distress;

Hide me in the hiding-place of His tent, (m straits) lift me up.
Now therefore He will lift up mine head above mine enemies round about me;
And I will sacrifice in His tent sacrifices of shouting to Yahweh.

v 7 -'J. 11-12 ^ r., .3B. \ . ,3 SIR. 4 .

J-JEAR, Yahweh, my voice.

I call, therefore be gracious to me and answer me.

To Thee said my heart:
"
Thy face, Yahweb, (do) / seek."

J-JIDE not Thy face from me;
Turn not in anger (against me] .

My help, abandon me not ;

Forsake me not, my salvation.

JN Thy Way instruct me,
In an even path lead me;
Give me not over to the greed of mine adversary,

He that breatheth out violence to me.

Ps. 27 was in B. . There is nothing else in the title of p|, but

has in addition 7rp6 rov xpL<r&ijva.L U priiisquam liniretur. Jerome in

his Commentary has antequam ungueretur ; but says that it was not in

5 and omits it from 3. Since Kenn. the Ps. has been generally regarded

as composite, the second Ps. beginning v. 7
. So Horsley, Che., Kirk.,

Dy., Ew., Ols., Reu., De., al. As De. says :
" Aber auch ubrigens sind die

zwei Halften einander sehr unahnlich. Sie bilden ein Hysteronproteron,

idem die fides triumphant der I in der 2 in fides sitpplex umschlagt und mit

Beginn der dfycris v. 7 der Stil schwerfallig, die strophische Anlage unklar

und sogar die Begrenzung der Verszeilen unsicher wird." The first Ps. v.1
"6

has two pentameter hexastichs. It was composed in time of war, when the

army of the enemy was to be feared v.3. The enemies were national nra ^K
v.2 as I4

4
. The refuge was the ^OTI v. 4, nriD v.50, ^nw -JHD v.55. The worship

was carried on by sacrifice ror with n?nn v. 6. npaS v.4, if a verb, is an

Aramaism and implies postex. date; but it is doubtless a noun, in the morn-

ing, referring to morning sacrifice as 5
4
, and the 11 x of v.1 may be compared

with 47 . The Ps. is then preexilic. The calm confidence in connection with

extreme peril from enemies, apparently besieging the city, reminds us of the

situation of Jerusalem in the time of Hezekiah and Isaiah, v. 2 KL. 18-19.

The second Ps., v.7
-9- 11- 12

, has three trimeter tetrastichs of prayer for deliver-

ance. Nothing indicates any particular occasion. It was probably added to

the first Ps, in the Persian period at the time of the editing of 13 in order

to make this ancient Ps. appropriate for synagogue worship. The difficulties

to which De. alludes are due to glosses of a still later date, adapting the Ps.

by generalisation for later situations, (a) The forsaking of a person by his
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parents, v.10, suits a time of persecution such as the Maccabean period, when

families were divided. () v.13
-14

, at the conclusion, seem to be an effort to

harmonise the two parts by combining the elements of trust and petition.

They bring the composite Ps. to a more appropriate conclusion. This was

probably the work of the final editor.

Str. I. is composed of three syn. pentameter couplets, progres-

sive one to another in their order. 1. Yahweh], not probably,

"is
7 ' EV8

.; but vocative. my light], light to me, that is light

coming forth from the face of Yahweh, turned toward the people

in favour, in accordance with the priestly blessing, Nu. 624
"36

,

cf. 4
r

44
4

S9
16

;
here conceived as in its source, the face of Yah-

weh being itself a light-giving body or luminary, as in 84
12 Yahweh

is a sun. The light is a saving light, and so the source of it is,

my salvation
\\ refuge ofmy life],

or for my life. The people seek-

ing refuge in Yahweh found their life secure, safe from the enemy.

of whom], is therefore a triumphant challenge, implying a

negative answer, of none. shall I be afraid \ be in dread].
However great the external reasons for fear, because of the num-

bers and strength of the enemies ;
under divine protection His

people are sure that they are absolutely safe. We are reminded

of the sublime challenge, Is. 37
21"85

. 2. When evil doers], here

as elsw, referring to cruel, ruthless enemies, who maltreat their

foes; ||
mine adversaries

||
enemies to me], not private enemies,

individuals; but public enemies engaged in war. drew near

against me], in hostility and probably to besiege. to eat up my
flesh], as in 14*, as beasts of prey to devour, consume utterly.

What the enemies expected did not come to pass, but the reverse.

The latter is reserved therefore for stronger antith. in the' com-

plementary section of the second line of the couplet stumbled],
over obstacles they did not anticipate, and they fell, that is to the

ground in defeat and death. 3. Though a camp encamp against

me], surround the people ofGod in siege, as the army of Assyrians,
2 K. i817seq*

It is better to preserve the identity of words in Eng-
lish than to use the syn. "host" EV8

. Though battle rise -up

against me]. The specific meaning is more probable here than
the general meaning war. The battle was something to be feared

as the consequence of the siege already begun. In these circum-

stances, justifying fear, my heart -will not be afraid], resuming v.1
;
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but the reverse, / shall be trusting the ptc. expressing the unin-

terrupted, unbroken continuance of the trust in Yahweh.

Str. II. is composed of two synth. couplets, and an intermediate

syn. couplet. 4. One thing], emph. at the beginning. He is

confident of deliverance from the enemy ; he need not ask for

that ; but there is one, and one only thing, he desires : / a$K\ 9

emph. of present experience and not of past experience, or ex-

perience just completed. that"], resuming the one thing with

the syn. vbs. : ask
||
seek after. To gaze on], defining the one

thing, the privilege of beholding steadfastly, contemplating with

a joyous gaze, the loveliness of Yahweh], His glory as manifested

to the devout mind in public worship. in His temple'], the place

where Yahweh resides and where He manifests Himself to His

worshippers. This worship, especially in early times, was chiefly

in the morning, the chief time of sacrifice, as 5* 59" 8814
. This He-

brew word has been interpreted, by a difference of vowel points,

as a vb. which properly means "
inquire

"
AV., RV. ; but this is

so unsuited to the context and so difficult to explain satisfactorily

that Vrss. are compelled to resort to speculative mngs. :
"

visit
"

PBV.,
" consider

" RVm., "contemplate
" ^DB. j some such mean-

ing being required to suit the parall. A later editor, not satisfied

with this designation of the one thing, proposes another, though
similar thing, from 2$ : dwell in the house of Yahweh all the days

of my life, at the expense of the strophical organization. 5. For
He witt conceal me \

hide mi], renewed expression of confidence.

in His covert
||

the hiding-place of His tenf], both referring to

the temple as a place of refuge not that the enemy might cap-

ture the city, but be compelled to respect the sacred right of

refuge in the temple ; for no such respect for the temple appears

among the historic enemies of Israel. The conception is rather

that the temple is such a covert and hiding-place that it protects

the entire city in which it is situated, so that God's people, when

they resort to the temple for worship, will be kept in safety from

all enemies. Accordingly, this is definitely asserted, in the day

of distress"]. The siege has caused distress, notwithstanding the

courage and confidence of the people. in
straits'],

as the parall.

suggests ; but an early editor has interpreted the Hebrew word by
a different pointing, as

"
upon a rock

"
; and this has gone into
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Vrss. ancient and modern, introducing a thought which, however

appropriate in itself, is difficult to reconcile with the context.

The people have their refuge in the temple. The rock was the

refuge of those who were pursued by enemies away from the city

and temple, in the country, where by climbing a lofty rock they

would be inaccessible. lift me #/], in victory, the same antith.

to the previous vbs., as is found in the couplet v.
2
. 6. Now

therefore']) logical sequence and not temporal. He will lift up

mine head above mine enemies], in victory, repeating the previous

vb. in stair-like parall. in accordance with (&, 3, PBV., Pss. 3* no7
,

interpreting it as Hiphil of vb., which is much more probable than

S0f, though sustained by other ancient and modern Vrss. "shall

mine head be lifted up," interpreting it as Qal. round about

me]. The enemies are besieging the city, in accordance with v3
;

so most Vrss. to be preferred to @, interpreting it as vb. "go
about in procession" as 266

, attaching it to the next line, at the

expense of the measure of both lines. And I will sacrifice'} in

the morning hour of worship, as v.
4
*. in His tent], poetic for

temple as v.
5
, including the court of the brazen altar, the place of

sacrifice. Sacrifices of shouting"], sacrifices of peace-offerings in

the form of thank-offerings for the victory granted by Yahweh,
whose chief characteristic was feasting on the flesh of the victims

together with bread and wine in joyful festivity, and therefore ac-

companied with the sacred shout to Yahweh. A later editor, at

the expense of the measure, inserts two vbs. :
" I will sing, yea

I will sing psalms," more appropriate to the folly developed temple
service of later times.

PS. XXVII. B.

Str. L is a syn. tetrastich. 7. The first two lines are composed
of usual phrases, #. 3* 4

s
-*. / call] is attached by MT., @,,3,

and all Vrss,, to the first line, usually as a relative or temporal

clause; but they differ as regards the connection of my voice.

(f, 3f, PBV. make it the object of hear, but AV., RV., and most
moderns attach it to call. The former is required by the measure,
and then it is better to attach call to the second line as the ante-

cedent of the two vbs., and so the first trimeter couplet is simple
and harmonious. 8. To

thee~], emph., referring to Yahweh.
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said my heart], a late expression instead of the usual "in my
heart." We would expect at once what was said. Thy face,

Yahweh, do I seek"], that is, resort to the temple, the place of the

divine presence. This simple trimeter couplet was disturbed by
an early marginal exclamation " seek ye My face." This marginal
exhortation eventually, as in so many other cases, came into the

text at the expense of the rhythm.
Str. II. is a syn. tetrastich. 9. Hide not Thy face], in indif-

ference, not looking at me, ignoring my need of Thee ; ||
abandon

me not \ forsake me not]\ so the intermediate, tttr?i not, as (, 3,

interpreting the verb as Qal. But J^ followed by EVS
. and

most moderns interpret it as Hiphil,
" cast away

" PBV. ;
"
put

away
"
AV., RV. None of these has any sure warrant in Hebrew

usage, and all are against the parall. in anger against me], so

probably in the original. But as often "
Thy servant

"
has been

substituted for " me "
by an editor. This is more natural than

to take " servant
"
as obj. of verb, in accordance with the inter-

pretation rejected above, or " from Thy servant " of (, 3, which

requires the insertion of a preposition in the original text. my
help || my salvation] : the assertion of past experience is the basis

of the plea.

10. WJien my father and my mother have forsaken me], as

PBV., AV. is more probable than "for" B.V., though sustained

by (, 3. It is then the protasis with perfect of vb. This most

naturally is to be referred to a time of religious persecution, such

as the times of Antiochus and the early Maccabees, when families

were divided, and subsequently when parties in Israel became

bitterly antagonistic even in families, an idea hardly suited to the

Ps. in this context. The apodosis is : then will Yahweh take me

u\. This is a late meaning of the Hebrew word. The verse

may be regarded as a pentameter, but more probably is a mere

prose sentence. In either case it does not correspond with the

rhythm of the simple trimeter in which it is embedded, or the

construction of its Strs. This verse is therefore a gloss, not earlier

than the Maccabean period.

Str. III. is composed of two syn. couplets in antith. 11. In

Thy way instruct me]. In 25
s* 12

, this phr. refers to the Deute-

ronornic legislation ; but that does not suit the present context,
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which suggests rather a way of safety from enemies. This is

favoured by the
||
In an even path lead me], a path leading to a

level place, a place upon which one can stand securely. This was

certainly the interpretation of the glossator, who at the expense

of the measure, added from, 5
9

: because of those lying in wait

for me. 12. Give me not over"], taking up the abandonment

of v.9 and putting it in another syn. form. to the greed ~].
The

soul of the adversaries, as the seat of greedy desire, is all greed.

Parallel with this is, he that breathe'th ouf], the greed is expressed

by excited, eager, hot breath. The greed of soul is expressed in

violence of word and deed. The same glossator, probably, as the

one who inserted v.
10

, also inserted between the two lines of the

couplet the words : For false witnesses have risen tip against me,

which suits quite well the situation in the strife of parties in

the Maccabean times.

13-14, An editor, probably earlier than the glossator mentioned

above, possibly the one who combined the prayer with the original

Ps., made that combination more appropriate by summing up the

essential ideas of both parts in these verses.

I believe that I shall look on the good things of Yahweh in the land of the living.

Wait on Yahweh. Be strong and let thy heart take courage.

Pf "unless" followed by EV. is marked in MT. as doubtful by

extraordinary points, and it is not justified by most ancient

Vrss.

13. / believe*^ emphatic present with infin. const, of obj.

that 7 shall look on the good things of Yahweh*], those given by
Yahweh ; which takes the place of the loveliness of Yahweh of

v.
4
as a practical interpretation of it. in the land of the living] :

cf, i42
6
, as distinguished from the realm of the dead, emphasising

continuance of life on the earth. This also generalises the more

specific and devout thought of v.
4
. 14. Wait on Yahweh*], in

faith, confidence, and hope; paraphrased in PBV. "the Lord's

leisure
"

; repeated at the close of the verse for emphasis, probably
added by a much later hand. As the previous line expressed the

confidence of the first Ps. by the perfect of the vb., this line ex-

presses the prayer of the second Ps. by imperatives : Be strong,
intensified in, let thine heart take

courage*], cf. 3I
25

, which is a
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more probable interpretation of the vb., as (, 3, RV., Dr., Kirk,,

al., than PBV. " He shall comfort thine heart," interpreting the

vb. as apodosis of imv. and giving it a causative force.

XXVII. A.

1. *Bhi nw] phr. a.X. sfs. obj. T^N v.f ; JNTJ v.jjfi. n pjr2] phr. a.X.;

J rye n.m. place or ZOAZTO 0/ 7-^/zg?, -wr/fc/j/ .- (i) place, not in f ; but (2) fig.

of God as refuge 2jl 3i
5
37

39
52

9 Is. 25
4 - 4 Na. I 7 Jo. 416

, njni?> '2 Ps. 28s
,

'2 iw 31
s

Is. i;
10

,
'B ^x Ps. 43

2
; (3) fig. of human protection ^pn 'B 6o9 =

io89. 0"n z/. 7s. 2. a-t&a] Qal inf. cstr., a temporal, apod, V?rc pf. past ex-

perience || V?flr|,
i coord. ^] attached to ^, emphasising the sf., was

doubtless original, completing the pentameter. nsn] is a gl.to emphatically
resume the subj. (v.id

3
). 3. DK] protasis of condition, parall. with previous

temporal clause, with apodosis n->\ rwa] gl., either emph., to call atten-

tion to the object of trust ; or in spite oftfiis, even then, as RV., Dr., Kirk., al.

n^a] Qal ptc. (z/. ^) continuous action, with verbal force, and subj. \:K

completing the 1. 4. rn] emph., <?* &&. T^^] Q2-! pf- emph. pres-

ent. nrn&t] emph. object, tkat thing. mm n^aa ^nar] gl. from 23; ^2ff
inf. cstr., c. sf. I s. from a^> without ^

is striking in view of ^ with the subse-

quent infs. The glossator did not assimilate it to the context. ^n ^ir "?r]

gl. from 23
60

. mrn1

?] Qal inf. cstr., obj. of previous vbs. : behold^ usually c.

ace. (v. ri), here more intense with a, look intently, gaze on. tcjri] n.m.

delightfulncsS) loveliness; f of '% in temple here, in His favour 9O
17

, elsw. Zc.

II 7 - 10 Pr. 3
17 1 5

s6 i624. ^aS] is a second inf. Pi. cstr. of J -ipa, Aramaism,
rare in Heb., Lv. I3

86 c. ? seek, lookfor ; Ez. 34
U c. ace. seek flock, to care for

it ; Pr. 2O25 is difficult. Toy renders make inquiry. The proper mng. of the

vb. is improper here. What was he to seek in the temple syn. with gaze ?

J?DB. contemplate suits context, but Toy says there is no authority for such

a rendering. Point it therefore np.a*? in Hie morning, the hour of prayer, as

5* 59
1T 881

*. 5. ^a] is causal and the vbs. are futures. roo] -CD Qr. [-JD]

thicket, covert, lair (v. ic?) not suited to context j better Kt. nrD booth, a

refuge in storm, as iS12. njn D'TO] in the day ofdistress, as 4i
2

(z>. J?/iS).

^5** ippa] phr. a.X., but nrD hiding-place (v. iS13). SHN /?/, for the temple.

ia] (v. /5
s
) not suited to the situation in the courts of the temple, though

Jjj is sustained by ancient Vrss. Rd. "*a in straits. An ancient editor inter-

preted it as is and wrote it fully mx. 6. nnj?j] not temporal, but logical

(v. 2^) . on;] Qal impf. Jg; but 0, S, PBV., an-" Hiph. more prob. in

accord, with previous context, as 3* i io7. ^rna^aD] fg and all Vrss. except

&, U, as i812 79
s

(v. j7). It then has two tones as the complement of the

line. & rd. vb. viaaiD Polel pf. I s. about in procession, as 26* (/. /71*),

and attached it to next vb., which is then interpreted as i consec. impf. j
but

the obj. of vb. in this sense could hardly be missing, and no adjustment of the

measure is practicable. nn3!^3
1
coord., with Qal cohort, expressing resolu-

tion. For na? vb. and noun, v. /, J n
Jp"Vi]

n.f. shout, in ^ (i) religious shout
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in temple, in connection with sacrifices ; so here, 33
3
47

s
Sg

16
; (2) clashing,

of cymbals I5O
5

; cf. vb. yn, v. 4/
13

. The L needs a word to complete its

measure. That is probably mm
1

?. Then rrvtrx and rnDTKi are expansive gls.

XXVII. JB.

7, A new measure, trimeter ; and doubtless another Ps. begins here, which

was pieced on to the previous Ps. ; cf. Pss. 19, 24- ?;?] Qal imv. of peti-

tion, sq. ace. vrip, as i87
5S

18
64

2 H9149
; so , PBV. ^p] does not go with

topK as AV., RV., for this vb. belongs with 1. 2. 'iin "UJni] vbs. in emph.

coordination preceded by i of consequence ; both Qal imvs. c. sf. J s. For

pn v. 4%; n;jr v. f. 8. :] emph. ^ HEN] phr. a.X., elsw. a
1

?^ lo6 - 11 - 13

14! (= 53
2
) 3525 74

s
, 33S3 4

s
; but cf. a

1

? nas 287
. ^s icpa]

2 pi. is striking

here in the midst of 2 sgs. referring to God, and I sg. referring to the poet.

But Vrss. had a different text : ()B tettfri)ffa rb Trp6wn-6v o-ov, so Roman Psal-

ter qxaesivifaciem tuamt rpjs \ncna ; U exqmsivit tefades mta, 3 quaesivit

vutius meus, so S and <g*e.a.T. and 98 other codd., HP. Compl., Theodoret,

^o is-pa. j$ has the shorter text pa MB iirpj and attaches mrr to the next 1.

The latter is tempting, but improbable. All but S agree in this 1., which is

entirely appropriate to context. All but < in the oldest codd. agree in ua iirps

which is best explained in f and then regarded as a marginal pious gl.

0.
rqrjp *^N3 Brr'-'tjt] phr. a.X. and difficult. Vb. Hiph. of J improb. <, U,

3f, take it as Qal, as if with -p:i?2, so Horsley. ^^p is prob. a later substitu-

tion for 13, which is required by rhyme. The vb. is best interpreted as Qal.

\73p emph. (v. 22
30

). nn] aorist of past experience in order to get a

basis for plea. It makes the 1. too long and is gl. ^CforrSN] juss. with neg.,

two tones. J raj, vb. Qal abandon^ elsw. 78
GO

94^. ^ch ^n
1

?^] -v. j^, fuller

for original ^>, as v.1 10. mnvi] emph. ''JaD*?:] Qal impf. t\vx in sense

of Az& /, care for, late (z/. ^). This v. is a general statement, not in

accord with the urgent petition of the psalmist in a real situation of difficulty.

It has five tones and is not in accord with the rhythm. It disturbs the sfacpphi-

cal organisation* It is a generalising gl. to make the Ps. more appropriate
for synagogue worship, when such breaking up of families took place as in

Maccabean times. II. wiJ? m_*o] phr. a.X; for rn v. S9, iicnp vt zd13.

^Jj* ISP^]
* fro j9

, which was in the mind of the copyist. The vbs.

Nrt51*
%
WJ were originally at end of line for rhyme in % characteristic of

tie ft. 12. ] pi. sf. i.p. Rhyme and
|[
nai require sg. \

icfs] real pf.

3 pL & a pers^ elsw. c, hy 27* 54^ (?) 8614 92
12

I24
2
; evidence of another and

later hand. f ^tf-nfl as Ex. 20^ Dt. lo^- is pr. 510 I4
5
| cf. I2n I9

s. 9
(pl^ f

a legal tenn of generalisation ; there is nothing in the rest of the Ps. similar

to it. $ TP n.m. in ^ elsw. phr. t Don nj? 35
11

, as Ex. 23! (E) Dt. 19"; and
of the moon Ps. go88. This clause disturbs the thought and is a gl.

.

m>^] dub.,
-fiDB. adj. f n; o.X. V^1

nty Je. 4
B
i, both dub. ; better n. formed by i from

TOS, which vb. is used in B, Pss. zo5 I28, in the same sense as here. 13.

marked as doubtful in MT. by extraordinary points (v. Intr. 3).
in ^ elsw. ^.n 94" IQ623 119^ I24

1 - 2
, has eavrg = i

1

?, and
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the measure requires another word with the previous clause. K^ is proba-

bly a conflation of two readings, ^ and N^. But the original was doubtless ^
in rhyme, as all other lines of this Ps. The Ps. is complete here. The

remaining lines are liturgical additions. 2^n p^.io] phr. elsw. in 52" 142
Is. 3811 53* Je. ii 19 Ez. 26* 32^3 (+ 5 t. Ez.)~ Jb. 2S*3. 14. njj Pi. imv.

repeated in last clause (v. ^j"
5
), c. ? here, as in 37^ Is, 51*; usually c. ace.,

PSALM XXVIIL, 3 STR. 4
5
.

Ps. 28 is a prayer : (i) expostulating with Yahweh for aban-

doning His people in peril of death, and crying aloud for help, with

hands uplifted towards the holy shrine (v.
1"2

) ; (2) urging that He
discriminate between them and their enemies, visiting the latter

with retribution for their deeds (v.^) ; (3) blessing Yahweh, the

strength and shield, and rejoicing in Him as the refuge for king
and people (v.

6"8
). Glosses give a reason for the imprecation upon

enemies (v.
5
) and a liturgical petition for salvation (v.

9

) .

JJNTO Thee I call, my Rock : be not silent (turning) from me;

Lest, if Thou be still (turning) from me, I be compared to them that go down
to the Pit

Hear the voice of my supplication for grace, while I cry unto Thee for help;
While I lift up my hands, (my God) unto Thy holy Shrine.

)RAG me not away with the wicked, and with workers of trouble;

Who are speaking peace with their neighbours, while wrong is in their minds.

O give them according to their deed, and according to the badness oftheir doings ;

According to the work of their hands, render them their recompense.

gLESSED be Yahweh, because He hath heard the word of my supplication for

grace!

Yahweh, my strength and my shield, in whom my heart doth trust !

And I am helped, and my heart doth exult, therefore with my song will I praise

Him,

Yahweh, the strength (for His people), and the refuge for victorious deeds for

His anointed.

Ps. 28 was in 39. It received two important glosses: (i) v.6, a mosaic

from Is. 5
13 and Je. 24* 4210

45*; (2) v.9, a liturgical addition. The Ps. is a

prayer for help in time of war, closing with a certitude of victory. It resembles

Pss. 20, 21 : irr>irD v.7 = 207 ; T? v.7- 8=2I2* 14
; nijnir* v,7=2i2- 6

; T>t? v.7=2iw.

The lifting up of hands towards the T2n v.2, is similar in situation to the

sacrifices offered in 2O4. The Davidic monarchy was still in existence v.8,

and the temple worship was carried on v.2. The wicked are foreign enemies

who are treacherous, professing peace, but really bent on mischief vA The

situation is one of extreme peril. The nation is in danger of perishing.
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T2 s"i">r v.1 is a phrase, of which no earlier usage can be assigned than Ez.

and the exilic apocalypse Is. 14. The Pit is the Pit of Sheol. We are led to

think, therefore, of the late Babylonian period shortly before the exile. The
-

king was probably Jehoiakim. The wicked nations were probably the Moab-

ites, Ammonites, and Syrians of 2 K. 24
2
.

Str. I. is composed of two stair-like couplets. 1. Unto Thee},

emph. in position, Thee, and no other, defined by my Rock, which

in the earlier literature is a divine name ; but which has become

in the time of composition of this Ps. a concrete expression for

Yahweh as the safe refuge of His people (v. 19" 73
20

92
16

I44
1

),

an idea taken up again in syn. phrases in v.
7"8

. A later editor in-

serted Yahweh, at the expense of the measure. I call~\, em-

phatic present, what is now being done, and not as EVB
.
"
will call

"

future action. be not silent], changed in the syn. line into a

conditional clause, if Thou be still; that is ignoring, neglecting

the prayer, and the serious situation of the people. These verbs

have a pregnant construction in Hebrew involving the insertion

of an appropriate verb turningfrom me. I be compared to~\, not

only become like, resemble, but in the eyes of others, before the

enemies, be compared to the other nations they have conquered
and destroyed. that go down to the Pit]. The Pit is the deep
dark dungeon in Sheol, to which the wicked nations descend,

according to Is. i4
15* 19 Ez. 2620

$z*-
29- 30

, cf. Ps. 7
16

,
and not

another name for Sheol itself. So the people of God would lose

their national existence, just like the other nations destroyed by
the Babylonian empire, unless Yahweh their God saved them.

2. Hear the voice of my supplication for grace"]. The prayer is a

supplication for favour and bestowal of gracious deliverance. It

is aloud, the voice of the petitioners sounding forth in the court of

the temple in plaintive tones ; defined by while I cry unto Thee

for help. These public prayers, recited aloud by priests and

people, doubtless, as always, accompanied the sacrifice of whole

burnt-offerings in the courts, and the burning of incense in the

temple itself. At the same time, the attitude of supplication is ex-

pressed in the gesture, / lift up my hands, the ancient and natural

attitude of invocation and supplication, stretching forth the hands
to call and to receive. So in La. 3

41 " Let us lift up our heart to

our hands unto God in the heavens." The heart goes up to the
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uplifted hands and from them upward to God in heaven. But to

the author of La. there was no temple ; it had been destroyed.

This Ps. was, however, sung in the temple, and the hands were

lifted up towards the place where Yahweh was conceived as

resident. Unto Thy holy Shrine'], the Debir, the throne room,

otherwise called the Holy of Holies of the temple. The measure

requires the insertion of My God, which was omitted by copy-
ist's mistake, due to the similarity of the Hebrew word with the

preposition that follows.

Str. II. is composed of a synth. couplet and one of introverted

parallel. 3. Drag me not away"]. The petition for discrimination

between the people of Yahweh and the nations that have perished,

or are ready to perish, at the hands of the Babylonian empire, now

passes over into a plea for discrimination between them and the

minor surrounding nations, who are in similar peril, lest they be

involved in the common ruin. Israel would not be dragged along
and away as captives with them. with the wicked']. These are,

as frequently in the preexilic Pss., wicked nations
||
workers of

trouble, the trouble, mischief, injury that they were doing to the

people of God in their extremity. They are also treacherous,

speaking peace with their neighbours]. They pretended to be

friendly and in alliance against a common foe ; but in reality they

were hostile, ready to betray Israel on the first opportunity.

wrong is in their minds], their real intent was to take advantage

of the troubles of Israel, to unite with their enemies and prey

upon them. This is exactly what Moab and Ammon, the Syrians

and Edomites, did, according to 2 K. 24- ; cf. also Ez. 25 for the

prophet's denunciation of them. 4. O give them \ render them

their recompense"], an imprecation, in introverted parallel., not upon

individuals, but upon the treacherous, cruel, neighbouring nations,

calling upon Yahweh to give them exact retribution. according

to their deed \ the badness of their doings |j
the work of their hands'],

the treachery of which they have been guilty and the trouble which

they have wrought upon His people. A later editor feels con-

strained to add a reason for this imprecation, which was evident

enough to the author of the Ps. in the historical situation in which

he wrote, but not so evident in late^ times : 5. Because they

regard not the works of Yahweh, nor the operation of His hands,
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He breaketh them down and buildeth them not again}. The first

of these clauses is a free citation from Is. 5
13

, contrasting the work

of Yahweh's hands with the work of the hands of the wicked

nations, and His work with their work j
with the implication that,

if they had paid attention to His work they would not have done

their work, and because of this neglect, retribution comes upon

them. The second clause is a free citation of a favourite expres-

sion of Je. 24* 42
10
45

4
. Yahweh will break them down, destroy

their national existence, and not build them up again ; their ruin

will be complete and final.

Str. III. is a tetrastich with introverted parallel. It expresses

certitude that the previous petition has been granted, and that by

using again the exact words of v.
20

. This certitude was probably

due, as in Ps. 20, to some external evidence, given either by a

prophetic utterance, or by some sign of the acceptance of the

sacrifice; and so the Ps. changes its entire tone to a bless-

ing. 6-7. Blessed be Yahweh}. Such benedictions subsequently

became the ritual conclusion of every Ps. or liturgical selection

(v. Intr., 40). Yahweh is repeated for emphasis in the second

line in order to attach to Him, in apposition, the attributes

already involved in
"
my Rock "

v.
1
, namely, my strength and my

shield. This phrase, only found here, combines the usual concep-
tions that Yahweh is the source of strength to His people (v. 2 1

1

46* 84
6
), and that He is the shield, interposing between them and

their enemies (as 3* 7
U i83

). in whom my heart doth trust}.

The calm confidence to which the psalmist has now come, is in

striking antithesis to the expostulation for neglect and the cry for

help with which it begins, And 2 am helped'}, the help has been

given and is now enjoyed, and as a necessary consequence, my
heart doth exult}. The trust of the heart has passed over into

exultation, and the vow, with my song will I praise Him'}, the

song of thanksgiving which is to accompany a thank-offering for

the victory over enemies, now regarded as certain. The whole is

summed up in the common experience of king and people.
8. Yahweh}, in apposition with the object of the previous verb,
and not an independent clause ; and therefore having in apposi-

tion, as v.
7
, and not as predicates, the strength, as v.

7
, explained

more fully as the refuge. victorious deeds'}, from whom deeds
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of victory come as a gift, as in 2i 2
. for His people], the nation,

as ( but f^, by -error, has "
for them," which must have the

same interpretation, although there is nothing to which the 3d

plural refers. for His anointed], their king, anointed by Yah-

weh over His people, and so His representative, belonging to

Him as His own.

9. When the Ps. was adapted for public worship, probably -in

the final Psalter, a liturgical addition was made in order to gen-
eralise this warlike situation. This is a tetrameter couplet.

O save], in the later situation more probable than "
give victory/

1

which would be necessary in accordance with v.
s
if original to the

Psalm. But then we miss the reference to "Thine anointed,"

which would be expected rather than "Thy people," as in v.
8

;

||
thine inheritance, which also must refer to the people, conceived

as the special divine possession. The absence of reference to the

king here can hardly be explained otherwise than that this couplet

was appended when Israel had been so long without a king that

it was not natural to think of him any more. And be Thou shep-

herd], and as a shepherd lifts up and carries in his bosom the

lambs of the flock, carry them forever. The author probably had

in mind Yahweh the shepherd of Is. 4O
U

.

1. rrni] makes 1. too long, and is a gl. nw] for Yahweh, as Jr82 ; in early

literature as name, later as archaism, fig. of"* as refuge, v. I9
15 j^ 92

16
I44

1
.

<5, 1?, as usual, 6 Beos fju>vf Deus meus. tr^nn SK] Qal juss. 2 m., with neg.

J [unn] vb. tQal be silent: (i) alw. of God keeping silence or neglecting

prayer 35
s2

so
3
8s

2
109*, c. SN 39

18
, p 281 ; (2) subj. DWK Mi. 7

16
(be deaf).

Hiph. keep silence, neglecting evil Ps. fo
21 Hb. I13 Is. 42**, neglecting repent-

ance Ps. 32
3
. vjpa] is pregnant, turning from me, cf. 22s2 43

1
. '"ijrnri]

final clause. J [ntfn] vb. Qal be silent, inactive, still, of Yahweh jsS1 ; of

waves lo;
29

. Hiph. exhibit silence^ be silent 39
3

,
uias preg. away from good.

vi^cfBjV] i consec., Niph. pf. I sg., conj. introducing the apod, of the condi-

tional clause, f VET: vb. represent, be like, in ^ only Niph. be like, similar,

be compared; c, DJ7 28* = I43
7
, c. r 4913* 21

;
cf. c.

U N Is. I4
10

; elsw. Hiph.
Is. 46

5
; Hithp. c. 3 Jb. 3O

19
. 2. ^.unn VY] phr., elsw. ^ v.6 3128 866

1302

I40
7
, cf. H61

. $ [pinn] n.[m.] only pi. abstr., supplication for favour, alw.

in ^ to God; elsw. I43
1

; alw. ^uqn, except 866
ryuijnn. ^]tfa]

H. inf.

cstr. sf., c. 3 temporal (v. 5s
). ^ ^^4?] iaf- cstr., a temporal, cf. for this

gesture 6$
5 La, 219 ; cf. also h* TB: KfcM Pss. 25! 864 I43

8
. J n'?l] n -m- fche

hindmost room of the temple I K. 65"81 ; the earlier name for o^ahpn tf-p,

only here in ^, translated <7rflr/<f, AV., RV^ after S, Aq., S, on the incorrect
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theory that it was derived from 12- speak. "Chancel," Dr., is tempting, but

does not really correspond with the mng. of the word. <5 ek vabv ayi6v <rov,

cf. PBV., is correct, distinguishing the va6$ as the inner sanctuary, the shrine,

from the iep&v, the temple as a whole. T^C] might be interpreted of the

larger sanctuary, as in 74*; but better, as in 5
s
, as attribute of the T3i.

The 1. is defective; prob. add v?tf omitted because of similarity to SK.

3. WS.I-'N] Qal juss., c. neg. -jr2 (v. /o5) drag along and away. We must

give these two words, though connected by Makkeph, two beats. < sub-

stitutes for sf. TTJV $vxfy /">u which is more prob., for then "jirarr^N would

have but one tone and ^tffij the other. ^aY] Qal. ptc. pi. cstr., verbal force,

rel. clause, c. 2, usage of JED and earlier writers; P and later writers prefer

rx 121. t 8
*^?]

n 'm- : C 1 ) soundness, health 38*; (2) welfare, prosperity

73
3 I22*5 - 7 - 8

; f O'SP 3"1 37
11

727 J (3) **/, peacefulness, tranquillity, security

49 37
37

; (4) peace, friendship, alliance, between men, >D^r trsN man of my
friendship 4i

10
,

cf. Je. 2O10 38* Ob. 7, vrw (|| rsna) Ps. 55*, cf. f 69**,

D; -r iai^ 35
20

Je. g
7

,
'u tfpa Ps. 34

16
, |) npix 72

s
; (5) peace with God in

establishment of covenant relations (common in Je., Ez., Is.2, P) 29
11
35^

85*-
u

, cf. Is. 54
1S 6o17 ; invoked upon Jerusalem V?

fv Pss. I25
5 I286

,
21 'u

iigitf; (6) ^tffl from war (freq. in hist, and prophet, bks.) 55
19

I47
14

,

antith. nrrrj's I2O0>
". oaa^a] long form (y. f), cf. with u 1

? v.7 short form

used twice, is dub.; prob. due to dittog. of 2. 4. on^'p]. The Makkeph
reduces the tones of the L to four. This is impossible. We would natur-

ally expect here cohort, run, as 69^ 8616
. But the txt. must have been

changed at an early date, for the same phr. has been inserted by copyist's

error in next 1. at the expense of the measure. For pj in the sense of requite

v. iQ^. p] a.X. ^, but in this phr. found also in Dt 2820 Is. I 16 Je. 4* + 6 1.

Ho. 9
15

, cf. i S. 25
3
, evil, badness, for njn vA on^^t] P1 - cstr- sf- 3 P 1*

+ (
s
^tr) n-1^ ^fl?.' (i) of God 77

12
7$

7
; (2) wanton deeds of men ^<?^

IO5'29.
39 an(j passages given above in other Liter. on> ntr^n] of God, as v.5,

92
s in 7

I43
5
, v. 8&; of men, as here, go17

115* J35
15

. J SIDJ] n.m. : (i) r^-

^Va:/, recompense 28$ 94
2
I37

8
; (2) benefit from God IO3

3
, . vb. ^DJ (T

5
).

5.
tra^] prob. Hiph., as 33

15
, where ^x is used. Qal in ^ alw. c. ace. or "?,

although Qal form is the same and the mng. essentially the same. riSps] pi.

cstr. of nS?u (v. 77^) afe^ ^ Yahweh, change from hya of v.4. The use of

this word together with y>i> nlrgn shows an intentional antith. between human
deeds and divine deeds. The sentence resembles Is. 5

12
, and is a loose cita-

tion from it.
a^a: xS] ODin;] /cafleXers, olKoSo^a-ei^ F, S destrues, aedificalis.

Possibly an older txt had ptc,, as Je. 45*. This clause is free citation from

Je. 24
s
4210

45*. The v. has most naturally a sentence of 4 -1- 3 tones from
Is. 5

12
, and a sentence of 3 tones from Je. The first sentence is too long, the

second too short, and they cannot be properly arranged in accordance with
the measure of the Ps They are glosses, so Che. 7. "ci M-] phr. a.X., but

r? as strength of Yahweh bestowed for the defence of His
T

people also 46s 848
(v. 83). u] defines rel. clause with rel. omitted. frgi] i consec., Qal
impf., result of previous pf. f r^ vb. exult, only Qal, "alw. abs. 28? 6o8
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(=io88
) 685 94

3
96*2 149^, elsw. Is. 23^ Je. u 15" 5O

11
5I

39 28. i20

Zp. s
14 Hb. 3

18 Pr. 23
16

. Here subj. 2s as seat of emotions, cf./ 13*. ^/rr-t]
/z^ wy J0#-, ^. Intr. 24. li^ns] strong form of Hiph. impf. I sg., c.

strong sf. 3 sg. (z>. GesJ^*- 7
). TIT

(s-. Intr. 39) expressing resolution,

future purpose of praise. < has a variant txt. here: Kal dve6a\ev TJ <rdp

/wu teal K 0e\77/iaT6s pov ^ofio\oy^<rofML aur<, so IT. S agrees with in

the first clause, but with J and other Vrss. in the second. had ^'?z or

nxsr for n^rc, and prob. os was transposed with it, and possibly q
sn was read

for T^. 8. ^'r?] <S, 5, U have in;% so Horsley, Jebb, Dathe, Koster, Che.,

Ba., al.; more prob., espec. in view of the use of sjr in v.& and its parall with

in^TO, so mentioning both king and people. Kin] emph., at end of L, Str.,

and Ps., is unnecessary, and as it makes L too long, it is doubtless a gl.

PSALM XXIX., 5 STR. 4
4

.

Ps. 29 is a hymn, describing the advent of Yahweh in a storm.

(1) The angels worship Yahweh in the heavenly temple (v.
1'2

);

(2) the thunder of Yahweh's voice is a great power (a) on the

waters (v.
3"4

) ; (b) upon Lebanon and its cedars (v.
5
^) ; (c) upon

the wilderness and its forests (v.
8"9

) ; (3) Yahweh, enthroned

over the Flood, reigns forever and bestows blessings on His

people (v.
10-11

).

ASCRIBE to Yahweh, ye sons of gods,

Ascribe to Yahweh glory and strength ;

Ascribe to Yahweh the glory of His name ;

Render worship to Yahweh in holy ornaments.

"THE voice of Yahweh is upon the waters,

(The voice of) Yahweh is upon great waters ;

The voice of Yahweh is in power,

The voice of Yahweh is in majesty.

HTHE voice of Yahweh breaketh cedars,

Yahweh breaketh in pieces the cedars of Lebanon.

And He maketh Lebanon skip like a calf,

Sirion like a young yore-ox.

*T*HE voice of Yahweh whirleth the wilderness about,

Yahweh whirleth about the wilderness of Kadesh.

The voice of Yahweh whirleth about the (terebinths) ,

(The voice of Yahweh) strippeth bare the forests.

YAHWEH sat enthroned (over) the Flood,

Yahweh (will sit) enthroned forever ;

Yahweh giveth strength to His people,

Yahweh blesseth His people with peace.
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Ps. 29 was in 13 and fE (v. Intr. 27, 31). In < a liturgical as-

signment appears QoSiov a-KTjvrjs, the r-ii7, coming in the Jewish year the

next day after the seventh day of Tabernacles, so Bar Hebraeus. But the

earliest Palestinian tradition knows nothing of this. Sofrtm, c. 18, 3, assigns

it to Pentecost. The Ps. for the PTS; is 65 (i\ De., Psaltnen, pp. 266-267)

The advent of Yahweh in a storm may be compared with iS8s<i-, The D^N ija

angels, v.1 = $9
7
,

cf. Jh. 3S
7
, implies the influence of Persian angelology.

rt.i r-'-'n v. 3
,
the holy ornament, or vestment of angelic priests, implies a fully

developed priesthood as expressed in P. The use of S3a v.10 for the ancient

Hood is also in accordance with P. V. 1'2 are cited in 96
7~9a

except that

a*sy rviflS": is used for a^&s ^2, an intentional change, Ps. 29 must be

earlier than this royal Ps,, which is used in I Ch. 16238*. The Ps. seems to

belong to the Persian period subsequent to Nehemiah.

Str. I. The paralL of this tetrastich is stairlike ; though syn. in

the main, each line gives an additional idea. 1-2. Astride to

Yahweh], thrice repeated; the recognition of Yahweh and the

giving utterance to this recognition in worship. Render wor-

ship] expressed usually by bowing down or prostration. ye sons

of gods], a term for angels as belonging to the class of divine

beings \
and yet in Hebrew conception the servants and wor-

shippers of Yahweh, cf. Ps. Sp
7
Jb. 38

7
. That which is ascribed

is glory and strength, the former intensified in the next line, the

glory of His name], manifested in His revelation of Himself in

His name, or that which is made known and is known of Him.
The latter is the theme of praise as 83

,
and so in @ conceived as

the praise itself. in holy ornaments']. The angels are conceived

after the manner of ministering priests in the earthly temple as

clothed in sacred vestments.

Three tetrastichs describe the voice of Yahweh, the thunder-

storm, in its effects upon nature, upon the sea, the mountains, and

the wilderness. Str. II. The thunder-storm is first described on
the sea. 3-4. The voice of Yahweh], eight times repeated in the

original, but omitted by copyists in v.
30

, v.
9
*, inserted in gloss v.

7
,

leaving seven times, the symbolical holy number. In accordance

with ancient conceptions the thunder is the voice of God. Yahweh
descends in theophany to earth, in a storm, either for vengeance

upon His enemies or for the deliverance of His people, v. i88
"*.

upon the waters
\\ upon great waters], in accordance with usage

of the phrase, the waters of the Mediterranean Sea
; producing, as
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is suggested, by in power \ in majesty , powerful, majestic waves,

cf. 93
4
. An ancient scribe inserted an explanatory gloss in different

measure : "The God of glory thundered," which destroys the sym-

metry of the Str. Str. III. 5-6. The thunder-storm is next de-

scribed in the mountains, breaketJi], is intensified into, breaketh

in pieces the cedars] } intensified into cedars of Lebanon, the giant

trees growing in that region, famed in antiquity. The storm is

of such extreme violence that it breaks off the limbs, breaks

down the trees themselves and breaks them in pieces. He
maketh to skip'], implying an earthquake accompanying the storm,

as i88sq *

U4*"
6
as usual in connection with theophanies. It shakes

the mountains on which the cedars grew, pf, &, and all Vrss.

make the obj. them refer to cedars, which would not be harmonious

with breaking them in pieces. The suffix is therefore a copyist's

error. Lebanon is the object in this line, as Sirion in the next.

Lebano7i\i the range of mountains along the coast dividing Syria

from Phoenicia. Sirio?i] 3 the Phoenician name for Mt. Hermon,
the giant of the parallel range of Anti-Lebanon, as Dt. 3

9
. These

great mountain ranges skip and dance about under the power of

the earthquake ;
like a calf ||

a youngyore-ox], leaping and danc-

ing about when they are excited.

7. The voice of Yahweh divideth theflames offire^ so (, U, 3,

PBV., AV., referring doubtless to the forked lightning; but J,
followed by RVm., has

" heweth out," which is difficult to under-

stand and is probably erroneous. This line, in any case, inter-

rupts the thought, is isolated, having no place in the strophical

organisation of the Ps., and is a gloss.

Str. IV. 8-9&. The author now turns to the wilderness to

describe the storm there. whirleth about\, thrice repeated, an

appropriate term for the whirling effect of a severe storm ; so @.

3 takes the alternate meaning of the vb. " make writhe," in pangs,

especially of childbirth, so Dr. for the three. It is improbable that

the meaning would change. The difficulty is in the Hebrew word

rendered "
hinds," which seems to favour the latter rendering, the

thought being that the storm so frightens them that it brings a

premature delivery. But it is difficult to see why hinds should be

mentioned rather than other animals, or why they should be men-

tioned alone, when this Ps. is so striking in the use of parallelism.
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It seems better therefore to read by a different interpretation of

the same original form, terebinths, and so
||
with forests ; the

former being the great trees characteristic of this region. This

makes the entire Str. simple and harmonious. The power of the

storm is emphasised in whirling them about. strippeth bare},

the leaves, boughs, and probably also barks of trees. the wilder-

ness}, as we would suppose from the antith. to Lebanon would

be in the South, the wilderness of the wanderings, when Israel

came up out of Egypt ;
more specifically Kadesh, that part of

the wilderness which centres in the ancient sacred place, where

Israel sojourned a long time prior to their entrance into the Holy

Land, elsewhere known as Kadesh Barnea.

9c. A copyist introduced a line, taking up in part the ideas

of the first Str. : and in His temple, probably referring to the

heavenly temple, although this is not certain ; especially as all of

them, %%, all (, 3, seems to refer to the angels, and saith glory

is a repetition of v.
15"2

*. But the difficulty which then arises is,

that this line comes in here without any apparent propriety. It

has no manner of connection with the twelve previous lines, mak-

ing three tetrastichs, and none with the tetrastich that follows.

The original author, if he wished to introduce that thought, would

have used a tetrastich for that purpose. It is evidently a litur-

gical gloss, and in that case may refer to the earthly temple.

Doubtless the thought is an appropriate one, if it were expressed
in the style and method of the author of the Ps. As Umbreit

says,
" Whilst we still hear the voice of the Lord in the rushing

of the storm through the forests stripped of their leaves, the poet
snatches us away at once from the tumult of earth, and places us

amid the choirs of the heavenly temple, which above, in a holy

silence, sing glory and praise to the Eternal." But the difficulty

is that this idea is not clearly brought out, and the single line

tacked on here is too indefinite to give such a grand conception.
Str. V. 10-11 describes Yahweh on His throne bestowing

strength and blessing on His people in a stairlike tetrastich.

Yakweh~\ is repeated four times, once in each line, in accordance
with the style of the Ps. sat enthroned'], historical aorist. over

the Flood'}, so by an easy emendation of a separable preposition
for an inseparable one, regaining thereby the lost tone for the
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measure. The inseparable preposition might be rendered, "at

the Flood " RY. ; but <, 3, give it a local sense which is more

probable. will sit enthroned^ future, in accordance with <, 3,

which is more probable than J^ with i consec., making the second

use of the vb. of the same tense as the first, which can hardly be

reconciled with forever. There is indeed an antith. between His

reigning in the past, at the time of the greatest of all traditional

storms, the Flood, directing and controlling it, as He did the

storm described above, and His perpetual reign in the future.

The reign of Yahweh is here conceived of as on earth, and so we
have an antistrophe to v.1

'2
,
the worship in the heavenly temple.

Accordingly as the King of Israel, He giveth to His people \
blesseth

them with the gifts of strength and peace. The storm has passed

away and the last word of the Ps. is peace. "The beginning
of the Psalm shows us the heavens open and the throne of God in

the midst of the angelic songs of praise, and the close of the

Psalm shows us on earth, in the midst of the angry voice of Yah-

weh shaking all things, His people victorious and blessed with

peace. Gloria in excelsis is the beginning, and pace in terris

the end." De.

1. lan] Qal. imv. J am vb. Qal: (i) give; c. ace. kelp, c. ^
pers. 6ow =

io813
; (2) ascribe glory; so here and v.2, elsw. 96

7 - 7 - 8 = I Ch. I628 - 28- 29
;

cf. S
\J Dt. 32

s
. a^K ] as 89

7
(. Intr. 36) = a^rV?K i

angels. ?, 3,

adferte filios arietum, B-^K ^3. has conflation of both readings. ijr]

<S TW/JV, cf. 88. 2. ictr Tar] as 662 79 96
s
. trip rn-ina] rn-in cstn of

J [n!!il] a-f- (0 adornment: c. irip always in connection with worship, elsw.

96
9 = I Ch. 1 6s9 2 Ch. 2021 ; cf. trip mn Ps. no8

. Cf. -nn v.*, as qualifying

the thunder (v.86}. (5 has tf"tp nnxna, in the sacred courts, i.e+ of the temple

(cf. @ of 96
9
). Ps. 96

7'90 is the same as 29
1'2

, except that B^D? rnrrfltr:: takes

the place of D^K ya, and a line is inserted 96s5 . It should be said that rnsn

is more suited to $6
9
, and there is no more impropriety in thinking of the courts

of the heavenly temple, where angels worship, than of the heavenly temple

itself. At the same time there is no usage to justify it 2 Ch. 2O21 justifies

|, and as the more difficult reading it is to be preferred. 3-4. aw"*??]

||
aw a^ *??; rd. for ^, ty to get the fourth beat, and prefix Sip to mn). in

v.80 as in **. Then rd. ro 'isa for n:o, and mn IDS for -nna, as in v.e. S

a^nn tiaan is a gl. explaining mm Vip. 5. -air] Qal ptc. of continuous ac-

tion, breakeih in pieces, possibly should be imp, repeated in v.w ; but not

l consec. impf. after ptc. or impf., which would make an emph. change of

tense difficult to explain; rather simple i with impf. nSi ^n] phr.
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I04
36

-f , cf. 92
13

;
\v vw So11. J pja^ n. pr., mountain range extending along

the coast of Syria; elsw. v.6
, 72

16
. 6. c-^p-n] not i consec., but ) coord.;

c. Hiph. impf. of ^n with sf. 3 pi. referring to trees ; so fg, attaching fus
1*

to next 1., but @, U, make 71:2'? second objeet of vb. mtulum Ltbatti. The

sf. was prob. due to disarrangement, and should be regarded as gl. J "^ Qa*

j^, of mountains 1 14
4 - G

. Hiph. only here. iss] is a separate word ; if it

had been meant to be attached, we should have had ^Jp. % pnir] n.pr.,

name of Hermon among the Sidonians ; cf. Dt. 3. a^ssn p] young of the

yore-oxen, DS*- (v. 22}. 7. This v. stands so by itself that it is prob. a gl.

of addition. asn] after "isir (v.
5
) is become ptc. } 2ipn vb. Qal hew out

stone esp., metaph. hew in pieces Ho. 65 ; here rx nan 1

? dub. because it is

difficult to get divide, cleave from hew out, and there is no justification in

usage. Che., Du., think we must emend the text by inserting the word rocks

and making two lines here, the flames of fire, the lightning, being the instru-

ment of the cleaving of the rocks. But the effect of lightning upon rocks is

not that of hewing out. <, 17, %, J$, prob. rd. nn dividing, but this is not

a good idea. Better originally B>N man 1

? vin. This a natural gl. as i815 Hb.

3". ITN man 1

-*]
for lightning, also man 1

* rx IO5
32

; cf. La. 2s. Jnan
1

? n.f.

flame; elsw. ^ S3
15 K>618

. 8. ^rrj Hiph. impf. jSin Qal, (i) whirl, dance,

96^ II4
7

; (2) AtoNf, writfie, as in anguish 55
5
77

17
97*. Polel, (i) dance 87

7
;

(2) writhe, bring to birth, go
2

; (3) a',z>/ #&?/// 29. (4) Polal, be broughtforth,

5I
T
. Hiph. whirl about 2<fi-

8
. 3 in v.8 partttrire faciens, so Dr., and in v. 9 ob-

stefricans ; & in v.8 <rvv<reiovTos and in v.9 /caraprifou^ou, z<2^ & whirl about,

suited to the wilderness. $ unpj n. pr. only here in ^, the Kadesh of the

wilderness of wandering. 9. S^n>] is taken by as ptc. Ka.Taprt^ofj^vovt as

if f:p; but it is Polel impf. in the mng. whirl about, as above. m^] v. i834,
so @ X*ovs, 3 cervas ; but this not suited to the context. Therefore rd.

pV? terebinths, Lowth., Horsley, Seeker, Venema, Dy., Che., al. (|| n^y for-

ests); elsw. alw. single tree. 1c*tT]] the i cannot be i consec., but conj. It

was, however, a gl., for mni Vip must be prefixed for measure. $ rjrn vb. Qal,

strip, make bare, only here in ^; cf. Jo. i 7 of locusts. rVnjp] elsw. pi.
=

Dny\ Jnr n,m. (i) wood, forest, wooded height ; prob. 72
16

; (2) as hiding-

place for wild beasts 5O
10 So14 1042 ; (3) as stripped by thunderstorm 2$,

in metaph, of Yahweh's judgments S3
15

; (4) trees offorest "i^ ^y fig. as sing-

ing before Yahweh 96
12 = I Ch. I638 Is. 44s8 ; -\y> inc Ps. I32

6 seems to be

n.pr. = 3">]ry nnp. ^s^nai] used sometimes of heavenly temple, sometimes
of temple in Jerusalem; if the former here, a return to v.1 ; if the latter, a

general statement not congruous to the context, and so a gl. iVr] irds ns,
rd. prob. -ictf

1
' Sa for 1123 ^DN iS: as in v.2. 10. 2t ^^c 1

:] as^ NosS 9
5
, j^V

enthroned; but vb. usually c. ace. or V)?. But another word is needed here.

Du. -S ^r, but ^7 is sufficient. { Stop elsw, only of the deluge Gn. 617 7
6 +

9ii+ I0i.82 n io
fpj. therefore prob. so here. ^DB regards the etymology

as dub. The historic reference to the deluge is suited to a thunderstorm,
and is antithet. with D

1

?^. 3|p] i consec., Qal impf. of 2t^; it is improb-
able that this refers to past also. Point i conj. and future as <@f, 5, Che., 2t].
It is prob. that the order was, as in the other lines, aen mn\
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PSALM XXX., 4 STR. 4
4
.

Ps. 30 is a thanksgiving: (i) exalting Yahweh for raising

up the nation from death (v.
2- 4

) ; (2) contrasting the momen-

tary anger of Yahweh with the lifetime of his favour (v.
6- 8

);

(3) giving the plea that had been made for deliverance (v.
9"11

) ;

in order to the climax
; (4) the contrast of the previous mourn-

ing with the present gladness expressed in festal dances and

songs of thanksgiving (v.
12-13

). The glosses (v.
35- 7

) adapt the

Ps. to more general use.

J EXALT Thee, Yahweh, for Thou hast drawn me up;
And hast not let mine enemies be glad, even mine.

Yahweh, out of Sheol, Thou hast brought me up,

From among them that go down to the Pit, Thou hast quickened me.

^ MOMENT (passeth) manger; a lifetime in favour;
At even weeping cometh in to lodge; but in the morning a shout of joy.

In favour Thou didst cause (mine honour) to stand firm in strength ;

Didst Thou hide Thy face, I became dismayed.

TJNTO Thee I was crying, and unto (my God) I was making supplication for favour :

" What profit is there in my blood, when I go down to the Pit?

Will the dust praise Thee, declare Thy faithfulness?

Hear and be gracious, become helper to me."

*"rHOU hast turned my mourning into dancing for me,

Thou didst loose my sackcloth and gird me with gladness ;

That my glory might make melody to Thee and not be still

Yahweh, my God, forever will I give thanks to Thee.

Ps. 30 was in B and later in fH (v. Intr. 27, 31). A liturgical assign-

ment appears in man najn Ttf. It is evident that this cannot refer to the

house of David, 2 S. 5
U

, as (fl
5- rou AaueS (but r < Aaue5 x ' A. s

rrj j

the texts of 3 also differ); or to the site of the temple, I Ch. 2i26s* 221
,

whether the temple of Solomon, or the second temple, Ezr. 616, even if the

composition of the Ps. could be put so early; but it is a liturgical assignment

to the Feast of Dedication, instituted by Judas Maccabaeus 165 B.C. to com-

memorate the purification of the temple after its desecration by Antiochus

Epiphanes, I Mac. 452 ! 2 Mac. lo1 *%-, mentioned as observed Jn. ic*52. This

is indeed the liturgical use of the Ps. according to Sopherim, c. 18, 2

(v. Intr. 39). has also ei's rb T\OS = ns^ (but not in <g^ A - T
). Such

an insertion would be more difficult than its omission by scribal error. It is

indeed the kind of Ps. we should expect to be taken up into BE (v. Intr.

33) The Ps. is exceedingly poetic in conception and also in form, after

the glosses have been removed, It is artistic, arranged on the scheme of

5
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four tones, four lines, and four strophes. The glosses v.3
"

7 make it more

appropriate for liturgical use. The Ps. is national and not individual. The

use of TO T" v.4, and rntr TV v.10 ,
is not earlier than Ez., referring to the

resurrection of the nation from the death of the Exile. V.8 resembles iS 34
;

v.10, Is. 38
18

, cf. Ps. 66 ; maa, v.13=^'a:, characteristic of Pss. 7
6 16 5;

9 io8'2,

all 33. V.S6 =I0429
. V.56 =97125

;
but the latter is probably original, this

v. in our Ps. being a gl. It is probable that v.6* depends upon Is. 54
7~8

;

and v. 12 upon Je. 31
10

; and therefore the Ps. must belong to the Restoration;

then not to the earlier days of distress and trial from enemies, but to the

more prosperous times subsequent to Nehemiah, when the nation had revived

and its perils were past.

Str. I. is a tetrastich, syn. in the first, third, and fourth lines ;

but the second line is synth. to them all. 2-4. I exalt Thee,

YahweJi}, cf. Ex. i5
21

Ps. 34
3
, in thanksgiving and praise; re-

sumed in v.
13

, the last word of the Ps. "I will give thanks to

Thee," thus enclosing the whole Ps. within this resolution, making
it a song of thanksgiving. for TJwu hast drawn me up], from

what, is not mentioned here, so that some think of a cistern, or

pit, in accordance with Je. 38
6"13

, misled by the gloss v.
3
, which

separates v.
2 from its syn. v.

4
, where this clause is taken up and

defined in the clause : out of Sheol Thou hast brought me up;
the conception being not of peril of death to the individual or

nation, from which Yahweh had delivered him
;
but of real death,

the nation having in fact suffered death in its exile and gone
down into Sheol, the abode of the nations destroyed by their

conquerors, in accordance with the conception of Ez. 37. This

is also sustained by the constant usage of the phrase : them

that go down to the Pit}, referring to conquered nations de-

scending to the Pit in Sheol, under the wrath of God against
them as His enemies and the enemies of His people. And

accordingly we must render the parallel Hebrew word, not "
kept

me alive
" EV8

., but quickened, restored to life, revived ; referring
to the nation in exile, already dead in Sheol. This Str. has an
unusual kind of parall., in th,at the two lines of v.

4 are syn. with

v.
2* whereas v.

25
is synth. not only to v.

20 but also to v.
4
as well.

And hast not let mine enemies be glad], because of the final

overthrow and death of the Jewish people. even mine'}, empha-
sising the enemies as personal enemies to the nation. " Over me,"
EV8

., is indeed implied in the sentence, but is not expressed, and
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certainly is not a proper translation of the original, which I have

rendered as above.

3. Yahweh, my God, I cried unto Thee for help, and Thou

didst heal me"]. This is a pentameter line in the midst of tetram-

eters, and is difficult to adjust to the other lines in any scheme of

parall. It mars the beauty of the paralL as stated above. It adds

a line to a Str. already complete without it. It interrupts the

harmony of the thanksgiving and is doubtless a gloss. It reminds

us of 63
Is. 38

9-20
, both of which were probably in the mind of the

editor, who conceived that a petition introduced here would be

more suited for public prayer.

5. This verse is a trimeter couplet, a call to the pious to make

melody in temple worship.

Make melody to Yahweh, ye pious,

And give thanks in a sacred commemoration of Him.

It is an anticipation of v.
13

, and the second line probably a cita-

tion from 97
12

*. in a sacred commemoration]. This is more in

accordance with Hebrew usage than " remembrance of His holi-

ness," PBV., AV., although favoured by @, 3. This couplet is a

liturgical addition, disturbing the order of thought, the measure

and the strophical organisation.

Str. II. is composed of two couplets, the first syn., the second

antith., but so that the antith. really extends to that which is

already given in the antith. halves of the two syn. lines of the

previous couplet. 6. A moment], a single moment of time, the

briefest time that is known to usage. (passeth) in anger]. So

brief is Yahweh's anger against His people ; antith. with a lifetime,

a long life in favour], so long does His favour towards them last.

All this is relative and may be compared to Ps. 90*, where God's

measurement of time is so different from that of men. It is a

nation's experience the psalmist has in mind, doubtless that given

in Is. 54
7~8

, where the prophet describes Yahweh's dealings with

Zion (v.

For a small moment have I forsaken thee : but with great compassion will I

gather thee.

In a gush of wrath I hid my face from thee for a moment;
But with everlasting kindness I have compassion on thee, saith Yahweh thy

Redeemer.
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Weeping], personified as a traveller, a messenger from Yah-

weh, parallel with anger, cometh in to lodge as a guest to pass the

night, when the day is over, at even ; but another traveller is also

on the way from Yahweh as a messenger of favour. He comes

with the break of day, in the morning. He is a shout ofjoy, and

this guest comes to stay. The last antithesis is taken up first in

its application to the salvation of the nation. 8. In favour],

the favour of Yahweh extended to the nation through its long

history prior to the Exile. Thou didst cause to standfirm]. As

Ps. i834 king David on the high places of the battle-field, so here

the nation. ?nine honour], as (, 3J, S. The honour of the

nation was in peril through the attacks of the enemy. Yahweh

had restored that honour by bringing them back from exile, and

had made it to stand firm against repeated assaults. in strength],

adverbial accusative intensifying the idea of the vb. ;
so as to re-

sist all enemies. AV., RV., attach strength to the " mountain "
in

the rendering
" made my mountain to stand strong," as essentially

3, PBV. ; similarly
"
established strength for my mountain "

Dr.

"Perhaps 'Thou didst place a fortress upon my mountain"' Pe.

"Zion, strong by position and art, may be thought of, partly in

itself, partly as an emblem of the Davidic kingdom
"
Kirk. The

variant readings of Vrss. and interpreters make the exact meaning
of the passage doubtful. In antith. to

"
showing favour

"
is the

alternative, Didst Thou hide Thy face], in disfavour, during the

moment of anger. / became dismayed'], in the night of weep-

ing, v.
6
".

7. An editor inserts here as above v.
3- 5 a pentameter line.

/, on my part, said in my ease : I shaU never be moved"]. This

disturbs the strophical organisation, the beautiful paralL of the

Str., as well as the measure. The author thinks of a careless,

sinful ease, because of continued prosperity; and of the presump-
tuous assurance that this would continue forever; and that the

people would never be shaken or disturbed from their strong situ-

ation. This doubtless was an experience not uncommon, stated

in order to be rejected in public prayer ; but it is difficult to see

what connection it has with the fine antitheses of this Str.

Str. III. is synth. throughout. 9. Unto Thee], emphatic, un-

necessarily defined by Yahweh at the expense of the measure.
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my God'], so <f,
for which J^ substitutes Adonay, which is not

so probable. / was crying \
I was making supplication for

favour], both imperfects referring to the past experience, and

therefore frequentatives implying oft-repeated importunate prayer.

This is referred to in this Str. in order to the strong statements

of its antistr. It was only implied in the first Str. The remain-

ing lines now give the contents of that pleading. 10. IVJiat

profit is
there~\, what advantage or benefit of any kind? implying

a negative answer. in my blood], my death by bloodshed; in

the defeat and slaughter of the battle-field, or of the capture of

the city and extermination of its inhabitants. IVhen I go down
to the Pit], syn. v.

4
referring to the Pit in Sheol. The profitless-

ness of this is set forth in the expostulation : Will the dust],

those whose bodies have returned to dust, praise Thee, in the

ritual worship of the temple service as 66 Is. 38
18

. This is not an

absolute denial of the possibility of the dead praising God. The
nation is meant here and not the individual. It is the national

ritual worship that would cease if the nation perished. declare

TJiyfaithfulness], in Pss. of thanksgiving ; the faithfulness of Yah-

weh to His covenant and His people. The prayer now changes
from negative expostulation to positive entreaty. 11. Hear and
be gracious, become helper to me], by delivering me from the

deadly peril.

Str. IV. is an antistr., composed of two syn. couplets. 12. The

first couplet reminds us of that of the second Str., with which

it is parall. The same antith. is drawn. my mourning j| my
sackcloth], the garment of sorrow and especially of mourning for

the dead. Mourning is appropriate here, because of the situation

of the nation, mourning over the death of a great portion of the

population. Those remaining in exile, while capable of mourning,
still felt that their nation was dead. Over against this, dancing \

gladness, imply a festival in celebration of a national deliverance.

This transformation has been accomplished by Yahweh. Thou

hast turnedfor me \ Thou didst loose
\ gird me]. The psalmist

probably had in mind that great prophecy of the Restoration of

Zion, Je. 30-31, and especially^!
13

: "Then the virgin will rejoice

in the dance, and the young men and old men together : and I

will change their mourning into joy and I will comfort them, and
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cause them to rejoice more than their sorrow" (v.
Br.

MP "' sq
)-

This prediction of Jeremiah had been fulfilled in the experience

of the people, and has its recognition in their thanksgiving.

13. This transformation had a purpose, and indeed the same one

that the people had so much at heart in then* expostulation
with

Yahweh v.106 : might make melody to Thee} with songs in the

temple and synagogue ; || give thanks to Thee, in the Hallels of

worship (r. Intr. 35). my glory}, the name for the soul as the

seat in man of honour and glory, peculiar to J9, f i69
$f IO^-

-

not be still}, or silent; but keeping these songs of praise
ever

resounding, and so, forever. Yahweh is here claimed by the

people most appropriately as their own personal God; my God.

The Ps. closes as it began with thanksgiving.

2. ^2J2^] Polel impf.; present, not future of resolution. ^nl
proper perfect t nhn vb. Qal, draw water Ex. 216- 19-!9

; counsel, from mind

Pr. 205 ; cf. 267. Pi. draw out or up, prob. from Sheol, so here ;
cf. v.4.

^ ^.KJ ^ strengthens the sf. of ^M and does not go with the vb.

3. inS"nw] as v.13 ; seldom in ^, style of D. or late (v. 7*). This L is a

pentameter and doubtless a gl. 4.
n\Vgn] Hipf., proper perfect

c. ?c, as

46* 7120 Si". Wtf (v. #). ^r?:]
= me, v. $*. y.nn] Pi. pf. (

2^>
c. p pregnant, implying deliverance. -na vw] Kt - ^' e ^' Horsley,

B6., Dr., Kan,, as 281 143? (v. 7^) ; better than Qr., S, 5, ft Houb.,
i|p;

inf.

cstr., sf. I s. for usual Ti-n v.10, which is improbable. This 1. is a trimeter.

A word has fallen, out. This is prob. >w at close of line for rhyme.

5. >cn|5 -cr] = 9712 (#. #) commemoration. This v. is a trimeter couplet,

a liturgical gl. 6. o] causal, prob. not original, but an interpretation.
The

new Str. is more independent of the previous Str. pjn] a moment of time,

v. (P. isto] during His anger (v. 2
s
). Suffix of 3 sg. is strange;

it is an

interpretation due to the gls. v.5- 7
, originally without sf. ;

so in
|j
uwna.

1^] should be attached by Makkeph to ^a. 7. wj3 emph. before THDN.

^] sf. i sg. f^tf n,[m.] ease* a.X., cf. mW I227 same; ^ pi- cstr.

fc? 7312. This v. is a'pentameter, if not prose^and is a gl.- 8. nin^] is a

gL, making 1. too long. Its insertion was due to previous gl. ^y^l emph.

in position, a resumption of v.e. Prob. the sf. is here also an interpretation.

n
P"!?g?3 Hiph. pf. 2 m. fully written of ID?. iy n^], makes ?; the

object of vb. and renders rap4<rxou Mvafuv, so 5 posuisti fortitudinern.
But

they differ as to the indirect object: the former T$ *<XXe< MOV =mn, so 5,

F, Thou didstprepare strength for my majesty (either of king or of people);

the latter, monti meo = nnnS as g, i.e. Zion as the firm, sure refuge of the

people of God. Ham., Houb., Lowth, Horsley, al., follow <5 ; Dr., Ba., al., fg.

But 1& has hast made me standfirm on the strong mountains, pointing ITV? ;
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so Dy., Hu., Kau. The difficulty with p* is the failure of an object for the

vb. and the use of the prep.
s for ^. The prep, may, however, be a scribal

interpretation. is less difficult and intrinsically more prob. For --"
v. & ,-

cf. I49
9 for honour or glory of saints. T:$ rpCD7] hypothetical clause (r.

/o21). 9. TS
K1 emph, ||

>;-TN ^s. This divine name hnprob. ; < has ^N
(v. Intr. 32, 36). mnt] is a gl. sop**] Qal impf. (v. j5

), |j t:n-x] Hithp.
(V. 42

), as I42
2

, frequentative of importunate petition. 10. -rst] indirect

'question expecting a negative answer, as S5 ir".
~

751,] n.m. unjust gain;
elsw. iig*

6
, cf. 3:52 ios. 11. mrp] twice in this v.; unnecessary gls., de-

stroying the measure. -6 IT;] = 546, Qal ptc. -;;. 12. rper] Qal pf. 2 m.
either aorist or proper pf. J ^sn vb. Qal : (i) tar, change, transform, c. ace.

41* I05
25

; (2) tar *fc, c. double ace. 114
s

; c. ace. + ^ 36 666 78^, cf.

I05
29

; (3) turn back yS
9
Ju. 2o'i9 2 K. 5'-. Xiph. turn aside Ps. ;S

57
; pass.

^ turned into 32*. f nsor] n.m. wailing: (i) for the dead Gn. 5O
10

(J)

Zc. I210 ; (2) for calamity Am. 5^-
16- IT Mi t X

8. n
je> 4g3S z> 2y3i f anticipated

Je. 626 Est. 4"; (3) in contrition Is. 2212 Jo. 2^ Zc. I211 - 11
; (4) in general ;

indef. here. t^n ] v..m. dancing; elsw. Je. 3I
4 - 13 La. 5

1G
; sacred dance

Ps. I49
3

150*. J pir] n.m. sackcloth, used in mourning and penitence ; elsw*

3513 6912. 13. Tar] for -niaa my glory - soul, as i6&.

PSALM XXXI., 5 STR. 5
G
.

Ps. 31 is a prayer : (i) importunate plea for deliverance of

the people from national enemies (v.
2"5

) \ (2) confidence in the

deliverance as already accomplished (v.
6"9

) \ (3) petition based on

complaint of abandonment (v.
1(KLS

) ; (4) confidence, with prayer

for salvation (v.
14~lr

) ; (5) praise of Yahweh for the salvation

(v.
20-21-^-24

*). -There are liturgical glosses (v.
22- 24*-25

) and a gloss

of imprecation (v.
1*-19

).

JN Thee, Yahweh, I seek refuge; let me never be shamed, O rescue me ;

In Thy righteousness bow down Thine ear unto me, speedily deliver me;
Be Thou to me a rock of stronghold^ a house offortress to save me ;

For Thou art my crag and myfortress, therefore lead me and guide me ;

Bring me forth out ofthe net they privily laid for me ; forThou art my stronghold.

JNTO Thy hand (Yahweh) I commit my spirit ; Thou hast ransomed me.

Yahweh, God of faithfulness, them that regard false idols /hate ; ,

I will rejoice and will be glad in Thy kindness ; and I, on my part, unto Thee do

/trust;

Thou who dost see mine affliction, dost know the destitution of my soul ;

And hast not delivered me up into the hand of the enemy, in a broad place hast

made firm my foot

"DE gracious to me, Yahweb, for /am in distress ;
wastes awaymy soul and fltpbody,

For consumed in sorrow is my life, my years in (ay) groaning;
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My strength doth fail in mine affliction, and my bones waste away because of

my distress ;

I am become a terror to mine acquaintance, in the street they flee from me;

As a dead man out of mind am / forgotten, like a lost vessel am 7.

pOR the defaming of many, terror all around me / hear ;

While they consult together against me, devise to take my life,

I, on my part, upon Thee do trust; Yahweh, Thou art my God.

InThy hand are my times
;
from the hand of mine enemy and pursuer deliverme.

O let Thy face shine upon Thy servant ; in Thy kindness give me victory.

Q HOW great is Thy goodness (Yahweh) ,
uhich Thou hast treasured up for them

that fear Thee!

(Which) Thou hast done before the sons of men, for them that seek refuge in

Thee/

Thou treasures* them in a shelter from the harshness of men ; Thou hidest

them in the covert of Thy presence.

I, on my part, said in mine alarm : I am (driven away) from before Thine eye.

Nevertheless, Thou didst hear the voice of my supplication, when I cried for

help unto Thee.

Ps. 31 was in 13 and fE and JB1& (z>. Intr. 27, 31, 33). 41 adds

tfcffrdareus, doubtless due to kv rj tica-rded /xou, v.28. The comparison of this

with i S. 23
20 led to the association of the Ps. with that incident in David's

life. The Ps. has an unusual number of passages showing connection with

other Pss. and prophecies. It has also lost its original metrical and strophical

form. This is due to many glosses, partly explanatory, partly marginal refer-

ences, partly liturgical, (i) V.2
-4* are essentially the same as 7i

1~3
, a Ps.

which is a late mosaic without title. Doubtless our Ps. gives the original.

(2) V.7<* is essentially the same as Jon. 29a
,
and v.230 is the same as Jon. 25a,

where, indeed, the correct text is preserved. Jon. 2 is a mosaic Ps. also, and

doubtless our Ps. gives the original. (3) V.4a may be compared with iS3,

v.9 with iS20 s*; undoubtedly 18 is original and 31 dependent. (4) V.5 is

similar to 9
16

, v.8 to 9
10 14 lo1

; probably 31 is dependent on that Ps. also.

(5) V-16 may be compared with Is. 33
6 in its use of ninjr; v.21 with Is. 40* in

its use of the word D'Dri; and v.20 with Is. 6f in its use of Jia i*. Is. 2 is

earlier. (6) V.u seems to be based on Je. 2O18
, and v.18 in its use of IDT on

Je. also; cf. Je. 8U 48
2
49^ 5O

30
5i

6
, and v.19 in its use of D"?K on Ez. 3

26 2427

33
IJ3

. (7) V.i* was derived from Je. 20. (8) V. is similar to 282, and

probably derived from it. (9) Moreover, there are a number of uses of other

passages in what seem to be glosses, v.46 from 23
s
, v.10& from 68 ; v.22, cf. 4* if

in the phr. non s^en, and 6o11 in the phr. ->D -ppa. V.25 is derived from

27
14

. (10) V.6 in its use of mi for PBJ is not early, (n) The high priest's

blessing, Nu. 625, underlies v. 17, as Pss. f 6f 80*- 8- u$x ngmt (I2) y.n
nD tea elsw. Ne. 4* La. A (13) v.^2 + nann run, as 79* 89^ log

26
, is

probably a gloss. The author certainly knew Je., Is., Ez., and many Pss.

of the Persian period. We cannot put the composition earlier than the

troubles of Israel preceding the reforms of Nehemiah. The Ps. is national
and not individual. It is a lamentation reminding us of 22, 69. It is hex-
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ameter in three parts, v.H v.10-*', v.20
-51- 2^2^; the first and second of two

pentastichs each, the last of a single pentastich, Undoubtedly v.1^19 seem

inconsistent with vM L< --4
, as Kirk, says, and might be a later insertion.

They can only be explained as a resumption of the thought of v.--^ on the

principle of strophical parallelism. In favour of their originality is the

rhyming in i which runs through v.10
-19 as well as v.2

~y
, changed to a rhyme

in ka in v.20
-2*

Str. I. is composed of five syn. lines rhyming in /. 2-3. In

Thee, YahweJi], emphatic in position. / seek refuge], from

enemies, as usual. let me never be shamed^ put to shame in

defeat by enemies, cf. v.
18

. O rescue me'], earnest entreaty, im-

plying real peril from enemies ; ||
deliver me

||
save me. /// Thy

righteousness], not ethical, but redemptive, vindicatory of the

cause of His people, as usual in Pss. and Is.
2
. bow down Thine

ear unto me], listening to my plea, in response to my prayer.

speedily], there is need of haste
j delay is perilous. Be Thou

to me a rock of stronghold^, a rock serving as a stronghold,

affording strength for defence against the enemy, cf. Is. i7
10

,

||
house of fortress], a house fortified so as to serve as a fortress.

These terms are repeated singly in the parall. of the subsequent

lines, where what is begged, is stated as a fact. 4-5. For Thou

art my crag~\, syn. term to "rock," || my fortress and my strong-

hold. Thus far the Ps. is quoted in essentially the same language

in Ps. 7 1
1"3

. Apparently a new thought begins with v.
45

, therefore

lead me and guide me]. This is favoured by the insertion of the

gloss from 2$*, for Thy name's sake, which gives it a more general

reference to safe guidance through perilous places. But really

the preceding as well as the subsequent context implies the con-

tinuation of the plea for deliverance ; and inasmuch as the guid-

ance is connected with Yahw,eh as the fortress, we must think of

a leading and guiding to this fortress, and so we get a suitable

transition to the clause: Bring me forth out of the net~\. The

peril is conceived as a net, or a snare which the enemies privily

laid, as in p
16

, by their intrigues and treachery, out of which Yah-

weh alone can give an escape by taking them out and conducting

them to a sure refuge.

Str. II. is an antistr. to the first Str. It is a pentastich of intro-

verted parall. The first line is a strong statement of confidence
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in Yahweh, followed by an antith. couplet, emphasising the relation

of mutual faithfulness between Yahweh and His people, in order

to mediate the advance in confidence, of the final couplet.

6. Into Thy hand'], as a sacred trust. YahweJi] is required by

the measure in the first line, and emphasised by Yahweh, God of

faithfulness, in the second ; because it was just this faithfulness

of God to His people, in covenant relation with Him, that was

the basis of confidence. Icommit my spirit'}. The extreme peril

of the previous Str. is now summed up in the peril of death.

The nation, ready to perish, entrusts to Yahweh its spirit, as that

imperishable part which continues to exist in spite of every peril

to the body, even if it should be laid in the grave. In the most

desperate condition of national depression, even in death and

the grave, Yahweh will faithfully keep Israel's trust. Cf. Is. 38
16

.

These words, expressing the experience of the nation in extreme

peril, were especially appropriate to Jesus when dying on the

cross, Lk. 23
46

, and have also been found appropriate in all ages

to pious individuals, such as Polycarp, Bernard, Luther
; for the

generic experiences of Israel were, in the unfolding of the divine

purpose of redemption, preparatory to the personal experiences

of individuals. This firm and unwavering trust has its immediate

reward in the certitude of salvation, which comes at once, enabling

the psalmist to say : Thou hast redeemed me]. The PBV. " For

Thou hast redeemed me," as if it were a reason for the trust, is

an interpretation which has no justification in f^ or ancient Vrss.

7-9. them that regardfalse idols], cited Jon. 2
9
, evidently refers

to idolaters, worshipping idols who are not real beings, but unreal

and false to their worshippers. This meaning is obscured by the

too general and indefinite rendering
"
lying vanities," AV., RV.

PBV., "superstitious vanities," is better. I hate~\, %fy as the

rhyme, and antith. with "do I trust
"
require; although <, 3, &,-

followed by many scholars, have "Thou hatest," thinking of God
as the subject. I will rejoice, strengthened by and I will be glad,

as often in the style of the Ps., cf. v.
34- 86

*; both, as the antith.

implies, to be interpreted of the public worship of Yahweh with

songs of praise. In Thy kindness"}, antith. with the idols, is

interpreted by Jon. 29 as a name of God
;
made possible by a

change of the suffix, which prevents that interpretation here.
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At the same time the reality and the faithfulness of Yahweh in

His kindness is invoked over against the unreality and unreliable-

ness of the idols. And I o?i my part~\ emphasises the personal
character and the fact. unto Thee do I trust~\. The justifica-

tion for this trust is given in the closing couplet in a progressive
relative clause : Thou who dost see

\ dost know'}, the practical,

personal, interested, and redemptive seeing and knowing, which

advances, therefore, on the negative side into ; hast not delivered

me up into the hand of the enemy, who had brought the nation

into this extreme peril; explained in the previous line as mine

affliction ||
destitution of my soul; summing up the more con-

crete representations of the first Str. On the positive side, the

climax is attained in the statement, in a broadplace~\> over against

the narrow place, the straits, the net, in which they had been

trapped by their enemies. hast made firm my foot"], to stand

firm, as iS20 M
,
so as not to be shaken, or displaced from the

position it had taken; implying, therefore, the defeat of the

enemy and the victory of the people.

Str. III. is a syn. pentastich, heaping up terms to describe the

miserable condition of the nation. It is certainly out of harmony
with the previous Str., which is so firm and assured in its certitude

of deliverance. This can only be explained on the principle of

the parall. of Hebrew Poetry, which extends to the strophes as

well as the lines (v. Intr. 12 D). The psalmist goes back to the

experiences described in the first Str, in order to strengthen the

confidence in God expressed in its antistr. In the first Str.

the emphasis was laid upon the place of refuge, with the peril in

the background ; here the peril itself is described in detail, the

whole introduced by the single word of prayer : 10. Be gracious

to me, Yahweh}. All the rest of the Str. is embraced under the

clause giving the reason for the plea, for I am in distress. This

general statement is broken up into a number of specifications.

wastes away], a term used elsewhere only v.
n 68

, implying the

image of the moth eating away garments* The proper subject of

the vb. is the comprehensive, my soul and my body, comprehend-

ing the entire man, his entire nature ; but the influence of 6s has

brought into the text its own phr., mine eye in vexation, which

makes the line just these words too long, 11. For consumed is
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my life], in the sense of lifetime, as is shown by the comple-

mentary, my years. The cause of this consuming away, which

is syn. with the previous "wastes away,'
7

is expressed in the

complementary terms, in sorrow, in my groaning. It is necessary

to add the second suffix here, because of the rhyme. Ancient

copyists left it off, as unnecessary to the sense. in mine afflic-

tion'], so S, TSS 2,, in accordance with v.
8
, which is better suited to

the context than " in mine iniquity
" of p?, 3, followed by EVS

.,

which has nothing to suggest it in the context, though doubtless

it made the Ps. more appropriate for public worship. my

strength doth fail'], strictly, stumble over an obstacle, implying

such a loss of strength that the man instead of walking steadily

along, stumbles and staggers in his gait. This is intensified by a

reversion to the first line of the tristich, on the principle of inclu-

sion. and my bones waste away], the bones for the framework

of the body. This favours the opinion that we should read here,

because of my distress, the same word as v.
10

,
which in the original

Hebrew so much resembles the word translated "mine adver-

saries," that this interpretation may be easily explained, especially

in view of the gloss which follows. In any case the "
all

"
is, as

quite frequently in the Pss., an intensifying insertion, making the

measure less easy. 12. / am become a terror to mine acquaint-

ance], so the original read, in all probability ; the acquaintance

being the friendly peoples, a thought which we may compare with

Is- 53
1"3

- This received an interpretative gloss in terms of later

Pss. 7p
4
Sp

42

lop
25

,
"a reproach and unto my neighbours exceed-

ingly." This can hardly be adapted to the measures or the stroph-

ical organisation of the Ps., and indeed, in itself, is difficult

to explain satisfactorily, unless we suppose with many scholars

that "exceedingly," although sustained by @, 3, is a copyist's

error for some such word as "
fear,"

"
wagging of head," or " con-

tention," readings suggested by various scholars. But this diffi-

culty reenforces the other reasons for regarding it as a gloss.
in the street they fleefrom me]. These are doubtless the same

persons as those mentioned in the first part of the line
; they flee

from Israel in order not to become involved in the peril, in terror

lest the overpowering enemies may attack them also. The words,
those that see me, are a prosaic gloss, generalising the subject at
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the expense of the measure. 13. I am forgotten], abandonment
leads inevitably to forgetfulness of the person abandoned. as a
dead man], one whose acquaintance was once enjoyed, but whom
one knows no longer, because he is in the realm of forgetfulness.

out of mind~\, so long dead that the thought of him no longer
comes into the mind. This reaches its climax in, like a lost vessel,

which is more suited to the first part of the line, to which it is an

emphatic complement, than the weaker paraphrase
" broken ves-

sel
"
of EV8

.

Str. IV. is the antistr. to the previous one, and is chiefly peti-

tion ; not importunate, but calm and confident, distributing itself

in several phases in the succeeding lines. The psalmist begins
with a synth. couplet, 14, emphasising the peril. The first line

was taken from Je. 2010
, for the defaming of many, terror all

around me I hear]. The enemies were active in slanderous words

and threatening deeds. While they consult together against me],
as in 22 against the king, so here the wicked nations plot against

the people. devise to take my life"].
As suggested in the first

Str., the people are in deadly peril, in need of a safe refuge ; here

the purpose of the enemy is nothing less than to utterly destroy

them. But while they are thus plotting, the people are not In

despair ; they have confidence in God, which is affirmed in the

concluding tristich of the Str. 15. / on my part], emphatic

personal experience. upon Thee do I trust], as v.
7&

,
the object

of trust emphasised, as in v.
66

. Yahweh, Thou art my God\ A
later scribe, thinking to make it more emphatic, inserted

" I said,"

at the expense of the measure. 16. In Tliy hand], as in v.
60

.

are my times'], the " times
"

for experiences, fortunes, as Is. 33
6
,

doubtless thinking of their issue whether in adversity or prosperity.

The people are in Yahweh's hands here, as their spirit has been

committed to His trust, v.
e
. This resumption of the thought of

Str. II. is in order to the following petition, which in rapid succes-

sion adds one thing to another. deliver me"], naturally comes

first, resuming the thought of the first Sto.from the hand of

mine enemy], with the complementary pursuer, in accordance

with the style of the Ps. 17. O let TJiyface shine upon], think-

ing of the priestly benediction, Nu. 624a% as Ps. 4
7
, the light of

favour and prosperity. in Thy kindness'], resuming v.
8
*. give
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me victory}, as complementary to the positive favour. The ordi-

nary
" save me," EV% is not suited to this line. That victory in

war is longed for, is evident from the interpretation of the glos-

sator in v.
18~39

. 18. Yahweh, let me not be shamed'], that
is, by

defeat and disaster; but, on the other hand, let the wicked

nations, the enemy and the pursuer above, be shamed in defeat

and slaughter, and so be made silent, dumb ; not merely speech-

less, but helpless, unable to say or do anything, going down to

Shcol in national death, cf. 6
fi

9
LS

. The imprecation is not upon

personal enemies, but upon enemies in arms against the people of

God. 19. Let lying lips be dumb*]. This suits the citation from

Je. 2010
,
but not the situation of the Ps. in general. These lying

lips are represented as those that speak arrogantly against the

righteous'}. The righteous here do not seem to be righteous

Israel, but the righteous as distinguished from the arrogant in

Israel. This is still further defined as, with pride and contempt, a

situation appearing often enough in the Greek period and subse-

quently. The verse is prosaic, as is the previous one. They can

only be made poetic by reductions and other changes.

Str. V. corresponds, in its confidence in God, with the antistrs.

of the two previous parts. It rhymes in ka, referring to God, the

previous Strs. in z, referring to the nation. It begins with an
exclamation of praise. 20. O how great is Thy goodness],
reminding of Is. 63

7
. This goodness is conceived as a treasure,

which Thou hast treasured uf], reserved in heaven in the divine

presence, to be given at the appropriate time; for them thatfear
Thee], them that have that reverence which constitutes true

religion, || for them that seek refuge in Thee, resuming vA That
which was treasured up with Yahweh was reserved for a special
occasion. Thou hast

done'], goodness, good, in the bestowal of
good things, not in

private, but in public ; not before the people
of God, but before the sons of men, as the context shows, the
wicked nations. 21. This verse, by glosses and

transposition,
has lost its measure, rhyme, symmetry, and simplicity, but it is
not difficult to restore it to its original form. The strife oftongues
is suited to v.'

9
. If that be a gloss, this is a gloss also. This

removes the chief
difficulty at once. The only other difficulty is

removed by transposition of the two clauses. Thou treasures*
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them
||
Thou hidest them]. The thought of the first Str. is

resumed
\ only what was importunately prayed for there is here

taken for granted as a fact. The seeking refuge, of the previous

line, passes over into being kept safe in that refuge as a hidden

treasure. The place of refuge is a shelter
\ the coTert of Thy

presence. This is probably conceived, as in 27*', in the temple
courts. The need of this refuge is briefly indicated in the clause,

from the harshness of men\, a term used elsewhere only Is. 40"*,

of rugged places, but sustained by (, 3. There is no need of

any of the changes suggested by modern scholars to avoid this

unusual phrase. The previous tristich was supplemented by a

later editor in the use of the liturgical phrase : 22. Blessed be

Yahweh, the usual form of benediction, with the reason, taken

from 4
4
if, For He doth show extraordinary kindness to me~\*

The additional phrase, in a fortified city, cf. 6ou, seems to refer

to Jerusalem during a siege, but may be only an explication of the

covert of the previous context, extending it to the city of Jerusalem
as well as the temple precincts. Such an addition might have

been made quite naturally during the Maccabean wars. 23. Ion

my part"], as v.
7 * 15

. said in mine alarm], when so intensely

agitated that I hardly knew what I was saying. / am driven

away from before Thine eye~\. This is quoted in Jon. 2
3
, which

undoubtedly gives the true vb. The vb. of % mistaking a single

letter, gives the weaker meaning,
"
I am cut off." The people in

their extreme peril were at first despairing, feeling that their God
had not only forsaken them, but actually expelled them from His

presence. The psalmist may be thinking here of the first thoughts

of the nation when in exile long before his own time. It is

national experience that is here described, and not that of an

individual. But this despair as expressed in the alarmed utter-

ance of the people did not stay their prayer nor Yahweh's help.

Nevertheless}, in spite of all things, strong asservation of the

antith., Thou didst hear, in the pregnant sense, implying answer,

the voice of my supplication, a phrase of 282- 6
. when I cried for

help unto Thee]. With this statement of fact the Ps. comes to its

appropriate conclusion.

A later editor, wishing to make a practical exhortation based

upon the Ps., for public use, gives a general statement of doctrine

and a liturgical conclusion.
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Love Yahweh, all ye His pious ones;

The faithful Yahweh preserveth,

But re\\ardeth the proud doer.

Be strong and let your mind take courage,

All ye that wait on Yahweh.

24. Love Yahweh, all ye His pious ones]. This is a most

appropriate exhortation here, and indeed everywhere. But it has

no manner of connection with the context and is really a prose

sentence. TJie faithful Yahweh preserveth, But rewardeth the

proud doer] . So probably originally an antith. trimeter couplet,

but its measure was destroyed by the insertion of the emphatic
"
plentifully." 25. Be strong and letyour mind take courage, All

ye that wait on Yahweh']. This liturgical addition is essentially

the same as 27
U

, save that the 2 sg. has been changed into the

2 pi.

2-4 a is cited in the later mosaic Ps. 71 in v. 1"3 with minor variations. V.2

is identical with yi
1 as far as and including sSi?; but 3i

3 has two words addi-

tional, making the 1. overfull; these are in yi
2
. 71* is defective by one word

and that the one bearing the rhyme. It is easy to find that missing word in

ijoSfl 3i
2
,
which makes that 1. overfull and which also appears in 7i

2 in juss.

*jatan
|1
y^n. <JI of 3i

2 also has pveal fte KO.I 3-eXoO /
= yi

3
. 2. inpisa]

emph. (v. 55
). This goes into 1. 2, as yi

2
. "jjm ntan] = yi

25
, usually c.

V jf 49
5
yS

1 88s iio2, only 3i
3 (= 7I

25
) IO23 with h*. But one word is

needed for measure. 3i
3 has ySxn mriD. 71

s has y^anm, <f teal ff&vQv /te.

of 3i
3 has T&XVVOV rov IgeX&lcu /, taking vb. as inf. cstr. without i and so

||
with next 1. rov a-wat jjt

= ^pinn
1

?. This fluctuation shows uncertainty of

reading. Jnnns] nuf. haste, speed, usually adv. hastily, quickly before vb.,

elsw. 37
2 Is. 58

s
Jo. 4

4
; 'D n>* Ps. 147^, cf. inp Ps. <50tf. iw 1

? ^ nin is the

same in both Pss., but it is followed by rj?p 3i
3
, by JI^D 7i

3
. nj?D place of

refuge, with -0* also Is. I7
10

; apart from iis Pss.^ 288 3I
5
37

s9
43

2
52

9
. It

is better suited to the context here than p?D, which is with -ns only 7i
8
j but

alone go
1
pi

9 of Yahweh as dwelling place, (( Kar^vyfj) all dub. : un-

doubtedly 31* is the correct reading. rvnwn n-aS] cf. n^x -ODD Nia
1

^
7i

3
,

both variations of interpretation of a common original: mso na 1

?; the only

difference being the transposition of x and T due to txt. err. The pi. is

dub. as a.X, prob. should be ^TWD as i83 = 2 S. 222 =: 31* = 7 18, cf. I44
2
.

^^nn NuS a rel. clause with rel. omitted, referring to pj7D. rmx must then, be

Pi. pf. 2 m. with yjnerrt dependent upon it. But ( has here els r6irov 6xvP^v

rov (rwral pe, essentially as in 3l
8 els olieov Karaipvyijs rov trQcrat \JJE, indicating

the same reading as 31. f of 71* is then txt err. The form ryptfinS in all

texts gives, the needed rhyme and parallel term9 and is undoubtedly original.
4. nn ^rnwDi ^D ^] is the same in both Pss., but it closes the v. in 7i

8
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and begins it in 3 1
4

. It is derived from iSs except its framework or construc-

tion nnN'^a. The last part of 3i
4 does not appear in 71, for the latter Ps. from

this clause on is independent of 31. But this is needed to complete the hex-

ameter 1. "fDtr jyB
L
'i]

is derived from 23? as gl. appended to vb. yVnjm] is

cognate to ijrun and emphasises it. 5. uco IT nenc] = UDB IT ncna 0#*
from which it was taken; only put into the frame of ^Nijnn. V1JJD nnt* ^]
cf. v.4 0x- c.a.A. Ea. A have K&pt,os after ^n?D. Prob. rnni originally preceded

rp-a of v.6. 6. :TP3] emph. tnn TpflN]. FonpB (y. <?5). nn spirit \n

sense of J (3) /-to w/V/j breatfies quickly or hard in animation or agitation

of any kind s= temper, disposition (this is the distinctive mng. of "i as cf. with

tffij and aa 1

?) : courage 76
13

, 'i *)t9ynn 77* 142* 143* (v. BD), crushed spirit

I43
7
, % spirit of the living, breathing being, dwelling in tfie lira 0/" w<w #<f

animals
\\

trjw .- departing at death jA avirj
uSi "ftin 'i 78

39
(||TJ'a), cf.

10420-30 1454. j (jjj occasionally as seat or organ of mental acts
||
or syn. aS

late writers 77
7

(?). -f (6) rarely, referring to inclinations, resolutions, de-

terminations of'the will = ^ : p3J "\ 5 1
12

(cf. 'j a^ 57
8 - 8

(
= 108-) 78

37 H27
);

nanj ~i 5I
14

(?) (cf. Ex. 35
21 and aS 3S

5 - 22
(P), 2 Ch. 29

31
). J (7) referring

to inoral character = aS : Pss. 32
2
78

8
,

'-

^pi 34
19

(cf. a
1

? Is. 57
15
), nia^ 'i

Ps. si
19

(cf. Is. 65!*, aS Pss. 5 1 19 34
19 Is. 6I 1

)".
For other mngs. of Pin v. i816

i13. n
v

l

'

in
.f] Qal pf. 2 m. fully written; not aorist, but emph. present

(v. -25
s3

). T04*] emph. ace. sf. in order to measure and rhyme. nnK'Vx]
cf. DDK in 1

?** 2 Ch. I5
18

, HJIDN SN Dt. 32*. For SN v. Intr. 32, DDK /f*
2
.

This clause goes with next 1. 7. ^n&oir] Qal pf. I sg. But <, 3, >, 5T, 2 pers.

rwtt'^ so Dy., Horsley, Ba., Dr., Kirk., favoured by nnnc, but opposed by I pers.

in all lines thus far. f is correct, but the vb. should be transposed to end of

1. for assonance with other lines. Nitr ^San onnirnj = Jon. 29 only in latter

Pi. onoiyp which is a difference of interpretation of original unpointed text.

It is doubtful which is original, prob. not Jonah as Du. but our Ps. ; although

both are mosaics, yet this Str. seems original to the poet in other respects.

jVan n.m. vapour , breatfi, in
i/' fig. (i) of man: evanescent, unsubstantial

396-
7 - 12 6210 - 10

144*, his days 7S
38

, thoughts 94"; (2) of idols, other gods
than Yahweh, NII? iSan j/7 = Jon. 2, cf. a^an Dt. 32

21
, naj iSan Je. 819,

D->un -San Je. io8 I4
22

. For *o ;
t/. j-^3. ^ao] emph. over against ono^n.

nntaa nini W] cf. v.ls mni 'a ^S^, so here, but without mrp; ntoa of trust in

God, c. hx elsw. 46 56
4 863, c. hy elsw. 37

6
, for usual a as 9

11 + 21 t. ^.

This clause has been transposed with first clause of v.8 ; making this change
of order gives an easier explanation for -icw and also the rhyme characteristic

of the lines thus far. 8. rpDna], The use of this word here in. antith.

*w t^an reminds of Jon. 29. The conception of the Ps. is simpler, for the sf.

in Jon. seems to make ion practically a name of God. T^N] refers to mn>

and is not causal, although that interpretation is sustained by 0, 5f, and

followed by most interpreters, owing to the transposition mentioned above.

iiruj nnsa njni] jni ||
n*o seems to require that 'j nrwa should be

|| "j?, so

S, 3 take it as obj. cognovisti tribulationes animae meae, and the paraphrase
of <S ^<ro7<ray K TWV AvayKUP r^v tyvxfy MOV, favours it For rnxa v. 9

10 io1
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Je. I4
1

. The relation of this Ps. to Ps. 9 in other respects also favours it.

9. ^JP] prob. -:>" not ^r as fg; all other lines end in sg. sf. _. This v. is

dependent upon Ps. iS-^ 34
. 10. y? Djraa nrer]=^3? o;rs ntfcry ^doubt-

less the original passage from which it is derived here, simply changing the

prep., cf. v.11. This 1. has two words too many for measure. The last two

are favoured by v.11, then wy o;3 would be gl. from 68
. 11. n ta ^ is

based on '3> rsraa tan Je. 2O18
, which uses in previous context fw, preferred

by our psalmist to r^3. n^r (>. /55S), in sense of exhaustion ;i
9
73^ 102*

143". nruto] but rd. for rhyme "crux (z>.
<5~ 38

10
).

L

r;] totter, fail, hg. of

re, also Ne. 4* and Hiph. La. i 14, but /<7/fer of knees Ps. log
24 and of persons

I05^. irpz] has no propriety in this Ps., though supported by Aq., 0, t, I;

6 e? TTTcaxeta, w, so F, S, Du.; Ba., S j?a, as v.
8
. iirc?] takes up nirtfj;

v.10 . 12. n- ^uc] is attached to previous 1. by Ew., after 5; if so, rd. n"tt,

as 7
5
, for assonance, and not nis, as 23

5
4211 69

20
. These words are really

needed to make two hexameters in this v. p is here Trapd in @, aptidvn. 5;

prob. here 0tf //5<? hands of, as 74
22

, not causal, as Dr., because of (v. BZ?B p
2</). But this is difficult whether we connect with the previous or the subse-

quent context. It is prob. txt. err. for ^iipr, which suits the rhyme and the

parall. nmn \i"n] as 79* 89
42

JO9
25

, cf. 69
11

(v. if). INS] is sustained

by <, 3, but in this case it is better to rd. >wt at end of 1., and sf. I sg.

instead of I pi., which destroys rhyme. A noun seems necessary. Horsley

suggests IKD nuisance; Krochmal ins; Hi., Ols., Lag. IUD abr. irxi nun, so

Che.; Gr. DINS, mjir, terror, is favoured by v.14, and "ns, II;D by usage of

4415, cf. 228 Je. i816. r^, object of contention, is easier, cf. in the same phr.

irwr^ pis Ps. So7. But in fact this thought does not suit the context.

IKD ^DrSi nsnn is prob. a gl. from a later situation, the original being ins inn.
<I

?T'?^]
Pu. ptc., sf. i pi., so 8S9 - 19

; but rd. tjsrpD as 55
14

. IN'-I]
a gl., un-

necessary and destroying the measure. 13. imm] should be removed to the

end of the 1. for rhyme. 14. The L 3ODD . . . injrat? -o is from Je. 2O10 .

The phr. a^oa -to is peculiar to Je. 6125 2O3 - 10 465
49

s9
,
cf. La. 2s2. \-jratf

goes to the end of 1. for rhyme. *?? in> D^Dina] Niph. inf. cstr., in that;

cf. 2? im HD. ^efej rn,^] = /^/5<? ^y/ life, "phr. elsw. I K. ig
4

Jon. 4
3

Pr. I
19

. 15. WDK] is gl., unnecessary and making 1. too long. ^SN] for

an original i^ required for rhyme and transposed. 16. TJja] cf. v.6.

>nn^] my times, experiences, fortunes, as Is. 33
6
; oi K\ypot juov is a para-

phrase. wxn] should go to the end of the L for rhyme. ra^N] should

be sg., as v.9, and not pi.; so also ijQ-n, not
ifl'p.

17. ^; nT^'r] P^r-

derived from the high priest's blessing Nu. 6s5 ; so Pss. 67
2 So4 - 8 - 20 up185

,

and in variant form 47 uS27
. '^^arin] should come at the end for rhyme.

18. niriax SN mn^] a resumption of v.2, to emphasise an imprecation upon
enemies. ra^] Qal impf. 3 pi. DDT be still'= perish, so Je. 814 482. It is

probable that it should be Niph. IDT, as I S. 29 * waafe jz/<?/ Je. 4926 50^0

5 16. has KaraxOelyfav, prob. a paraphrase, but Gr. m\ Sw^1

?] is preg-
nant, cf. 9

18
. This 1. has eight tones, lacks rhyme, and with following v. shows

a harsher spirit than the Ps, as a whole. 19. run^] Niph. impf. J D"?X not
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in Qal, Niph. = be made dumb, elsw. 39^
10

, cf. Ez. 3
2a

24
27

33
22

. rvna-p]

Qal ptc. f. pi. agreeing with Tifiir, article for rel. (/. j7
). ti*?jj] adj.y^r-

ward, arrogant; so I S. 2s , elsw. ^ 75
6

94*. fna] n.m. (i} contempt ;

elsw, up22
I23

3- 4 Gn. 38
23

Jb. I25 31
34 Pr. I28 i83

; (2) as poured out by
God Ps. 107* Jb. I2'21 . 20. ^aia an no] cf. I45

7
pita an nar; goodness of

God, kindness in doing good to one
j

cf. Is. 63" Sxntfi maS am an. < inserts

mni here, which makes better measure and sense. ne*N is needed in 1. 2 also

to complete the measure. ^a D->Din] should be at end of 1. for rhyme.
21. rps n-pa] cf. ^anno 6i 5

, \\hp 'D gi\ *> 'D nnw 32
7
,
iSn 'D 2T

5
. *pan]

a.X. ; cf. D'psn Is. 40*, and vb. iDam Ex. 2828 39
21

(P), meaning &W. But

it is difficult to connect either noun with this vb. J?DB regards both as

dubious, and gives no decision as to rangs. renders both the same way,

rapaxJi, rough, so 3 duritia. We might then think of roughness of places,

and roughness, harshness, hardness, rudeness of conduct. Ols., Oort, Du.,

change the text here to ^n. This v. is difficult in structure. Its two parts

have 5+4 tones, and seem to be in syn, parall. It cannot be original in

this form. It must either be reduced to 6 tones or enlarged to 12, or else

it is a gl. But one 1. is needed for measure. q-ua is necessary for rhyme, and

must come at close of v. This requires a transposition of clauses. The words

nue6 ann are unnecessary, and prob. a gl. 22. "> -pa] ptc. as adj., ex-

clamation (v. /<?#"). ^ "non NiSfln] so ("?)n n^an ^ i7
7
. msn n^a] in an

entrenched city ; so 6on (= nxaD n^ io8n), cf. 2 Ch. 85. If correct, the for-

tified city is Jerusalem, and the city and its defender have been protected from

their enemies by Yahweh. It is possible that they have been besieged by
enemies. We. would change to nj?f cf. 32

6 WD rA Du. takes n-j7 as in 73
20

Je. I5
8
excitement, terror (

-
V/T|>')- The v. is, however, a gl. 23. ^to] emph.

as v.7 - 15
. \Tana] Qal inf. cstr. sf. I s. in my haste or alarm; so Il6u, which

has the whole phr. J Ton elsw. in ^ only Niph. hurry away in alarm 48
6

I04
7

. wnjjj a.X. Niph. pf. I sg. HJ improb. ; rd. ^n^n^ as Jon. 26
,
which

has the same line, omitting the inf. because Jon. 2 is pentameter. J Bnj vb.

Pi. drive away 34
1
78

55 8o9. J|a] as adv. asseveration, surely; in ^ only

emphasising a contrast, but, in fact, nevertheless, so here, 6619 827
. wjnn Vip]

elsw. in ^ 282- 6 866 H61
I3O

2
I4O

7
;
s82 is same as here, save that imv. of

jw is used and px omitted. The use of ptf is due to the different measure

of the Ps. 24. PTDH *?a mm nb*
-iant<]

this is a gl. For an v. j, n^on ^.

D\JTON] is Qal ptc. y\. faithful, and not abst, as (S> d\y8etas, Du. ; cf. Is. 26s

'K n (. /5s /p
5
). nn^:] abundantly, prob. gl. 25. naaa

1

? p^i ipjn]

VDN
1
' Hiph. of TDK ^/w'^zV strength, ,5DB. Hiph. only here and 27

14
, where

there is a similar 1. mm 1

? D^qion Sa] n rel. with Pi. ptc. J [Vm] vb. Pi.

ttttwV^r,^for; c. "? j/25 33 "^V II9
48' 49t 74 ' 81 - 114' 14T

I47
11

?
c^ ^ ^o7

1 3 1
8

Is. 5 1
5
, abs. Ps. 7 1

14
. Hiph. wait, tarry (shew a waiting attitude); c. h

3gi6 42
6- 1*

43
6 130

s Mi. 7
7 La. 3

2
*. This line is dependent on Ps. 27

14
, chang-

ing 2 sg. into 2 pL, and is a gl.
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PSALM XXXII., 2 STR. s
5
.

Ps. 32 was a penitential Ps.: (i) proclaiming the blessedness

of the one whose sins are forgiven, covered over and not imputed

(v.
1'2

), especially in view of the great suffering in body and soul

during the long time that Yahweh's punitive hand rested upon

him (v.
3-4

). (2) The confession of sin is followed by forgiveness

(v.
5
)
and the exhortation to the pious to pray to Yahweh in time

of distress (v.
6

).
Later additions represent Yahweh as the hiding-

place (v.
7

); exhort earnestly to walk in the right way and not be

stubborn as the mule (v.
8"9

); and contrast the sorrows of the

wicked with the joys of the righteous (v.
10-u

).

J-J
APPY the one whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered !

Happy the one unto whom Yahweh imputeth not iniquity !

When I kept silent, my bones waxed old through my roaring;

For day and night Thy hand was heavy upon me ;

I was changed (into misery, as when thorns smite me).

TV/JY
sin I make known to Thee, and mine iniquity I do not cover ;

I said,
"
I will confess concerning my transgression to Yahweh "

;

And Thou forgavest mine iniquity, my sin didst (pardon).

For this let the pious pray unto Thee in time of distress ;

At the outburst of many waters, they will not reach unto him.

A tyiysrv (v. Intr. 26) of J3, not taken up into 31B3& or IE (v. Intr. 27,

32, 33). It was separated from the Maskelim by the editor of ^, owing to

the fact that the others were used in 15. The Ps. was originally of two pen-
tameter pentastichs v.1

-6
. In this form it belongs to the Persian period. It was

enlarged by a series of additions : at first v.7, then a tetrameter tetrastich of

advice v.8
-9

, and a liturgical trimeter tetrastich of a general character v.10
-u

.

"The influence of the individualising educational movement recorded for us

in Proverbs is unmistakable," Che. In v.8
-9 there are Aramaisms : oSs and

PI*? after (, required for measure and confused with yy>. This gloss was of

late date, probably in the Maccabean period. The Ps. in its present form is

the second penitential Ps. of the church.

Str. I is composed of a syn. couplet, a synth. line, and an em-
blematic triplet. 1-2. Happy the one], an exclamation of con-

gratulation, repeated at the beginning of two lines for emphasis.
In Ps. i

1
the righteous man, who was entirely conformed to the

Law, was thus congratulated ; here, the one who has been a trans-

gressor, but now, after a period of divine chastisement, enjoys
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forgiveness and reinstatement in the divine favour. The three

chief syn. terms for sin are used to comprehend it in all its forms :

transgression, the violation of divine command whether oral or

written in Law ; sin, the failure from the normal aim or purpose
in life

; iniquity, the perverse turning aside from the proper course

of life. These forms of sin had incurred the divine displeasure,

and had to be removed in order to a restoration to favour. Each
term for sin has its appropriate predicate, which is not to be re-

garded as peculiar to that conception of sin rather than any other,

but is in order to balance the threefold sin, with a threefold deliv-

erance from it. is forgiven]. This is, according to the Hebrew

conception, the taking up of transgression as a burden, a heavy

load, resting upon the sinner and bearing it away from him to a

place where it will trouble him no more. The English
"
forgive,"

"give away," is syn. to it and sufficiently near to the Hebrew idea

of take away, to translate it, agreeing as they do in the essential

thing of removal. The same Hebrew term is used v.
5c

in connec-

tion with iniquity ; and probably also in the original, if the pro-

posed change of text is correct, the syn. Hebrew word rf?d, having
the same essential meaning, which may appropriately be rendered

by the syn. English word "pardon." is covered], a syn. term, used

also 85
3

for the technical Hebrew word -i&s, "cover over sin"

(v. 65* 78
s8

79
9

). It is commonly used in connection with sacri-

fices, where the sin, as staining and defiling the divine altars, was

covered over by the application to them of the blood of the

victim of the sin-offering. But the word is also frequently used

apart from sacrifices, when God is conceived as covering the sin

over so as to hide it and obliterate it. This Yahweh does in ac-

cordance with His sovereign good pleasure. There can be no

doubt that here, as in other Pss., the latter is the true conception ;

for there is no hint of any sacrifice in any of these Pss. imputeth

noi\> that is, does not estimate, consider, think of, in connection

with the sinner. Far otherwise, Yahweh thinks of him as without

iniquity, deals with him as no longer having any connection with it.

We should beware of attaching to these terms the technical mean-

ings of modern dogmatic theology. This syn. couplet makes a

simple and comprehensive statement. But a later legalist thought

that something more was required, and this he supplied by adding :
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And in whose spirit there is no deceit. This may be explained

in accord with modern ideas :

" Who conceals his sin neither from

God nor from himself/' Dr.
; especially if we weaken the term

with EVS
. to

"
guile

"
; but this renunciation of deceit of spirit is

a very high ethical ideal, not appearing elsewhere in the Old Tes-

tament, i John i
8
rises to a higher ethical conception, and may

be cited against self-deception in the matter of neglecting to con-

fess sin, but hardly against one who has so completely confessed

his sin and has been so entirely relieved of it, as stated in the

previous couplet of our Ps. Such an one needs no exhortation

to sincerity of spirit. This clause adds a defective line to a Str.

complete without it; and also imports a disturbing thought, to

the effect that such a man must not only be accepted by God
as without any more sin attached to him, but must also have the

more positive characteristic of a spirit without deceit. The clause

5s a gloss from the school of Hebrew Wisdom. It is probable

that man is also a gloss, in order to give the experience, which

was originally national, a more personal and individualistic turn,

in accordance with the glosses, v8
"11

. 3. When I kept silent'},

refrained from making the confession, stated in v.
5
, and assumed

as the basis of v.
1"2

. my bones waxed
old~\, as in other Pss. of

penitence and lamentation, aching in sympathy with the distress

of the soul; cf. 63 22 1S- 18
38

4
5i

10
. through my roaring]. The

agony was so great that, although he did not cry to God for help
in penitential prayer, he did cry aloud with so much noise and
so little self-restraint that he lost his manhood and became a mere
animal. This has been intensified by the additional clause, all day

long, an insertion probably not designed, but due to dittography
of the following words. 4. For day and night], continuously,
all day and all night without interruption. Thy hand'}, God's

hand, put forth in chastisement. was heavy upon me], not

merely by its pressure of weight, but, as the context implies,

heavy because of heavy strokes, smiting him again and again
with His powerful hand, so as to make him roar with the agony
of suffering. Although he did not in fact suffer scourging of his

body, he did in fact suffer from the bruising of his soul by the

experience of the divine anger, so that his bones felt as if they
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formed from a former condition of comfort into misery, by the

severe divine discipline. This is much better suited to the context

than ^, followed by EV% "
my moisture is turned into/' AV., or

"is like," PBV., or "changed as with," RV., which have no

Hebrew usage to justify them and which are difficult to construct

with the following words. These again are different in @ from ^
@ is here also to be preferred in its rendering, as when thorns

smite ;*]. The blows of God's hands are very appropriately com-

pared with the smiting of the body with thorns, especially as in

ancient times thorns were used for the purpose of scourging.

Thus Gideon "took the elders of the city [of Succoth], and

thorns of the wilderness and briers, and with them he threshed

[or taught] the men of Succoth," Ju. 8IG
. Jer. and Aug. think

of pricking of the conscience. The reading of J^,
"
droughts of

summer," is difficult to connect with the previous clause, because

the Hebrew prep, is not appropriate to the verb
;
and the word

rendered "
droughts

"
is not used elsewhere in f^, though the

meaning is possible, as being in a similar word from the same

stem.

Str. II. is composed of a triplet of two syn. lines, with a third

line synth. thereto, and an emblematic couplet. 5. My sin],

emph. in position, || iniquity \ transgression, resuming the three

terms of v.
1"2

,
in order now to state the confession presupposed in

these verses. The confession is also in three syn. terms, make

known
||

not cover
\\ confess. The first term is in appropriate

antith. to forgive. The objectifying of the sin, by making it

known, is in order to taking it away. The second term, the

uncovering the iniquity, is that Yahweh might cover it again.

The third, confessing, a term not used elsewhere in ^, but in

other writings, is properly acknowledging, possibly calling atten-

tion to by a gesture, in order that Yahweh on His part might

refuse to look at it, ignore it, not consider it, or think of it. All

this confession is in personal address, to Thee \
to Yahweh, and

meets with the response, Thou forgavest mine iniquity, using but

one,, and that the oldest, simplest, and most important of the three

terms of v.
1"3

. f^ and the Vrss. all agree in attaching two words

for sin together, "iniquity of my sin." But this is against thfc

usage of the previous context, and is probably due to the omission
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of a verb, which is indeed necessary to complete the measure.

This verb is probably the synonym, pardon, which has been

omitted by copyist's error, because of its similarity in form to

Selah, here used at the close of the line. Thus we may perfect

the measure, and separate the terms for sin, and render the last

clause, my dn didst pardon. 6. For this"], namely, forgiveness.

let the pious~\, probably collective in the original text, but made

individual by a later editor to correspond with v.
7'u

, by prefixing

"every." Only the pious, who were in a covenant relation to

Yahweh, and so entitled to His kindness, could ask for forgive-

ness of sin. But all such should be encouraged by past experience

to pray for it in time of distress, such as that described in v.
3
^.

So the original text should probably read. But it has been changed

by copyist's error into "time, when Thou mayest be found." This

limits the petition to a particular time, and so is against the con-

text, which exhorts to pray in time of sin and trouble, which would

not be usually considered as a time when God would be most

favourable. It is probable that the copyist, who made the mis-

take, was thinking of a fast day, or possibly of the day of atone-

ment, and it suits quite well the Christian use of Ash Wednesday.
This mistake of the copyist, seeing two words, where only one was

designed, gives the second as an introductory particle to the next

clause, sometimes translated "But," PBV., "Surely," AV., RV.,
for which there is no sufficient reason in the parallelism. At the

outburst ofmany waters'}* The distress is compared to a sudden

flood, as in Pss. i88
69

16
. they will not reach unto />//], because

he has been put into a safe refuge by Yahweh, in answer to his

prayer. The original Ps. came to an end here, in a most appro-

priate climax. And this was probably all of the Ps. when it was

used in 3B.

Later editors made additions to the Ps. for various reasons;
and first, 7, which returns to the first person and is hexameter.

O Thou, my hiding-place'}. This thought was not suggested by
the idea of the Ps* in general, but by the specific thought of the

previous line with reference to the flood of waters. The voca-

tive is better suited to the following context than the usual, "Thou
art my hiding-place." This phrase has probably come into the

Ps. from 3 i
a

; cf. 27' 911 But the reference is here more gen-
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eral and later, for we can hardly think of the courts of the temple
in this context. From straits mayest Thou, preserve me], not an

expression of confidence in Yahweh, but a jussive of petition.

O deliverer, mayest Thou encompass me abouf\. This clause is

thus parallel with and complementary to the previous one. ^, (,
3, all differ very much. The text has been disturbed by a dit-

tography which caused the insertion of "
songs

"
; <jfy,

EV8

.,
more

properly, "jubilation/'
" shouts of joy

"
;
but <, 3, have "

my jubi-

lation
|| my hiding-place." The rendering of EV8

., "Thou wilt

compass me about with songs of deliverance," is to be rejected.

A second gloss was added, v.
8"9

.

I will instruct thee and teach thee in the way thou shouldst go ;

I will counsel thee, (I will fix) mine eye upon thee.

Be not as the horse, the mule, without understanding,

With bridle and halter, its harness, to be muzzled.

This is a tetrameter tetrastich. It is a warning which most

of the older interpreters and many moderns regard as the words

of God
;
but most moderns think that they are the words of the

psalmist In either case they are not suited to the Ps., because

the second person throughout the Ps. has been God, and the

exhortation of the previous context has been addressed to the

pious in the 3d person. It is a supplementary advice of a later

editor to all who listen to the Ps. It is furthermore of different

measure and strophical organisation. 8. / will instruct thee

and teach thee~\. This is in accordance with the legal attitude

of mind subsequent to Nehemiah. in the way thou shouldsf go~\,

the way of the Law, the legal way or course of life and conduct ;

more, therefore, in the spirit of Ps. i than of Ps. 32. I will

counsel thee], intensifying the previous verbs. A word is missing

in f^ and also in most Vrss. & gives it, instead of the verb pre-

served in 2^, the one using one verb, the other the other verb.

These are, indeed, so much alike that one of them was omitted

in the old codices. This verb is probably original and should be

rendered I willfix> which then gives an appropriate construction

to the otherwise difficult phrase, mine eye upon thee"}, the eyes of

the teacher being fixed upon the pupil so as to watch his every

step in the way of life. The positive teaching is followed by an
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antith. couplet of warning. 9, Be not as the horse'], intensified

by the more obstinate animal, the mule. without understanding},

lacking the capability of receiving instruction and counsel ; there-

fore they have to be guided by physical means, with bridle and

halter, its harness, to be muzzled'}. This was the original comple-

tion of the tetrastich ; but a brief marginal note, indicating a

reason for the muzzling, has come into the text and given diffi-

culty. % followed by most, has "
it will not come near unto

thee," but various other renderings are given by ancient and

modern versions, which will not repay consideration.

10-11 are a still later liturgical gloss.

Many sorrows has the wicked man ;

But kindness has he that tnisteth in Yahweh.

Be glad and exult, ye righteous,

And be jubilant, all ye right-minded.

This is a trimeter tetrastich. Many sorrows'}, as the antith.

of kindness, suggests that they were due to divine punishment or

chastisement. The former belong to the wicked man / they are

his by right of earning them'; the latter belongs to the man that

tnisteth in Yahweh. This was probably the exact antith. of the

original text, but it has been changed by a later editor through
the addition of the verb "

compasseth him about," to correspond
with v.

7
; and so the measure has been destroyed, without any

important addition to the meaning. 11. Be glad and exult \ be

jubilant'}, liturgical terms implying worship in the temple. In

the first line
" in Yahweh "

is an unnecessary gloss, destroying the

measure. ye righteous"}, the class of people in Israel living in

conformity to the Law
|| ye right-minded.

1. nr] = v.2 pi. cstr. before rel. clause (v. /*) ; exclamation. iitrj]

Qal pass. ptc. Nfeu, for Ktrj, assimilated to ^03 as if rim forgiven, as v.6 25
18

85* 99
8
- t [nD:>] vb* tQal pass. ptc. covered, in respect of sin only here.

Pi. (i) cover, clothe: earth with great deep I04
6
; heaven with clouds 1478;

(2) conceal: transgressions Jb. y& Pr. \f 2818 ; iniquity Ps. 32
5

; righteous-
ness of God 4011, cf. 1438 (?); (3) overwhelm: the waters of the sea 78

5S

I0611 Jos. 24
7
(E) ; waters Ps. IO4

9
Jb. 2211 3S

84
; shame Pss. 4410

69
8
Je. 5i

51

Mi. ;
10

; horror Ps. 55* Ez. 7^5 mischief Ps. I4O
10

, c. hy 442 io617 ; (4) cover
over sin Ps. 858 (by God). Pit be covered Ps. So**. Cf. usage of TM cover
over sin, v. 6& 78

88
79* BDA yffg] transgression, v. 5 19". fW] n-f'
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sin ; rare, only in phr. rfnj n Gn. 2oq
(E) Ex. 32

21 - &- 3*
(JE) 2 K. xy

21 and

Pss. 32*- 4O7
lop

7
(v. PNn .25**, on J/7)- 2. D^N] is a gl,; the only other

use for individual in ^, 846 - 13
. mrp] comes in between vb. and i

1

? in an awk-

ward way and should be transposed. afc?nJ Qal impf. present ; awn (v. /o
3
),

here in sense of impute, cf. Niph. io631 .
pjj (#. i82ty. ,-PDI inna pso] is

a gl. : a denial of sin and the reverse of the confession of sin in its three

forms in previous context, and of the forgiveness, the covering over, the non-

imputation of it. Besides, the phr. itself is late, nn (v. j"/
6
), here in sense

of a
5? ffor moral character, elsw. ^ 34

19
5i

19
78

s
. t-i;zp] n.f. deceit 32* 52*

ioi 7
,

'"\ Ptt'p deceitful, treacherous bow yS
67

, "\ \xfr I2O2- 3
, v. ncno f. This

can hardly be softened down to internal truthfulness to God. 3, ^] tem-

poral, but <
t 3, causal. Tf^nn] Hiph. perf. I sg. aorist ; cnn be dumb,

keep silence, neglecting response (v. 281
*). J [ nU>:3 ] vb. Qal wear out: of

garment Dt. 84 29*-*; fig. heavens Ps. IO227 Is. 50*; bones through suffering

here. Pi. causative, wear out, consume away : fig. flesh and skin La. 3*; form

in Sheol Ps. 49
16

. rop] for the bones in a similar state of pain v. 6s 2216 - 18

3i
n

38* 4211
5 1

10 IO24 - 6
. aiiiT^a] makes the 1. too long; dittog. as Du.;

cf. ODV O at beginning of next v. 4. notU|

] f^?*
1
n.m./z t jfl^; #/ <5/00^

a.X. in this sense ; Nu. II 8
(J) taste of manna. But < has here t<rrpd<t>7)v els

raXaiirajptav ; 5J conversus sum in aerumna mea ; 3 versatus sum in miseria

mea. These Vrss. rd. ntf oppression, and vb. as i sg. which if inf. Tani or

ptc. "jB^i must have idflj. "j3n is followed by *? in the sense of to be turned or

changed into something (#. jo**) . f I^ann] n.m. drought; only here for usual

a*jn. But ^v T$ vTra.
t

yriva.i &Ka,v6av, "& ditm conjigitur spina, 3 cum ex-

ardesceret messis. < must have read yip for y->p and >jain, sf. -j and inf.

cstr. of ain to attack, smite, as Je. 5O
21 - ^

(v. 77^) ; S as inf. cstr. of am vb.

be dry. & interprets Ttf breast and -uann as inf. cstr. sf. I sg. am lay waste,

destroy. < on the whole seems most probable, 'jann in | is late change
for am, which makes all the readings easy in the different interpretations.

5. ipMon] so -ow, emph. ^"V**] Hiph. impf. present, jn\ <5 aorist as next

vb. improbable. ipiDi)] emph. present (v. v.1). VHDN] is in and 3, and

seems to be original, although it would seem more natural at beginning of

previous clause. It must therefore be emphatic and express previous resolu-

tion. *>Sy] is taken by @ as KCLT tpav, 15 adversum me, *>W; but this is cer-

tainly incorrect. It is a poetic, archaic prep., lengthened for measure. npfco]

emph. ipNtan pp] guilt ofmy sin (v. v.1 - 2
). Du. is prob. correct in reading

pn*?D ipNtan Mi?; the nn^D was confused with nSo and so omitted. Then it

was necessary to connect the words for sin. This restoration makes the pen-
tameter complete and the construction easy. 6. PNT"^] for this thing, eg.

pardon, or on this account, therefore, as p hy. <5 forp rcnJTTjy, 3 pro hac*

NSD pj?S] cf. Is. 55
6 wscna; but this is not suited to the context, which em-

phasises the fact that God is to be found by the penitent, and not any special

time of finding. { P^] conj. only, as 9i
8
, or in the sense assuredly, does not

seem appropriate to the context. Therefore with Du. rd. for pi NXD, prao,

which has been confused with USD and so brought about pixo. pi*D nyh time
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ofdistress, f p^xr n.[m.] straitness, straits: 'si ^ iig
m I S. 222 Dt. 2S53 - 55 - 57

Je. I9
9
. This phr. is then further defined by f *pr IUM. flood, outburst; elsw.

Na. I 8 Jb. 3S
25 Dn. g

26 II-- Pr. 27-*. 7. ':i] is a difficult form, pi. cstr. of

f p n.[m.] o..\. jubilation
= run. ft:

1

:?] n.[m.] deliverance; elsw. 56
8 both

dub. For vb. &% 77-^. But is very different, dirb 6\hffeta$ TTJS Trepiexo&rijs

fjt
rb d^aXXta/td fjiov \tirpu<ra.l fie cnrb T&V KVK\w(rdvT(i)v fie. takes ijaa^Dn

and T\sr> as alike relative clauses referring to the affliction or distress, is

being n.f. as if rns. It points \:i ||

-*

1

? iro ; this is most likely, unless with

Houb., Horsley, Hi., Du., w is dittog. for last letters of \nxn. 3 is somewhat

different, tit es protectio ?nea, ab hoste custodies me, laus ??tea saIvans, circum-

dabis me. is = adversary, vho is ptc. J, 5, both take vbs. as expressing

confidence. dF regards the verse as essentially petition. The vb. \jixn is

Jl ^jaaior, and must be interpreted in the same way. It is improb. that toSa

is a noun. The difficulty with is in taking is as fern, and in the lack of

prep. JD after vbs. It is better to follow % and take ti^fl as ptc,, as iS3
4O18

7<^ I44
2
, referring to God, and to regard the impfs. as jussives.

8. TVINI] i coord., emph. addition to previous vb. ir] rel.
(z/. 9^). "|^

Qal impf. modal, shouldgo. ns^] Qal impf. cohort. I sg. (v. 7^). <gf ^TTC-

ffTTjptw = nsjK Qal impf. I sg. of nsj, as Pr. i630 ; so Ba. A word is miss-

ing from the measure, "p
1

?? implies a vb. which should prob. be that of <

in addition to that of % as Du. 9. vnn~t

?K] Qal juss. 2 pi. with neg.

J jn.5] n.m. ratftf, as Pr. 26s Is. S7
29

. J ton] n.m. ^^//<?r, as Is. so
28

Jb. 3O
11

.

t "HE] n-[na-] ornament, trapping, harness ; only here in this sense ; ras

ffiay6va.s atirQv, S maxillas eorum ; in ^ elsw. only IO3
5
(dub.). Hu., Pe.,

Moll, take the clause as rel.,
" whose harness consists in bridle and bit to tame

it"; then Moll, "they will not approach thee," Pe. "or else they will not

come nigh unto thee"; Ew., Ri., AV., inf. with S
" must be muzzled, or there

is no drawing near to thee." But vb. a^a is an Aramaic word, not used in

OT., and is late. Du. then takes vb. as Hiph. inf. anpS <Q. Sa is dittog., so

we get anp
1

?. 10. DiaiKDD] pi. J awao run., pains, sorrows, grief; elsw. 38
18

69s7 Is. 53
3- *

Je. 45
s
S^

8 La- ^' 12> 18
"

Bi., Du., insert -ir before ?uh wicked

man. But we might rather omit uaaiD 1

', and so get a trimeter couplet. The
omission of mm in v. 11 would then give a trimeter tetrastich. 11. u-oin]

Hiph. imv. 2 pi. requires after it f as Du. aS'ni^-Sa] as 7^ ii3 36
n 6411

94
16

97
11

.

PSALM XXXIII., 4 STR. io3.

Ps. 33 is a song of praise, (i) A call to worship in the temple
with song, music, and shouting (v.

1"3
), because of the righteousness

and kindness of Yahweh (v.
4
^). (2) All mankind are called to

fear Yahweh, the creator of all things, and disposer of all nations
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(v.
6-10

). (3) Yahweh from His heavenly throne inspects all man-

kind (v.
m5

) ; and victory is not due to armies or warriors (v.
16-17

),

(4) He delivereth those who fear Him (v.
18~19

) ; therefore His

people long for Him, are glad in Him, and trust in His name for

victory (v.
20-22

).
A gloss praises the plans of Yahweh as everlast-

ingly secure, and also the happiness of His people (v.
31"12

).

gHOUT, ye righteous in Yahweh,
Praise is becoming to the upright;

Give thanks to Yahweh with the lyre,

With the ten-stringed harp play to Him ;

Sing to Him a new song,

Play skilfully with shouting ;

For the word of Yahweh is upright ;

And all His work is with faithfulness ;

He loves righteousness and justice,

The earth is full of His kindness.

TgY His word the heavens were made,
And by the breath of His mouth all their host;

He gathereth in a flask the waters of the sea,

Putteth in treasuries the primeval deep.

Let all the earth be in fear of Yahweh,
Let all the inhabitants of the world stand in awe;
For He spake and il came to pass,

He commanded and it stood forth.

He doth bring to naught the counsel of nations,

He doth make of none effect the plans of the peoples.

pROM heaven Yahweh doth look,

See all the sons of mankind ;

From the place where He sits enthroned He doth glance,

At all the inhabitants of the earth;

He that formed their mind altogether,

He that discerneth all their works.

The king doth not gain a victory by his great army,

The mighty man cannot be delivered by his great strength,

The horse is a delusion for victory,

And by his great army he cannot deliver.

gEHOLD, the eye of Yahweh is toward them that fear Him,
Toward them that hope in His kindness ;

To deliver their life from death,

And to preserve their lives in famine.

Our soul doth wait for Yahweh,

Our help and shield is He ;

For in Him our heart is glad,

For in His holy name we trust.

Let Thy kindness, Yahweh, be upon us

According as we hope in Thee.
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Ps. 33 is an orphan Ps. without tide, and therefore was not in any of the

minor or major Psalters. It was inserted in its present position by the final

editor. The ru avet5 of < is a late conjecture. The Ps. indeed shows the

influence of many writings: v.30 of Is. 42
10

; v.36 of Is. 23
16

; v.7 of Jb. 38
22

;

v> of Gn. i
3

;
v. 11 of Is. 4OS 46 51*-

s
$s8sq 5 v-

13 of Pss - Ij4 Z42 ; v.15 of

Zc. i2l
; v. 1G - of Dt. 33

20
; v. 17 of Pr. 2i 31

; v.22 of Ps. go
17

. I Mac. 3
19 is

probal)ly based on v.16. The use of the paiticiples, v.5 - 7
, for the finite verb

is in late Aramaic style. The Ps. cannot be earlier than the late Greek period,

and probably is Maccabean on account of its reference to divine aid in victo-

ries v.16 - 1T - 19- -- 21
; the joyous temple worship with song, music, and shouting

xv1"3
; and universalism of outlook v. 8- 10* 13 - 14

. The Ps. is composed of 22

couplets, corresponding with the number of the letters of the Hebrew alpha-

bet, but without the use of the alphabetic letters at the beginning of the coup-

lets, therein differing from Ps. 34. There is always difficulty in arranging

such Pss. in Strs., and scholars differ in this regard. It is probable that the

correspondence of the number of couplets with the letters of the alphabet was

due to the insertion of two couplets, v. 11-12
,
into the original Ps. for that pur-

pose. These couplets may be taken out without being missed indeed, to

the improvement of the course of thought in the Ps., which they interrupt.

It is then easy to divide the Ps. into four trimeter decastichs.

Str. I. is composed of five syn. couplets, three of which are

a call to worship in the temple, two giving the reason for it.

1. Shout ye\> the sacred shout expressing the enthusiasm of

praise in the temple worship, which was appropriate to the place

and becoming to those entitled to worship there. These are the

righteous \ upright, in the later sense of those zealous for the Law
and institutions of Israel, and living in strict conformity thereto.

2. Give thanks'], implying a song of thanksgiving accompa-
nied with instrumental music of the lyre and larger ten-stringed

harp. The three forms of praise are summed up in 3 : Sing, play

skilfully, with shouting. That which is to be sung is a new song,
a fresh outburst of praise ; not in the sense that a new composi-
tion was rendered, but that a fresh experience of divine favour

had been enjoyed, and was acknowledged in a new festal assem-

bly in the temple for this particular purpose. 4. The reason for

this summons is the word of Yahweh and His work. This com-

prehends all the divine activity, as it has been experienced. The
word, in its instruction and promises, is upright, as His people
who conform to it are upright j His work in judgment upon
enemies and redemption of His people is with faithfulness to
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His covenant, cf. Dt. 32*. But back of all His word and work

is His love in its more ancient form of kindness and its later form

of affection. 5. He loves righteousness, probably the doing of it

on His part as the context suggests, and justice, incorrectly ren-

dered "judgment" inEV. here and elsewhere in this combination.

The earth isfull ofHis kindness] in action, in His work as above,

cf. i ig
64

. These divine attributes are conceived as working through
all the earth. That is the background of their particular working
in the experience which calls for the fresh song of praise.

Str. II. is composed of two parts of syn. couplets, giving the

reason for the intervening syn. couplet, summoning the world to

stand in awe of Yahweh. 6. The psalmist goes back in thought
to the creation, especially of the heavens and all their host; that

is, the heavenly luminaries, sun, moon, and stars, in accordance

with the conception of Gn. 2
1
Is. 4O

26
45

12
,
and not the angels as

Pss. I03
21

I48
2
. These were made, the most general term for

creative activity, not implying any particular mode or theory of

creation. By His word], the instrumental means here em-

ployed; that is, by command, as v.
9

in accordance with Gn. i.

With this is parallel : By the breath of His mouth], the words

breathed forth in speech. Some have thought of the divine Spirit

here in accordance with Gn. i
2
,
the same Hebrew word being

used for
" breath

" and "
spirit

"
; but if the reference were to

the divine Spirit it would be Spirit of Yahweh, and not Spirit of

His mouth. 7. The creation of the waters of the sea is now

described. the primeval deep], probably only the depths of the

sea, in accordance with Jb. 38^
n - ffl

, and not the more compre-

hensive mass of waters, including the subterranean and terranean

waters before their separation, of Gn. i
6"9

. He gathereth in a

flask], after & and most ancient Vrss., as more suited to the

putteth in treasuries, than % followed by EV8

., "as a heap."

The conceptions of treasuries, where God stores up the snow and

hail, and of a flask, literally water-skin, in which the Orientals

carry their water and wine, where God stores up the waters of

heaven, are in Jb. 38
22 37

. Inasmuch as in Jb. 38
8*10 the baby sea is

conceived as shut in safely in its place at the creation with bars

and doors, it is most probable that all these terras of Job are at

the basis of this description, rather than the heaping up of the
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waters of the Red Sea for the passage through them of Israel,

according to Ex. 15*, which is another and heterogeneous figure

of speech to that of treasuries and the permanence of the sea

in its place. The verbal forms are participles, but not on that

account to be referred to
" the continual action of maintenance

as well as the original creation," Kirk., because the participles are

of the late Aramaic style, used for the finite verb, and refer to the

creation itself as in the passage of Job mentioned above. 8. The

fact of the creation of heavens and sea by Yahweh is a ground on

which the psalmist summons mankind to fear such a Creator.

Let all the earth \ all the inhabitants of the 'world'], all mankind

wherever they may be. This is an universal summons. be in

fear of Yahweh
[|
stand in awe]. It is not probable that the

psalmist is thinking of fear here in the religious sense appropriate

to the people of God, as in v.
18

, where the accusative is used ;

but in the more external sense of awe and submission to the

divine sovereignty. 9. The reason is reenforced by a return to

the conception of the creation, which is stated in terms of the

primitive creation of the light, according to Gn. i
3
. For He

spake and it came to pass], the very words of Gn. i
3
, expressing

by the Waw consec. the immediateness of the obedience of the

creature to the creative word ; paraphrased in the syn. clause :

He commanded, with the same immediateness of result, and it

stood forth~\ ; that is, it sprang into existence and presented itself,

or stood forth as a host, using the imagery of v.
6 and Gn. 21

, as an

army stands forth in array when the sovereign issues the com-
mand. 10. The creative power has been mentioned as a warn-

ing to the nations ; it is therefore appropriate in the climax that

the providential power should be referred to. This, as we would

expect from the purpose of the statement, is on its negative side,

with reference to the nations \ the peoples. They may take counsel

and make plans against the people of Yahweh, but in vain ; for

He doth bring them to naught \\
make of none effect. He frus-

trates all their schemes of hostility against His people ; and this

is the climax which justifies the inclusion of the entire Str. in
this Ps. of praise.

A later editor, wishing to emphasise the thought of the last

couplet, adds a tetrastich to the Str., and interrupts thereby the

progress of thought in the Ps.
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The counsel of Yahweh standeth forever,

The plans of His mind to all generations.

Happy the nation whose God is Yahweh,
The people He has chosen for His inheritance '.

11-12. The counsel of Yahweh \ the plans of His mind'}, the

plans formed in His mind, God being conceived as having a

mind, just as man, His image. These words are in striking antith.

to the counsel and plans of the nations of the previous couplet.

As Yahweh frustrates their counsel and plans, He maintains His

own counsel j it standeth firm, not capable of frustration, unchange-

able, permanent, and indeed forever \ to all generations. This is

a ground for congratulation to the people of Yahweh, for it ren-

ders them secure in the hands of their God ; therefore they may
sing : Happy the nation \ the people, antith. to all the other nations

and peoples, because they have the inestimable privilege of one

whose God is Yahweh; and this not simply because they have

chosen Him to be their God, but because He has chosen them

for His inheritance, His own special property in accordance with

the original covenant, Ex. 19*; cf. Dt. 4
20

9
s6- 29

32 Mic. y
14- 18

Is.

I9
25

Je. io16
Pss. 289 6810

74* yS
62- 71

94
5- 14 io65- 40

. A still later edi-

tor inserts in the Mss. underlying (?i an addition to v.
10

, followed

by 13 and PBV.,
" and casteth out the counsel of princes," which

makes the couplet into a triplet by a third syn. clause. It cer-

tainly was not in the original Ps., which was composed entirely

of couplets, although it is an idea entirely appropriate in itself.

Str. III. is composed of three synth. couplets, describing the

divine inspection of mankind, followed by two syn. couplets draw-

ing the consequences, that victory and safety are not due entirely

to human powers. 13-14. From heaven], emphatic, ||
the place

where He sits enthroned], the divine throne in the heavenly pal-

ace, 0. 9
8
29

10

55
20 I0213

Is. 63** 661
. Yahweh doth look \ see

|| glance], the divine inspection of mankind, as n4
i4

2
, all the

sons of mankind ||
all the inhabitants of the earth]. His inspec-

tion is universal, a resumption of the thought of the universal

warning of v.8. The inspection is a thorough one, nothing escapes

it. 15. He that formed their mind], created the mind of man,

constructed or formed it as truly as He formed the body; cf.

Gn. 2
7 - 8 Zc. I21 Ps. 94. It is possible that the second story of
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the creation was in the mind of the psalmist as well as the first,

and that he extends the construction of the body of man to that

of the mind also. But inasmuch as he thinks of the minds of his

contemporaries, the formation of the mind is not that of the prim-

itive man, but that of all men the world over. The psalmist does

not, any more than Is.
2
, distinguish the creative activity from the

providential. He certainly does not conceive the later distinction

between creationism and traducianism. He thought that each

and every individual man originates, mind and body, as a result

of divine activity; cf. Ps. I39
13"16

. The divine construction of

the mind was not partial but total, altogether. Therefore Yahweh

knows it already in all its powers and activities, its capacities and

its limitations. Nothing whatever in the mind of man can escape

His inspection. He knows the inner man. He is one that dis-

cerneth all their works. The result of all this is that the mind

and works of men are very much limited ; they are under the

entire control of Yahweh. 16-17. The king], thinking probably

of the king of Syria, the great enemy of the Maccabean times,

I the mighty man, the trained warrior, ||
the horse, the cavalry

of the army. These are conceived as with a great, a numerous,

army, coming up against Israel and relying upon their overwhelm-

ing power for victory. The renderings of EV8

., "save," "salva-

tion," or "
safety," are too general, and not suited to the context.

The beauty of the synonymous thought is spoiled by rendering
the same word "host" or "army" in v.

16 and "strength" in v.
17

,

as if the latter referred to the horse. This would be an exaggera-
tion of the horse, giving it a couplet to itself, and indeed in the

climax of the Str., as compared with the king who would have

but one line, although he is emphasised by the position of the

word in v.
16

. The king is really the subject of v.
175

, as well as of

v.
lfo

. The king thinks he can gain a victory by his great army.
His cavalry, in which he chiefly trusted, proves a delusion. In-

stead of winning victory, he is defeated, and in his defeat the

strength of his warriors cannot deliver them, and the king himself

cannot find deliverance by his army. The context indicates that

all' this is due to the divine inspection and interposition so fully

stated in the previous couplets. For this situation in history, cf.

i Mac. 3
19

.<
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Str. IV. is composed of two syn. couplets, setting forth the

experience of deliverance, followed by three synth. couplets of

joyous prayer. 18. Behold], calling particular attention to what

is to be said. the eye of Yahweh], taking up the inspection of

the previous Str. Yahweh's eye is resting upon His people as

well as upon the nations, only with a different motive. He had

inspected the nations to frustrate their plans and to give them

defeat instead of victory. He inspects His people with favour.

toward them that fear Him], with the reverential fear of worship,

||
toward them that hope in His kindness], look up to Him for it,

expect it, wait to receive it; recurring to the kindness of v.
5
,

praised, as exhibited throughout the earth. That which the peo-

ple of Yahweh hoped for, looking unto Yahweh in godly fear, they

received. 19. His eye had a redemptive purpose when directed

upon them : To deliver their life from death. The nation had

been in extreme peril because of the great army of the king of

Syria, threatening to destroy them. Yahweh delivered them by

giving them the victory. And to preserve their lives in famine'].

If this is historical, it may refer to the famine of a besieged city

in which the great army of Syria had shut up Israel, and then

probably to a siege of Jerusalem, or elsa to a peril of famine in

the land, owing to the devastation wrought by the Syrian army.

20. The psalmist now turns to the final prayer. Our soul].

The people are conceived as having but one soul ; only they

speak, not as an individual,
"
my soul," but as an aggregate of

individuals in one nation. doth wait for Yahweh], not here in

the sense of anxiously looking for an exhibition of kindness in

deliverance ; but in the temple, in reliance upon His kindness

as already bestowed. 21-22. For in Him our heart is glad \ we

trust
||
we hope in TJiee, all alike syn. expressions of joyous confi-

dence in their God who had done such great things for them.

Our help and shield], shield for defence, help to deliver
;

cf.

Gn. I5
1

Pss. 3
4 2O3. His holy name], the majestic name that

secures victory in accordance with 2o iS
. The Ps. concludes with

a petition that the kindness just experienced in deliverance, v.
18

,

and which now fills the earth with its renown, v.
5
, may ever abide

upon His people.
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1. fnw:] adj. (i) comely: of woman Ct. I
5

6*, so Ps. 6818
,-

cf. Je. 62 ;

face Ct. 21*; mouth Ct. 43
. (2) seemly: of nS-in here as 147! (cf. 93

5
); elsw.

Pr. if I9
10 261

. 2. T^,^ -nsr^ &. Intr. 34. 3. firin ^tr] is based

on Is. 42
10

; elsw. Pss. 40* 96
1
98* I44

9
I49

1
, a fresh outburst of song. 13^n]

Hiph. pf. 3 m, pi. J [si^] vb. Qal, be pleasing; c. h 69
32

; elsw. c. h be well

for, go -well with, Gn. 1 213 (J) 40** (E) Dt. 8 t. Je. 4 t -f . Hiph. ( I ) c. ^ do

good to, deal well with, Pss. 49
19

125* Ex. I 20 (E) Gn. I216 (J) +; c. ace.

Ps. Si
23 Dt. 81G

Je. i810 + ; (2) do thoroughly, prob. 36*, as Mi. 7
3
t teiC

1

?) s^n

play -well, skilfully, here as I S. i617 Is. 23" Ez. 33
s2

; (3) do well, right:

ethically Ps. U968
. 745] Pi. inf., #. Intr. 34. njjnn]

sacred shout, v. jgy
6

.

4. ic] rz#/
(s/. 7

1
*), as predicate of the "an only here, but cf, for the

commands of the Law in other terms I9
9 U9137

. Jw n.m. (i) speech, dis-

course, saying: o*nfl 'i 17* 59
1S

; ns 'i 36*; njxty "i 222; ID '*! 3z//<?r speech

64*; ana "\ goodly speech in poem 45
2
; "i nap H942 Is. 36

21
Je. 44

20
; spoken com-

mand of God'Pss. 33^
' 6

I03
20 - 20

io5
28

1488, prob. 56
5- u- n

; "i nSp 1072 I47
18

(cf. v.15) Is. 9
7

Je. 42
5
; promise Pss. IO5

19- ^ IO612 ' 2
*. (2) Saying, sentence

as written* lines ofsong, i8x I37
8 Dt 32**; the Law as divine sentence Pss. 5o

17

lo;8 1 19
9 - lft- 1T'^ 28< 42- 43> 49- 57- 66- 74- 81 - 89* 101> 105 - 107 - U4- 18 - 139 - 147- 16 - 161> 169

I30
5
I47

19
. (3) Words, as parts ofsentence, 7

1
19* 52 55

s2
56

6
IO9

3
. (4) Mat-

ter, affair, about which one speaks, pi. 65* IO5
27

I45
5
(?); sg. jn 'n 646 I4i

4
;

*?J7>^3 'i 4i
9 ioi3

; nw\D *t 35
20

;
^:<? in judgment II26. (5) Prep. *OT hy

became of,for the sake of, 45
6
79

9 Gn. 2O11 (E) Ex. 82 (J). inergD-Sy] should

be without Makkeph for measure. njiDNi] not 3 essentiae, PBV., Pe., but

either in as 0, 3, De., Hu., Che., Dr., or with, Ew. \ n
jiCN n.f. firmness,

steadfastness* fidelity ; in ^ only faitJifulness, trust: (a) of human conduct

37
8
(?) ;

'

-pi 119^. f () as divine attribute 8812 89
2- 8 - 6 - 9

; shewn in works

3&; commands H985
; in affliction H975

; in oath to David Sg
50

; reaching

unto skies 36; unto all generations loo5 H990
; God will not belie it Sg

34
;

TNp njiD II9
138

(cf. fP 't? Is. 25
1
); closely associated with *^Dn 89

25
92

s
98

8

(cf. Ho. "i22), pi$f n|3-ii 96
18

I43
1

(cf. Is. ii 6
), salvation Ps. 4O

11
(elsw. of God

only Dt 32* La. ^). 5. 3nx] Qal ptc. Yahweh subj. npnx] righteotisness

(v. j9
). aacr] yavAVtf (v. y). ion] kindness, as v.18

' 22
(z>. ^). mm]

unnecessary gL 6.
"

13^] is only a variation of " no of Gn. i 6, which the

author had in view (v.
9
). This is evident also from the &o*, which in Gn. 21

refers to the whole organised creation, but here specifically to the heavenly
bodies (#. ^^). vj nn] (v. 18^ j/&) = breath of his mouth is syn. with

"i3"% the uttered word, as most interpreters of modern times. The majority
of the older interpreters, however, think of the DVSN nn of Gn. i

2
. But this

seems excluded by rs, which is nowhere used in connection with the divine

Spirit. Pe. suggests that there is here a usage parallel to Ps. IO4
2*-30

, where
the nn of God is the source of life as it enters into the animals with quicken-

ing power and imparts to them their nn. So in Jb. 33*, the divine nn and
nBtpj are in men the source of life. But this would lead us beyond Pe. to the

doctrine of Gn. 27, where the on now is breathed into Adam's nostrils by
Yahweh, and Gn. 7

s2
implies that the D"n nn DDBM of all animals was also
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imparted by the breath of God. This, however, would lead to the thought
that the fcO* of heaven are here regarded as living beings, like the morning
stars of Job, and the reference here would be to orders of angels. This would

widen the doctrine of creation to the extent that all living beings in heaven

and on earth owe their life to the breath of the divine mouth. mrn -013] is

prob. for an original nana ; otherwise the 1. is too long. 7. Dj5] Qal ptc.

f [DJD] vb. Qal, gather: people I Ch. 222 Est. 416
;
waters here ; stones EC. 3

s
;

wealth EC. 28
, cf. v.26

; portion for priests Ne. J244. YL.gaflier together : for

punishment Ez. 2221
; for restoration Ps. 1472 Ez. 39

28
. Hithp. gather oneself

together Is. 2820 . fn;] heap; as in Ex. 158 Ps. yS
13

, of Jordan Jos. 3
18 - 16

(Is. i;
11

dub.), so fg, Hu., Pe. ; but Hare, Lowth., Horsley, Houb., Ew., Ols.,

Che., al., follow the Vrss. (except Quinta) in reading ij = ij bottle (v.^tf).
The sea is represented as shut up as water in a bottle or water skin j cf.

Jb. 38
8-11

,
where the baby sea is shut in with doors and bars. It is tempting

to think of the bottles of the clouds ; in this case the upper as well as the

lower waters were in the poet's mind. D*D] (v. iS12) used frequently of

waters of the clouds ; but DJ (v. 24?) either of seas on the earth's surface or

subterranean. t*Wfc] n.m., in ^ only pl.f.
for the storehouses of God for

rain, snow, hail, etc.; elsw. I35
7 Dt. 2813

Jb. 3S
23- 22

Je. io13 = 5i
16

.

pl.f. of { Dinn n.m. deep place : always of waters : (i) of a great sea

135 I48
7
; (2) of the Red Sea at the crossing 77" io69 ; (3) of a river, giving

drink yS
15

,
with waterfalls 428 - 8

; (4) of subterranean waters 7I
20

(?); (5) of

the primeval sea here, as 104. 8. UDD] prosaic gl., makes 1. too long.

9. Nin >a] ->a here as in v.4 giving reason of praise. Kin emph. as in parallel

line. trp -IDK] is based on the creation of the light Gn. I 3
, pf. followed

by 1 consec. impf. immediate result. 10. -Pjpn] Hiph. pf. 3 m. for usual

ion, assimilated in form to jojn. J ["ns] vb. Hiph. (i) break, the Law IIQ
126

;

(2) frustrate, here; (3) annul $5
5
89

s4 both dub. f [NU] vb. Qal only

Nu. 32
7 Kt. (but Hiph. Qr.). Hiph. (i) restrain, forbid, vow Nu. 3O

6 - 6 9- M.

frustrate, thoughts here; refuse p# (but dub.) I4I
5
; (2) restrain from

Nu. 32
7 - 9

. tnatfno] n.f. (i) thought: DIN '

94
11

; of God, wS 'D 33";
c. S 4O6 ; are exceeding deep 92

6
; (2) device, plan, purpose, here and 56

6
.

11-12. These are tetrameters in their present form. aS of God is as aS

of man, the seat of the* thoughts and counsels, or plans (v. iq
15

} ;
cf. Is. 4O

8

4610
5I

6 - 8
55

8s<
i-. 13. DID^D] emph., cf. I4

2
. wun] Hiph. pf. emph. pres-

ent oaj. 14. ^au?] Qal inf. cstr. sf. 3 s. ;
zw pregnant sense, sit enthroned

(v. *). ny^n] Hiph. Pf. f rut? glance at; elsw. Is. I4
16 Ct. 2. 15. aa 1

? -ix^]

Here God forms the aS, the intellectual and moral nature of man, as in Zc. I21

He forms the nn, the disposition or temper. n^n] Qal ptc.; rqpn Hiph.

ptc.; both with article and so rel. clauses. 16. PN] is constructed with ptc.

yb , I, Hu.,Dr., Kirk., but with the noun by EV8
.; the former is the better.

iVon] generic article (v. 2?*). jrahj] Niph. ptc. pen (v. f) has the mng.

of gaining victory, as Ew., Hi., De., Hu., Pe., Kirk. 17. Dion] generic

article: the horse is -iptf (?
J5
)j a deception, delusion, as Pr. 2i 81

. njntfn]

victory, for older njJiBM (v. iy
5
). | njptfn

n.f. (i) deliverance, usually by God
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through human agency, esp. from oppression and in battle, and so victory

here as I44
10

;
of deliverance from personal troubles 37

39
;

or of national

deliverance under fig. of personal 4O
11 - 17

7I
15

; \-.;irn '' 3S
23

; of man, njgwn

C-^K deliverance of or through man 6O13 = lo813,
cf. 1468; (2) more exclu-

sively spiritual in sense 5i
18 H941- 61

. D^c;]
Pi. impf. modal (v. 2zP}\

Xiph. pass. These four lines afford a fine example of distributed parallel-

ism. ;iri: of a has its parallel in n;rrr. of c. *?
s of Z) is balanced with taSD**

of d; but s-n 3- is in a and rf, although 5, EVS
. regard the second as the

strength of the horse. 18. This l.is a pentameter as it stands, but the change

of SN to V in b is improb.; rd. B^rrr *?NI. a^rva Pi. ptc. pL, "?rr> (z'..?/
25
);

so v.22. 19. This is also a pentameter line most naturally, but oniW? is

strange; it is a condensation of anvn nrn\ The trouble of famine is instead

of the battle of v^". yxn"] Hiph. inf. S'J as v.^, ||
rop Pi. inf. of n<>n

(v. ^^27), both expressing purpose, n^n
in the sense of life is only in poetry ;

cf. 74
19

yS
50

I43
8

. 20. wira:] emph. paraphrase of personal pronoun we

(tf.j
3
). nnrn] Pi. pf. 3 f. j [nrn] vb. Qal, wait for, only Is. so

18
(c. S).

Pi. longfor} c. S here as io613, also Is. 817
64

3
Zp, 3

8 +,

PSALM XXXIV., 3 STR. f.

Ps. 34 is a thanksgiving, (i) A vow of praise in which all

are invited to unite (v.
2"4

) ; because Yahweh has answered the

prayer of His afflicted people and delivered them by their guar-

dian angel (v.
5-8

) ; (2) an exhortation to seek Yahweh, the source

of all good (v.^
u
),

with instruction that prosperity depends upon

good conduct (v.
12'15

) ; (3) a contrast of the watchful care of

Yahweh over the righteous (v.
16- 18-21

) with His destruction of the

wicked (v.
17-

*). A liturgical gloss was added (v.
23

).

J
WILL bless Yahweh at all times, continually shall His praise be in my mouth.

Of Yahweh will my soul boast ; let the afflicted (malge it heard) and be glad.

magnify Yahweh with me ; and let us exalt His name together.

1 sought Yahweh, and He answered me, andfrom all my terrors He delivered me.

They looked unto Him and beamed, and their face was not abashed.

This same afflicted people cried, and Yahweh from all his distresses saved him.

The angel of Yahweh encamped about them that fear Him, and rescue them.

Q TASTE and see that He is good ; happy the man that taketh refuge in Him.
O fear Yahweh, His holy ones ; for there is no lack to them that fear Him.

Young lions are in want and they suffer hunger; but they that seek Him lack

not any good.
O come, sons, hearken to me; the fear of Yahweh I will teach you.
Who is the man that taketh pleasure in life? loveth days that he may se$ good?
Keep thy tongue frpm evil, and thy lips from speaking deceit

;

Depart from evil and do good ; seek peace and pursue it.
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face of Yahweh is against them that do evil, to cut off their memory from

the land.

The eyes ofYahweh are unto the righteous, and H:s ears unto their cry for he.p ;

They cry and Yahweh heareth, and de'.ivereth them out of all their distresses.

Yahweh is nigh unto the broken-hearted, and the crashed in spirit He saveth.

Many are the misfortunes of the righteous : but out of them all Yahweh deliv-

ereth him ;

He keepeth all his bones, not one of them is broken.

Misfortune shall slay the nicked, and they that hate the righteous shall suffer

punishment.

Ps. 34 was in B, but not in any of the major Psalters. The title has a

reference to the life of David,
" when he changed

" or disguised
" his judg-

ment," feigned madness "before Abimelek, and he sent him away and he

departed," in accordance with the story I S. 2i lle
*, except that the Philistine

king is there called Achish (v. Intr. 27). This change might have arisen

from defective memory of the editor, or from substituting the common name
of the Philistine kings for the specific one. Ps. 56 is also referred in the title

to the same period of David's life at Oath. The editor did not mean to imply
that David composed these Pss. on that occasion, but that they might be sup-

posed to represent his spiritual emotions at that time. Ps. 34 is an acrostic

of 22 hexameters, and like all such poems more or less artificial. There seems

to have been a transposition of lines ? and . This was due to an editor who

changed the earlier order of these letters (v. La. 2, 3, 4, and 6 of Pr. 31) to

the later order of his time. The Ps. is original, and shews little dependrnce

on other writings. The conception of the guardian angel, v.8, resembles that

of 3S
5 ' 6

9l
ll and is probably an earlier conception of a special angel, having

Israel in charge, which subsequently develops into the one named Michael,

and implies the Persian period. The term jrc -110, v.15, is common to \VL. but

elsw. only here Ps. 37
s7 Is. 59

15
. The contrition of v.19 is dependent on Is. 57

15

6I 1 and resembles Ps. 5i
19

. The Ps. implies the beginning of \VL. and the

Persian period, but shews no dependence on P. The Ps. omits the line t, as

Ps. 25, in order to get a division into three Strs. of seven lines each. It has

also a supplementary liturgical addition which is essentially the same as that

in Ps. 25. On account of v.9 the Ps. was used in the Holy Communion in the

ancient. Church ; & Apostolic Constitutions, 813 ; Cyril, Cat. myst.^\ Bing-

ham, Antiq. V. 460.

Str. I. is a heptastich, composed of a syn. tristich and a syn.

tetrastich. 2-3. I will bless Yahweh'], in the benedictions char-

acteristic of Hebrew worship, ||
His praise, the praise of Him, by

the use of the hallels, characteristic of festivals (#. Intr. 35).

boasf\ 9 in these hallels, by describing Yahweh *s wondrous deeds

of salvation and judgment. This is to be at all times \ continu-

ally', perpetual worship in the temple. in my mouth~\ 9
the sacred
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songs, not only written asd read, but sung aloud. Let the afflicted

make it hejLrf^ namely, the praise of v/
J
, taking their share in it ;

so by an easy change of vowel points giving an excellent parall.

instead of the usual "will hear and will be glad" of ^ and Vrss.

4. O mx&iir; Ya/nctX], tell of His greatness and His great

deeds, |,
exalt His name, His supreme majesty as King of Israel

and the nations, cf. 3o
2

99' 107'- I45
1
. with me \ kt us to-

gsfher^. The afflicted are exhorted to unite with the psalmist

in this thanksgiving. It is common praise, worship of the whole

people, and not merely of individuals. 5-6. The reason for

the praise is now given as an encouragement to the afflicted.

/ sought Yah^eh]. The veteran sage gives his own personal

experience. and He answered me]. His answer was not in

word, but in deed, He delivered me from all my terrors], due

probably to the aggression of a powerful enemy. On the basis

of this personal experience, the afflicted taking part in the temple

worship are reminded of their own experience : They looked unto

Him], that they might catch the light of His countenance, cf.

27
1
-*,and so beamed'], their face lighted up by the light from Yah-

weh's face; antith. with their condition as the afflicted. and

their face was not abashed'], no longer clouded with gloom,

humiliation, and shame. The chief ancient Vrss., (, J5, U, 3,

and many moderns, take these verbs as imperatives, in accord-

ance with the jussive at the close of the line. But f^, EV8

., and

other scholars, rightly regard these verbs as perfects, and the line

as syn. with the previous and following lines. 7-8. TJiis same

afflicted people cried]. The psalmist points to the nation in its

organic unity, combining himself with all the afflicted. Yahweh

from all his distresses saved him], in response to the nation's

prayer, cf. vA The activity of Yahweh now passes over into

that of the angel of Yahweh, which might be interpreted as refer-

ring to the theophanic angel of the ancient history in accordance

with Is. 63*, and as implying the conception of the angelic camp
which met Jacob Gn. 32^ But it is most probable that the author

here, as in Pss. 35*
c
91", is thinking of the guardian angel of

Israel, who in later times received the name of Michael, Dn. zo13- 21

is1
. This angel is represented as chief of an army encamped

about Israel to protect them from enemies, and who, in such
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/**), with r also log
15 Xa. 2:+, based on penalty of P., H., z? XT? Lv.

I7
10 20 3- 5- 6

, D-^r Afczr remtmbranct; cf. Ps. 9
7 Ex. i;

:4
;,! Dt. 25*' 32-.

For word s1

. #. 18. ipys] Qal pf. emph., continuation of v.16. | -73 vb. ^r>-

<?// as 77
2 S82 I07

6 - 28
; v.17 intervenes and makes the connection diiSciilt.

This v. cannot refer to the person of v.1T . In fact, v.
16 - 1T have been trans-

posed in order to conform an earlier alphabetical order to a later, at the

expense of the thought. For the older ur-ler r. La. 2, 3, 4 Pr. 31 ().
< overcomes the difficulty of change of subi. by inserting ot 5J/ca, but at

the expense of the measure, nv^i] subj. emph. 19. 3? ^??] P^r ^sw.

Is. 6I 1
; cf. iar; a- Ps. 5i

19
, 3

1

? ^12 1473. n"-> 'sc^j cf. D^D^J 3s Is. 57
15

,

also Ps. 5 1
19

. The dependence upon Is.
2 can hardly be questioned. As lo

forms narj Niph. ptc. pi. cstr. 12?, z. also v.2i: *x:^ pi. cstr, of fxri adj.

elsw. Is. 57
15

. 21. lar] Qal ptc. as v.8 ^ of late style. 22. -irr^] Qal

impf. as v.23
,
^r punishment. Cf, Pr. 3O

13 Is. 24
6

Je. 2* Ho. 5
15 lo2 J4

1

Zc, II5 Ez. 66 (v. j11
). 23 is a supplementary line \\ith fi; cf. 2522.

PSALM XXXV., 3 STR. io 5
.

The Ps. is a national prayer: (i) petition that Yahweh may
interpose as the champion of His people, and especially by His

angel, against enemies who without cause have sought to entrap

them (v.
1^- 9*10

*) ; (2) complaint against the neighbours as false

friends who reward evil for good, and antipathy for sympathy,

with petition for deliverance (v.
u-is

) ; (3) petition that these

enemies may not be permitted to go on in their treacherous con-

duct and that Yahweh may interpose in judgment (y.
10- 25 - 27*-28

).

Each part concludes with a vow of praise. Glosses emphasise

the imprecations (v.
7-8- 26-27a

).

Q YAHWEH, plead my cause, fight with them that fight me;
Take hold of shield and buckler, and rise up as my help ;

Draw out spear (and javelin) to encounter him that pursues me ;

Say unto me, (Yahweh) : Thy salvation am 7,

Let them be ashamed and brought to dishonour together that seek my life ;

Let them be turned back and confounded that devise my hurt
;

Let them be as chaff before the wind, (thine) angel pursuing them;

Let their way be in darkness and slippery places, (thine) angel thrusting them

down.

Then my soul will be joyful in Yahweh, will rejoice in His salvation;

All my bones will say:
"
Yahweh, who is like Thee? "

"^yITNESSES of violence rise up, that ofwhich I am not aware they require ofme ;

They reward me evil for good, bereavement to me.

But as for me, when they were deadly wounded, I made sackcloth my clothing ;
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I afflicted my soul with fasting, my prater was upon my bosom
;

As for a friend, as for mine own brother, I went in procession, in black / bowed

down.

But when I halted, they rejoiced, and they gathered together (in throngs)

against me,

Smiters tore me, for that of which I am not aware, without cessation ;

In my pollution they mocked, they gnashed upon me with their teeth.

O recover my life from roarers, from lions mine only one j

And I \\ill give thee thanks in the great congregation, among a numerous

people I will praise Thee.

T ET not them that hate me without cause, rejoice over me, winking with the eye ;

For it is not peace that they speak, but against my tranquillity;

Deceitful things they devise, and they open wide their mouths agai
nst me

They said:
"
Aha, aha! our eye hath seen it."

Thou hast seen, Yahweh ; keep not silence, keep not afar off;

Stir up Thyself for my judgment, my God, and awake unto my cause ;

Judge me according to my righteousness, my God, and let them not rejoice

over me ;

Let them not say in their mind :
"
Aha, our desire ! we have swallowed him up."

May Yahweh be magnified, who hath delight in the peace of His servant;

My tongue will murmur Thy righteousness, all day long Thy praise.

Ps. 35 was in 39, but not in any of the other Psalters. They were right-

It is not well suited to public worship. It is a pentameter, with many glosses

from other Pss. and Prophets. These being removed, it appears
to be com-

posed of three symmetrical decastichs, each concluding with a Refrain vowing

public praise. V&-& is a gloss from yo
38
*; v. 8 from Is. 47

11
,'

v.106 from

Je. 3111. in the original Ps., v. 3 is possibly dependent on 3
8
;

v.
4 cited from

70* = 40*5; v. 12 reminds of Is. 47
8 ' 9

; v.6 of Je. 23
12

;
v.s* of La. 216 J V.*3 of

Ps. 6Q.11
-13

; v.18 an "?np of 22s6 4O
10

. These do not show dependence, but

a similarity of situation and language, which suggests nearness of time of

composition. V.10
-7103 ^ implies Ex. I5

n
, and the singing in the temple

some such song of praise. The angel, v.6, probably the guardian angel of

Israel, resembles 348, 9i
n

,
and suggests the earlier stages of that idea. The

use of tpn, v.16, for pollution of land is similar to Je. 3
1 Mi. 411 PS. lo688. All

this favours the situation of the feeble community of the Restoration, owing
to the hostility of the neighbouring nations.

Str. I. is composed of a syn. triplet with a line synth. thereto,

a syn. tetrastich and a syn. couplet. 1. Yahweh, plead my
cause], so probably in the original, using the common phrase,

which sometimes implies judicial process ; at other times, as here,

vindication in battle, and so
|| fight with them that fight me, An-

cient texts were misled by the last clause to find a parall.
with it

in the previous clause, and so by a slight change of form made a
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doubtful word with the meaning "with them that contend," or

strive, "with me." The people are in peril from warlike ene-

mies; they are unable to defend themselves, and so appeal to

Yahweh to interpose. Yahweh is conceived as a champion, a

heroic warrior, as Ex. i5
3 Dt. 32

4L
Ps. 24?. Accordingly, He is

implored to arm Himself as a warrior : 2-3. Take hold of shield,

as 3
4

;
and buckler, as 5

13
; ||

draw out spear {andjavelin)]. The
latter word is a conjectural emendation, in accordance with the

association of these words in usage, and therefore to be preferred
to the emendation of many scholars,

"
battle axe," which is a for-

eign word, unknown to Hebrew usage elsewhere, and all the more

dubious, that upon it is based an argument for a later date for the

Ps. than other evidence will allow. The imperative of ^,
"
stop,"

in the pregnant sense, supplying
" the way," though sustained by

ancient and modern Vrss., is not suited to the subsequent words,

which imply, not resistance to attack, but aggression, an advance

to meet, to encounter him that pursues me
||

rise up as my help.

In the climax, the poet turns from the enemies to Yahweh : Say
unto me: Thy salvation am /]. The personal God and vindi-

cator of Israel is their salvation from the enemies who make the

present peril. 4. The poet begins his imprecation with a coup-
let from ye

3 = 40*,

Let them be ashamed and brought to dishonour together that seek my life ;

Let them be turned back and confounded that devise my hurt.

He imprecates upon the enemies a shameful defeat, involving

all the hurt and even death they had planned against Israel

5-6. The psalmist now introduces the angel as in 34
8
. This, in

the text, is
"
angel of Yahweh," but probably in the original was

Thine angel, because of measure ; not the theophanic angel of

the ancient tradition, who led up Israel out of Egypt into the

Holy Land, overthrowing all their enemies ; but the angel of Israel,

whom Yahweh had given charge over Israel, cf. pi
11

, a conception

which subsequently developed into the Michael of Daniel. This

angel takes up the pursuit of the enemy after Yahweh Himself

had defeated them, pursuing them \ thrusting them down. These

words have, in all the texts, been transposed, as most modern

interpreters think
;
for pursuit is best suited to the simile as chaff
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before the wind; and thrusting down to the darkness and slippery

plates into which in their flight their way leads them.

The reason for the petition is now given, in which the groundless-

ness of their hostility is emphasised, and it is followed by renewed

imprecation. This disturbs the course of thought and the struc-

ture of the Str., and indeed v.
7

is premature. It is therefore a

gloss.

For without cause they hid for me their net ;

A pit without cause they dug for me.

Let desolation come upon them unawares,

And let his net, that he hid, catch him,

And in the pit let him fall.

7. For without cause*], with no sufficient reason, gratuitously,

implying already, what is more fully brought out in Str. II., that

the conduct of the enemies was unreasonable and contrary to what

ought to have been anticipated. It was indeed treacherous : they

hidfor me their net
||
a pit they dug for mi], implying the same

situation as that in 9
16

,
the image of hunters seeking to trap ani-

mals. 8. The imprecation is condensed partly from Is. 47"- and

partly from Ps. p
16

. The former is, let desolation come upon them

unawares ; the latter probably in the original, and let his net, that

he hid, catch him ; and in the pit let him fall, the last clause of

which has been preserved by S, but in f^, @, and other Vrss. has

been obscured by a copyist mistaking the word rendered "pit"
for that rendered "

desolation," and so the texts read either
"
in

the desolation," or "with the desolation let him fall therein."

The Str. concludes with a vow of praise which may be regarded
as a couplet of refrain, as it reappears in varied terms at the close

of each Str. 9-10 a. Then my soul']. The conjunction implies

temporal consequence with the subject of verb emphatic. The
inner nature is syn. with the outer nature, the bodily frame, all

my bones, which sympathise with the emotions of the soul, and
thrill with joy here, as they ache with sorrow elsewhere. will
be joyful \\

will rejoice^ This was doubtless to be expressed
in public praise, and is indeed a vow of such praise. The theme
is His salvation, that is, as wrought by Him, in the defeat of the

enemies, and therefore to be celebrated in an ode, as Ex. 15.
'Who is like Thee'}, possibly referring to that ode itself, used at
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the period of the psalmist for this very purpose, in the liturgy
of the temple. 10 be. A later editor, failing to see this reference,
and thinking the conclusion of the Str. too abrupt, appends what
he thinks an adequate explanation, based on Je. 3i

n
:

Deliverer of the afflicted from him that is too strong for him ;

Yea, the afflicted and needy from him that spoileth him.

Str. II. is composed of a synth. couplet and a syn. triplet en-

closing a syn. triplet, concluding with a synth. couplet. 11. Wit-

nesses of violence}, not violent witnesses, but such as testify of

violence
; they rise up to testify ; require of me, demand satisfac-

tion, retribution for violence of which I have no knowledge, of
which I am not aware ; with the implication that it was alto-

gether a false accusation. 12. They reward me evilfor good}.
Israel had done his neighbours good, and only good ; and yet they

charged him with evil, and, taking for granted that he was guilty,

requited him with evil. This evil is emphasised as bereavement,

not to be generalised into
" discomfort

" of soul, PBV., or spe-

cifically "spoiling of my soul
" AV. ; for which there is no author-

ity in Hebrew usage ; but bereavement of children, implying the

slaughter of the children of the people by these enemies, as in

Is. 47
8' 9

; and this as requited to me, as Pss. 4I
11

I37
8
, the soul

here, as elsewhere, being a paraphrase for the person. 13. The

psalmist now in two triplets brings out the kindness of his people
in emphatic contrast with the unkindness of the enemy. But as

for me}, emphatic assertion of personal conduct. when they were

deadly wounded'}, by their enemies in battle, resulting in the death

of the children of their people, antith. with v.
12

,
and so in mourn-

ing and funeral processions. This is weakened into " when they

were sick," in MT., which does not suit the context or the thought

of the Ps. The context sets forth graphically the ancient method

of mourning for the dead. I made sackcloth my clothing}, insert-

ing the verb to complete the measure from the cognate Ps. 6Q
12

.

/ afflicted my soul with fasting}, cf. Is. 58*
5

. my prayer was

upon my bosom}, prayer, as the context suggests, of supplication

for the bereaved. This was conceived as heartfelt, resting upon

the bosom, or upon the heart, while it pulsated with sympathy, as

AE., Luther, al. This is certainly an unusual expression ; but it

x
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was made more difficult by an ancient editor, who inserted a verb,

without regard to the measure, usually rendered
"
returned," which

was probably meant to imply that the prayer, notwithstanding its

sincerity, returned to the one who made it without effect, Bar

Heb., Ri., al, with the suggestion of a reward from God, instead

of a reward from those for whom it was offered. This seems to

be the interpretation of , 3, Ra., Hu., Ki. The reference to the

head bowed down upon the bosom, De., Ba., for which i Kings

i84-
is cited, does not suit the situation or the language. It would

be more natural to think of beating the breast, or bosom, as the

usual accompaniment of mourning, Na. 2
7
,
if the phrase could be

so interpreted. 14. I went in procession]^ the usual funeral pro-

cession, clad in black, the colour of mourning. / bowed down],
the posture of the mourner, cf. 38

7
, that is, with head bowed and

face turned downward. This mourning was as sincere and intense,

as for a friend; and still more as for mine own brother. It has

become, however, a little too much by the insertion of "
as one

that mourneth for his mother," by a later editor, at the expense

of the measure, making the line as well as the thought by so much

overfull. 15-16. In antith. with this sympathetic sorrow of

Israel for its neighbours when they were bereaved of their children

in war, is the unsympathetic conduct of these neighbours. But
when I halted], or limped, as Je. 2O10

;
as injured in the feet and

so in a perilous situation
; intensified by in my pollution], pollution

of the land with the blood of the' slain, cf. Nu. 35** Je. 3
1 Mi, 4

11
.

This has been interpreted in MT. as a late adj. with the mean-

ing
"
profane," referring to persons, making the construction and

meaning difficult. @, having either a different text, or else

paraphrasing, at all events regarded it rightly as a verb. The
conduct of the enemies is graphically described. they rejoiced]
antith. the wearing of sackcloth. and they gathered together in

throngs']. All were interested in the humiliation of Israel, and
none would be absent on this occasion. Smiters], so essentially

3, 3, Pe., Moll., Kirk., better than "
smitings," blows, @, & The

"
abjects

"
of EV8

., based on Ki., Calvin, Grot., explained by De.
as *'

dregs of the people," has nothing to justify it in usage,

They tore me without cessation]. This v. is antith. with the

fasting and prayer of Israel. they mocked], as @, whether the
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kindred noun "a mocking" be original or due to dittog. f^, by
an early error of text, made a phrase unknown elsewhere, which

has ever been regarded as difficult to explain. Ra. first suggested
" mockers for a cake," that is, parasites, fawning flatterers, who
make jests and witticisms against others, in order to please the

rich and powerful, and so secure entertainment from their table.

This has been followed by EV. and most moderns, who have

adhered to $?. But it is not suited to the context, and indeed

is far-fetched
; so that most recent critics prefer to follow @ or

seek a better text. They gnashed tipon me with their teeth], as

37
12

; the mocking passing over into this manifestation of bitterest

enmity. This is in fine antith. to the intense grief and mourning

expressed by black garments and the funeral procession for a

brother of v.14. 17 a. A later editor inserts at this point an ap-

peal to Yahweh, Yahweh, how long wilt Thou look on], that is,

with indifference, while such things are happening, such wrong is

done. This line not only is apart from the measures of the Ps. and

its strophical organisation, but really expresses an impatience which

is foreign to its robust confidence. 17 b. O recover my life ||
mine

only one~\, as 22 21
from roarers], an emendation admirably suited

to the previous context
]| lions, so We., Du.

;
a common figure for

powerful and greedy enemies. The " from their desolations
"
of

fif, followed by ancient and modern Vrss., does not suit the con-

text, even if the form of the Hebrew word could be sustained.

It requires no greater change in the text to get the appropriate

meaning,
"
roarers," than to get the same word as v.

8
,
and the lat-

ter is improbable in the original text, if v.
8 be a gloss. 18. The

petition for recovery is followed by the refrain, cf. v.
9"10

: And
I willgive Thee thanks in the great congregation, among a numer-

ous people I will praise TJiee~\, the public thanksgiving in the

temple for national deliverance, as in 22 20
4O

10
.

Str. III. is composed of an introverted tetrastich, a syn. tetrastich

in antith. thereto, and a concluding syn. couplet. The common
term of both is the prayer : let not the enemies rejoice over me>

v.
19- 24

, that is, continue to do as they are represented as doing in

v.
15

; and then saying, Aha, v.
21 ' 25

. 19. Hate me without cause],

resuming the thought of v.
11'12

, explained unnecessarily by a late

editor through the insertion of the syn. :
" mine enemies wrong-
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fully," at the expense of the measure. winking with the eye},

a circumstantial clause expressing their malicious insincerity.

This is explained as craftiness. 20. For it is notpeace that they

speak}, as they probably professed, but the reverse of peace;

against my tranquillity}, so probably rather than "the quiet in the

land/' %%, followed by most interpreters, which is not sustained

by ,
and is a phrase unknown elsewhere and improbable in

itself, making a distinction between the quiet and others in the

land, when the antith. of the Ps. is between the people of the land

and their enemies. Omitting
" the land," which is not in @, and

maintaining the remaining word of p? over against that of <, we

get the personal reference to the tranquillity of the people, who

speak as usual in the first person, and in fine parallelism to the

peace of the previous clause. Deceitful things they devise"} ;
their

plans are crafty and deceitful. 21. They open wide their mouths

against me'}, in much hostile speaking, in accordance with their

deceitful plans, in false accusations ; resuming the thought of v.
11

,

and accordingly changing the tense to the perfect, in citing their

testimony : They have said; "
Aha, aha J our eye hath seen //"],

namely, the deeds of violence charged against the people of

Yahweh in v.
u

. In striking antith. to this conduct of the enemy
Yahweh is exhorted to interpose, resuming the thought of Str. I.

22. Ttiou hast seen, Yahweh}, an appeal to Him as an eye-

witness over against the false eye-witnesses of the enemies.

keep not silence}, in Thy testimony on my behalf. keep not afar

off}, in my need, cf. 222- 12' 20
sS

22
yi

12
. "O Lord" and "from

me" are both unnecessary glosses, making the line overfull. On the

positive side the plea continues. 23. Stir up Thyself \ awake'},

strong terms for active, prompt interposition. for myjudgment \

unto my cause}, as v.
1
. A prosaic copyist has, by transposition,

attached the verbs together and then the nouns, the latter being

separated by the divine name : My God, to which " Lord "
is

added as a gloss. Poetic usage gives each verb its appropriate
noun in parall. 24. Judge me}, in the sense of vindication, as

above, according to my righteousness}, as 3; best suited to the

context and the course of thought in the Ps., which asserts right-
eous conduct over against the false charges of the enemy. But

?^, @, and most Vrss. have "
Thy righteousness," an appeal to
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this divine attribute. Probably here, as often, the original text

had no suffix, so that either interpretation was possible. 25. Let

them not say], repeated in the next clause for emphasis, but by
editor at the expense of the measure. in their mind], to them-

selves, in their congratulatory thoughts, antith. with their previous

testimony, which they now suppose has had its effect in the ac-

complishment of their crafty plans. Aha, our desire"]. We have

attained it. we have swallowed him up], implying both the greed
of the enemies and the overwhelming completeness of destruction,

cf. i24
8 La. 2

16
.

26-27 Z>. A Maccabean editor inserts an imprecation taken

from yo
3^ with slight modifications.

Let them be ashamed and confounded together that rejoice in my hurt.

Let them be clothed with shame and dishonour that magnify themselves against me.

Let them shout for joy and be glad (in Thee) that delight in Thy righteousness.

Yea, let them say continually,
"
May Yahweh be magnified !

"

Besides the desire for an imprecation, the editor was probably
moved to insert this particular one because of the wish 27 fi. May
Yahweh be magnified, which was probably original to our Ps. and

therefore common to both. This is the beginning of the final

refrain, cf. v.
9"10*- 1S

. It is the magnifying Him in the celebration

of His deeds of salvation and judgment in public worship. who

hath delight in the peace of His servant], resuming the thought of

peace of v.
20

,
and emphasising the fact of the personal relation

of the people to Yahweh, as His servant, in accordance with the

conceptions of Jeremiah and Is.
2
. Yahweh takes pleasure and

delight in His people, as now appears with propriety after the

storm has passed, and the interposition has been triumphantly

accomplished. 28. My tongue will murmur], give vocal expres-

sion in the melody of sacred song. all day long], continuously.

Thy righteousness], the theme as exhibited in the vindication

of the righteousness of His people || Thy praise.

1. nan] Qal imv. cohort. Jan vb. Qal (i) strive: of battle here;

(2) plead a cause: of God 'D an 'i 43
1
;

without prep. 74^ H9154
; abs.

without an I03
9

. onj sf. I pi. t [3n;] n.[m.] adversary; elsw. Is. 49
s5

Je. i819 (but dub. in last two; <S has an), prob. here also tan nan as

I S. 24
16 Mi. f Je. 50

s*
5 186 + = take my farf. urh'] imv. and >DnS ptc.
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i.p. J srf fight, do battle ; in ^ elsw. $& 3
. Niph. common in OT., but in ^

elsw. log
3

. Rd. also^ (coll.) for & pi. ^rf in order to rhyme. 2. pmn]

Hiph. imv. take hold of, grasp; a.\. $, but Na. 3
14

Je. 6>23 Zc. 14" p.o]

small **w#(r.jJ). n] large *h>/<*/ elsw. j# 91*. ^Jp]- 3esseatiaft

introducing the predicate (B/)B.), as: my help, as embodied in a person,

27
9
40*8 44*7 +.3. pini] Hiph. imv. J [pn] vb. Hiph. *##, draw out,

sword Ex. I5
9 Ez. $*

& I214 287 p11
, possibly in original text of Ps. i843,

lance, only here. l needless gl. J rnjn] n.f. spear, lance; elsw. ^, 46
10 and

metaph. (lion's teeth) 57*, -UD] Qal imv. -UD vb. close up (the way), stop;

so 0, 5, Aq., 2, 9, Jebb, Ols., De., Ba. Hare, Kenn., Grotius, Street, De W.,

Ew., Now., Dr., take it as ffdyapis battle axe. This is certainly tempting.

Du. bases on it argument for late date of Ps. The early date of Ps. is rather

an argument against this unknown Heb. word. ^9DB. thinks text corrupt.

Schwally -un is improbable. Halevy rryp (Ps. 59*) is too easy. Che. would

rd. -otf javelin, as Ass. Suk&du. A change from a common word is improb-

able. 'The original was prob. jno dart, javelin, Jos. 818 I S. i;
6 - 45

Jb. sp
28

,

usually associated with nun. In unpointed text pa might have been mistaken

for -UD, if letters were transposed -m,
n*nfj

s
] inf. cstr. J N-p encounter,

enemies here ; meet, of God 59*, prob. also 2j
18

. rjrn] Qal ptc. sf. I pi.

should be I sg. coll., so v.6 . 'trs:'?] to me (^.J
5
)* nint should be inserted

to complete the line. 4. =4O16 = 7O
3
. Insert in L I, after 40

15
, -m to

complete pentameter. The second vb. in 4O
15

7O
S is vw, which is transposed

here with tD
1?^ in next 1. So also in next L, 4O

1S
70

3 have ^an for ^^n. This

change is probably intentional. The original of 4O
15

, which is a late addition

to that Ps., is in 7<D
3

. f2s
pTl]] Niph. juss. 3 pL, i coord. { C ^] Niph.

(l) be humiliated, ashamed, before men 74
21

; (2) be put to shame, dishon-

oured, 6g
7
; also here = 40

15 = 7O
8
. Hiph. put to shame = zwjw//, humiliate,

by defeat 4410. ^w ^730] phr. elsw. 38
13 4O

16
546 63! 70^ 861* Ex. 419

(J)

Je. 430 +. ub\] Niph. juss. 3 pi, -v. 14
s
. 'njn ^BTI] phr. elsw. 4i

8
140*

Gn. 502 (E) Zc. 7
10 81T Je. 36

s
48

2 Mi. 2s. 5.' nVV?Di] also v.66 ; so 3^,
cf. pi

11
, mn^ is a later insertion in both verses for rpxSn 7J6y a;^/. nnn]

Qal ptc. nn-r vb. ^7>5, thrust; rd. onn as 0, Horsley, Houb., Ols., De., Du.,

|| D|-tn (^. v.8)* These have probably been transposed, Hu., Bi., Ba. 6. -J.-P]

prob. a later addition; not necessary, and makes 1. too long. tn^fjpW]]

n.f.pl. slippery places = Je. 23
12

; elsw. flattering promises Dn. 1 1
21

,
cf. iA

7. Din ir] so v.7&. fo:n adv. (VPn) tf*^ of favour, gratis, gratuitously;
with vb. po^ -jfln y.^ ^^ V>i9 596^ ant, j^ ^n ng161

. .^-upg]. The

proper obj. is oneh (9^6) fl
ncn ^ ^/, elsw. 7

16
; obj. nnr, which should

then be transposed, making two syn. lines ; so J5, Hare, Houb., Che., Hors-

ley. This couplet is a tetrameter gl., giving a premature reason. 8. = Is.

47
U<?

, which is original: ^tn-N
1

? ritftf DNns yhy *om, changed here from sec-

ond to third pers., abbreviated by sf. in., instead of vby, and omission of DNDJD.

The change from 3 pi., v. *-7
, to 3 sg., v.8, is striking, ( and & have pi. cor-

rectly; sg. originated from attaching n to vb. from noun. ntfi;w] rd. nnab,
as v*7 (S has
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KO.I

/cat ^ Tfl irayidi ireffovyrat v

ere stands for HNI^', which could hardly be mistaken for nan, possibly

for r\rvp Horsley, or nni^ Gr. B^pa stands for rpa or -PS in <H, but neither

suitable here in place of nm. rwiB in v.8* is verified by Is. 47", but in v.86

one would expect same terms as in v.7, ntsn and rnsf, and the vbs. suggest

them, ^nwv n.f. desolation; elsw. Ps. 63 Is. io3 47
U Ez. 38

9
Zp. I 15 Jb.

30
s - 14

38-
7 Pr. i27 3

25
. These are three trimeter lines of gl. 9. un >tffij]

= Is. 6i 10
, cf. TOD Ps. i69

, & 136. 10. ^05 ?] cf. Ex. 15", implying the

singing in public praise such a hymn to God (v. 47
29

6
) ;

for this phr. v. yi
19

$9
9

. WDC pin] = Je. 31
n

, is gl. and M; also, to resume vy with emph. at

expense of measure. This v. returns to the sg. for enemy ; not so ; rd.

*D o^pmc, o omitted by slip of eye, and rd. also I^TJ, J pjn] adj. (l) strong,

stout, mighty ; esp. of hand of "
delivering Israel from Egypt nprn T3 I36

12

Ex. 32
11

(JE) Dt. 431 4- 4 t. Je. 32
21

; (2) as subst., a strong one: c. jc comp.
= <7w^ /otf strong for Ps. j^ Je. 3i

n
; of "> Is. 40

10
. Other mngs. not in ^.

1<?IJ] Qa^ Ptc - verbal force
; J vb. elsw. ^, 69

5
,
noun J

kn robbery 6211
.

11.
jicipj] Qal present, archaic form. Den nj] 'witnesses of violence, who

testify to violence that has never been done. VirK] rel., unnecessary gl. to

make construction more distinct ^IJ"^] here in special sense of not to

be conscious of, aware of, so v.15 ; cf. 5i
5
.

^i^tr;] Qal present, 'wtf in the

special sense demand, require, cf. I37
3

. 12. ^V24C"] Pi. present (v. 23s6},
in special sense requite, reward, cf. 38

21 with following phr. naitD rnn nj^i

this phr. elsw. lop
5 Gn. 44* (J) I S. 25^ Je. i820 Pr. I7

13
.

bereavement of children, childlessness, elsw. Is. 47
8 - 9

;
the more gen-

eral mng. given here by some, abandonment, cannot be shown in language.

The vb. is not used in ^. The proper mng. would not be so bad for a national

Ps. ; the slaughter of warriors, the children of the nation, suits the putting

on mourning of subsequent context. has Stfo stumbling, not so good.

trsj
1

?] must then be taken as periphrastic personal pronoun (j
3
). 13. 'OKI]

emph. antith. on^na] Qal inf. cstr. sf. JnSn vb. be weak, sick; only here

in ^, unless we change 77
11 irv^n into in^n, which, though urged by Hu., Pe.,

Bi., is improb., as < sustains pointing of J, while deriving from other stem

hhn in the sense of begin. The mng. sick is not suited to this context ; point

orflSra, as suggested by < iro.pevo-x\eivt when they were mortally wounded.

The vb. \^hr\ pierce, wound; elsw. $, lop
22

. pa> ^"D
1

?] cf. for phr. 6yi.

A word is needed for measure; after 69
13

supply runsa in^i;] Pi. pf. I s.

$ n:y vb. III. be bowed down, afflicted; in f only Qal, f be 'afflicted Ps. 1 1610 1 19
67

Zc. lo2. Niph. f & afflicted Ps. II9
107 Is. 53

7
58

10
. Pi. (l) humble, mishandle*

afflict: individual (by imprisonment and bonds) Ps. IO5
18

; a nation (by war

or in bondage) 946; dynasty of David Sg
28

; f (2) afflict,
as a discipline (God

agent) 888 90* 1 19
75 Dt. 83- 8- 16 I K. 1 1

39 Is. 64^ Na. I 12
- 12 La. 3

s8
; f (3)f~

ble, weaken : obj. nb Ps. IO224 ; tt'flj oneself \y$ fasting^13 Lv. I629 + 4 t. (P)
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Is. 58
s- 5

;
elsw. in this sense NIL 30" (P) Jb, 37. Pu. f be *$&*/*/, in dis-

cipline by God Pss. up71
132

1 Is. 53*. Hithp. f& afflicted,
in discipline by

God Ps. lo;
17

. ^rw a^a] phr. 69" with vb. naa. %VK fasting, elsw. DWD

log
2
*, characteristic of late usage, subsequent to Ne.

;
cf. Ne. 9

1 Dn. 9
s Est. 4*.

^rr^] resting upon: not of head bowed on the breast, Ba., Du., the

prayer going to the bosom instead of upward or outward ;
not with Hiph.

a^n instead of Qal, and so requital as .5DB. as Ps. 79
12 Is. 6$

6 - 7
Je. 32

1S
;

but of the prayer resting upon the bosom, as it were pressing upon it while

agitated with the pulsation of the heart. The vb. is a gl., which doubtless

implied retribution in sense of later editor, but is not suited to context and

makes 1. too long. Other uses of J p^n n.[m.] in ^ are: c. a 89
51

, with a-ipa

74.11. 14. iroSrnn] as in 43* for funeral processions. ON Satfp] jSpxadj.

mourning, only"here ^; cf. Gn. 37
s5

. < has ^x, without DN. Phr. is a gl.

of explanation, due to adaptation of national Ps. to personal relations.

J -np] as 3S
7 42

10
43

2
, all with -j^n in some form, be in black as mourner.

15. ^Teai] prep. 3 temporal; emph. in position, in antith. fy^x n.[m.] limp-

inglstiimbling ; elsw. 3S
18

Je. 2O10 Jb. iS12. -icDM]] Niph. pf. 3 pi. i coord.,

repeated for emph., but improb.; rd. inf. abs. of intensification for second,

*pDNii. D s

3i] pi. of t H33 adj. a.X.; j5DB smitten ones improb.; Ki., EV8
.,

Calv., De., al., objects has nothing to justify it ; Ols., Bi., Ba., Kau. onaj aliens

seems justified by following vb., but not by antith. triplet; , J5, jtuo"ri7es

blows, wounds = D^i for DOS ptc. roj, so 5 percntientes, S, ^D, Horsley, HuA
VJTP ^Si] rel. clause, "what I am not aware." izn J^Si] circumstantial

clause, without cessation.
ijni?] Qal pf- t ^P vb. usually tear garments, but

also various other subordinate mngs.; only here in ^. Hu., Dr., al., as Ho.

138 tear, as wild beasts or cruel foes, most probable ; <5 8t<rxl<r8'ri<ra>v, 3 $cin-

dentes. Ol., Ba., We., al., tear with words, rail, which has no usage to justify

it. 16. 'fljna] cstr. pi. J^n adj. profane, irreligious persons. This form

elsw. Jb. 36
13

3*7 >ujn; pi. Is. 33
1
*, sg. Is. io6 of nation, 9

1G of a man ; cstr. pi.

here before cstr. pi. is strange. Bi., Du., rd. ^Jni and attach to previous 1.

& bretpavdv fie = yjna, so Gr., tempting, yet not suited to context ; rd. iwrp
inf. cstr. J *pn, in my pollutio7i, as io638 ; cf. Je. 3

1- x Mi. 411
. JIJ?D uj]. The

first word pi. cstr. of yh adj. a.X. moc&ers. f JI^D f^(f, elsw. only I K. 17^
2

for rujj, and so mockers for a cake; Greek owo/c<$Xcu:es, ^w/*o/f6Xa/fe?, Medi-
aeval Latin buccellarii. All this is improb. <5 tfrtAVKT'tpurdv fjue nvKrypicrrfv,

13 subsannaverunt me subsannatione, jyV iJ^'? is doubtless correct; so Du.;
Ba. yh tj^S

not so good. It is then prob., as 1. is too long, that jy*? originated
in dittog. p->n] inf. abs. tp">n vb. gnash, grind: c. hy DUB? elsw. 37

12
; also

abs. without hy H210 La. 216, c. a Jb. i69. 17. ^N] is suspicious. ricn]
/5^w /^^/ only here in ^, also Jb. 7

19
. This trimeter 1. is a gl. on^tyo].

<5 fab TTJS Kojcovpylas atrwv ; Ols., Dy., Gr., DfUNiPD from their roaring; but
neither suited to

|J on^aan; We., Du., QIJNPD roarers, prob. correct; cf.

"?n : nKity v. 8, improbable if latter gl. as above, jtftf a.X. with same mng. is

doubtless txt. err.; D here is possibly dittog. from on>uaD. 19. ipa? taiN
||

DJO w^r. 69
6 has both phrs. (cf. npfer IRJBT 38

20
). The one is a gl. to the other.
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Probably the latter is original on account of Djn as in v. 7
. pp 1i

'"
1
i"
)<l
3-

3 take it as rel. clause and translate by ptc. pp c. p> pinch the eye, wink

maliciously, so Pr. 613 io10 . 20. r:] causal. <g has ^, doubtless err. for

rp"! *?P]. <
B has /cai ^TT' <5p73 56Xous 5teXo7/-

iracundia terrat loquentes, dolos cogitabant;

3 sed in rapina terras verba fraudulenta concinnant. These rest on different

texts from J. pN ^r\ a.\. and improb. had prob. TJP, but not pN, which

is explanatory gl., though in and other Vrss. Rd. ^r\ my tranquillity*

nan] not in <g, J5, and doubtless gl. pairrr] Qal impf. 3 pi. archaic form.

21. QTrvi] i consec. err. for i coord., Hiph. impf. 3 pi. srn open wide,

here of much hostility in speaking, as Is. 57*. The last two words of v. 20

make with first clause of v.21 a complete line. f nxn nsn] interject, aha /

always introduced by "\DK ; cf. v.
25

4O
16 = 70*, also Is. 44

1G Ez. 2$% 26? 36
2

Jb. 39
25

. -^-22. nriifrn] Qal pf. 2 m. fully written, referring to mm, antith. to

HN*! of adversaries. ^nx] is gl. "022] is also a gl. 23. ^i?-"!] Hiph.
imv. cohort., || iTyyn (same form), should go from prosaic order to its noun

131-1^
||
^BfliTD

1

?. IJ^NI] gl. as v.2-. 24. qp-ti] so 0,% but 3 n
pns; prob. sf. not

in original, but must be interpretation. Either mm or TI^N gl., prob. the former.

25. nwn] is repeated in , TS, Syr. Hex., but improb. ijtra:]
= our desire,

as 27
12

4i
3

. riB*o SN] is repeated for emph., but destroying the measure.

26-28 to be compared with 4O14~18 = 7O^-
6
. First 1. of 7O

1 = 4O
14 not in 35

26
,

either prefixed in those passages or omitted here. V.26** has variation of

^B'flj 'tt'pjc, 7O
3 = 4O15

: noe is in accordance with 35
19- 2i and so better suited

to the Ps. ; therefore, if an addition, not a mechanical one without assimila-

tion. V.2CJ is not in 7O
35 = 4O

15&
, but they substitute 35

4&
, excepting that

njn isun takes the place of injn on. This favours the originality of v.265,

which is a good syn. v.26tt. ^S^ Donjon] Hiph. ptc. pi.; of enemies, phr.

of 38
17

55
13

Je. 4S26
- 42

Jb. ig
&
, cf. Ez. 35

13
. 70

40 is not in 3S
25-27

, but *\z*

n^n rwn reminds us of 35
21 - 25

. ic
5

^:] Qal juss. J iraV vb. Qakputon (one's

own) garment, clothe oneself; lit. not in ^, but fig. often : pasture with flocks

65
14

; Yahweh puts on majesty 93
1
, strength 93

1
, honour and majesty IO4

1
;

priests put on righteousness I32
9

;
men put on shame jj36 icx}

29
, cursing IO9

18
.

Hiph. doffa) array with; Yahweh clothes priests, with salvation I32
16

, ene-

mies with shame I32
18

. Jneb] n.f. shame, elsw. 4O
16

(=70*) 441G 6op

I32
18

Jb. S
22

; phr. '3 n^ Ps. lop
29

. 27. vv] fot1
.v^tr^ 70

5
; q^ has fallen out

of v.27a by txt. err. Ttypan Sa 7O
56 = ->pi^ ^sn here ; the change has been

made in 70, for vnx is suited to the context of 35
24 and the antith. of v.27c.

V.2 = 7o
55

, except that 1. here lacks complement given in 7O
56

injntt" -ant*,

which takes the place of nap DiSty yann. 28. This v. has nothing to corre-

spond with it in 7O
6

;
but the latter has p'QNi -up as 35

10
, and concludes with

1. similar to its beginning. runn pi?
1

?] cf. for phr. 7I
24 Is. 59

s
Jb. 27*.
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PSALM XXXVL

Ps. 36 is composite, (i) A didactic Ps. describing the wicked

under the inspiration and flattery of personified transgression, and

without terror of God, plotting, speaking, and doing all manner

of evil (v.
w

). (2) A Ps. of praise: (a) comparing the four

chief attributes of Yahweh to the four great objects of nature,

as a basis for praising Him for saving man and beast (v.
6"7

) ;

(b) praising His precious kindness as manifested in the delights

of -worship in the temple, and in the life and light that issue from

Him (v.
8"10

).
Glosses (a) pray for His kindness, righteousness,

and help against the wicked (v.
11-12

), (*>) and point to the place

where the enemies are fallen to rise no more (v.
13
).

A. v.
2-5

,
65.

^N utterance of Transgression (comes) to the wicked man in the midst of his

mind:

There is no dread of God before his eyes :

For it doth flatter him as regards the finding out of his (hateful) iniquity.

The words of his mouth are trouble and deceit, he hath ceased to act circum-

spectly.

To make trouble thoroughly he plans upon his bed ;

He takes his stand in a way that is not good, evil he refuseth not

J3. V.
6"10

,
2 STR. 5

s
.

YAHWEH, in heaven is Thy kindness,

Thy faithfulness (reacheth) unto the skies,

Thy righteousness is like the mountains of 'Elf

Thy justice is a great deep ;

Man and beast Thou savest

YAHWEH, how precious is Thy kindness.

They are refreshed with the rich things of Thy house,
And of the brook of Thy dainties Thou makest them drink

;

For with Thee is the fountain of life
;

When (Thou shinest, light doth appear) .

Ps. 36 was in 39 and 131& (it. latr. 27, 33). The term nvn ^nyh with

David corresponds with iS1. It seems therefore to suggest some original

connection, or association with Ps. 1 8, This could hardly come from JB3&.

It must have come from IB, if not already attached to the Ps. when he used
it. There is no historical situation suggested in the present title, but it seems

probable that the man who proposed these words was thinking of Saul's mad-
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ness as a suggestion of evil, according to I S. i614"23 iS10'11. But he must

have lived at a much later date than the author of these passages, or indeed

the author of the similar I K. 2221-28
, where the suggestion of evil is attributed

to the divine Spirit; for this editor interprets the story of Saul and David in

accordance with v.1, where Transgression itself as a personified evil makes the

suggestion. This conception is certainly earlier than that of Satan, who

appears first in Zc. 3
1'2

. The Ps. is therefore probably from the time of Jere-

miah, when prophets of falsehood abounded. This does not apply to the

whole Ps., but only to the pentameter hexastich, v.w. The remainder of

the Ps. is much later. The original Ps. also is similar in v.5 to Mi. 21 . No
other writings have been used, although in some respects the situation and

tone of the Ps. resemble 9-10, 14, and on that account it might be referred

to the early days of the Restoration. But the wicked here seem not to be

enemies of the nation, but wicked men among the people ;
and the use of

mouth and tongue is injurious, and not simply false ; and so it implies ethics

of speech, earlier than the period of Persian 'influence. The Ps. in its present

form is composite. A Ps. of two trimeter pentastichs has been added, v.-10.

This uses the Miktam 57
2 in v.8 and 57

11 in v.6. It also is based on the

conception of Eden, Gn. 210
,
in v.9

, especially as applied to the temple in

Ez. 47
lg<i- (upon which also Zc. 14

s
Jo. 418 depend). It is also probable that

Je. 218 I7
18 underlie v.10. The humanitarianism, of v.7 is post-Deuteronomic.

The author of v.7 was familiar with Lebanon and Hennon and the Mediterra-

nean Sea, and possibly had his home in northwestern Galilee, where these

were ever in view. The similes are so graphic that they could best be

explained by an author standing on one of the summits of Lebanon, where

all these things would come naturally into his mind. These two Pss. were

brought into a sort of unison by a trimeter tetrastich of petition, v.11
-12

. The

Ps., as thus constructed, was probably made for 33. A later editor, probably

Maccabean, gave the Ps, a reference to national enemies by the addition of

v.13, which was probably based on Ps. I4
5
.

PSALM XXXVI. A.

The Ps. is composed of two synth. tristichs. 2. An utterance

of Transgression}. Transgression is personified as sin in Gn. 4
7

(cf. Ps. i9
w
). There, like a beast of prey, it tries to get possession

of the man and rule him
;
-here it has already taken possession of

him, and as the spirit of prophesy, suggests to him as to a prophet.

In all other passages this utterance comes from Yahweh to a real

prophet ; here only, transgression takes the place of Yahweh, and

so becomes a god to the wicked man, inspiring him with wicked-

ness, so that he becomes a prophet of transgression. This is all

the more impressive to him that it does not come upon him as
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an external energy from without, as in the case of Saul, i S. I614"23

iS1(W1, but as already within him : in the midst of his mind, domi-

nating his mind from its very centre. Thus <, S, U, 3. But f^,

followed by EV
S

.,
has changed the reading to "

my heart," either

by copyist's error, or to avoid the unparalleled conception of an

inspiration of a wicked man in any sense of the term. It is prob-

able that in ^ transgression was originally interpreted as in an ob-

jective construct relation, as S, followed by Ges., De W., al. : "an

utterance concerning the transgression of the wicked is within my
heart," making the psalmist inspired, rather than the wicked man.

But such a construction of the word " utterance
"

is against all

usage. Tfiere is no dread of God~\, an explanation of the situa-

tion by the psalmist, implying that God is not present and will not

call to account, as io4 I4
1

53
2
. Transgression has taken the place

of God and is become the god of this wicked man. before his

eyes]. He ignores God, can no longer see Him as present; for

he is so absorbed in the presence of transgression and the expe-

rience of its suggestions. 3. For it doth flatter hint]. Trans-

gression does this in its utterance to him ;
so most naturally, Ra.,

De., Ba., Kirk. "He flattereth himself," EV8

., has little to justify

it. in his eyes is a gloss, not in (. as regards the finding out

of his (hateful) iniquity], by God, in accordance with the previous

context He had no dread of God, of His presence, or of His in-

vestigation of his conduct ; implying therefore that God would not

find out his iniquity. This iniquity the psalmist emphasises as

something which one is bound to hate, taking it as gerundive,

dependent on iniquity, so essentially, "abominable sin," PBV.
But "to be hateful" AV., "to be hated "

-RV., emphasise the

discovery of the iniquity by God. It is also difficult to see why
the finding out, which has been pushed into the background of

his mind by the flattering voice of transgression, should now be

emphasised in the climax. The various efforts to improve the

text have all alike proved unsatisfactory. 4. The words of his

mouth]. The description passes over from the mental state of

the wicked man into his external behaviour :
4

and first his speech,
his words ; these are trouble and deceit. His speech, as under the

inspiration of a flatterer, is flattering, and so deceives and makes
trouble to those who depend -upon -it. The wicked speech is
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accompanied by wicked deeds
;
he hath ceased to act circum-

spectly}. He has laid aside all prudence in action, because he

has no dread of consequences. 5. 71? make thoroughly}. The
measure requires the attachment of this infinitive to the noun,
trouble ; in accordance with Mi. 7

3
. This is favoured by the use

of Mi. 21
. The usual rendering, "to do good," as explanation of

act circumspectly, Dr., or as dependent upon it, Kirk., not only

makes that line too long, but also gives an awkward tautological

close to the sentence. heplans upon his bed"}. The description

goes back to the mental state, the plans suggested by Transgres-

sion. These are carefully matured during the quiet of the night,

to be thoroughly carried out in the morning. He takes his stand"}.

The time for action has come, and he is determined to carry out

his plans. He takes his position with decision and firmness. in

a way that is not good~}, a way of life, a course of conduct, which

is the negative of the good way required by God's Law. This in

the climax is : evil he refuseth not'], which is as much as to say,

from no evil does he shrink, he undertakes it all, without reluctance

and without remorse.

PSALM XXXVI. B.

Str. I. is a syn. trimeter tetrastich, with a synth. monostich. The

four chief attributes of Yahweh are compared with the four great

objects in nature. Doubtless the psalmist, either in imagination

or in reality, stood upon one of the summits of Lebanon, where all

these were in full view. 6. Kindness"}, the usual meaning of the

Hebrew word, especially when in syn. relation with "
faithfulness."

Yahweh's kindness is in heaven, so most naturally, thinking of

heaven as at once its source and as illustrating its immeasurable

and all-comprehending relations. This is an Old Testament

prelude to the knowledge surpassing love of Eph. 3
17"19

. The

phrase is doubtless based on Ps. 57" (cf. iO3
u
) "unto the

heavens
"

; but this does not justify us in interpreting the Heb.

preposition here in an unusual sense, "to the heavens," as do

Ba., Kirk., al., or in paraphrasing,
"

as the heavens," Pe. ; for the

author doubtless made the change for the purpose of giving a new

turn to the thought. He changes the prepositions for variety of
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imagery. Thy faithfulness (reacheth) unto the skies}. Faithful-

ness Is an attribute that may be compared to a long reach, rather

than to comprehensive extent. It is therefore conceived as reach-

ing far up into the expanse of the skies, which extend one above

another in mysterious and sublime heights. There is probably

here an antith. in the poet's mind as in 85^ kindness coming

down out of heaven, faithfulness ascending the heights of heaven.

7. Thy righteousness is like'].
This is a real simile the

mountains of '-/], the great, the giant mountains, such as Her-

mon and Lebanon, whose lofty summits, covered with snow the

greater part of the year, suggest to the pious mind the special

presence and power of God. So the gigantic cedars of Lebanon

are called the cedars of God, 8o10
IO4

16
. The psalmist is doubt-

less thinking of the mountains as firm, stable, enduring, everlasting,

majestic, and all-commanding. Thyjustice]. As the three other

syn. terms are all singular and all attributes, an attribute in the

singular is required here. But it has been changed by an early

copyist to the plural :

"
acts of judgment," and so it appears in ^

and 3. the great deep]. A metaphor taking the place of the

similes, so 3. This is more poetical than the sameness of a

particle of comparison here, as urged by We., al, after @. Al-

though this exact term, great deep, is found elsewhere, Gn. 7"
Am. 7

4
Is. 5 1

10
,
in the story of the deluge, yet this does not justify

the rendering
"
great flood," as Moll., Ba., thinking of that great

historic act of judgment. This might be thought of if the plural

judgments were to be retained, and their irresistible power of

destruction, from which none can escape, might then have been

in the mind of the poet. But that would be inconsistent with the

emphasis upon kindness which characterises this little Ps., and
with the climax of salvation in the last line of the Str. The great

deep is indeed metaphorical of the divine justice, not on its

retributive side, but on its vindicatory side ; because of its un-

fathomable depths, its mysterious movements, and its vastness of

extent Man and
beast~], comprehending the animal with man,

in the scope of Yahweh's attributes, cf. I04
27-28

. Thou saves/].
The four attributes are all summed up in the work of salvation.

Str. II. has a syn. tristich and a syn. couplet. 8. Yahweh is

attached to the previous line in
fjf, making it too long. It also
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appears at the close of this line in 3, where f, < have Elohim.

Elohim is improbable in this Ps. The measure allows of but one

divine name, and that in v.
8a

. How precious'], exclamation of

admiration and wonder, explained in subsequent context, is Thy

kindness']) resuming the thought of v.
60

, kindness at the beginning

of the previous Str. being the most prominent attribute, as shown

also by the climax of salvation. J^ and Vrss. have a tetrameter

line : And the children of men take refuge in the shadow of Thy

wings. This is a familiar idea from 57
2
, cf. 6i5

91"* Rev. 213
, with

a subj. which is striking and difficult to explain in this context.

It is doubtless a gloss. 9. They are refreshed^. The subj. is

general, indefinite, referring to worshippers of Yahweh. It is

unnecessary to supply a subject. with the rich things of Thy

house^. Probably the sacrificial meals of the worship in the

temple at the festivals are in the mind of the psalmist ;
but these

have certainly been generalised so as to include all spiritual bene-

fits. And of the brook of Thy dainties]. The dainties are re-

garded as so copious that they are like an overflowing stream.

It may be that the river of Eden underlies the thought, especially

in the form in which it appears in Ez. 47lsq
',
as a river of life

flowing forth from the temple, and similar to the river of the city

of God, Ps. 46
s
. Thou makest them drink], Yahweh Himself

is the host and they are His guests. He gives them their meat

and drink. 10. For with J7iee], that is, in Thy house, Thy

presence, is the fountain of life~], probably an abbreviation of

fountain of living waters of Je. 213
i y

13
,
a perennial, never-failing

stream flowing forth from Yahweh's presence as a well-spring or

original source. WJien Thou shinest"]^ lettest the light shine

from Thy face, as Pss. 4
7
44* Sg

16
, taking the Heb. word as inf.

cstr. in a temporal clause, instead of the. usual interpretation as

a noun,
"
in Thy light," which seems rather tame, and involves the

repetition of the same noun without any new idea. light doth

appear], that is, shine forth upon the worshippers, giving them

light and joy, taking the form as Niphal pf. The usual transla-

tion, as Qal, "We see light," introduces for the first time ist

pers. pi. into the Ps., which everywhere else uses the 3d pers.

This interpretation is doubtless due to the ist pers. in the gloss

that follows.
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Q draw out Thy kindness to them that know Thee,

And Thy righteousness to the right-minded ;

Let not the foot of pnde come against me,

Let not the hand of the wicked make me a fugitive.

11-12. This trimeter tetrastich is a petition which combines

the thought of the two Pss. The first couplet is a petition for the

kindness and righteoiisness of the second part of this Ps., both

combined with the same verb, draw out, prolong, in the bestowal.

To them that know Thee], with the practical, experimental

knowledge of worship in the temple and the enjoyment of its

good things, cf. v.
9"10

. to the right-minded'] as 7
U

1 1
2

32
11

-J-, those

whose minds are upright in His worship and in obedience to His

commands. The second couplet is a petition for deliverance

from the wicked man of the first Ps. The foot of pride], lifted

up in haughtiness, strutting along with scornful indifference of

others
||
hand of the wicked^, the plural taking the place of the

singular of v.
2
. come against me"]* The petition is that Yahweh

will prevent the feet from moving forward to the attack. make

me a fugitive], overcome me and put me to flight, so that I will

have to wander away in exile from the sacred place.

13. A later editor, probably a Maccabean, wishing to interpret

the wicked of the Ps. as national enemies, and justified in some

measure by the figurative language of the previous petitions, adds

a trimeter couplet setting forth the fulfilment of the expectations

of the people in the downfall of the enemy.

There are the workers of trouble fallen ;

They are thrust down and cannot rise.

There"], pointing to the place, as in Ps. 14*, are the workers

of trouble fallen], on the battle-field. They are thrust down],

by blows from weapons and cannot rise~], they have fallen in

death to rise no more.

XXXVI. A.

2. ytfs"oi] phr. a.X. Jaisa n.m. utterance elsw. : (i) of a prophet Nu.

248.4.
e. is 2 s. 23! Pr. 30

1
; (2) before divine names (except Je. 23

31
) Ps. no*

Is. 56
s
, where alone it begins sentence, elsw. often in middle, but most fre-

quently at the end; found in all the prophets except Hb., Jon., but not in

H., I), (except when parall. Kings), Chr., Dn., Job, or Megilloth. ytfg is
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personified, as PNBPI Gen. 47, cf. Ps. I9
14

. But ( has 6 Trapdvofwst IS injustus
s= ytrs, implying a person, probably an evil spirit, or possibly ftfltr

of the later

theology, as Horsley. f has the more primitive idea and is more probable
in itself. r'^] as usual, the person to whom the utterance came, 3 impii.

<Q has TOV ajj.aprdvLv, 3J ut delinquat >tf"\
s

, which is against usage and im-

probable in itself. ^ 3T^] referring to psalmist, improbable, error of copy-
ist. <, IB, S, 3, have i^S which is favoured by the parall. vjv and is doubtless

correct, as most moderns. ^ for the man himself, as 58
s
. DTI"?**] because

deity was before the mind, as 14*. 3. TN p^nn] Hiph.pf. pSn (j
10

)flatter;

subj. ytrs, explaining the aw, c. prep. *% cf. by Pr. 2g
5
. has i>&iri.ov atirov,

which might be a condensation of I^N with vo^n; but J prob. gives us a

conflation of two earlier readings, due to the influence of iyp -ujS above, one

of which, prob. the latter, is incorrect. NXC^] Qal inf. cstr., may be inter-

preted either offinding, in the sense of attaining, accomplishing, or in the

sense of discovery. Most interpreters take the latter, after <, 3 ; cf. Gn. 4416.

NJI^>] Qal inf. cstr., may be taken with as syn. with Ni*r, and intensify-

ing the discovery of the iniquity by the hating of it, that is, by God, the terror

of whom is absent from the wicked man ; so RV., and most interpreters ;
or

as gerund ad odiendum 3, qualifying the iniquity, abominable PBV., to be hate-

fid AV., which is preferable if the text be correct. The construction is,

however, in either case so awkward that emendation is tempting. Dy., Gr.,

propose vseh p? iniquity of his tongue ; Du. thinks sjtt'S an Aramaic gl.

4. vs ^3l] as Denser -QT 17* 59
13

, and >> nc I9
15

54* 78
1
138

4
. npnsi p]

phr. a.X. T/S cf. pNi bvy io7 9O
10

, cf. 55
11

. t^l?] Qal pf- C 1 ) cease9 come to

an end, cease to be, Dt. I5
11

Ju. 5
6 * 7 ' 7

; (2) cease, leave off, desist; here as

Ps. 49 Dt. 23
23 Gn. 4i

49
(E) Je. 4418 . ^rfrn^] Hiph. inf. cstr. objective,

act 'with circumspection (if. 210}. Cf. I4
2 for a similar thought. a^n 1

?]

Hiph. inf. cstr., usually interpreted as syn. with previous vb., so EV8
., or as

a subordinate inf. to it, giving ^-oirn the meaning of consider or regard; so

<, IB, 3, Kirk. But this word makes 1. too long and is needed to complete
the next 1. Give it therefore the sense of do well, thoroughly (v. 33s}, and

attach it to jw, as it is attached to ;n Mi. 7
3
. 5. .atrrr] Qal impf. (z/. /o2),

plan, devise; cf. Mi. 21, where also SDOD by (-f
5
) is used, making it prob. that

the psalmist used the prophet's thought.

XXXVI. B.

The Ps. now changes from pentameter to trimeter, and has an entirely differ-

ent tone. Another independent Ps. is added. 6-7. The quartette of attri-

butes non (^), rmDN (33$) , npnx (5^) favours tostfD (/*) also. The pL -pofltfo

is a later interpretation, not consistent with context. V.6 is similar to 57
U

(= io86), D-'Diyn^ for D^DI? iy there, is an intentional change, not txt. err. as

Du. It is a more difficult reading than njr, which is in syn. clause and which

would have favoured assimilation rather than the reverse. ^"n^]] cf. rjo
10

mountains of
f

tf for gigantic rntS T which He alone could make and where

Y
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He dwelt ; cf. V 'TIN So11, ^ ^3313 Is. I4
13

. For ^K v. Intr. 32. w<rel

repeats 3 before cinr, so \Ve. It is possible that it has fallen off after sf. -|.

aim] v.jj
7
. HFP] makes 1. too long, and is needed m next 1. 8.

-i,^]

pretiosa If, TI/UOV Aq., 2, Quinta, so &, is a more difficult reading and

therefore more probable than 3V, tir\7J6vvas of (Jf, mitltiphcasti 3J, so essen-

tially 5, which is common with ion. % i,^ adj. (i) precious, highly valued;

usually of stones, in ^ elsw. 45
10 Ii615

; (2) glorious, splendid (cf. Aram.), in

^ only as subst. 37
20

,
cf. Jb. 3i-

6
. OT^X]. The next clause with DIM -031

(8
5
} is one word too long and is striking in view of DIN above; and D 1 nL

>N

in this Yahwistic Ps. is improbable. 3 had mrr, showing variant text. Either

both glosses or a 1. must be found underlying them. Du. rds. DIN-^ 1*01 y-'N

after 65
3

. But we should rather expect something suggested by context, such

as 1:1:12**. Then we might regard QTI^K as for an original ^ prep, interpreted

as Sw, God. But the clause fVDrp -pw3 ^i'3 is similar to 572, cf. 6i 5
91* Ru. 212,

and not altogether appropriate to context here ; it is probably, with the fore-

going, a gl. 9. rn<l
] Qal impf. 3 pi. full form, be refreshed, satisfied* J nn

vb. Qal only here in ^, cf. Pr. 7
18

. Pi. saturate, drench, Ps. 65
n

, cf. 23
5

.

tjrng ftr?] fatness, ricJi things, the festival meals in the temple, cf. Is. 43
24

Je. 3I
H

. J r-H n -m- fatness, fertility, 63
6
65

12
; spiritual blessings here, as

Is. 55
2
, of Ps. 6816 - 16

. WW
m ^ni] phr. a.X. f [p?] n. [m.] luxury, dainty :

pi. 2 S, I 2i (dub. ootD Gr., HPS.) Je. 5I
34

(dub. ^a Gie), elsw. only here,

rpv<j>rjs, 3 deliciarttm. Cf. f [?w] onlv P1 - Gn - 49
20

(poem) La. 4
5 Pr. 29

17
.

It is possible that there may be a reference to the Eden of Gn. 210 and its

river of life, if the Ps. is postexihc. For the stream of life from the temple,

cf. Ps. 46
6 Ez. 47

l8*
Jo. 418 Zc. I4

8
. afctrn] Hiph. impf. 2 m. sf. 3 pi. { [npi?]

vb. Qal not used. Niph. Am. 88. Pu. Jb. 2I24
. Hiph. give to drink : abs.

Ps. ;8
15

; c. ace. rei Sru jtf
5
, |

oo5, yen 69
22

, rnma 8o6 ; ace. pers. or thing

given drink IO4
11 - 13

. 10. on -Ppc] = Pr. IO11 13^ I4
a7 i622

, j/rzV;^ or

fountain of life, cf. o^n DID "npD Je. 213 i;
13

. J mpo elsw. Ps. 6827 has same

mng. D>^n (v. j
6
). Yahweh as -iw, cf. light of His face 4? 44* 89

16
, D"nn n N

56" Jb. 33
80

. nw-uj Qal impf. I pi., <S, 5f ; introduction of I pers. for 3 pers.
of remainder of Ps. improbable. Rd. rather Niph. pf. nx-u. Then it is better

to take tpiiO as Qal inf. cstr. of vb. n shine. 11. ^r^\ those knowing
thec with the knowledge of righteous adherents, jn' (v. j&)

'

||
3

1

? ni?i 7^ 1 1
3

32
n 64ii 9415 97

ii
? oniy in ^ not in prophets. 12. nwj Sn] proud foot.

nwj lo2 3I
w.24

73
e is. 9

s
I3
u

25
ii pr . I4

s
29

23
. v^n-Sx] Hiph. juss., iu

cause to wander aimlessly as fugitives, as 59
12

(z/. J/1). 13. DP] as /^,
place of defeat. im] Pu. pf. a.X. nm thrust down.

PSALM XXXVII., 7 ^TR. 66.

Ps. 37 is a didactic Ps. Exhortation (i) not to envy evil-

doers, but to trust in Yahweh, who will ultimately make a just
discrimination (v.

1*6
) ; (2) to be resigned and not excited, for in
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a little while the wicked will be no more and the afflicted will

inherit the land (v.
7"11

). (3) Yahweh laugheth at the devices

of the wicked. Exact retribution will come upon them; their

weapons will be turned against them, but the righteous will be

upheld (v.
12-17

). (4) Yahweh knoweth the days of the perfect,

but the wicked shall perish, however exalted they may be. They
will be cursed and cut off, while the righteous are blessed and

enjoy their inheritance (v.
1^22

) . (5) A man's steps are established

by Yahweh
;
the righteous are never forsaken, for Yahweh loveth

justice (v.
23-280

). (6) The wicked and their seed are cut off; but

the righteous have wisdom and the divine Law, and Yahweh will

not let them be condemned (v.
28*"133

). (7) Though the wicked be

strong and flourishing, they will be destroyed ; while the upright

and their posterity will enjoy peace. Yahweh will save all who
seek refuge in Him (v.

35"*

).
A liturgical gloss was inserted (v.

34

).

pRET not thyself because of evildoers, and be not envious against them that do

wrong;
As grass they will speedily wither, and like the fresh grass fade.

Trust in Yahweh and do good, inhabit the land and pasture in confidence ;

And take delight in Yahweh, and He will give thee the requests of thine heart

Roll upon Yahweh and trust in Him, and He will do it ;

And He will bring forth as the light thy right, and thy just cause as the noonday.

gE resigned to Yahweh and wait patiently for Him, and fret not thyself (because
of evildoers) ;

(Be not envious) against him that maketh his way prosperous, against the man
that doeth evil devices ;

Desist from anger and forsake heat, fret not thyself at the doing of evil
;

For evildoers will be cut off, but those that wait on Yahweh will inherit the land ;

Yet a little, and the wicked will be no more, and thou wilt attentively consider

his place and he will be no more ;

But the afflicted will inherit the land, and take delight in abundance of peace.

wicked deviseth against the righteous, and gnasheth his teeth at him.

The Lord laugheth at him, for He seeth that his day cometh.

The wicked draw the sword, and they tread the bow for slaughter;

Their sword shall enter their own heart, and their bows shall be broken in their

arms.

Better is a little that the righteous hath than the roar of many wicked men ;

For the arms of the wicked shall be broken, seeing that Yahweh upholdeth the

righteous.

YAHWEH knoweth the days of the perfect, and their inheritance shall be forever;

They will not be ashamed in time of evil, and in days of hunger they will be

satisfied.

Yea, the wicked shall perish, and the enemies of Yahweh (shall be cut off) ;
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Yea, (while in high esteem, while exalted) they do vanish, in smoke they do

vanish away.

While the wicked borroweth and restoreth not, the righteous dealeth gra-

ciously and giveth;

Yea, those blessed of Him will inherit the land; but those cursed of Him shall

be cut off.

QF Yahweh are a man's steps established, and in his way He takes pleasure ;

Though he fall, he shall not be cast headlong, for Yahweh upholdeth his hand.

A boy I have been, now I am old, and I have not seen the righteous forsaken
;

All the day he dealeth graciously and lendeth, and his seed will become a

blessing.

Depart from evil and do good, and abide forever
;

For Yahweh loveth justice, and forsaketh not His pious ones.

/"THE unjust) are destroyed forever, and the seed of the wicked is cut off;

^ The righteous will inherit the land, and they will dwell forever upon it.

The mouth of the righteous uttereth wisdom, and his tongue speaketh justice;

The Law of his God is in his mind, and his goings will not totter.

The wicked spieth upon the righteous, and seeketh to put him (to a violent)

death;

Yahweh will not forsake him in his hand, and will not condemn him as guilty

when he is judged.

J
HAVE seen the wicked (terrifying and making himself bare) j

he was like a

luxuriant (cedar) ;

And then I passed by, and lo, he was no more
;
and I sought him, but he could

not be found.

Watch the perfect man, and see the upright; for (a posterity) hath the man of

peace :

But transgressors are destroyed together, the posterity of the wicked is cut off.

The salvation of the righteous is from Yahweh, and their refuge in the time of

distress;

And Yahweh will help them, and He will deliver them from the wicked, and
He will save them, because they have sought refuge in Him.

Ps. 37 was in B, but in no other Psalter until the final Psalter. This was

because of its didactic character and its length, making it of less value for

public worship than many others. It is a series of alphabetical hexameter

couplets. As Pss. 25 and 34 omitted the Str. i in order to get three Strs. of

seven letters each, so this Ps. omitted Str. p in order to get seven Strs. of three

letters each. The Ps. is compared by Amyrald to "
many precious stones or

pearls which are strung on one string in one "necklace." Delitzsch says with

approval, "Tertullian names this Psalm promdsntiae speculum; Isodorus,

potio contra murmur ; Luther, vestis piorum, cut adscriptum : Hie sancto-

rum patientia est." The Ps. deals with the same problem as the book of Job j

only it takes the earlier position of the friends of Job in their discourses, and
does not rise to the higher solution of the discourses of Job himself. The
hexameter couplets have for the most part remained unchanged. Strs. n and
3 have been condensed at the expense of the measure, 3 and n have been

enlarged. But it is easy to restore them to their correct form. ?& has lost
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Str. ;*, but it is given in . f prefixes i to Str. n. There are several passages
similar to those of other writings: nnnn SN v.1 - 7 ' 8 Pr. 24

19
; v.-, cf. go

G
Jb.

I4
2
; v.4, cf. Jb, 27

10
; v.18

,
cf. Ps. I

6
. In all these cases our Ps. was probably

earlier, but in the following cases our Ps. was later : "> ^ *?u v.5 229, cf. Pr.

i63 ; v.13", cf. Ps. 24. The language of the Ps. is in some respects peculiar

and original: (i) a.X. Kt?n pT v.'
2
, njiN n;n v.3, h S'rinrn v. 7 in this sense,

firm pin v.21, -]-n 7sn v.23 ; (2) terms elsw. seldom: run nc v.30 Pr. 87,

hy punn v.10 Jb. 3I
1
,
n 1

?^ ^7 v. 1 Zc. 3
6-*3

,
TIN = .? v.6 Hb. 3* Jb. 3I

26
,

rins :nn v.14 Ez. 2I33, nuto1

? v.1* La. 221 Ez. 2i 15
, nysc v.23 Pr. ao2* Dn. ii43,

Sisr K 1^ v.24 Je. 2228 Jb. 4I
1

. Linguistic evidence favours the same period as

the thought; namely, the situation of the Jerusalem community before Nehe-

miah, exposed to bitter enemies, who are in prosperity while the people of

Yahweh are in adversity. The people are under the influence of D., and do

not yet know P. They are beginning to be influenced by the principles of

Hebrew Wisdom, but the WL. had not yet been written.

Str. I. is composed of three synth. couplets. Couplet K.

1-2. Fret not thyself], as v.
7 8 Pr. 24

19
, with the heat of passion,

the excitement of anger, indignation, or discontent
||
be not

envious}, with the ardour of jealousy, making such comparisons

of one's lot with that of evildoers \ them that do wrong, as to

unduly excite oneself with the sense of injustice and wrong. The
reason why this excitement should be avoided is a practical one :

it is needless ;
the situation will be of brief duration. The reason

is stated in the form of a simile. The prosaic insertion of "
for

"

was unnecessary, especially as it injured the measure. As grass ||

like the fresh grass], as in 90" Jb. i4
2
Is. 40^, a natural image of

frailty and perishableness. they will speedily wither \ fade'} .

Couplet 3. 3-4. The negative warning gives place to the positive

exhortation, turning the attention from the evildoers to Yahweh.

Trust in Yahweh and do good\ in antith with "do wrong," v1
.

Take delight in YahweJi], the comfort, satisfaction, and joy

of continued trust. inhabit the land], the land of promise,

the land of inheritance, as v.
9
,
in possession of the returned

exiles, implying that they would not be driven from it by
their enemies. and pasture], as the flock of Yahweh, partake

of the good things of the land, in confidence], in security under

the divine protection. This meaning is given essentially in para-

phrase by AV.,
"
so shalt thou dwell in the land and verily thou

shalt be fed." RV. "follow after faithfulness," although sustained
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by De., Dr., Kirk., al., gives the Heb. word an unusual meaning,

and emphasises the ethical character of the v. at the expense of

the parall. with the following context. Couplet 3. 5-6. Roll

upon Yahweh], as 229
, cares, anxieties, and troubles. Way, for

the whole course of life, is a prosaic addition, at the expense of

the measure, and gives the thought too ethical a turn. The climax

is reached in : and trust in Him~\> as 3i
15

, a stronger expression

than the idea of personal leaning upon, resting upon Yahweh, with-

out any further care or anxiety. The Str. reaches its climax in

v.
6
, which, in a beautiful simile, sets forth the speedy triumph of

the righteous. And He will bring forth], from the obscurity in

which their right \ just cause had been pushed by the evildoers,

the cruel and crafty enemies. as the light], the sunshine
||
as

the noonday, the full light of the noontide sun.

Str. II. has a syn. tristich and a tristich in which the second

line is syn. with the first half of the first line, and the third line is

syn. with its second half. Couplet 1 is supplemented by the first

line of couplet H. 7. Be resigned, quiet, still, calm, and peace-

ful
||
wait patiently for Him], the steadfast, longing looking unto

Yahweh for help, both in antith. with : fret not thyself, repeated

from v.
1 and given again v.

8
,
with its parall. : be not envious, also

from v.
1

;
not in J^ or Vrss., but needed for completeness of

measure; still further intensified in 8, desistfrom anger and for-

sake heat]. The exciting influence here, as in v.
1
, was because of

evildoers, which must be repeated from v.
1 to supply the missing

word of the measure, although not in %fy or ancient Vrss. him

that maketh his way prosperous, as the context shows, succeed-

ing and prospering in his wickedness
||
the man that doeth evil

devices, not only planning them but also accomplishing them
||

at the doing of evil~\, as the parall. requires. But ^ inserts a

particle in order to emphasise its interpretation, "only to do evil/'

followed by EV8
. ; which thus becomes a warning not to carry

their impatient fretting so far as to be evildoers themselves
;
an

idea true and important enough in itself, but an intrusion into

this context. 9-11. The antith. between the evildoers and those

that wait on Yahweh, in the two parts of v.
9
appears in the antith.

v.
10-u

, where the former are simply the wicked, the latter the

afflicted, as those suffering for righteousness
1

sake. These antith.
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classes have their antith. lots ; the former will be cut off, by sudden

violent death. In a very little while, andyet a little, cf.
"
speedily/'

v.
2
, they will be no more~\, will pass out of existence, cease to

exist ;
and this so entirely in the emphasis of the complementary

part of the line that they cannot be found by the most careful

search for them : thou wilt attentively consider his place~] . In his

own place, where he was accustomed to be, and where he could

be found if anywhere, he will no more exist. On the other hand,

those afflicted for Yahweh's sake will inherit the land, will con-

tinue to inhabit the land, cf. v.
3
, as its rightful heirs who cannot

be dispossessed; repeated in v.u in order to the climax, take

delight in abundance of peace~\. The enemies having been de-

stroyed, war has disappeared with them, and there is peace, so

full and entire that it is conceived as in abundance, and after

the experience of affliction, affording delight, cf. v.
3"4

.

Str. III. has two antith. couplets and a synth. one, all describ-

ing sure retribution upon the wicked. Couplet 1. 12-13. The

wicked deviseth against the righteous], cf. v.
76

. His wicked plans

are accompanied with such intense hostility that like a beast of

prey he gnasheth his teeth at him"]. This is not an individual

enemy, but collective for warlike enemies, nations. The Lord

laugheth at him~\, doubtless a citation from 2*, where He laugheth

at the nations plotting to overthrow the rule of the Messianic king.

The reason for this scorn of the enemy is, for He seetJt], foreseeth

the impending evil. that his day cometh~\, the day of the judg-

ment upon him, the day of his death. Couplet f"T. 14-15. The

wicked draw the sword
|| they tread the bow, with the purpose of

slaughter. This is enlarged, at the expense of the measure, in

ancient texts at the basis of f^ and the Vrss. to read,
" cause to

fall," that is, in death, from sword and bow ; and the righteous are

still further described as "afflicted and needy," ||

"
upright in the

way," the latter a phrase only here for the usual "upright of

mind," which indeed is given in <. 3 has a conflation of both
" mind " and "

way." All these are glosses, for which there is no

place in the measure of the lines or the Str. The retribution is an

exact one. Their own sword and bows will be used against them.

shall enter their own heart~\, pierce them to the heart, and so

slay them; and their bows shall be broken]. Couplet 10. 16-17.
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The last clause of 16 should be rendered, in accordance with the

previous context, as the roar of many wicked men], the noise and

confusion of their multitudes during the attack, rather than with

Vrss. "abundance," or "great riches," wealth, which introduces

a gnome of Wisdom, suitable enough in itself, but intrusive, and

disturbing to the progress of the thought. Then the little that the

righteous hath is not property, but strength and ability to resist

the enemy. This is better, not in itself, but because such men may

rely upon the superabundant strength of Yahweh. The climax of

the Str. is : seeing that Yahweh upholdeth the righteous'}, a circum-

stantial clause with ptc., which is more probable in this context

than the usual interpretation, making it an adversative clause.

Str. IV. has two synth. couplets, and one introverted couplet.

Couplet \ 18-19. Yahweh knoweth], with a practical interest

and redemptive attention, as i
6
. the days'], the duration of life

in f^, but @, "ways," as i
6
. of the perfect'], those who are com-

plete and entire in their conduct
|| righteous, v.

a
. their in-

heritance'], in the land, repeated v.
9- u- ^ a

. shall be forever],

they will never be removed from it by their enemies. On the

negative side : they willnot be ashamed], be put to shame by their

enemies, even, in time of evil, when everything is threatening ;

but on the positive side, they will be satisfied], have enough
and to spare even when the times are so evil that they are days

of hunger]. When they are besieged, or their enemies have left

them only a devastated land, they will still have plenty. Coup-
let 3. 20. This is in antith, with the previous couplet. Yea, the

wicked, who are at the same time enemies of Yahweh, shall perish

|| they shall be cut off. The latter is inserted in v.
20*

for measure,
where it has been omitted by copyist's error ; cf. v.

225
, where it is

still preserved. while in high esteem
||
while exalted"], so after

@, which is to be preferred to pj, whether interpreted as the "
fat

of lambs," 5C, PBV., AV., or "excellence of fields," RV., "splen-
dour of the meadows," Kirk., or "

glorying as yore-oxen," 3. The
reference to animals is not suited to the verb vanish, repeated
in the simile, in smoke vanish away]. The reference to the

flowers and the glory of the meadows is favoured by v.
2
,
but by

none of the ancient Vrss. Couplet h. 21-22. These verses are in

introverted parall., but at the same time there is antith. between
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the halves of both. The reference to the wicked, as one that

borroweth and restoreth not, in the context, must refer to the

humiliation of poverty, which reduces him to the necessity of

borrowing and makes it impossible for him ever to repay his

debt. This is antith. with the prosperity of the righteous, who are

able to give generously to the poor and needy. The righteous

are blessed of Yahweh, the wicked are cursed of Him.

Str. V. has three synth. couplets. Couplet &. 23-24. Of
Yahweh], emphatic in position. He is the original source from

whom a man's steps \ his way, the whole course of his life in

which he walks, are established, made firm and secure. This is

Yahweh's own work, gives Him gratification, and He takes pleas-

tire in it. In this walk, though he fall, as he may sometimes,

owing to stumbling-blocks and impediments of various kinds, yet

he shall not be cast headlong]. It shall not be a hurtful, danger-

ous, fatal fall, for Yahweh upholdeth his hand]. He has such

a hold on his hand that He does not permit him to fall down

or suffer injury. Couplet 3. 25-26. The psalmist's experience is

now given to fortify his testimony : A boy I have been]. He re-

calls his youth and his long life of varied experiences. now Iam

old]. In all my life / have not seen the righteous forsaken], by
Yahweh. Such a thing has never come under his observation, or

formed any part of his experience, whether as to himself or others.

A later editor, not realising the power of this terse statement,

seeks to improve it by the addition,
" or his seed seeking bread,"

which is well suited to the context, it is true, but which is intrusive

here, making the line much too long for the measure, and also is

premature in its reference to seed, which comes first with pro-

priety in the next line. All the day he dealeth graciously and

lendeth]* He is so prosperous, as in v.
a

, that he has enough and

to spare ; and so can be generous in his dealings with others, and

yet leave an abundance to his own children, and so his seed will

become a blessing. It is probable that the psalmist has in mind

the blessings of those who keep the Law of D., and especially

Dt. 2811-12
. Couplet D. 27-28 a. On the basis of this testimony

and experience an exhortation is appropriate. This is in terms

which become characteristic of the piety of Hebrew Wisdom,

Departfrom evil and do good], both on the negative and positive
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sides of ethical conduct ; with the imperative of apodosis, and

inhabit forever, as v.
3
,

the land']. The last word was omitted

in the text by copyist's mistake, at the expense of the measure.

This exhortation is fortified by the reason, which sums up much

of the previous context of the Str. and the Ps. : For Yahweh loveth

justice], that is, the doing of justice, in the vindication of His

people, as vA and forsaketh nof], as v.
25 His pious ones'],

another term for the righteous and the afflicted people, as 30
5
3i

24
.

Str. VI. has two antith. couplets, with an intervening synth.

couplet. Couplet S. 28 Z?-29. The unjust are destroyed"], so @
and many recent scholars, giving the S of the couplet, missing in

% and also making a fine antith. The text of ft,
"
they are pre-

served forever," though followed by 3 and modern Vrss., is due to

the mistake of a copyist, and occasioned many unnecessary diffi-

culties. The retribution of the wicked, as usual in the OT.,

comes upon their seed also ; they will be cut off, cf. v.. In antith.

with the punishment of the wicked is the reward of the righteous

intennsof v.
3- 9- 11 - 18- 22- 27

. Couplet S. 30-31. The character of

the righteous is more fully described : as to speech ;
the mouth and

tongue, the organs of speech, on the positive side, uttereth wis-

dom"], the ethical wisdom based on the fear of Yahweh, which is

here in its early beginnings, and so associated with speaketh justice"]
as the previous context indicates, that of the Law of D. the Law
of his God is in his mind~], in accordance with Dt. 3O

14
Je. 3I

33
.

Such a man, whose mind and speech are alike ruled by wisdom
and the Law of Yahweh, is secure in his course of life ; his goings
will not totter], cf. v.

23 - 24
. Couplet it. 32-33. The wicked are

so treacherous toward the righteous that, like a crafty foe, they spy

upon him, seeking in every way to entrap him in some kind of

violation of Law that will involve a judicial investigation ;
and so

seek to put him to a violent death], to involve him in crime and
its penalty, capital punishment. The original phrase has been
abbreviated by an editor at the expense of the measure, and
to the disguising of the technical meaning, which is, however,
attested by the following line : Yahweh will not forsake"] the

righteous, as v.
25
*; strengthened here by reference to the specific

danger, in his hand], leaving him alone in the hand of his spying

enemy, to do what he will with him. On the contrary, Yahweh
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is with him ; He Himself takes control of the proceedings, and

when he is judged, instead of giving the sentence of death desired

by the adversary, will not condemn him as gjtilty], an emphatic

suggestion of the opposite, will declare him righteous.

Str. VII. has a synth., an antith., and a syn. couplet An early

editor, not discerning that the author had intentionally omitted

the couplet p for strophical reasons, and finding the alphabetical

structure defective, sought to improve it by inserting 34, a couplet
with

p.
But this is prosaic in style and an interruption of the

thought, turning it into an exhortation, suitable enough for

liturgical purposes, but not suited to the purpose of the original

author. Wait on Yahweh, as 2$* 27", and keep His way and
He will exalt thee to inherit the land, as v.

n 22
. When the wicked

are cutoff, as v.
38

,
thou shaltsee it, as v.

25-^ Couplet *l. 35-36. /
have seen the wicked~\. This experience is the antith. of that

given in v.
25

. terrifying, so @, taking it as ptc., cf. io18
,
which is

to be preferred to the noun of f% "as a terrible one," or the para-

phrase of EV8

.,
"in great power." and making himself bare~\,

throwing away his garments, stripping himself to display his

strength and threaten combat, cf. Is. 52; or as Dr. paraphrases,
"
putting forth his strength."

"
Flourishing," PBV.

;

"
spreading

himself," AV., RV., are conjectures without support in the usage

of word. (H,
"

lifting himself' up, had a different reading, which

is followed by Du. These and other interpreters are misled by

connecting this last ptc. with the simile, when in fact it belongs

to the first part of the line
; all the terms of which set forth the

terrifying strength of the wicked enemy. The simile gives an

additional idea, namely, wealth and luxuriance, and in this the

enemy is compared to a luxuriant cedar, following & in the pref-

erence for cedar to the " native tree,"
" tree in its native soil . . .

one that has never been transplanted or disturbed, that has there-

fore struck its roots deep, and shot out with luxuriant strength,"

Pe. This is certainly a suitable idea of 3, followed by RV., Dr.,

Kirk., al, although there is no support for this rendering in the

usage of the Heb. word. The rendering "green bay tree," PBV.,

AV., has no authority behind it, but was mere conjecture. And
then Ipassed by, so <, S, 3, PBV., which is best suited to the per-

sonal experience of the psalmist, and therefore to be preferred to
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% "and he passed away," in death, AV., or as RV., "one passed

by," which is an awkward effort to preserve the text of % and at

the same time get the meaning demanded by the context. and

lo
}
he was no more'], as v.

10
j
the experience emphasised by, and

I sought him, as in v.
10

,
but he could not be found, so utterly had

he perished that no trace of him was left behind. Couplet V.

37-38. Watch
||
and see'}, in order to have the same experience

as the psalmist. the perfect, the upright], intensified into tfie

man ofpeace], the man in the possession of peace and in the

enjoyment of it, rather than the peacemaker. Such a man

has a posterity in accordance with v.
26 and the antith. in v.

28
; for

the same Hebrew word must have the same meaning in these

antithetical lines, v.
37 - 38

. But 3 misled EVS
. to the rendering,

best given in RV.,
" the latter end of (that) man is peace," in-

troducing an eschatological ideal alien to the thought of the entire

Ps., which emphasises, after D., peace and prosperity in this life.

It also destroys the fine antith. of the couplet, and cannot easily

be reconciled with the syntax of the passage. But transgressors]^

another term for the wicked of the Ps. are destroyed], as v.
28

,

together], in one common disaster. And this will extend to

their offspring : their posterity will be cut off, as v.
28

. Couplet fi.

39-40. The salvation], summing up all the benefits of the Ps.,

and emphasised in the several syn. vbs., help, deliver, save. is

from Yahweh], as v.
23

,
the ordering and establishing of their steps.

He is their refuge, as 27* 3i
a5

. in the time of distress], as in

time of evil, v.
w

. The last word is appropriately ; they have sought

refuge in Him.

1. nnnpr 1

?*?] so vJ- 8, Hithp, Juss. mn (/<?*). Hithp. heat oneselfin vexa-

tiont elsw. Pr. 2419, which has same 1. except for last two words, for which

tfjrana. The Ps. is original. Kafirr
1

?*?]. <S has wfe = VNI required by meas-

ure, for ? without conj. would have Makkeph in both cases. J [sop] vb.

denom. PL be envious of; c. 3 pers. here, as 73
3 Gn. 30

1
(E) 37

11
(J) ; c. h

pers. Ps. io616. f Hiph. provoke to ardour of jealousy and anger Ps. 78
68

Dt. 32^.21 EZ. 8*(?). njnj ipj] -wrongdoers, phr. elsw. Zp. 36- Jnjw
n.f. (i) deed of violence and injustice; r\^y p S9

23
, cf. Ho. 10 2 S. 3

s*
7*;"

top nono C"K Ps.43
1
; 7 nj? 371 '* 7 ton s8

8
1198 Jb. 36**; om n 1?^ Ps.

1258; (2) injustice of speech 107*2 Mai. 2<* Is. 598 and WL.; (3) injus-
tice in general Pss. 64? 92^ Ho. io13 2 Ch. 19^ and WL. 2. >?]

causal, dub. dittog. of prep, 3. cen PT] phr. a.X. fpnj n.m. elsw. ay P'II
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Gn. i& 9** (P); mrn ,-w Nu. 22* (E); PT alone Ex. io15 Q) Is. I5
6

,

3. njiDN n;n] syn. with PIN trv v.9. Most ancient Vrss. give n;n the usual

mng. of feed as a flock; but many moderns think of n;n either as another

stem or as another mng. of same stem, and render as syn. *|-n follow after,

as & (n^j), De., Moll., Hu.3
, RV., Dr., Kirk., cherish .5DB. ;

but the older

view is preferable (v. v.n). HJIDN adv. ace. in confidence (v. jj^). Seeker,

Horsley, Ew., Ba., make njicN = security, stability, as Is. 33 = nc Is. 39*,

and render feed in security. has &rl r<J5 fl-Xotfry a^r^s or nrcn v.16
,
so

Hare, Houb., Lowth. 4. Jijnni] (so v.11) Hithp. f [?] vb. Pu. ^ daintily

bred]z. 62. Hithp. (i) be ofdainty habit Dt. 2S56 ; (2) take exquisite delight

in; Ps. 37^ ^ c. Sj?, so Is. 58" 6611 Jb. 2226 2;
10

;
c. 3 rei Is. 55

2
; (3) sws^

merry over : c. S? Is. 57*. 5. 5-n Su] fully written for Sj from V^J roll,

c. *?>:; cf. -2^ Pr. i63, both ^s* for *?>'. rpm is explan. gl., not in other passages;
Ps. 22 certainly oldest of the three. <S has njj uncover, manifestly wrong.

vS? rrja] as 3i
15

, possibly with meaning \x 4?, variation of u roa v.3 .

*nni] emph. 6. Ja^?s] n-[m.] only pi. midday, noon: as time of prayer

55
18

; as time of full heat 9i
6

; as full sunshine, and so sim. of greatest bless-

ing, here as Is. fS
10

. 7. S^nnn] Hithp. wait longingly; a.X. in this sense,

cf. Polel Jb. 35
14

(Elihu) (v* -29*), prob. both a different vb., a variation of

SIT (5>/
25
). @ has iK&revtrov, Aq. a7roirctpa6m, S expects. -innrr^N] as v.1 ;

we should either prefix i to get separate accent, or supply D^nca as v.1, cf. v.8

jnn
1

?; in the latter case we should insert, from v.1, aopn SK. tr^a] is un-

necessary, except for measure. 8. ^s] Dr. "
only to do evil" < has only

<&(rre = '?. "fN is gl. of intensification.
Jinj

1

*] Hiph. inf. cstr. >7" with *?,

either gerundive as interpreted by *], or better as v.1- 8 at the doing of evil*

It is not necessary with Gr. to rd. jnn
1

?. 9. fP>v] Niph. impf. full form,

n-o (v. 12*) be cut off by death (from land), so v. 23.28.Si.3S is.^ HO. S*

Na. 21 Pr. 222. It is the technical phr. of H and P c. p, but in this Ps. it

is abs. without p, antith. pN En\ npn] unnecessary emph., impairs the

measure and is a gl. 10. jroranni] i consec. Hithp. pf. fa consider dili-

gently', attentively; c. ^ only here and Jb. 3I
1
; c. ace. Pss. lo;

43 H995
Jb.

37
14 +> c. *?K Is. I4

16
. 12. DDT] devise against, plot; only here c. *? pers.,

abs. 77^ Pr. so
32

, sq. inf. Gn. ii6 Dt. I9
19 Pr. 3i

14
. 13. V? pnir^ 'JIN] cf. *&,

on which it depends. ID^ N3^] phr. I S. 2610 Ez. 2I30 - M
Jb. i820 Je. 5O

27 -

,

only here in ^, day of disaster or death. 14. vinfl 3nn] phr. emph. in

position, cf. Ez. 2I38
; with other vbs., pn^n Ex. 15 +, ^l

1?^ Nu. 2223 +.

fyow ^37
1

?
<

>fln
i

?]. This clause is a gl. ; it makes 1. overfull and destroys the

measure. niaaS] Qal inf. cstr. Jnaa vb. slaughter, butcher, usually of ani-

mals, but here poet, of men, elsw. La. 221 Ez. 2i 15
. -pi n^] phr. a.X., cf.

'T ncn Pr. 29
27

; elsw. ^ n^ (7^); so here (S, but it is certainly a gl.

15. ornntypi] has two accents. 16. pcnr] p comparative c. { fen n.m.

(i) murmur, roar : of multitude of people 42
5
65

8
; (2) late usage, rt^w-

dance, wealth, Is. 6o6, cf. EC. 5
9

; so usually here, cf. <& of v.
8
, but the context

favours (i). 18. -r;] so S, 5 ; <S 65oi)$ = -o-n, so Gr., We., Che., but prob.

assimilated to i6 . an^ori] defective pi. Q^DH (/J
5
)* n^nn] unnecessary gl.
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20. mni U;K] phr. a.X., but idea common (v. js
). A vb. is needed for

sense as well 'as for measure, prob. ma", as v.9 - 22- M - w - s8
, omitted by error,

because of similarity to -\,ya. a^a 157] ^DB., Dr., = /z& dft*

pastures, a.X, in this sense, dub. a/za r<? 5ofa<r0^ai atfrofls /cal

so U, taking both as vbs. inf. air TV?; Aq., SC, take ana = /<ZOT&/ S, 5,

c()n3. "13 in sense of pasture is dub. bere and Ps. 65
14 Is. 3O

23
, elsw. lamb.

Burgess, We., Ba., rd. ip^ Is. JO16, followed by an; Burgess, ana OWMJ We.,

Ba. <S gives the key, -ip-a inf. cstr. -\,-n w/2z'& &?z>/f //#//#> esteemed, and ana

also inf. cstr. (9^) w>fe/& being exalted (v* v.8 ), prefix o causal as in previous

1., omitted by error because of following prep. 3. So essentially Houb., Hors-

ley,
" As soon as they are in honour; as soon as they are exalted? 21. C^tr]

PL frequentative, repay, mng. only here $ ; for other mngs. of vb. v. 22.

TCW Trn] phr. o.X., cf. v. 26 ii25. For pn v. /. 22. -c] not causal, <&, S,

and most, for which there is no propriety in context; but asseveration.

23. nvrc] emph., p of source of direction. 13 IT] tPolal, & established,

elsw. Ez. 2S13, both dub. Bi., Du., Polel u^o as 7
10

, but unnecessary change.

psrr 'o-n] vb. (/5
20
) phr. a.X.; but vb. c. new 5i

8
, nrx ^ ii5

3
I35

6
, (a^na?

40
T
5 iis.2i._24. ig

r NK] Hoph. t [Via] vb. fHoph. be hurled, fall ; elsw.

Je. 22s8 (unto exile), Jb. 4I
1
(man, at sight of crocodile), Pr. I633 (cast of

lot). an1

? srp33 i>"in] expl. gl. making 1. overfull. 26. ro^o
1

?] yi?r bless-

ing ('. 5
9
) j

that is, source for others, as 2i 7
. The 1. lacks a word ; supply

mrp vb. as usual with S in the sense of become. 27. jno no] phr. of WL.
as 34

15
(^. ^); also its complement aiS^nypi as v. 3 (w. /), Makkeph with

two accents. 28.
"ngirj oV^]. This cannot belong to Str. D, which is already

complete. The jr of the next Str. is missing in pj.
B has ek rbv alwva 0u-

Xox^o-oprat AjLcw/wt ^K5t/c^^<roprat. This is conflation. <^- c. a. A. R. T. r(j B

&vo[LOL, so IT. As &vofju>i = o^y, this might be a misinterpretation of oSiy,

but a word is missing in any case. It is prob. that the original read both

words aSi? BiSi?, one of which having been omitted by txt. err., and J

taking different ones j so Lowth., Ba., Dr., Du. The S of J^ would then be

a subsequent addition. f^J? n 'm- a-^- ^> bllt ZP- 3
s J- JS21 2y

7
29" 3i

3
.

TTg^ J Niph. pf. 3 pi. pause ; but rd. after <5 notfj as v.88. So most mod-
erns. J [iDtr] vb. Niph. be destroyed; elsw. v.38 83

U 92
8
. Hiph. destroy

I0623- **
1452. 30. t nopn] n.f. ww^wz / in ^ only (i) j^///, of sailors loy

27
;

(2) 'wisdom, prudence, in religious affairs, here as 5 1 8 9O12
; (3) wisdom, ethi-

cal and religious : (a) of God, as a divine attribute or energy, IO4
2
*, cf. Je.

10^ = 5116; () of man Ps. in10
, cf. Pr. I5

83
Jb. 2S28 ; ||

nuian Ps. 49*.

31. *&] g, but <S N 1

?-! required for measure. 82. in-'on
1

?] Hiph. inf. sf. 3 sg.

put to death, kill, as 59
1

(v. /7^). A word is missing, probably ncn inf. abs.

of the phr. toput to a violent death, the penalty as suggested by the judgment
of following context 34. rvp] Pi. imv. (*j*), c. VK as 27

1*. This 1. is defec-

tive by two words, pnx is suggested by antith. yeh, but prob. the v. is a gl.

35. Jr"jl adj. awe-inspiring, terror-striking, rui?iles$ ; of formidable

adversaries elsw. 54
5 86U ; but <@f forepwpofyevQv, *& superexaltatum, take

it as ptc,, which is better suited to the cpntext, striking with awe, as /o15
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Is. 47
12

. msns] Hithp. ptc. J [m?] vb. Qal /<s>' forc foundations Ps. i^f-
7
,

life in death I4I
8

. f Hithp. elsw. La. 4
21 #*a oneself naked, of drunken

woman. The word here is dub. <S ^7rai/>6/xevov implies another word ; Du.

suggests n^-;ric lifting himself up, form elsw. only Je. 5i
3 and dub. there; Gr.

denom. n^y leaf, foliage, but not in Bibl. Heb.; 3 fortissimum is also dub.,

although possible in implying what Dr. suggests, putting forth, his strength,

laying it bare ; none of the other suggestions are so good as this. Cf. PIT *|f?n

Is. 52* as a warrior strips himself for battle. } H^TK] n.m. one rising from

the soil, native; common in OT., not in ^. The word here is usually inter-

preted of native tree, after 3, {, but this dub.; 0, U, Houb., Dy., Gr., Ba.,

Du., rd. nx cedar. t ?$n] adj., luxuriant, fresh : of trees mr 52
10

, en-o

Ho. I4
9

; of persons Ps. 92
15

(fig. as trees) ; of oil Q2
11

; here has juaS, so

Dy., Hi., Gr., Hu.3
, Ba., Kau., Du.; but as Dr., We., Kirk., pp is appropri-

ate to nx. At the same time these nouns do not suit the ptc. If the image
of the cedar is retained, the two ptcs. go together as making up image of

warrior, and the cedar is a separate image. 36. "fcy^] Qal impf. iconsec.=

and tiien, sequence in time ; but <, 5, U, 3, Houb., Horsley, Kenn., Ba,,

I)u., Dr., Che., 137*0, which is certainly correct. 37. J on] adj. for noun,

elsw. 64
5
, cf. Jb. I 1 820 9

20 - a - 32 Pr. 2g
10

. J nnntt] as v.38, posterity, so log
18

;

thus Ba., Dr.
(|| JHT) but Du< fidwe* fatter end, as 73

17 Dt. 32
20 - 29

; elsw. ^
of place I39

9
. 39. n>nirn] (jj^)* 1 of S error

>
not in @ ^, 5, S; n Str.

begins here. 40. DwVflji]
i consec. Pi. impf.; repeated in without i, but

not in J; is gl. or variant. a v^] Hiph. impf. (5^), > coord, after i con-

sec, ungrammatical and inconsistent ; 0, Jf, all futures and i coords., most

probable. 12 ion o] as 212.

PSALM XXXVIII., 5 STR. 63
.

Ps. 38 is a Lamentation : (i) Israel complains of great sufferings

of body (v.
7-9

) ; discouragement and abandonment by friends (v.
10-12

) ;

enemies craftily seeking his ruin, while he is compelled to remain

silent (v.
13-15

). His only hope is in Yahweh (v.
1<M8

), therefore the

final petition for salvation from his unprincipled enemies, who

repay him evil for good (v.
20-28

). Later additions connect the

suffering with sin, and make it into a Penitential Ps. (v.
1"6 19

).

T AM bent, I am bowed down exceedingly ;

I go about in black all the day.

Yea, my loins are full of that which is contemned ;

And there is no soundness in my flesh.

I am benumbed and crushed exceedingly ;

I growl with the growling of a lion.

^LL my desire is before Thee,

And my groaning is not hid from Thee.
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My heart in a ferment forsaketh me,

And the light of mine eyes is not with me.

Lovers and friends are at a distance from me,

And my neighbours stand afar off.

'THEY also that seek my life lay snares.

Of my distress they speak, of mm;
And utter deceits all the day.

But I am like a deaf man that heareth not,

And as a dumb man that openeth not his mouth,

And in whose mouth are no arguments.

pOR in Thee, Yahweh, I hope;

Thou wilt answer, O my God ;

Lest (mine enemies) rejoice over me,

When my foot is moved, do great things against me :

For I am ready for limping,

And my sorrow is continually before me.

CINCE mine enemies (without cause) are numerous,

And they are many that hate me lyingly,

And are repaying me evil for good ;

Forsake me not, Yahweh ;

O my God, be not far from me ;

O haste to my help, my Salvation.

Ps. 38 was in IB and then in jJEl (y. Intr. 27, 31). It was finally assigned

for the maw of the nrun (v. Intr. 39). < has els MUVTIVIV irepl trappdrov,

still more specifically defining the liturgical use as for the sabbath. It is the

third of the seven Penitential Pss. But this is entirely due to glosses : v.2

from Ps. 62 ; v.4- 6 from Is. I*; v,*, cf. Jb. 6*; v.s, cf. 40
18

; v., cf. 32
6

.

Removing these glosses, the Ps. is a complaint to Yahweh because of perils

from cruel and unscrupulous foes, and is a prayer for salvation. V.8 is depend-

ent on Is. i; V.M on Ps. SB*9 ; v", cf. Is. 53?; v f cf. Ps. 35^; v.22, cf.

35
s2

; v.28, cf. ye
6
. There are an unusual number of a.X. : >njnsj v.9 ; "irnno

v.11, but probably error for ^Dinn La. I20 211 ; wy -iw v.11, but cf. f. There

are several unusual words and phrs. : wpj v.18, Iop11
, but error for IIPJV-

Vn BID v.1T, Dt. 32
s5 Ps. 94

18
; fa v.18, 3S

1S
Je. 2010 ; 3*00 v.18, as 32* 69.

There is no evidence of late date, apart from glosses. The Ps. is the com-

plaint of the afflicted community of the Restoration, before Nehemiah.

The original Ps. has prefixed to it a gloss of five pentameters,

attributing the sufferings to divine discipline because of sin.

Yahweh, correct me not in Thy wrath, nor in Thy heat chasten me ;

For Thine arrows are gone down into me, and Thy hand resteth upon me ;

There is no soundness in my flesh, because of Thine indignation ;

There is no wholeness in my bones, because of my sin.

My wounds stink, they fester, because of my folly.
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2 is a loose citation from 62
. 3. For Thine arrows'}, Yahweh's

visitation, as Jb. 6\ are gone down into #/<?], have penetrated

my flesh and so gone deep into my body, causing me intense pain
and suffering. Thy hand resteth upon me], by elision of the last

letter of the Hebrew word, which probably originated from dittog-

raphy, getting thus a syn. and common conception ; whereas the

repetition of the same word in the original text is not only tauto-

logical, but is inappropriate to the use of the hand of Yahweh, and

compels the Vrss. to resort to variations in paraphrase, without

any sort of justification in Heb. usage. 4, 6 are based upon
Is. i

6 in their description of the wounds resulting from the divine

scourging. There is no soundness in my fies)i\, given again v.
85

,

where, however, it is without the reason given here, although it

probably induced the fuller description here. This, then, has as

its syn. : there is no wholeness in my bones, which is still further

explained by, my wounds stink \ they fester; they are become

running sores, so foul by mortification that they are offensive to

the person himself and to all who come near him. The reason

for this state of things is given in three parallel clauses : because

of Thine indignation}, God's hands and arrows, moved by His

anger and indignation and wrath, have brought about this serious

situation because of my sin
|| of my folly\, the reason on the

human side. Their sin and folly have provoked the divine wrath

and indignation against His people. 5. A later scribe inserts

before the last two lines a tetrameter couplet describing the sin

from an entirely different point of view. This must have come

from a marginal statement, because it is difficult to see how it

could have been inserted in this place, except by one who was

inattentive to the meaning of what he was copying. This couplet

conceives of iniquities as a flood of waters which have suddenly

overwhelmed the man and are gone over his head, so that he is

drowning in them, cf. I&5"6 69
s- 16

;
and also as a heavy burden, too

heavy for him, from the point of view that sin rests upon the

sinner as an external load which has to be lifted and carried

away from him, in order that he may be rid of it \
a conception

upon which the OT. doctrine of forgiveness rests. This gloss

makes the Ps. appropriate for penitence, especially to the nation

in its appointed seasons of repentance.
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Str. I., in three synth. couplets, describes a terrible condition of

suffering, which may have been individual, but more probably was

national, as in so many other Pss. of this period. 7.7 am bent
\

bowed down], by a weight of care, anxiety, and suffering, and this,

exceedingly, to the utmost degree of intensity. Igo about in Mack],

as a mourner, lamenting the loss of dear friends, and especially

of children, cf. 35**; probably implying just such bereavements at

this time of many of the people, because of the enemies described

in the third Str. This continues, all the day, because of the

prolongation of these bereavements. 8. Yea"], intensive, con-

tinuation of the description ;
and not/^, as EV8

.,
which interpret

the description without sufficient reason. my loins], as the seat

of strength || my flesh, to emphasise the physical side of the suffer-

ing^ arefull of that which is contemned], regarded as ignomini-

ous, disgraceful, thinking, probably, of physical weakness in the

seat of strength, which is in general accord with the ancient Vrss.,

and is more suited to the parall. there is no soundness], referring

to physical exhaustion and soreness of the flesh from suffering.

Many moderns, because of the dependence on Is. i
6
, especially in

v.
4"6

,
think of another and similar verb, and so of the loins as full

of "
burning," the fever of the festering wounds. But the reference

to such wounds is in the gloss, and not in the original Ps. ; and

there is nothing in the immediate context to suggest divine dis-

cipline. Indeed, the description moves in somewhat different

lines. 9. I am benumbed and crushed]. Strength has so de-

parted from him that he has become, as it were, paralysed and

incapable of effort; his energy and vital power have been

crushed, and this has, as in v.
T
, become intense exceedingly.

He is altogether helpless, and the only thing he can do is to

growl, as an animal, in a state of helpless pain, with the

growling of a lion], so, by an easy addition of a single letter,

which has apparently fallen off the Heb. word, because of

assimilation to v.
11

*. The word "
heart

"
is incongruous with

"
growling," and the various Vrss. based upon it are necessarily

paraphrases.
"
Disquietness of heart," EV8

., is weak and unjus-
tifiable. This Str. has only to do with the physical frame ; the

more internal suffering of heart appears as characteristic of the

second Str.
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Str. II. also has three couplets only describing the sufferings

with reference to the soul. 10. All my desire}, for relief, as is

evident from the context
|| my groaning. is before Thee~},m Thy

sight, altogether seen and known
||

is not hidfrom Thee. This is

a strong appeal to Yahweh's knowledge of the terrible situation

of His people, in order to a continuation of the description.

There is, indeed, a sort of introverted paralL between the Strs.

in that the growling, which closes the previous Str., begins this

Str. with its syn., groaning. 11. My heart in a ferment], so

by an easy change of Heb. text, after La. i
20

2
11

,
to avoid an un-

justifiable interpretation of the Heb. word used in the text, which

is incongruous with its noun in any meaning to be found else-

where. The various renderings proposed :
"
panteth," PBV., AV.,

JPSV., "throbbeth," RV., Kirk., Dr.,
"
palpitates," JBDE., are purely

conjectural. forsaketh me], in extreme discouragement, so that

I have no heart any more. And the light of mine eyes}, the light

that illumines the eyes, enabling them to see what is to be done,

giving confidence and courage. is not with me'], is no longer

in my possession, I am destitute of it. 12. Lovers and friends

|| my neighbours}, those upon whom I could ordinarily rely for

sympathy and aid. are, or remain at a distancefrom me \ stand

afar off~\. They have, in fact, abandoned him to his lot.

Str. III. now brings the enemies into view, who were in the

background of the previous Strs., yet the real cause of the suffer-

ings and terrible situation. They are described, 13, as they that

seek my life}. They were mortal enemies. A gloss duplicates it

in "
they that seek my hurt," which, however, makes the measure

overfull. The activity of these enemies is described in a synth.

triplet, and the inability of the people to defend themselves in an

anti-triplet. The enemies lay snares}, cf. p
17

. Of my distress

(they speak} of ruin \ utter deceits'}. All their activity of speech is

treacherous, seeking in every way to destroy the life of the people

of God. 14-15. The people have become so weak and paralysed,

as set forth in the previous Strs,, that they are not only incapable of

resistance, but they are incapable of speaking in their own defence.

/ am like a deaf man \ as a dumb man}, not that they are

altogether unconscious of the machinations of the enemy, but that

their senses are so benumbed and paralysed, with the other parts
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of their bodies, that they must behave as one that heareth not].

This is repeated in a variant gloss,
" I am like a deaf man that

heareth not," making the Str. overfull. that openeth not his

mouth'}, which is explained in the climax : in whose mouth are no

arguments'}, that is, in reply, in defence against calumnies and

false accusations. The author probably had in mind the suffering

servant of Yahweh of Is. 53
7
.

Str, IV., in three synth. couplets, resumes the description of

sufferings, in order to show that the only hope is in God, to whom

the plea is made for salvation. 16. For in Thee], emphatic,

Thee only, Yahweh
|| my God, emphasised by the gloss,

" O
Lord." I hope'], in a waiting attitude, looking for and expecting,

help; and therefore with its appropriate result: Thou wiltanswer],

not with words, which were hardly expected, but with deeds of

salvation. 17. The motive for this on the negative side was:

lest they rejoice over me. The ancient texts prefix,
" For I said,"

at the expense of the measure, in order to put the subsequent

context as a plea in the mouth of the psalmist. & retains the

subject enemies, omitted by J^, required by context. do great

things against me'}, as 35^ 5 5
13

; taking advantage of their oppor-

tunity, when the people were in grave trouble. when my foot is

moved], as 94** Dt. 32^, and so unstable, insecure. 18. For I
am ready for limping}, about to limp because of injury to the

knee ; and so unable to stand firm in resistance, not to speak of

advance to attack. This is all summed up in the last line of the

Str. : and my sorrow is continually before me"] . I cannot escape

it, and cannot see or think of anything else. 19. A later editor,

probably the same as the one who prefixed v.
2"

, inserted here a

confession of sin, unsuited to the context, which does not suggest

any such thing by any sort of implication. This was in order to

adapt the Ps. to public worship by connecting the sufferings with

sin, and to suggest that their removal could come only through
confession and penitence. For mine iniquity I declare"], to Yah-

weh, cf. 33* Is. 3
9
. /am anxious"}, in a state of anxiety which

involves a dread of the consequences. By reason of my sin}.

There is no suggestion of what the sin might be. It is entirely

a general statement. The Ps. is an assertion of the innocence

and guiltlessness of the people over against their enemies. But
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this would not be thought of by the glossator, who is moved by

general and accepted principles in the worship of his own time.

Str. V. is essentially a petition for salvation, beginning with a

reason in a tristich, put in a circumstantial clause. 20-21. Since

mine enemies are numerous \ are many]. These are public and

not private enemies, cf. 3
s"3

. They are described in Jf, &, and

all ancient texts as being "alive
"

or "lively" ; but most recent

scholars think this was an error for the Heb. word of similar

letters : without cause, cf. 35
7

||
hate me lyingly\> that is, in their

hatred telling lies, bearing false witness
|| repaying me evilfor good,

cf. 35
13

. This latter is emphasised in a gloss, "They are my ad-

versaries because ofmy pursuing good," so EV8
.,
which is explained

by & as "
righteousness," all giving the reason of the persecution ;

which is introducing a later situation into this Ps. 22-23. The
final petition is now given in a tristich antith. to the previous one.

Forsake me not
\
be not ofar from me \ haste to my help~\.

Each one of these vbs. is emphasised by a divine name : Yahweh

||
O my God, and the climax, my Salvation. A later glossator,

not realising this significant climax, inserts,
"

Lord," and thus

makes a difficulty in measure and construction.

2. This v. is cited loosely from 6P. The second ^x was either omitted by

prosaic scribe as unnecessary, or the measure is pentameter and the 1. a gl.

The only other change is the use of *jxp for the earlier *JN. t^J n.m.

wrath; elsw. ^, IO211 ; only in P of Hex. and Dt. 29^; not in Is. 1, but Je.

io10 + 3 1 Je., Is. 34
2
54

8 6o10 Zc. I2- 13
7" +. 3. T*n] emph. thine arrows,

for God's visitation of wrath, as Jb. 64 ; similar idea, but so differently ex*

pressed that no dependence is evident. r-ru] Niph. pf.; cf. Pi. iS35 =
2 S. 22s5 of the bow pressed by the arms (but dub.), Ps. 65

11 of pressing down

furrows of land. Niph. a.X. penetrate, -5DB. dub.; Du. rds. Qal mm descend

into, cf. Pr. 1 7
10

, which is probable; so v.3* nnam Qal impf. i consec., subj.

hand of Yahweh. But these are differently translated in <5, tveirdyyio-av for

first, but tirffTi?ipiffa.s, U confirmasti, for second. Du. suggests 133H as 32*,

but Gr. nmrn, so Che. This Hiph. of nu with T, cf. EC. 7
18

; but Qal as rum

Is. 25
10 is preferable here. The final fi probably originated from assimilation

to previous vb. 4, 6. V.* has two pentameters and v. 6 one pentameter.

These three lines are based on Is. I6 and are glosses. Each end in the same

way, -|Dj?T "osr, inNtan ^or, TiSiK rise. -OSD (9*). IP|??N] n.f. folly; espe-

cially guilty, here as 69, elsw. Pr. 23 t. ntraa onn rx] same as v. 8*; no

reason for repetition, f a^ 1

?
n-m soundness; elsw. Is, I6. oiW r] syn.

expression, a^cr health; cf.'adj. D^tt? Gn. 33
18

, vb. Jb. 9*. w^an] Hiph.
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pf. J rstt vb. Hiph. emit a stinking odour ; same idea as Is. I
6
, but varied

expression; not elsw. ^, but cf. Ex. i624 I S. sy
12

. ip1\\ Niph. pf. fppo

vb. Niph. /^#r/ a.X. in this sense; but ntf Zc. I4
12 - 12 of plague, and of

heavens mouldering away Is. 34*, pining away in divine punishment Ez. 417

2423 0310 LV. 26s9 - 39
. Hiph. Zc. H12

. t rryon] from Is. I6 stripes, wounds :

elsw. Gn. 423 Ex. 2i25 - ^ Pr. 2O30 Is. 53
5

. 5. TNI ro? ^njiy] phr. a.X., but

idea of peril by drowning 69*-
1&~17

, so also i85 - 6
. p>" (/^), for great guilt

v. 4O13. NW*?] n.m. burden ; only here of iniquities, but idea familiar in

mng. of vb. NU'J remove sin, conceived as a burden ; noun common elsw. for

real burdens as carried by men or animals, but not in $. J 152] adj. heavy ;

a.X. in $, but common elsw. nay] Qal impf. The adj. is only needed for

tetrameter. It might have originated from dittog. But this v. looks like two

tetrameters, in which case it is a gl. 7. ^ipj] Niph. pf. J m? Niph. & fo/,

bviutd down; so Is. 2i 3
j| "jnaa, of 3

1

? Pr. I28 . 8. T] not causal, but inten-

sive,^. f^D-] n.m. (i) loins Jb. is
27 Lv. 3*.M.i6 4

9
7
*

f so fcere j .^ c f.

v.*; & ^ ^i/X^ A">u prob. depends upon ^30 = *73p = understanding; (2) ^<?^-

^fjitf Pss. 491* ;8
7 Pr. 3^ Jb, S14

31* EC. ;
25

. ^,74] Niph. ptc. f n^p vb. rAw/,

^DB., here burning, a.X, so De., Dr., Du., Kirk., al., the burning of feverish

wounds, based on Is. i
6
. The vb. is used in Qal Je. 29'

22 Lv. 214
Jos. 5

11
(P) j

but denom. ^p and improb. here. (, U, Aq,, S, 5, all take it as Is. 3
6 i614

,

Niph. t nVp fe /^5/(r esteemed. Cf. J P^ n.m. Ps. 8s
17

Je. 46^ Ho. 4
7 18 Hb.

216, so Ba. This is most probable. 9. ijtfiw] a.X. Niph. pf. t [JIB] vb. Qal,

grow numb : of hand ;7
3
(dub.) ; of 3*7 Gn. 45^, of Thorah Hb. I4 be ineffec-

tive. Niph. be benumbed: of person Ps. j<?
5
(prob. also 8810 njidtt for } HJION

a.X). \notji] i coord., Niph. pf. nyi fNiph. ^ crushed: of physical dis-

tress here, of contrition 5i
19

; z/. /ow. t [";"?] n-f- usually interpreted as

groaning, but only here in this sense (yet cf. vb. in Pr. 5
11 Ez. 2428) ; elsw.

growling, Is. 5
30 of sea as lion, so rd. here wo^ for -oS (N before ^nN has

fallen off), as Hi., Ols., Or., Ba., Du., Kau. 10. ^K] not in 0, is a gl. as

1. is sufficiently long without it. 11. nmnD] a.X. Pilp. ino palpitates, J5D"B.t

but Qal does not justify this rendering; improb., rd. after Gr. as in La. i ao

211 -icncn Pe'al'al of -ran, there of bowels, in ferment of distress
(||

3
1

?). The
1. is too long; either a

1

?, is inserted for explanation, or ro is gl., prob, the

latter. ^ -UN] phr. w.X., but cf. o^s nw light offace, of bright, cheerful

face Jb. 29*
2
*,z/. f. an"3j] not in ^, is gl.; makes 1. too long. '-ns PN]

phr. a.X. in ^, but p with ? and 3 frequent. 12. noy 'JMJ ijjc] has #
tvcLrrlas fu>v ^yynrav al Hffryffav, so U, S ; this implies a text vrop v^jj njjc.

But only one word of these is needed to complete the 1. VTOJP has been in-

serted as prosaic explanation || noy v. 12*; it is tautological and improbable
for a poetic writer. This leaves of Jg yu I;JD, of <Sf i^JJ nJUD; both >yju

of 38 and iwj of are dittog. The original was prob. UJD r/ a distancefrom
me, as io5, (| p'nnc ro1

139*. t?J}] n.m. j/r^t ^Az^^, as 3911 89^ 9110
Is. 53

8
- 13. -^id Pi- impf. ^OB*. strike at, only here and 10911 (of cred-

itor, c. ?). But obj. is lacking ; cf. Hithp. c. ^jwa ^rz^ a/ w^ /z}^ i S. 289.
This is favoured by 0, S. But most moderns, Bu., Dr., Ba., Du., Pi. of ppj,
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lay snares, cf. trp'
1

(v. g&) . Bu. thinks the form denominative. This idea is

better suited to the context. There is evidently an ancient corruption of the

text, for supports |^. i consec. is improb.; rd. i conjunctive. tr>'-\ -irm

is suspicious immediately after "irsj Tpac, the latter a common expression,

the former only Pr. n 27 and late. It is a gl ,
so Ba. *rp (v. <?/*-) is in $

attached to 'Qirn 35* 4i
8
I4O

3 or pan 4O15 = 70', irpa 7i
13 - 24

. min rui] we
should read TOT1

|J
urn (v

5
). TI-I was put before the vb. for emphasis, as

11
niDiD. This misled copyist to insert ptc. ^cm, which made all the mischief.

iron] engulfing ruin, destruction, v. 510
, so 55

12
; here as obj. nat; cf. 52*

obj. as?n. The subj. cannot be >r;n ii?"i-p, for that mates the 1. too long ;

besides, subj. is evident in previous 1. Rd. run r\a-p .--. 14. \jsi] emph.
yDii'N N 1

?] rel. clause. Ji^n] adj. akz/ as 58
5
, ||JojK adj. <ft//a/ elsw.

Ex. 411 Is. 3S
6
56

10 Hb. 28 Pr. 3i
8
. vs nns^ x'-']

as in Is. 53
7

, which is in

mind of author. 15. J?D N 1

? Ti tt"ND -n^i] is dittog. of v. 14, an awk-

ward, prosaic sentence. mrDin] pi. $nrr?Ti n.f. f(i) argument, impeach-

ment, here as Jb. 136 23-* Hb. 21
; (2) correction, rebuke Pss. 39

12 73" Pr. 29
15

Ez. 5
16

25
17

. 16. TI^N irtN] so < ; one divine name is, however, sufficient.

OIN gl. 17. V'-ISK \D] this is parenthetical gl. iV irtDtr
1
'

fs] needs subj.

It is given by 4 o^s. 18. ij ^D] emph. >^] for limping, stumbling,

as 35
15

Je. 2O10
. PDJ] Niph. of p3 be prepared, ready; in this sense only

here
\fs.

For the phr. cf. V?sS paa TN Jb. i812. aiion] sorrow, as 32
10

60,
27

.

19. TJX IJ^">D] |1
ifiNtanD JXIN. The 1. as it stands is a tetrameter. Du.

supplies mn < and TI^N to get better measure. For py v. jS2^. "v^x Hiph.

impf. HJJ confess, only Is. 3
9

; cf. >mn Ps. 32
6
. We might separate ^ and |D

from nouns, and so get trimeters. At the same time, confession of sin inter-

rupts the thought here, is abrupt and isolated. ;JON] Qal impf. f JT Qal

(1) be anxious for : c. p here, as Je. 42
16

; c. *? I S. 9
5 io2 ; abs. Je. 178;

(2) dread: c. ace. Is. 57
11

Je. 38
19

. 20. D"n] is not suited to
|| -jpur (7

25
);

rd. therefore QJH, as j^7 ^ 6Q
5
,
so Houb., Gr., Ba., Dr., Kirk., al.

irjtf] Qal

pf. i.p. J D3f^ vb. Qal ^ iiumerous, here as 40- ls
6p

5
I39

7
. f Hiph. be made

strong IO5
34

. 21. eu

Trrji] Pi. ptc. pi. cstr. (^2^), before njn not good

usage; rd. >-. Cf. SS12 for Phr - n31ID pnp] should be prob. arj~rnp.

J^top^] Qal impf. 3 m., sf. I sg. be my adversary ; ffEir elsw. 7i
18

IO9
4 - 20 - 29

Zc. 3
1

. ^^">] Kt., ^OTI Qr. (v. 7
2
), The latter inf. cstr. because ofmy pur-

suinggood, for which <S 8iKaiQ<rtivijv, which is probable explanation of aia here

as ethical. The latter is more suited to context, the former a more natural

change in later times. Ba. inserts here 1. of <& in Syr. Hex. (&& *
: Kal dir^p-

pi\l/dv (jx rbv dyavijT6v owrci veKpbv tpdeXvypfrov, which he translates into

Hebrew thus: apru -UEO Tm ^iD^trn; so Gr., but Du. objects rightly. It has

a different measure. It is doubtless a 1. from some ancient piece, and not a

gl. composed by a scribe. Such a 1. is not known elsw. But Is. I4
19 has

a similar thought with reference to the king of Babylon : -papD naS^n nnw

Dam -usa -Ma-uafcrSN n-w a^n tjyan D>j-n B^aS ayro -\s:a. Doubtless this was

in mind of glossator or author, as we may decide. The former is more prob-

able, because the previous Str. is complete without this 1., and the codd. <
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which have it are the old corrupt texts. It is not found in any of the

other Vrss. It is too strong for its context, and it is not suited to begin a

new Str. 22. mm yaijrn ?] closing petition usual in ^; cf. 2f 7i
9 - 18

.

ysD pmn SN] = 35
>22

7I
12

. This we may take as two trimeters, espe-

cially if we read f?i in 1. 2. 23. THT;
1

? nsnn] cf. 7O
6 nip V? win, also

yi
12 nann 'mr/*. u*w] before \njnn is either Adonay my salvation or

n^; iriJpie ri}s (TUTijptas JIDV, 5 Doming safaris meae. Probably

a gl. and the 1. the concluding trimeter.

PSALM XXXIX., 2 STR.

Ps. 39 is an elegy: (i) A resolution to repress complaint for

suffering in the presence of the wicked, which can only partly be

carried out because of internal excitement, and which therefore

takes the form of prayer that Yahweh may make him know the

brevity of life (v.
2"60

), (2) A statement of the unsubstantial

character of man in his life and activity, with a petition to Yah-

weh, the only hope, for deliverance from transgression. He has

suffered in silence, recognising that he was afflicted by Yahweh ;

but now prays for relief lest he melt away under his severe chas-

tisement (vJ~
m

) . The refrains assert that man in the presence

of God is altogether unsubstantial (v.
66 - 12

*).- Glosses are petitions

of a more general character (v.
ia~14

)
.

J SAID,
"

I will take heed to my ways, that I sin not with my tongue.

I will take heed to my mouth (that I do no wrong), while the wicked are in

my presence."

In stillness I kept silent, apart from comfort, and my sorrow was stirred.

My heart became hot within me, during my musing the fire kindled.

I spake with my tongue:
"
Yahweh, make me know mine end,

And the measure of my days, what it is, what my duration is."

Behold, my days are handbreadths, and my duration is as nothing.
In Thy sight surely altogether vapour every man doth stand.

CjURELY as a semblance man walketh about, surely as vapour he bustles about
And he heapeth up, and he knoweth not who he shall be that will gather.
And now what wait I for? My hope is in Thee.
From my transgression deliver me ; make me not a reproach for the impudent.
I arn dumb, I open not my mouth, because Thou hast done it.

Remove Thy stroke from off me : I come to an end.

Wouldst Thou chasten a man with rebukes, as a moth Thou dost make him
melt away.

(In Thy sight) surely altogether vapour every mart doth stand.
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Ps. 39 was in 13 and fH. It was also taken up into B3& (v. Intr. 27,

3 1 * SS)^ an<i given the superscription prn^O) (#. Intr. 34). In its original

form it was two pentameter octastichs, the last line of each being the same

refrain. There are two liturgical additions, a tetrameter couplet, probably
from the editor of J32&, and a trimeter quartette of later date- This last is

dependent on Jb. io-~21. Whether I Ch, 29
15 is earlier or later is not so

evident, but probably earlier also. The original Ps. shows no dependence on

other literature, (a) There are several a.X. : DIDHD v.2, "up v.3, w mo v.6
,

hi} nfl-in v.9 . (<) There are also forms not elsw. in ^ : vnpnn v.<]

,
but Is. 4214

57
11

; iztv v.
3
, but Is. i;

11
Je. I5

18
; rinfla v.c, but I K. 7

26
;

-asn v.7, but Gn,

4i35.49 (E) Ex. 810
(J); rV?mn v.s, but La. 3

18
, Jb. 4I

1
. 0) There are forms

rarely used in $ : IPE^KJ v.
3 - 10

3i
19 Is. 53

7
;

ijpjn v. 4
, elsw. only Ps. 5

2
;

<nU|n

v.6, 89** Jb. II 17
. The vocabulary favours an early date ; so does the syntax:

(a) cohort, v.2- 2 - 5 ( ? >
;

the conditional clause with change of tense, v.12. The
sin with the tongue, v.2, is not lying, but, as context indicates, murmuring

against God because of afflictions, an early idea of La., Je. The conception
of the brevity of life, v 5 B

I-, is also characteristic of the age of Je. The idea

of v.7 implies conscious existence after death, but ignorance of what transpires

in the world, such as Jb. 14. The recognition of the divine chastisement,

v.10
"11

, is like Jb.; but it is the idea of Is* also. The Ps. is not earlier than

Je., and probably later than La. and Is.2 It has the experience of the exile be-

hind it, and is a national Ps., composed just before the reforms of Nehemiah.

Str. I. is composed of a syn. couplet, a synth. couplet, a syn.

triplet, and a monostich of refrain. 2. / satd~] 9 introducing a

resolution, or purpose, the contents of which are given in this

couplet. I will take heed}, repeated for emphasis, to my
ways'], moral action and character, as 5

9
49** 5O

23
, although, as

the context shows, the reference was to watchful restraint of

speech, and not to conduct, and so
||

to my mouth. The purpose

of this self-control is : that I sin not with my tongue], as the con-

text indicates, by murmuring against God on account of sufferings.

that I do no wrong}. This, as S, is required by parallel. But

J^, by error, has a noun unknown elsewhere, which has occasioned

the ungrammatical rendering, "I will keep my mouth with a

bridle," EVB
. Most moderns who retain the word follow & in

its use of another verb, and render "
put a muzzle to my mouth."

while the wicked are^in my presence'}. This does not imply a

contrast of his. lot of suffering witK the prosperity of the wicked, as

many suppose ; but that he would not give the wicked any ground
for reproaching the God of Israel as unable to save His people.
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3. In stillness, intensified by, / kept silent, still further intensi-

fied in all texts by prefixing,
"
I was dumb," from v.

10
,
at the ex-

pense of the measure
;
all this in fulfilment of the resolution of v.

2
.

However, he was still apart from comfort'}, so essentially RV.m,

JPSV., Dr. His self-repression only made him still more uncom-

fortable. But there is room in the ambiguous text for other

explanations: "even from good words," PBV., or "even from

good," AV., RV., after (, explained by Kirk.,
"
speaking neither

good nor bad." and my sorrow was stirred'}. He could not

repress his internal excitement. 4. My heart became hot within

me~\. Repression makes the reaction so great that during my

musing the fire kindled^. The effort at self-restraint kept the

attention fixed upon the wrong, and so all the musing tended to

increase the passion. It could no longer be restrained, it must

find vent in the flame of words spake with my tongue"}. This

speech is not, however, the murmuring which he had repressed,

but a prayer to God for instruction and guidance, and therefore

not sinful or provocative of the scorn of the wicked, but rather a

mark of righteous resignation. 5. Yahweh, make me knoiu}, cf.

9O
12

. This is virtually repeated in the text of J^
"
that I may

know," or "
let me know/' as the verb may be variously rendered

;

but it is an unnecessary addition, making the line overfull. mine

end"}, that
is.,

the end of my life, how short a time will elapse before

the end
||

the measure of my days, the measure of time compre-
hended in the days of life. whatitis"}, emphatic reiteration,

what my duration
is"},

so by a correction of the text to correspond
with the same word of the next clause, cf. @, 3, on which is

based,
" How long I have to live," PBV. The transposition of a

single letter has given in J^ a word which is rendered " how frail

I am," AV., RV., for which there is no linguistic authority,

6. Behold"}, emphatic, calling attention to the fact in the climax ;

my days are handbreadths}, measured by the shortest measure,
the span of the hand. This is relatively so short that, in the

climax, the psalmist feels justified in saying : my duration is as

nothing}. It amounts to nothing at all
; it is hardly worth con-

sidering. This simple and strong line has been modified at the

cost of the measure by a copyist who inserts the verb,
" Thou hast

made," to emphasise divine activity and responsibility as to the
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length of human life
; and then he softens the assertion that the

duration of life was as nothing, by attaching to it,
" in Thy sight,"

making it relative in the point of view of God. But this last word

really belongs to the last line of Refrain as necessary to complete
its measure. Sf/rety], strong asseveration characteristic of this

Ps., v.
7 - w

,
also cf. 23. altogether vapour every man doth stand~\.

Man, standing before God, in the divine presence, has no sub-

stantial existence. He is, as it were, composed of vapour, which

is so slight and unsubstantial that the least wind will drive it away.
There is, indeed, a serious irony involved in the very thought of

such an unsubstantial vapour standing in the divine presence, and
it is just this that makes it so suitable as the Refrain of the elegy,

reappearing in v.
ia

, though a careless scribe has there abbrevi-

ated it.

Str. II. has two synth. couplets, a synth. triplet, and a monostich

of Refrain. 7. Surely as a semblance], that is, an image rather

than the thing itself, and, as the context shows, a shadowed likeness,

as vapour\ an unsubstantial, vaporous body. This is so even

in his activity, as he walketh about \ bustles about. The change of

persons in $J, followed by some Vrss., is exceedingly improbable.

It was due to a copyist's mistake in attaching the conjunction 1 to

the previous verb, so making it 3 pi. And he heapeth up\, in his

bustling activity. The object is not given ; to supply it makes the

line overfull. In the antith., he knoweth not who he shall be

th&t willg&thcr\ The last verb should also be without its object.

It has, however, been supplied by a copyist in the suffix "them,"
which compels its use, in thought, at least, as the object to

the previous verb. But the line is more forceful without objects

in either case. 8. And now\> the logical consequence of the

foregoing, What wait Iforf\* There is no relief through my-

self or any other to be expected. There is but one thing to be :

thought of under the circumstances : My hope is in Thee~\. It is

fixed on Yahweh and on Him alone. From Him the relief will

come. Accordingly prayer springs forth. 9. From my trans-

gmsion tMiver w]. The psalmist recognises that the sufferings

of the people are due to their transgression against God, so that

first of all freedom from transgression must be secured. This is

conceived as rescue. This vb. is used ordinarily with reference
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to enemies and troubles, seldom with reference to sin, elsewhere

only 5 1
16

79
9
, probably also up170

. Doubtless in these cases trans*

gression is conceived in the guilt and the misery that it has in-

volved. make me not a reproach~]. If left in his miserable

condition of suffering for transgression, he would be exposed to

the reproach of the enemies. These enemies are described as

i?npudenf] 9
cf. I4

1
. They would also reproach his God. 10. /

am dumb
\\
I open not my mouth']. The reason is a different one

from that given v.
2"3

, and, indeed, an additional one not inconsistent

therewith : because Thou hast done if]. The suffering was due to

the divine discipline for transgression ; and therefore there was

no room for complaint, but only for confession and penitence.

11. This is then explained as, Remove Thy stroke'], intensified

by the gloss,
" contention "

Jj,
"
strength

"
@,

" of Thy hand,"

both at the expense of the measure. I come to an end'], I have

about reached the limit of endurance ; I am ready to perish.

Wouldst Thou chasten a man with rebukes']. The divine disci-

pline, though wholesome in leading to repentance, may yet be

carried so far as to be destructive. This is what the psalmist

apprehends in the present case. as a moth"], who eats away

garments and so destroys them. T/iou dost make him melt

away]. Gradually, but surely, his vital sap is exhausted, and he

dies away. The Ps. concludes with the same Refrain as 67>

.

13 a. This fine elegy, when taken up into 2DJ&, was probably

given a more general application to congregational worship by the

petition, O hear my prayer, and O give car to my cryfor help. At

my tears be not silent Here three syn. verbs, calling upon Yahweh
to give help, have three corresponding terms for prayer. It is suffi-

cient to cite Kirk. :
"

It is a Rabbinic saying that there are three

kinds of supplication, each superior to the other, prayer, crying, and

tears. Prayer is made in silence, crying with a loud voice, but tears

surpass all
"

; and De. :
"
Alongside of the words of prayer appear

the tears as a prayer understood by God, for when the doors of

prayer appear to be closed, the doors of tears remain open."
A still later editor appended a trimeter tetrastich ; 13 Z>-14.

For I am a guest with Thee,
A sojoumer as all my fathers ;

O look away from me that I may be cheerful,
R{XrA T ripnart and he no more.
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This addition is elegiac, in the spirit of the original Ps., but

from a later point of view. The conception that Israel was Yah-
weh's guest \\ sojourner, and always had been such, the present

generation, as all myfathers, is emphasised in the prayer of David,
i Ch. 29, which is probably at the basis of this couplet. The last

couplet is based on Jb. lo20-21
. It is a petition for a little respite

from suffering before death, which is not altogether in keeping
with the original Ps.

2. mDU\s] Qal cohort, i sg. repeated in 1, 2 in Jg. <& now, so Ols., Dy.,

Or,, Ba,, Du., Che., al., Qal cohort D^tr which alone is suited to use of S cf.

^ IW X4I
{{

. D^onc] ii.ni. muzzle, 7>'DB, a.X. and dub.; cf., however, fcon
vb. Dt. 25* Kz. 39

U
. <S 0uXa/c^j F citstodiam, paraphrase; j$ implies inf.

cstr. prob. D'DHD
||
Krone. This best suits parall. and the vb. of $. In this

case *? is an interpretative gl., and $2 is to be followed. 3. fron] silence ;

clsw. 62a (<lul>.) 65- (dub.) 22* ; <S5 has vb. /cai trairewdOyv. *n.iwri] Hiph.

pf. nti'n be silent; Hiph. exhibit or keep silence only here ^, but Qal Pss. 28*

joy
120

. atec] apartfrom good, pleasure, comfort. The 1. is overfull ; of the

three syns. the easiest TirAiM is the most probable gl. \ ate] n.m. pain, sor-

row ; only here in ^, but Jb. 2 1{J 16 Is. 17" 65^ Je. I5
18

; 'cf. 31N3D Pss. 32
10

38
l8

Cy
4
-47

.

"\?^j] Niph* pf. J "i^ vb. f/f> ttp t disturb. Niph. = pass, be stirred

uft clsw. rr.'

T

is". but text of latter dub. (Toy, .DB., reject it); <S dve/ccu-

j'f<r^ ; "}T remwattts f$t, j)araphra&e. So Aq., S, cLverapdxO^ 3 conturbatus

and ^, t. --4. on] Qai pf. Jacn //< or ^;w<y warm; here fig., cf. Dt. 19

I Jo. 7
7
Je. 5i

!JS>.-*-5. "jynin] Hiph. imv. followed by njns* Qal cohort, i sg.

cither subjunctive as (85, $, or apodosis. It is really tautological and impairs

the measure.-^ me] phr. a.X., cf. Jb. n fig. j:
HID n.f. measure; common

Ify,., Jc 22 M 3I
81)

,
of garment Ps. 133

2
, usually of size, distance. ^irrnp] cf.

adj. Is* 53
a
kicking; here . wra t (essation, but improb.; rd. *^Sn (/7^) as

v. duration of life, cf. Sp
48

. It is possible that we should read inSn as below,

v,tt

, which takes up both w and n^n, fi? usirig ^K because of its mistaken Snn.

6. t n^nnip] jr/tff/J| handbreadths ; only here in ^, but in measures i K. y
- 26

.

nnro] i prob*gl. t
as the 1. is overfull and it is unnecessary. pao] as noun

sr #.f mthinfa rare usage, cf. 73* 69
2

;
w. 3

8
. T)-I^] belongs to next 1., where

it is needed for measure. It is not needed here. asi] Niph. pf. (v. ^).

rpjj must be attached to this vb., otherwise it is difficult. $&v ; -#DB., Dr.,

w
though standing firm," 7. t^?.] n.m. t/ttage; in ^ only fig. of emptiness,

instability, and so prob, semblance of man esteemed by God, here c. a essentiae,

and 73*. fwjnfl Qal irnpf. 3 pi. full form ; pi. in the midst of sg. is strange.

i [rmn] vb. Qaf(i) grwt* V&* a d g S9
T* 15

J () wwrwur, w^tf'w, 42'
12

43
6
,

in prayer 5$
ltt

77
4

; (3) ^<7r, of waves 46* (?) ;
be tumultuous, of peoples 46

7

83^ (also 65); (4) Imtle about, of noise of streets 39
7 Is. 222 i K. i 41.

&;] (
v)al impf. f^a^ vb. Qal, //^ ttff c, ace. Gn. 41*'

49
(E) Ex. 8 (J),
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Hb. i 10 Zc. 9
3
Jb. 27

16
; here abs. but wealth implied by subsequent sf.

8. nnp] and now, logical sequence, 210 zf. -w] is gl. <r^m;i] f.^mn

n.f. A*/* (cf. 7i
6
); elsw. Jb. 4I

1 Pr. lo28 ii 7
1312 La. 3M._ H ,n

] is emph. for

copula. 9. T^s 'we] emph.; *?D makes the phr.too long for a single accent,

and is prob. a gl. tornfl-in] phr. a.X., but cf. DIK 'n 227
(v. /j

3 V)-
11. rp^ mjnn] a.X., as phr.; makes 1. overfull and is gl.; and as to form

f n-un n.f. contention, as J., but I<TX^ = mia J more probable. 12. p? ??]

explanatory gl. man] pass.ptc. nrn, elsw. Jb. 2O20 Is.44/zw desired things ;

usually fern, mien but later style : <S it?aj; prob. both interp. glosses. The

Rf. is abbreviated, but must be restored as in v.6. 13. mrp] not in <gj, is gl.

to the v., which is throughout a liturgical gl. Indeed, it shows three stages

of glossification. >?]] fuller form for >:, because needed for euphony.

% 3ttnn] sojourner (v/Ji?'>) only P and late, not elsw. in ^. 14. >w] Hiph.

imv. % njrer Qal, r I9
U7

,
c. 3 look on attentively. Hiph. a.X. c. jo look awayfrom.

njiSay] Hiph. cohort, f^ (i) ^ok cheerful; so here and Jb. 9
37 lo20 ;

(2) fflz^tf toflash Am. 5
9
.

PSALM XL.

Ps. 40 is composite: I. A thanksgiving, (i) After patient

waiting the people have been delivered by Yahweh, and have

praised Him with a fresh outburst of song, to the great encourage-

ment of many (v.
2
^) ; (2) those happy ones are congratulated

who trust in Yahweh rather than idols ;
and the impossibility of

adequately setting forth the wondrous deeds and thoughts of Yah-

weh is asserted (v.*"
6
) ; (3) sacrifices of various kinds would have

been offered if acceptable to Yahweh, but the preference has been

given to hearing His Law as prescribed in the book roll, and

preaching it to the great congregation (v,
7-10

*) (4) the praise

of Yahweh will not be withheld in the congregation, and there-

fore He will not withhold His compassion and kindness (v.
10i~12

).

II. A prayer for speedy help against enemies
\ that they may

be shamed by defeat, while the people rejoice in Yahweh and

magnify His name (v.
14-18

). These Pss. are combined by a seam

connecting the great number of evils with the numerous iniquities,

which have brought great discouragement (v.
18

),

A. V.
2-12

, 4 STR. 5
5
.

I WAITED steadfastly on Yahweh, and He inclined unto me
;

And brought me up from the pit of desolation, from the clay of the mire
;

And set my feet upon a rock ; He established my steps ;
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And gave a new song in my mouth, a song of praise to my God,

Many see and they four, and they trust in Yahweh.

J-JAPPY the man who has made Yahweh his trust,

And who hath not turned to (vain idols) , or turned aside falsely 1

Many things hast Thou done, O Thou, Yahweh, my God.

Thy wondcis and Thy thoughts, there is no setting in order;
Should I tell or should I speak, they are too numeious to be counted.

pEACK offering and grain offering hast Thou no delight in; then had I the

covenant ;

Whole burnt offering with sin hast Thou not asked
;
then didst Thou com-

mand me.

Lo, I Jim come, in the book roll it is prescribed to me.

Thy will I delight in, and Thy Law is within me.

I have preached righteousness in the great congregation ; behold my lips.

T WILL not withhold, Yahweh, Thou knowest, Thy i ighteousness ;

I have not covered in my mind Thy faithfulness and Thy salvation.

I say, I have not concealed Thy kindness and Thy faithfulness from the great

congregation,

Thou, Yahweh, on Thy part, wilt not withhold Thy compassion from me :

Thy kindness and Thy faithfulness (they) will continually preserve me.

3. V.
14-18

,
2 STR. 4

5
.

YAIIWEIl', to deliver me, my God, to my help, O haste.

Let them be shamed and confounded together, who seek my life;

Let thorn be turned back and let them be dishonoured who delight in my
distress.

T^it them he desolate by reason of their shame, who say
"
aha, aha !

"

|
ttT them exult and let them be glad in Thee, all who seek Thee.

Lot thorn say :

" May Yahweh be magnified," those who love Thy salvation.

Sincij I am afflicted and poor, Yahweh, O haste to me;
O Thou my helper and my deliverer, my God, tarry not.

Ps. 40 is a composite T?s, : v.2
"12

, connected by a seam, v.ls, with v.1*-18, which

is the same as PR. 70; so Street, Che., al. Only v.*-ia belong to the original

Ps., with the title stating that it was in H, and that it was also in ffi and

W& 0>. Intr. 27, 31, 33)., Ps. 70 has its own title, which was original to

it before it WAS attached to Ps. 40 as v.l4
-M

, stating that it also was in 3 and

Dft&y but it subsequently received the liturgical assignment To:nb for the

offering of the nme (T/. Intr, 39). The two Pss. were connected by a seam

which explains the evils suffered as due to the great number of iniquities.

V.*-tt show dependence cm Je, Is.2 and Ps. 22 : v., cf. Je. 38; v.7, cf. Je. 721 .;

v., cf. Je, 3**; v,
4

,
cf. Is. 4i

fi 43"; v., cf. Is, 55*-; v.., cf. Ps. 22*. It

therefore must be postcxilic. V.14*18 5= 70 = 35*
** ^ indicates a more troublous

time. Both J*a. belong to the community of the Restoration, the latter to

the times of trouble due to the persecution of the minor nations before Ne-

heixriah, the former to the more prosperous times, when perils might be looked

upon a* past, and probably, therefore, subsequent to Nehemiah. The com-
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bination of the two Pss. by the seam must have been subsequent to 30, other-

wise the two Pss. would not have had separate titles and have existed apart in

that Psalter. Besides, Ps. 70 belongs to g, which did not use Ps. 40.

PSALM XL. A.

Str. I. is a progressive pentastich. 2. I waited steadfastly},

with intensity of waiting; not the continuance of it, or the patient

quality of it, but its persistence, the steady adherence to the atti-

tude of waiting until the relief came. on Yahweh], from whom

it would come, and He inclined], usually with ears, which are

doubtless understood here, and implying, therefore, answer.

unto me~\. The answer is a practical one. 3. He brought me

upfrom the pit], into which the psalmist conceives the nation as

having fallen, cf. La. 3
s3- 55

. This is described as desolation, a more

probable reading than the similar word of f^, which has usually

the meaning,
"
roaring," as KL, Calv., Dr., but is paraphrased in

EVS
. as

"
horrible," without any justification in the usage of the

word. the clay of the mire], as 69* and Je. 38
6

;
the pit into

which Jeremiah had been cast, where the foot slips and slides,

and there is no sure footing. and set myfeet upon a rock], that

is, a lofty rock, a crag high above danger, in antith. with the pit

into which he had fallen. He established my steps], made them

firm and secure upon the rock. 4. The deliverance having been

completed, praise follows : and gave a new song in my mouth], a

fresh outburst of song, with a new theme, the deliverance just

experienced, as 33
3
96

1
98* 144 I49

1
Is. 42

10
. a song of praise

to my God]. This praise is public praise, in the temple or syna-

gogue, cf. v.
10- 11

;
and therefore many], not as distinguished from

few, but the many, those constituting the great congregation.

see and theyfear], as the context shows, with reverential fear, and

they trust in Yahweh]. The three vbs., joined by 1 coordinates,

do not give a sequence of dependence, but a parall. of contemporary
actions.

Str. II. is the anti-str. of the previous one. It begins with an

antith. couplet, congratulating those who have had the experience
described in the previous Str. 5. Happy the man], cf. i

1
. This

man, collective for the nation, on the positive side, has made Yah-
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weh his trust], as v.
4ft

,
noun for verb ; on the negative side, hath

not turned \ turned aside'}, the latter by an easy emendation, to

vain idols'}, as <S
|| falsely. This in ?^, by an error, has become a

difficult word, only used here, which is variously explained ;

" unto

the proud," EV., referring to wicked men, and the next clause

is then interpreted as also referring to these men, in various modes
of rendering :

" such as go about with lies," PBV. ;
" such as turn

aside lo lies," AV., RV.; "fall away treacherously," RVm.; none
of which can be regarded as any better than conjectural para-

phrases ;
whereas < and the emendation suggested above give us

an easy and natural thought appropriate to the context and in

accordance with good usage. 6. The tristich resumes the new

song of v.
4
, and the theme of the song is placed first for emphasis.

Many things hast Thou done
|| Thy wonders}. To these deeds

are added, Thy thoughts, cf. Is. 55
8"9

. This, in a gloss of J^ (not

in (S>), is defined as "to usward." That they are Yahweh 's and

belong to no one else, is emphasised by the use of pronoun TJiou,

the personal name of God, Yahweh, and the statement of personal

relation to God, my God. The "many things," now extended to

" wonders " and "
thoughts," are too numerous for human estima-

tion.
r
fhere is no setting them in order"}. %, by the insertion

of " unto Thee "
(not in (5>), has given the verb an unnecessary

interpretation, followed by EV*.
; but has also suggested another

meaning of the vb. as 89
7
,
"there is none to be compared unto

Thee," RVm
., which, however, does not suit the context should

f tell or should I speak}, modal imperfects coordinated, implying

that it was venturesome so to do, under the circumstances, de-

manding a strong determination, which, nevertheless, would fail

because they were too numerous to bt counted*

Str. III. has two synth, couplets and a synth. monostich.

7-8. Peace offering}, the sacrifice whose chief characteristic was

communion by eating of the flesh of the victim, Yahweh having

His part at the altar. This was accompanied by grain offering.

This offering in some cases consisted of the raw grain, or roasted

cars, at others of the meal, but in connection with peace offerings

of various forms of cakes or bread, in which also there was com-

munion by eating of the most of it, only a small portion going

to the altar for God, whole burnt offering}, whose chief char-
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acteristic was that the entire victim went up in the flames

to God expressing worship. with sin], associated with sin and

the guilt of sin, as Is. 6i 8
,
where robbery associated with the

whole burnt offering is hated by Yahweh. Sin vitiated all sacri-

fices ; sacrifices were of value only as expressive of righteousness.

EV8
. and most scholars, ancient and modern, think of sin offering

here rather than sin. This is tempting in order to complete the

enumeration of the great classes of offerings ; but the sin offering

is not known in the Psalter elsewhere; it is not known to

the literature upon which this Ps. depends, especially in this

verse ; the Hebrew word used here nowhere else has that mean-

ing ; and even with the sin offering the list of offerings would be

incomplete without fa&Askam already used Is. 53
10

. Hast Thou

no delight in]. Protasis of interrogative clause in order to the

apodosis of the last clause of v. This is based on Ho. 6
6

:
" For

I delight in kindness and not in peace offering; and in the

knowledge of God rather than whole burnt offerings ;

"
cf, Is. i

11

Ps. 5 1
18

, and especially i S. I5
22

:

" Hath Yahweh as great delight

in burnt offerings and peace offerings as in obeying the voice of

Yahweh? " Hast Thou not asked']. This is based on Je. 7
s2'23

,

" For I spake not unto your fathers nor commanded them in the

day that I brought them out of the land of Egypt, concerning

burnt offerings or peace offerings ; but this thing I command them,

saying: Hearken unto my voice/
1

cf. Ps. go
8"10 Mi. 6H This is

essentially true so far as its antith. is concerned, but it needs

qualification, for not only the code of D, Dt. 12, 16, upon which

this Ps. relies, but also the code of E, Ex. 23
14"19

,
which antedates

Hosea and Micah, prescribes just these sacrifices as an essential

part of the ritual of worship from the earliest times. At the same

time, all these sacrifices are primitive, and antedate all Hebrew

Law, and are common to the worship of Israel and all his neigh-
bours ; so that they are not as sacrifices in any way distinctive of

the religion of Yahweh, or to be regarded as for the first time

commanded in His Law. They are incorporated in His Law and

given a meaning, and that meaning is His command, rather than

the sacrifices themselves. This is the unanimous consensus of the

prophets from Samuel onwards. These questions as to sacrifices

as such, as external ritual ceremonies, not being required, are in
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order to the statement in the apodosis of what Yahweh did require.
Then didst Thou command me]. This, by a slight emenda-

tion of form, gives us the appropriate apodosis parall. and in

assonance with, then had I the covenant], which is probably
the original of a difficult passage, in which (, followed by Heb.
to5

, translates, "a body didst Thou prepare for me," which rests

on a text variant from that of H.
, 3 have the same verb as

<&, which could not have been the same as the verb of f^. f^
and Vrss., however, rd. in the last clause, Then I said, which is

tame and unsuited to the context, and the parallel f^,
" ears didst

Thou bore me." This strange statement is variously explained.
Some of the older interpreters fancied that there was a reference

to the ancient usage of boring the ear of a slave as the sign of

bondage, Ex. 21 Dt. 15", and therefore with the implication that

Israel was made a slave of Yahweh. But this is improbable. The
reference is rather to the creative power of God, who dug out the

cars and made them organs of hearing, in order that His people

might hear and obey Him, cf. Ex. 4" Mt. i3
9
. The emendation

that I have proposed gives fine parall., and is especially appro-

priate to the book of the covenant in the subsequent context.

Lo, I am come], calling attention to prompt obedience. in the

book rot/], the Deuteronomic Code as written on the roll, cf.

je . 36"' 4. ^ is frescnbcd to me], as RVra

,, Ba., Dr., Kirk., al,

rather than " written of me," concerning me, of , 3, EVB
.

9. Thy ft//// / delight in], is in emphatic antith. to the offerings

of v,
T

, The psalmist delights in what Yahweh delights in, and not

in what He docs not delight in. The will of Yahweh is expressed in

the Law, which is, as the previous context indicates, recorded in

the book roll. A scribe has made it more emphatic by prefixing,

"To do," which, however, makes the line overfull. It is an un-

necessary gloss. The Law of Yahweh was written in the book

roll; but more than that, the psalmist says, "it is within me"~\,

literally in the midst of my inwards, v. 22"; the intestines being

the seat of the emotions, affections, and passions, according to the

Heb, conception; and so, "within my heart," EV'., in accord

with the teaching of Dt, 3<>
U "M

. 10. / have preached], heralded

as glad tidings, in accordance with the usage of Is/Uo
9' 9

4I
27
S*

7 ' 7
*

~
righteousness

1

],
which is interpreted by % 3, as Yahweh's, but
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by @ as the psalmist's ;
the former alone correct as referring to

Yahweh's vindicatory righteousness in the salvation of His people,

and so repeated in the opening line of the antistr., and
|| Thy

faithfulness and TJiy salvation}, which appear again in the con-

cluding tristich in Thy kindness, Thy faithfulness}, repeated, Thy

compassion in the great congregation, the congregation of Israel

assembled in great numbers for worship as in 2226

35
18

. behold

my lips'],
which have moved in preaching, and which give visible

evidence of what they have uttered, so that Yahweh is invoked to

see the evidence that His people have in fact fulfilled His will.

Str. IV. has a syn. tristich and a syn. couplet antith. thereto.

10ft. I -will not withhold}. The change of tense is in order

to a vow as to future action. In antith. with it is : Thou, Yahweh,
on Thy part, wilt not withhold'}, the one the exact counterpart of

the other. What the people in their worship will not withhold

is the praise of Yahweh's vindicatory, saving righteousness.

11-12. I have not covered in my mind"}, kept to myself ||
/ have

not concealed. The psalmist appeals to Yahweh Himself as wit-

ness : TJiou knowesf\, and parallel therewith makes a solemn

asseveration, / say. What Yahweh on His part will not withhold,

is the use of His attributes in salvation, and that continually.

They are indeed personified, as often, as guardian angels, and they

will preserve His people. The Ps. here reaches an appropriate

conclusion. But a later editor for liturgical reasons attaches an-

other Ps. to it by a seam.

For evils encompassed me until there was no number.

Mine iniquities overtook me, and I was unable to see.

They were more numerous than the hairs of my head, and my courage forsook me.

13. This v. goes back to the situation described in v.'
1 and

enlarges upon it, in the use, however, of other images. Evils},

are here personified, and are represented as innumerable. They

encompassed me}, probably based on iS5
,
and therefore implying

the image of a flood. The evils have as their parallel, mine

iniquities}, because it is in the mind of the psalmist that the evils

are due to the iniquities that the people have committed. Those

are also personified, and represented as more numerous than the

hairs of my head. They pursued the people, and so overtook
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them, and in such a way that they were dazed, paralysed, and
unable to see, and courage forsook them. They had no heart left,

as they had no eyes to see.

PSALM XL. J5.

This was originally a separate Ps,, preserved apart in Ps. 70 : an

importunate plea for speedy deliverance from mortal enemies, in

lines i, 7, 8, enclosing a tristich of imprecation upon enemies, and
an antith. couplet of petition for the righteous. The divine names

vary. The original was a Yahwistic Ps., using Yahwek for the

divine name, with a variation, my God. The uses of " God "

in Ps. 70, and Adonay 40 are due to editorial changes.

Str. I. is a monostich of petition and a syn. tristich of impreca-
tion. 14. To deliver me], emphatic in position, because of

intense feeling of immediate need
||

to my help, repeated in the

climax, v.w
,
in nominal forms, my helper and my deliverer. This

is softened in v.
14

:

" Be pleased," which makes the line overfull,

and is improbable in itself, especially as it is not in 7O
1
. O

haste}, repeated in v.
18 with

|| tarry not. 15-16, Let them be

shamed"], by defeat* They are public, not private enemies, who
seek my life], to destroy it

||
who Might in my distress], disasters

of various kinds. who say, "aha, aha"], congratulating them-

selves, and gloating over the shame of the people of God. Accord-

ingly, the syn, imprecations, let them be confounded together, let

them be turned back, forced to retreat, and let them be dishonoured,

let them be desolate by reason of their shame, defeated, disgraced,

made desolate.

Str, II. has two syn. couplets. 17. In antith, to the impreca-

tion is the exhortation to the people of Yahweh, described as,

alt who seek Thee], the worshippers of Yahweh
||
those who love

Thy salvation], enjoy it and so love it, and Yahweh, who gives

salvation, and is Himself salvation. The exhortation is that these

may exult and be glad in Thee], in public praise, and so, Let

them say], in the songs of praise : May Yahweh be magnified.

18, The ground of this importunate plea is, Since Iam afflicted

and poor\, the feeble, afflicted community of Yahweh, at the

Restoration, encompassed by bitter enemies.
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XL. A.

2. ni] PL inf, abs. with >n\ip Pi. pf. intensifies the idea of waiting, wait

patiently or persistently (v. 2j
3 5

). ^N an] i consec. Qal impf. noj. This

is explained by injn jwi, which has crept into text as gl (v. /<?'). 3. pKtr]

a.X. in the sense of desolation, improb.; cf. 65
s o^ p*<t?, rd. ntot? as Gr. (z/.

,?j*). BIB] mud) mire; cf. 69
15

Je, sS
6

, f fv] n.[m.] mire; elsw. 69
s

. jio]

Polel pf. pa instead of i consec. c. impf. makes an independent parall. clause.

nc'x] fig. mode of life 4? I ;
5
37

81
. The situation is common to Je., La,,

and the Pss. of lamentation. 4. Pin -PIT] new, fresh outburst of song
Is. 42

10 Pss. sf 96
1
98

1
I44

9
I49

1
. vpnStf] for original inS, although <&,

5, also have I pi.; a liturgical adaptation. isni] Qal impf. 3 pi. n&n fol-

lowed by i coord, for emph. coordination. Cf. Is. 4i
5
wv;i D^N iN"i; here

DUI takes the place of OK. 5. ntr] (^. /*) with -QJ 34
9
9412 I2j

5
. or]

Qal pf. rel. clause ; so 5, but <f, j$, if, otf name. ritaac] obj. of confidence,
as 5^ 65 7I

5
. aun-i] a.X. suspicious ; 5 sup&rbias> cf. aarn a.X. q$& pride ;

but prob. err. for 2m. jnn is a monster of a mythical character 89
11

Jb. 2612

Is. 5 1
9
, especially of sea Jb/9

ls
;
and so as name of Egypt Ps. 87* Is. 3O

7
. It

is difficult to see any connection with Egypt here. /iaranSTijras, 5J vani-

tates, so S = a-ton, so Ols., Gr., Che.
; cf. Dt, 32

21 and PsI 3i
7
, Jon. 2

NIS> i^an. iatr] pointed as Qal ptc. pi. cstr. BW a.X. similar to nai? turn
aside Pr. 415 Nu. 5^-

19 - 20- 29
(P). The construction is then to be explained

as iw ^)3 ps . 596, construct of quality, v. Ges. 128 C3). It is then dependent
on ^N, afler @ fMvtas, 3 pampas, neither of which is easy to understand. It

is better to regard the original as naan, i coord. Qal pf. || njfi, and 3D (v. ^)
as ace. of manner. 6. min] emph. position, || ^'nN'Sfij (v. 9

s
). HPN]

emph. in
1

?** mn^] divine name emphasised. IJ^N] is an explan, gl., not
in (g. -p^] is gl. of interpretation, not in <@t but in 5. iDi'V] Qal pf. 3 pi.

(v. v.13 38
20
), c. p comparative, which should be separated for measure. Is.

5S
8-9 is at the basis of this v. 7-8. mr] peace offering (v. /), ||

nruo grain
offering (v. 2o&), \\ rhy -whole burnt offering (v. zoty. It is tempting, there-

fore, to render nxan sin offering, as most Vrss., Ges., SS., al., but there is no

usage to justify it. Sin offering is always iron, the intensive noun, which,
however, is nowhere used in \p in this mng., not even in the penitential Ps. 51.
ntfian is always sin (v. 32*) 9 so here & The i is the i of accompaniment, -with,

in both connections. man] Qal pf., technical term for acceptance of sacri-

fice, as 5ii
8 -

21. ^ nna aw]. 6 and Heb. IOB rd. <r^a 8t KarTjorlffu yjot ;

Aq., S, 6, rd, c&r/a, which has passed over into some Mss. Of. Possibly B
rd. 0*5? for DW, as Agellus, Che., the latter, however, thinking oyy a corrup-
tion of o^Btf and so* making the same emendation as Gr.

; but jm is more
suited to vb. HID, so U, JJ, 5. Pierce, Lowth, Street, would rd. nu m, but this

does not explain ^ nna. Gr. would rd. ^ >nna. It is easy to rd. ^ nna TN,

"Then had I the covenant." <g translates as if it rd. nar; and had supplied
the obj. Jg mistook 3 for 2, and m for pt*. This passag'e is based on Je.
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where the prophet, tells them that God, when He brought their fathers out

of Egypt, gave them no command respecting sacrifices
;

cf. also i S. 15^,
aw ram J?OP njn. & of this v., and also Vrss., make this last 1. defective ; but

the next v. is too long just by THON IN. Many changes have been suggested.
Rd, ^ rnDK, then we have two lines in assonance, say to, in the sense of com-

mand, as io6*; cf.
33''' IO5

!}1 - 4 io6a '{

(?) xoy
25 and 2 Ch. 29* nViyn iScn IDN

nwanrn. TN] then, logical sequence, as H9fi - 92
. The previous vbs. are then

prob, in protasis of interrog. clause. n jn] begins the 1., calling emph. attention.

ifiD n\ic] as Je. 36-
4 Ez. 2 book roll, JIBD a.m. book; elsw. 69^ I39

16
.

a not with, but as
, 3, z>/. ^j? aina] Qal ptc. pass., not qualifying &?<?>&,

but as vb. it is written, prescribed, as <SJ, 5. 'S; = irepi fyov <S, <fc w<? 3, so

&, >T, & ; better >/' /w or & me, as Dr., Ba. This is the Deuteronomic roll,

setting forth the divine instruction for Israel J ana vb. write; Qal only ptc.

pass, here and I4<j
y
. Inf. cstr. as tnrolled 87 (?). Niph. fo written or *#-

rollett^y in a book, c. D^ with others 69^ I39
1C

; recorded IO219
. 9. nia'p

1

?]

citiph. in position ; Qal inf. cstr. ijjo ^na] for aS (v. 32^}, cf. -aS ^na v.11.

This 1. is overfull. ^nS is an unnecessary gl* There is still one word too

many. The inf. iwp
1

? is unnecessary, and is therefore prob. the gl. The

idea is based on Dt. 6(1

Je. 3i
!J3

. 10. . wfra] Pi. pf. Jntra vb. Pi. herald

glad tidings ; so also 6812
96

2
,
after Is. 40' 41^ 52

7 - 7
. pis] righteoitmess,

as vindicated (./-), || npix v.n (which in ftj, 3, has suffix ^, in <SJ i, both

probably interpretations), also
|| ^HJIDN (jj4) and injntfn (5^^). Under

these circiunstanooi} it is improb. that piac was original; rd. npix. ai Snp]

as v.11 , clsw, 22tjn

35
18

. N^DN S] cannot be dependent on previous context,

for it makes the 1. overfull. The impf. is, however, difficult in the midst of

perfects. 'Hut it is evidently antith. xSan, v.13, and is therefore probably an

expression of resolution, at the beginning of a new Str. J [^a] vb. Qal

(l) shut
it/>,

or ///, antith. with NP 88; (2) restrain: c. p H9101
; (3) with-

hold; c. ace, npis here, i^ni 40
15

;.
11. ^nno] is in 3, <5, 5, attached to

"jnpwn, but it makes 1. too long. Besides there is no usage which justifies

sudi a conduction as is given here. It is really an emph, asseveration at

the beginning <>f the next I, where the measure requires it. - ^rr] Pi. pf.

t C^ n:>] vl> * ^U^' ^ /Wf/j ; c, ]D 69 X39
1JJ

. Pi. hide: c. to 7S*> c - ^ Pers -

^to
u

. Hiph. hi<h) r/<tce, annihilate, ^JD $3
5
. 12. mn> nn] emph. antith.

^"tfj Q^ fre<iuentative. The 1. is defective. Inasmuch as the subjects

precede the vb,, insert for emphasis nnn, as 23* 43
8

. The Ps. ends with this 1.

18. There ia a return to the sad condition of v.8, which is intensified in

description* :] causal IDOD pw i;] phr. elsw. Jb. 5 9
10

. t "IBDO n.m.

number: of pemuim cf. with stars 147* (37 t. P, H);
'

r H75
;

'

r V
40 (v. above) ;

'D ri 104'^ 105^ Jo, i; -D ^nDy9zf/ ;//tfw Ps. 105^ Gn. 348 (J)

Dt* 427 Je, 44^ x Ch. iG10.~- ^J

-\ nnpfro] =69, not elsw. -oary ^a
1

?] as

38^, cf. aw.
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XL. B = Ps. 70.

14. mp] Qal imv. is prefixed to the first 1., making it a hexameter, which

is contrary to the measure of both Pss. J run vb. Qal (i) be pleased with^ be

favourable to : (a) of God, c. ace. pers., His people 44*; those fearing Him

1471!; c. ace. rei, land of Israel 85-; fc. a pers. 149*; fc. a rei 147!, also

Hg. I
8

; t abs - PS - 77
8
5 W of men c - acc - rei 62G I02l5 5 c - 3 rei 49

14 also

i Ch. 29
3

;
c. ny peis. Ps. 5O

18
(?), cf. Jb. 34. (2) accept: of God, c. acc. sac-

rifice Pss. 5r
18

II9
108

, cf. Mai, I10- ls Dt. 33" (?). t (3) be pleased, determined:

c. inf. Ps. 40&, elsw. only c. a pers. i Ch. 28*. Other mngs. and parts of vb.

not in ^. mm] v.14a- 17 for a^nSs of 70^-
3
. The mm of v.14Z

*

7O
26 - 6 is copy-

ist's substitute for an original in^N preserved in 4O
18

. -o
1

?^."^] Iliph. inf.

cstr. (v. 7
3
), emph. in position, dependent upon nipn Qal imv. cohort, enn

(22}, which is repeated in 7O
6 with its secondary object Tnt? (^^) } changed

there into nry by txt. err. as it is cited in our Ps. as TH???. 15 = 70s
. lao*"

nsmi] also 35, where HIT takes place of "in*1

,
which is lacking in 70

3
yet

needed for measure, and omitted by txt. err. 'if5J -^pae] also 35**. nn'isD
1
']

Qal inf. cstr., not found in 7O
3
, added with same effect as in preceding v.

J [nsD] vb. Qal. sweep or snatch away; cf. Gn. i823 - 24 Dt. 29
18

Is, 7
2t)

.

niriK UD>] also jj--*, where inSan is used as well. in^i ^son] (5
5
) cf. ^njn ^nnc*

35
26

. 16 = 704
.

.loir;] Qal impf. 3 pi. substituted for witr;
of 70*, which is

certainly older and original ; the latter is juss., turn back in defeat, as 6 11
9*

56
10

. $ [3QU*] vb, Qal, be desolate; so here of persons, as La. I
13 - 10

. Niph.
made desolate Ps. 69

26
. Hiph. devastate : c. acc. place 79

7
. Hithpolel be made

desolate: of a
1

? 143*. nn nn onnn] also with variations 3^-^. ^ is

appended to DiDNn here. 17 = 705, except for use of njntrn for n^ic"" (j
3
),

due doubtless to the use of the former in v.11. tap T^on ncs* 1

] also jjf
87 /

Ton must be a gl. 18 = 706 . ij*o] emph. ^IN] for an original m,m =
D^n^x 70, doubtless through substitution of Qr. for Kt. by late copyist.

ai6n^] Qal juss. f/o
2
), for nenn of 70. mrp] (^20

) for nry (^o
3
) of 70,

which latter is probably err. from use of mry 7O
2
. TiSfc] for mni of 70, the

former doubtless original. insn] Pi. juss. 2 m. J "JHN vb. Qal only On, 32
5
.

Pi. delay ; so here Pss. 70 and 1272.

PSALM XLL, 4 STR. s
4
-

Psalm 41 is a prayer : (i) Petition to Yahweh to deliver from
enemies and make happy in the land (v.

2"4a
), (2) The enemies

look for Israel's utter ruin, and they visit Mm as false friends to

slander him (v.
6-7

) ; (3) they devise evil, they talk of his speedy
death, and violate treaties to do the greatest injury (v.

8"10
) (4) A
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final petition that Yahweh will raise him up to stand in His pres-

ence, and will not permit his enemies to triumph (v.
11"12

). Glosses

assert that Yahweh hath restored health (v,
46
), and attribute suffer-

ings to sin (v:
15

) .

J-JAPPY be he that acteth circumspectly, though weak (and needy) !

In the day of evil may Yahweh deliver him
;

May Yahweh preserve him, (make him happy) in the land;
And may He not give him over unto the gieed of his enemies;

May Yahweh support him upon the couch of his illness.

]y[INE enemies say that it is bad with me:
" How long ere he die and his name perish."

Even if one come to sec me, falsehood he speaketh ;

His mind gathcieth trouble to itself;

He goelh abroad, he speaketh it altogether.
A GAINST me all thai hate me whisper;

Against me they devise that it is bad with me :

44 A deadly thing is poured out within him;
Ho has lain down and he will no more rise."

Yea, the one in covenant with me (has spoken great things) against me.

JJUT,
O Thou Yahweh, be gracious to me and raise me up.

By this I know that Thou clclighlest in me
;

That mine enemy will not shout over me.

Hut as for me, in mine integrity Thou dost hold me fast;

Thou (on Thy part) wilt station me before Thy face forever.

?, 41 was in ID, then in jKt and B<& (z/.
Intr. 27, 31, 33). It shows no

dependence upon other Literature, and is therefore doubtless early. It is

remarkable for its reference to the treachery of a familiar friend in the

expressive iDiStP B^K v. 11

*,
further explained by glosses as one in whom he

trusted, and as eating at his table. This is traditionally referred to Ahithophel,

the false counsellor of David, 2 S, 15-17; and is cited by Christ, Jn. I3
18

, as

applicable to Judas the traitor, cf. Acts I
I<IH(

. Both of these references are

quite appropriate. Hut the Ts. is national, and the false friend is a treacher-

ous neighbour who violated treaties of alliance and friendship, and there is no

reference to an individual. The people are dwelling in their land, v.8
,
after

the Restoration, and lament to God the serious troubles which they suffer

from the crafty minor nations of Palestine, in the time of Sanballat and

Nchemiah, before the building of the walls of Jerusalem,

Str. I. is a pentastich of petition, as is evident from the negative

of the jussive, v.
3&

;
and it cannot be regarded as a statement of

fact, AV., ignoring this jussive ;
or as beginning with fact, v2

,
and

continuing in petition, v;M
,
PBV.

;
or as all fact except the jussive,

v.
86

, RV., which is grammatically correct, but disturbs the sim-
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plicity and harmony of the Str. 2-4. Happy be he], may he be

happy, cf. i
1
2
12

32
1
40

5 that acteth circumspectly], as 2
10

14^ 36*,

taking the preposition as an interpretive gloss. If the preposition

be original, it is necessary to interpret as ancient and modern

Vrss. : "that considereth the weak," that is, is attentive and con-

siderate in dealing with them ; an idea which, however appropriate

in itself, is not in accord with anything whatever in the rest of the

Ps., and is in a strange sort of isolation, especially as thus intro-

duced. The weak, to which we must add, after @, the needy,

are rather in apposition with the previous participle. Notwith-

standing they are in this sad condition, they have yet acted cir-

cumspectly, and will be happy. In the day of evil, or adversity.

This is still further explained as exposure unto the greed, the greedy

desire of his enemies. The nation is so reduced in strength that

it is compared to a sick man, upon the couch of his illness. The

petition continues in the syn. clauses : May Yahweh deliver him \

preserve him
|| may Yahweh support him ||

make him happy in the

land'}. The land is the holy land of Israel.
"
Upon the earth,"

EV8

.,
is a misconception. A glossator adds a line stating the ful-

filment of the prayer, all his bed Thou hast changed in his sick-

nets']. This is not the tempting thought that Yahweh made his bed

over fresh and clean while the man continued to be sick, as would

a nurse, which has no usage to justify it
;
but that He changed the

bed of sickness -into one of health by giving recovery from sick-

ness. This perf. can be explained as a part of the original Ps.

only with great difficulty and arbitrariness. 5. A glossator adds

a distich to make the transition from the third person to the first

person easier, and also to explain the affliction as due to sin, in

accordance with 38
19

. /, on my part, said: Yahweh be gracious

to me'}, taken from v.
11

||
O heal me, for I have sinned against

Thee}. Sin is conceived as a disease in its consequences upon
the sinner himself, and as guilt to be removed by a healing remedy,

cf-sr".
Str. II. in a synth. pentastich sets forth the peril from the

enemy. 6. Mine enemies say]. They talk about him, gloating
over his troubles, it is t>ad with me], I am in a bad way. This

condition of the nation is hopeless. How long ere he die]. They
hope that he will soon die, and yet long that it may be sooner.
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and his name perish]. They wish that Israel may be so entirely

destroyed, that no memory of his existence will remain to pos-

terity. 7. Even if one come to see me], make a visit, ostensibly

friendly, but really to spy upon him and report his serious con-

dition. The hostility is chiefly in what they say : falsehood he

speakcth \\
he speakcth it altogether. His mind gathereth trouble

to itself]. He gathers up every kind of trouble in order to re-

member it and talk about it
; and accordingly, he goeth abroad,

in streets and public places, in order to tell all about it.

Str. III. continues the description of the activity of the ene-

mies in a pentastich of introverted parall. 8-10. Against me all

that hate me whisper \ has spoken great things against me]. This

latter rendering is better suited to the context than, "hath lifted

up his heel against me,
7 '

AV., RV., which may be explained as en-

deavouring to kick me or trip me up; a speculative interpretation

without usage to justify it, and which has nothing to suggest it in

the context. The word "heel" is a gloss to give the verb an

object. The object was omitted in the original on account of

measure, as i S. 20'", cf, Ez. 35, and the -context suggests words

gather than deeds. The other activities were all in order to

speech. Against me they devise], meditate, plan, not in order to

do anything, but, as the context indicates, in order to say falsely

that the people were in a bad condition. it is bad with me].

A repetition of v.
(;

||
A deadly thing], a ruinous trouble, a mortal

injury,
is poured out within him], infused in him. He has lain

down, on his bed in mortal wounds, and he will rise no more, in

health and life* The one in covenant with me], not to be inter-

preted as an individual, Ahithophel or any other, but as nations in

covenant, who have treacherously broken covenant and become

bitter enemies. This is enlarged upon by glosses, in whom I

trusted, which did eat of my bread.

Str. IV. is a synth pentastich, and is essentially petition, in

introverted parall. with Str. I* 11. But O Thou Yahweh],

emphatic, be gracious to me and raise me up], in antith. to the

hope of the enemies, v.. A marginal gloss of vengeance :

" And

J will repay them,'* came into the text at the expense of the

measure and the harmony of the thought. 12-13. By this],

defined in the parall, : that mine enemy will not shont over me], in
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triumph, as they hoped to do in the previous Str. I know*\ 9

having such good evidence. Thou delightest in me], dost look

upon me with favour and acceptance. in mine integrity^ going

back upon v.
2
. Thou dost hold me fast], keep a firm hold on me

||
Thou wilt station me\> place me and make me stand firm,

before Thy face forever'], in Thy presence in the land and in the

temple. The doxology at the close of this Ps., v.
14

,
does not belong

to the Ps., but indicates the end of the first part of the Psalter. It

was, indeed, the doxology to be used at the close of every Ps. in

the book, and also at the close of any section of the Pss. that might
be selected, at places indicated by Selah (v. Intr. 41).

3. ntrs] pi. cstr. abstr., exclamation of congratulation, z/. /* 212 32
1 +.

Swe] Hiph. ptc. verbal force, rel. clause (2
10

), c. *?N here, for usual ace.,

so Vrss.; but this gives a mng. entirely apart from thought of ^. Sx prob.

gl. for ace., as Ne. 8 1IJ
, due to misinterpretation. t^] adj. weak, lowly;

|| JVOK (y9
) in 72

<n 824 n 3
7 Am. 41 8G +; <S adds pox here, and the meas-

ure requires it, so Gr., Bi , Ley., Du., Ba. Cf. also Ps. $23
. njn ora] as 27

Je. ly*
7 - 18

5 12 . ina^c 11

] Pi. impf. prob. juss., as all subsequent impfs. in Str.

3. i!"isr?] i coord., Pi. juss. sf. 3 sg. rrn (v. 22^); not in <5J
B

,
but in

4|X.A,R T fromf; an evident gl., making 1. too long. new] Kt. a.X. Pu.

juss., Qr. ntrNi, i consec. pf. J Y^N Pu. be made happy, as Pr. 3
18

,
so S, 3 ;

but (& Kal paKapto-ai atr6j> = Pi. irntTNi as J5, U, f, changed when J^ inserted

imrpi. Cf. 72
17

, pronounce happy, Gn. 3o
13

(J) Mai. 3
1 - 1C +. .injnrrSio]

1 coord, c. neg. of juss. 2 sg. sf. 3 sg. ;
but <5, 5, 5, 3, 3 sg. vb., so Street,

Dathe, Gr., Du., al, which is better suited to the context. The change to

2 pers. might be due to the interpretation of previous impfs. as futures indica-

tive. In favour of the 2 pers. is the difficulty of reconstruction, and so most

adhere to it. ew] in the sense of desire, as 2;
12

35
25

78
18

lO5
22

j <8 ct's xetpas

is prob. a paraphrase. 4. m"Cr] Qal juss. strong sf. 3 sg. J i)?D Qal sttstaw,

support; elsw. iS30 20"* 94
18 rio^117, with food I04

15
. f ^n] n. illness, rd. with

0"n
|| ^n; cf. Jb. 67

(txt. dub.); adj. nn La. I
18

5
17 is. 30^ (?) Lv. l$

2018 and 'n Is. I
6
Je. 818 La. r 22. 7^7] turn or change, transform ; here

bed, not elsw. ; to change the bed, as maid or nurse, improb. ;
to restore to

health as .5DB conjectural ; change of subj. striking, though sustained by (55

improb. ; most likely a txt. err. Previously the whole clause was a #1.

^"?rn] in his sickness, a.X. ^, but Dt. 7
16 28C9 - 01 Ts. 38 53

8 - 4
, metaphor, of

land Ho. 5
1!* Is. i

5
Je. io19 . 5. jvx] emph. with THEN of asseveration.

This v. is gl. 6. -h jn] it is bad with me, I am in a bad way. Rd. mn ns

v.8 for better measure ; so Hare. PIDJ after TC, final clause. 7. tn DvSi]

conditional clause, even if (pf. in prot, impf. in apod.); indef. subj. Mitt']

emph., emptiness of speech, fahehood with nan /*' I44
8>tl

,
cf. 24* 26*. in

1^
emph., his mind (/p*

5
). 8. in*] in <$ this goes to previous 1,,

thus making
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better measure and leaving the next two lines both to begin with by, making
assonance ; so Hare. imSn'] Ilithp. present f vrh vb. whisper. Pi. 586 of

serpent charmers. Ilithp. whisper together ; elsw. 2 S. I219
. ^ njn lanrp

iSj?].

The vb. is c. S>, as Gn. 50- (E) Je.^ Na. I 11
;
^

belongs to njn as v. 6
, and

not to vb. as most. 9. S^Sa nan] ruinous, deadly thing (/
5
), so De., Che.,

Dr, al. ia pr^] Qal ptc. pass. Jp^ Qal, usually with Vy *#<w, here with

a within, a.X. of disease. Iliph. bepouied out: of anointing Ps. 45
s Lv. 2i 10

.

aa= T.TXI] 3 ///' dormiint, 05 p/i & KOW&IUVQS, Aq. *ai 6s &v Koi^00. The
rel, is not in <G5, and the negative is peculiar to <&. Both are glosses. t^]
should be N*?I for a tone. 10. inrh Saw u ^nnaa "VPN] is a gl. of exaggera-
tion. S; S-'-un] elsw. with rwyS 352 38

17
55

13
Jb. ig

5
. Je. 48

26 " 42
, cf. Ez. 35

13
,

here inf. omitted because speech is referred to and not doing. app] is given
as obj. in MT. and <S>, but this phr. not used elsw., and the noun is not cognate
to vb. : lifted high, Ges., not elsw. ; gave insidiously a great fall, De., Now,,
not justified by usage, apjj is prob. ancient gl. to give vb. an object.

11. nn&n] cmph. anS npSc?i] is doubtless gl. 12. JPT S] J [pn] vb.

ll\\A\.sbout: war cry, signal, not in ^, but (i) in triumph^ c. Vy here, as

Je. so
15

; (2) in pnblh worship, c. ?, to God Pss. 47^ 661 8i 2
951-2 98* loo1

,

^fiS 98. Ilithp. j/w/tf (l) in triumph 6o 10 io810
; (2) zw/Vy/ 65" (meadows).

13. -ONI] cmph. 'ja^nj i consec. Hiph. impf. asj station, set. This 1. is

too short The antith, suggests nrm

PSAI.MS XLII.-XLIIL, 3 STR. 9
6
, RF. 3

5
.

Pss, 42-43 are the lament of an exile : (i) Intense longing to

return to the sacred places of divine presence, saddened by the

recollection of pilgrim processions and ritual worship (42
2

"*).

(2) Description of the condition of the exiles looking back to

Jerusalem from the region of the upper Jordan, with the sensation

that they were drowning in its depths ; and expostulation with

God because of the taunts of the enemy (42
7"11

), (3) Petition for

vindication, with' renewed expostulation, and supplication that

Yahweh may restore to the sacred places (43^). The Refrains

are exhortations to confidence in Yahweh (42
G- 12

43*),

AS ft hind that longeth after channels of water,

So longeth my soul for Thee (Yahweh).

My soul doth thirst for Yahweh, for the God of (my) life.

Whn may I come to appear in the presence of (Yahweh)?

My tears are my food day and night,

While they say unto me all the day :
" Where is thy God ?

"

These things I would remember, and I would pour out my soul upon me:
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How I used to pass on (to the majestic tabernacle), unto the house of Yahweh,
With the sound of jubilation and thanksgiving, (the roar) of the pilgrim band.

Why art thou cast down, my soul, and meanest upon me

Hope thou in ( Yahweh) ,for yet shall I s'wg His praise ;

(Ishall sing the praise of] the saving acts ofthepresence of ( Yahweh) my God,

TJPON me my soul is cast down
;
therefore I would remember Thee,

From the land of Jordan and the Hermons and from Mount Mizar.

Deep calleth unto deep at the sound of Thy cataracts :

All Thy breakers and Thy billows are gone over me.

Day by day is with me prayer unto the God of my life.

I would say to the God of my crag :
" Why dost Thou forget me ?

Why must I go in mourning because of the oppression of the enemy ?
"

While (the slayer) crushes in my bones, mine adversaries do reproach me,
While they say to me all the day:

" Where is thy God ?
"

Why art thou cast down, O my soul, and moanest upon me f

Hope thou in
( Yahweh),foryet shall I sing Hispraise;

(I shall sing the praise of) the saving acts ofthepresence of (Yahweh) my God.

C\ JUDGE me and plead my cause against unkind nations.

From deceitful and unjust ones deliver me (Yahweh).

For, O Thou, the God of my refuge, why dost Thou reject me ?

Why must I go in mourning because of the oppression of the enemy ?

(While they say to me all the day:
" Where is thy God ? ")

(O) send forth Thy light and Thy faithfulness : let them lead me ;

Let them bring me unto Thy holy Mount, unto Thy dwelling places ;

I would come unto the altar of Yahweh, to the God of my gladness.

My Rejoicing, I would sing Thy praise with the lyre, (Yahweh) my God.

Why art thou cast down, O my soul, and moanest upon me ?

Hope thou in ( Yahweh) , foryet shall I sing Hispraise ;

(Ishall sing thepraise of) the saving acts ofthepresence of ( Yahweh) my God.

These Pss. begin Bk. II. They were originally one, as is evident from the

dependence of 43 upon 42, the repetition of 42* with slight variations in 43^,

and especially from the Rf. 42
6 * 12

435
, which divides the Pss. into three equal

Strs. The separation was made for liturgical purposes. Ps. 43 is accordingly

without title, the only orphan in the group of it : 42-49. This is possibly the

reason why 37 Codd. Kenn. and 9 De R, combine them, for the ancient Vrss.

give them apart. The title of 42 shows that it was a Swc, originally in It,

and subsequently in 3B and JB3& (v. Intr. 26, 28, 32, 33). It begins the

usage of the group 42-83 of employing ovV? instead of mrp. This, in the

case of the Pss. of 3t was due to IE and not to the author. The structure of

the poem is artistic and elegant. The author uses poetic language, chiefly
classic or early. There are an unusual number of cohortatives 42*-

10
43!- *.

What is peculiar is TDM vh iu 43
1
, and the stress laid on the combinations of

S with nouns: O)TI "? 42
8 - 9

, V?D S 42*, ntf pro
1

?** 43*, 0)nrw ta 43*.
The o.X. -|D and DTTM 42** are txt. errs, for well-known words. There is a close

connection with 44: pnS 42* 43
2
44 ; tfw inrnrwn 42

8 - T - ia
43

7
, cf. 44^ La.

3
20

; Pss. 432 44
10 - 2

*; but so far as can be traced with no other Literature.

:np 42a, cf. Jo. i 20
; D^D ^DN 42* i8 16

, cf. 126*5 pen, roar of crowd, 42 658;
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428
, as 2 S. 5*; nua^'D Pss. 43

3
132

5 - 7
; vip 4210

43
2
, as 35

14
38

7
; tt'flj -pp

42
r>

,
cf. La. 2>2. the taunt Pss. 42*-

"
79" 115* Mi. ;

10
Jo. 217

j the conception of

tears as food Pss. 42* 8oG
; of divine attributes as messengers 43

s
85"-

u
; and

of billows of trouble 42
8 18 691-2 ; all show resemblance with a variety of

literature, but without sufficient evidence of dependence. The poet was cer-

tainly an independent writer of a high degree of talent The ancient tradition

that David was the author or editor of the entire Psalter, led the older inter-

preters to think of David as the author of this Ps. in the time of his flight

before Absalom. The later theory, that the Pss. of f& were composed by
members of the Davidic choirs, made them contemporaries of David, and

thought of the same occasion for our Ps. But Mount Hermon and the

sources of the Jordan seem to be the place of sojourn of the poet, v.7, and
this does not suit the locality of David's flight; and his situation at that time

was quite different from that described in this Ps. The internal evidence

points to a Lcvitical singer who had been accustomed to share in the festival

processions in the holy places at Jerusalem, 42; who was especially at home
in the region of the upper Jordan and Mount Hermon, 42

7
;

and whose

reminiscences arc so fresh and vivid that he could hardly have been long
absent from them. Hie altar and the holy places are still in existence, for

the author longs to return to them, 42*, and again take part in the ritual

of worship, 428-

43'*-
4

. lie seems to have been one of the earlier exiles,

before the destruction of Jerusalem, one of the companions of Jehoiachin.

Str, I. is composed of an emblematic tetrastich, a synth. distich,

and a synth. tristich, 2-3. As a hin,d\ emphatic. The exiles

are compared to the thirsty hind. This is not the subject of verb,

as AV*, RV*, but the verb is in a relative clause : that longtth after

Jiannek of water], to sate the thirst. AV., RV., "panteth after

the water brooks
"

is sufficiently near, and certainly more poetical,

but it is not an exact translation of the original. So longeth my

soul\ present experience ||
doth thirst}, emphatic present. The

ttfBJ, in Heb., is the seat of appetites, emotions, and passions,

cf. 63* 841 For Ate, Yahweh}, so doubtless in 3; but 35

changed Yahwch into Elokim, here and elsw.
;
and so it appears

in all Vrss. The proper name Yahweh is more suited to the con-

text, and so is used here and throughout the Pss. of this group.

Yahweh is in the same relation to the thirsty soul, as the channels

of water to the thirsty hind, the God of my life}, as v.
d

\ by slip

of copyist changed to
" God of life,

1 '

so EV"., the latter as the pos-

sessor and source of life, the former as the source and sustainer

of the life of the people, as the living waters, of the rivers sus-
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tain the life of the hind. When may I come], longing for the

time, in the form of a plea for a speedy return from exile. to

appear in the presence of Yahwch~], in the courts of the temple,

taking part in the ceremonies of public worship, cf. Ex. 34^
Ps. 84

8
. It is probable that in the original it was,

"
see the face

of Yahweh," in accordance with the conception of His theophanic

presence in the temple ;
but later writers, shrinking from this

primitive idea, modified it as above, owing to undue awe of God
and the exaggeration of His transcendence, 4. My tears are

myfood"], taking the place of living water and the living God, who

refuses His presence, cf. 8o6

Jb. s
24 La. 3

15
. day and night"],

long-continued, uninterrupted weeping. While they say unto

me~], the enemies, v.
10<11

,
who have taken the people captive,

all the day], constantly taunting with the absence of the God for

whom they thirsted. WJiere is thy God?], as 79 ii5
2 Mi. 7

10

Jo. 2ir
, urging the impotence of the national God of Israel to save

His people from their enemies. This taunt is really the occasion

of the Ps., repeated in v.
11

, and probably also in the original text

of 43
2
. 5. These things'], not those which precede, but those

which follow. I would remember']. The cohortative form ex-

presses subjective resolution. The only relief is in tearful recol-

lection of the past. and I wouldpour out my soul"], give vent to

sorrow of soul, which is here, in connection with tears, conceived

as melting in liquid form, cf. I42
3

i S. I
M La. 2 10

Jb. 30, upon

me], connected not with verb, and so incorrectly "within me,"

AV., but with "soul," which in Heb. psychology is conceived as

resting upon the conscious self, cf. i42
4 La. 3

20

Jon. a8. How
I used to pass on], frequentative, of habitual worship, cf. 55.
to the majestic tabernacle'], after ($, the temple in Jerusalem.

MT., "with the throng," the crowd of worshippers; and "go
solemnly with them," cf. Is. 38

15

; or, as otherwise pointed,
"
lead

them solemnly," are difficult to justify in etymology, syntax, or

usage ; and are probably due to errors of early copyists. With

the sound ofjubilation and thanksgiving], loud festal worship with

song and music, cf. 47
3 n815

. the roar"], as 65*, of the crowd
of people in the procession, the pilgrim band'], coming up to

the pilgrim feasts and taking part in the processions in the temple
which characterised them. 6. Rf., as v.

12

43*. Why art thou
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cast down ?], under the weight of grief and longing, heavy and

grievous though it be. O my sou!], vocative
; the soul as the

seat of sad recollection, present sorrow, and longing for the

future. and moanest upon ?;/<??]. The soul is in great pain;
cf. v.

11

,
where the bones of the body ache as if by crushing, and v.

10

43
2
,
where one goes about clad in black as in funeral procession ;

and so the soul moans, groans, and cries out. There is reason

enough for all this. And yet there is much greater reason against

it, for the expostulation is really based on the antithetical ex-

hortation : Hope thott in Yahwch~\. Though absent apparently,
He will not abandon His people. forycf\, the time will surely

come again when I will sing His praise in the Hallels of temple

worship, as above, v.
6
. The verb was probably repeated in the

original, as the measure requires it, but was left off by a prosaic

copyist. The second object is pi. : saving acts, as usual with such

plurals, and not abstract, "salvation," Dr., "health," AV., RV.

of the. pre.$cncc\) the divine interposition for the vindication of His

people. The variations in the Rf. of $J at this point may thus be

best explained by taking the form as cstr. rather than as with sf.

3 pers., 42, or i pers., 42
12

43*. of Yahweh my God~\. "Yah-

weh "
is needed for measure, and is more probable in itself, as in

accord with usage before "my God." It was left off by SB.

Str. II. is composed of an embL tetrastich, a synth. tristich, and

a synth. distich. It begins with a recognition of the actual state of

soul, against which the poet expostulated in v.
60

,
and bases on it a

resolution. 7. Therefore Iwould remember'] ,
which reiterates v.

5
*,

only what would now be remembered is not so much the ritual of

worship as Yahweh Himself, who used to accept it and grant favour

to His worshippers. In this case also there is a looking back to

former experiences in Jerusalem, from the place in which the exiles

are now tarrying. from the land of Jordan], the region of the

upper Jordan, its sources in the Hermom, the several peaks of this

giant mountain, more particularly defined as, from Mount Mizar,

a peak not yet identified, probably a summit in antith. with the

giant peaks, known for its littleness, possibly on the West Jordan

range (z>. Guthe, Palastina, I. S. 217 seq.)- This situation, at the

sources of the Jordan, suggests the rapids as a metaphor of the

trouble, cf. 18* GpH 8. Deep calleth unto deep]. The deep

21*
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waters are personified and represented as calling aloud to one

another in their noisy descent. at the sound of Thy cataracts'},

the waterfalls of the upper Jordan. There is no usage to justify
a
waterspouts," AV., RV., which introduces a novel idea, alien to

the context. All Thy breakers and Thy billows'}. The waves

of the river, in their agitated condition, break over and roll over

the man who is struggling against their power. They are all con-

ceived as Yahweh's, because the river of trouble in which the

people are struggling is His
;
and He has agitated it against His

people with disciplinary purpose. are gone over me}. The exiles

are submerged in their troubles and are drowning. The nation is

in deadly peril. 9. Day by day}, day after day, continually, since

the trouble came. % "
By day," followed by EV8

., was due to the

gloss, "by night," to assimilate it to v.
4

. is with me prayer unto

the God of my life}, as v.
8

. This is in accord with the painful situa-

tion described above. But a scribe probably inserted a marginal

petition :

"
May Yahweh command His kindness," which, when it

became a part of the text, had to be regarded as an expression of

confidence in God :

"
will command." A later glossator inserted

" His song," a song to Him to correspond with the emphasis on

ritual worship, vA 10. I would say}, in the remembrance of

Yahweh, cf. v.
7
. to the God of my crag], the God who is my

crag, to whom I resort as a refuge ;
doubtless suggested also by

the situation in the highlands of the upper Jordan. Why dost

Thou forget me f\. So apparently from the troubles to which He
has given them over. Why must Igo in mourning}, as one be-

reaved, and clad in dark and dirty garments, 35
14

38
7

43*.

because of the oppression of the enemy ?} The enemy have defeated

the people of Yahweh, have slain them, and carried into captivity

a remnant of mourners. 11. WJiile the slayer crushes in my
bones}, so, by a conflation of & and J, each of which uses one

of two similar forms, both needed for measure, one omitted by
mistake by each Vrs. The enemy slays the people of God,

crushing their bones by iron maces and other weapons. This

is real and not figurative. At the same time mine adversaries

do reproach me}, taking advantage of their victory and of the

weakness of their captives in taunting them, as v.
4&

.
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Str. III. is composed of a syn. couplet, a synth. tristich, and

a synth. tetrastich. 43 1
. Ojudge me and plead my cause'}, both

should be cohortatives of urgent petition for vindication. deliver

me}, jussive, at close of the syn. couplet. The divine name has

by a prosaic copyist's mistake been removed from the latter verb,

where the measure requires it, and inserted between the two

imvs., making the line too long. against unkind nations'}, in the

earlier sense : cruel, vindictive, the enemies of the previous Str.
||

deceitful and -unjust ones}, not only cruel, but crafty and wicked.

AV., RV. give the later sense, "ungodly nation.
7 '

2. For

Thou, the God of my refuge}. Who art my refuge, the same

idiom as 42
10

, suggested by the saving acts of the presence ;

cf. Rf. Why dost Thou reject me?}, stronger \h&\\ forget, 42
10

,

the statement of the previous Str,, followed by the same line

ns 42
106

,
to which should be added 42

116
to complete the number

of lines of the Str., and also to repeat the significant taunt.

3. O send forth}, probably cohort., as other imvs. of Str.

Thy light}, shining from the divine presence in the temple, cf.

4
r

27
1

36
10

44
4

89
1C

, joined with Thy faithfulness, both personi-

fied, as angel messengers, cf. 8s
11 ' 12

. Let them lead me \ bring

Mi], out of exile, away from the divine presence, back to the

divine presence in the temple, unto Thy holy Mount}, Zion, the

sacred place of Yahweh
||
unto Thy dwellingplaces'}, the precincts

and various buildings of the temple on the sacred mountain, cf.

84
2
132. 4. / would come}, following the lead of Yahweh's

messengers, promptly responding to their call, unto the altar

of Yahweh*}, in the temple court, to the God of my gladness"},

who is my gladness, the source and object of it. This is the same

idiom as that in vA By a copyist's mistake, omitting the suffix,

"gladness" has become construct before my Rejoicing}, mak-

ing the one line too long, the other too short. The latter is really

an epithet of God beginning the last line emphatically. The Str.

closes before the Rf. with the same vow as in the Rf. itself, making

a proper climax to the Ps., / would sing Thy praise}, in the

ritual worship of song, with the lyre}, to the accompaniment of

this musical instrument which is most commonly used in such

worship, cf, 33*,
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XLII.

2. ^Ka] a.X. & vb. 2 f. requires nW 221
Je. 14* Pr. 5

19
, Ols., B6., Bi., We.,

Oort, Che., Du.; haplog. because of n of following vb. The 1. needs an addi-

tional word; rd. IDO for D <p. J"wn] Qal impf. in rel. clause, f J"P elsw-

Jo. I
20 of mty ninna c. *?&. J5DB longfor, <S> tirurodei, !F desiderat, 3praeparata

ad. &, Rabb., Luth., Calv., Ham., al., think of the cry of the animal
;

cf. np
of the bull, JKI;' of the lion ; tempting, but dub. ^] || Stf, error of late style,

which confuses the two preps., v. BZ?B. tt'DJ is often elsw. the seat of appe-

tites (#. J7
9
), and Jof emotions and passions: (0) desire; with terms ex-

pressing desire, 'J nixn io'1 Is. 268, 'j nn 1

?^ Pss. 84
8 UQ81

, cf. v.'
20

; used aioue

27
12

, cf. 35
25

4l
3
; 'J

1

? according to onfs desire 78
18 Dt. 2I 14

Je. 34
10

; 'J2 dtf

one's desire Ps. IO5
2'2 Ez. i627 ; o NBU ///? z#> tfie soul, desire, Pss. 24* 25

1 86*

I43
8 Dt. 24

15 2 S. I4
14

Je. 2227 4414 Ho. 4
8 Pr. 198. (V) sorrow and distress

in various phrs. Pss. 64 57
7

icy
26 ng28

;

f
i npaty 88*, cf. 123*; 'j naj 35

18

Is. 58
3 - 6

; 'J -"Sj n3ets>j< Ps. 42
5
, cf. Jb. 3O

16 La. 212 ; o 'nmniyn Pss. 426 - 12
436,

(^j?) 42
7
, cf. 4420 La. 3

20
. (t) >jj/ Pss. 86* 94

19
I38

3
; hw -j 35^ Is. 6i10

.

(a?) /we Ps. 63, cf. Gn. 34
s
(J). (<?) &i/r4 -j nxjb Ps. ii5

Is. i", cf. 2 S. 5
8
.

(/) soothing, refreshment, Ps. I3I
3
, 'J aw I9

8
35" (?) Ru. 415 Ps. 25

13 La.

jii.16.19^ cf. ps- 2^3. 3. tn ^xS] deum fortern viventem 3, irpbs rbv Oed^

TOV ^wrra <, are condensation
; rd. for better measure

->;n
^ as v.9, cf. 84^,

so Du., Che. Hi-n^n] i subordinate, Niph. impf,; so <, J, c. ace. us, cf.

Ex. 23
15

34
23 Dt. lei6^! 1! I S. I

2" Is. I 13, all regarded by Ges., Bu., SS., Che.,

as for original Qal, see the face of, changed for dogmatic reasons to Niph.

appear in the presence of; so Ba., Du., We., al., rd. Qal, see the face of Yah-

weh in the temple. 4. nmn] emph. present. T^DI] sg. coll.; chiefly poetic

in Je. and cotemp. ibta] Qal. inf. cstr., 3 temp., cf. v.11 DiDfro, where sf.

is interpretive and not original. 5. n^y] emph. mjrN'] Qal cohort, sub-

jective resolution, followed by *\ coord, with cohort. naotrN, Dr. G2
. iSy]. The

irsj in Heb. Psychology is concerned equally with the body as resting upon
the basis of the person, v.1&D. iaj?N T] frequentative, v. Dr. 80

. "joa]

a.X. in the throng, improb.; <S h TOiry <rKi)vij$ ; >J in locum tabernacull =
"JD booth, so 9, S

; 3 ad iimbraailum, so Aq., 2C, cf. 76
s
Qr. 27

6
. The com*

plement nia nj? favours reference to temple. QT] = Q"rin Ges.^ 111426 Vn>1h|

but sf. unusual and difficult, Ges.L- iai 4
; elsw. Is. 38

15 ninw 7^//6 deliberately

in life, Schnurer ; Dy., Bi., Ba., Kau., Dr., would rd. Pi. orm /^^/ j/d>^', but

without support in classic Heb. N.H. uses Pi. for lead slowly . 3 tacebo usqm
favours DHK. QavfjLao-rfjs as adj. c. o-Kyvfy ; 3J tabernaculi admirabilis, so

Kenn., Street. Du. is followed by Ba. in the conjecture DITW nba, D^JIX as

1 6s ; but more prob. nnist n.f. majesty, Lowth, adj. n^iN majestic tabernacle ;

this gives excellent sense and is to be preferred. fieri] (j7*
6
') crowd, multi-

tude, .#DB ; as 3, Aq., 5, Ba., al, not elsw. ^ in this sense ; but in Je., Ez,,

Ps, 6 8 + in the primary mng. murmur, roar, made by a crowd of people,
so Du. here, as <& ffx<w, 13 somis, Aug. The previous context favours noise.
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ptc. J JJH
/&?<?/

a pilgrim's feast, celebrated by processions and dances;
so prob. 76

11
(<S), also Ex. 5

1
23

1*
(JE) Na. 21 + ; cf. Ps. xo;

27 w/ on sea,

as if in festival excesses. 6. = v. 12 = 43
5
, Rf. -no] (j>

5
) = why v.12 - M

43
r>.5

52
a
( unusual for no 1

? v.1(>
(**). vinwn] fHithp. impf. v- 7. 12

43
B.

nnu1 &r / dbw, despairing, cf. Ps. 35!* 38?. wri]] i consec. Qal impf.
non after impf. is difficult. It would indicate emph. change of tense, but it

is not original. Rf. v.1- = 43
5 iDnrrnDi is tempting, as KSJByntax.iajen.j as <,

3J, S, <S, but it would make 1. too long ; rd. i coord. lip >:>]
two accents

required ; Makkeph of v.12 43
5 is incorrect. ntyitrJ = njjiefc v.12 43

5
, pi.

cstr. njne^ saving acts, acts ofsalvation ; so n6ls
: 3 pi., but 4 njntri (v. j*).

VJfl] is due to a mistaken separation of lines, TiSx beginning next Str.

V.12 and 43
C have TI^NI MD; but i was not in text of < in v.6 43

5
. It is a later

insertion. Rd. therefore in
1

?** \JJD, then better \js than uj, the latter inter-

pretation of form has forced the insertion of i. It is difficult to see a good
reason for such a short 1. We may restore the two tnissing beats by prefixing

mis, omitted as a repetition, and reading TiSN ", "> having been omitted by 5.

7. a^D^n] a.X., pi. pDin, two or three peaks of Hermon, one of which

may be -^;ir (Rob.
Iir<^ JJadeker, Palestine, 301) ; D^ may have arisen from

g., as Or. nyso] proper name of unknown mountain. /u/cpoC, 3 tm-

Qi as arlj. from ^ys, little, insignificant, Gn. I9
ao

Jb. 87
. It prob. indi-

cates more definitely the locality of the poet, a smaller mt, in the upper Jor-

dan region, of the East Jordan range. Ba. interprets JD as far from, and

thinks of Xion as the little mountain ; but this seems to be far fetched. Ba.

also interprets 'D of previous clause as farfrom, and thinks of the psalmist as

stating his absence from the holy land : Hermon in the north and Zion in the

south. Hut it is most probable that he indicates his temporary sojourn. The

following context refers to the rapids of the Jordan. 8. t TTJ-f] elsw. 2 S. 5
8

gutfet'i 7cv//rv course ; here waterfall, cataract, Hu., De., PC., Du., as (5, 3 ;

not water run as Or., Ba., or water spouts as Dr. 9. DD^] (/
s
) by day, cf.

v.4 ;
rd. with Du. DI> or. Him] only here in a Ps. of 15 is a gl. viDn rnx->]

change of subj. from 2 sg. to 3 sg, is suspicious ; it is prob, a gl. of confidence

of later editor, or possibly of petition, non my phr. a.X. This coming into

text, it was natural to insert rh*i as v.4, only in the later style nS^a. This

culled for another insertion, which ace. to J is n"vr = ^i? his song. The

Levitical singer sings the songs of Zion in his banishment. <Q 5ijXc<r = min

he instructs, teachas me, as 25
14

$i
8
I47

19
, is variation of gl. Ols., We., Be.,

Du., regard the whole as gl. The Sir. is just this one 1. too long. 10. rntfiN]

fully written cohort. Qal no I would say, as v.6 maiN. ^Vo ^S] either God

ofmy crag (/*V
5
) as

" Clod of my life," or as paraphrase ^vrtX^Trrup /AOU el

thou art my helper, % vocative petra mea ; or in apposition, as Pe., Dr.

Trta] amidst (Dr.) or because of (Pe,) oppression by an enemy; cf. 432

44^'. t ret n.m. not elsw. in ^, but Ex. 3 (E) 2 K. 13*. 11. f ns^] elsw.

Kx. 2laT as iu>un, both dub. <85 h r$ ^ara^Xao-^at rA <J<rr& /xou, so &, 6 ; 3 #/#

Wtf interfictrtnt in ossibus Mfis. nxn as vb. always kill, murder. @ must have

had a different text, prob. pa inf. cstr. ysi ^r/^//. The reference to bones
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in agony of suffering is common in ^ (z/. tf
5
). run is not harmonious with

bones, and can only be interpreted with suffix as pregnant with another word.

The 1. lacks a word. It is improb. that this word, so needed for sense and

measure, was omitted in original text. If 3 depends on nx-a and <5 upon

pa, it is easy to find an original run pa, the p being omitted because of its

repetition = while the slayer critshes in my bones.

XLIII.

1. D^nStf] has been transposed from close of v., making 1. I too long and

1. 2 too short. ^D] Dr., Ba., pregnant (so as to rescue from) ; tiJ coll. (v.

21
) I05

13
I47

20
; so UN. 2. TIJJD ^nSN] dub., cf. ? elsw. 42

s - 9- 10
43*. <S 6

Qebs Kparattajj.d /MV, 3 deus fortitude mea. Vw might be interp. either as

constr. or abs., but not so TI^N; therefore rd. SN. -unrur] Qal pf. emph. pres-

ent. Jrur Qal, reject, in $ subj. always God; elsw. 44 (= 6o12 = Io812
)

442* 6o8
74

1
77

8 8816
89

89
. -y?nnN] for -^N; prob. originally the same. This

Str. lacks a line. Du. suggests 42** = 11&
; the same in each Str. 3. nW]

prob. cohort, r\rhv, the use of Makkeph without reason crushing out final n.

njpn] emph. demonstr. summing up. -pip "in] 3s 3
5

15! 48
2

g<fi.

4. nwnaNi] cf. maw 42
8
,
mow 4210. Is it here the same, or is it apod, of

imv., or with i subordinate? It is dub. whether i is original, and whether it

may not be interpretive. nnoi? SN] with ^j makes 1. too long. I*?M is

needed in next 1. We would expect innct? as 42
s - 9 - 10

432 unto Cod (of) my
gladness. But <5 TOV e&QpatvovTa rijv v^rf^A, /AOU = 'lip n5t'> 3 exswltationis

meae. It is hard to see how and f can be traced to same original ; prob.

<S paraphrases. The et of 3 may be interpretation or be based upon ^vn,

prob. former ; but < has no conj. before ^TIN, prob. it was not original any
more than et of Jf in previous 1. Therefore there is no obstacle to reading

:piN i
1

;
then fS^ n. as 45

16
65

13 is an ascription to God
||

innDtf eg. my
rejoicing. TI^N D^H^N] (Q /5pte 6 Qe&s /AOU; Jf, U, dttts, deits metis; rd.

jn^N mrn as required by measure.

PSALM XLIV., 4 STR. 8s
.

Ps. 44 was a national prayer during the Exile: (i) relating

the divine favour to the fathers at the conquest of the Holy Land

(v.
2* 8-4

); (2) the present distress from powerful and cruel ene-

mies (v.
u- 13-15

) ; (3) expostulating with Yahweh for breach of the

covenant (v.
18-20- 23

) ; (4) pleading that He will interpose to help

(v.
24-27

). To this glosses were added at various times : (a) con-

fidence in God, with the sense of great shame (v.
B- 7 - 1<W7

) ; (ft) ex-

ultation and laudation of God for victory (v.
- 8-9

) ; (c) sense of

shame from recent defeat (v.
10- 12

), and plea of innocence of

idolatry (v.
21' 22

).
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,
with our ears we have heard,

Cm fathers have told it to us
;

Nations Thou didst dispossess, and plant them ;

Peoples Thou didst afflict, and cause them to spread out.

For not by their own sword did they possess the land,

Neither did their own arm give them victory ;

But it was Thy right hand and Thine arm :

And with the light of Thy face Thou didst favour them.

*pHOU makest us turn back from the adversaries,

And they that hate us plunder at their will.

Thou sellest Thy people for no wealth,

And dost not make great gain by their price.

We are a reproach to our neighbours,
A scorn and a derision to them that are round about us.

Thou makest us a taunt song among the nations,

A shaking of the head among the peoples.

'JTIIS has come upon us, and we have not forgotten Thee.

We have not dealt falsely against Thy covenant.

Our mind is not turned backward,
And our steps have not declined from Thy path.

Thou hast crushed us down in the place of jackals,

And overwhelmed us in dense darkness.

Yea, for Thy sake we were killed all the day,

We were counted as sheep for the slaughter.

Q arouse Thyself, why sleepest Thou ?

O awake, cast not off forever.

Why hidest Thou Thy face,

Forgcttest our affliction and our oppression ?

For our soul doth sink down to the dust,

And our body doth cleave to the earth.

O arise for help for us,

And ransom us for Thy kindness' sake.

Ps. 44 was first a *?wr, then in $fc, 35, and !B3& (. Intr. 28, 32, 33).

Tt was regarded as prophetic of Maccahean times by the ancient Antiochean

school, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, and Chrysostom ; so by an early

Commentary wrongly ascribed to Bede, from which the prefaces of the Paris

IWalter were derived (v. Bruce, Anglo-Saxon Version of the Book of Psalms,

fownonly known as the Paris Psalter, 1894). So also Nicolaus de Lyra, Calv.,

al. (Jr., Now,, BS., We., Kau., Venema, Dathe, Ros., Ols., regard the Ps. as

Maeeabean. Hi. thinks of the defeat of Joseph and Azarias at Jamnia,

I Mac, 5-; No. of the defeat of Judas at Beth Zacharias, I Mac. eK-.

But neither of these defeats suits the situation implied in this Ps. The

reasons adduced for so late a date are: (i) the reference to the ancient

history of the nation, vM But the reference to the dispossession of the

Canaanitcs and taking possession of the land was suitable at any date sub-

sequent to it It is indeed characteristic of D; cf. 2 S. 7
18~24 Is. 63

7><
i-.

(2) The emphasis upon fidelity to God and denial of idolatry. But there is
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no evidence of a consciousness of P. The covenant, v.18, is a term of D.

The denial of idolatry, v.21,
is a gloss. (3) Religious persecution, v. 23, which

was not before Antiochus, 168 B.C. But the persecution is "p
s

jj as in 6Q
8
, and

of Israel by the nations, which was true enough in pree'xilic as well as in

exilic and early postexilic times. It is not a persecution of the righteous by

the wicked. There are several phrases which are connected with other lit-

erature: (i) DruD^a n^s hyo v.
26

, cf. Hb. I 5 . This, with its complement

Dip 1013, makes a pentameter in the midst of trimeters. Besides, it is too

strong a statement at the beginning, making an anticlimax. It is a gloss.

(2) V.106 wniKasa N*n N 1

?) = 6oia = xoS12
. Doubtless 6o12 is the original,

and the couplet is a gloss here; it is not suited to the context. (3) V.1*

njnn
4

*

""

The only difference is that UD^P stands for wri. But the former has been

assimilated by copyist's error to v.16
,
and wn was doubtless original. Ps. 79

is a mosaic of earlier pieces, and it is improbable, therefore, that in this v. it

should have the original of 44. The first clause is given in the 3 sg. in 89
42

and in I sg. in 3I
12

, of which 89 is the earlier. $9
A and 44 have a similar

historical situation, and the phr. is common to them from this common situa-

tion. V.15a ^E, as in 69
12

, is based on Je. 24
9

. V.15& BN-I -HJD, cf. 228
, is

based on Je, i816. V.16 va rwa phr. of 2 Ch. 32
21 Ezr. <? Dn. 9

7 - 8
(but also

Je. 7
19
). This is a couplet using I sg. instead of I pi., and is doubtless a

gloss. V.176
opiPDi aiw MOD = 8s ; phr. nowhere else, doubtless derived from

Ps. 8 and a gl. V.196
-|mx IJD mew tarn, cf. Jb. 3i

7
-pin IJD nN nton DN.

These are similar phrases, but of different construction, and there is no

evidence of dependence. V.20 Qijn mpn = D-on JIJJD Je. 9
10 io22 49

s8
5i

a7
.

V.22 niD^n n.f. hidden things, elsw. Jb. u 6 2811
(sg.). This v. is a gloss.

V.28 nnaB 1M3 = Je. 12s nn^a1

? JJD. V.27 "jnon ^o
1

? = 66 ; the latter doubtless

is earlier. So far as this line of evidence goes, it shows nearness to Je., Ps.

89
A

, and favours the early exile. The reference to the ancient history of th6

nation, v. H is in the style of 22 So9-1" 2 S. ;^-
2t Is. 63 and Je.; the refer-

ence to the ynr in style of Is.
2 and Ps. S9

U< ^j and TO& UN reminds of Is. 63.
The selling of Israel, v.13

,
as Dt. 32

30 Is. 5O
1
, nna "ipts> N 1

? v. 18
, cf. Is. 63**,

In Ps. 8984 it is the covenant with David, here the covenant with Israel at

Horeb ; but the two are parallel and the situation is similar. The evidence

from these references favours a similar situation to Pss. 22, So, 89, dependence
on Je. and connection with Is.2 . The Ps, is not homogeneous. In its pres-

ent form it has four parts: (i) v.2-0, 20 1. ; (2) v.^ 16 1.; (3) v.M-w 12 1. ;

(4) v.25
-27

, 8 1. There are many glosses. We have already seen that v.w is

a gloss ; it changes the i
pi. of Ps. to i sg. Two other couplets having i sg.

are likewise glosses, v.5
- 7

, the latter a tame repetition of v.4. These throe

glosses doubtless came from the same hand. But these glosses carry with

them several others : v.10 has v.17 dependent upon it, which for another reason
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may be regarded as a gloss. These t\vo couplets, v.6 - 7 and v.16
-lr

, with I pers.

express deep shame for the situation in which the people is placed and a

confidence in the divine King. These may have come from E. V.6- 7 as gl.

carry with them the intervening v/5

, which must have been inserted between

the two halves of this tetrastich. Indeed, this v. is of a different tone from

that of the Str., introducing the triumphant and defiant strain which appears
in v.p

"n also. These three verses doubtless were inserted by the same hand.

We have seen that the pentameter v.26 is also a gloss of intensification which

may have come from the same hand. Thus Part I. is reduced to a simple,

homogeneous octasLich, just the same as Part IV. It is altogether probable,

therefore, that the intervening parts have been enlarged from this normal

length to their present form. A critical examination makes this evident. As
we have seen already, v.10 - 1<5 - 17 are glosses. V.12

is a pentameter ; either it is

a gloss or a word is missing, probably the former. Thus Part II. is reduced

to an octastich. V. ll) - x- have a different tone from the glosses just considered,

and imply a recent defeat, possibly the defeat of Judas the Maccabee. In

Part III. v.ai " *2 aie complementary and interrupt the simple order of thought

by a conditional clause, which reminds us of the protestations of innocence

characteristic of the book of Job and without analogy in early Literature.

It is probably Maccabean. Thus the Ps. has four equal parts: (i) Historical

retrospect of divine favour to Israel. (2) Experience of present disaster.

(3) Protest ami appeal based on the covenant (4) Petition for speedy help.

The original Ps. is best explained from the troublous times of the late Persian

period, as Ew., RS.

Str, I, has four syn. couplets. 2. Yahwch], for which

substituted filohim, with onr ears we have heard], oral in-

struction over against written; not, however, depreciating the

latter, or implying ignorance of such narratives. Our fathers

have told it to w], the story of the conquest of the Holy Land,

'v.
M

;
cf, Kx. io2 T2 26fl Dt. 6208* Pss. 22''" 78*. This was empha-

sised by the insertion by an editor of the clause :
" The work

Thou didst work in their day," after Hb. i*, victories, as Ps. 74
12

,

wrought by divine power in the lifetime of the fathers of the

nation, the story having been transmitted orally through their

posterity. This editor also added, in days of old], as Mi. 7
20

L>. 37^ Je. 46^, the forefront of the history of Israel. The same

editor prefixed, Thou, with Thy hand, to v.
3" to emphasise that

it was God's hand that did it But this is premature. A term of

J and Is. is used instead of those of v.
4 and the measure is de-

stroyed 3. Nations
\\ Peoples}, the inhabitants of Canaan at the

Conquest Thou didst dispossess \\ afflict], by defeat and slaugh-
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ter, as the context suggests. andplant them], the fathers of the

nation, as a vine, So9 1C

,
or as a tree in the ground, cf. Am. 9

1B
.

cause them to spread out], continuing the figure as 8o12
. It is

possible, however, to regard the nations as the obj. of the verb

with <g, 3, and translate, "send forth," "cast them out," as PBV.,

AV. 4. For not by their own sword \
their own ar?n], the

strength, number, and discipline of their armies, cf. ao8

33
16"17

,

strongly stated. Thy right hand], phr. of Ex. i5
6 - 12

Is.
2

||
Thine

arm], phr. of D, Je., Is.
2

. did they possess the land], win the

victory, by which the land became theirs. And with the light

of Ttiy face], 2 subj. of following verb, as 3*; wrongly attached to

the previous line by Vrss., destroying the measures. Thou didst

favour them], the divine face shining with the light of favour

upon His people, cf. 4
7

43
3 So4

85
2
.

5-9 are insertions between v.
1"4

, telling of the conquest of

Canaan, and v.
10"17

, telling of present distress. Their strain is

victory in the present and future, and not in the past ; and so

is inconsistent with the following context. The one using i sg.

belongs to a period of renewed confidence, possibly 3B, the other,

using i pi., to times of victory, probably Maccabean.

Thou art my King, God,
Commander of victories for Jacob.
For not in mine own bow do I trust,

And mine own sword cannot give victory.

5. Thou art my JZing, O God]. Elohim here is probably

original. God is King of Israel, frequently in ^; cf. io10

29,
and especially the royal Pss., 96-100 ; || Commander], as (,
more probable than the imv. " command "

of %\ and other Vrss.

of victories], as the context implies, of God in the long history

of Israel until the Exile, cf. i851
28* 74

12
. Jacob], poetic name

for Israel frequent in 3K and 9. 7 is a needless repetition of v.
4
,

without its fine antith.

In Thee will we butt our adversaries
;

In Thy name will we tread under foot those who rise up against us.

For Thou hast saved us from our adversaries,

And them that hate us Thou hast put to shame.

Yahweh we praise all the day,

And Thy name we laud forever.
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6. In Thee
||
in Thy name], instrumental, for presence, as

20 8
33

S1

89
1!i 17

-^ will we butt], as a bull or ram, cf. Dt. 33
ir

Ez. 34
21

; ||
//ra// underfoot'], trample; probably continuing the

figure, as in the rush of a herd of cattle, cf. Ps. 6o14
Is. I4

25
63

6
.

This boastful confidence in victory seems to imply the Maccabean
successes. 8. Thou hast saved], implying victory ; put to shame,

by defeat, cf. 14". The enemies are national and not personal.

9 uses liturgical phrases of national thanksgiving for victories,

implying continuous musical service of God in the temple.
Str. II. 10-17 shows evidence of three hands. The original was

four syn. couplets, V .
1L1IM5

. 11. Thou makestus turn lack from
the adversaries'] ; the' armies of Israel have been defeated disas-

trously. And they that hate us plunder at their
////], none

can resist them. 13. Thou sellest Thy people'], a phr. of Ju. 2
14

3
H Dt. 32

il<)

Is. 50
1

, giving them into the hands of their enemies as

captives, who, in accordance with ancient usage, sell them for

slaves. their price'}, paid for them in the sale. for no wealth],

for a price which was not wealth, so poor was it. And dost not

make great gain], so trifling that it amounted to nothing. This

implies the captivity of the people, after they had been thor-

oughly defeated and plundered, which suits their situation in the

great Exile. 14. We arc a reproach], for so we must correct

the text after 3i
12

79* Sp
42

; ||
a scorn and derision], original here,

cited by 7</, cf. Je. 2O8
. 15. Taunt song], as 6Q

12
, sung by their

adversaries to torment them for their weakness and dishonour.

A shaking of the. head]) as 228

Je. i81G
,
a gesture of contempt and

mocking. Those who indulge in these manifestations of bitter

hostility arc the neighbours, the lesser nations of Palestine, who

rejoiced in the misfortunes of Israel ;
such as Moab, Ammon, the

Philistines. The nations \ peoples], probably refer to the greater

nations, such as Babylon and Egypt.

An early Maccabean editor, in times of defeat and disaster,

inserted the following three lines at what he supposed to be

appropriate places in this Str.

But now Thou dost cast us off and put us to shame,

And Thou goest not forth with our armies,

Thou nwkest us meat like sheep, and among the nations dost scatter us.
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10. But now}, an additional statement of a new and antithetical

situation. Thou dost cast us o/} , reject, as 43
2 60. andput us

to shame], the shame of defeat ;
some Maccabean disaster, which

was the occasion of this gloss. Thou goest not forth with our

armies'], citation from 6O12
. The armies of Israel, going forth

without their God as the supreme commander, went to certain

defeat and dishonour. 12. Ttiou makest us meat}. War devours

the people, as 14* if 79
7
. like sheep}, weak, helpless, and in-

capable of defence, cf. Is. 53
7
. and among the nations dost

scatter us}, captured and sold as slaves wherever their purchasers

would take them.

The earlier editor, possibly ,
who inserted v.

6 * 7
,
also inserted

v.
m7

.

All day long mine ignominy is before me,

And the shame of my face doth cover me ;

Because of the voice of him that reproacheth and revileth,

Because of the enemy and the avenger.

16. All day long}, continually, wine ignominy], or sense of

insult, as 69* Je. 5I
51

||
shame of my face}, late phr. implying

probably Greek period. 17 gives the reason of v.
1(J

. The enemy
is one that reproacheth and revileth, or blasphemeth, suggesting

to many Antiochus, the great oppressor of Israel, who provoked
the Maccabean revolt ; but more probably collective of the enemies

of Israel
||

the enemy and the avenger, cited from 83
.

Str. III. has two syn. tetrastichs, v.
1^20- 23

, with gloss inserted

v.2i.22. is. This}, referring to the distress of previous Stn,

intensified by a later copyist by the prefixing of "all," which

injures the rhythm; defined more fully again, v.
20-

. has come

upon .$],
from without, coming up against, attacking as a calamity

that could not be resisted. and we have not forgotten Thee],

fidelity, not previous to the affliction, but subsequent to it, in

spite of it, and therefore one which continues in the present ||

ham not dealt falsely against Thy covenant}, the covenant with

the nation at Horeb, Ex. 24 Dt. 4
13

, renewed Dt. 28fif>

29 30, cf.

Pss. 25
10

so
5 1G

78
l * The people in captivity and affliction have

not forsaken Yahweh their God
;
but have remained faithful not-

withstanding all their disadvantages. 19. Our mind}, the in-

ternal thought and purpose ||
our

steps'},
the external walk and
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conduct. is not turned backward], away from Yahweh and His
covenant

||
haw not declined], bent aside from the/0^ of the Law

of I), cf. Is. 2* Ps. n 9
16

Jb. 3 i
7
. 20. Thou hast crushed us

down], the nation, by the heavy weight of disasters which, though

coming from their national enemies, have yet been inflicted by
their God ; ||

and ovcnvhclmed
its'],

as a drowning man with a

flood, or one going down to death, covered over by the earth, cf.

io6 17
. All this is not of a disaster long ago experienced, but of

one which has come upon them and still abides with them. The

introductory
"
though

"
is due to dittog. in the place ofjackals'],

a variation of a phr. of Je., implying a desert place, the resort of

these wild animals. in dense darkness], a place where dense

darkness dwells. The people are in a desolate wilderness and in

a dark, gloomy waddy, cf. Pss. 23* roy
10 - 14

Is. 42*
22

49. 23. Yea,

for Thy sake], because of fidelity to Yahweh and His covenant, as

69^, emphatic to indicate that this was the chief, if not the only

reason^ they were killed. We were counted as sheepfor the slattgh-

tet], a phr. of Je. 12; defenceless as sheep, whose only use is to

be slaughtered for meat, cf. Is. 53
7

. all the day], continuously,

and not merely on some historic battle-field.

21-22. A late Maccabean editor emphasises the fidelity in

accordance with the conception of his own times, by putting it

in the protasis of a conditional clause, and appealing to the divine

vindication in the apodosis after the manner of Jb. 31.

Have we forgotten the name of our God,

Or .spread forth our palms to a foreign god?
Will not Yahweh search this out?

For He knoweth secrets.

21. Have weforgotten the name of our God], that is, to honour

Tlis name in worship, and so somewhat different from the for-

getting of v.
18

. spreadforth ourpalms], the gesture of invocatory

prayer, cf, Jb. n ia Ezr. tf, to a foreign god], as 8i 10
, implying

idolatry* The question is asked only to be answered in the nega-

tive by an appeal to the knowledge of God Himself. 22. Witt

not Yahweh search this out?], implying a positive answer, cf.

Jb. f1

, 2S27 Ps. 139*; For He knoweth], that is, practically, by

such searching of men. secrets], hidden from men, but which

cannot be hidden from God.
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Str. IV. is a final appeal to Yahweh Himself to interpose, in four

syn. couplets. 24. arouse Thyself"], from silence, inattention,

and apparent slumber; || Why deepest Thou
\ O awake~\. It is

quite true that Yahweh does not, and cannot sleep, 121*; yet He
seems to sleep, when inattentive to His people's necessities ; and

awakes as one out of sleep, yS
65

,
when He interposes as a warrior

in their behalf. cast not off forever] . Thou hast cast us off,

now a long time ;
let it not continue, lest it be forever. 25 . Why] ,

continuation of the plea, with variant verbs, hidest Thou Thy

face"], awake, indeed, but not seeing and not being seen, cf. iou

22s5
. forgettesf\, having seen, but so long ago that Thou hast

forgotten, our affliction], as 9", and our oppression], as 42 43* ;

that described in the previous Str. and now emphasised. 26. For
our souF], the seat of internal distress

||
our body, the seat of ex-

ternal suffering, doth sink down to the dust"], in prostration;

II doth cleave to the earth], unable to rise up again, cf. ng25

27. The final plea, arise~], stand up from sitting, an inactive

posture, to interpose, for help for us~], specific application

of the help ; ||
And ransom us~\, that is, from enemies and dis-

tresses, v.
13

. For Thy kindness' sake], as 6s.

& T n
p$*] emph. gl. of intensification. 0, U, & omit HPN. Prob.

there is here a conflation of two readings, as Street. jnn] Hiph. impf. yjn

used of God Ex. 5^ Je. 25
6 Zc. 814

;
between pf. and dependent i consec.

impf. improb.j i consec. omitted by copyist's error. There is no justification

in txt. of Vrss. for *njn Lag., or jnn We., Du., or pn Che. 4. toS] archaic

sf. for rhythm. orprj -o] dittog., r\ making an awkward clause, forcing the

attachment of *]tjfl IIN to previous 1. at the cost of the measures of both lines,

when it really is second subj. of oman as 3
6
, Ges.5 144 - 4

. 5. in] clem, for

copula. n] Pi. imv. J, S, S, @C; but <&, 5, nixo ptc. is to be preferred

with Kenn., Horsley, Bi., We., Che. 9. wSSn] Pi. usually prai$e9 as <!5, S,

but with ace. pers.; here only with i as Hithp. and Qal boast; cf. io8 c. Sp.

Prob. i is interp. of late copyist. The parall. rnin favours praise, 10. *]]

usually addition, also, even, yea / (5 vvvl, 5 verttm ; rarely antith. nay, but, as

58
s

. 11. IJD] archaic form of fp for euphony. ^] archaic sf. for euphony :

at their will, BZ>B, cf. 64 83
18

. 13. orn-viiD] obj. sf. the prices paid for.

them] si. Je. I5
18

. 14. UD^n] tautological of v. 15
; probably assimilated by

ocular error; 3I
12

79* Sp
42 all favour n, so Du., Che. 19. ';)?] makes

one beat too many for measure; error of assimilation to Jb. 3 1
7
, for *jmND.

20. -3] prob. gl., dittog. after q, difficult in context. D^n] jackals, as Je. 9
l

io22 49s8 Is. 34
18

; but 3 draconum D^>jn, referring to monster nations, tempt-
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ing, but hnprob. ; Kaic<6<rews, doubtless interp. ronS*] here as elsw. error

for
niD^x, place of dense darkness 236. 22. f n^oSyn] n,f. pi. ; elsw. Jb. n 6

,

sg. 2811 , 3^] gl. of definition, making 1. too long. 25. -o-m] is gl. making
1. too long. 27. nrnyp] old ace. ending for euphony, in order to retract

accent before u^, as 63
8
94

17
, cf. 213.

PSALM XLV., 3 STR. 2* 63 i84 - ors
, RF. i

4
.

Ps. 45 is a song celebrating the marriage of Jehu, (i) The

king is the fairest of men (v.
3*-

*). (2) He is a warrior who rides

forth in his chariot and pierces the heart of his enemies with his

arrows (v,
4*6

)
. (3) He embodies all precious ointments in him-

self. He and his queen at his right hand are royally arrayed

(v.
86-10

). She is urged to forget her peaple, and in her beauty be

satisfied with her godlike lord and the homage of the people (v.
11"13

).

Her virgin companions, arrayed in all their glory, are conducted to

her in the king's palace (v.
14"16

). Rfs. congratulate the king on

the divine blessing (v.
3
*) and his anointing (v

86

), and everlasting

praise (v.
1H&

). Glosses set forth the perpetuity of the throne

of God and His sceptre of righteousness (v.
7"8

*), and wish the king
a goodly posterity of kings (v.

17-18a
). An Introduction states the

emotions stirred by such a theme (v.
2
.)

'JpHOU art very fair, above the children of men;
Grace has been poured on thy lips ;

Therefore Yabweh hath blessed theeforever*

QIRD thy sword on thy thigh,

O hero, thy splendour and thy majesty;

Tread the bow, have success, ride on ;

And thy right hand will shew thee terrible deeds.

O hero, thine arrows are sharp,

In the heart of the king's enemies,

Therefore Yakweh thy God hath anointed thee.

Q OIL of joy above thy fellows,

Myrrh and aloes, cassia (thou) .

All thy garments are from ivory palaces,

Whence kings' daughters gladden thee.

In thy costly things the queen doth stand at thy right hand,

In golden attire, her clothing of embroidery.

Hear, see, and incline thine ear,

And forget thy people and thy father's house :

For the king desires thy beauty.

Worship him for he is thy sovereign lord.
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The daughter of Tyre will do homage with a gift for thee ;

The richest peoples will court thy face.

In all glorious things the king's daughter is within ;

Inwrought with gold is her clothing.

In embroidery are conducted to the king her attendants ;

Virgins, her companions, (are bi ought to her) \

With gladness and exulting they are conducted (to her) \

Into the king's palace they are brought (to tier).

Therefore the peoples -will praise theeforever'.

Ps. 45 was originally in ifc, and was then subsequently taken up into JB3&

(v. Intr. 28, 33). It belonged to the class Swo (v. Intr. 26). But

prior to this was an older title n"PT "vtf, a song of marriage love, an tpitha-

lamium (v. Intr. 24), which is an exact designation of its contents. It was

adapted for public use when it was included in It. It may have received

then the liturgical addition, v.18a
,
and the gloss referring to the reign of Yah-

weh, v.7
-80

. When it was used in 3B3& it was assigned for rendering after the

melody Lilies (v. Intr. 34). Messianic significance was given to the Ps.

because of v.7
-80

, which, when applied to the king, ascribes to him godlike

qualities, such as the Messiah alone was supposed to possess. But this gloss

was later than the Ps., and its Messianic interpretation later still. There are

two Aramaisms in the Ps. : (i) one of etymology, v.2 , am only here as verb

in OT.; (2) one of syntax, v.2, -ON nN, also late Heb. However, both of

these might be explained from the dialect of North Israel, which was tend-

ing to the Aramaic earlier than the dialect of Judah, owing to proximity to

Syria and constant association with Syrians in war and commerce. There are

several words which are urged as late : ^TD, v.2, my work, of lines of poem,
a.X. in this mng. It is not certain whether this is a usage late or early, or

peculiar to North Israel. THD "ifliD, v.2, elsw. only Ezr. 7. These evidences

of late date heaped up in v.2 suggest that the Introduction may be a later

prefix to the Ps. map, v.6 ;
this is dubious, and is probably interpretive by

error of late scribe, bw, v.10,
in late Heb. and Aram.; but probably Ju. 5

80

by emendation. It belongs to the dialect of the North, "PCIN Dnj, v.10, clsw.

Is. I3
12

Jb. 281G
, but misinterpretation of late scribe. preserves the earlier

text. Thus the language does not favour a late date, but the dialect of North

Israel. The Ps. shows no dependence on other Scriptures. This favours an

early date, and also North Israel as a place of composition. The Ps. is re-

ferred by Ols. to the Syrian king Alexander and his marriage with Cleopatra,

I Mac. jo57
-68

, by Du, to Aristobulus I., by Ros. to a Persian monarch
; but

of none of these could the poet say, Yahweh, thy God, hath anointed thte> v.8.

The older view, still maintained by Kirk., held it to represent the marriage
of Solomon with Pharaoh's daughter, I K. 3

1
; but there is no support in the

Ps. for this opinion. De. thought of the marriage of Joram and Athalia ;

Hi., of Ahab and Jezebel ; Ew., of Jeroboam II. V> favour a reference to

Jehu, 2 K. 9-10. He was a well-known hero, v.4&- &, anointed by a prophet
of Yahweh, v.86, to overthrow the house of Ahab and the worship of Baal,
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and right the wrongs of the people ; cf. v.55 . He was at once proclaimed by
the army, showing his popularity and probable grace of form and speech, v.3 .

lie rode forth in his chariot to meet the king and overthrow him, v.5 . He
was a famous charioteer, and killed the king by piercing his heart with an

arrow, v> (k
*. lie wrought fearful deeds upon Jezebel, the royal household,

and the worshippers of Baal, v.5c. No more graphic presentation of the vic-

torious ride of Jehu could be composed than v.4-**. We know nothing of the

wife or marriage of Jehu, but the marriage of such a hero might well be the

theme of a poet of the time of Elisha. There is, moreover, in the descrip-
tions of the marriage, reference to ivory palaces, which were first erected by
Ahab, I K. 2230

,
and mentioned elsewhere only in Am. 3

15 in reign of Jero-
boam II., both in North Israel. A poet of Jehu's court would be most likely

to mention them, v.96 . Am. 64"G
, speaking of the luxury of the nobles of the

North in the reign of Jeroboam II., alludes to ivory beds, to their anointing
themselves "with the chief ointments," cf. v.8-, and to their singing songs to

the accompaniment of musical instruments, evidently as court poets and musi-

cians. There is nothing in the Ps., apart from the two glosses, that is opposed
to this time of composition, and there are many striking coincidences with

Jehu's career. In the Roman, Sarum, and Anglican uses, the Ps. is assigned

to Christmas ; in the Gregorian, to the Annunciation.

A late editor, who regarded the Ps. as Messianic, and probably

the final editor of the Psalter, gave this ancient Ps. an introduc-

tion in a syn. tristich, expressing the emotions of the poet in com-

posing such a poem.

My mind moves with a goodly word;
I am saying my poem of a King ;

My tongue is the pen of a ready writer.

2. My mind moves'],
"

is astir," Dr., so after Aram, usage, of

movement of lips, lo be preferred to
" overfloweth with/* RV.,

a speculative interpretation after cognate Heb. stems. With a

goodly word~\, a choice, excellent, beautiful song, and not "
matter,"

AV., RV., as if it were the theme or subject matter of the poem.

My foem"\, literally, "my work," RV.m . of a king\, without

article in Heb., and so emphatically indefinite. My tongue is the

fen~], metaphor for rapid movement, as we say the "
tongue runs."

ready writer"}, elsw. only of Ezra the scribe Ezr. 7.

Str. I. is a synth. couplet, with the Rf. 3. Thou art very

fair], in form and stature. above the children of men], surpassing

all men, all kings, superhuman, cf. v.
7
. Grace has been poured on

thy /#/], grace of speech as a gift of Yahweh, added to beauty of

2C
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face and form. Therefore Yahweh hath blessed theeforever], 3E

has changed an original Yahweh into Elohim, which change has

been perpetuated by the texts and Vrss. Grace of speech and

beauty of person are evidences of a perpetual blessing of Yahweh.

Str. II. has three synth. couplets and a line of Rf, Glosses

make two of the couplets triplets. 4. Gird thy sword on thy

thigh], arm for battle. O hero}, attached to second line on

account of assonance, which extends to the three words of the

couplet. The king is a renowned warrior. thy splendour and

thy majesty}, the royal state; usually of God, 96
6
104* in3

;
but

of the king 2i 6
. 5. Tread the Me/], so @, which suits the con-

text v.
6"

; the MT.,
"
in thy majesty/' followed by EV8

., is dittog.

of previous word. have success], prosper. ride on}, in the

chariot. The three imvs. without conj. are an emphatic expres-

sion of rapidity of action, as also the trimeter measure of the Str.,

which here, as elsw. in Ps., takes the place of the usual tetram-

eter for that purpose. We are reminded of the chariot ride of

Jehu after he had been anointed king by a prophet and acclaimed

by the officers of the army, 2 K. g
20"1'4

. Because offaithfulness

and the afflicting of righteousness}. So, by an easy change of a let-

ter of text, cf. Ps. iS36
. ^ gives an interpretation of a late scribe,

thinking of the D^OS of his own time
;

but the absence of a

conjunction after "humility" in % (supplied in
(8>)

and the unex-

ampled form render it suspicious. And thy right hand will shew

thee terrible deeds}. This probably refers to the terrible deeds

described in the killing of Jezebel, all the royal seed of Ahab, and

the priests of Baal, 2 K. 9
30 xo30

. 6. O hero}, so (55, as required

by measure, omitted by copyist of J^ ; a term aptly fitting Jehu.

thine arrows are sharp} . Jehu was a famous charioteer and bow-

man, in the heart of the king's enemies}. So Jehu's arrows

pierced the heart of Joram, 2 K. 9
24

. peoples fall under
thee"] .

This implies victory over various nations. It does not suit the

history of Jehu, and it is probably a gloss of a later writer who de-

sired to give the Ps. a universal reference. 8 b. Therefore Yah-

weh thy God hath anointed thee}. This is the second Rf. The

blessing of Yahweh passes over into his anointing by Yahweh.

The anointing is not thought of as subsequent to the victorious

ride
; but, as in v.

3
*, as the ground or reason for the whole Str.
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Yahweh was especially the God of Jehu over against Baal
; and

Jehu was anointed by the prophet of Yahweh, and commissioned

by Yahweh to do the work he did.

The description of the victorious chariot ride of the king is

followed by a syn. tristich before the Rf., 7-8 a. There is nothing
in the context that has any relation whatever to the thought of

these lines. When they are removed they are not missed. The
reference of this throne to the king of the Ps. has given endless

difficulties of interpretation.

Thy throne, Yahweh, is forever and ever;

A sceptre of equity is the sceptre of Thy royalty ;

Thou dost love righteousness and hate wickedness.

7. Thy throne, Yahweh, is forever and ever}. The divine

name Elohim stands for Yahweh, as throughout the Ps. All the

Vrss. regard Elohim, God, as vocative
;

all refer it to the king

except 3C, which thinks of God. The reference to God has

against it the 2 pers. v.
5"*5

,
and again v.

8
,
"Yahweh thy God."

None of the many explanations of scholars satisfy, and so new

opinions are constantly emerging, equally unsatisfactory. Yah-

weh's throne is a common theme in Pss. 9
5 ' 8 n 4

47 Sg (
= 97

2

)

93* ic-3
19

;
that of the king of Israel, 89*

s - 37- 45 i225

I32
11

. a

sceptre of equity} phr. a.X.
;
but uprightness of divine reign, 6f is

similar, cf. 75" 96 98 99*. is the sceptre of Thy royalty}, cf.

I03
19

x45
n ' I2' lSi18 for royalty of Yahweh. 8 a, Thou dost love

righttoiismss}, always of God, n 7

33* 37
28
99

4
>

and hate wicked-

ness'} }
for hatred of evil by God cf. 5 n5

; by men, cf. 26s 31*

36* (?) 97
10 ioi !l

ngiw."*!*-** 1$^.
Str. III. is composed of three times the number of lines of the

previous Str,, and may be subdivided into three parts, v.
8^10

v.
11'13

v,
H*10

,
each of six lines. Part I. has two syn. couplets enclosing

a synth. couplet 8 c. oil of joy}, vocative, cf. Ct. i
3
4
10

;

the king addressed by metaphor as "oil of joy"; and not obj.

of verb in previous clause of Rf.,
" with the oil of joy," and so

attached to the previous Str., which referred to the anointing of a

king to reign, and not to the anointing of him for feast or festival.

above thy fellows"}, fellow kings, cf. v.*
1

,
"above the sons of

men." 9. Myrrh and aloes, cassia], the three chief spices, mixed
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with the oil and making it more precious. The king is addressed

as himself the embodiment of such precious oil, because he had

been anointed with it for the bridal feast. For a similar profusion

in the anointing of Aaron, cf. I33
2
. Amos reproves the nobles of

Samaria for their luxury, and mentions their anointing themselves

with the chief ointments, Am. 66
. Thou"}. This pronoun has

been condensed with the previous noun into a fern. pi. of that

noun by error of copyist. This occcasioned the usual interpreta-

tion,
"
myrrh and aloes, cassia are all thy garments," or "

all thy

garments smell of myrrh/' making it the beginning of a new Str.

But this makes the line too long, and is an awkward way in which

to begin a Str. All thy garments arefrom ivory palaces~\. Ivory

palaces are mentioned in OT. only i K. 2230
, as built by Ahab;

and Am. 3
15

,
as in Northern Israel in the time of Jeroboam II.,

suiting, therefore the intermediate time of Jehu. The king's gar-

ments have been brought to him from these ivory palaces.

10. Whence kings' daughters gladden thee~\. These were the

princesses, the secondary wives and concubines, who dwelt there,

and they gladden their lord and king.
" Whence

"
is the inter-

pretation of a difficult form as given by & and 3. But most

moderns think of a defective form of a word used elsewhere only

in Ps. 150*, meaning
"
stringed instruments," and they attach

"
kings' daughters

"
to the next line. Such a term for stringed

instruments is, however, doubtful. Am. 65
speaks of the nobles of

Israel singing songs to the accompaniment of the harp. We would

expect the same word here, if music of stringed instruments was

referred to. Such a word is all the more excluded if the Ps. be

an early one. In thy costly things'}, a term referring usually to

precious stones and jewels, but which may be referred to persons,

and attached to kings' daughters.
"
Kings' daughters are among

thy honourable women," RV., "thy precious ones, dear ones,"

j#DB. (H and 3 understand it of the reverence given their hus-

bands by women. But such an arrangement spoils the measure

of lines and Strs., and introduces the kings' daughters prematurely
before the queen in a principal clause

; whereas in the interpreta-

tion given above they are mentioned with the ivory palaces and
the king's garments, and so make up the closing line of a tetrastich

referring to the king. the queen doth stand at thy right hand"],
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adorned with the precious stones and jewels the king has given
her. in golden attire}, so <, & (golden crown, 3), adding, to

complete the line, her clothing of embroidery, as v.
145< 15fl

. The last

clause is omitted by % and the word rendered attire is read
"
Ophir," and so "

gold of Ophir," followed by AV., RV. ; else-

where Is. i3
12

Jb. 28 IG

only. These two words attached to previous
line make it too long. The arrangement and interpretation adopted
above give four lines of the Str. to the king and two to the queen,
all describing their adornment for the marriage.

In Part II. three syn. couplets are addressed to the queen.
11. Hear, see, and incline thine ear\. The assonance of the

three imperatives is destroyed by the insertion of "daughter,"
after

"
hear," to make the reference to the queen more evident.

It gives ground for the opinion that the poet was a venerable

court official. Such alone would address the young queen in this

way. But it is error of a copyist who was not capable of such

nice distinctions. And forget thy people and thy father's house~}<

She was a foreign princess who had left her people and her father

to become queen of Israel. It was doubtless jealousy of foreign re-

ligious influence which was the basis of this exhortation. 12. For

the king desires thy beauty}. Her beauty had won the love and

desire of the king, and as his queen she has in him a great ad-

mirer and proud possessor. For he is thy sovereign lord\ As

in the previous line the beauty of the queen is praised, so here the

majesty of the king. 13. The daughter of Tyre will do homage'}.

So <8>, but ft}, 3 attach the verb to previous line referring to the

queen, and worship thou him ; but that leaves the next line with-

out verb. The verb really belongs to both lines, only in the

second it has no direct object. With a gift for thee}, supply-

ing the suffix, because assonance in 2 fern. sg. is characteristic of

the closing words of this Str. in every other line. It is improbable

that this would be the only exception in six lines. This gives the

qneen an interest in the gift ;
it is for her, and as the bride, and

so a special act of homage to the king also. & has "
daughters

of Tyre," suggesting that the queen is a Tyrian princess. 3 also

takes it as pi.,
"
daughters of the mighty

"
||

"
richest peoples," but

%\ makes it sgv referring therefore to the city or nation. The

richest peoples will court thy face'}. Some who interpret the
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sg, as "
people," think of the rich merchants of Tyre ; but & adds

" of the land," referring to the land of Israel. The parall. with

"the daughter of Tyre," of ffi, favours a reference of the phr. to

neighbouring commercial nations, the richest peoples, taking the

sg. as collective.

Part III. has two syn. and a synth. couplet. 14. In all glorious

things'], by an easy emendation of the text to bring the form into

assonance with the other lines: not "in all her glory," @; "in

his glory," F, or "
all glorious," EV8

., none of which can be well

sustained by usage of Heb. words. The king's daughter], the

queen as the daughter of a foreign king, cf. v.
11&

. within}, within

the palace, where she stands at the right hand of the king. in-

wrought with gold"], cf. Ex. 28Uflq<
39

sq
',

for the setting of stones

on the shoulder piece of the high-priest. is her clothing], cf. v.
10e

.

15. In embroidery], cf. v.
10c

. are conducted to the king], pi., so

(
; MT., "is conducted," referring to the queen, is against the

context, which represents her as already within, and v.
10

,
where

she stands at the right hand of the king, and therefore could not

be conducted to him now. The subj. is therefore her attendants,

those following after her, which also on the ground of the assonance

in -ah, 14****, belongs to this line and closes it. J has transposed

this word with "
virgins," which begins the next line, thus con-

tinuing assonance in -oth. Virgins, her companions, are drought

(to her)"], so assonance requires, and parall. to the king, and into the

king's palace :
"
to thee," of J^, @ ;

EV8

., involving a change of

person without reason, is copyist's error. 16. With gladness

and exulting they are conducted (to her)~], continuing the double

assonance. Into the king's palace are they brought to her~\.

18 6. The Rf. represents that the people of coming generations

will praise the king forever.

An editor, probably the one who arranged 3&, thinking that the

Ps. should conclude with a reference to the perpetuity of the

dynasty, inserts 17, a wish that the king may have a numerous

posterity, and that he may be a universal king, with his sons

reigning as princes in all the earth.

Instead of thy fathers may thy sons appear,
Whom thou wilt set princes in all the earth.
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A still later liturgical addition was made, 18 a, probably by the

final editor of the Psalter, to make the Ps. suitable for the cpn-

gregation, which continues to exist in all generations. / will

celebrate Thy name in all generations]. This was not suited to

a poet speaking for himself or addressing the king at the time of

his marriage.

2. urn] a.X. N.H. be moved, Aram., Syr., of movement of lips. i?nn, cf.

nttntrm, thoughts that move within ; n^rns n.f. Lv. 27 y
9
, boiling-vessel, stew-

pan. The reference seems to be to the movement of the ^ in sympathy with

the lips. ->JN IDN] ptc. with pron. for tense, Aramaism. ^Jjc] cc.X. in mng.
lines of a poem. l^pS] *? with reference to, and not to, unto. f to;?] n.m.

stylus, the reed pen of the Orient ; elsw. Je. 88
, iron pen for use on stone or

metal Je. 17* Jb. I9'
2
*. 3. n^fl;] a.X. <&, Iff, Aq., S, &, 3, Quinta, had

two words roD*1 ^\ Rd.
rrtfl; ns; inf. abs. with Qal pf. n*r, which indeed is

required by the measure. :prnnfltr:i] has two poetic accents, cf. 59
s
. p"

1

??]

as v.8*' i86 Rf. 4. T^r^] r^' ^1 ^or assonaiice with sp^n, ^ "^ at Begin-

ning of second 1. in assonance with -run, and indeed :pin with Tjinn. 5. ^nj]
assimilated in Jj to previous word. <S ZVTWQV, *F inUnde 1Tni Hiph. imv.

p"i, .?/# ///if dtow, is better suited to the context, so Horsley. 3, &, omit it,

and it is regarded as dittog. by Street, Ols., Gr., Now., al. But it is needed

for measure and these Vrss. are rather guilty of haplog. iri Sj] either be-

cause 0/Gn. SO*1 * 1(*
(E) I217 43

18
(J) Nu. 17^ (P) Ps. 79

9
,
or less frequently on

behalfof Kx. 8B
(J). Pt!?"njjrt dub., usually explained as shortened because

of Makkcph for DWJ, but improb. njjy, humility, is a rare and late word, Pr.

I 5
$a X 8i2 224 Zp. 2 Ps. i8{JC

(txt. errffor ^rty 2 S. 2230), so prob. here err. for

rtwg. l^nj] i subordinate, ////, or i with apodosis of imv. r

/xa<rrws, 3f ierribiliter ; elsw. of God 65 io622 I39
14

I45
6

. 6.

dimeter itnprob., <S fiwwr^ == nuj is demanded for measure. 7.

Vrss. take a^n
1?^ as vocative referring to the king, except Ci which rightly

refers it to God. If v.7 is original to Ps. the 2 pers. v.5- 6 - 8
urge the former;

the latter can be sustained only by regarding it as a gl. Hu., Moll., regard

^DD as cstr., thy divine throne, notwithstanding sf., cf. r Ch. 29
s3

; but such

usage improb. ;
there is no sufficient evidence for it, v. Ges.L> i28-'^"*- 5

. AE.,

Ew., Hi., BJL, make otn^N predicate, thy throne is divine \ -y\ o
1

?^, "a throne

of Ciod," JPSV. Bruston, Giesebrecht, We., Du., think that D^N represents

an original mm which should be interpreted, not as the divine name, but as

Qal impf. will be rw. This is rather tame, and we would expect |i:n in that

case. The usage of the terms of this v. favour a reference to God. ifc;<|n]

for the usual -1^5 (^). 8, fifrfc \isf] elsw. Is. 6i 8
, referring to marriage;

usually taken as second obj. of ntfn, making a long prose sentence and pro-

longing the Rf. against other examples in Ps. It is really vocative, cf. Ct. I*

4lo,_j^nj *(, associate, fellow, cf, H988
. 9. f^] myrrh a perfume

elsw. Ct. I& 4fftW 51-6.6 pft yi7? incense Ct. 3, ointment Est. 212, ingredient
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of sacred oil Ex. 3O
23

(P). tmSrm] pi. aloes, elsw. Ct. 414 of bride as odo-

riferous tree, pi.
a> Nu. 24 of trees, Pr. 7

17 of perfume of bed. nT*,?] a.X.

cassia; pi. form may have arisen from assimilation, but prob. represents a

missing nns', needed for measure and distinctness of reference of these lines

to the king. Its compression into the previous word caused the misinter-

pretation of v.86. rvn-uirb] is suspicious; pi. f. a.\., pi. m. 155 t. OT.

Talm. Pea i le5
interprets it by rrrua. y'-ua of treacherous actions, cf. Zp. 3*.

But this does not suit context. <@> c"r6 T&V Ifj-arluv <rou, 3 in cunctis vesti-

mentis tuts. PI. f. prob. originated from assimilation to previous words.

ijp] archaic form of p, as 44
11 - 19 6882 74" 78

2 - 42 8810
; before rel. clause

whence, <S Q &v, U f quibus, 3 qiiibits. According to Ew., Hu., De., Ra,,

Pe., Du., Ba., Kirk., j?DB., it is defective pi. to^P stringed instruments;

Aramaism elsw. 150*. t n.pr. Armenia* & rd. prob. ptrn principal, for ft?

and regarded >: as prep, with sf. I sg. Ainsw., Bo., regard |D as compara-

tive, 70r ^0, but it is improb. is simpler and to be preferred, as Ra.,

Calv., Ham., Genebr., al., after all ancient interpreters. 10. f-p^N oro]

phr. elsw. Is. I3
12

Jb. 2S16 . v l^anff^ Siaxpti&V irepijSe/SXij/x^ ireiroi.Kl\-

H&TI, 3 diademate aurto, shew that -is was in the original text and that

f has serious omissions. 3 rd. iNfi; <&, S, "!?, covering, attire, as in I K.

2o88 - 41
, cf. Ass. epartu, garment, J?DB. The original was doubtless as in (5

mop-fr ntyiaS ^SK on^3. 12-13. in?i] 1 of apod, of imv., shortened juss.

Hithp. nix. <S STL tiredtiiMja-ev implies o which is needed for measure; rightly

followed by Gr., Du. I^-IN Kin -o] goes to the end of the 1. for assonance

in
"|, iS-min^n] belongs to the next 1. -urna-i according to <. It prob.

belongs to both, and has been once omitted by haplog. i with na is therefore

dittog. <5 rd. pi. vb. and run for nu; cf. SJD na I37
8
, pne na 9

1C
referring to

the nation. Aq., 3, take ra as vocative, S //z^ fortissimi, 5 evydrijp ij Kpa-

rcucL nt^] pi. cstr. superlative. interprets oi 7rXoi/<rto roi? XaoO r^s 7^5,

3 dimtes po'puli. nnjipa]. <S, 5, have pL Homage to the king is improb.

here, where all else refers to the bride, Rd, *|nmp witfi a gift for thee, which

then gives all the lines the same ending in t]-: ^JTN, ^ow, i;^, lyw, innjp,

and then by change of order 1:39. 14. niia:)-
1

?^]
is dub. <S irfoa. $ 86ga

aj5r^s 0vya.Tpbs = nVaa, so 5J omtiis gloria eius filiac, but sf. with cstr. is dub.

(g^.
c. a. A. T.

x^ ^ have jt not.
-f-
rnia:> adj. f. elsw. only Ez. 23

41 of a bed. As
we shall see, every other line of Pt. 3 of Str. begins with a form in n\ so prob.

here. Rd. nraa, glorious tilings, referring to her ornaments ; cf. nnaaa Ps,

87
s
. tfiD^s] within, after vbs. of motion Lv. io18 2 Ch. 29

18
, and so of

being within i K. 618 2 K. 7
11

.
B -

'Efftptiv, v. Jer. Ep. LXV,, err. for

* R- T- B - a - b- N- a
. There is no sufficient reason to rd. nuujD, //tfr

<?r pearls, as Krochmal, Gr., Bu,, Du. nN^a^pip] two accents. fThe
word elsw. setting of the onyx stones on the high priest's shoulders Ex.

28ii. is. 14. as
39

e, is. io. "
(P) . 15. Sain] . <5 d7r6vex^<ro,ra<, as v., nj^ain,

is doubtless correct ; and the subj. is nnrjw, which has been transposed with

rrtnna, which should begin the next 1. ^^] is altogether improb.; rd.
n^, as,

Street, in assonance. 16.
rinptra]

should begin 1. for assonance. n
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rd. as above mtaiD for assonance, followed by rh, which is needed at the end
for the same reason. Pt. 3 of this Str. as restored is as follows :

nvu3 Sa
1

? 3HT niXaiPDD

nAain niDpnS

mtoiD mnijn rnSina

nS nAam VMI rnnopa

n 1
*
-[So tarn nwaio

18. "iDrntfn] archaic sf., but without sufficient reason, and improb.

PSALM XLVL, 3 STR. 64
,
RF. 2

4
.

Ps. 46 is a national song in the early days of Josiah: (i) ex-

pressing confidence in Yahweh, the sure refuge, in troubles that can

only be compared to the effects of an earthquake (v.
3-4

) ; (2) as-

serting the sure refuge in the city of Yahweh, gladdened by His

gracious presence, and unshaken by the tumultuous nations (v.
6"7

) ;

(3) a call to behold the wonders of Yahweh, especially in causing

wars to cease (v.
9"u

). The Rfs. assert that Yahweh is with His

people as their high tower (v.
8' 12

).

/YAnwi':H ) is ours
'
a refu#e and strength,

^ A help in troubles to be found abundantly;

Therefore we will not fear though the earth (roar) ,

And though mountains totter into the heart of the sea;

The (seas) roar, their waters foam,

Mountains shake with the swelling (of its stream).

Yahweh ( God of) Mosts> is with us,

The God ofJacob 'Is our high tower.

|-jrS
brooks make glad the city of (Yahweh),

The holy place of the tabernacle of (Yahweh) 'Elyon.

(Yahweh) is in her midst; she cannot be made to totter;

(Yahweh) will help her, at the turn of the morn.

Nations roared; kingdoms tottered;

Has He uttered His voice, the earth melteth.

Yahweh ( God of) Hosts, is with us,

The God ofJacob is our high tower*

QOME, behold the works of Yahweh,
What desolations He hath set in the earth;

He is causing wars to cease unto the ends of the earth,

The bow He breaketh, and cutteth the spear in sunder.

Desist and know that it is I, (Yahweh) ;

I shall be exalted among the nations, I shall be exalted in the earth.

Yahweh ( God of) ffosts, ir with us,

The God ofJacob is our high tower*
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Ps. 46 was composed as a "v&>, exceedingly artistic in structure. It was

then taken up into It, and subsequently into both -BB3& and 35 (v. Intr. 28,

32,33). In the former it received the assignment nmhy ^y (v. Intr. 34). In

the latter mm was changed to D^H'JN or omitted, except in refrains ("> v
9

. txt.

err.). V.9 is cited 665. The language is early. 'OJN v.11, i consec. pf. v.10

ni3X (')
"

v.8 ' 12
. ni^flC, v.9, txt. err. for earlier rehyo. The author was

familiar with the effects of an earthquake on mountains and sea, probably at

the base of Mt. Carmel, vM The city of God was still the secure refuge

against the nations, v>7
, cf. Zp. 3*

5-17
. The song may well express the con-

fidence with which the young Josiah began his reign amidst the commotions

among the nations due to the Scythian invasions of Western Asia as described

in Zp. The destruction of the instruments of war is in the style of Ho. 220

Is. 9* Mi. 41
-4 = Is. 2W, and DJ7, v.8 - 12

, reminds of Is. 7
14

. The poet has been

influenced by the early prophets. The nru v.6a, according to f and Vrss., is

the river of Zion, with its canals, D-uSfl, and reminds of Is. 85s^ and 33
21

; but

it was prob., as attached to v. 4, the stream of the sea, and the ouSfl were used

figuratively, as Ps. I8, although the watercourses of Hezekiah, 2 K. 2O20 were

prob. in the poet's mind. This Ps. is used in the Latin Church in the ritual

of the consecration of a church or altar. Luther's choral, Einfeste Burg ist

wiser Gott, is based on it.

Str. I. has three couplets ; the second line of each, starting from

the syn idea, amplifies and intensifies it in stairlike advance.

2. Yahweh], original divine name of Ps., for which God was sub-

stituted in IE, also v.
5- 6*'* n

. is ours], belonging to us, our own ;

weakened in EV8
. into "our," which, moreover, obscures the force

of the caesura in the middle of the line. a refuge], to whom His

people may resort, || strength"], the place of it, the source of it, ||

help]. Yahweh Himself is all this, in troubles, as subsequently

explained, first as caused by a severe earthquake, and then by
warlike commotions of the nations. to be found abundantly],
that is, not to be anxiously sought and difficult to reach, but

accessible, to the full extent of the need. 3. Therefore we will

notfear], because there is a sure resort from all danger. thoitgh

the earth roar], with the loud rumbling sound of earthquake. By
an early coypist's mistake, the verb was mistaken for another,

meaning
"
change," % EV8

., moved from one place to another

||
mountains totter], so severely shaken that they totter and fall

into the heart of the sea. The poet had probably witnessed such

an earthquake, and seen portions of Mt. Carmel falling into the

Mediterranean Sea. 4. The seas roar, their waters foam], by
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the effect of the earthquake itself, and the masses of rock and soil

falling into them. By an ancient copyist's mistake the measure

has been destroyed by the omission of "seas/* because of its

closing the previous line ; and the remaining noun has thus be-

come the subject of both verbs, as in EV8
. Mountains shake~\,

those portions that have not tumbled into the sea. with the

swelling of its stream'}. Great waves come in from the sea, pro-
duced frequently by such an earthquake, and, swelling up against

the mountains, dash against them with so much power as to shake

them to their foundations. An ancient copyist has made an error

in dividing the verses, attaching
" stream "

to the following verse,

destroying the.measure of both verses and changing their thought.

The Rf. has been omitted after v.
4
,
because unimportant in

liturgical use
; but it was originally at the close of this Str. as well

as of the others, v
8- l2

. Yahweh~\ has been preserved in the refrains

by 3E, though changed for God in the Strs. ; but God of Hosts,

the older form, is also needed for the measure. God was probably

omitted by the editor of It, otherwise 35 would have preserved it,

God ofJacob}, the ancient poetic title of God, characteristic

of 3K, 2L is with us}, companionship, especially for help. In-

deed, that was the original meaning of the divine name,
" Yah-

weh," ace. to Ex. ^ (E), BD#., cf. Is. 810
,
and "Immanuel,"

Is. 7". our high tower} , as Pss. 9
l

1 83, RV.
m

. The "
refuge

' *

of

EV. weakens the metaphor.

Str. II. has also three couplets which are stairlike in character.

5. His brook$\> not those of the stream, which latter really

belong to the previous Str., as the stream of the sea ; but those of

Yahweh Himself; and thus figurative of the rich blessings of His

favour to His city. The poet had in mind the watercourses built

by Hezekiah, bringing water from the Wady Urtas to Jerusalem,

and distributing it into several brooks and ponds, cf. Is. B8 **

2 K. 20110

, also Ps. I
s
. make glad the city of Yahweh}, Jerusalem,

the capital of the Davidic dynasty and of Yahweh Himself, whose

temple, or palace, made it sacred. The holy place of the taber-

nacle}, combining the two ideas of the dwelling-place and the

consecrated place. *Elyon\> most High, the poetic divine name,

as 47
3
,
cf. 57

3
78
W

. 6. Yahweh is in her midst], dwejling in her

in His palace and capital. The poet has the same thought here as
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Zp. 3
15

, and the historical situation is probably the same. she

cannot be made to totter}, resuming the thought of the earthquake

of v.
3
*, preparatory to that of the commotion of the nations. at

the turn of the morn], as the morning turns in to take the place

of the night. The night is the time of gloom, the morn of re-

demption, as 30
6
90

14
. 7. Nations roared}. The Scythian hosts,

by their rapid invasion of Western Asia, were like the waves of an

earthquake in the effect upon the nations, Zp, 1-2. kingdoms

tottered'}, falling into ruins. It was all the work of Yahweh Him-

self, as Zp. declares. Has He uttered His voice}, in this the

great day of His historic judgment upon the nations, cf. 68W.

the earth melteth}, in terror, as Am. 9
5
, cf. Ez. 2I 20

, Pss. 75* joy
26

.

Str. III. has three couplets of the same stairlike parall.

9. Come, behold~}, emphatic summons. the works of Yahweh},
the works He has wrought, the deeds He has done. These are

defined as desolations in the earth, the destruction of kingdoms
and nations by the invading hordes. All this is preparatory to

a better future, in which universal peace will prevail. 10. He is

causing wars to cease], by destroying the warlike nations and the

kingdoms which have waged war against the city of God in the

past unto the ends of the earth}, to remote regions this destruc-

tion has extended. The instruments of war are destroyed, as in

earlier prophets, Ho. 220
Is. 9* Mi. 4

1"4
, cf. Ez. 39

9-1
,
which refers

to an eschatological invasion of a similar kind. An additional

line has been added by a later editor to emphasise this destruc-

tion, but at the expense of the measure and symmetry of Str,,

Wagons He burneth in the fire. 11. Desist}, that is, from war.

These are the words of Yahweh addressed to the nations, and

know}, the fact that it is I, Yahweh, who am doing all this, and

it is vain to resist me. This is not a recognition of God as God,
which in Vrss. is due to the substitution of " Elohim "

for Yah-

weh by 3E. I shall be exalted}, repeated for emphasis ; that is,

in majesty, and the exhibition of it in the deeds above described,

among the nations
||
in the earth}, among all nations and

throughout the entire world.

2. NXDJ] Niph. ptc., Ew., De., Moll., Ba. ; but Hu,, Pe., Pu., pf. 6 raft

fyo&rcuj was is paraphrase. 3, *ppn:i] inf. cstr. *IUD not used in Qal; Hiph.

change, alter, ^DB. Ba, supplies in thought ihre Static ; Du. rp^. Aq,, 2J,
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cum fuerit translata terra. But < v T$ Tapd<r<re<r0ai TT?I>

yyv favours nbna here as lorn v.4, icn v.7. This gives a better rang., the roar

of the earthquake. a^] *& rffo tfzzdto, as Ex. 158 Ez. 27
27

, cf. Jon. 2*.

4. iorp] Qal impf. concessive, carrying on inf. with a. For non vt 39?.

nprr] in emph. coordination, t IDH vb. Qal, ferment, boil, foam, elsw. of

wine 75
2
(?). Pe'al'al Q{ bowels La. I20 211

. The 1. is defective in measure.

Both vbs. need subjs. in tetrameter. &w has been omitted by haplog. be-

cause of its occurrence at close of previous 1. Twtrc] for vu niNjj, neces-

sary for measure, tnj has been attached by error to next 1., making it too long.
-nj is the stream of the sea, as 93

s
98

s
. 5. hp] holy place, lot trip, as S, 3;

% uh,-j
as adj. ; 6 yytaffev = tthp, consecrate, with p^y subj., so Ba., Du., is

opposed by usage of Pss.
V?*f9]

->- for rtoarp improb. 0, F, Houb.,

Horsley, Ba., I)u., WD still leaves 1. defective; rd. mm pern; nini omitted

by S5. 6.
ri^jp^]

inf. cstr. h temporal. 7. "i^pa ina] as 68s* for usual

Sip pj i8 14
. 8. niios mrp] so v.12, shortened by 35 from older nwax ^nS ">,

which the measure requires. 9. mrp
H^JJBD

-irn ^] cited by 665 ini laS

D^nSw niSjJfiD. Imv. without copula more emphatic, irn more graphic than

itn. f ri^pflD not used elsw. o^nSN was probably in text of 46 3B when cited

by 66fi

;
but in 3& it was mm, and singularly enough a later copyist restored it,

doubtless because of its use in Rfs. rVw] J riper
n.f. (i) obj. of astonish-

ment ami horror, Pt 2837
, rfyara, S, IIu., Ew., Pe., Ba. ; (2) better, deso-

lations Ps. 73
10 Is. 5 Ho. 5^ Je. 216, 3, Calv., Dr. 10. mVn'] carts, always

for transportation, y?l)tt., dub. 0upeot$s, U J^, 3D pSjp, cf. Aram. Vuy,

round shield. This 1. is trimeter and excessive to the Str. and is doubtless a

gl. of intensification.

PSALM XLVIL, 5 STR. 4
3
,

Ps. 47 is a temple hymn for the Feast of Trumpets : (i) a call

to the festival in praise of Yahweh, the great King (v.
2"3

),
who has

subdued the nations and chosen Jerusalem as His inheritance (v.
4"5

).

In triumphal procession He enters the temple, with singers and

musicians (v.~
7

).
The call is renewed to make melody to the

enthroned King of nations (v.
8-9

).
The nobles of the nations unite

with the people of Yahweh in exalting Him (v.
10

).

ye peoples, clap the hand,

Shout to (Yahweh) with the sound of jubilation;

For 'Elyon is awe-inspiring,

A great King over all the earth.

TLJE subdued peoples under (Him),

And nations under (His) feet.

He chose (His) inheritance,

The excellency of Jacob which He loves.
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/yAHWEH) came up with a shout,
^ Yahweh with the sound of the horn :

'Make melody to (Yahweh), make melody;

Make melody to our King, make melody.

TVTAKE melody to Yahweh with a Maskil
;

For He is King of all the earth.

(Yahweh) reigns over the nations.

He is enthroned on His holy throne.

'pHE nobles of the people assemble,

(With) the people of the God of Abraham ;

For to (Yahweh) belong the shields of the earth,

Greatly exalted is ('Elyon) .

Ps. 47 was in it, jffil, E, and 3B& (. Intr. 28, 31, 32, 33). It was prob.

composed for the procession in the temple at the Feast of Trumpets. V.*

depends on i848 = I44
2

;
the Aramaism nn-p, prob. a substitution for an earlier

-nv, as in i848 , cf. 2 S. 2248, apjn pw. V.5 depends on Am. 68 87 Na, 23,

3HN, nna, v.6
,
are terms of D. npnn, "flitt% v.6

,
the new moon of seventh month,

cf. Lv. 25
9
. SWD -DT, v.8 , implies a kind of Ps. known only to the earlier

Minor Psalters, before SB, $9&. wnp NDD, v.9, cf. Pss. 89 (== 97
2
) 932 IO3

19
.

oman T^N, v.10, phr. of 3 elsw. I K. i836 I Ch. 29
18 2 Ch. 30$. -.jjr, v. 10

,
for

nobles cf. 89
19

. The D^DJ? take part in temple processions, as Ps. 87. The

conception of Yahweh as king of nations is as Pss. 96-100. The hymns of

Is.2 are at the basis of all these. The Ps. implies peaceful times of friendli-

ness with the nations, subsequent to Nehemiah, but in the Persian period. It

is the New Year's Ps. of the Synagogue, the proper Ps. for Ascension day of

the Church.

Str. I. has two syn. couplets.
: 2. All'yepeoples}, vocative, Israel

calling upon the foreign peoples, cf. v.
4*' 10a

; \\ nations, v.
46 '

**, to

unite with him in celebrating the triumph of Yahweh, for which

IE substituted the divine name Elohim. The celebration is to be

in the temple, with rhythmic accompaniment, expressed by,

dap the hand
\
shout 'with the sound ofjubilation^ 42* 661 8i 3

95
1 - 2

98* loo1 n815
. 3. The reason for this festival is that *Elyon,

the poetic name of Yahweh, as Most High, is exalted in majesty,
and indeed over all the earth. He is awe-inspiring\, to be

revered and regarded as majestic. A great King}, not only
of Israel, but of all nations, universally, cf. 95

s
97 98 99*.

Str. II. also has two syn. couplets. 4. The nations are to

celebrate a recent victory of Yahweh, which He has won, doubt-

less, in overcoming some great oppressor of His people, and of

other nations also, who are now rejoicing over their deliverance
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from the yoke. He subdued peoples under Him \ under His

feet'], so probably in It, as more suited to the context than
" under us,"

" under our feet," % making the triumph that of the

people of Israel, which certainly would have been no ground for

the rejoicing of foreign nations, and which in fact had no historic

realisation until the Maccabean times. Then the victories were

so exclusively national and hostile to other nations, that no one

would have thought of asking them to share in Israel's triumph.
5. He chose \ He loves'}, terms of D, Is.

2
, to indicate Yahweh's

free, sovereign choice of Israel and Zion, out of love. His in-

heritance], which He would occupy as His residence, changed by
the editor to "our inheritance,'* "for us." excellency of Jacob'},

as in Am. 68 87
;
the Holy Land as a land of which Jacob, the

poetic name of Israel, might be proud, because of its association

with the majestic exaltation of Yahweh Himself.

Str. III. has two syn. couplets. 6. Yahweh came up], the

ascent of the hill of Zion into the temple in triumphal procession,

cf. 24
7'10 682Wi8. with the sound of the horn], blowing the sum-

mons to take part in the triumph. 7. Make melody], five times

repeated to emphasise the instrumental accompaniment.
Str. IV. has a tetrastich of three syn. lines, synth. to the first.

8-9, With a Maskil], a contemplative song (v. Intr, 26) ;

describing graphically and contemplatively, with practical reverence

and praise, the triumph above referred to. The lines in v.
8 have

been transposed by copyist's error. The first line resumes the

thought of v.
7
,
the last introduces that of v.

9
. King of all the

eartK], as v.
85

, || reigns over the nations
||
enthroned on His holy

throni]. It is not clear whether the poet is thinking .of the

heavenly throne, or the throne room of the temple ; probably the

latter, because of the procession up into the temple of v.
6
, and

the assemblage in the temple of v.
10

.

Str. V. has two synth. couplets. 10. The nobles'], foreign

nobles, || shields'], for shield bearers, the princely warriors, cf. Sp
19

.

with'], together with, omitted by early copyist because of iden-

tity of letters with following word, and so the connection became

difficult, and is variously, but unsatisfactorily, explained. the

people of the God of Abraham], the people of Israel, who by in-

heritance serve the God of their first father, Abraham. *Elyori\,
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in the last line has been omitted by prosaic copyist at the expense

of the measure. He is greatly exalted~\, as the great King, v.
3
,

victorious, v.
4
,
and making His triumphant entrance into His

sanctuary, v6
,
and to His throne, v.

9
.

3. p>S^ mm] mm in 5 is always suspicious. It is not needed for measure,

and is doubtless a later insertion. So also in v.6& it was substituted for DTI^N

of !E by the same hand. The mm of the original Ps. of It elsw. v> 6a - ? *.^
was changed to DTI^N*. 4. ">;nj Hiph. juss. Aram, n:n, lead, elsw. i848, txt.

err. for Hiph. TV as 2 S. 2248 Ps. 144*, so here TV\ wnnn] later Maccabean

change for the original i>nnn which the context demands ; so u^Ji for vSj-i.

5. wnSqj] f, 3; <S, U, have preserved in^nj the original form. 7. Din
1

?**]

(S u%T7N, was assimilated to IM*?D. The original of It was mm. 9. Din 1

?**].

The first is for an original mm as usual, but the second is gl., making 1. too

long. itthf? KCO] phr. a.X. 10. nrn:3N inSx 037] f, S, but <S /xerA = DJ?;

both needed for sense and prob. original, the texts, because of identity of

letters, retaining variously one of them. yitojJD], <> ol Kparcuol, TS fortest

the warrior shield-bearers, for the shields themselves, doubtless correct.

nSjjj "NC]. The measure requires another word, prob. a divine name, which

must have fallen out very early, for @, Aq., 3, translate vb. as pi. agreeing

with yn UJJD. Gr., Bi., Ba., Du., add fiom 97
9 oinSw So hy; but this could

have been omitted with difficulty, and would make the L too long.

PSALM XLVIIL, 4 SIR. 4*.

Ps. 48 is a temple song of the late Persian period : Praise of

Yahweh, the high tower, in His royal city (v.
2-4

) ;
who in olden

times had put to flight hostile kings, giving assurance that He
establisheth it forever (v.

5"9
) ; praise, extending throughout the

earth, of His kindness and righteousness, giving joy to the city

and its daughters (v.
1(M2

) ;
admiration of its fortifications, telling

to posterity that such is Yahweh forever (v.
1^13

).

QREAT and highly to be praised in the city is our God.

His holy Mount is beautiful in elevation, the joy of the whole earth ;

Mount Zion on the northern ridge is a royal city ;

Yahweh doth strive in her citadels, is known for a high tower.

pOR lo, the kings assembled ; they passed on together;

They saw, so they were amazed
; they were dismayed, they fled in alarm.

Trembling seized them there, writhing as a woman in travail.

We heard, so we saw
; Yahweh establisheth it forever.

"^/"E ponder Thy kindness, Yahweh, in the midst of Thy palace,
As is Thy name, so is Thy praise unto the ends of the earth.
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Thy right hand is full of righteousness; Mount Zion rejoices,

The daughters of Judah exult because of Thine acts of judgment.

QO about Zion and encircle her, count her towers,
Set your mind upon her ramparts, distinguish her citadels ;

That ye may tell (this) to the generation following,
That such is Yahweh our God foiever and ever.

Ps. 48 was originally a w, then used by f&, it, and subsequently by 5 v

Intr. 24, 28, 31, 32. In it is assigned to the second day of the week for

the Jewish Egyptian rite. V.2 is cited in 96* I45
3
, v.

12 in 97*. V. 3 is dependent
on La. 2 1S

, v.7 on Ex. I5
15

Je. I3
21

, but Is. 33" is probably later. V." njjw =
Ps. S;

5
, of similar date if not same author. V.14 = 78*, both dependent on Dt.

29ai
. It is therefore subsequent to D and Je. It is a royal Ps., as 46-47 and

96-100, but earlier than the latter group. The terms v.2
-3- 10 - ^ **. u indicate that

the temple was standing and the city well fortified and strong. The phrases v.8

imply an author accustomed to admire the temple mount from the south. The

city had been in peril from kings who had been thrown into a panic and dis-

astrous (light, v.5
-*7

. This is an historical reference to the army of Sennacherib,

2 K. 19. There is no ground for descending later than the late Persian times.

The Ps. is a proper Ps. for Whitsunday.

Str. I. has a syn. and a synth. couplet. 2-3. Great"], in the

magnitude of His power and authority, and, as v.
3
implies, in His

royalty, cf. 47
3

95*. and highly to be praised], as 96* 145^,

for reasons to be assigned. in the city \\
Mount Zion \ royal

city], v.
3
,

cf. v.- 12il!J
; Jerusalem, the capital and residence of

Yahweh. By misinterpretation, at an early date, our God, the

proper subject of the clause, was connected with the city in f^

and all Vrss., probably owing to the influence of the gloss, v.
9

;

and so it became necessary to insert a new subject,
"
Yahweh,"

which in 3E is always dubious. The capital city suggests the royal

residence in the palace or temple, cf. v.10
, and so His holy Mount,

the sacred mountain on which the temple was situated, Mount

Zion on the northern ridge], the temple being on the northeastern

corner or back of Mount Zion, is beautiful in elevation], looked

at from the south. The temple rises up in lofty majesty and

lordly beauty, the royal city by eminence, because it was the exact

place in the city where Yahweh Himself resided in the throne-room

of the temple. There are no good reasons for thinking of spiritual

elevation, as Is. 2*= Mi. 4
1
, or of a comparison with the Oriental

Olympus, Is, I4
18

,
as Hi., Ew., Kirk. thejoy

<

of the whole earth],

cf. La, 215 Is. 6o15
, giving joy to all nations, and invoking praise unto
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the ends of the earth, v.
11

;
not to be confined to the land of Pales-

tine. 4. Jffand Vrss. all have "
great king/' but such a phr. is

unknown elsewhere with 3""), and there was no sufficient reason to

abandon the usual phr. with bill The word is indeed needed for

the measure of the next line, and so it is best explained as Qal pf.

of verb. doth strive], of the warlike king striving with the hostile

kings, and so introductory to Str. II. is known], not by reputa-

tion, but practically by valiant deeds in defeat of the enemy and

in defending His people, for a high tower], in which they have

obtained sure refuge and defence, cf. 46**
12

,
where the same meta-

phor is used in the same circumstances. in her citadels], where

the real defence is made by warlike bravery and skill, cf. v.
14

.

Str. II. has a synth. tetrastich. 5. For fa], introducing graphic

description of the campaign of hostile kings against Jerusalem,

doubtless referring to the siege by the army of Sennacherib, 2 K. 19.

The several stages of the campaign are represented by the several

verbs, which follow one another in rapid 'succession. assembled],

by appointment, gathering from different parts at a designated

place to undertake the campaign. passed on], of the onward

march, together], as a united, organised host, moving under

one direction and with one purpose. 6. They], the very ones,

emphatic, demonstrative, saw] the city, its defences, its de-

fenders, and something more which is not indicated, that made
them pause. so they were amazed], the amazement is balanced

with the seeing, corresponding with it, implying that they saw with

amazement something that seriously alarmed them, some mani-

festation of Yahweh. The author is thinking of a theophany
that frightened them and threw them into a panic, they fled
in alarm], cf. Caesar's veni, vidi, vut, Calv., of which this is the

very reverse. The poet has in mind panics caused by theophanies,
cf. Ex. 15 Ju. 5, as is evident also from his dwelling on their

terror. 7. Trembling seized them], as it did the nations of

Canaan, Ex. i5
14"16

. writhing as a woman in travail], as it did

Damascus, Je. 49% and Judah before the conquering armies of

Babylon, Je. I3
21

. The description is complete and perfect ; but

a glossator thought to enrich it by another exhibition of the power
of Yahweh, not connected with the previous history. 8. With
the east wind Thou breakest the ships of TarshisK], which, how-
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ever, is the use of God's power on the sea, rather than in warlike

deeds. 9. We heard
r

], that is, by tradition from our fathers;

strengthened by prosaic copyist by prefixing
"
as," or "

according

as," to emphasise more strongly the resemblance in present ex-

perience as described in v.
2"4

. so we saw]. The past and the

present entirely correspond. Yahweh established it forever], as

in the past and in the present, so in the future, the city of Yahweh
will stand firm and be a sure stronghold against its enemies, A
late editor, at the expense of the measures, inserts, in the city of
Yahweh Salaoth \ in the city of our God.

Str. III. has a synth. and a syn. couplet. 10-12. We pon-

der^, literally, compare things that are like, and so consider them.

Thy kindness}, as exhibited to the people, for it is in the midst

of Thy palace, the temple; and yet the renown of it extends unto

the ends of the earth], throughout all the earth, cf. v.
3
. As is

Thy name"} }
the divine honour and glory as celebrated, balanced

as coequal and coextensive with Thy praise. Thy right hand],
as stretched forth to bestow, its palms filled, full of righteousness,

probably vindicatory and redemptive of His city, antith. acts of

judgment against the enemies, so comprehending as the grounds

of praise both Strs. I. and II., and thus the reason why Mount

Zion
||

the daughters of Judah, the dependent cities, rejoice \

exult.

Str. IV. has a syn. and a synth. couplet. 13-14. Go about]

round about
|| encircle, make a complete round of the city. The

reason for this circuit is the inspection, the thorough examination

of the defences, her towers \ her ramparts, or bulwarks
||
her cita-

dels, as v.
4
. The inspection is graphically described as, counf\,

their number, set your mind upon], give close attention to,

distinguish], give separate consideration to each one, noting its

special characteristics, so probably the original, as @ or 3. But

owing to textual error a form appears in % which is variously

explained as "traverse," RV.ra
; "pass between," ^DB.; "go to

and fro between," Dr. But some such word as consider, of AV.,

RV,, Kirk., is required by context. that ye may tell], relate, as

2231
, This is required for measure and sense, referring to previous

contents of Ps. to the generationfollowing, as Dt. 29
21 Ps. 78

4 - 6

tea 111

;
transmit it from one generation to another. As the poet's
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generation has heard it from the fathers, cf. 44*, so they are to

tell it to their children. 15. That such is Yahweh our God\
such as has been described above, forever and ever\, a sort of

Rf., as v.
9
. The closing words of % " He will be our guide unto

death/' are not in @, and are a gloss.

nvr] in U as usual, late insertion. TjFa] should not be cstr. before

, but abs. and pointed Tjn. WiYjK was the original subj., displaced by

mn\ And so the pentameter is restored. 'ICHJI -in] begins second 1.

3. *TU no 1

*] phr. a.X. etiplfav, Aq. K&\$ j8Xa<TT?j/m, 3 specioso germini as

Aram, *pj, branch oftree, bough. It might be rendered beautifulplant, cf. ncx

for the fertile land Is. 4
2
,
and for the king Je. 236 33

16
cf. Zc. 6- lc

; but more

prob. in accord, with context ^J is elevation, ^DB. after Arab, analogies ;

cf. w nWa La. 215
, puv TOT] cf. Is. I4

13
,
where n^ -in is the Oriental

Olympus ; here most prob. northern back of Mt. Zion, the seat of the temple,

contemplated from the south. a
1

}] f, Vrss., adj. with -^r, but without sup-

port in usage and against the measure. It is needed as Qal pf. vb. an, strive,

in the next I. 4. J rprnjirw] her citadels, rather than palaces, as v.w
, cf.

I227 Am. 68 La. 26 - 7 Ho. 81* Mi. 5*. 5. o^on] TS reges terrae is interpre-

tation, 8. ifinehn rflw] as Is. 216 23!+, destroyed by divine judgment;

not ships belonging to or bound for Tarshish, but great ships such as made

this distant voyage. This v. is a gl. 9. ^p;] prosaic addition, injuring

the measure; no more needed here than in v.. rvwajf mm
-PJ?D]

is a gl.

enlarging the 1. without reason and introducing the divine name nini against

the usage of E. -uv^K -vpa] also a gl 10. -wi] Pi. pf. nn% compare,

liken, ponder, 50
21

(prob. 77*) Is. io7 . ^S^n ai|ja] Sj, 3; but 6 ^ ^<r^
row Xaou o-ou improb. ;

XaoO early error in <S for woD. 11. fp ^J}C] tC^i^j]

xi. [m.] only this phr., elsw. 65 Is. 2616
, both with Sa. 12. ^"^""in nn^i] be-

longs to previous clause
||
min> nua nj^jr, phr. elsw. 978 which has cited this

L, adding nin^, given here also by <, but not by J^, 3. 13. -UD] Qal imv.

33D in sense of ^? about, only here and /7
11 in ^ ; elsw. /r about l I4

}jt 5
,

surround i8tt 2213 - 17
49 + ;

in Po. however, march, go about, 55
u

59
7 - 15

, in

processions 266 . 14. n^n] a.X. err. for n^n; tl$ rfy Mvafuv aiJr^s.
.

1JD9] a.X. traverse, pass between, ^DB., cf. Aram. )?Dfi, /;w^// but @ Kara-

SLfrcffQe, 3 separate = iScn, Hiph. nSu, distinguish / Gr,, Che,, npfi improb.
15. nw Sp wnr wn] $, Jf, but not <Sf; is a gl. DID Vj? might be for

niD
1

?; Sp as 46
1
,
a musical direction, appended as Hb. 3 ;

but this Ps. was not

in D3&, which alone makes these additions. It might belong to Ps. 49 JDK,
as Horsley, Ba., Che., al, if it could be thought suitable. The other words

would then be expl, addition,
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PSALM XLIX., 2 STR. i4
s
, RFS. 2*.

Ps. 49 was a lament of the pious over the riddle of death,

(i) Complaint to God of experience of the iniquity of the rich

(v.
6-7

),
who yet cannot ransom themselves from death (v.

8* 10

) ; the

wise and the foolish alike die and their graves become their ever-

lasting home (v.
11-12

) . (2) Those who are self-satisfied are assigned
to the dominion of death in Sheol, and continually waste away
(v.

u'lfi

) ; therefore the rich should not be feared, for they must
abandon their wealth in death, however much they may have con-

gratulated themselves on their possessions ; and never more shall

they see the sunlight (v.
17"20

).
The Rf. states the enigma : man

like the beasts abideth not (v.
13 - 21

).
An introductory gloss calls

all the world to meditation upon the enigma (v.
2-5

). Intermediate

glosses represent that the ransom from death is too costly for man
to pay (v.

9
),

but that Yahweh will ransom the righteous (v.
16

).

"yyiiY should I fear in evil days,

When my deceitful (foes) encompass me with iniquity ;

They that trust in their wealth,

And boast of the abundance of their riches.

Man cannot at all give ransom,

Cannot give to Yahweh His price,

That he should live forever,

(And) not see the Pit.

The wise die together,

The stupid and brutish perish,

And abandon to successors their wealth;

Their graves arc their homes forever,

Their dwelling places to all generations,

Theirs whose names are upon lands.

Man ia worth abideth not,

ffe is to be compared to beasts that are no more*

HPHIS is the way of them that have self-confidence,

And the latter end of them that are pleased with their portion.

They are as a flock that are put in Sheol,

Death is their shepherd and their ruler;

Every morning their form wasteth away,

In Sheol, far from the lofty dwelling.

Fear not, when one groweth rich,

When the glory of the house is increased ;

For he cannot take it all in his death,

His glory cannot descend after him.

Though in his life-time he congratulated his soul,
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And lauded it because it was doing well to itself;

It will go to the generation of his fathers,

Who forever see not daylight.

Man in worth abtdeth, not,

He ts to be compared to beasts that are no more.

Ps. 49 was taken up into JE, then into 35 and & from it (0. Intr. 28,

31, 32, 33). It resembles 73 : (a) incr ^nrusr v.16, elsw. only 73
9
; () (D>) n,^

v. 16
, prob. same use as ;3

14
; (^r)

onnnw v. 14
, prob. error for onnrw = 73";

(</) use of iga v.11 = 73
s2

; (0 morn v.M-, cf. 7322; (/) use of n/ v., for

taking of righteous by God, prob. a gl.; cf. 73
2
*; (f) besides, there is the

same essential tone and situation throughout the Ps. V.1-6 also resemble

78
1'3 in the general appeal, and especially in the use of Sfrs and rn-'n,

although in the former the appeal is to the world, in the latter to the people

of God. This introductory Str. has also terms of WL. rrtDan, rVowfi, v.4 ; but

ta?, V'pa, CPD:>n, v.11 - 14 do not imply WL. V.2 njjn as in 17", the antith. of

&$ rja and D'IN 'n as 6210
. But these are in introductory Str., which shows

most of the evidence of dependence on other Literature. The only other

case of dependence is v.7
, which implies 52 IB. Ps. 49 is so different from

all others of it and so much more like Pss. of &, that it would be classed with

the latter rather than the former, were it not for rnp ^ in title. But it is

quite possible that an early copyist unconsciously made this mistake, because

this Ps. followed 42-48, all it, notwithstanding that it was followed by 50 of &.

The antith. between the wicked rich and the pious poor implies a commercial

situation, either the Greek period, if the writer lived in Palestine, or possibly

a late Persian period, if he lived in the Diaspora. The latter is more proba-

ble, if it be a Ps. of &. The former is difficult to reconcile with the date of

it as determined from a study of all the other Pss. of it* 3 inserts in title

appropriately vox ecclesiae super lazaro et divite purpurato. The use of nn$
v.i for the Pit of Sheol with nun as i610 is not earlier than Ez. ; but "?ar v.**

is an early word, i K. 818 Hb. 3
11 Is. 63

16
. On the whole the Ps. is 'best

explained as originally of 21.

The Ps. has an introductory Str. of a later date. It is com-

posed of two syn. tetrastichs.

Hear this, all ye peoples 1

Give ear, all ye inhabitants of the age !

Both sons of mankind and sons of men,
Rich and poor together 1

My mouth will speak holy wisdom,
And the meditation of my mind will be sound understanding ;

I shall incline mine ear to a parable,
I shall open upon the lyre mine enigma,

2-5. Hear ihis, allyepeoples, \ allye inhabitants of the age], of

the duration of the world, 17"; analysed in antith. classes; both sons
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of mankind, the common people, || poor; and sons of men, those

of position and station, || rich, cf. 6210
; and all these together, in a

like situation, needing common instruction. They are summoned
to hear this], that which is to follow, || give ear to the holy wis-

dom], wisdom in its abstract, intensive sense, as summed up in

sacred things and relations, ]|
sound understanding], complete,

entire, and perfect, to be set forth in sparable'}, which, in the OT.

sense, is a comparative, emblematic, shrewd saying, ||
mine enigma],

one that involves a difficult, puzzling question, such as the Rfs.,

v.
l3- ai

. The poet is about to give utterance to such a poem.

My mouth, emphatic, will speak, \
the meditation], not internal

of the mind, but the murmur of the voice in giving expression to

the reflection of the mind. On the one side, the poet himself

says : / shall incline mine ear], to catch the inspiration from the

parable, and on the other side, I shall open], explain it, render

it as a song to the accompaniment of the lyre, with instrumental

as well as vocal music.

Str. I. is divided, as usual in fourteen-lined Strs, (cf. Ps. 18),

into two parts, of eight and six lines, the former having two tetra-

stichs, the latter two tristichs. 6. Why should I fear], remon-

strance with oneself. While fear has apparent justification, it has

no real basis, as is now to be explained, cf. v.
17

. in evil days'].

ll is quite true that the times are bad
;
when my deceitfulfoes en-

compass me with iniquity], so essentially S, Origen, Hi., De., Ba. ;

"
iniquity of them that would supplant me," RV.

m
, JPSV., Dr., Kirk.,

in accordance with context ;
but @, 3, S, PBV., AV., refer the iniquity

to the singer as a confession of sin,
"
iniquity of my heels." It is

possible that this may have been the interpretation in later Heb.

liturgical use ; for such confessions of sin are not uncommon as

glosses to Pss. ;
but certainly this idea is altogether foreign to the

context and thought here. An intermediate position is taken by

RVV Pe.,
"
iniquity at my heels," which is a possible translation

of MT., but not probable in itself. 7. They that trust in their

wealth]. They had become wealthy by craft and deception, as well

as by their iniquity, and having been successful, as such men always

are, they had an unlimited confidence in their ability to purchase

any and every thing. Accordingly they boast of the abundance

of their riches], cf. 52*. If the rich were correct in their self-
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confident boasting (v. v.
19

), the poor would have sufficient ground

for fear ; but they are not correct, for wealth cannot purchase the

most essential thing, the life of its possessor, or the ability to enjoy

wealth, or to direct who else shall enjoy it, cf. EC. s
13"17

. 8. Man
cannot at all give ransom~\, emphatic denial by adding inf. abs. to

the impf. tense of verb. This has been generalized by an early

copyist through the interpretation of " man "
as the object of the

verb; which then seemed to require the insertion of the subj.

"brother" ;
but this is awkward, and most moderns give various

unsatisfactory explanations. Man might pay ransom according to

the Law for his life, Ex, 2I 30
,
when his carelessness had been the

occasion of the death of his neighbour. And it was not uncommon

for the rich to purchase exemption from the crime of murder,

though it is prohibited in the Law, Num. 35
31

; but when Yahweh

demands his life from a man, no ransom is possible : He cannot

give to Yahweh His frice']. Yahweh cannot be purchased by any

price whatever to relinquish His purpose. 10. That he should

live foreuer\, continue to Jive and enjoy his riches in this life,

and not see the Pit], the Pit in Sheol, i6 10

30 55^ 103*, the

dark, gloomy abode of the wicked dead, who suffered punishment
there. EVS

. perpetuate ancient mistakes in regarding the term

as abstract, "corruption," AV., RV., or "grave," PBV. 9. A
later gl., wishing to emphasise this still more, inserted :

"
Indeed,

the ransom of life is too costly," even for the rich man to pay ; and

therefore he warns him :
"
desist forever

" from such a vain effort

and from confidence in its success. If this v. came from the au-

thor it must be parenthetical, but no good explanation of it has

been given. It is of a different measure from the previous and

subsequent lines, and makes the Str. too long. 11. The wise

dii\
= not the wise rich men, but the pious wise. This is as much

as to say, that even those possessed of holy wisdom die, and that

together^ all together, all alike in a death common to all. A
prosaic copyist, wishing to bring this statement of fact in closer

connection with the rich men of the previous context, prefixed :

"for He seeth that," namely, the wise die; but this spoils the

measure of both lines, forcing MT. and Vrss. to attach "
together

"

to the next line, thus making it a tetrameter. Stupid and lrut~

ish~\ y in antith. to the wise, those who are stupid and dull, and
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so, gross and dumb like the brute, they perish], probably in the

sense of descending to Abaddon, a syn. of the Pit in Sheol ; and

they abandon their wealth], cf. v.
18

. They cannot take it with them,
can no longer use it

; it has become of no value to them. to suc-

cessors}, anyone that may succeed to their property; not even

defined by a suffix, as it might have been, to indicate their own

successors, their descendants. 12. Their graves], so after
,

U, S, SC, and most moderns
;

"
their inward thought," of

JIf, 3,

followed by EV8

.,
is due to a copyist's transposition of letters of

Heb, word. The former is so suited to the context, and the latter

is so unsuitable, that there should be no doubt as to the original.

are their homes forever}, taking the place of their temporary

earthly homes, cf, EC. 12* Tobit 3
6
. Their dwelling places to all

generations} ;
and this not merely for the poor and pious wise

men, and the dull, dumb, brutish men, who have no ability to

acquire wealth
; but also for those who have been so exceedingly

rich, that they have become great landed proprietors
-

}
whose names

are upon lands"}, having their names attached by public recognition

to their lands. This has been strengthened, at the expense of the

measure, by prefixing the verb "
call." 13. The Rfs. here and

v.ai sum up the real enigma of the situation : Man}, the general

term for mankind, comprehending all of the race ; and no longer

men, as v.
8
, referring to men of position and wealth. in worth],

preciousness ; carrying on the idea of price of v.
8
,
and not honour,

EV"., which is less exact and from a different point of view.

abideth not"], does not continue to lodge or abide in his lodging

place in the world, so % S, 3, 5t
;
but &, S, "understandeth not/

1

as v.
21

,% and all Vrss. It is improbable that the Rf. would differ

in this verb. The difference in Heb. is of a single letter, which is

an easy copyist's mistake. Though the weight of external testimony

is strongly for the latter rendering, the former is supported by still

stronger evidence ; for it is much better suited to the context and

thought of the entire Ps., and it gives the less frequent Heb. word,

and on that account the most difficult reading. He is to be com-

pared], or likened in a simile, to beasts]. In the matter of death

the difference between them is slight, if at all. that are no more],

both man and beast alike are cut off from life in the world, and

have no further existence apart from the abode of the dead.
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Str. II. has the same structure as Str. I., save that, on the prin-

ciple of inclusion, the first six lines are in general correspondence

with the last six lines of Str. I. 14. This is the way of them'],

the course of life which they pursue, leading on to its goal, And
the latter end of them], as 73", best suited to the context. But a

copyist's error of a single letter, PT for ft, made a difficult text, which

is explained in various ways by Vrss., all unsatisfactory ;
EV8

.,

"
their

posterity," after S, least of all. that have self-confidence'], as RV.m
,

JPSV., Dr., Kirk., the earlier and usual meaning of Heb. word,

more suited to the context than the later meaning, "folly," of

EVS
. that are pleased with their portion"], literally their mouth-

ful, the portion for their mouth to enjoy as a delicious morsel
; a

conception more frequent in the phrase, "double portion," assigned

usually to the first-born son, Dt. 2i 17
. The Vrss. and interpreters

generally, overlooking this meaning of the Heb. word, and think-

ing of the more usual meaning,
"
mouth," paraphrased, as @, or

thought of speech of the mouth, as EV8
. after S ; or interpreted

the Heb. verb as another form, with the meaning "run," as Aq. ;

all thinking of others than the wicked "rich men of the previous

line, and so impairing the strength of the syn. couplet. 15. They
are as a flock], simile, as 42*, followed by relative clause. that

are put in Sheol], the abode of the dead being conceived as their

fold, in which they are shut up for the night. Deatfi\ 9 personi-

fied,^ their shepherd'], as @, RV., JPSV. ; possibly antith. to

Yahweh Himself, as the shepherd of His people, 2$ 8o2

95
7

. AV.,
"feed on them," is a slight improvement on PBV., "gnaweth,"

which, though possible, as justified by a rare usage of the verb,

8ow, with the conception that death is a wild beast, is not suited

to the context, and is improbable in itself. and their ntler], hav-

ing dominion over them, A later glossator, misled by a copyist's

mistake in writing sg.
"
morning," for pi.

"
mornings," and thinking

of the morning of the Messianic day of the redemption of Israel,

and then interpreting the verb as referring to the dominion of the

righteous over the wicked, inserted his explanation in the text, at

the expense of the measure and the syntax, making the passage
a crux to all subsequent interpreters. The original was really,

every morning, continually, as 73", belonging to the next line to

complete its measure.- theirforni], figure, the shape and appear-
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ance of their disembodied being; not to be paraphrased into

"beauty," EV9

., or to be regarded as a poetic reference to their

bodies, mouldering in the grave, Kirk. wasteth away'], becom-

ing old and worn out by age and decay, cf. Jb. I4
10"22

. Shed]
belongs to the following line, <, 3, PBV., AV., as the measure

requires \ and is not the subject of verb, as RV., Pe., Dr., Kirk.

far from its lofty dwelling], that of the form ; paraphrased

by @, U, and referred to the glory of the rich men themselves.

The dwelling in Sheol, where they are doomed to waste away, is

contrasted with the lordly dwelling of the rich in this life, as in

v.
12

,
with which v.

15
is parallel. RV.,

"
that there be no habitation

for it," is not justified by the usage of the Heb. word or the con-

text. 16. A later editor, possibly 35, wishing to make the Ps.

more useful for public worship, inserted this gloss, asserting the

antithetic beatitude of the righteous, in what is really a prose sen-

tence ;

" But God will ransom my life from the hand of Sheol, for

He will take me.'
1 The interpretation of this passage depends in

great measure upon the view taken of its relation to the context.

The first clause may be interpreted either of ransom from death,

or of ransom from Sheol after death ; but the last clause defines it

as a taking by God, which is suited not to the former, but only to

the latter. The verse probably is based on 73
24

,
and both Pss. on the

story of Enoch, Gen. 5
24

(P), which preceded both Pss. in its date

of composition ; cf. also 2 K. 2- 10
Is. 53

8
. It implies the assump-

tion of the righteous dead by God to Himself, to the paradise of

the departed, which developed in later Judaism in antith. to Abad-

don or the Pit Du. and Charles agree with De., among recent

commentators, in this opinion. Most moderns, even A. B. David-

son and Salmond, minimise the Eschatology of the ancient He-

brews, so as to reduce it much below the level of that of the

ancient neighbouring nations, 17. Resuming v.
6 with a self-

exhortation, Fear not, when one groweth rich
\ when the glory

of the house is 'increased], as the context indicates, and as good

usage occasionally allows, referring to wealth, which indeed is sub-

stituted in RV.m,
but without sufficient reason. 18. For he can-

not take it all'], with him in his death, when he dies and descends

to Sheol. His glory cannot descend after him}, in his train, as

baggage, as it would in his travels in this world. The text resumes
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the word "
glory

"
in this clause, and this favours the opinion that

all, the whole, of the previous clause, refers to all his riches ; not

with the implication that he might take some of it with him, but

that he must leave it all behind as no longer of any real worth to

him, as v.
7"8 - n

. 19. Though in his life-time}, in antith. to his death-

time, v.
18

; resuming the thought of v.
7
. he congratulated his soul"],

cf. 62s
; blessing himself for what he had acquired in the wealth in

which he trusted, v/a ; ||
landed it}, the soul, the self, as such men

usually do, taking all the praise to themselves for their success in

life. because it}, the soul, the self, was doing well to itself}.

This had been and continued to be its habit during its life-time,

boasting of the abundance of riches, v.
75

. All this really amounts

to nothing, so far as prevention or consolation is concerned ; it

only makes the antith. all the more striking and distressing.

20. //], this very soul, or self, will go to the generation of his

fathers}, not simply to the ancestral tomb, 'for this was not always

the case ; but to the gathering of the fathers in the realm of the

dead, who were regarded as living as nations, tribes, and families,

a shadowy existence, reflecting the associations of this world, cf.

Gn. i5
15

. Who forever}, these fathers, all departed souls. see

not the daylight}, which shines in this world, but does not shine

in the dark and gloomy cavern of Sheol, or its Pit, whither the

wicked rich must go.

2. i^n-OTv-
1

??] combined for two tones. "iSn, v. ifa 3.

DIN ^a] men of low degree, common men, antith. men of high degree, of posi-
. tion and influence, as 6210

, v. $. 4. nun] a.X. meditation, musing, as p-un 1916;

why not rrtjn Qal inf. cstr. vb.? a'./2. n'toon, miian] abstr. intensive pk, terms

of WL., V. % njwn n.f. in ^ only (i) act ofunderstanding yS
72
136^ (2) object

of knowledge, here and I47
6
. For noan v. j?30. 5. VD;

D] may refer to Ps.

as a whole, the original conception of its author, cf. 78^ Ntu 2i a7~80 I K. 5
12

,

or to the proverbial saying in Rf. v.18 - ai
, v. 44. { nT^] n ^- *Mdk

9 obscure

saying, enigma, such as the Rf.; elsw. 78* Nu. I28 (JE) Ez. i;
2

Pr. j*
1
.

6. jn ^;] as 94^; but <S, Du., o'n as Am. 6s, prob. only inexactness of trans-

lation. ^310 j iaQ9 pr]. 6, Jf, S, TBV., AV, ^QP, my, heels, with pp cstr,

of subj., iniquity of, or attached to my heels, implying confession of iniquity ;

an unexampled phr., difficult to understand, modified by RV., Pe., as cstr. of

obj, at my heels, in vindictive pursuit, no less unexampled. J5D"B interprets

3[j adj. vb. werreacher, but while possible as a form, it is not used elsw.

Origen, followed by Ba., Ecker, a/couj3jSaet = tapv, my insidious, deceitful

(foes), as Je. i;
9
, paraphrased by 5, mint enemies, is most probable. Origcn
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gives also tea-ovppovvet mm 3 pi. for 3 sg. pj? is therefore, as the context sug-

gests, the iniquity of these enemies. 7. a^rrV] ty is needed for measure.

o^n, their wealth, as v.11 62" 73
12

. 8. rw] is suspicious. Usage requires
n . . . HN or tf\s . . . &'. Houb., Ew., Du., Ba., Che., rd.

-j
as v.16, but it is

probably a gl. due to the interp. of irN as obj. of vb. Moreover it makes 1.

too long. ma] inf. abs. to intensify vb. N^ is uncommon before the com-

bination, but cf. Gn. 3
4 Am. 9

8
. <g has two clauses, dde\<pbs oi> XurpoOrat,

Xurptoa-ercu ^vfyanros, taking n
||

tt'\x. 9. I/] 1 intensive, asseverative

with Qal impf. [>;] & precious, of life 72" I S. 2621 2 K. I 13
- 14

; here its

redemption. rty n^v, U pretium ij^ n,, so S. o^fli] so S, but <

''tfrn; both sfs. interpretations. S-irn] i consec. pf. after ifv, but improb.
Tt should be pointed as imv. of exhortation, as & The whole I. is a prose

gl. or pentameter, which Du. makes into two trimeters by adding from v.10

TO TPI at the cost of syn. parall. of next couplet. -rrn] T subord. with juss.

of purpose, dependent on vA 11. ntn^ ^] introductory gl. to connect the

two 11. more closely, makes this 1. too long. nun] i consec. pf. 12. any.]

<55, >J, 5, tE, Diap, so Houb., Kenn., Lowth, Street, Ba., Du., Dr., Kirk,,

Charles, alone suited to context. -|Q <l

~n] archaic sf. for euphony. i^tj]

interpretive and expansive gl. inconsistent with ^", archaic and euphonic for

Sv, xvhich therefore is original. 13.
D^yi] i, not in v.'J1 and not suited to

Rf., is a gl. f ijj*]
n.m. preciousness, as' Pr. 2O15 Jb. 2S10

Je. 2O5
(om. <S)

Ut. 22af>
,
of price Zc. II 18

,
not honour as Est. I 4 + 9 t. Est. p^;] so S, S,

3C ; but <5, S, Cap., Houb., Kenn., Lowth, Horsley, Dathe, Ew., p;;, as v, 21 .

"Rfs. must have been alike. External evidence favours the latter, internal the

former. itm] Niph. pf. rel. clause. J HD^, cut
off, early word Ho. 46

Zp. iu

Ob/' of people, Ho. io7 of king, Is. I5
1 - 1

Je. 47
5 of city. 14. nr] emph.

subj. ^D^] archaic sf. euphonic. t
L

'D':] 3f imipientiae, folly, as EC. 7
25

;

cf. v.1!; not so prob. as self-confident Ts. >]& Pr. 3
2fi

Jb. S14 3i
24

. <S ffKdvSa-

Xoi', U scandalum = Sub improb. Qp^ns*]. juera raura, *B postea, 3 post

efts, 2J oZ 5^ /uer* ajJro^s, all improb, Rd. with We., Du., onnriN
|| D3T, as 73

17

I)t. 32
20 - 20

Je. 12* 3I
1T

. DO"
1

?3 ] <2 tv T$ ffr6fjL<iTL afa-Qv, 3 juxta os, Aq.

on^oa. no is usually interp. as referring to speech, after \byov of S. It is

rather portion, as mouthful. DW 'a Dt. 2i 17 2 K. 29 Zc. I3
8

. -v]. <

stiXoyflcrovtrw, interp. of nxi as H9108
, but <Sf

A -R'T
, S, e>J5oKi5crou<rtv ; Aq., S,

current, imj Vl'
1^- 15 -

!
NSr] simile, followed by rel. clause, as 42

2
. int:']

Qal pf. fnnV, elsw. 73^,
= n^. <5 0e*/ro, S /o^ JM/, so Aq., Ki., al.

^(7*3^ D''it6f
' 03 '"n^i] fa^ KaraKvpietiffoviriv atirwv ol ei5^?s r6 TTpw/, so 5.

This sentence is tetrameter and leaves the previous and subsequent lines de-

fective, therefore improb. Rd. OTV% and attach it to previous 1. to complete

it t mi, have dominion, c. 3 Gn. I28 (P) Ez. 29
15

, c. aipa Ps. no2
, ace.

pers. Ez. 34*, Q'n Ps. C828 ,
abs. 72**. The change was due to the insertion

of the interpretative ante" as gl., and the interp. of ipa
1
* as the morn of the

Messianic day when the righteous would rule, an idea much later than our Ps.

npaS then, belongs to the next 1. to complete it, and we should rd. pi. onpa
1

?,

as 73
14 lox 8

, 27?] Kt f O?] n.m. image, idol, Is, 45
16

. Qr, DIW = oniw,
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their form, J n.f. as Ez. 43
11

,
so 5, %ifgvra. <& I po^cta. atfriDp, S r& /cpare-

pd*/ = -vis, r0r, is improb. rYi
1

?^] Pi. inf. cstr. purpose. < TraXaia^o-ercu,

H veterascet, J conteretur. Rd. pirob. Qal, for SiNir is not connected with this

vb. and is needed for next L, as <5, 3, * SkeoL 'h ^TD]. S /<w* halritacu-

litm siiutn. f Sa? n.m. is elevation, lofty abode, of sun and moon I K. 813 =
2 Ch. 62 Hb. 3

11
,
of God in heaven Is. 63

15
. It is improbable that it could

refer to the abode in Sheol. It probably refers by antith. to the glorious abode

of the rich in this world ; so that < Ae TTJS 56^s aflrwy, U a gloria earurn, in

their paraphrase are essentially correct, fo in the sense of far away from,

v. BZ?B. 'iS] 3 sg. refers to D-IU. <, U, pi. interpret as referring to the

richlD
1

?, so Street, Horsley, E\v., Hi., al. 19.
Tq^]].

The 3 pi. between

3 sg. m. and f. is awkward and improb. ^ is dittog. of ^. Rd. nn^; so rh

for "]S, which has been assimilated.

PSALM L., 3 STR. 6
6
,
RF. 2

6
.

Ps. 50 is a didactic poem, (i) God shines forth from Zion- in

theophany, summoning earth, and heaven, and His godly ones to be

present at the judgment of His people for infidelity to the covenant

at Horeb (v.
1"7

). (2) He declines to accept their ritual sacrifices,

which they had offered in sufficient numbers, for He has no need

of them ; the animals belong to Him already. He will accept, how-

ever, thank-offering and votive-offering, and will rescue His people

in their trouble (v.
8*15

) . (3) He convicts them of professing fidelity

to the covenant, while at the same time they were violating the

seventh, eighth, and ninth Words. He warns them not to forget

Him
;
but rather to glorify Him by thank-offerings ;

and then He
will let them see His salvation v.

1<W3
.

doth speak, and call the earth from the rising of the sun unto the

going down thereof.

Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, Yahwch cometh shining forth;

Fire devoureth before Him, and round about Him it storms exceedingly.
He calleth to the heavens above, that He may judge His people :

" Gather my godly ones to Me, they that made a covenant by pcacc-offering ;

And let the heavens proclaim righteousness, that (Yahweh) Himself is about
to judge."

"
Hear, Mypeople, and / will speak ; Israel^ and I willprotest to thec ;

7, ( Yakwek) thy God, (who brought tfiee up from the land of Egypt) ."

NOT for thy peace-offerings will I reprove thee, nor for thy whole burnt-offerings
which are before Me continually ;

I will take no bullock out of thine house, nor he-goats out of thy flocks;
For Mine are all the beasts of the forest, the cattle upon mountains where

thousands are ;
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I know all the birds of (the heavens) , and that which moveth in the field is in

My possession.
If I were hungry, I would not tell thee

; for the world is Mine and the fulness

thereof.

Shall I eat the flesh of the mighty bulls, or drink the blood of he-goats?
"

"
Sacfifice to ( Yahweti) thank-offering, andpay thy vows unto 'Elyon ;

And call upon Me in the day oftrouble ; I will rescue thee and thou shalt

glorify Me"

"\^/"HAT hast thou to do with telling My statutes, and taking My covenant by
thy mouth?

Seeing thou hatest discipline, and hast cast My words behind thee.

When thou sawest a thief, thou wast pleased, and with adulterers was thy

portion ;

l

Thy mouth thou hast put forth for evil, and thy tongue frameth deceit;

Thou sittest down to speak against thy brother, against thy mother's son thou

allegest fault.

These things thou hast done, and I have kept silence; thou didst deem that

I was like thee,"
" / will convict thee, and set itforth before thine eyes ;

consider this, ye

forgetiers ofMe.

Whoso offereth a thank-offering glorijieth Me. I will let him see the

salvation of ( Yahweh) ."

Ps. 50 was in & and fSL before it was taken up into 3 (#. Intr. 29, 31, 32).

The author uses in v. 1
,
Dt. 32

l8<J- Is. I 2 ; in v.2
"3

, Dt. 33
2

,
cf. Ps. So2-3 (&);

the Ten Words (7, 8, 9) in v.18
'20

; the preface of the Ten Words in v.7 ;

ona-i for the Ten Words in v.17 ; the a^pn of E, D, in v.10 ; nna ma in v.6, phr.

of J, E, D, not used in Pj nar S? of Ex. 24 in v. 6 . The limitation of sacrifices

to naT, riSi?, mm, TO, v.6 * 8 - 14
, is Deuteronomic. All this favours dependence

on D and priority to P. V.1 wan ip D mro = H33 Mai. I
11

,
but earlier,

because it refers to the earth in antith. to the heavens, and not to its own

inhabitants in a universaiistic sense. V.2 ID^ 7730 is related to La. 215, and is

probably a proverbial expression used of Zion in pree'xilic times, and so

attached to it that it persisted in postexilic usage, even though the later tem-

ple could not compare in beauty or grandeur with the former, cf. Ps. 488.

V.7 is related to 8i9 in its citation of the preface to the Ten Words, and v.2
-3

to 8o2-*,v*u to 8ou (both &) and v.9 n^San to 78, cf. Hb. 3
17

. p-ty in v.w is

characteristic of &, The Ps. is thus similar to others of &. The heaping up

of divine names v.1 as Jos. 22
22 is redactional; VXJN v.7 is in citation; r^S v.22

is a late gl. ; 1"^N P v 32
*s a gl citing from 7

s
. These give no evidence of

date. n&iD v.17 is used in the earlier sense of Je., and not in the later sense

of WL. The syntax is early : i consec. impf. v.1
- 17< 18

, cohort, v.7- 8
. The other

examples, vA * 7
, are glosses or misinterpretations of MT. The judgment is

of the people of Yahweh as Dt. 32, and not of the nations. The people are

apparently dispersed in the earth, though the temple is standing and Yahweh

is present there. The Ps. was prob. composed in the Eastern Diaspora in the

late Persian period subsequent to Nehemiah,
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Str. I. has a tetrastich with introverted parallelism, and a synth.

couplet. 1. Yahweh], doubtless original to the Ps. throughout,

for which 3E substituted Elohim, which by dittog. became El
Elohim ; finally a later editor restored Yahweh, thus heaping up
divine names, as elsewhere only Jos. 2222

. This destroyed Jthe

measure and induced various explanations. doth speak and call],

in the sense of summon to attend at the seat of judgment. the

earth], personified, and repeated in gloss after the heavens above],

v.
4

; based on Dt 32
1"2

Is. i
2

. They are summoned as witnesses

or assessors at the judgment, they taking their part in commotions

such as usually accompany theophanies. from the rising of the

sun unto the going down thereof], from the extreme East to the

extreme West, for the entire earth between these two extremities

and not as ii3
3 Mai. i

11
, for the nations inhabiting the entire earth

;

for they have no place whatever in this judgment of Israel.

2-3. The theophany for judgment is now described : Out of Zion] ,

the royal residence of Yahweh, implying that the temple was stand-

ing and the ceremonies of worship were carried on there. the

perfection of beauty], the proverbial description of Zion as it ap-

pears in La, a 15
, not, however, implying a preexilic situation. That

the second temple was not equal in beauty to the first might well

have been the feeling of the old men who had seen the ancient

temple and could compare them ; but not of their posterity, still

less of the Diaspora to whom Zion was a glorious ideal, cf. 48''* (St)

i Mac. 212. Yahweh cometh shiningforth]. The measure requires

this combination. The coming is the theophanic coming forth

from the throne-room of the temple ; it is a shining forth of the

light of the Glory, cf. 8o2

(S) Dt 33
s
. A copyist inserted in the

margin, "let Him not keep silence/' in a time when the advent

of Yahweh was longed for by His people. This eventually became
a part of the text, and occasioned the separation of " come " from

the previous line and the insertion of its subject,
" our God," giving

four tones of an incomplete line additional to the Str., and making
the negative jussive in its context a crux of Heb. syntax, Fire

devoureth before Him], as frequently in theophanies ; the light of

the glory accompanied by devouring fire, cf. 9 f* and round
about Him it storms exceedingly], cf. the advent in a storm, i8^10

Jb. 38*, 4. that He may judge His people]. The theophanic
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advent, the summoning of the witnesses, is, as the subsequent con-

text shows, for testing them by the covenant to which they had

pledged allegiance. The nations are not to be judged at this ad-

vent, as in the royal Pss. 96-100, cf. 9-10; but the people of Israel

alone, as Dt. 32^. 5. Gather to Mi], assemble from various

places. Yahweh Himself speaks, addressing the heavens, Hu.,
Ba.

; not the angels understood; Moll, Kirk., which do not appear
in this Ps. My godly ones'], usually referred to pious Israelites,

scattered about over the earth, which is apparently favoured by
the addition of the gloss,

"
earth," to

" the heavens above," in the

previous clause. If, however, the heavens are the agents, it is

more probable that others than pious Israelites are in view, espe-

cially as it is the people as a whole that are to be judged, and

not merely wicked Israelites. It is probable that the ancient wor-

thies, Moses and the elders, are summoned from the gathering

place of the departed to witness this judgment of Israel. This best

suits the context, for they were the ones that made a covenant by

peace-offering at the institution of the covenant at Horeb, Ex. 24*.

The later generations inherited the covenant with its obligations,

but did not share in the peace-offerings in connection with which

it was made. 6. Let the heavens proclaim righteousness], make

the solemn, public proclamation that righteousness is about to be

administered, ||
that Yahweh Himself is about to judge], decide

the case of His people as regards their fidelity to covenant obliga-

tions. Even % attaches the suffix
" his

"
to righteousness, although

it is not suited to the words of Yahweh, which continue here and

throughout the Ps. The suffix is an interpretation, as probably

also in the previous verse, in both % and @, the one using the

ist pers., the other the 3d pers. 7. Hear, My people]. Now
for the first time, in presence of the witnesses and assessors, Yah-

weh addresses His people. This is a couplet of Refrain, as v.
14"1*

v.
31 ""28

. And I will speak"] : what I have to say as judge of

the case in hand
||
and I will protest to thee], solemnly bear wit-

ness. 7, Yahweh, thy God], asserting His right as the God who

had taken them into covenant at Horeb, who brought thee upfrom
the land of Egypt, reaffirming, therefore, the introductory sanction

of the Ten Words. The measure requires this clause, which is

indeed cited in 8in
,
and which was probably omitted here by an

2E
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early copyist as an abbreviation, the introductory words sufficiently

suggesting it to the pious Jew.

Str. II. has three syn. couplets. 8. Notfor thy peace-offerings}

emphatic in position, the festal offerings with their communion

meals, ||
whole burnt-offerings}, those entirely consumed on the

altar, expressive of worship. which are before Me continually],

because offered daily in the Levitical ritual, morning and evening,

so that in later times these offerings gained the name Tamidh / cf.

Nu. a83
, which Kirk, thinks is alluded to here ; but this is improba-

ble, because the Ps. depends on J, E, D, and shows no knowledge of

the institutions of P. will I reprove thee~}, that is, because these

were insufficient or not in proper form, in accordance with the

ritual Law. The reproof has, as the subsequent context shows, not

ritual, but ethical reasons. 9. I will take'}, in the sense of ac-

cept as satisfactory. no bullock], the most valuable of the offer-

ings of the herd. nor he-goats}, the most valuable of the offerings

of the flock. out of thine house}, in the larger sense, including

the out-houses where the cattle were stalled. These, the most

valuable of all offerings, were not acceptable because they were

not offered by a people in right relations with their God.

10. For}, giving as a reason of the previous couplet, that God has

no need of such offerings, preparatory to the chief reason, which is

reserved for Str. III. Mine}, emphatic in position and statement,

are all the beasts of the forest}, the wild animals roaming there

in free and vigorous life. the
cattle'}, grazing upon mountains

where thousands are], so Aq., 3, RV.m
, and most moderns; in

vast numbers, and not " thousand hills,'
1

as PBV., AV., or,
" and

oxen," (&, U. 11. / know}, as a shepherd knows his herd and

flock
||
in My possession. all the birds of the heavens}, as @, S,

5t, more probable than "of the mountains," pj}, 3, EV",
||
and that

which moveth in thefield}, as 8o14
; possibly reptiles, but uncertain

in reference. All kinds of animals belong to God, and He can

use them at His pleasure without receiving them from men.
12. If I were hungry}, a conditional clause implying a negative
answer. I would not tell thee], as if I had need of anything the

people could give me
; for the world is Mine'}, all belonging to

me, as its proprietor. and thefulness thereof}, all its inhabitants,
all living things and all vegetation, everything in it that could be
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eaten. 13. Shall I eat \ drink'}, implying an indignant negative,
theflesh of the mighty bulls], those of Bashan, the strongest and

most valuable, the blood of he-goats'], as offered in sacrifice and

given to God as His share, in the flame of the altar. If God ac-

cepted His share of the sacrifices in this way, it did not imply the

gross idea that He, like men, ate and drank these things.

14. The Rf. is a couplet of exhortation, after the previous remon-

strance. Sacrifice to Yahweh thank-offering], usually interpreted
of thanksgiving expressed in prayers and songs, in antith. to a

sacrifice of animals
; but this is improbable, as the

|| pay thy vows

unto *Jtyori]9 can only be understood of votive offerings; both

characteristic of 39, and regarded as voluntary offerings, expressive

of a real, pious disposition of the offerer
;
as distinguished from

prescribed ritual offerings, which too often become perfunctory,

and merely empty ceremonial forms. Tfyis is as much as to say :

make real, sincere, and voluntary offerings, and pay the votive

offerings you have vowed ; get into right relations with your God ;

and then, 15. Call upon Me, in petition or intercession, in

the day of trouble
,
when divine help is especially needed ;

/ will

rescue thee, from the trouble, and then thou, on thy part, shalt

glorify me, in public thanksgiving and praise.

Str. III. has all its lines in synth. relations with their predeces-

sors, in pressing home one serious charge after another, until the

climax is reached. 16. A glossator, wishing to separate this Str.

more distinctly from the previous one, prefixes the clause :
" and

to the wicked God said," which gives but half a hexameter, and

one line too many for the Str., or else, if attached to the first line,

make that much too long. The context makes the address suffi-

ciently obvious without this prosaic addition. What hast thou

to do\ an idiomatic phrase : is it thine affair, or business? with

telling My statutes'], the brief, terse sentences of Law, usually with

the penalty attached (er.
Br.IIex239); proclaiming them and teach-

ing them, when they do not obey them themselves, addressing the

people in their solidarity, as in the Ten Words, and not as indi-

viduals. taking My covenantby thy moutfi], taking up the ances-

tral covenant, renewing it by oral assumption of its obligations,

as was done by the nation in the times of Hezekiah and Josiah.

17, Seeing thou hattst discipline'], instead of loving it as a true
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child of God, in the earlier sense of prophetic instruction, as in

Je. 1 7
s3
32

s3
35

13
Zeph. 3

2 7
. My words'], as v.

18'20
, the sentences

of the Ten Words, Ex. 20 Dt. 5 (v. Br.
ncx* 1S1

)
. hast cast behind

thee], of positive, scornful, and determined rejection. The speci-

fications of the charge follow rapidly : 18. (a) When thou saw-

est a tkiej
r

],
instead of visiting him with punishment according to

the Eighth Word, thou wast pleased], accepted him with gratifi-

cation. (&) and with adulterers], the violators of the Seventh

Word, was thy portion, sympathising with them in their unlawful

acts, instead of putting them to death as the Law required.

19. (c) Thyf
mouth thou hastput forth], in utterance ; let it loose

in speech, and thy tongue frametK], deliberate construction ;

evil \ deceit], to the injury of neighbours, by false witness in

violation of the Ninth Word
;
and this even against near kindred.

20. Thou sittest down] ,
of deliberate action, to speak against

|| allegest fault], of complaint before the ministers of justice, in

false witness, against thy brother], the son of the same father,

and, still worse in a polygamous society, against thy mother's

son]. These three Words were doubtless taken as specimens of

violation of the primitive tables of the Covenant, just as in the

discourse of Jesus, Mt. 5
21"37

. They are sufficient to lead, to the

summary statement, 21. These things thou hast done, and I have

kept silence], not visiting them with punishment, apparently not

noticing them or caring for them
;
and so, from this seeming

neglect ; thou didst deem that I was like thee], in caring for none

of these things, or in being pleased with them. A kind but firm

rebuke is now given in the climax. I will convict thee], make
the matter so plain and distinct that it cannot be evaded, and
set it forth before thine eyes], so clearly that it must be seen.

22-23. The Rf. summons to serious reflection : Consider this, ye

forgetters of Me]. Only forgetfulness of Yahweh could let them
think that He would act so contrary to His covenant as to over-

look the persistent violation of its fundamental Words. A later

editor, dissatisfied with the mildness of the rebuke, inserted at the

expense of the measure, from 7
s

: "lest I tear you in pieces and
there be none to deliver

"
;
and at the same time makes the pre-

vious word more objective by substituting
" God "

for the suffix

"Me." The Ps. concludes with essentially the same thought as
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v.
M

; only the exhortation is changed into a statement of fact :

whoso offereth a thank-offering glorifieth Me]. The last clause is

made more difficult by the insertion of a sentence evidently de-

signed to make it more definite :

" There is the way wherein
"

; as

@, > ; otherwise explained by other Vrss., ancient and modern,
but without agreement or satisfactory results. The clause is indeed

essentially the same as v.
15

. If Israel, on his part, offers the ac-

ceptable thank-offering, Yahweh, on His part, will let him
see'},

look upon with gratification, the salvation of Yahweh.

1. mrn o^N W] three distinct divine names, cf. Aq., S, 8, Jf ; but , $T,

5, Stf cstr. 0eds Qe&v /etf/xos. mrp in IE improb. Din
1

is a simple variant

of the poetic S. ""ip] <& ijn, makes a separate tone. 2. IB Vwp] a.X.

W nS^j La. 21G of Zion, Ez. 27* of Tyre ; final n has been elided by txt. err.

D is prosaic repetition of p. ^p1 '"1 ] rightly attached by as adv. fyt^avws

to a, as the measure requires. 3. Bhm-^Ki] no good explanation of neg.

juss. here, except as gl. of petition. It is rendered by Vrss. ancient and mod-

ern as indicative with S. n
'J3?

c
'}] Niph. pf. 3 m. impersonal, it storms, f"W

for -y;D, elsw. Qal jtf#, Pi. Jb*^21
, Hithp. Dn. ii40 . 4. fen] for SpoB, as

Gn. 2;
89

49
20

(JE); so Houb., Lag., We., Che., here. pn ?!] is a gl.

5. ^"ifiDN] elsw. c. *?N. <85 ^ or vVw, so 5. The difference of sfs. extends to

iTDn or intDn, ^nna or inna. tpis v. |, 0, favours 3 sg.j but all these sfs.

are prob. gls. of interpretation, the originals being without any of them.

The interp. of J5 is
> however, correct in all save ip*t2f; for God is speaker.

6. f
i

ta

i'
iw] i conscc, impf. must go back to pfs. of v.1,

as the response of heaven

to the divine call. But <S5 rd. simple i, as apodosis of imv. It is best to take

it as i coord, and the vb. as juss. Kin] is a copula in <Sf, 3. Ew., Pe., take

it as emph. demonst., self. toC'] Qal ptc. may have nominal force, as <&, 3,

B8., Du., or verbal as Dr. 7. rngisp] i apod, of imv., cohort, impf. & has

eroi = 7J7, against the measure. o'j] older form in citation from Ex. 202 .

9. ^rjN[Japo] has two accents, f [nMSai?] enclosure, fold, ^/vhs, 78 Hb. 3
17

.

id '^] \ of possession, emph. "^"
in

;n]
as 104^ Is. 56^, cf. Gn. i24 (P)

Pss. 79^ IO4
11

, v. Ges.S 90
**; archaic case ending, merely euphonic.

t

)v$""''^-3

fuller form cstr. for nn, poetic and euphonic. Cstr. before number is unex-

ampled ; so Du. *fr* onn. But Aq., 3f, in montibus milium ; so De., Ba.,

KV.m ,
al. Kal jS6, F et touts, so 5, = 1^V elsw. always pi. Ps. 8s, cf. I44

1*-

Ols., Oort, Bi,, We., Ecker, rd. ?
njjn.

li. on
-;? IV] 1, 3, improb. phr.

due to error of eye of copyist taking o^n from previous 1.; given correctly

D-Dtfn 6, 5, tE, Street, Du., Che. fw r 't3
= 8ou cf- As- *w^ co&

reptiles, ^DB. moving things. 15, \n^m] as v. 28 ; the 1. is defective, pre-

fix nni. 16. DTI^N -D P^]] is expl. gl. ^03] 1 consec. impf. after

inf. makes both aorist. 18." nty] i consec. impf. Qal. ron Dr., Du.; but

6, 5, ^, Luther, Or., Oort, Bl/fini, f-n riwi. NDJ?] is prob. dittog. of the
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ojn that follows; it makes 1, too long. 19. TOW] Hiph. impf. fie* vb.

NipL c. S tf/toflfc oneselfto> io628 Nu. 25
3- 5

(JE). Pu. A? ^</, of sword on

loins 2 S. 208 . Hiph. bind together, frame, here. Gerber thinks it is denom.

of IDS. 20. a^n] impf. frequentative ;
variation from previous aorists.

t ^"O i-P elsw, BS, 44
19

,
cf. N.H. w\ blemish, fault : <& ffKdvSa\ov

9 Aq., 2,

3, opprobrium, 21. viBnnro] ^ coord, emph. antith. of man's actions and

God's. n^n] Qal inf. cstr. with vb. unexampled and improb. There is

conflation of two variants, as 1. is one word too long. Inf. cstr. as more diffi-

cult is prob. original. One only is known to 3. 0, 6, S, Avoplav STL Hffopat

= rvntf nin
; rnin = Avofda 57

2
. n

J"!VNj]
txt. err. for

nsv*?^
<& ^2. wiy

^Sl] makes the 1. too long. rfiSN is a late insertion; rd. ^nsir. 23. n?>]

ptc. MT., &, S, 5; but n?T n. subj. vb. W3^] cf. v.1^ ynaani. The

second J is dittog. The j of the energetic form is improb. "pif ocn] (5, 55

Luther, Lowth, ///^^ fj the way. De., Dr., expl. 1 consec. pf. DT, andprepare
a way. Hare, Street, Gr., Oort, Kau., on\ It makes 1. long, and is doubtless

an expl, gl.
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men." Portland Zion's Herald.

" Like its predecessors, this volume will be warmly welcomed whilst to

those whose means of securing up-to-date information on the subject of which

it treats are limited, it is simply invaluable." Edinburgh Scotsman,

" The work is done in an atmosphere of scholarly interest and indifference

to dogmatism and controversy, which is at least refreshing, ... It is a noble

introduction to the moral forces, ideas, and influences that controlled the-

period of the Judges, and a model of what a historical commentary, with a

practical end in view should be." The Independent.

"The work is marked by a clear and forcible style, by scholarly research, by
critical acumen, by extensive reading, and by evident familiarity with the

Hebrew. Many of the comments and suggestions are valu&uxe, white toe

index at the close is serviceable and satisfactory." Philadelphia Presbyterian.

"This volume sustains the reputation of the series for accurate and 'wide

scholarship given in clear and strong English, . . . the scholarly reader will

find delight in the perusal of this admirable commentary," Zion's Herald.
'
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Richly helpful to scholars and mfnufersS THE PRESBYTERIAN BANNXK

The Books of 5amuel
BY

REV. HENRY PRESERVED SMITH, D.D.,

Amlurst Co&gt,

Crown 8vo, Net $3.00.

"Proiessor Smith's Commentary will for some time be the standard
work on Samuel, and we heartily congratulate him on scholarly work 54

faithfully accomplished." The Athencsum.

"It is both critical and exegetical, and deals with original Hebrew and
Greek. It shows painstaking diligence and considerable research." Tki

Presbyterian.
" The style is clear and forcible and sustains the well-won reputation of

the distinguished author for scholarship and candor. All thoughtful stu-

dents of the Scriptures will find the work helpful, not only on account of its

specific treatment of the Books of Samuel, on which it is based, but because,

of the light it throws on and the aid it gives in the general interpretation of

the Scriptures as modified by present-day criticism." The Philadelphia
Press.

" The literary quality of the book deserves mention. We do not usually

go to commentaries for models of English style. But this book has a dis-

tinct, though unobtrusive, literary flavor. It is delightful reading. The
translation is always felicitous, and often renders further comment need-

less." The Evangelist*

"The treatment is critical, and at the same time expository. Conserva-

tive students may find much in this volume with which they cannot agree,

but no one wishing to know the most recent conclusions concerning this

part of sacred history can afford to be without it.
"

Philadelphia Presby-

terian Journal.

"The author exhibits precisely that scholarly attitude which will com-

mend his work to the widest audience." The Churchman.

"The commentary is the most complete and minute hitherto published

by an English-speaking scholar." Literature.

" The volumes of Driver and Moore set a high standard for the Old

Testament writers ; but I think Professor Smith's work has reached th$

same high level. It is scholarly and critical, and yet it is written in a spirit

of reverent devotion, a worthy treatment of the sacred text." PfcOf. L. W.

BATTEN, of P. E. Divinity School, Philadelphia,
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PROVERBS
By the Rev. CRAWFORD H. TOY, D.D., LUD.

Ptofossor of Hebrew in Harvard University.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00*

M In careful scholarship this volume leaves nothing to be desired. Its la*

terpretation is free from theological prejudice. It will be indispensable to

the careful student, whether lay or clerical." The Outlook.

-* Professor Toy's 'Commentary' will for many years to come remain A
handbook for both teachers and learners, and its details will be studied with
critical care and general appreciation." The Athenaum,

*' The commentary itself is a most thorough treatment of each verse in

detail, in which the light of the fullest scholarship is thrown upon the mean*

ing. The learning displayed throughout the work is enormous. Here is a

commentary at last that does not skip the hard places, but grapples with

every problem and point, and says the best that can be said." Presbyterian
Banner*

" Professor Toy's commentary on Proverbs maintains the highest standard
of the International Critical Commentaries. We can give no higher praise.
Proverbs presents comparatively few problems in criticism, but offers

lar^e
opportunities to the expositor and exegete. Professor Toy** work is

thorough and complete." The Congregationalism

"This addition to *The International Critical Commentary' has the same
characteristics of thoroughness and painstaking scholarship as the preceding
issues of the series. In the critical treatment of the text, in noting the

various readings and the force of the words in the original Hebrew, it leaves

nothing to be desired." The Christian Intelligencer*

**A first-class, up-to-date, critical and exegetical commentary on the Book
of Proverbs in the English language was one of the crying needs of Biblical

scholarship. Accordingly, we may not be vielding to the latest addition to

the International Critical Series the tribute it deserves, when we say that it

at once takes the first place in its class. That place it undoubtedly deserves,
however, and would have secured even against much more formidable com-

petitors than it happens to have. It is altogether a well-arranged, lucid

exposition of this unique book in the Bible, based on a careful study of th
text and the linguistic and historical background of every part of it** T?u
Interior.

"While this commentary is called 'critical* and is such, it is not one in
which the apparatus is spread out in detail; it is one which any intelli-

gent English reader can readily use and thoroughly understand " 7TU
Evanftlist.
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AMOS AND HOSEA.
By WILLIAM RAINEY HARPER, Ph.D., LL.D.

t>nft*s*r & Semitic L**fuafts and Literatures fa ike University of CUc*&.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00. Postage, 20 cents*

41'His book combines thorough technical scholarship with large measure of
ethical and spiritual insight, and we think his Commentary on Amos and Hosea
will take its place among the best in this very excellent series." The Outlook.

* It is unnecessary to say that in scholarly completeness, Dr. Harper's volume
ranks with the best of the International Critical Commentary Series." Tfu
Standard.

" The commentary is remarkable for its clear analysis, and exhaustive in its

minute completeness. It furnishes materials to the student from which he may
form his own judgment rather than seeks to imprest dogmatic conclusions/'

78* Watchman*

"I think it safe to say that in no language can there be found such a

scholarly piece of work on the two important prophets, Amos and Hosea."

Rev. L. W. BATTEN, Ph.D., D.D., Rector of St. Mark's Church, New York

CSty, sometime Professor of Hebrew, P. E. Divinity School, Philadelphia.

" Professor Harper's critical position is that of sound progressive scholar-

ship. He possesses also the gift of the true teacher of interesting others in

his subject. The volume will easily take its place as a most important com-

mentary on these prophets." Congregationalism

** 1 shall have pleasure in recommending it to all students hi our Seminary.
This book fills, in the most favorable manner, a long-felt want for a good
critical commentary ox? two of the most interesting books in the Old

Testament." Rev. LEWIS B. PATON, Ph.D., Professor of Hebrew, Hartford

Theological Seminary.

" He has gone, with characteristic minuteness, not only into the analysis

and discussion of each point, endeavoring in every case to be thoroughly

exhaustive, but also into the history of exegesis and discussion. Nothing at

all worthy of consideration has been passed by. The consequence is that

when one carefully studies what has been brought together in this volume,

either upon some passage of the two prophets treated, or upon some question

of critical or antiquarian importance in the introductory portion of the volume,

one feels that he has obtained an adequately exhaustive view of the subject."

Tfa Interior.
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" We deem it as needfulfor the studious pastor to possess himse$

*/ these volumes as to obtain the best dictionary and encyclopedia"
THE CONGREGATIONAUST.

ST. MARK.
6y the Rev. E. P. GOULD, D.D.,

** Printer tfN*w T<sta*x**t Exigtsi** P. & IXvimty School.

Crown 8vo. Net, $2.50.

"jui point of scholarship, of accuracy, of originality, this last addition to th<

series is worthy of its predecessors, while for terseness and keenness of exegesis,
we should put it first of them all." The Congregationalism

"The whole make-up is that of a thoroughly helpful, instructive critica?

*tudy of the Word, surpassing anything of the kind ever attempted in tin-

English language, and to students and clergymen knowing the proper use a*

a commentary it will prove an. invahtable aid." The Lutheran Quarterly*

" Professor Gould has done his work well and thoroughly. . . . The com

mentary is an admirable example of the critical method at its best, . . . Thf>
Word study . . . shows not only familiarity with all the literature of the sub

ject, but patient, faithful, and independent investigation. ... It will rani,

among the best, as it is the latest commentary on this basal Gospel." Th\
Christian Intelligencer.

"
It will give the student the vigorously expressed thought of a very thought

fill scholar." The Church Standard.

" Dr. Gould's commentary on Mark is a large success, ... and a credit td

American scholarship. . . . He has undoubtedly given us a commentary on
Mark which surpasses all others, a thing we have reason to expect will be true

in the case of every volume of the series to which it belongs." The Biblical

World,

"The volume is characterized by extensive learning, patient attention to

details and a fair degree of caution." Bibliotheca Sacra.

" The exegetical portion of the book is simple in arrangement, admirable
in form and condensed in statement. . . . Dr. Gould does not slavishly follow

any authority, but expresses his own opinions in language both concise and
clear." The Chicago Standard.

" In clear, forcible and elegant language the author furnishes the results of
the best investigations on the second Gospel, both early and late. He treats

these various subjects with the hand of a master." Boston Zion's Herald.

" The author gives abundant evidence of thorough acquaintance with the
facts and history in the case. . . . His treatment of them is always fresh and

scfcMtrly, and oftentimes helpful,"
~- Tk* Wew Ytrk Observer.



"// is hardly necessary to say that this series will stand fird
among all English serial commentaries on the Bibk?

THE BIBLICAL WORLD.

ST. LUKE.
By the Rev. ALFRED PLUflflER, D.D.,

Master of University College, Durham. Formerly Fellow and Senior Tutor of

Trinity College, Oxford,

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00.

In the author's Critical Introduction to the Commentary is contained a full

treatment of a large number of important topics connected with the study of

the Gospel, among which are the following: The Author of the Book The
Sources of the Gospel Object and Plan of the Gospel Characteristics,

Style and Language The Integrity of the Gospel The Text Literary

History.

FROM THE AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

If this Commentary has any special features, they will perhaps be found in

the illustrations from Jewish writings, in the abundance of references to the

Septuagint, and to the Acts and other books of the New Testament, in the

frequent quotations of renderings in the Latin versions, and in the attention

which has been paid, both in the Introduction and throughout the Notes, to

the marks of St. Luke's style.

"It is distinguished throughout by learning, sobriety of judgment, and
sound exegesis. It is a weighty contribution to the interpretation of the

Third Gospel, and will take an honorable place in the series of which it forms

part" Prof. D. D. SALMOND, in the Critical Review.
" We are pleased with the thoroughness and scientific accuracy of the inter-

pretations.
. . . It seems to us that the prevailing characteristic of the book

18 common sense, fortified by learning and piety." The Herald and Presbyter.
"An important work, which no student of the Word of God can safely

acgleet" The Church Standard.
"The author has both the scholar's knowledge and the scholar's spirit

necessary for the preparation of such a commentary. . . We know of

nothing on the Third Gospel which more thoroughly meets the wants of the

Biblical scholar*" The Outlook.
" The author is not only a profound scholar, but a chastened and reverent

Christian, who undertakes to interpret a Gospel of Christ, so as to show

hrist in his grandeur and loveliness of character." The Southern Church-

man,
44

It it a valuable and welcome addition to our somewhat scanty stock of

fat-class commentaries on the Third Gospel. By its scholarly thoroughness
it well sustains the reputation

which the INTERNATIONAL SEMES Has already

woa," Prof. J. H. THAYER, of Harvard University.

This wlnmt having htn M recently published, further notices art not yd
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"For the student this new commentary promises to be indispe*

satte." The METHODIST RECORDER*

ROMANS.
By the Rev. WILLIAM SANDAY, D.D., LL.D.,

aret rtofcmor of Dtrlntty, and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford

AND TH

Rev. A. C. HEADLAM, M.A., D.D.,

Principal of King's College, London.

Crown Svo. Net, $3.00.

44From my knowledge of Dr. Sanday, and from a brief examination of the

book, I am led to believe that it is our best critical handbook to the Epistle.
It combines great learning with practical and suggestive interpretation."
Professor GEORGE B. STEVENS, of Yale University.

*' Professor Sanday is excellent in scholarship, and of unsurpassed candor.
The introduction and detached notes are highly interesting and instructive.

This commentary cannot fail to render the most valuable assistance to all

earnest students. The volume augurs well for the series of which it is a mem-
ber." Professor GEORGE P. FISHER, of Yale University.

"The scholarship and spirit of Dr. Sanday give assurance of an interpreta-
tion of the Epistle to the Romans which wiU be both scholarly and spiritual/

1

Dr. LYMAN ABBOTT.
** The work of the authors has been carefully done, and will prove an

acceptable addition to the literature of the great Epistle. The exegesis is

acute and learned . . . The authors show much familiarity with the work
of their predecessors, and write with calmness and lucidity." New York
Observer.

" We are confident that this commentary will find a place in every thought-
ful minister's library. One may not be able to agree with the authors at some

points, and this is true of all commentaries, but they have given us a work
which cannot but prove valuable to the critical study of Paul's masterly epis-
tle." Zion's Advocate.
"We do not hesitate to commend this as the best commentary on Romans

yet written in English. It will do much to popularize this admirable and
much needed series, by showing that it is possible to be critical and scholarly
and at the same time devout and spiritual, and intelligible to plain Bible
readers." The Church Standard-.
"A commentary with a very distinct character and purpose of its own,

which brings to students and ministers an aid which they cannot obtain else-

where. * . . There is probably no other commentary in which criticism ha*
been employed so successfully and impartially to bring out the author's

thought" ^. Y. Independent.
"We hav-s nothing but heartiest praise for the weightier matters of the

commentary. It is not only critical, but exegetical, expository, doctrinal,

practical, and eminently spiritual. The positive conclusions of the books are

rery numerous and are stoutly, gloriously evangelical. . , . The commentary
does not fail to speak with tb wtmoit *CW*M& of the whole word ** God-"



ir admirable series." THE LONDON ACADEMY.

EPHESIANS AND COLOSSIANS*
By the Rev. T. K. ABBOTT, B.D., D. Litt.

Formerly Professor of Biblical Greek, now of Hebrew, Trinity Colltg*
Dublin.

Crown 8vo. Net, $2.50*

" The latest volume of this admirable series is informed with the very-
best spirit in which such work can be carried out a spirit of absolute

fidelity to the demonstrable truths of critical science. . . This summary
of the results of modern criticism applied to these two Pauline letters is,

for the use of scholarly students, not likely to be superseded." The Lon~
don Academy.

11 An able and independent piece of exegesis, and one that none of us can
afford to be without. It is the work of a man who has made himself mas-
ter of his theme. His linguistic ability is manifest. His style is usually
clear. His exegetical perceptions are keen, and we are especially grateful
for his strong defence of the integrity and apostolicity of these two great
monuments of Pauline teaching." The Expos*tor.

"w*. displays every mark of conscientious judgment, wide reading, and

grammatical insight." Literature*

" In discrimination, learning, and candor, it is the peer of the other vol.

umes of the series. The elaborate introductions are of special value."
Professor GEORGE B. STEVENS, of Yale University.
" It is rich in philological material, clearly arranged, and judiciously

handled. The studies of words are uncommonly good. . . . In the

balancing of opinions, in the distinguishing between fine shades of mean-

ing, it is both acute and sound." The Church,
" The exegesis based so solidly on the rock foundation of philology is

argumentatively and convincingly strong. A spiritual and evangelical tenor

pervades the interpretation from first to last. . . . These elements, to-

gether with the author's full-orbed vision of the truth, with his discrimina-

tive judgment and his felicity of expression, make this the peer of any com-

mentary on these important letters." The Standard.
" An exceedingly careful and painstaking piece of work. - The introduc-

tory discussions of questions bearing on the authenticity and integrity (of

the epistles) are clear and candid, and the exposition of the text displays a
fine scholarship and insight,"- Northwestern Christian Advocate.

'The book is from first to last exegetical and critical. Every phrase in

the two Epistles is searched as with lighted candles. The authorities for

variant readings are canvassed but weighed, rather than counted. The mul-
tiform ancient and modern interpretations are investigated with the ex-

haustiveness of a German lecture-room, and the judicial spirit of an English
court-room. Special discussions are numerous and thorough." Tkt &*
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'/ have already expressed my conviction that the Inter-

national Critical Commentary is the best critical commentary^
** the whole Bible, in existence." -DR. LYMAK ABBOTT.

Philippians and Philemon
BY

REV. MARVIN R. VINCENT, D.D.

SZScal Literature in Union Theological Seminary, MfW

Crown 8vo Net $2.00.

*It is, in short, in every way worthy of the series." The Scotsman.
41 Professor Vincent's Commentary on Philippians and Philemon appears

to me not less admirable for its literary merit than for its scholarship and its

clear and discriminating discussions of the contents of these Epistles." DR.
GEORGE P. FISHER.

" The book contains many examples of independent and judicial weigh-
ing of evidence. We have been delighted with the portion devoted to Phile-

mon. Unlike most commentaries, this may wisely be read as a whole."
The Congregationalist

" Of the merits of the work it is enough to say that it is worthy of its

place in the noble undertaking to which it belongs. It is ful? of just such
information as the Bible student, lay or clerical, needs ; and while giving an
abundance of the truths of erudition to aid the critical student of the text, it

abounds also in that more popular information which enables the attentive

reader almost to put himself in St. Paul's place, to see with the eyes and feel

with the heart of the Apostle to the Gentiles." Boston Advertiser.

"If it is possible in these days to produce a commentary which will be
free from polemical and ecclesiastical bias, the feat will be accomplished in

the International Critical Commentary. . . . It is evident that the writer

has given an immense amount of scholarly research and original thought to

the subject. . . . The author's introduction to the Epistle to Philemon
is an admirable piece of literature, calculated to arouse 'in the student's mind
an intense interest in the circumstances which produced this short letter from
the inspired Apostle." Commercial Advertiser.

" His discussion of Philemon is marked by sympathy and appreciation,
and his full discussion of the relations of Pauline Christianity to slavery are

interesting, both historically and sociologically." The Dial.
"
Throughout the work scholarly research is evident. It commends itself

by its clear elucidation, its keen exegesis which marks the word study on
every page, its compactness of statement and its simplicity of arrangement."
Lutheran World.

"The scholarship of the author seems to be fully equal to his i
"

r

dertakingy
and he has given to us a fine piece of work. One cannot but s< that if the
entire series shall be executed upon a par with this portion, that wn be lit-

tle lefi to be desired," Philadelphia Presbyterian Journal*



" The best commentary and the one most useful to the Bi&U
ttudtnt If The International Critical"

THE REFORMED CHURCH REVIEW.

ST. PETER AND ST. JUDE
By the Rev. CHARLES BIQQ, D.D.

Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Oxford.

Crown Svo. Net, $2*50.

" His commentary Is very satisfactory indeed. His notes are particularly

valuable. We know of no work on these Epistles which is so full and satis-

factory/' Tht Living Church.

** It shows on immense amount of research and acquaintanceship with the

views of the critical school.'* Herald and Presbyter.
*' This volume well sustains the reputation achieved by its predecessors.

The notes to the text, as well as the introductions, are marked by eruditioo

At once affluent and discriminating.*' The Outlook.

** Canon Bigg's work is pre-eminently characterized by judicial open-

roindedness and sympathetic insight into historical conditions. His realistic

interpretation of the relations of the apostles and the circumstances of the

early church renders the volume invaluable to students of these themes.

The exegetical work in the volume rests on the broad basis of careful lin-

guistic study, acquaintance with apocalyptic literature and the writings of

the Fathers, a sane judgment, and good sense." -American Journal ej

Theology*

NUMBERS
By the Rev. a. BUCHANAN GRAY, D.D.

Professor of Hebrew, Mansfield College, Oxford.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00.

" Most Bible readers have the impression that 4 Numbers' is a dull

book only relieved by the brilliancy of the Balaam chapters and some

snatches of old Hebrew songs, but, as Prof. Gray shows with admi-

rable skill and insight, its historical and religious value is not that

which lies on the surface. Prof. Gray's Commentary is distinguished

by fine scholarship and sanity of judgment ;
it is impossible to

commend it too warmly.'
'

Saturday Review (London).
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Ubeological library

EDITORS' PREFACE.
*

THEOLOGY has made great and rapid advances in recent

years. New lines of investigation have been opened up,

fresh light has been cast upon many subjects of the deepest

interest, and the historical method has been applied with

important results. This has prepared the way for a Library

of Theological Science, and has created the demand for it.

It has also made it at once opportune and practicable now

to secure the services of specialists in the different depart-

ments of Theology, and to associate them in an enterprise

which will furnish a record of Theological inquiry up to

date.

This Library is designed to cover the whole field of Chris-

tian Theology. Each volume is to be complete in itself,

while, at the same time, it will form part of a carefully

planned whole. One of the Editors is to prepare a volume

of Theological Encyclopaedia which will give the history

and literature of each department, as well as of Theology

as a whole.

The Library is intended to form a series of Text-Books

for Students of Theology-

The Authors, therefore, aim at conciseness and compact-

ness of statement At the same time, they have in view

that large and increasing class of students, in other depart-

ments of inquiry, who desire to have a systematic and thor-

ough exposition of Theological Science. Technical matters
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will therefore be thrown into the form of notes, and the

text will be made as readable and attractive as possible.

The Library is international and interconfessional. It

will be conducted in a catholic spirit, and in the interests

of Theology as a science.

Its aim will be to give full and impartial statements both

of the results of Theological Science and of the questions

which are still at issue in the different departments.

The Authors will be scholars of recognized reputation in

the several branches of study assigned to them. They will

be associated with each other and with the Editors in the

effort to provide a series of volumes which may adequately

represent the present condition of investigation, and indi-

cate the way for further progress.

CHARLES A. BRIGGS.

STEWART D. F. SALMOND.

Theological Encyclopaedia.

An 'Introduction to the Literature of
the Old Testament.

Canon and Text of the Old Testa-
ment.

Old Testament History.

Contemporary History of the Old
Testament.

Theology of the Old Testament.

An Introduction to the Literature
of the New Testament

Canon and Text of the New Testa-
ment.

The Life of Christ.

By CHARLES A. BKIGGS, D.D., D.Litt.,
Prof, of Theological Encyclopedia and
Symbolics, Union TheoL Seminary, N, Y.

By S. R. DRIVER, D D., D.Litt., Regius
Professor of Hebrew, and Canon of
Christ Church, Oxford. (Revised' and
enlarged edition?)

By FRANCIS CRAWFORD BURKITT, M.A.,
Norissonian Professor of Divinity, Cam-
bridge University,

By HENRY PRESERVED SMITH, D.D.,
Professor ot Biblical History, Amherst
College, Mass. (Now ready.)

By FRANCIS BROWN, D.D., LL.D., D.Litt.,
Professor of Hebrew, Union Theological
Seminary, New York.

By the late A. B. DAVIDSON, D.D., LL.D.,
Professor of Hebrew, New College,
Edinburgh. (Now ready,)

By REV. JAMES MOFFATT, B.D., Minister
United Free Church, Dundonald, Scot-
land.

By CASPAR RENE" GREGORY, D.D., LL.D.,
Professor of New Testament Exegesis in
the University of Leipzig.

By- WILLIAM SANDAY, D.D., LL.D., Lady
Margaret* Professor of Divinity, and
Canon of Christ Church, Oxford.
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A History of Christianity in the
Apostolic Age.

Contemporary History of the New
Testament.

Theology of the New Testament.

Biblical Archaeology.

The Ancient Catholic Church.

The Early Latin Church.

The Later Latin Church

The Greek and Oriental Churches.

The Reformation. I. In Germany.

The Reformation. II. In Lands Bo-
yond Germany.

Symbolics.

History of Christian Doctrine.

Christian Institutions. ,

Philosophy of Religion.

The History of Religions.

Apologetics.

The Doctrine of God.

The Doctrine of Man.

The Doctrine of Christ.

The Christian Doctrine of Salvation.

The Doctrine of the Christian Life.

Christian Ethics.

The Christian Pastor and the Work-*
ing Church.

The Christian Preacher.

Rabbinical Literature.

By ARTHUR C. McGiFFERT, D D., Professor
of Church History, Union Theological
Seminary, New York. (Now ready.)

By FRINK C. PORTER, D.D., Professor of
Biblical Theology, Yale University, New
Haven, Conn.

By GEORGE B. STEVENS, D D., Professor
of Systematic Theology , Yale University,
New Haven, Conn. (Now

By G BUCHANAN GRAY, D.D., Professor of
Hebrew, Mansfield College, Oxford.

By ROBERT RAINY, D.D., LL.DM Principal
of the New College, Edinburgh. (Now
ready )

By CHARLES BIGG, D.D., Regius Professor
of Church History, University of Oxford.

By E. W. WATSON, M.A., Professor of
Church History, Kings College, London.

By W. F. ADENEY, D.D,, Principal of
Independent College, Manchester.

By T. M. LINDSAY, D.D., Principal of the
United Free College, Glasgow. (New
ready.)

By T. M. LINDSAY, D.D., Principal of the
United Free College,Glasgow. {ingress.)

By CHARLES A. BRIGGS, D.D., D.Litt.,
Prof, of Theological Encyclopedia and
Symbolics, Union Theol. Seminary, N.Y.

By G. P. FISHER, D.D., LL D., Professor
of Ecclesiastical History,Yale University,New Haven, Conn. (Revised and en-
largededition?)

By A. V. G. ALLEN, D.D., Professor of
"Ecclesiastical History, P. E. Divinity
School, Cambridge, Mass. (Now ready.)

By ROBERT FLINT, D.D., LL.D , sometime
Professor of Divinity In the University of

Edinburgh.
By GEORGE F. MOORE, D.D., LL.D.,
Professor in Harvard University.

By the late A, B, BRUCE, D.D., sometime
Professor of New Testament Exegesis,
Free t. hurch College, Glasgow. (Revised
and enlarged edition?)

By WILLIAM N. CLARKE. D.D., Professor
of Systematic Theology, Hamilton The-
ological Seminary.

By WILLIAM P. PATBRSON, D.D., Professor
of Divinity, University of Edinburgh.

By H. R. MACKINTOSH, Ph.D., Professor of
Systematic Theology, New College,
Edinburgh.

By GEORGE B. STEVENS, D.D., Professor of

Systematic Theology, Yale University.
(Now ready.)

By WILLIAM ADAMS BROWN, D,D., Profes-
sor of Systematic Theology, Union The-
ological Seminary, New York.

By NEWMAN SMYTH D.D., Pastor of Con-
gregational Church, New Haven. (Re-
vised and enlarged edition.)

By WASHINGTON GLADDEN, D.D., Pastor
of Congregational Church, Columbus,
Ohio. (Now ready.) *

Hy Ritv. W. T. DAVISON, D.D., Professor
of Theology, Richmond College.

ttv S SCHECHTKR, M.A., President of the

Jewish Theological Seminary, New York
City.



AN INTRODUCTION TO

The Literature of the Old Testament

By Prof. S. R. DRIVER, D.D., D.Litt.

Canon of Christ Church, Oxford

New Edition Revised

Crown Svo, 558 pages*$2.50 nt

- it is the most scholarly and critical work in the English lan-

guage on the literature of the Old Testament, and fully up to the

present state of research in G* Taany." Prof. PHILIP SCHAFF, D.D.
" Canon Driver has arrange 1 his material excellently, is succinct

without being hurried or uncleai, and treats the various critical prob-
lems involved with admirable fairness and good judgment."

Prof. C. H. TOY.
" His judgment is singularly fair, calm, unbiassed, and inde-

pendent It is also thoroughly reverential. . . . The service,
which his book will render in the present confusion of mind on this

great subject, can scarcely be overestimated." The London Times.

"As a whole, there is probably no book in the English language
equal to this ' Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament*
for the student who desires to understand what the modern criticism
thinks about the Bible/' Dr. LYMAN ABBOTT, in the Outlook.

" The book is one worthy of its subject, thorough in its treat-

ment, reverent in its tone, sympathetic in its estimate, frank in its

recognition of difficulties, conservative (in the best sense of the

word) in its statement of results."

Prof. HENRY P. SMITH, in the Magazine of Christian Literature,

11 In working out his method our author takes up each book in
order and goes through it with marvelous and microscopic care.

Every verse, every clause, word by word, is sifted and weighed., and
its place in the literary organism decided upon."

The Presbyterian Quarterly*
" It contains just that presentation of the results of Old Testa-

ment criticism for which English readers in this department have
been waiting. . . The whole book is excellent; it will be found
helpful, characterized as it is all through by that scholarly poise of
mind, which, when it does not know, is not ashamed to present de-
grees of probability." New World.

*
* . . Canon Driver's book is characterized throughout by

thorough Christian scholarship, faithful research, caution in the
expression of mere opinions, candor in the statement of facts and of
the necessary inferences from them, and the devout recognition cf
the divine inworking in the religious life of the Hebrews, and of the
tokens of divine inspiration in the literature which records and em-
bodici it" Dr. A. P. PJEABODY, in the Cambridge Tribune.
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OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY
By HENRY PRESERVED SMITH, D.D.

PROFESSOR OF BIBLICAL HISTORY AND INTERPRETATION, AMHERST COLLEGE

Crown 8vo, 538 pages, $2.50 net

This book gives a history of Old Testament times.

This it does by a narrative based upon those Bibli-

cal books which are historical in form The nature
of these books is carefully considered, their data are

used according to historical methods, and the con-

clusions of recent criticism are set forth. The other

books of the Old Testament with the more impor-
tant of the Apocrypha are given their proper place
so far as they throw light on the development of

the Old Testament people.
41 Professor Smith has, by his comprehensive and vitalized history,

laid all who care for the Old Testament under great obligations."
The Independent.

** The volume is characterized by extraordinary clearness of con-

ceptlon and representation, thorough scholarly ability, and charm
of style*" The Interior.

" Dr. Smith's volume is critical without being polemical, inter-

estlng though not imaginative, scholarly without pedantry, and radi-

cal but not destructive. The author is himself an authority, and his

volume is the best single presentation with which we are familiar of

the modern view of Old Testament history." The Outlook.

"ThU volume is the result of thorough study, is free from the

Controversial spirit and from any evidence of desire to challenge older

theories of the Bible, is written in straightforward, clear style, does

not linger unduly in discussion of doubtful matters, is reverent and at

the same time fearless. If one has accepted the main positions of the

Higher Criticism, while he may still differ with Professor Smith's

conclusions here and there, he will find himself in accord with the

spirit of the author, whose scholarship and achievement he will

gladly honor," The Congregationalist.

*' We have a clear, interesting, instructive account of the growth
of Israel, embodying a series of careful judgments on the countless

problems that face the man who tries to understand the life of that

remarkable people. The *

History' takes its place worthily by the side

of Driver's Introduction. The student of to-day is to be congratulated

on having so valuable an addition made to his stock of tools."

The Expository Times.



The Theology of the Old Testament.
BY THE LATE

A. B. DAVIDSON, D.D., LL.D., Litt.D.

Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Exegesis. New College, Edinburgh.

EDITED FROM THE AUTHOR'S MANUSCRIPTS

BY

S. D. F. SALMOND, D.D., F.B.I.S.

Principal of the United Free Church College, Aberdeen.

Crown Svo. 568 pages. $2.50 net.

* It is one of those monumental works whose publication the scholar hails

with gratitude. Principal Salmond has edited Professor Davidson's manu-

scripts with care and fidelity. It would require much more space than we
can give this volume in our crowded columns even to indicate the many points
in which this, one of the greatest of Hebrew scholars, shows himself a lineal

descendant and successor of the ancient prophets whom he loved so well; but

it is enough to say that the work is fitted by its scholarship and its tone to

become a standard in every theological seminary. Great pains have been
taken with the Hebrew text, so frequently quoted, and its use is distinctly
illuminative. His learning is never introduced to dazzle, but always to en-

lighten the reader." The Interior.

" We hope every clergyman will not rest content till he has procured and
studied this most admirable and useful book. Every really useful question
relating to man his nature, his fell, and his redemption, his present life of

grace, his life after death, his future life is treated of. We may add that the

most conservatively inclined believer in the Old Testament will find nothing
in this book to startle him, while, at the same time, the book is fully cogni-
zant of the altered views regarding the ancient Scriptures. The tone is rever-

ent throughout, and no one who reads attentively can fail to derive fresh light
and benefit from the exposition here given." The Canadian Ckurckman.

" Dr. Davidson was so keen a student, and yet so reverent as to his Bible,
that anything from his pen must be of profit. The book gives evidence that

his eyes were wide open to all modern research, but yet he was not led astray

by any of the vagaries of the schools. Through all the treatment of the

theme he remains conservative, while seeking to know the truth." xamintr*
" No one can fail to gain immense profit from its careful study. We rejoice

that such a work is added to the store of helpful literature on the Old Testa-

ment, and we express the hope that it may find wide reading among ministers

and teachers of the Bible." The Standard.
" In its treatment of Old Testament

theology,
there is nothing to equal it

in the English language, and nothing to surpass it in any language. While it

is prepared for scholars it will prove an education in the Old Testament to the

intelligent laymen or Sunday-school teachers who will give it a faithful read-

ing. The style is so clear that it cannot help but prove interesting. We com-
ment this book with a special prayer, believing that it will make the Old
Testament a richer book ; and make the foundation upon which the teaching*
of the New Testament stand more secure to every one who reads it/

1



A HISTORY OP

CHRISTIANITY IN THE APOSTOLIC AGE

BY

ARTHUR CUSHMAN McQIFFERT, Ph.D., D.D.

ItfasMum Professor of Church History m ik* Vmott Tteob&cat Seminary, Nrv ftp*

Crown 8vo, 681 Pages, $2.50 Net.

" The author's work is ably done. , . . This volume is worthy of
Its place in the series." The Congregationalism

" Invaluable as a resume' of the latest critical work upon the great forma-
tive period of the Christian Church." The Christian World (London).

" There can be no doubt that this is a remarkable work, both on account
of the thoroughness of its c/i^sm and the boldness of its views."

The Scotsman,

" The ability and learning of Protessor McGiffert's work on the Apos-
tolic Age,

tand,^
whatever dissent there maybe from its critical opinion, its

manifest sincerity, candid scholars will not fail to appreciate."
DR. GEORGE P. FISHER, of Yale University.

"
Pre-eminently a clergyman's book ; but there are many reasons why it

should be in the library of every thoughtful Christian person. The style
is vivid and at times picturesque. The results rather than the processes of

learning are exhibited. It is full of local color, of striking narrative, and of

keen, often brilliant, character analysis. It is an admirable book for the

Sunday-school teacher." Boston Advertiser,

<* For a work of such wide learning and critical accuracy, and which deals

with so many difficult and abstruse problems of Christian history, this is re-

markably readable," The Independent.

" It is certain that Professor McGiffert's work has set the mark fot

future effort in the obscure fields of research into Christian origin."
New York Tribune.

" Dr. McGiffert has produced an able, scholarly, suggestive, and con-

atructive work, He is in thorough and easy possession of his sources and

materials, so that his positive construction is seldom interrupted by citations,

the demolition of opposing views, or the irrelevant discussion of subordinate

questions," The Methodist Review.

"The clearness, self*consistency, and force of the whole impressio-n of

Apostolic Christianity with which we leave this book, goes far to guarantee

its permanent value and success," 7$* Expositor.



THEOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

By GEORGE B, STEVENS, D.D.

Professor of Systematic Thtology, Yalt University.

Crown 8vo, 638 pages. $3.50 net

/

r

"In style it is rarely clear, simple, and strong, adapted alike to the gen-
eral reader and the theological student. The former class will find it read-

able and interesting to an unusual degree, while the student will value its

thorough scholarship and completeness of treatment. His work has a sim-

plicity, beauty, and freshness that add greatly to its scholarly excellence and
worth," Christian Advocate.

" Professor Stevens is a profound student and interpreter of the Bible, as

far as possible divested of any prepossessions concerning its message. In
bis study of it his object has been not to find texts that might seem to bol-

ster up some system of theological speculation, but to find out what the

writers of the various books meant to say and teach." M Y. Tribune.

"
It is a fine example of painstaking, discriminating, impartial research

and statement." The Congregationalism

" Professor Stevens has given us a very good book. A liberal conser-

vative, he takes cautious and moderate positions in the field of New Testa-

ment criticism, yet is admirably fair-minded. His method is patient and

thorough. He states the opinions of those who differ from him with care

and clearness. The proportion of quotation and reference is well adjusted
and the reader is kept well* informed concerning the course of opinion with-

out being drawn away from the text of the author's own thought. His

judgments on difficult questions are always put with self-restraint aud
sobriety." The Churchman.

"
It will certainly take its place, after careful reading, as a valuable

rynopsis, neither bare nor over-elaborate, to which recourse will be had by
the student or teacher who requires within moderate compass tb gilt <if

Hlod*rn research." *The Literary Wtrld.
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THE ANCIENT CATHOLIC CHURCH
From the Accession of Trajan to the Fourth

General Council (A.D. 98-451)
By ROBERT RAINY, D.D.

Principal of the New College, Edinburgh.

Crown 8vo. 554 Pages. Net, $3.50.

"This is verily and indeed a book to thank God for ; and if anybody has
been despairing of a restoration of true catholic unity in God's good time, it
is a book to fill him with hope and confidence." The Church Standard.

*'

Principal Rainy has written a fascinating book. He has the gifts of an
historian and an expositor. His fresh presentation of so intricate and time-
worn a subject as Gnosticism grips and holds the attention from first to last.

Familiarity with most of the subjects which fall to be treated within these
limits of Christian history had bred a fancy that we might safely and profit-

ably skip some of the chapters, but we found ourselves returning to close up
the gaps ; we should advise those who are led to read the book through this

notice not to repeat our experiment. It is a dish of well-cooked and well-
seasoned meat, savory and rich, with abundance of gravy; and, while no
one wishes to be a glutton, he will miss something nutritious if he does not
take time to consume it all." Methodist jRe-view.

"It covers the period from 98-451 A.D., with a well-marked order, and
is written in a downright style, simple and unpretentious. Simplicity, in-

deed, and perspicuity are the keynotes, and too great burden of detail is

avoided. A. very fresh and able book." The Nation,

"The International Theological Library is certainly avery valuable collec-

tion of books on the science of Theology. And among the set *

good books,
Dr, Rainy's volume on The Ancient Catholic Church \s entitled to a high
place. We know of no one volume which contains *o much matter which
is necessary to a student of theology." The Living Church.

4 * Of course, a history so condensed is not to be read satisfactorily in a day
or even a week. The reader often will find ample food for thought for a

day or more in what he may have read in two hours. But the man
^
who

will master the whole book will be amply rewarded, and will be convinced

that he has been consorting with a company of the world's greatest men,
and has attained an accurate knowledge of one of the world's greatest and

most important periods." Christian Intelligencer*

"As a compend of church history for the first five centuries, this volume

will be found most useful, for ready reference, both to those who possess

the more elaborate church histories, and for the general information desired

by a wider reading public; while the temperate presentations of the author's

own theories upon disputed points are in themselves rf great value."*

Bibliothtca Sacra.
**
Principal Rainy of the New College, Edinburgh, is one of the foremost

scholars of Great Britain, and in Scotland, his home, he is regarded by his

countrymen at the chief figure in their ecclesiastical
life.^

There can be

Uttle doubt that this recent volume will enhance his reputation and serve tn

ttroduc* him to a wider circle of Itiswfa."-- Congregationalism Botton.
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History of Christian Doctrine,
BY

GEORGE P. FISHER, D,D.f LL.D.,

Ttto Street Professor of Ecclesiastical History in Yale University)

Crown 8vo, 583 pages, $2.50 net.

' He gives ample proof of rare scholarship. Many of the old doc-
trines are restated with a freshness, lucidity and elegance of style
which make it a very readable book." The New York Observer.

*'
Intrinsically this volume is worthy of a foremost place m our

modern literature -. , . Wehave no work on the subject in English
eo'ial to it, for variety and range, clearness of statement, judicious
guidance, and catholicity of tone." London Nonconformist and Inde-

pendent*
" It is only just to say that Dr. Fisher has produced the best His-

tory of Doctrine that we have in English." The New York Evangelist.

" It is to me quite a marvel how a book of this kind (Fisher's
History of Christian Doctrine') can be written so accurately to

scale. It could only be done by one who had a very complete com-
mand of all the periods." PROF. WILLIAM SANDAY, Oxford.

"It presents so many new and fresh points and is so thoroughly
treated, and brings into view contemporaneous thought, especially
the American, that it is a pleasure to read it, and wiJl be an equal
pleasure to go back to it again and again/' BISHOP JOHN F. HURST.

" Throughout there is manifest wide reading, careful prepara-
tion, spirit and good judgment," Philadelphia Presbyterian.

" The language and style are alike delightfully fresh and easy
. . . A book which will be found both stimulating and instructive

to the student of theology." The Churchman.

Professor Fisher has trained the public to expect the excellen-
cies of scholarship, candor, judicial equipoise and admirable lucidity
and elegance of style in whatever comes from his pen. But in the

present work he has surpassed himself." PROF. J. H. THAYER, of
HarvardDivinity School.

" It meets the severest standard; there is fullness of knowledge,
thorough research, keenly analytic thought, and rarest enrichment
for a positive, profound and learned critic. There is interpretative
and revealing sympathy. It is of the class of works that mark epoch*
in their several departments-" The Outlook,

" As a first study of the History of Doctrine, Professor Fisher's
volume has the merit of being full, accurate and interesting."

Prof. MARCUS DODS
*

. . . He gathers up, reorganizes and presents the results of

Investigation in a style rarely full ox literary charm."
*Tk* Intorbr.



CHRISTIAN INSTITUTIONS.

By ALEXANDER V. Q. ALLEN, D*D.

S*Tofessor of Ecclesiastical History in the Episcopal Theological
in Cambridge.

Crown 8vo, 577 pages, $2.50 net.

** Professor Allen's Christian Institutions may be regarded as tht mos..,
important permanent contribution which the Protestant Episcopal Charch'
of the United States has yet made to general theological thought. In a few
particulars it will not command the universal, or even the general assent of

discriminating readers
; but it will receive, as it deserves, the respect and

appreciation of those who rightly estimate the varied, learned, and independ-
ent Spirit of the author." The American Journal of Theology'

* * As to his method there can be no two opinions, nor as to the broad,
critical, and appreciative character of his study. It is an immensely sug-
jjjosl ivc, stimulating, and encouraging piece of work. It shows that modern
scholarship is not all at sea as to results, and it presents a worthy view of a

groat and noble subject, the greatest and noblest of all subjects." The In-

dependent.
44 This will at once take its place among the most valuable volumes in the

* International Theological Library/ constituting in itself a very complete
epitome both of general church history and of the history of doctrines.

, . A single quotation well illustrates the brilliant style and the pro-
found thought of the book." The Bibliotheca Sacra.

" The wealth of learning, the historical spirit, the philosophic grasp, the

loyrJty to the continuity of life, which everywhere characterize this thorough

study of the organization, creeds, and cultus constituting Christian Institu-

tion. . . . However the reader may differ with the conclusions of the

author, few will question his painstaking scholarship, judicial temperament,
Haxd catholicity of Christian spirit." The Advance.

41 It is an honor to American scholarship, and will be read by all who
Wifth to be abreast of the age." The Lutheran Church Review.

*' With nil its defects and limitations, this is a most illuminating and sug-

gestive bo^k on a subject of abiding interest."' The Christian Intelli-

" It is a treasury of expert knowledge, arranged in an orderly and lucid

manner, and more than ordinarily readable. . . . It is controlled by the

candid and critical spirit of the careful historian who, of course, has his

convictions and preferences, but who makes no claims in their behalf which

the facts do not seem to warrant." The Congregationalism

" Hfc writes in a charming style, and has collected a vast amount of im-

portant material pertaining to his subject which can be found in no other

work in so compact a, fotttt.'JsrdT<i New York Observer*
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Apologetics;

Or, Christianity Defensively Stated.

By the late ALEXANDER BALMAIN BRUCE, D.B,

Prfossor of
Glasgow

Apologetics and New Testament Exegesis, Free Church College
jr ; Author of ' The Training of the Twelve,**

" The Humilia-
tion of Christ,*'

" The Kingdom of God/' etc.

Crown 8vo, 528 pages, $2.50 net

Professor Bruce's work is not an abstract treatise on apologetics,
but an apologetic presentation of the Christian faith, with reference
to whatever in our intellectual environment makes faith difficult at
the present time.

It addresses itself to men whose sympathies are with Christianity,
and discusses the topics of pressing concern the burning questions
of the hour! It is offered as an aid to faith rather than a buttress of

received belief and an armory of weapons for the orthodox believer.

" The book throughout exhibits the methods and the results of

conscientious, independent, expert and devout Biblical scholarship,
and it is of permanent value." The Congregationalism

""The practical value of this book entitles it to a place in the
first rank." The Independent.

" A patient and scholarly presentation of Christianity under

aspects best fitted to commend it to 'ingenuous and truth-loving
minds.' "-78* Nation.

"The book is well-nigh indispensable to those who propose to

keep abreast of the times.' Western Christian Advocate.

"Professor Bruce does not consciously evade any difficulty,
and he constantly aims to be completely fair-minded.. For this
reason he wins from the start the strong confidence of the reader

"

Advance.

' Its admirable spirit, no less than the strength of its arguments,
will go far to remove many of the prejudices or doubts of those who
are outside of Christianity, butwho are, nevertheless, not infidels."

York Tribune.

" In a word, he tells precisely what all intelligent persons wish to
know, and tells it in a clear, fresh and convincing manner. Scarcely
anyone has so successfully rendered the service of showing what
the result of the higher criticism is for the proper understanding of
the history and religion of Israel." Andover JReview.

" We have not for a long time taken a book in hand that is more
stimulating to faith. . . . without commenting further, we repeat
that this volume is the ablest, most scholarly, most advanced, and
sharpest defence of

Christianity that has ever been written. No
theological library should be without it/' ZUris Herald.



Christian Ethics,

By NEWMAN SMYTH, D.D., New Haven.

Crown 8vo, 508 pages, $2.50 net.

" As thisbook is the latest, so it is the fullest and most attractive
treatment of the subject that we are familiar with. Patient and ex-
luiUvStive in its method of inquiry, and stimulating and suggestive in
the topic it handles, we are confident that it will be a help to the
task o tho moral understanding and interpretation of human life."

The Living Church.

44 Thisbook of Dr. Newman Smyth is of extraordinary interest and
value.

t
It is an honor to American scholarship and American Chris-

tian thinking. It is a work which has been wrought out with re-

markable grasp o conception, and power of just analysis, fullness of

information, richness of thought, and affluence of apt and luminous
illustration. Its style is singularly clear, simple, facile, and strong.
Too much gratification can hardly be expressed atthe way the author
lifts tho whole subject of ethics up out of the slouch of mere natural-
iHin'mto its own place, ^where it is seen to be illumined by the Chris-
tian revelation and vision."~~Thc Advance*

* The sitbjects treated cover the whole field of moral and spiritual y

lotions, theoretical and practical, natural and revealed, individual and social,

civil and ecclesiastical. To enthrone the personal Christ as the true content

of the ethical ideal, to show how this ideal is realized in Christian conscious-

ness and how applied in the varied departments of practical life these are

the main objects of the book and no objects could be loftier."

The Congregationalism

" The author has written with competent knowledge, with great spiritual

taiight, and in * tone of dcvoutness and reverence worthy of his theme."
The JLondon Independent. \

**It i methodical, comprehensive, and readable; few subdivision*,

direct or indirect, are omitted in the treatment of the broad theme, and

though it aim* to be an exhaustive treatise, and not a popular handbook, it

may be perused at random with a good deal of suggestiveness and profit." \

The Sunday School Times.

** It reflect* great credit on the author, presenting an exempkty temper
and manner throughout, being a model of clearness in thought wad term,

and containing passages of exquisite finish,** Hartford Seminary RMOT&

" We commend this book to all reading, intelligent men, aarf espd tt*

It initcri, who wUl find in >*
~"Miy fresh suggestions/'

PROKESSO* A. 1



THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE OF SALVATION.

By GEORGE B. STEVENS, Ph.D., D.D., LL.D.

Dwight Professor of Systematic Theology in Yale University.

Crown 8vo, 558 pages, $2.50 net (postage 22 cents).

" The book is a great work, whatever one's own dogmatic opinions

may be, or however one might wish to criticize some of the positions taken

by Dr. Stevens. It shows mastery of the subject, breadth of view com-

bined with the minutiae of scholarship, that is admirable. It should have

a wide reading, and it can do much for this transitional time of ours, when

nothing is more needed t'aan the reinterpretation of the old formulas in

the life of to-day." The Examiner.

"
Professor Stevens has performed a task of great importance, certain

to exert wide and helpful influence in settling the minds of men. He has

treated the subject historically and has given to Christ the first place in

interpreting his own mission.
1 *

Congregationalist and Christian World*

"The eminence of the author no less than the thoroughly scholarly

charactei*>f his discussion insures to his book a place in every complete

theological library." Brooklyn Daily Eagle.

" This is a book of marked value. There is evidence of good thinking

from beginning to end. The author has a clear and wholesome way of

looking for the truth. He understands the uses of the historical method,
but this does not blind him to the discernment of some truths by straight

and immediate perception or intuition. Familiar enough with what the

modern critics and theorizers have to say, he docs not lose his fine poise of

spiritual judgment either in face of the old or the new. lie is in no sense

a controversialist. He is simply after the truth, and the whole truth/'

The Standard (Chicago),

"The subject is treated historically and exegetically, the problems
that present themselves being approached inductively, the theories of

others presented with reasonable fulness, and the discussion kept through-
out on an objective plane. , . . The book deserves careful study, as

a whole, and is suggestive of the interest taken in questions of soterioiogy

to-day." The Churchman*



THE CHRISTIAN PASTOR AND 1HE

WORKING CHURCH

By WASHINGTON GLADDEN, D.D., LL.D.

of '*
Applied Christianity,'* "Who Wrote the Bible?" "Rulinf

Ideas of the Preset Age," etc.

Crown 8vo, 485 pages, $a.5o net*

* Dr. Gladden may be regarded as an expert and an authority on practl-
wrtl theology* . . . Upon the whole we judge that it will be of great
service to the ministry of nil the Protestant churches." The Interior.

** Packed with wisdom and instruction and a profound piety. . ,

It i pithy* pertinent, nnel judicious from cover to cover. , . . An ex-

ctwlingly comprehensive, .sagacious, and suggestive study and application
theme.

1 ' The Congregationalism

" We have here, for the pastor, the most modern practical treatise yet

publishedsagacious, balanced, devout, inspiring."- The Dial.

'< His long experience, his eminent success, his rare literary ability, and
his diligence, us a student combine to make of this a model book for its pur-

post:. . We know not whore the subjects are more wisely discussed

than here.
1 ' The Bibtiothmi Sacra*

"This book should be the wade mecwn of every working pastor. It

abounds in wise counsels and suggestions, the result of large experience
and observation. No sphere of church life or church work is left untreated. 9*

The (Canadian) Methodist Magazine and Review*

41 A Imppier combination of author and subject, it will be acknowledged,
cun hardly be found* . . , It is comprehensive, practical, deeply

uplrltual, and fertile in wise and suggestive thought upon ways and means
of bringing the Gospel to bear on the lives of men." The Christian Ad-
twtifa

'*
|')r. Gladden writes -with pith and point, but with wise moderation, a

genial tone and great good sense. . . . The book is written in an excel*

lent, business-like and vital English style,
which carries the author's point

And purpose and has an attractive vitality of its own.** The Independent.

" A comprehensive, inspiring, and helpful guide to a busy pastor, Ona
nd in it A multitude of practical suggestions for the development of th

spiritual and working life of the Church, and the answer to many problem*
that are * constant perplexity to the teithhil minister."

714*



A HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION.

I. THE REFORMATION IN GERMANY*

By THOMAS M. LINDSAY, M.A., D.D.

Principal, The United Free Church College, Glasgow

Crown 8vo, 544 pages, $2.50 net (postage 21 cents).

This volume on the Reformation in Germany is a very important work.

The author is a specialist on this subject, having devoted many years to

research in the original documents of the period.

The work is especially valuable for its fresh and rich exhibit of the

social and political environment of the Reformation. The story of Luther

is vividly and graphically told, often in the very language and style of eye-

witnesses. The volume concludes with a careful statement of the religious

principles inspiring the Reformation.

The author is a genuine historian. He writes as a scholar who has

mastered his material and his theme. He is free from the prejudices ami

exaggerations so common with most Protestant writers on the subject, mul

may be relied on for his facts and statements. Where one differs from him,

it must be said that the author gives good reasons for his conclusions and

there is room for honest difference of opinion. The author has in prepara-

tion a volume on the Reformation beyond Germany, which will complete

the History of the Reformation.












